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PREFACE.

IT
has been the aim of the Author, in preparing this work, to furnish a series of

books that shall be of practical value to all who have to do with building op-

erations, and especially to architects, draughtsmen and builders. In this vol-

ume an attempt has been made to describe those materials and methods of construc-

tion that come within the ordinary province of the carpenter, or are usually in-

cluded in the carpenter's specifications.

In treating the various subjects that come within the scope of the book, the de-

scriptive method used in Part I., with numerous illustrations, has been followed, as

this appears to be the most practical method of accomplishing the end in view.

But little space has been given to methods of determining the strength of materials,

these having already been sufficiently covered in various works treating particularly

of such matters, the especial aim of the author being rather to show how the various

kinds of work should be done, what materials should be used and how the parts of

buildings should be put together.

To do this in a manner that would be of sufficient practical value to warrant its

being done at all, has required the making of a large number of detail drawings,

which, while they have greatly increased thf labor of preparation and delayed the

publication, will, the author dares to believe, prove of great assistance to the young

architect and draughtsman, and he trusts of iome value to experienced architects

and builders.

The illustrations may not be considered as models of draughtsmanship, but on

a small scale are such as are usually required in making working drawings and in

explaining the method of construction to be pursued. It is hoped that their value

may be in proportion to the labor and thought that have been expended upon them.

The various materials employed by the carpenter, or with which he usually has

to do, have also been carefully considered, with the view of enabling the architect

and builder to employ them wisely, and to distinguish between the various kinds

and qualities.

An especial effort has been made, in describing different forms of construction,

not to follow entirely the methods of one section of the country, but rather to give

the different methods pursued by different architects and in different localities, con-

trast them, and bring out their relative advantages. In this the author has been

greatly assisted by many prominent architects, and by his own experience in both

the Eastern and Western portions of the country.

The method of paragraphing the subjects followed in Part I. has been retained,

partly for convenience in making cross references and also for greater convenience

in the class room. Much pains have been taken to make the Index as complete as

possible, using the most suggestive terms, so that any subject may readily be found.

In referring to the supervision of the work the author has attempted to

call attention to the defects commonly found in building materials and to inferioi

methods of construction, and various ways in which the work is often slighted.
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The general duties of a superintendent have been so vrell set forth in Mr. T. M,
Clark's well-known work, " Building Superintendence," that it seems unwise to go

more fully into this part of the subject, especially as the best preparation for effi-

cient supervision is a thorough knowledge of how the work should be done, and

that the author has tried to impart.

There are so many patented articles and devices used in connection with the

carpenter's work that are not only desirable, but often absolutely necessary to the

proper equipment of a building, and with which, therefore, the architect should be

acquainted, that it has been necessary to describe or refer to quite a number, but

only such have been recommended as have been thoroughly investigated, or which

the author has successfully used in his own practice.

In conclusion, the author wishes to acknowledge the great assistance he has re-

ceived from various architects, and especially from Prof. C. A. Martin, of Cornell

University, in regard to various details of construction, and also from several man-

ufacturers of builders' hardware for information and illustrations.

The author will appreciate any suggestions that may be made looking to the

improvement of future editions, or any corrections of errors that may be discovered.

F. E. KIDDER.
Denverf August i, iSi)S.
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Chapter I.

THE BUILDING AND FINISHING WOODS
OF THE UNITED STATES.

1. Characteristics, Properties and Uses.—The abundance

and consequent cheapness of wood in the United States, the ease

with which it can be procured and worked, together with its strength,

lightness and durability, have caused it to enter largely into the con-

struction of all but the most costly buildings, and it will probably

continue to be for many years the most widely useful material of

construction.

In spite of the many substitutes for it in the shape of metal, stones,

plaster, paper and other materials, the per capita consumption of

wood in this country has increased at the rate of from 20 to 25 per

cent, for every decade since i860.

Considering its wide and extensive use in buildings, it is evidently

important that the architect should be well informed in regard to its

properties, characteristics, manufacture, treatment and adaptability,

that he may use it wisely and economically.

There are so many variable conditions, however, that affect the

value of wood for constructional and finishing purposes that it is

quite impossible for any one but a specialist to acquire a thorough

knowledge of the subject, and in a work of this character it is only

possible to treat the subject somewhat superficially.

THE TREE.

2. All wood used in the United States for building construction

and finishing comes from what are known as exogenous trees, or those

which increase in size by the formation of new wood each year on

its outer surface.

All of these trees are covered with a more or less scaly material

called bark, which envelopes the wood and is removed in the process

of manufacture into lumber.

The wood of these trees is made up of bundles of long tubes, cells

or fibres, with their long axis generally parallel to the stem of the

^ee. Crossing these fibres in a radial direction from the pith to the
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bark are other fibres which are known as pith fibres or medullary

rays, and which serve the purpose of binding the whole together.

Besides these wood fibres there are resin ducts scattered through the

wood of the pines and spruces, and in the wood of the broad-leafed

trees hollow ducts or vessels.

The various fibres and vessels above mentioned differ in both theii

shape and disposition in different kinds of trees, and consequently

give rise to differences in the structure of the wood, and it is often

only by a microscopical examination of the structure that the ditfer-

ent varieties of the same kind of woods can be determined.

Fig. 2.—Block of Oalc. C. S., cros«
section; Ji. S., radial section; T. S.,

tangential section; m. r., medul-
lary or pith ray; a, height; 6,
width, and /, length of a pith ray.

Fig. I.

The structure of the wood determines to a large extent its appear-

ance when finished, and also has a marked influence upon its physical

and mechanical properties.

Fig. I shows a bundle of wood fibres, a b, highly magnified, with

the pith ormedullary rays, c d, running at right angles to them.

Fig. 2 shows a block of oak, not magnified, in .vhich the medul-

lary rays are very prominent. These medullary rays occur in all

woods, but in the soft woods they are not generally noticed. They

give the peculiar silver-mottled effect seen in quarter-sawed oak, and

add much to the appearance of most of the hard woods. They also

form a large part of the wood of all trees—in pine over 15,000 of

these pith rays occur on a square inch of tangential section, and even

in oak the very large rays, which are readily visible to the eye, repre*

h«T^'-!*^^ RETURN TO
KPI. of APPLIED MECHAMICa,
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sent scarcely a hundredth part of the number which the microscope

reveals.

Besides affecting the appearance of the wood the medullary rays

also greatly affect the shrinkage and checking of the wood in season-

ing, and have much to do with the strength of the wood.

3. Growth of the Tree.—The process of growth of exogenous

trees in a temperate climate is as follows:

" In the spring the roots absorb juices from the soil, which are

converted into sap and ascend through the cellular tubes to form the

leaves. At the upper surface of the leaves the sap gives off moisture,

absorbs carbon from the air and becomes denser; after the leaves are

full grown vegetation is suspended until autumn, when the sap in its

•altered state descends chiefly between the wood and the bark, where

it deposits a layer of new wood (the annual ring for that year), a

portion at the same time being absorbed by the bark. The new wood

thus formed covers all parts of the stem and branches."

As the tree increases with age the inner layers become choked or

filled with the secretionary substance peculiar to the tree and fall

out of use, except as they serve the mechanical function of keeping

the tree from breaking under its own weight or from the force of the

wind. This process of growth, therefore, produces two kinds of

wood in the same tree, viz., the sapwood zxid the heart-wood.

Practically speaking, the sapwood of trees is that poj^ion of the

wood where the cells are open to the upward passage of the sap. It

varies in width and in the number of rings which it contains, even in

different parts of the same tree. It also varies considerably in dif-

ferent kinds of trees; it is small in the hard woods and in the long

leaf and white pines, and great in loblolly and Norway pines. The
sapwood possesses but little strength and is subject to rapid decay,

owing to the great quantity of fermentable matter contained in it.

4. The Annual Rings—Spring and Summer Wood.

—

The layers of wood that are formed each year appear as rings on the

cross section of the log, and by counting them the age of that por-

tion of the tree may be determined.

The width of these yearly rings varies greatly in different trees

and also in different parts of the same tree. The average width of

the rings in well- grown old white pine will vary from yV to tS inch,

while in the slower growing long-leaf pine it may be ^ to -^^ of An

inch. While these rings are approximately circular in shape, it is

very seldom that they are a true circle; usually they are oval in shape.

and at the stump they commonly form quite an irregular figure
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" The greater regularity or irregularity of the annual rings has
much to do with the technical qualities of the timber."

Spring and Summer Wood.—If the annual rings are examined
closely it will be noticed that each ring is made up of an inner, softer,

light-colored portion, and an outer, firmer and darker colored por-

tion. Being formed in the fore part of the season, the inner, light-

colored part is termed spring wood, the outer, darker portion being
the summer wood of the ring.

The summer wood is much firmer and heavier than the spring

wood, and hence the

greater the proportion of

summer wood to the total

volume the greater will

be both the weight and
strength of the timber.

The darker color of the

summer wood also influ-

ences the shade of color

of the entire piece of

wood, and in the pines

this color effect affords a

valuable aid in distin-

guishing the heavy and

strong from the light and

soft woods.

" In some trees like the

hard pines the dark sum-

mer wood appears as a

distinct band, so that the

yearly ring is composed of

two sharply-defined bands—an inner, the spring wood, and an outer,

the summer wood. But in some cases, even in hard pines, and nor-

mally in the wood of white pines, the spring wood passes gradually

into the darker summer wood, so that a sharply-defined line occurs

only where the spring wood abuts against the summer wood of its

inner neighbor. It is this clearly-defined line which enables the eye

to distinguish even the very narrow rings in old pines and spruces."

In a pine board, sawed from near the centre of the log, the spring

and summer woods will appear about as shown in Fig. 3, an inner,

lighter strip and its outer, darker neighbor always corresponding to

one annual ring. If the tree was perfectly straight and the rings of

s'v" spw

Fig. 3.—Board of Pine. CS, cross section; RS, radial sec-

tion; 7*5°, tangential section; tixi, summer wood; spw,
spring wood.
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aniform thickness, the spring and summer wood would appear on

the face of the board as parallel bands, but, owing to the irregularity

of the growth, the two kinds of wood usually form a variety of pleas-

ing patterns on the face of bastard boards.

Where a saw cut passes through a bump or crook of the log, irreg-

ular concentric circlets and ovals are produced, and on almost all

bastard boards arrow or V-shaped forms occur.

5. Hard and Soft Woods.—Although no dividing line be-

tween these two classes of woods is universally recognized, the "hard

woods " are generally classed as those cut from broad-leaved trees

and the "soft woods" as those from coniferous or needle-leaved trees,

such as the pines, spruce and cedar.

" Though alike in their manner of growth, and therefore similar in

their general make-up, conifers and broad-leaved trees differ mark-

edly in the details of their structure and the character of their wood.

The wood of all conifers is very simple in its structure, the fibres

composing the main part of the wood being all alike and their ar-

rangement regular.

"The wood of broad-leaved trees is complex, in structure; it is

made up of several different kinds of cells and fibres and lacks the

regularity of arrangement peculiar to the conifers." *

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES AND CHARACTERISTICS.

6. Grain of AVood.—In common usage wood is said to be

"coarse grained " when its annual rings are wide and " fine grained
"

when they are narrow. The term " fine grained " is also sometimes

applied to those woods which are capable of high polish, and this

depends chiefly on the hardness of the wood. When the direction

of the fibres is parallel to the axis of the stem or limb the wood is

" straight grained," and when the course of the fibres is spiral or

twisted around the tree the wood is "cross grained." Sometimes

the fibres take the shape of fine waves, when the wood is said to be
wavy or " curly " grain. The latter is frequently seen in maple.

Generally the surface of the tree under the bark is not uniform

and smooth, but has more or less elevations or depressions, and the

same is also true of the layers in the interior. In some woods these

depressions or elevations are maintained in only a few layers, while

in others they increase from year to year. On tangent boards of

such woods the section of these pits and prominences appear as cir-

clets and give rise to beautiful figures. In maple the tendency to

* Filbert Roth, Bulletin No. lo, U. S. Department of Agriculture.
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preserve any particular contour is very great, and as the depressions

and elevations are usually small and very numerous, they appear on

the face of the boards as very fine circlets, and hence the terra

"bird's-eye" maple.

The branches or limbs of a tree also affect the grain and the ap-

pearance of a board cut through or near

them.

"At the junction of a branch with

the stem of the tree the fibres on the

upper and lower sides of the branch be-

have differently. On the lower side

they run from the stem into the limb,

forming an uninterrupted strand or tis-

sue and a perfect union [as shown in

Fig. 4]. On the upper side the fibres

bend aside and are not continuous into

the limb."

Owing to this arrangement of the

fibres the cleft made in splitting never

runs into the knot if started above the

limb, but is apt to enter the knot if

started below.

When limbs die, decay and break off

the remaining stubs are surrounded and

finally covered by the growth of the

trunk.

So long as these knots preserve their

natural color they are not classed as

dead, but are nevertheless dead from the

point where they cease to be united with

the living wood.

Dead knots in pine and spruce almost

always become loose, so that when the

log is sawed into boards the sections of

the knots drop out.

7. Color and Odor.—The color of wood lends to its beauty,

aids in its identification and is of great assistance in judging of its

quality. Each different variety of wood has its own peculiar color,

at least for the heartwood, and this when known offers a reliable

mark of distinction.

Newly-formed wood, like that of the outer few rings, has little

Fig. 4 —Section of Wood Showing
Position of the Grain at Base of a
Limb. P, pith of both stem and
limb; /-/, seven yearly layers of
wood; a, b, kno': or basal part of a
limb which lived four years, then
died and broke off near the stem,
leaving the part to the left of a, ^ a
*' sound " knot, the part to the
right a " dead " knot, which would
soon be entirely covered by the
growing stem.
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color. In all trees the sapwood is generally light, and in the hard

woods there is often a great difference in the color of the sapwood

and heartwood.

The color of good timber should be uniform throughout the heart-

wood; when it is blotchy or varies much in color from the heart out-

ward, or becomes pale suddenl) toward the limit of the sapwood, it

is probably diseased.

" When wood is attacked by fungi it becomes more opaque, loses

its brightness, and in practice is designated ' dead ' in distinction to

* live ' or bright timber.

" Exposure to air darkens all wood; direct sunlight and occasional

moistening hasten this change and cause it to penetrate deeper.

Prolonged immersion has the same effect, pine wood becoming a

dark gray, while oak changes to a blackish brown."

The odor of wood is caused by chemical substances contained in

it, but which form no part of the wood substance itself. Exposure

to weather reduces and often changes the odor, but most of the soft

woods exhale apparently as much odor as ever when a fresh surface

is exposed.

Many kinds of wood are distinguished by strong and peculiar

odors, which aid in identifying the variety, and in some cases give

the wood a peculiar value.

Decomposition is usually accompanied by pronounced odors; de-

caying poplar emits a disagreeable odor, while red oak often becomes

fragrant, its smell resembling that of heliotrope.

8. Resonance.—If a piece of timber is struck with a hammer a

sound is emitted which varies in pitch and character with the shape

and size of the stick, and also with the kind and condition of the

wood.

A dull, heavy sound indicates decay in the timber. Knots and ir-

regularities in structure also affect the character of the sound emitted.

Thin boards may also be set vibrating by sound waves produced

in the air. This property is utilized in the construction of many mu-
sical instruments and in architecture in the construction of sounding

boards for reinforcing the voice of a speaker or the music of a choir

or orchestra.

The ability of a properly shaped sounding board to respond freely

to all the notes of an instrument or of the human voice depends first

on the structure of the wood and next on the uniformity of the same
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throughout the board. Sounding boards should be made as thin as

practicable, and the wood should be free from knots, cross grain or

resinous tracts and thoroughly and carefully seasoned.

"Spruce is the favored resonance wood; it is used for sounding

boards both in pianos and violins."

9. W^eight of W^ood.—The weight of any particular piece of

wood depends upon two main factors: The proportion of wood sub-

stance contained in the piece and the amount of water contained in

the wood.

The weight of the wood substance is practically the same in all

woods, viz., about 1.6 times as heavy as water. As the wood cells,

however, are in most cases filled with air, this reduces the weight of

the wood and causes it to float. When wood is immersed in water

for a long time the water soaks into the cells, and when most of them

become filled the wood sinks.

When the wall of the wood fibre is very thick the wood sinks

whether the cells are empty or not. As the proportion of wood sub-

stance in the dark bands of summer wood is much greater than

in the lighter colored spring woods, it follows that those woods

which contain the greater proportion of summer wood are the

heaviest.

The difference in the weight of green wood and that which has

been seasoned is due to the quantity of sap contained in the cells of

the green wood.

In a thrifty young pine the wood is lightest at the centre of the

tree and grows gradually heavier toward the bark; in an old oak the

reverse is true.

The weight of wood is in itself an important quality. It assists in

distinguishing different woods, and light weight, when coupled with

great strength and stiffness, makes the wood especially valuable for

many purposes. To a large extent, also, weight indicates the strength

of wood, at least of the same species.

"For any given species of timber, and for any given degree

of dryness, the strength is almost directly proportionate to the

weight."
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The weight of kiln-dried wood of different species is given by Mr.

Roth as follows:

APPROXIMATE WEIGHT OF KILN-DRIED WOOD OF DIFFERENT SPECIES.
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the maple and birch, it also contains at certain times a small per-

centage of sugar and other organic matter. These organic substances

are the dissolved reserve food, stored during winter in the pith rays

of the wood and bark; generally but a mere trace of them is to be

found. From this it appears that the solids contained in the sap,

such as albumen, gum, sugar, etc., cannot exercise the influence on

the strength of the wood that is sometimes claimed for them."

In all exogenous trees the wood next to the bark contains the most

water and the centre of the tree the least. In trees forming heart-

wood the change from a moist to a drier condition is usually quite

abrupt at the sapwood limit; thus in long-leaf pine the wood of the

outer I inch of the tree may contain 50 per cent, of water, that of

the next inch only 35 per cent, and that of the heartwood only 20 per

cent.

Different trees, even of the same kind and from the same place,

differ as to the amount of water they contain. A thrifty tree con-

tains more water than a stunted one, and a young tree more than an

old one, while the wood of all trees varies in its moisture relations

with the season of the year.

In the living tree of certain species, and at certain seasons, the sap

will flow when the tree is tapped, but from boards, timber, etc., the

water does not flow out under normal conditions, but must be evap-

orated.

When the tree contains clefts or shakes water will sometimes flow

from them when the tree is sawed into lumber. From very sappy

wood water is forced out whenever the wood is warmed.

Before the living wood can be made suitable for building or other

mechanical purposes most of the moisture which it contains must be

eliminated. If the sap is not expelled or dried up it putrefies and

causes decay. After a tree is cut, if left in a dry place, the moisture

will gradually evaporate, and as this takes place the wood shrinks

and often cracks; hence it is desirable that the wood should shrink

all it will before it is put into a building or a piece of furniture.

II. Seasoning of Timber.—This is simply evaporating the sap

and moisture contained in the green wood either by natural or artifi-

cial means.

After the log is converted into lumber, the boards, planks or tim-

bers are " stacked " in the lumber yard for seasoning. In building

the stacks the pieces are laid in courses or layers, usually about 6 feet

wide, and inch strips are placed between the layers so that the air

may circulate through the stack. It requires a long time for wood
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to season in the open air, and it never becomes sufficiently dry to

answer for fine interior finishing or for furniture.

Framing lumber, however, is seldom dried in any other way, and

it is seldom that it is allowed to stay in the yard for more than three

or four months, consequently most of the lumber used in the frame,

floors and partitions of ordinary buildings is generally comparatively

green, and the seasoning must be completed in the building. It is

the shrinkage of the lumber due to this final seasoning that causes

most of the cracks in the interior of buildings having wooden floors

and partitions. To prevent these cracks it is very desirable that the

building should be commenced in the spring, so that the frame may
season during the warm, dry weather of summer.

For special cases, where it is very desirable to have well-seasoned

lumber, as for truss timbers or beams supporting brickwork, a search

through the lumber yards will often result in finding a few pieces

that have been seasoning for several years,. The railway corporations

and many large manufacturing concerns keep a large stock of lum-

ber constantly on hand, so that it may be kept in the stack several

years before using.

12. Kiln- Drying.—As it is impossible to season wood by natural

means so that it will not shrink when put in a building that is to be

kept warm and dry, it is necessary to dry all lumber that is to be

used for finishing or in the manufacture of furniture by artificial

means.

For this purpose a tight chamber called a dry kiln is constructed,

and a constant current of air heated from 150° to 180° F. is made to

pass over the lumber.

Pine, spruce, cypress, cedar, etc., may be put in the kiln fresh from

the saw, allowing four days for i-inch boards. Hard woods, espe-

cially oak, ash, mayle, birch and sycamore, should be air-seasoned

from three to six months to allow the first shrinkage to take place

gradually before it is put in the kiln, and should then be exposed to

the above temperatures for from six to ten days for i-inch lumber.

Steaming lumber is often resorted to in order to prevent checking

and "case-hardening," and also to make it bend more easily when
bent pieces are required.

" The rapidity with which water is evaporated, that is the rate of

drying, depends on the size and shape of the piece and on the struc-

ture of the wood.

"An inch board dries more than four times as fast as a 4- inch

plank and more than twenty times as fast as a lo-inch timber
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White pine dries faster than oak. Water also evaporates faster from

a cross section than from a longitudinal section and twice as fast

from a radial section as from a tangential section."

Dry wood when soaked in water soon regains its original vol-

ume, and wood that has been kiln-dried at once takes up water

from the air, even in the dryest weather; hence the necessity of hav-

ing the building dry before delivering the finishing lumber and of

keeping it dry thereafter.

This property of wood of absorbing moisture may be lessened by

boiling and steaming, and also by exposure in dry air to a tempera-

ture of 300° F. for a short time, but cannot be entirely overcome.

Case-Hardening.—Rapidly dried in ihe kiln, the wood of oak and

other hard woods ** case-harden," that is, the outer part dries and

shrinks before the interior has a chance to do the same, and thus

forms a firm shell or case of shrunken, commonly checked wood

around the interior. This shell does not prevent the interior from

drying, but when this drying occurs

the interior is commonly checked

along the medullary rays, as shown in

Fig. 5. In practice this occurrence

can be prevented by steaming the

lumber in the kiln, and still better by
Fie-s—"Honeycombed" Board. The drying the wood in the open air or
checks or cracks form along the pith .

. .

••ays. m a shed before placing in the kiln.

Since only the first shrinkage is apt

to check the wood, any kind of lumber which has once been air-dried

(from three to six months for i-inch stuff) may be subjected to kiln

heat without any danger.

13. Measure of Dryness.—The only reliable measure of dry-

ness is that of weight. Professor J. B. Johnson, engineer in charge

of the U. S. Timber Tests, offers the following recommendation,

which appears to have much practical value:

It would be well for architects to specify definite maximum percentages of mois-

ture which would be allowed in lumber to be used in various kinds of interior fin-

ishing work instead of the usual specification of '

' thoroughly seasoned lumber " or
*• kiln-dried lumber." As such terms as these usually have to be interpreted by the

judgment of different individuals, and as the legal determination of the fact always

rests upon the testimony of various witnesses, each having his own interpretation of

the meaning of such terms, it follows that the standards so established are ex-

tremely indefinite and unsatisfactory. If the architect would specify a particular

percentage of moisture for flooring, for instance, by saying that it should not contain

more than 10 per cent, of its weight in water, this is a specification which is
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perfectly definite and the fulfillment of which is easily determined. Thus, wheo
the flooring is delivered at the building, the architect may select a half dozen floor-

ing boards from the lot and cut sections from their central portions about I foot long

and take them to the nearest grocery or drug store and have them carefully weighed.

He can then dry them out by putting them into an ordinary cook stove oven and keep-

ing them there for a few hours at a temperature somewhat greater that boiling. He
can then weigh them again, quickly, before they have re-absorbed atmospheric mois-

ture, wrapping them up carefully if it is necessary to carry them any distance for

the purpose of weighing. The difference between the two weights divided by the

dry weight gives the percentage of moisture in terms of the dry weight. (Thus, if a
piece weighs 44 ounces when first weighed and 40 ounces when taken from the

oven, the percentage of moisture would be 4-r40, or 10.)

Since the moisture in the air in inhabited buildings is rarely less

than 10 per cent., this may be takfen as the standard moisture for

"thoroughly seasoned lumber." Twelve per cent, of moisture would

probably not be detrimental, and in buildings that are not warmed
above 68° F., even 15 per cent, may be allowed.

As a check on the fulfillment of the specifications, kiln-dried lum-

bei' should be tested for moisture immediately upon its delivery, for

if the building is in the least damp the lumber will quickly absorb

additional moisture from the air.

Framing timber and outside finishing lumber may be considered

as well seasoned when it only contains 15 per cent, of moisture.

14. Shrinkage of Wood.—When a short piece of wood fibre,

such as that shown in Fig. 6, is dried, it shrinks, its walls grow thinner

aft
<^r-"-----i-i"r
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walls of each fibre become thinner and the whole piece contracts in

proportion. Where the cells are very similar in size and thickness

the piece shrinks by about the same amount on all sides, but if the

piece is made up of fibres, some of which have thin and others thick

walls, then the row of thick-walled cells, shrinking much more than

the row of thin-walled cells, the piece becomes unevenly shrunk or

warped, as shown in Fig. 7. Not only is the wood warped, but the

force which led to this warping continues to strain the interior parts

of the piece in different directions.

" Since in all our woods cells with thick walls and cells with thin

walls are more or less intermixed, and especially as the spring Avood

and summer wood nearly always differ from each other in this re-

spect, strains and tendencies to warp are always active when wood
dries out."

The pith or medullary rays also have a marked effect upon the

shrinkage of wood.

As was shown in Section 2, the cells of the pith rays have their

length at right angles to the direction of the wood fibres; hence as

the pith rays dry they pull on the longitudinal fibres and try to

shorten them, and, being resisted by the rigidity of the fibres, the pith

ray is greatly strained. The fibres also shrink at right angles to the

pith rays, and the latter in opposing this prevent the former from

shrinking as much as they otherwise would. Thus the structure is

subjected to two severe strains at right angles to each other, and it

is principally owing to these strains that whenever the wood dries

rapidly the pith ray; separate and checks result, which, whether vis-

ible or not, are detrimental in the use of the wood.
" The contraction of the pith rays parallel to the length of the

board is probably one of the causes of the small amount of longi-

tudinal shrinkage which has been observed in boards."*

15. Effect of Shrinkage.—Owing to the opposing of the shrinking

of the fibres in a radial direction by the pith rays, all woods shrink

more in a tangential direction, or around the rings, than in a radial

direction, and this greater tangential shrinkage affects every phase of

woodworking.

The effect of seasoning upon a log is shown at A, Fig. 8. The ex-

ternal portions of the wood shrink the most and the heartwood but

little, and the wood splits in radial lines from the centre parallel

with the medullary rays, but maintains its original diameter.

This longitudinal shrinkage, however, is so very slight that in practice it is customary t9

BMume that the length of a timber is not affected by shrinkage.
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Sawed in half, the log shrinks as shown at B, and if converted

into boards by sawing in the usual way, the boards take the forms

shown at D, all owing to the greater tangential

shrinkage of the wood.

If the log is cut into four square timbers, one

edge being in the centre, the pieces will shrink to

the shape shown in Fig. 9. It will be seen that in

this case the diagonal, d c, remains unchanged, but

the thickness of the timber each way is less and

the angles are no longer square. Timbers sawn in

this way, however, are much less liable to check

than when sawn as shown at C, Fig. 8.

Timbers sawn as in Fig. 9 are known as quar-

tered wood. A round shaft turned from a quar-

tered timber before the latter had seasoned would

shrink as shown in Fig. 10.

There is also a great difference in the effects of

shrinkage in different woods. The soft woods, such

as pine, spruce, cypress, redwood, etc., with their

very regular structure, dry and shrink evenly and

suffer much less in seasoning than the hard woods.

Among the latter oak is the most difficult to

dry without injury.

Small-sized split ware and quarter-sawed boards season better than

ordinary boards and planks.

Fig. 8.—Effects
Shrinkage.

of

Kg. 9. Fig. 10.

To avoid warping and checking all high-grade stock is carefully

seasoned before manufacture.

When boards or planks which have shrunk to a curved form have

to be used to form a flat board, they should be sawn lengthways into
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strips and glued together, the alternate strips being reversed as in

Fig. II. In this way the curvature in each piece becomes very

slight, and the reversal of the alternate pieces causes each piece to

be a check upon the shrinkage of its neighbors.

Fig. II.

In constructing fine cabinet work large and thick pieces of wood
should be avoided, and if required should be made up of a number

of thin pieces glued together; large surfaces should be made in pan-

els, or of smaller pieces covered with veneer.

Large timbers, when used for posts, are less liable to check if a

I -inch or i^-inch hole is bored longitudinally through the timber.

This hole should be connected with the outer air by ^-inch holes

near the top and bottom of the post.

Large wooden beams and girders may be largely kept from twist-

ing and checking by cutting the beam in halves through the heart of

the log and bolting the two pieces together with the heart sides out-

ward, as shown in Fig. 12.

Although only the first shrinkage is apt to

check the wood, repeated swelling due to

changes of moisture increases the injuries

produced in the first seasoning, so that wood
should always be protected from moisture

when once it is dry.

Bent Wood.—Steaming wood permits it to

be bent more easily, and if the wood is bent

before seasoning and kept in position until

seasoned, it retains its bent shape and firmly

opposes any attempt at subsequent straight-

ening.

16. Amount of Shrinkage.—The
shrinkage of wood varies for different species and even in different

parts of the same tree; hence any figures that may be given for the

shrinkage of wood must be regarded as mere approximations. Sap-

wood, as a rule, shrinks more than heartwood of the same weight,

but very heavy heartwood may shrink more than lighter sapwood.

Quarter-sawed boards shrink less in width than those that are bastard

sawed, but more in thickness.

Fig. 12.
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The following table, given by Mr. Roth in the Government bulletin

before referred to, is probably as reliable as any data that can be

given:

APPROXIMATE SHRINKAGE OF A BOARD OR SET OF BOARDS lOO INCHES
WIDE, DRYING IN THE OPEN AIR.

VARIETY OF WOOD. SHRINKAGE.

All light conifers (soft pine, spruce, cedar, cypress)

Heavy conifers (hard pine, tamarack), honey locust, box elder

Ash, elm, walnut, poplar, maple, beech, sycamore, cherry

Basswood, birch, chestnut, horse chestnut, blue beech, young locust.

Hickory, young oak, especially red oak

Inches.

3

4
5

6
Up to ID

SHAKES.

17. When large trees are converted into timber it sometimes oc-

curs that parts of a board or plank separate from each other and be-

come two pieces, and occasionally the wood is so " shaky " as to

render it utterly useless as timber. This separation of the wood is

due to " shakes " which are formed in the living tree.

These shakes are of two kinds:

A. Heart or star shakes, which are

splits or clefts occurring in the centre

of the tree, as shown in Fig. 13. They

are common in nearly every kind of

tree, but unless the cracks are very

large they do no great harm. B. Cup

shakes or cracks separating one layer

from another, as shown in Figs. 14

and 15. It has been commonly sup-

posed that they are produced by the

wrenching of the tree during heavy

wind storms, but a recent English

writer believes that they, and also the heart shakes, are produced by

the expanding of the sapwood.

Cup shakes often injure oak, hard pine, mahogany, walnut and

elm, and are the chief defect in hemlock timber. Trees less than 10

inches in diameter are not subject to shakes.

CONVERSION OF TIMBER.

18. Bastard-Sawing.—All boards and planks, except those in-

tended for flooring, furniture or fine interior finish, are sawn from the

Fig. 13.
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log by gang or circular saws, which cut the log into slices, as shown

in Fig. 1 6, and the edges are then trimmed by a circular saw, the

edgings being worked up into laths or used for kindling. Boards

sawn from the log in this way are called "bastard-sawed." The

Fig. 14. F»g- 15.

face of a bastard-sawed board, except on a few boards that are cut

from the centre of the log, will generally have the appearance shown

in Fig. 2, by which the manner of sawing can be readily determined.

About 25 per cent, of the boards thus sawed which come from near

the centre of the log will show the annual rings running across the

end of the board, and on the face

the rings of spring and summer wood
will appear as parallel lines, as shown

on the edge of the board in Fig. 2.

Such boards are commonly called

^^quarter-sawed" * and in some mills

quarter-sawed boards are obtained by
picking out these pieces.

19. Quarter-Sawed Lumber.—Real

quarter-sawed lumber, however, is

obtained by first quartering the log

and then sawing up each quarter at

an angle of 45° with the diameter, as

shown in Fig. 17. In this way there is but little waste, and most of

the boards are cut at right angles to the annual rings, and moreover

Fig. 16.

"The expressions quarter-sawed, rift-sawed, vertical-grained, straight-grained and edge-

grained, as applied to manufactured wood, mean identically the same thing."

—

Northwestern
Lumberman. When the lines of summer wood appear perfectly straight and parallel it is some*

times called "comb-grain."
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the saw cuts often split the medullary rays, giving a handsome silver

grain, as in quartered oak and sycamore. It is more trouble and

takes more time to saw lumber in this way, and there is a little more

waste; hence quarter-sawed lumber costs more than that which is

bastard-sawed, but it possesses advantages which more than compen-

sate for the extra cost.

At the present time hard pine is about the only soft wood that is

quarter-sawed (except for clapboards), and the product is used

almost exclusively for flooring.

Oak for flooring and finishing purposes is generally quarter-sawed,

and many of the other hard woods are sawed in this way.

Quarter-sawed lumber wears better, warps and shrinks less, and in

most hard woods looks handsomer than the bastard-sawed.

The finest furniture is now made
of quarter-sawed lumber, the finest

finishing is quarter-sawed, as is also

the best clapboarding and the best

flooring.

Framing timber, such as planks

and dimension lumber, is almost in-

variably bastard-sawed when in-

tended for building purposes.

For railway ties and the construc-

tion of cars and carts, the lumber is

often sawn by first quartering the

log and then squaring the quarters,

so that in such lumber one edge of each piece is from the heart of

the log. This is done to prevent checking and warping.

20. Merchant Sizes.—With a few exceptions framing timber is

always sawn to even dimensions and lengths, as 4x6, 6x8, 10x12, etc.

Floor joist and planks are sawn 2, 3 and 4 inches thick, and 14-inch

joist are usually also sawn 2^ inches thick. A few mills saw 15-inch

joist, and in Nlw England 5-inch studding and 2x7 rafters are com-

mon, but in the West odd widths are not generally carried in stock.

Outside and inside finishing wood of the common kinds are usually

sawn I, i^, \\^ 2 and 2\ inches in thickness. Flooring is usually

sawn I and i^ inch thick, so as to finish to \ and \\ inch. Ceiling

(or matched sheathing, as it is called in New England) is sawn to

finish I, f , I and \ inch in thickness.

The more expensive finishing woods are most generally used in \
and ^-inch boards and in veneers.

Fig. 17.
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"A veneer is a thin strip cut from a board by a shaving machine;

thirty veneers being allowed to each board of an inch thickness, the

boards of the most costly woods running about 2 feet wide and 10

feet in length."

Measurement of Lumber.—Framing timber, planks and

boards are always sold by " board measure," that is, the number of

superficial feet the piece would contain if sawn into boards i inch

thick. Matched flooring and ceiling are measured by the size of the

board from which the flooring or ceiling is worked.

Boards less than an inch thick are measured by the square foot,

the price depending upon the thickness. Veneers are always sold by

the square foot. Lattice and mouldings are sold by the lineal foot,

but the price of the latter depends upon the thickness as well as the

width. Laths, shingles and clapboards are sold by the thousand.

Lumber of all kinds generally comes from the mill in even foot

lengths, as 10, 12, 14, 16 feet, etc., and lengths between these meas-

urements must be cut to waste.

STRENGTH OF TIMBER, AS AFFECTED BY ITS PHYSI-
CAL CHARACTERISTICS.

21. The method of calculating the strength of timber under the

different kinds of strains to which it may be subjected will be found

fully explained in the "Architects' and Builders' Pocket Book," and

will not be considered here. There are, however, certain variable

conditions in timber which it is impossible to recognize in a formula,

but which often need to be taken into account when it is desired to

utilize the maximum strength of the wood. These conditions are

not generally explained in the handbooks, and may appropriately be

considered in a work of this character.

Effects of Moisture.—In making the " United States Timber Tests"

on long-leaf Southern pine an actual moisture determination was

made for every test of strength. Most of the tests were also made
either in pairs or sets of three, the wood for each set being taken

from the same tree and being as nearly identical as possible, with the

exception that one piece was tested while green and another was

seasoned before testing. These tests were so numerous and thorough

that Professor Johnson considers that it may be stated as probably a

universal fact " that all kinds of timber are about twice as strong when

thoroughly seasoned as they are in a green state."

" It has also been shown, that the maximum strength corresponds

to about 5 or 6 per cent, moisture, the strength at absolute dryness

being somwhat reduced."
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The moisture in fairly well-seasoned timber is about 15 per cent.

22. Weight.—For any given species of timber, andfor any given de-

gree of dryness, the strength is almost directly proportionate to the

weight. This is considered to be due to the fact that the weight (for

the same percentage of moisture) indicates the density, and conse-

quently the proportionate number of fibres—that wood which has the

most fibres would naturally be supposed to have the greatest strength.

The strongest portion of a young tree is the heart. The strongest

portion of a very old tree is about midway between the heart and

sap. The upper portion of a tree is also slightly weaker than the

lower portion.

Knots.—The weakening effect of a knot is about as much in com-

pression as in tension. Large knots should be regarded, therefore, as

sufficient cause for the rejection of timber columns as much as for

the rejection of timber beams.

" The best single test of timber is the test of a short column or the

crushing endwise test."

" There is no evidence that timber loses its strength from age or

use alone," * although it is well known that little more than one-half

the breaking load of a beam, if left on the beam continuously, will

ultimately break it.

23. Selection of Timber for Special Purposes.—In select-

ing wood or timber for a special use that species should be chosen

which appears to meet most fully the particular requirements of the

case. Thus, for framing timbers, woods that are abundant and con-

sequently cheap, and which can be obtained in large dimensions, are

generally chosen, although in some instances extra strength and du-

rability are more important considerations.

For outside finishing, ease of working and freedom from warping

and checking are the principal requirements.

For wood that is to be buried in the ground in whole or in part,

or to be used for piling, durability should be the chief consideration,

although the question of cost must also often be considered.

For floors the wearing quality is the main consideration, while for

fine interior finishing and cabinet work the color and grain of the

wood generally control the choice.

The following list indicates those woods which are usually consid-

ered as best adapted to the particular requirements met with in

building construction and finishing:

* Professor J. B. Johnson, in Proceedings of the Twenty-third Annual Convention, A. I. A.
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For light framing, for dwellings, tenement houses, etc.: Spruce,

white pine, Northern yellow pine and hemlock give good satisfaction

and are generally used on account of their lightness and cheapness.

For posts, girders, truss timbers and heavy framing: Georgia pine,

Oregon pine or white oak are to be preferred. Next to these are the

short-leaved Southern pine, Canadian red pine, or Norway pine, as it

is often called, and the best qualities of spruce.

For very long truss timbers andfor flagstaffs, etc.: Oregon pine and

Georgia pine* are about the only available woods; good-sized timbers

of these woods can be obtained up to 60 feet in length.

For outside finishing: White pine, redwood or cypress should be

used.

For shingles: Redwood, cypress, cedar and white pine, in the or-

der named.

For siding and clapboards: Redwood, cypress and white pine are

the best woods; spruce and Oregon pine are also used, but are not as

satisfactory as the other woods.

For posts and sleepers set in the ground: White cedar, chestnut, red-

wood, cypress and black locust.

For piles and cribbage: Oak, elm, Southern hard pine, Oregon pine,

Norway pine, cypress, spruce, white pine and hemlock, in the order

given; only the first three shdVild be used in salt water.

For sash, solid doors, as a base for veneers and for all joiners' work

that is to be painted: Clear white pine gives the best satisfaction,

although poplar (whitewood) is often used on account of economy;

cypress is also well adapted for sash and solid doors.

For thresholds and floors, or wherever hardness and resistance to

wearing is required: White oak, maple, Georgia pine, all quarter-

sawed.

For linen chests and closets: Florida or Alabama red cedar. ^

For interior finish: Redwood, cypress and white pine and any of

the hard woods are suitable. They are generally selected to please

the especial taste of the owner, and all are sufficiently durable.

Every hard wood needs to be thoroughly seasoned and kiln-dried,

and all hard wood doors or sash should have a core of pine, covered

with a y^^-inch veneer of hard wood.

DECAY OF TIMBER.
24. All wood is equally durable under certain conditions. Kept

dry or submerged it lasts indefinitely, but under other conditions it

may decay very rapidly.

* The term " Georgia pine " in this work refers always to the long-leaf yellow pine.
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The general causes of the decay in timber are the presence of sap,

exposure to alternate wet and dryness, or to moisture accompanied

by heat and want of ventilation.

Dryness and ventilation are the best preventatives of decay of tim-

ber used in general construction, and wood kept dry has been known
to last for centuries, although it finally becomes brittle and loses its

strength. Water also seems to act as a preservative, and some kinds

of timber constantly immersed in water not in motion may endure for

an indefinite period. Piles and cribbage resting on them are the

only forms of building construction that come under this condition,

and it is essential to their preservation that they be entirely belcw the

water line, as nothing produces decay so rapidly as alternations of

moisture and dryness.

" Rot in timber is decomposition or putrefaction, generally occa-

sioned by damp, and which proceeds by the emission of gases, chiefly

carbonic acid and hydrogen."

There are two kinds of rot to which 'the woodwork in buildings is

subject, dry rot and wet rot. " The chief difference between them

seems to be that wet rot occurs where the gases evolved can escape.

By it the tissues of the wood, especially the sappy portions, are de-

composed. Dry rot, on the contrary, occurs in confined places where

the gases cannot escape, but enter into new combinations, forming

fungi which feed upon and destroy the timber."

Wet rot occurs only when the wood is kept damp or is subject to

alternate dryness and moisture, and cannot take place if the wood is

once thoroughly seasoned and the absorption of further moisture

prevented. Wet rot communicates itself to the sound portions of

the wood only by actual contact, and if all the rotten wood is cut

away and the balance of the timber kept dry it will not be further

affected.

25. " Dry rot is generally caused by want of ventilation. Confined

air, without much moisture, encourages the growth of the fungus,

which eats into the timber, renders it brittle and so reduces the co-

hesion of the fibres that they are reduced to powder. It generally

commences in the sapwood.
" An excess of moisture prevents the growth of the fungus, but

moderate warmth, combined with damp and want of air, accelerates

it. In the first stage of rottenness the timber swells and changes

color, is often covered with fungus or mouldiness and emits a musty

smell."
*

* " Notes on Building Construction," Part IIL
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When the fungus first appears on the sides and ends of timbers it covers Ae
surface with a fine, delicate vegetation, called by shipwrights mildew. These fine

shoots afterward collect together, and the appearance may then be compared to hoai

frost, and increases rapidly, assuming gradually a more compact form, like the ex-

ternal coat of a mushroom, but spreads alike over wood, brickwork, stone and plas-

tering in the form of leaves, being larger or smaller, most probably, in proportion

to the nutriment the wood affords. The colors of the fungus are various, sometimes

white, grayish white, with violet, often yellowish brown, or a deep shade of fine

rich brown.*

The positions in which dry rot are most likely to occur are when
imbedded solidly in damp plaster or masonry, as the ends of beams

built into a wall, bottoms of posts imbedded in concrete, sleepers

bedded in damp mortar or concrete, beams surrounded solidly with

fireproof materials, beams in damp, close and imperfectly ventilated

cellars, and wainscot or other finish fixed to damp walls.

Anything which absorbs moisture and confines it in contact with

wood is likely to accelerate decay, particularly if accompanied with

heat.

Wet or unseasoned lumber, covered with paint, tar, plaster, or any

material which prevents the moisture from drying out, is quite sure

to be attacked by rot. Sapwood is also more subject to decay than

heartwood, and doubly so where the latter is protected by resinous

substances, as in pine and cedar.

Dry rot is especially dangerous, in that it not only eats up the en-

tire timber in which it originates, but the germs of the fungi produc-

ing it spread themselves to all adjacent woodwork without necessary

contact between the affected and the sound wood. When dry rot is

discovered the affected pieces should be immediately removed, if

possible, and all adjoining woodwork thoroughly scraped and washed

with strong acids and provision made for thorough ventilation. If the

rot is on the outside of the timber, and has not penetrated far, it

may be scraped away and treated with strong acids, and if kept well

ventilated the rot may be stopped. Fortunately dry rot is not very

prevalent in our Northern States, but in some of the Southern States

great caution has to be exercised to prevent it.

26. Preservation of Timber.—For ordinary building con-

struction the best means for preserving timber from decay is to have

it thoroughly seasoned and well ventilated, and if these conditions

are secured there will be little danger of rot.

For the majority of buildings designed by the architect it is prac-

* " Notes on Buildins Constructioa," Part III.
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tically impossible to obtain thoroughly seasoned lumber, but much

can be done to secure ventilation.

Large beams and girders are better built up and cased, and posts

should be bored longitudinally, as described in Section 15.

When built into masonry walls a space should be left around the

timber to provide ventilation.

Wherever beams have to be enclosed air-tight it is desirable that

some means of ventilation be provided if possible, particularly if the

wood be not thoroughly seasoned or there is any chance of its becom-

ing damp. In all outside woodwork care should be taken to form

the joints so as not to afford a lodgment for moisture. All wood-

work exposed to the atmosphere is generally protected by paint or

oil, but they should not be applied while the wood is wet or damp,

nor, if practicable, while it is green. All woodwork in contact with

outside masonry should have the back painted.

Posts to be set in the ground should "either be dipped in coal tar

or else the parts to be buried should be charred. Timber that is to

be used in sea water for wharfs, etc., and in places where it will be

subject to moisture, but not kept constantly wet, such as piles and

sleepers, should be impregnated with creosote under a pressure of from

30 to 40 pounds per square inch. There are several processes for pre-

serving timber, but filling the pores with creosote is admitted tc be

equal to any, and for protecting wood against the teredo or ship

worm it is at present admitted to be the most valuable process.

VARIETIES OF TIMBER USED IN THE UNITED
STATES.—THEIR CHARACTERISTICS

AND USES.

27. A. Coniferous Woods.—These woods include nearly all

of the soft woods, and furnish nearly all of our framing timber and

the larger part of that used for finishing.

Pines.—The pine is used more extensively for building purposes

than any other kind of wood; it is the principal wood in common
carpentry and also in heavy construction. It usually grows to a great

height, with few branches and straight cylindrical stems, thus afford-

ing boards and timbers of considerable size and length. It also

forms vast forests, which greatly facilitate cutting and shipping.

There are at least ten varieties of pine that are used for building

purposes, but only the following are used to any great extent:

Soft Pines.—Eastern White Pine {Pinus strobus), also called

"soft pine."—Obtained principally from Maine, Canada and the
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States bordering on the Great Lakes. This tree was formerly the

most important timber tree of the Union, furnishing the best quality

of soft pine. The supply has been so far exhausted that this wood

«s now only used for finishing purposes, except in a few States of the

Morth and middle West.

The wood, when of a good quality, is creamy white in color, soft

and straight grained, light in weight, and is very easily cut. It con-

tains very little resin, and is durable only in dry air. In transverse

strength it is the weakest of all woods used in building, with the ex-

ceptions of hemlock and redwood. It also swells or shrinks seriously

when the hygrometric state of the atmosphere changes greatly; on the

other hand it possesses the advantages of being very straight grained,

free from knots, and very easily worked. Its most valuable charac-

teristic, however, is its freedom from warping and cracking in sea-

soning. It probably stays in place (stands) better than any other

wood, and is the best wood to use for solid doors, sash or light fram-

ing of any kind. It is also the best base for veneered work, and is

remarkably well adapted to patternmaker's use. It is the best of all

the Northern woods for outside finish, when protected by paint, and

is the most desirable wood for all kinds of joiner's work that is to be

painted. The best qualities are so expensive, however, that white-

wood and other woods are now often used as a substitute.

Sugar Pine {Finns lambertiana).—A very large tree forming ex-

tensive forests in Oregon and California. It much resembles the

white pine and is used for the same purposes, although its standing

and working qualities are not quite equal to the Eastern pine. This

wood is also used locally for framing purposes.

Western White Pine.—Two varieties of white pine grow to a con-

siderable extent in the Rocky Mountain region. They are used locally

for framing timber and sheathing, but are unfit for finishing, as they

are very knotty and warp badly. In Colorado this wood is desig-

nated as " native pine." That which comes from New Mexico is of

a slightly better quality, and is sometimes used for ceiling and out-

side finishing, but is greatly inferior to either the Eastern or sugar

pine.

28. Hard Pines.—Norway Pine {Pinus resinosd) is found from

Canada to the Pacific coast, but does not reach far south in the

United States. In Canada it is very commonly known as red pine.

It attains a height of from 70 to 80 feet, with a diameter of 2 feet at

the base, the trunk continuing of uniform diameter for two-thirds of

its length. The wood is fine grained and white with a reddish tinge,
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somewhat soft, but quite strong and durable, its strength being about

equal to that of spruce. It is used principally for framing timber.

Southern Hard Pines.—There are ten varieties of pine which grow

in the Southern States, and which are popularly known as yellow

pine, hard pine, pitch pine and Georgia pine. All of these varieties

contain a considerable quantity of pitch, and all are heavier than tht

Northern pines. Of the ten varieties above mentioned but three are

manufactured into lumber to any extent; these are:

Georgia Pine, or long-leaved Southern yellow pine {Pinus austra-

lis, Pinus palustris).—This is the wood generally referred to when
" yellow pine " or " Georgia pine " is specified. It is the most valu-

able of all the Southern pines, both on account of its superior

strength and durability and also on account of its large size, which

enables very long timbers to be cut from it. This tree sometimes at-

tains a height of 150 feet and a diameter of 4 feet. It has but little

sapwood, and the heartwood is of very uniform quality, its resinous

matter being very regularly distributed and the grain of the wood

being very fine and close. Though not so tough and elastic as white

oak, the long-leaved pine, especially that from Georgia, successfully

rivals it in stiffness. " If a beam of each kind of timber, equal in di-

mensions, be supported at the ends, the oak beam will depart most

from its * mold,' but will break under about the same load."

This variety of pine is principally obtained from the States of

Virginia, North Carolina and Georgia. It is almost the only wood

used for building purposes in those localities, and is largely used

throughout the Eastern and Middle States for heavy framing timbers,

posts and girders. The wood is also much used for interior finish,

for which purpose, however, it should be finished in varnish or hard

oil, as it contains too much pitch to take paint well.

Loblolly Pine {Pinus taeda), known in the West as Texas pine.

—

This is the common lumber pine from Virginia to South Carolina,

and is found extensively in Arkansas and Texas. It is a large-sized

tree and forms extensive forests; often confounded with the long-

leaf pine, but the wood is wider ringed, coarser, lighter, softer and

contains more sapwood. Largely used for heavy framing timber in

Texas and the States directly north; also used for interior finishing,

but is not quite as handsome as the Georgia pine.

Short-leaf Pine {Pinus echinata).—Resembles loblolly pine, and

often approaches in its wood the Norway pine. It furnishes the

common lumber pine of Missouri and Arkansas.
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Effect of Tapping Pitch Pines.—It has been generally be*

lieved, and is often found stated in books, that the tapping of pitch

pine for turpentine is injurious to the strength of the timber. Re-

cent tests made by the Forestry Division of the United States De-

partment of Agriculture, however, have shown conclusively that this

belief is erroneous. Not only is the strength not affected by tap-

ping, but the chemical qualities are not changed, so that there is no

reason whatever to believe that tapping in any way affects the dura-

bility of the lumber. Furthermore, the agent of the division, who
had charge of the work, was unable to find a single person who could

readily discern any difference between bled and unbled timber.

Oregon Pine {^Abies Douglasii, Pseudotsuga Douglasti), sometimes

called Douglass fir.—This tree really belongs to the spruce family,

but as its wood more closely resembles that of the pine, it is most

commonly known as Oregon pine. It is a noble tree, attaining a

height of 300 feet and occasionally a diameter of 6 feet, and forming

immense forests in the extreme Northwest of America. The wood is

very variable, being usually coarse grained and heavy, with very pro-

nounced summer wood, hard and strong, but often fine grained and

light. It is largely used throughout the West for heavy framing, and

is especially valuable for truss timbers, posts and for joist exceeding

24 feet in span.

Nearly all of the flagstaffs at the Columbian Exposition were of

this wood. From various tests that have been made in California

on the strength and stiffness of this wood, it would appear to be about

nine-tenths as strong and about five-sixths as stiff as the best long-

leaf pine; it is much lighter in weight, however, and easier to work.

The wood is also used for siding, and to some extent for finishing

lumber, but for these purposes it is greatly inferior to the Eastern or

sugar pine, or to redwood. Most of the Oregon pine found in the

Western markets is shipped from Washington, and it is often sold

under the name of Washington fir. It is seldom carried in stock east

of the Rocky Mountains on account of the high price of the timber

due to the long haul.

29. Spruce.-—There are three varieties of spruce used for build-

ing purposes in the United States. There is very little difference be-

tween them, and all three varieties are sold under the common name

of spruce.

The White Spruce {Abits alba) is the variety most generally found

in the lumber yards of New England. The wood is of a whitish

color, light in weight, soft, stiff, moderately strong, contains little
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resin, has no distinct heartwood and very much resembles white pine.

It warps and twists much more than pine, and is on that account not

a good wood for posts, girders and truss timbers. It makes excellent

floor joist and studding, however, and is more largely used in New
England for framing than any other wood, but cannot be obtained

in very great lengths or large sizes.

Next to the Southern hard pines, and the Oregon and Norway

pines, the author considers the spruce the best framing timber that

we have.

Spruce is also largely used in the Eastern States for flooring and

siding or clapboards, and for dressed sheathing, laths, furring stock,

etc.

A poorer variety of white spruce is also found in the Rocky

Mountains, but is only used locally.

The Black Spruce {Abies nigra) grows principally in Lower Can-

ada and the rougher portions of the Northern States. Its wood has

the same appearance as that of the white spruce, the difference in

color being only in the bark and leaves. The black spruce is said to

produce the largest and best timber.

The Red Spruce {Abies rubra), or Newfoundland red pine, as it is

sometimes called, grows in the northeast portions of North America,

and furnishes a timber of about the same quality and size as the

black spruce.

Hemlock {Abies canadensis).—This is a variety of spruce or fir

found all along the northern boundary of the United States and in

Canada; trees medium to large size. The wood is of a light reddish-

gray color, free from resin ducts, moderately durable, commonly

cross grained, rough and splintery, and holds nails firmly. It is used

largely in New England for small scantlings and sheathing (or board-

ing, as it is called there) ; it is very liable to cup shakes, which greatly

injures it for framing timbers.

Another variety of hemlock abounds in the Puget Sound region,

where it is sold under the name of " Alaska pine." The tree is

larger in size, and the wood is claimed to be heavier and harder than

the Eastern variety and of superior quality.

30. Cedar.—A light, soft wood, stiff, but not strong, of fine tex-

ture and a grayish-brown or red in color. The wood seasons rap-

idly, shrinks and checks but little, and is very durable. Used largely

for posts, ties and sleepers, and in building construction for shingles.

There are four varieties of white cedar in the United States, the
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trees being generally scattered, and seldom forming forests. These

trees are used principally for making posts, ties and shingles.

The Canoe Cedar {Thuya gigantea) (red cedar of the West) grows

to a very large tree in Oregon and Washington, and, besides furnish-

ing great quantities of shingles, it is quite extensively used in the

State of Washington for outside finishing.

It makes the best of siding and mouldings and other work that is to be painted.

As an interior finish it is not so good, although it has been much used for this pur-

pose. It has a well-marked grain and takes a good natural finish, but, being soft,

it is easily marred, and grows dark with age. It is much used for making sash and

doors. The latter are found to be equal to the best white pine stock doors and are

sold at the same price.*

Florida or Alabama Red Cedar {Juniperous virginiand) ; a small

tree found on dry, sterile, rough country. The color of the heart-

wood is red, while that of the sapwood is white. The wood has a

strong characteristic odor and a bitter taste, which preserves it from

the attacks of insects, especially moths, and on this account it is used

largely in fitting up linen chests and closets, drawers, etc. It is a

very expensive wood, and is generally used in thin boards and

veneers.

Redwood {Sequoia sempervirens).—This tree, which belongs to

the cedar family, is found only in California and the Sierra Nevada
Mountains, where it grows to an immense size.

The wood is very straight grained, soft, free from knots, and can

be obtained in very wide pieces. The grain is very coarse and the

color a light red, turning to brownish-red on exposure. It has a

handsome appearance when polished, but is so soft that it mars very

easily, and it is difficult to work without breaking the edges. On
this account it is not likely to be popular for inside finish, although

otherwise it is well adapted for such use.

Redwood possesses two very distinct peculiarities, which make it

very valuable for certain purposes. The most important of these is

its resistance to fire, which is very remarkable in a wood. It catches

fire very slowly, and will not burn except under the most favorable

conditions Owing to this fact, and also to its abundance, about 95
per cent, of all the outside walls of all the ordinary buildings in San

Francisco are covered with redwood siding and the roofs with shin-

gles. The other peculiarity of this wood is that it shrinks or swells

less than any other wood and seems to last longer in wet and damp
places than other woods. In San Francisco it is used for the

Mr. George W. Bullard, Proceedings American Institute of Architects 1895, p. 99.
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foundations of houses and for the basements and sub-basements of

five and six-story wooden buildings, of which the city is largely com-

posed.

Outside of California redwood is used principally for shingles, for

which it is probably the best material that we have, and for siding,

ceiling and shelving, and to a limited extent for inside finish. Owing

to the cost of transportation, it can hardly compete in the East with

other and better woods, except for shingles.

31. Cypress {Taxodium distichurn).—The cypress is a large de-

ciduous tree occupying much of the swamp and overflow land along

the coast and rivers of the Southern States. " There are numerous

species of cypress, and as many qualities as there are species, that

grown near the coast of the Gulf of Mexico and being known as Gulf

Cypress being admittedly the best."

The wood is soft, light, straight grained, free from knots and easily

worked, and is imperishable where covered with water. Its color is

somewhat like that of olive wood, though it is not as fine grained nor

as handsome. It makes a very pretty finish, however, when varnished

and rubbed down. This wood is very durable and especially adapted

for use in damp situations, such as for shingles, siding, eaves

troughs or gutters, water tables, sills, sleepers, etc., and for tanks,

tubs and vats. It appears to be less injuriously affected by damp
than any other wood except redwood or cedar. It also possesses the

quality of not warping to any extent, and it is claimed that for mak-

ing sash, doors and bUnds it is equal to white pine. It probably

makes the most durable shingle, as there are instances where cypress

shingles have been in continued use for 100 years. It can be ob-

tained in wide, clear boards, and is excellent for pantry fittings, etc.

If it were not for its softness it would make one of the best finishing

woods. It is cheaper than clear pine, except in the very Northern

and Western States.

32. Broad-Leaved Woods.—Ash.—Wood heavy, hard, strong,

stiff, quite tough, not durable in contact with soil, straight grained

and coarse in texture. The finished wood very much resembles bas-

tard-sawed oak, except that the grain is much coarser and the wood
more porous. It shrinks moderately, seasons with little injury, stands

well and takes a good polish.

In buildings ash is used principally for inside finishing, stairs and

cabinet work. It is also extensively used in the manufacture cf fur-

niture and the construction of wagons, farm implements, etc. It is

about the cheapest of the hard woods, is easier to work than oak
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and when thoroughly kiln-dried can be used for making solid doors,

While there are six varieties of ash in the United States, but two

varieties are known in the lumber markets, viz., white ash and black

ash. The wood of the former has about the same color as white oak,

while the black ash is of a brown color. The difference in the grain

is not recognizable.

** The trees of the several species of ash are rapid growers, of small

to medium height, with stout trunks. They form no forests, but oc-

cur scattered in almost all our broad-leaved forests."

Oak.— ** The oaks are medium to large-sized trees forming the pre-

dominant part of a large portion of our broad-leaved forests, so that

these are generally * oak forests,' though they always contain a consid-

erable proportion of other kinds of trees. Three well-marked kinds,

white, red and live oak, are distinguished and kept separate in the

market. Of the two principal kinds white oak is the stronger, tougher,

less porous and more durable. Red oak is usually of coarser texture,

more porous, often brittle, less durable and even more troublesome

in seasoning than white oak. The red oaks everywhere accompany

the white oaks, and, like the latter, are usually represented by several

species in any given locality. Live oak, once largely employed in

ship building, possesses all the good qualities (except that of size) of

white oak, even to a greater degree. It is one of the heaviest, hard-

est and most durable timbers in this country, but is now too expen-

sive to use for building purposes."

The wood of white oak is light straw color; that of red oak is

tinged with red, the difference in the color of the woods being in-

creased by varnishing. Both the white and red oak shrink and crack

badly in seasoning, and all finishing lumber should be thoroughly kiln-

dried, after which it stands well.

Both kinds are extensively used for inside finishing, cabinet work

and furniture.

When used for doors the wood should be sawn into veneers not

exceeding y^ inch thick and glued to a pine core. The silver grain

in oak is obtained by quarter-sawing. White oak is also largely used

for finished flooring in dwellings, for which purpose it should be

quarter-sawed and cut into strips not exceeding 2\ inches on the face.

It is also occasionally used in construction for posts and bolsters, or

where hardness or stiffness are required, but its high price is limiting

its use in construction every year.

For finishing purposes red oak answers practically as well as white

oak, and at the present time is sold at the same price. The two
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varieties should be used separately, however, as when finished there

is is a pronounced difference in their color.

y^. Beech.—A medium-sized tree, common, sometimes forming

forests ; most abundant in the Ohio and Mississippi basin, but found

from Maine to Wisconsin and southward to Florida.

The wood of the beech is heavy, hard, stiff and strong, of rather a

coarse texture and white to light brown in color. It shrinks and

checks considerably in drying, but works and stands well and takes a

good polish. The beech is used for furniture and flooring, and to a

limited extent for inside finishing.

Birch.—The birches are medium-sized trees, forming extensive

forests northward and occur scattered in all broad-leaved forests of

the Eastern United States.

The wood is heavy, hard, strong and of fine texture ; the sapwood

is whitish in color, the heartwood in shades of brown with red and

yellow. It is very handsome when finished, takes a good polish and

has a satiny lustre ; shrinks considerably in drying but works and

stands well.

Birch is now quite extensively used for inside finishing, and is one

of our handsomest hard woods. The figured North Carolina birch

ranks among our most expensive native woods.

The banquet hall of the Auditorium Hotel in Chicago is finished

in birch.

Birch is often used to imitate cherry and mahogany, the grain of

these woods being much the same.

Two varieties of birch are distinguished in the market : red birch

and white (canoe) birch, the wood of the latter being lighter than

that of the red birch.

Butternut ( White Walnut).—A medium-sized tree, largest and

most common in the Ohio Basin, but found from Maine to Minne-

sota and southward to Georgia and Alabama. The wood is very

similar to black walnut, but lighter and of a light brown color, quite

soft and strong. It stands well, works easily and is well suited for

inside finish, its cost, as a rule, being a little less than that of the

other hard woods excepting ash.

34. Cherry.—The lumber-furnishing cherry tree of this country

is the wild black cherry, a small to medium-sized tree scattered

through many of the broad-leaved woods of the western slope of the

AUeghenies, but found from Maine to Florida and west to Texas.

The wood is heavy, hard, strong, of fine texture; sapwood yellow-

ish-white, heartwood reddish to brown. It shrinks considerably, but
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works and stands well, takes a good polish and is much esteemed for

its beauty. Used principally for fine interior finish, cabinet work

and furniture ; often stained to imitate mahogany. It cannot be

obtained in wide boards, and, the grain being fine, it is most suitable

for work that is much cut up or moulded.

Chestnut.—A medium-sized tree very common in the Alleghe-

nies and in some portions of New England. The wood is light,

moderately soft, stiff, not strong and of a coarse texture, resembling

ash; the sapwood light, the heartwood darker brown. It shrinks and

checks considerably in drying, but works easily, stands well and is

very durable. Used locally for interior finishing and also for railway

ties, sleepers and heavy construction.

Him.—A medium to large-size tree found scattered in all the

broad-leaved forests of this country, and sometimes quite abundant.

The wood is heavy, hard, strong and very tough, moderately durable

in contact with the soil ; commonly cross grained, difficult to split

and shape, warps and checks considerably in drying, but stands well

if properly handled and is capable of a high polish. The heartwood

is of a brown color with shades of gray and red ; texture coarse to

fine. Elm has only been used to a slight extent in buildings, but its

use for interior finish is gaining ; much of the wood has a beautifully

figured grain, and it is used in the manufacture of all kinds of fur-

niture. The wood appears to be well adapted to staining where

colored effects are desired.

35. Gum.—There are two varieties of this wood, the " sour " gum
and the ** sweet " or red gum. The latter is the variety most com-

monly seen in furniture and buildings. The sweet gum is a large-

sized tree, very abundant in the South. The wood is rather heavy

and soft, quite stiff and strong, tough, commonly cross grained but

of fine texture ; the heartwood is reddish brown in color. The wood
shrinks and warps considerably, and has a bad reputation in this

respect, but by proper handling can be made to stay in place as well

as other woods. It is rather a handsome wood and is much used in

the manufacture of mantels, cabinet work and furniture.

It is also used locally for framing timber; in some portions of

Kentucky it is the common framing lumber.

Maple.—There are several varieties of maple in the United

States, but most of the maple in the market comes from the sugar

maple (hard maple, rock maple), which is most abundant in Minne-

sota and in the region of the Great Lakes.

The wood is heavy, hard, strong, stiff and tough, of fine texture and
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frequently with a wavy or " curly " grain ; creamy white in color, with

shades of light brown in the heart.

It shrinks moderately, seasons, works and stands well, wears smoothly

and takes a fine grain. The curly, or bird's-eye maple, is one of the

handsomest of our hard woods, and at the present time is extensively

used for fine interior finishing ; it seems to be particularly appropriate

for the finish of chambers, and some of the handsomest chamber sets

are made of maple. The curly maple has to be selected and costs

more than the plain maple.

36. Poplar or Whitewood.—The lumber commonly known by

these names comes principally from the tulip tree, which is often

called yellow poplar. It is a large tree, quite common in the Ohio

Basin and in some portions of the South.

The wood is usually light, quite soft, stiff but not strong, of fine

texture and remarkably free from knots ; the color varies from

almost white to a pale yellow.

It is extensively used in the Eastern and Middle States for inside

finish of the cheaper grade, cabinet work and turned posts. It is

also especially adapted for shelving, as it can be obtained in very

wide boards entirely free from knots.

Whitewood can be finished in its natural color, but is generally

stained in imitation of cherry or some other close-grained wood, and

when skillfully done it is difficult to detect the imitation. On account

of its close grain and great lateral cohesion of its fibres, it is well

adapted for carving that is to be painted.

The wood shrinks considerably in seasoning and warps badly. A
solid door of whitewood is quite sure to warp or spring unless made

of thoroughly seasoned and kiln-dried lumber. For first-class work

whitewood doors should be made by veneering on a pine core, as is

done with hard woods.

Sycamore.—A large tree, of rapid growth, common and largest

in the Ohio and Mississippi valleys, but found in nearly all parts of

the Eastern United States. The wood is moderately heavy, quite

hard, stiff, strong, tough, usually cross grained, of coarse texture and

white to light brown in color. It is hard to work, shrinks moderately,

warps and checks considerably, but stands well when properly treated.

It is a handsome wood and is used considerably for finishing lumber.

Black Walnut.—A large tree, with a stout trunk, formerly quite

abundant throughout the Allegheny region ; occurs from New Eng-

land to Texas and from Michigan to Florida. The finest figured

walnut trees are found on the slopes of the Blue Ridge and Cumber-
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land Mountains. The wood is heavy, hard, strong and of coarse

texture ; the narrow sapwood is white, the heartwood chocolate

brown. It shrinks moderately in drying, works and stands well

takes a good polish and is exceedingly well adapted for inside finish

and furniture. At one time it was in great demand for this purpose

and is again coming into favor. It is now used principally in the

form of thin stuff and veneers. The finer grades of walnut have a

beautiful figure and are carefully selected before cutting ; they are

sold chiefly in the form of veneers and used in the manufacture of

furniture.

IMPORTED WOODS.

37. A great variety of fine woods are brought into this country

each year for interior finishing and furniture work. Of these,

mahogany, French burl, rosewood, Circassian walnut and satin wood
are the most common, although all are very costly and hence used only

for the best grades of work.

Mahogany is the only imported wood much used for the finish of

buildings. The heartwood is of a light red color with a handsome

grain, and at the present time is the most popular wood for fine inte-

riors, both public and private. The wood is peculiarly marked with

short, straight lines or dashes, by which it can be distinguished frorr*

other woods stained to imitate it.

The mahogany now used in this country comes principally from

Mexico and Cuba. Formerly large quantities were shipped from

St. Domingo and Honduras, but wood from these localities is now
seldom seen. The Honduras variety was designated by the term

baywood to distinguish it from the St. Domingo or Spanish mahogany,

and the same term is now used to designate the soft and inferior

grades that come from Mexico. There is a great difference in the

color of the Mexican mahogany, some pieces being almost white in

places, while other pieces are of a deep red color. All of it turns

darker in color when finished, and also with age. The wood is

shipped to this country in logs and is then sawn into boards or veneers

by the importers. The finest Mexican mahogany is called ** Fron-

tera," from the name of the shipping place. Mahogany is too expen-

sive to use in large pieces and is principally used in the shape of

veneers. When a superior piece of work is required, figured or

selected mahogany of a uniform dark color should be specified.

Mahogany is easily worked and takes a high polish. There is no

wo')d that stays in place better when thoroughly dried and glued.
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White Mahogany {^Prima vera) has about the same grain as the

real mahogany, but is of a creamy white color. It is obtained from

the west coast of Mexico, and ranks among the more expensive woods.

Safi'fz wood and French burl are among the most expensive woods

and are used for finishing only in the finest buildings. Satin wood

comes from the West India islands and French burl from Persia.

The latter is really a walnut, the burl being a wart or knot that forms

Jn the side of the tree while it is young. Circassian walnut comes

from the Black Sea.

38. Market Prices of Various Woods.—The price of woods

of all kinds varies not only with the locality but also with the condi-

tion of business, and is often controlled by "combinations " of the

lumber dealers. The following prices, therefore, should be consid-

ered as comparative only

:

Framing Timber.—In nearly all localities framing timber of

medium sizes and lengths can be bought' for about $16 per thousand

feet (M); large sizes and lengths over 16 feet generally cost from $2

to $4 per M more.

Georgia Pine costs about $25 per M in Boston, $20 in New York,

$22 to $25 in Philadelphia and Chicago, $20 in Kansas City, $25 in

Denver and $15 in the South.

Oregon Pine costs about $15 on the Pacific coast, $32 in Denver.

White Pine for finishing costs from $25 to $80 per thousand,

according to quality ; whitewood, east of the Rocky Mountains, varies

from $25 to $50 ; cypress costs from $28 to $40 ; redwood boards, of

the best quality, cost at the present time in Denver $50 per M.

The hard woods used for interior finishing now sell at the follow-

ing prices in New York City : Mahogany, 16 to 18 cents (per foot);

white mahogany, 18 to 20 cents ; red birch, 4 cents ; cherry, 8 to 12

cents ;
quartered oak, 9 cents ; black walnut, 10 cents ; maple, 5

cents; ash, 3^ cents; English brown oak (imported), satin wood

and Circassian walnut sell at about 50 cents per square foot each.



Chapter II.

WOOD FRAMING—ORDINARY
CONSTRUCTION.

Although it is not necessary for the architect, draughtsman or su-

perintendent to be able to lay out the frame of a building, cut the

timber and put it together, it is necessary that he should have a

thorough knowledge of the way in which it should be done, and how
all the joints or connections should be made, as otherwise he can not

be sure that the work is done as it should be.

In the Eastern States it is customary for the architect to show the

complete framing of wooden buildings by a separate set of drawings,

and to make separate framing plans for the floors and roofs of brick

buildings, but in the West the framing is often left to the care of the

builder, the sizes of the timber being specified and the direction the

floor joists are to run being indicated by dotted lines on the plaa

Such a practice should be discouraged, as it is much better for all

concerned that a complete set of framing plans be furnished by the

architect.

The young architect should also bear in mind that the courts inva-

riably hold the architect responsible for the safety of the building, as

far as it depends upon the plans and specifications, and hence noth-

ing of importance should be left to the discretion of the builder, un-

less perchance he is one in which the utmost confidence may be

placed.

39. Framing Timber.— Technical Terms.—To design the fram-

ing of a building in a practical and economical manner, it is neces-

sary for the architect or draughtsman to be familiar with the kinds

of wood used for framing in the locality in which the building is to

be built, and their relative cost, and also with the commercial sizes

to which lumber is sawn. Information on these points is given in

Sections 20, 23 and 38, but it should be supplemented by inquiries

of local contractors or lumber merchants.

The various pieces of timber used in framing buildings have

distinguishing names with which it is also necessary to be familiar;

thus, floor beams are called "joists," the pieces which support the
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roof boarding are called " rafters " and the uprights in a wooden

wall or partition "studding" or "studs."

Beams which support the floor joists between walls or partitions

are called " girders," and similar beams under the rafters of a pitch

roof are called "purlins." Small timbers, such as 2x4 inches, 2x6

inches, 3x4 inches, 4x4 inches, etc., are sometimes called " scant-

lings." Pieces 4x6 inches and over in cross section are almost

always designated as "timbers."

There are also various other names for timbers used in special po-

sitions, which will be mentioned in describing the construction of

which they form a part.

40. Sizes.—Floor joists, rafters and studding are commonly made
2 inches thick, the depth depending upon the span of the joists or

rafters or the height of the studding.

As the strength of a rectangular beam increases as the square of

the depth and only directly as the breadth, it is more economical of

material to use a deep beam rather than a thick one. Thus, for the

same span a 2xio-inch joist has the same strength as a 3x8-inch or

5|x6-inch joist, but it contains less lumber. The deeper beam is also

much stiffer, the stiffness being in proportion to the cube of the

depth, so that a 2xio-inch and a 3|x8-inch beam have the same

stiffness (other conditions being equal), although the latter contains

55 per cent, more lumber than the former. When the depth of a

joist exceeds 12 inches, however, the thickness should be increased

to 2\ or 3 inches, as a 2xi4-inch joist is liable to fail by buckling

sideways.

Large timbers are generally made more nearly square, for the rea-

son that it is difficult in most woods to get great depth with 6 or 8

inches in thickness; hence, for girders and purlins, 8x10 inches,

10x12 inches and 12x14 inches are common sizes; 16-inch timbers

are seldom used, although they can sometimes be obtained. Posts,

on the other hand, should be either round or as nearly square as the

conditions will permit, the square post being the most economical

section for timber.

OUTSIDE WALLS OF WOODEN BQILDINGS.

41. In the framing of the walls of wooden buildings two distinct

methods may be followed; these are distinguished by the terms

"balloon" framing and "braced" or "old-fashioned" framing.

The braced, or fullframe, as it is sometimes called, was the only

kind in vogue previous to about the year 1850. In this method of
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framing the sills, posts, girts and plate are made of heavy timbers^

and are all mortised and pinned together and also braced by 4x4 01

4x6 timbers, mortised and pinned to post, sill and girt. The com-

mon studding is also mortised to the sills, girts and plate. To frame

a building in this way it is necessary to cut all the pieces and make
all the mortise holes on the ground, and then fit them together and

raise a whole side at a time, or at least one story of it.

In Colonial days the posts and girts were often made of hewn
timbers 8 and 10 inches square, so that they projected into the

rooms, and it required a great many men to raise the walls when the

fitting was completed.

The braced frame, when carefully fitted and pinned, is very sub-

stantial and is much more slow burning than the balloon frame, and

vermin cannot go through the walls from one story to another. It is

also very difficult to " rack " such a frame, and all posts must be

plumb and parallel or the braces will not fit.

The Balloon Frame is composed of much lighter pieces, and

is more quickly erected and at much less expense. The method of

procedure in erecting a balloon frame is to first lay the sill, which is

generally 4x6 inches, halved together at the angles, and after the floor

is laid the corner posts, which are generally 4x6, although sometimes

4x4, are set up and secured temporarily in place by means of " stay

laths," or pieces of boards nailed diagonally to post and sill. The
common or filling in studding are then set up, with their lower ends

spiked to the sill, and stayed in place by nailing a board temporarily

across the studding on the inside. The filling in pieces extend the

whole height from sill to plate, and the second floor joists are sup-

ported by notching a 1x7 board, called a false girt or ribbon, into

their inside edge at the proper height to receive the joist. The ends

of the joist are also placed against a stud, wherever practicable, and

spiked to it.

After the second floor is on, the top of the studding is cut to a line

and a 2x4 spiked on top, and then another 2x4 on top of that, the

two pieces always breaking joint. If the common studding comes in

lengths that will not reach to the plate they are spliced out with short

pieces set on top and the joint " fished " by nailing short pieces of

boards on each side.

Fig. 18 shows a portion of the framework of a two-story house

constructed in the manner described above. In the better class of

buildings the frame is braced at the corners by means of 1x6 boards,

let in flush with the outside of the studding and nailed at each inter-
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section with two or three ten-penny nails, as shown in the figure. In

many cheap buildings these braces are omitted, but unless the

sheathing is put on diagonally they should always be used. In the

balloon frame the timbers are held together entirely by nails and

spikes, thus permitting the

frame to be rapidly put up.

For the timbers and studding

thirty and twenty-penny spikes

RafferX^v A^sT^V.Wk Wv should be used, and for the

I -inch stuff ten-penny nails.

Cut nails are to be preferred,

as they hold better than wire

nails.

In both methods of framing

the studding is doubled each

sfde of the window and door

openings. In the balloon

frame it is necessary that the

double studs shall extend the

full height of the wall, and

hence it is desirable to have

the windows in the second

story directly over those in the

first story. In the full frame,

however, the common stud-

ding only extends the height

of one story, and it makes no

difference in regard to the

construction where the win-

r^ L I l-^i=riT' I f^/ / 1 P=*y
dows are placed.

(^ ^ ^ 5;
^

'-11 L ^^^b^^ The balloon frame is much
cheaper than the braced

frame, and as it is concealed

when the house is sheathed

and plastered, balloon framing

is generally employed for

houses built to sell, and .s the general method in vogue in the North-

west. Such a frame, however, is less rigid than the braced frame

and is more quickly consumed by fire.

42. Combination Frame.—The better class of wooden build-

jags are now framed on a sort of combination of the balloon and

Fig. 18.
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old fashioned methods. The braced frame is adopted as far as the

sills, posts, girts and braces are concerned, but the common studding

is generally mortised at the lower end only and spiked at the upper

end, and generally the plate is made of two thicknesses of 2x4 or 2x6

plank spiked to the top of the studding and breaking joint.

An example of this method of framing is shown in Figs. 19 and 20,

whicli are taken from the framing drawings of a building built in

the suburbs of Boston.

-vA^-

—

Fig. 19.

Within the limits of that city (outside of the fire limits) this method

of framing is required by law, the building ordinance reading:

All wooden buildings erected outside said (fire) limits shall be built with posts,

girts and plates properly mortised, tenoned, braced and pinned in each story and

supported by suitable studding, the studs to be not more than 32 inches apart, the

posts and girts to be not less than 4x8 inches or equivalent thereto.

In the opinion of the author this method of framing should be

employed for all large buildings and for the better class of dwellings*
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43. Dimensions and Details.—Sills.—Where the sill rests on

a brick or stone wall, and the cellar openings are narrow, a 6x6 sill

answers very well, but if the sill rests on posts, or there are wide

openings beneath, the sills must have sufficient strength to support

the walls and floors above the opening. It should also be reracm-

Fig. 20.

bered that in this method of framing a good deal of the sill is cut

away by mortising, as shown in Fig. 21, thereby greatly lessening its

strength. In all large or heavy buildings the sill should be at least

6x8 inches and laid with the board side on the wall.

The sills should always be imbedded in cement mortar and should

set in at least i inch from the outside face of the wall. They should
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be halved and pinned at the angles * and wherever splices occur, but

when practicable they should be in one length from angle to angle;

they must, of course, extend all around the house. In commencing

the frame of a wooden building the sills are the first timbers to be

cut and put in place.

If the basement is 5 feet or more above grade, the sill should also

be bolted to the masonry by |-inch bolts 30 inches long, solidly bed-

ded in the wall and extending through the sill, with the nut turned

up tight. The sills of buildings having the first story of brick or

stone should also be secured in this way.

Studding.—For frame buildings of medium size 2X4-inch studding

is almost invariably used; for churches, schools, etc., 2x5 or 2x6

studding should be used. In the cheaper class of buildings the

studding is generally set 16 inches on centres, but a much better

building is obtained if the

spacing is made 12 inches.

x\ll studding for buildings

that are to be plastered

should be sized, by passing

through a planer, to a uni-

form width. The lower

end of the studding should

be mortised into the sill,

either as shown at a or at

Fig. 21. ^, Fig. 21 ; the latter method

is the better of the two and

should always be used for 5 -inch or 6-inch studding.

44. Posts, Girts and Braces.—One dimension of these pveces is

always governed by the width of the studding. When 4-inch stud-

ding is used the posts may be 4x6 or 4x8 inches, the girts 4x8 inches

and the braces 3x4 inches. For wider studding the thickness of the

posts and girts must be the same as the width of the studding. The
posts at interior angles should always be 2 inches wider in one di-

mension than in the other to give a nailing for the sheathing.

The connection of the girts with the post should be made as shown

in Fig. 22, and the braces should be mortised and pinned as shown

in Fig. 23, although they are too often merely spiked. All pins used

in framing should be made of hard wood and should be \ inch diam>

eter for girts and f inch for braces.

• In New England the sills are often mortised and tenoned at the angles, but it is doubtful U
ly particu ar advantage is gained thereby unless the sills are very large.
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When the attic floor joists come a short distance below the plate

they are usually supported on a 1x7 board, called a "ledger board,"

"ribbon " or "false girt," let into the studding, as shown in Fig. 20.

When there is a wide opening in the second story, however, a solid girt

must be substituted, as shown in Fig. 19, to provide sufficient strength

to support the floor and roof. Where there is room, it is desirable to

truss over all openings exceeding 4 feet in width.

Plate.—If the attic joists rest on top of the plate, then the plate

cannot be wider than the studding unless it projects on the outside,

but if the plate is above the attic joist, as in Fig. 20, a wider plate

may be used, say 4x6 inches; the wider the plate the greater is the

resistance offered to the thrust of the rafters and the consequent

springing of the wall. Whatever size is used, it is better to build the

plate up out of pieces 2 inches thick, spiked together, than to use

solid timber, as the built up plate will warp or twist less and can be

more strongly spiked, and the joints more firmly spliced.

l**v«i

Fig. 22. Fig. 23.

45. Laying Out.—The framing of the outside walls of a wooden

building is generally shown by a set of elevation drawings showing

each side of the building in the manner illustrated in Fig. 19. In

making these drawings the draughtsman will find that the work can

be more easily and quickly done by drawing them on the dull side of

tracing cloth or paper laid over the finished elevations. The sills,

posts, girts and plates should first be drawn, then the studding fram-

ing the door and window openings, next the braces and lastly the

filling in studding. The latter are often indicated by a single line.

The sizes of all special timbers should be carefully marked on the

drawings, and the location of the centre of all openings should be

given. The size and height of the window openings is best desig-

nated by giving the size of the glass and the height of the finished

stool above the floor, as shown in Fig. 19. The height of the plates

and girts should also be correctly given, and the pitch of the roof in

terms of rise to run.
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In locating the braces it should be remembered that a brace is

most effective when at an angle of 45°, and should be connected with

the post at from one-third to one-half the height ot the story. Every

dimension necessary for the complete construction of the frame

should be found on the framing drawings.

No drawings that an architect has to make require greater thought

and exactness than the framing plans, for upon them depend the

proper construction of the building and often its safety, and more-

over any error in the figures generally leads to considerable expense

through waste of material and labor, and for any such expense the

architect is in most cases responsible.

FLOORS.

46. Wooden Buildings.—The floors of wooden buildings are

usually constructed of 2-inch planks called "joists," which are set

on edge and spaced either 12 or 16 inches apart from centres. These

joists are supported, in the first floor, by the sills at the outer ends and

by a wooden girder or brick wall near the middle, the girder or wall

being generally placed directly under the " bearing partitions

"

in the first story.

The second floor joists are supported by the girts at the outer ends

(as shown in Figs. 18 and 20) and by the partitions in the centre of

the building.

The attic floor joists may either rest directly on the wall plate, as

shown in Fig. 18, or on a false girt, as shown in Fig. 20, according to

the design. The inner ends of the joists are supported by the sec-

ond story partitions.

In a one-and-a-half-story house the attic joists are supported at

their outer ends by being spiked to the sides of the rafters.

Sizing and Crowning.—The first step toward framing the floors is

the sizing and crowning of the joists. For spans of 16 feet or over

all floor joists should be crowned or the top dressed to the arc of a

circle, with a rise of \ of an inch in the centre for every 16 feet of

span. This must be done by hand with a hatchet and plane. The
ends of the joists are then sized, so that the distance from the bear

ing to the top of the joist will be the same in each beam, thus insur-

ing an even surface on top. Ordinary timbers often vary ;^ to ^ an

inch in size, and if they were not sized at the ends their tops would

not be in the same plane. The object of the crowning is to offset

the inevitable deflection or sagging of the joist, and thus secure a

level floor
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In the Eastern States the bottom of the floor joists is almost always

cross-furred with t |^-inch strips, so that any irregularity in the depth

of the joists is easily overcome. In many of the Western States,

however, this is very seldom, if ever, done, and all the joists have to

be dressed to a uniform width, if they do not come so. A little ir-

regularity in a ceiling can be overcome in plastering.

The spacing of the floor beams should not exceed i6 inches from

centres, and, where the ceilings are not furred, it is better to space

them 12 inches from centres.

47. Details of Framing.—Framing of Joists to Sill.—The
connection of the floor joists to the sill should be such that the sill

will support the joist and without weakening the latter more than ab-

Fig. 24. Fig 26.

solutely necessary; then if the foundation wall settles the joists will

not move unless the sill does.

The ideal connection of joists and sill is by hanging the joists in a

Goetz or Duplex Hanger, as shown in Fig. 24. This retains the

full strength of the joist and suspends it securely from the sill.

The next best method, and the one more generally employed, is

shown in Fig. 25. In cheap buildings, where only 4x6 sills are used,

the floor joists are often cut as at a. Fig. 26, and the sill is not mor-

tised. This is very poor construction, as it greatly weakens the

beam, so that comparatively light loads will produce cracks as shown
at b. A floor joist cut as at a, Fig. 26, and supported as at ^, Fig. 27,

will sustain less than half of the load it would carry if reversed and
supported as at b.
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The outer ends of the second floor joists are merely sized to a uni-

form depth and spiked to the top of the girt if a solid girt is used

Where a false girt is used the joist should have a notch about f inch

deep cut in the bottom to fit over the top of the girt, as shown in

Fig. 1 8. Wherever practicable the joists should be placed so as to

come against the sides of the studding and the two spiked together.

The outer ends of the attic joists, if they rest on the plate, are merely

spiked to it; if they rest on a false girt they are notched the same as

shown for the second floor joists and spiked to the studding.

Fig. 27.

Framing of Joist to Girder.—When the inner ends of the joists are

supported on a wooden girder it is cheaper and stronger to let the

joists rest on top of the girder, but this often interferes with the head-

room in the cellar and it permits of more settlement from shrinkage

than if a flush girder were used. If the joists are framed flush into

the girder, as in Fig. 28, they must be of ample size, and the girder

must have sufficient width to offset the weakening effect of the mor-

tise holes. The end of the joists should be cut as shown at a and a

Fig. 28.

spike driven down through the top of the girder into the tenon.

These proportions (which are in terms of the depth) give the great-

est strength for both the beam and girder. Any cutting into a beam

or girder should always be as near the centre line or neutral axis aa

possible, as the nearer the cut is to the edge of the beam, and partic-

ularly the lower edge, the greater is its weakening effect on the beam.

Joist hangers such as are shown in Fig. 43 would, of course, be

preferable to the mortise joint, but they are not often used in frame

buildings. In those of the better class, however, it would be well to
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specif/ them, as they make much stronger construction, and the

saving in labor largely offsets the cost of the hangers.

Fig. 29 shows the girder dropped 2 inches, thereby affording

greater strength in the beam, but with the disadvantage of project-

Fig. 29.

ing below the ceiling; A shows the proper proportions for framing

the end of the beam.

48. Framing Around Stair- Wells, Chimneys, Etc.—
Should be done as shown in Fig. 30. The tail beams should be

framed into the header and spiked, and the tenons on the header

Fig. 30.

should project beyond the trimmer, so that a wedge-shaped pin may
be driven in, thus bringing the pieces tightly together.

In the West the headers are generally built up of plank, the inner

one being mortised to receive the tail beam, which is framed as at A^

and the header securely spiked to it. Another plank is then spiked

to the first, and often another to that. Where large timbers are not
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readily obtained this answers very well for dwellings and light fram-

ing. For heavy framing all headers and tail beams should be hung

in irons, as described under brick buildings. No floor joist should

Fig- 31'

be permitted to enter the wall of any flue, but the joists should be

framed around the chimney as in Fig. 35.

49. Porch Floors should be framed with the joists parallel with

the walls of the house, so that the floor boards will be at right angles to

the walls, and pitch outward an inch in 6 feet. It is also customary

to drop the porch floor about 6 inches below the floor of the building.

Fig 31, from an article on isometric drawing

by Charles E. Illsley, architect, in the Inland

Architect, gives a clear representation of the

proper framing of a porch floor, although brick

piers would be more durable than the wooden

posts shown in the figure.

If the porch is over 6 feet wide or the sup-

ports are f; rther apart, the size of the cross

timbers should be increased accordingly.

50. Bridging.—After the floor joists are

leveled and secured in place, and before the

floor boards are laid, they should be bridged in the centre for spans

between 8 and 16 feet, and twice for spans from 18 to 24 feet, by

rows of cross bridging, as shown in Fig. 32. For dwelling house

floors ix3-inch bridging is sufficient ; for 14-inch beams 2X3-inch

stuff should be used. The pieces should be cut on a mitre and the

Fig. 32-
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exact length, and each end of each piece nailed with two ten-penny

nails. Both ends of the bridging should be nailed at the same time

and before the joists are loaded in any way; the bridging should also

be continuous and in straight lines across the room.

It should not be supposed that bridging enables a floor to carry a

greater distributed load than it would support without bridging, for

such is not the case, except in so far as it prevents the joists from

twisting or buckling sideways. The principal benefit derived from

bridging is in case of a concentrated load, such as the leg of a heavy

piece of furniture, and also from suddenly applied loads, as jumping,

moving of heavy articles, etc.

In such cases the beam immediately beneath the weight is mate-

rially assisted through the bridging by the beams on each side of it.

Fig. 33- Fig. 34-

Mr. R. G. Hatfield found by testing a model floor, constructed one-

eighth full size, that it required three times the load to produce the

same deflection in a bridge beam than it did when not bridged.

51. Framing a Projecting Corner.—It often happens, in

dwellings and tenement houses, that the stairs are built as shown by

the plan. Fig. 2>Zi ^^^ ^^ is desirable to extend the upper floor into

the stair well without any vertical support at the corner A. If there

is a partition or girder under the dotted lines B, and the floor joists

run at right angles to it, the projecting portion can be easily sup-

ported by merely extending the floor joists the desired distance

beyond the supporting partition.
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Very often, however, the joists run the other way and there is no

support below, so that the corner must be made self-supporting, and

just how to make it so is sometimes a puzzle to the young architect

or draughtsman. Probably the best method of doing it is that shown

by the partial framing plan (Fig. 34).

The trimmer B and header A are first framed in the usual way,

then a heavy timber (C), of about half the depth of the floor joists, is

framed diagonally between A and B^ with its under side flush with

the joists. This forms a support, at its centre, for the cantilever Z»,

which in turn supports the outer end of the pieces E, E. The piece

J) should be made the full depth of the joists and notched over the

piece C. Short pieces of joist are then cut in between the timbers

A, D and E, and the floor is then ready for the flooring and lathing.

There are many places where this method of framing may be em-

ployed, particularly in tower stairways. The same method could be

carried out with iron framing, omitting the short pieces of joists. If

the projection is very great, however, and the floor is a heavy one, it

will be better to support the corner directly, either by a post or rod.

52. Laying Out.—The framing of floors may be most conven-

iently drawn on tracing cloth or thin bond paper laid over the corre-

sponding floor plan. The framing plan should show the interior sup-

ports or partitions in the story below and the framing around all

openings, chimneys, etc. Provision should also be made for the sup-

port of all partitions that do not come over one below (see Sections

65 and 66) and for nailing the ends of the floor boards where they

come against walls or partitions. Any necessary framing for hot air

pipes and floor registers and the position of the same should be shown,

and also the location of the bridging.

The size and position of all special timbers, including the beams

that support partitions and all headers and trimmers, should be accu-

rately figured, and also the size and position of all openings. In

short, the framing plans should afford all information necessary for

erecting the frame of the building without consulting the other plans.

If there is any special construction or peculiarity of framing re-

quired It should be indicated by three-quarter or inch scale details

on the margin.

Fig. 35 shows the framing of a part of the second floor of a wooden

dwelling laid out in the above manner. For large buildings the

framing plans may be drawn to a scale of \ inch to the foot and the

common joists indicated by a single line. All special timbers should

be colored yellow on the drawings to make them more prominent.
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53. Floors of Brick Buildings.—The framing of the floors in

brick buildings is essentially the same as in wooden buildings, the

only difference being in the connection of the floor timbers with the

*iuter walls.

Jn brick buildings the outer ends of the joist are naturally sup-

ported by the brick walls, the usual method being to build the ends

'--,b-5'- ;^•50--

u
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the top of a window or door opening is 2 feet or more below the bot-

tom of the joists there is sufhcient room to turn a brick arch over the

opening to support the joists, but when the top of the rough opening

Fig. 36.

comes within 14 inches of the joists, as is usually the case with base-

ment windows, the joists should either be framed into a header, as

shown in Fig. 37, or a steel beam should be placed over the opening.
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This is a point that must not be overlooked in laying out the fram-

ing plan. Another point of difference is that in brick buildings a

Fig. 37.—Framing Plan of Floor, Fig. 36.

floor joist must always be placed against the walls that are parallel

with the joists to afford a nailing for the ends of the floor boards,
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laths or furring strip?; in cheap wooden buildings the under floor

ing is sometimes nailed to the girt and the joist omitted, but this

is not good practice, as it gives no nailing for the upper flooring. In

all other respects the laying out of the framing is the same as de-

scribed for wooden buildings. Fig. 37 shows the framing plan of

the first floor of a small brick building shown in Fig. 7,6^ which in-

cludes all the features usually met with in brick dwellings and tene-

ment houses.

In this case it was necessary to drop the girder 6 inches below the

top of joists to give room for the boots on the hot air pipes. This is

a point that should not be overlooked when laying out the framing

of buildings that are to be heated by hot air.

For buildings other than dwellings heavier framing than that which

has been described is often required, and, although the principles in-

volved are the same, the details are often somewhat different. Many
of these details are as applicable to wooden as to brick buildings, but

as they do not as frequently occur in wooden buildings it seemed

best to describe them here.

54. Details of Floor Construction.— Wall Support and

Anchors.—The usual method of building in the outer ends of the

joists in ordinary brick buildings is to

cut the end of the joists to a bevel and

let the lower edge rest from 4 to 5 inches

on the wall, as shown in Fig. 38, and

every fourth or fifth joist is tied to the

wall by iron anchors to prevent the wall

falling outward or the joists from pull-

ing away from it. The object in splay-

ing the end of the joist is to permit the

joist to fall, in case of a fire, without

lifting the brick above or throwing the wall. In very cheap work

the ends of the joists are often left square, but this should never

be permitted. The anchors should be made long enough to extend

within 4 inches of the outside of the wall, and should always be

spiked to the side of the joist near the bottom, as shown in the figure.

The nearer the anchor is placed to the top of the joist the greater

will be its tendency to pull in the wall in case the joist falls.

Various forms of anchors are used for securing the joists to the

wall, that shown at a. Fig. 39, being the most common and about as

good as any. The anchor shown at b answers equally as well, but

Fig. 38.
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costs a very little more. Anchors like a and b are spiked to the sides

of the floor joist and built into the wall, as shown in Fig. 38.

If the wall is a plde or rear wall, where the appearance is not of

much consequence, it is better to have the anchor pass clear through

the wall, with a plate on the outside, as such an anchor gets a much
better hold on the wall than is possible when it is built into the mid-

dle of the wall. The cheapest form of anchor for this purpose is that

shown at c, which has a thin plate of iron doweled and upset on

the outer end. This style of anchor may also be used for build-

ing into the middle of the wall.

For anchoring the ends of girders, or

where a particularly strong anchor is

desired, the form shown at d is undoubt-

edly the best. This anchor is made
from a |-inch bolt, flattened out for

spiking to the joist and provided with a

cast iron star washer. It possesses the

advantage of having a nut on the outer

end, which can be tightened up if de-

sired after the wall is built.

For anchoring walls that are parallel

to the joists the anchor must be spiked

to the top of the joist, and should either

be long enough to reach over two joist,

or a piece of i J -inch board should be let

into the top of three or four joists and

the anchor spiked to it.

After the floor joists are set in place

and the anchors spiked to them, the

,

brick masons fill between the ends of

the joists and around the anchors with brickwork.

55. While this method of supporting and tying the ends of the

joists gives ample strength for ordinary floor construction, it has two

serious objections, viz., no ventilation is provided around the end of

the joist and the method of anchoring is apt to destroy the wall in

case of fire.

The lack of ventilation is liable to cause dry rot in the wood, espe-

cially if it is not well seasoned. Theoretically, therefore, an air

space should be left around the end of the joist, but this is rather dif-

ficult to do, especially if the wall is not furred. The only practical
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device for securing ventilation around the joist (when built into the

wall) that the author is acquainted with is the Goetz Box Anchor,

shown in Fig. 40. This holds the joist in position and at the same

*ime affords an air space, as shown in plan, Fig. 41.

The second objection given above may also be avoided by using

cnese anchors. The boxes have a lug cast on the bottom, as shown

Fig. 41.

Fig. 40.

In the figure, and a corresponding notch is cut in the bottom of the

joist, so that when the joist is in place it is securely fastened to the

box, and, the latter being dovetailed into the wall, affords a sufficient

anchor. Large beams or girders may be further secured by anchor-

ing the box to the wall by a bolt passed through a hole in the back,

as in Fig. 41. Should the joist fall, in case of fire, it releases itself

from the box without pulling the wall.

Fig. 42. Fig. 43-

Another device for permitting the joists to fall without injury to

the wall is the wall hanger, of which one type (the Duplex) is shown

in Fig. 42. By the use of wall hangers the joists are hung from the

wall without entering it. The bracket shown on the back of the

hanger is built into the wall, and a lug on the bottom of the hanger

holds the joist; every fourth or fifth hanger is also bolted to the wall.

These hangers possess the advantage that they do not weaken the
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wall at the floor levels, and in case the joists fall there is little danger

of the wall falling also. There is also no danger of dry rot.

Wall hangers are especially desirable for party and partition walls,

as where joists enter the wall on both sides they greatly weaken the

wall, while when hung in hangers the wall is as strong at the floor

level as elsewhere. (See Fig. 43.) As a rule, the box anchor or

wall hanger is only used in large brick buildings, and particularly

mercantile buildings.

The importance of anchoring the floors to the walls, and thus pre-

venting the latter from being thrown outward, either from settlement

in the foundation or from pressure exerted against the inside of the

wall, cannot be overestimated and should never be overlooked.

When the first tier of joist is not more than 3 feet above the

ground it is not necessary that they be tied to the wall, except in

storage buildings or where the first story is over 15 feet high, but all

other floois and all flat roofs should be securely anchored to all out-

side walls, sides as well as ends, at least once in every six feet.

In some localities the outer ends of the floor joists are supported

on ledges corbeled out on the inside of the wall. For a description

of this method of support the reader is referred to Part I., page 220.

56. Wall Plate.—Brick buildings with pitch roofs require a

wooden wall plaie to receive the ends of the rafters; the plate also

greatly stiffens the wall to resist the thrust of the rafters. It should

be made of two thicknesses of plank, 8 inches wide for an 8 or 9-inch

wall and 12 inches wide for thicker walls, and should be bolted to

the top of the wall by f-inch or f-inch bolts at least 2 feet long, im-

bedded in the brickwork. On the lower end of the bolt a large

washer of wrought iron should be placed to hold the bolt in the wall.

The planks should break joint, and where possible the plate should

form an unbroken tie around the building. Before bolting the plates

in position they should be bedded in mortar. For small dwellings a

single plank is sufficient, but it should extend from angle to angle.

The rafters are spiked to the plate, as in wooden buildings, and often

the attic joists rest on the plate and are spiked to it. (See Figs. 78

and 83.) When the plate is above the attic floor diagonal ties or

braces should be spiked to the rafters and to the floor joists, as in

Fig. 78, to prevent the roof from spreading the walls.

The rafters of flat roofs are built into the wall in the same way as

the floor joists, and the wall carried 12 or 18 inches above the roof.

57. Framing of Headers and Trimmers.—The ordinary

method of framing around openings, by mortise and tenon joint, was
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shown in Fig. 30, This method answers very well where the floors

are not apt to be heavily loaded or the openings very large. In first-

class dwellings, however, and all larger buildings, the author recom-

mends that all headers over 4 feet long be supported at the ends by

iron hangers or stirrups instead of by mortising. In heavy construc-

tion the saving in the extra amount of lumber required hy the old

method will offset the cost of the hanger. The full strength of the

header, at the end, is obtained, and in case of fire such a joint would

stand much longer than the mortise and tenon joint.

Most building laws also require that headers over 4 feet long, in

all buildings except dwellings, shall be hung in hangers or stirrups.

For dwellings and light construction the author recommends the

use of the Goetz and Duplex Hangers, shown in Fig. 44, or of the

Lane Hanger, shown on page 461.

Fig. 44.

These hangers are made in a great variety of sizes to suit any size of

timber, and are now carried in stock in most of the larger cities.

They are supported by inserting the lugs into holes bored near the

centre of the trimmer, and thus possess the advantage over stirrup

hangers that they are affected by only about one-half the shrinkage

in the trimmer, while the ordinary stirrup iron is supported at the top

of the timber, and consequently the bottom of the stirrup must set-

tle, and the header with it, by the amount of the shrinkage in the

trimmer. Unless the trimmer is well seasoned this dropping of the

header, due to the shrinkage of the trimmer, will be sufficient to

crack and distort plastered ceilings. Even where the joist hangers

are used prins should be taken to secure well-seasoned timber.

With the Goetz Hangers the beam supported is tied to the hanger

by a spike, driven through a hole in the bottom of the hanger into

the beam; for large timbers lag screws may be used. The Duplex

Hanger of the smaller sizes holds the joist by means of lugs on the
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Fig- 45-

sides, as shown in the cut at A; the larger hangers have a bolt which

passes sideways through the end of the joist, as at B. The Duplex
Hanger may also be bolted to the trimmer, as shown in Fig. 45, thus

absolutely preventing any possibility of the trimmers spreading. If

the headers are very long the tail beams also should be hung in

hangers, as shown in Fig. 46. Where the headers are short the tail

beams are generally mortised into the header in the usual way.

58. Stirrup Irorrs.—Until within

a very few years stirrup irons, such

as are shown in Figs. 47, 48 and 49,

tfl
j

.
,

' "^^X / were used exclusively for support-

"i ^1 ^-Tr\ - t ing the ends of beams where a mor-

tise and tenon joint was not desir-

able. The only objection to stirrup

irons is the dropping of the header

due to shrinkage and the fact that they are not generally carried in

stock. They can easily be made, however, by any blacksmith, and

a few shops make them to sell to the trade. When made to order

they should cost about 4^ cents per pound. In warehouses, where

the ceilings are not plastered, the stirrup iron is possibly still to be

preferred to the hangers above described, as with the stirrup there

can be no weakening of the trimmer.

Stirrup hangers should be made from f to |-inch thick and from

2 inches to 4 inches wide,

according to the size and

length of the timber they

support. They may be made
double, as shown in Fig. 47,

or single, as shown in Fig. 49.

When single the end of the

hanger should turn down

at least i\ inches over the

other side of the trimmer.

As stirrup irons are ordinarily

used, the end of the header

is simply spiked to the trimmer to keep the latter from spreading un-

til the floor is laid, the latter being depended upon finally to keep the

trimmers from spreading, and thus permitting the header to drop.

A much better method, and one quite common in Boston, is to tie

the end of the header to the trimmer by a f or J-inch
^^
Joint bolt,"

which is an ordinary square-headed bolt about 18 inches long. A

Fig. 46.
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hole slightly larger than the bolt is bored through the trimmer and

into the end of the header. A square hole is then cut into the side

of the header, as at A, Fig. 48, just large enough to slip in the nut,

which is pushed in opposite the bolt hole and the bolt then pushed

in, the screw end started in the nut and the bolt then screwed up by

turning the head. This brings the two timbers tightly together and

gives a perfectly dead weight' on the hanger.

Fig. 49- Fig. 50.—Van Dom Hanger.

The following table shows the size of iron bar recommended for

stirrups, and also the safe strength of the stirrup:
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Fig. 50 shows a ntw style of hanger recently placed on the market.

It is forged from rolled steel and should make a very strong hanger,

but would be improved by hooking the top plates over the back of

the beam. The hanger is designed to be fastened to the trimmer by

spikes.

59. Flitch Plate Girders.—It sometimes occurs in dwellings

that it is necessary to use very long trimmers or headers around stair

wells, and in most cases it is desirable that they shall be of the same

depth as the floor joists. In such cases it is difficult to get sufficient

stiffness without using iron or steel. Where steel beams are too ex-

pensive to use, a compromise may be made by using a flitch plate

Fig. 51.

girder, which is a beam built up of two pieces of timber bolted to

each side of a steel beam or plate, as shown in Fig. 51.

For such beams as may be required in dwellings a piece of boiler

iron plate, of the same length and depth as the timber, and from |

to ^ inch thick, will generally answer.

The total thickness of the timber should be about twelve times that

of the plate.

The pieces should be bolted together by |-inch bolts, spaced 18

inches to 2 feet apart, and 2 inches from the edge. It will generally

be better to keep the iron \ inch narrower than the timbers, to allow

for shrinkage in the latter.

The safe distributed had may be calculated by the formula
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2.Z>2

W=^—Y~ (/'^+75o t)', D being the depth of the iron in inches, ^ the

total breadth of the timber, t the thickness of the iron, L the clear

span in feet and _/ the coefficient of strength for the timber (loo for

Georgia pine, 70 for spruce, 60 for white pine). Such a beam will

be much stiffer than a wooden beam of the same strength, and con-

siderably cheaper than a steel beam, especially when the furring of

the beam for plastering is taken into account.

Flitch plate beams may also be used for supporting brick walls, but

for this purpose they are not as desirable as steel beams.

Example.—What is the safe distributed load for a flitch plate

girder, built up of two 3x12 spruce beams and a |^xii^-inch plate,

the clear span being 16 feet ?

Answer.—W= 2x-
i6

(7oX6+75oX|^)= i3,i42 pounds.

60. Girders.—In brick dwellings girders are generally used only

for supporting the first floor, and in the same way as described in

Section 47. In heavier buildings the load on the girders becomes so

great that it is necessary to utilize the full section of the girder, and

very often steel beams are required.

FlrondocTv

Fig. 52.

•jxv;

In mercantile buildings and warehouses it is customary to drop the

girders below the beams, so as to avoid framing the beams into them.

Heavy Wooden Girders.—When heavy wooden girders must be

kept flush with the joists the latter should be supported by joist hang-

ers or stirrups.

Generally, however, it is necessary to make the girder deeper than

the floor joists, in which case the latter may be supported by bolting

long pieces of 3-inch hard pine plank to the bottom of the girder, as

shown in Fig. 52.
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The depth of these pieces should be at least 4 inches ;or lo-inch

joists, 5 inches for 12-inch joists and 6 inches for 14-inch joists.

Three-quarter-inch bolts, spaced from 16 to 20 inches, may be used

for lo-inch joists, and |-inch bolts, spaced 20 and 16 inches respec-

tively, for 12 and 14-inch joists. The bolts should be placed a little

above the centre of the bearing strips, and the ends of the joists

should be spiked to the sides of the girder, as shown in the figure.

The joists may also be supported on 3^x4 inch angle bars, bolted

to the girder, as shown in Fig. 53. This method is undoubtedly bet-

ter than that shown in Fig. 52, as there will not be as much settle-

ment from shrinkage, and there is also less bending moment in the

bolts.

In a great many small cities and towns, however, such angles are

not carried in stock, and the expense of getting them will prohibit

their use. Ordinary bolts

can be readily obtained in

almost any locality and at a

comparatively small price.

The use of angle bars

also necessitates furring or

strapping the ceilings, as

r:^ • laths cannot be nailed to
Furring. j^^^^,^,

'^' ^^'
Figs. 52 and 53 also show

the manner of strapping the girders for lathing.

In designing the girders it should be remembered that deep gird-

ers are more economical than shallow ones, and when framed flush,

or nearly so, on top, they prevent passage of fire through the floors.

Built-up Wooden Girders.—In many localities it is impossible to

obtain large timbers without making a special order for them from

the mills, while planks of almost any size can be readily obtained,

and generally at a less price per thousand feet. In such cases the

girders may be built up of several planks placed side by side, as

in Fig. 52, and bolted together. The planks, however, should always

break joints over a support. The bolts need not be larger than

f inch in diameter, and spaced 2 feet on centres, in staggered rows,

two bolts being placed at each end of the girder. Where each plank

is the full length of the girder, the only use of the bolts is to keep the

planks together and to distribute the load on all the planks.

The author believes that girders built up in this way are better

Latha l^
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than solid girders, and of equal if not greater strength. They cer-

tainly are nut as likely to warp, and there is less chance of using de-

cayed timber.

6i. Steel Beam Girders.—When it is desired to keep steel

girders flush with the floor joists the latter may be supported by bolt-

ing a plank to the side of the beam and inserting joist hangers into

holes bored in the plank, as shown in Fig. 54. For ordinary con-

struction this is probably the cheapest and simplest method of fram-

ing, as the planks also afford nailings for the furring strips.

Another method of supporting the ends of the floor joists is to

rivet angle irons to the sides of the beam, as shown in Fig. 64. With

this method there can be no settlement of the joists from shrinkage,

tut either method may be recommended. On account of ihe almost

*"ig- 54-

furring
S)trip£>.

Fig- 55-

inevitable shrinkage of the joists, it is better that the depth of the

steel beam be i inch less than that of the wooden beams, so that the

top of the steel beams may be dropped i inch.

When the steel beam is deeper than the floor joists the latter may
be supported by bolting 3x4 hard pine strips to the beam, as shown

in Fig. 55. As the strips have a bearing on the lower flange of the

beam, they need not be more than 4 inches deep, even for 14-inch

joists. Angle irons may also be used for supporting the joists, but the

wood strips are generally preferred where the ceiling is to be plas-

tered, as they are much more easily furred for lathing or casing.

Whichever of these methods of supporting the joists is used, enough

bolts or rivets should be used to sustain the load carried by the strips

or angles. [Each f-inch bolt may be allowed to support 3,000 pounds

on each side of the girder, and each \ inch bolt 4,000 pounds.]
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62. Stiffening a Weak Floor.—A floor that sags or springs

considerably under moving loads may be made much stiffer by taking

up a couple of floor boards every 6 feet in the length of the floor and

fitting slightly wedge-shaped blocks between the beams, in a contin-

uous line, as shown in Fig. 56. The blocks should be made of 3-inch

plank, of the full depth of the floor joist, and cut so that the grain of

the wood will be at right angles to the joist, that they may not be-

come loose as the wood shrinks.

Before putting the blocks in

place holes should be bored

through the centres of the beams

and a i:|^-inch rod passed

through all the beams, the rod

having a head at one end and a

nut on the other. After the rod

is in the blocks should be fitted

closely in place and the nut

then screwed up until the floof

becomes crowned, owing to the shape of the blocks. A floor crowned

in this way acts like a truss, and will be much stiffer under a moving,

load than when simply bridged in the ordinary way, although thy

strength of the floor, to support a distributed load, such as grain o'

large boxes of merchandise, is in no way increased. If the floor and

ceiling must be kept perfectly level the top of the beams will, o(

course, either have to be dressed off or the floor furred to a l^veL

and the ceiling will also have to be furred.

<«
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tion is undoubtedly the most perfect (when wood must be used) foi

accomplishing these objects, it is very objectionable from the stand-

point of fire protection, as it affords free passage for flames in both

directions, and the material is so disposed as to be rapidly consumed.

It should, therefore, never be used in public buildings unless pro-

tected underneath by metal lath and plaster, and above by some fire-

proof material, such as " Salamander," laid between the floor boards.

It is probably hardly necessary to say that this is not an economical

construction, as it requires much more lumber to obtain the same

degree of stiffness for both floor and ceiling, when divided into two

beams, than it does when all the wood is in one beam.

It has also been quite a common custom in the construction of

school house floors, in some sections of the country, to lay 2X4-inch

scantlings on top of the floor beams, and at right angles to them, for

the purpose of ventilating the rooms through the floors into the vent

shafts.

Such construction should never, under any circumstances, be

adopted, as it forms a veritable fire trap in case a fire should be

started in the room above.

PARTITIONS.

64. The partitions in buildings of ordinary construction are usually

built of 2X4-inch studding, spaced either 12 or 16 inches on centres,

giving five or four railings to the lath respectively. For bearing par-

titions, and also where the stories exceed 9 feet 6 inches in height,

the spacing should not exceed 12 inches, as 16-inch spacing does not

give sufficient stiffness for first-class buildings. For partitions ex-

ceeding II feet in height 5 or 6-inch studding should be used. A
partition built of 2x5-inch studding, spaced 16 inches on centres, is

much stiffer than one built of 2X4-inch studding 12 inches on cen-

tres, although the latter contains the more lumber. A spacing of 16

inches, however, does not make as stiff a job of plastering, and for

this reason a spacing of 12 inches is to be preferred in the better

class of houses, no matter what the size of the studding may be.

Five or 6-inch studding also gives much better accommodation for

furnace pipes and soil pipes than the 4-inch studding.

65. Supports for Partitions.—In putting up the partitions it

is important to build them so that there shall be as little settlement

from shrinkage as possible. The ordinary method of building parti-

tions, particularly in buildings not superintended by an architect, is

that shown in Fig. 58, which shows the studding of a first story par*
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tition and the bottom of the second story partition. From an in-

spection of this figure it will be seen that there are 37 inches of hori-

zontal wood between the top of the basement piers and the bottom

of the second story studding, and, as ordinary spruce or white pine

timber will shrink across the grain about \ inch per foot, it would

probably be found at the end of one or two years that the second

story partition had settled i^ inches, and of course the third story or

Jttic joists would settle with it. The shrinkage of timber endways

is imperceptible. If the first and second

floor joists were supported at the outer ends

as shown in Fig. 20 there would be but 14

inches of horizontal timber between the

foundation wall and the second floor joist,

which allows of a shrinkage of only about

\ inch, so that the inner ends of the second

floor joists in a wooden building will be

about f inch lower than the outer ends

when the timber has had time to shrink.

In a brick building the difference in height

between the outer and inner ends of the

second floor joists will be still greater, as

the settlement of brickwork in the height

of one story is hardly noticeable. It is

from this cause more than from any other

that cracks in the plastering of dwellings

are so common, and that the doors in

partitions running parallel with the joists

will not shut after a year or two. It is

not always possible to overcome all settle-

ment from shrinkage, but any considerable

settlement can generally be avoided, and

this is one of the points in which architects' houses should excel

those of the speculative builder. If the girder supporting the

nrst floor had been framed flush with the joists and the second

story studding had been supported on the cap of the first story

partition, as shown in Figs. 59 and 60, there would have been only

about 15 inches of horizontal wood below the second floorj, so that

both ends of the joists would settle about the same. Hence in all

cases where a partition in the second story comes over one below,

the second story studding should rest on the cap of the loiver partition^

and the lower studding should rest directly on the girder, if there

Fig. 58.
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is one. If the partitions run the same way as the floor joists they

should be constructed as shown in Fig. 60, the floor joists next

the partition being kept away 2 inches to afford nailings for the upper

floor boards.

When the partition does not come over a girder or over a partition

it is obvious that it must be supported in some way by the floor tim-

bers. When the partition tvlws parallel with the joists it is often sup-

ported by placing a double joist in the floor directly under the parti-

Fig- 59-

tion. This method is objectionable, however, for two reasons

:

{a) If the beam is not at least 3 inches wider than the partition it

does not give a nailing for the ends of the upper floor boards; and

{h) if there are any pipes to run up in the partition, as is often the

case in first story partitions, the beam must be badly cut into to let

them by. For these reasons it is better to use two joists spaced about

6 inches apart and bridged every 16 or 18 inches with plank bridg-

ing, as shown in Fig. (a, the grain of the bridging always being hori-

zontal. This gives a good nailing for the floor boards and permits

of hot air pipes being carried up in the partition without cutting any

timber.
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The two joists which support the partition should each be at least

3 inches thick, and in some cases it may be necessary to make them

4 inches thick, as any bending of the joists will cause the partition

to settle by a corresponding amount ; and if the partition bearing

Fig. 6o.

joists bend more than the other floor joists it will produce a bad ap-

pearance in the ceiling.

Wherever a partition rests on top of the beams or flooring it will,

of course, settle by an amount equal to the shrinkage of the joists, and

in brick buildings this is often sufficient to

cause a crack to appear at the angle

formed by the partition and outside wall.

In first-class brick dwellings, therefore,

the only sure provision against cracks is to

support all partitions either on steel beams

or in the manner shown in Fig. 62, when

they cannot be supported on partition caps.

Steel beams undoubtedly make the best

support, but where they cannot be used,

either on account of the cost or the ne-

cessity of placing pipes in the partition, the effect of shrinkage may
be overcome by screwing iron plates 4 inches wide and -| or \ inch

thick to the bottom of the joists by 4-inch lag screws (as shown in

Fig. 62) for the studding to rest on.

If the joists are then made of ample strength there can be no

Fig. 61.
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settlement in the partitions, and consequently no cracks in the plastet

from that cause. When the partitions are supported in this way the

ceilings should be furred with i-inch strips for lathing.

When steel beams are used they should be at least i inch less in

depth than the wooden beam to allow for shrinkage in the latter.

When the partition runs crossways of the joists it is generally sup-

ported simply by a sole piece laid across the joists or on top of the

under floor, as in Fig. 58, and in such case the joists must be stiff

enough to support the concentrated yi€\^\. from the partition. It

*k Iron plate.

Fig. 62.

should be remembered that the weight of a partition running cross-

ways of the joists and near the middle of the span has twice the de-

structive effect that a distributed load would have, and no relief can

in this case be gained by bridging. If there should be wide open-

ings in such a partition, the floor joists under the studding at the §ide

of the openings should be increased in proportion to the weight com-

ing upon them. This is an important point in construction and one

often overlooked.

66. The effect of the shrinkage of the joists on a partition sup-

ported in this way is, of course, the same as in the case above

mentioned, and it can be avoided in the same way. If a steel beam
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IS used to support the partition, however, it will be necessary to frame

the joists into it, either as shown in Fig. 6^ or Fig. 54.

In first-class brick dwellings all first story partitions should be sup-

ported either by steel beams or brick walls. If the first story parti-

tion supports ar ither in the second story, the beam must, of course,

have sufficient strength and stiffness to support all the partitions

above it without undue deflection.

It is also desirable, in brick buildings at least, to support the par-

titions and floor joists around stairways with gteel beams, as shown in

Fig. i.,.

When the partition is continuous with one below, as is most gener-

ally the case, the studs should be halved over the beam, to the

4Angle
Fig. 63.

partition head below, so as to give a nailing for the laths and to

prevent cracks in the plastering.

It sometimes seems necessary to support part of a second story

partition on a partition cap and part on the floor joist, but this can

generally be avoided by using the plates shown in Fig. 62.

67. Trussed Partitions.—Where a partition runs parallel with

the joists, and comes over a room below of considerable width, it

may be prevented from sagging by trussing, as shown in Fig. 65.

The extra cost of trussing is very small, and by it sagging can be

entirely prevented ; and if the rods and braces are properly pro-

portioned, the partition may be used to support floors or other

partitions above. When built the partition should be slightly

crowned, as the truss is sure to settle a little when the timbers have
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seasoned When trussing is employed care should be taken to see

that the supports under the ends of the truss are ample.

Trussing, however, will not prevent settlement from shrinkage

unless the bottom member of the truss is thoroughly seasoned.

68. Partition Heads.—The top of all wooden partitions gen-

erally consists of a piece of studding called the cap, which is spiked

to the upper end of the studding before the partition is raised.

When the partition runs at right angles to the floor beams above

the cap is fitted against the underside of the joists. When the par

Fig. 64.

tition is parallel with the floor beams above, and the latter are
** strapped " underneath, the cap is nailed to the underside of the

strapping, or furring, as shown in Fig. 60.

If the ceiling is not strapped, then the cap should be secured

about every 3 feet by means of cross pieces, C, Fig. 66, spiked

between the joists and to the top of the cap. Pieces of boards

about 3 inches wider than the cap are then spiked on top of the

latter to receive the ends of the laths.
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In cheap work the cap A, Fig. 66, is sometimes omitted, and the

board B is nailed directly to the studding, the latter being cut so

that the underside of the board will be level with the bottom of the

joists^ The cross pieces, C, are then nailed above the board.

I
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no case should the laths be permitted to run by the end of a

partition. Where the partition joins an outside wooden wall the

corner should be made solid in the same way. When the partition

comes near the middle of the wall, a 4x6 or 4x8 post should be set

in the wall opposite the partition, as shown in Fig. 59.

Where wooden partitions join a brick wall it is a good plan to bolt

"a"

Fig. 67,

the last stud to the wall once or twice in the height of the story by

I -inch bolts embedded in the wall as it is built. Doing this strengthens

the wall and tends to prevent cracks in the angle formed by the parti-

tion and wall.

Trussing Over Openings.—At the sides of all openings in

partitions the studding should be doubled, and the partition over the

opening trussed as shown either in Fig. 68 or Fig. 69.

When the opening does not exceed 3 feet, and there is no weight

resting on the partition cap, the trussing may be omitted. The
" head " of the opening should always

be formed of two pieces, kept i inch

apart as shown in the figure, so that if

the upper one sags it will not affect the

lower one to which the door finish is

nailed

Bridging—All partitions should be

bridged at least once in their height

with 2 -inch bridging the full width of

the studding. The pieces should be

placed horizontally, as shown in Fig. 58. Bridging stiffens the parti-

tion considerably and also prevents the passage of fire or vermin.

When a partition is ceiled or wainscoted flush with the plaster it is

necessary to cut in bridging between the studding to receive the nails.

70. Sliding Door Partitions.—These are made double, the studding

being kept about 4 inches apart. When 2x3 studding can be obtained

it is frequently used for these partitions, otherwise 2x4 studding must

be used, either placed flatways or edgeways. The former method is

Fig. 68.
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hardly stiff enough for stories exceeding 9^ feet in height, and should

never be used for first-class work. If the partition is a bearing parti-

tion, one side may be made thicker than the other to carry the floor

a' ove. It is customary in the better class of buildings to sheath the

inside of the partition with thin matched boarding to prevent the

plaster from getting on the tracks or in any way interfering with the

working of the doors ; this sheathing should be put on when the

partition is set up.

Staggered Partitions.—It is desirable that partitions separating two

tenements, stores or apartments, shall transmit sound as little as

possible. The transmission of sound can be prevented considerably

by filling the partition between the laths with mineral wool or with

soft bricks laid up in mortar. The best way in which to accomplish

this object, however, is to build the partition with two sets of stud-

ding, staggered as shown in Fig. 70, and kept entirely separate and

independent of each other. If the two sides of the partition do not

connect in any way, or touch each other, there will be very little sound

transmitted through the partition. By tacking Cabot's deafening

Fig. 70.

" Quilt " to one set of studding the deadning will be nearly, if not

absolutely, perfect, and the quilt will also, it is claimed, retard the

progress of fire. Heavy felt paper may be used instead of the

" Quilt," but the author believes that the " Quilt" is the better mate'

rial for the purpose.*

For a description of this " Quilt " see Chapter V.
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Hot Air Pipes and Plumbing Pipes.—The position of all hot aii

and plumbing pipes should be carefully considered in making the

plans, and provision for them made in framing the partition and

floors. When a 4-inch soil pipe is carried in a partition the studding

must be either 5 or 6 inches wide, or else the partition must be furred

out around the pipes.

71. Fire Stops.—The architect who is mindful of the interests of

his client should always take such precautions as he can to make his

building not only strong and durable, but also as slow burning and

inaccessible to vermin as may be practicable. This can be done to a

considerable extent without much additional cost. One of the best pre-

ventatives to the progress of fire is to stop all spaces between the floor

joists and in the partitions with soft brick or fireproof tiles laid in mor-

tar, as shown in Figs. 59 and 60. The spaces between the ends of the

first story joists and over all dropped girders should be filled with

brickwork in the same way. This will prevent the rapid passage of fire

between the joists from one side of the building to the other and up

in the partitions. If the partitions are biidged, and one or two

courses of brickwork laid on top of the bridging, an additional stop

to fire rising in them is provided. If a fire can be prevented from

ascending in the partitions and spreading between the joists for fifteen

or twenty minutes after it is discovered it can generally be controlled

without destroying the building. Partitions which rest on the floor,

with no partition below, should have a piece of tin 3 or 4 inches

wider than the partition placed under the sole piece, as shown in

Fig. 61. If the building is balloon frame, 2x4 bridging should be cut

in between the studding of the outside walls, just below the ledger

board or false girt, and brickwork laid on top to at least 5 inches

above the top of the joists. This will not only prevent fire from

ascending in the walls, but will prevent the ledger board from being

quickly burnt through. The space between the timbers around

smoke flues and all similar places, where fire or mice could pass

through, should be filled solid with mortar or mineral wool. In gen-

eral fire will not make much headway where there is no draught,

and every pains should be taken to prevent the passage of flames

through the concealed portions of the building. Mineral wool is a

very efficient article for stopping the progress of flames and vermin,

also of sound and heat
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ROOF CONSTRUCTION.

72. Pitch Roof.—The proper construction of a roof depends

in a great measure upon the shape of the roof, the size and arrange-

ment of the building and the use that is to be made of the enclosed

space or "attic."

The shape of the roof will be governed principally by the size and

plan of the building, the external effect sought and whether or not

the roof space is to be finished.

Before describing the methods of construction, it seems desirabls

to consider briefly the various shapes of roofs and to define the

principal parts.

All roofs which have an inclination of 20° or more with a hori-

zontal plane are called " pitch " roofs, and those whose inclination

is less than this are called " flat " roofs.

The " pitch " of a roof is the angle of inclination which the rafters

make with a horizontal plane; it. is sometimes expressed in degrees,

but more often by the proportion which the height in the centre

bears to the span, or by the rise in inches for each foot of half span.

The last method is the simplest and least likely to be misunderstood,

and is preferred by the author.

Below is given the rise and angle for the most common pitches

:

Two-thirds pitch rise, l6 ins. in i ft.; angle, 53° 52'

Half pitch (square pitch) ** 12 ins. in i ft.;
" 45°

One-third pitch " 8 ins. in i ft.

;

" 33° 41'

One-fourth pitch '* 6ins. inift.
;

" 26' 34'

**
7 ins. in I ft.

;

*' 30° 15'

In deciding on the pitch of the roof for any given building the

following conditions should be considered : Appearance (in connec-

tion with the style of architecture), climate, nature of the covering

and cost. In dwellings, churches, etc., external appearances gen-

erally determines the pitch, while for factories, sheds, etc., the last

two conditions are usually the controlling ones.

High pitched roofs are considered best adapted to climates which

have considerable rain and snow, as in our Northern States, while a

low pitch with heavy projections seems most suited to warm climates.

The most economical pitch for small buildings is that which has a

rise of about 9 or 10 inches to the foot ; and for trussed roofs, about

30°. Shingle roofs should have a pitch of at least 6 inches to the

foot, except on sheds and porches, where it may, if necessary, be re-

duced to 4^ inches. Roofs covered with slates of large size may be

made as flat as 5 inches to the foot, but a steeper pitch is to be pre-
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ferred. Clay or metal tiles should in general have a pitch of at least

7 inches to the foot, and for a desirable effect a square pitch is neces-

sary. The relation of the pitch to the roof covering will be more

fully considered in Part III.

73. Types of Roofs.—The simplest roof is the "lean-to," or

shed roof, shown in Fig. 71, which has but one slope. This roof is

used principally on sheds, one story projections and porches.

The roof shown in Fig. 72 is called a "gable," or "V" roof.

This is the easiest roof to build, next to the shed roof, and for

small dwellings the most practical roof.

The type of roof shown in Fig. 73 is called a " grambrel," or

" curb " roof ; it is very commonly seen on the buildings of the

Fig. 72.

< r EAVLS—-V

Fig. 73- Fig. 74.

Colonial period, and was evidently adopted because of its giving

ample attic space, without the great height of the V roof. It is best

adapted to comparatively wide buildings with finished attics. For
the same span it requires less lumber and covering material than the V
roof, while it gives about the same amount of available space inside.

The " mansard," or " French " roof, is like the gambrel roof,

except that the first pitch is steeper than in the gambrel roof. The
mansard roof also generally slopes from all four sides of the building.

When the roof slopes back from the ends of the building, the samt-'

as at the sides (see Fig. 75), it is called a " hipped " roof, and when
it terminates in a flat roof, as in Fig. 74, it is called a " deck " roof.

Considering the saving in the gable walls, a hip roof is cheaper

than a gable roof, and when the width of the building is over 30 feet

a deck roof is still cheaper. Hip and deck roofs are most com-
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monly used on large buildings. Mansard roofs are often used on

large dwellings, and also on hotels and office buildings.

74. Ordinary Roof Construction.—The common method of

framing wooden roofs is illustrated by Fig. 75. The timbers which

support the boarding are called rafters; they are supported at or near

their lower end by the wall plate, and at their upper end by the ridge

pole or by another rafter. At all ridges or valleys larger timbers are

placed to receive the ends of the roof boarding, and also of the short

pieces of rafters. The timbers under the hips and valleys are called

hip and valley rafters, respectively, and the rafters which cut against

them are called "jack rafters." When the length of the rafters is

over 18 feet it is desirable to support them somewhere near their

T?icl^e?pte.

Fig- 75-

centre. In dwellings this is generally done by means of studding or

partitions, and sometimes by "collar" beams; in larger buildings the

centre support is furnished by means of purlins resting either on

trusses or on posts set over the interior walls or columns.

75. Laying Out the Roof Plan.—To lay out a pitch roof for

an irregularly-shaped building so that it will look well and properly

sustain itself and the pressures liable to come upon it requires some

little experience. The method which the author has always followed

in designing a pitch roof where the building is of irregular plan is

to draw an outline plan of the walls of the building, and on this con-

struct the greatest rectangle that will be contained within it. This

rectangle can then be covered with a hip roof and the various pro-

jections subordinated to it.

Thus in Fig. 76 we have the outline of a building which is to be
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covered with a pitch roof. The greatest rectangle that can be drawn

within these lines is indicated by the letters a, b, c, d. From the cor-

ners of this rectangle draw lines at 45° until they intersect, and join

the two intersecting points. The 45° lines represent the hips of a

roof, and the connecting line will be the plan of the ridge, and the

length and position of these lines in the roof plan will be the same

for any degree of inclination of the roof, provided all portions of

the roof have the same pitch. Having obtained the lines of the

main body of the roof we proceed to draw the roof lines of the

various projections, first drawing them all for hip roofs and after-

ward erasing the hip lines and extending the ridge if a gable is pre-

ferred. The lines of the main hips below where the subordinate

Fig. 76. Fig. 77.

ridges intersect them, as at h and /, should also be eraced. If the

width of a projection is so great that its ridge would come too high

up on the main roof it can be roofed by a double gable, as at G^ G
or two three-quarter gables. The portion of the roof e between the

gables will, of course, have a much less pitch than that of the gable

roofs, but it can not usually be seen from the ground.

Should a deck be desired on the roof it can be indicated by draw-

ing a rectangle,ff, between the hip lines at any desired point above

the subordinate ridges.

Although the roof plan shown in Fig. 76 is a comparatively simple

one, the method used in laying it out can be extended to the most

complicated plan, provided the plate is all on the same level. If
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part of the roof starts from a different level then the plan must be

worked out in connection with the elevations.

76. Framing Plan.—After the lines of the roof have been de-

cided upon a plan should be drawn of the framing timbers. In drawing

this the first step should be to draw all the hips and valleys and then

the common and jack rafters, leaving proper opening for chimneys,

dormers, etc. Unless there is some special reason for doing otherwise

the common rafters should be drawn perpendicular to the walls or

ridge, as this brings a large part of the weight of the roof directly on

to the walls, and the boards, being put on horizontally, offer a support

or stage for the workmen.

Fig. 77 shows the framing plan of an ordinary house roof, the

common and jack rafters being indicated by single lines, spaced 16

inches apart.

The spacing of the common rafters varies much with the custom

of the locality; in some places 16 inches is the usual spacing, and in

others a spacing of from 20 inches to 2 and even 3 feet is adopted.

When the spacing is only 16 inches the rafters are often lathed on

their under side, but when over that distance apart they must be

furred for lathing. It will require less lumber to obtain the same

strength and stiffness in the roof when the rafters are spaced 2 feet

apart than when they are only 16 inches apart, even including the

furring strips. In Boston the usual spacing for dwellings is 20 inches,

and in Denver, Colo., it is 16 inches, but in the latter place the attic

lathing is applied directly to the rafters, while in Boston the laths are

nailed, to furring strips. The Boston method gives the straightest

work and the most economical construction as far as material is con-

cerned, but it involves a little more labor than the Denver method.

77. Details of Construction.—If the roof is less than 30 feet

in span, and the plate is securely tied by the attic floor beams, no

interior support will be needed, as the roof can always be framed so

as to be entirely supported by the walls. The size of the common
rafters should be at least 2x6 inches for lengths of 12 feet, 2x8 for

lengths from 12 to 18 feet and 2x10 for lengths over 18 feet. As a

rule it is cheaper to reduce the span of the rafters to 10 or 12 feet by

using purlins or partitions for supports than to use heavier rafters.

Each rafter should have a bearing on the wall plate of at least 2\

inches for 6-inch rafters, and 3 or 4 inches for 8 and lo-inch rafters;

they should also be securely spiked to the plate.

At the ridge the rafters should be spiked to a plank, as shown in

Fig- 75- Very often this plank is omitted, and the upper ends of each
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pair of rafters are spiked together, or secured by a short piece of

board nailed across the ends, as shown in Fig. 79. While this

method gives sufficient strength, it is more apt to give a crooked

ridge than the former method.

The upper edge of all hip rafters should be beveled to fit the plane

of the roof on each side of it.

If the wall plate is 3 feet or more above the attic floor, the

rafters or plate should be tied to the floor beams by inclined

braces or ties, as shown in Fig. 78. These ties may be of i-inch

boards, but should be securely nailed at each end with ten-penny

nails and spaced not more than 3 feet apart. They should not

be placed at a greater angle than 45° with the floor beams, and the

longer the tie the more effective it will be.

In a roof such as is shown in

Fig. 77, with an extreme width of

the principal rectangle of 30 feet or

less, the only pieces which require

especial strength are the valley

rafters. These timbers have to sup-

port nearly all the weight of the

roof above them, and should be cal-

culated accordingly. One of each

pair of valley rafters should be ex-

tended to the main ridge, or to a hip

rafter, as shown at d or b, Fig. 77,

and also in Fig. 75, otherwise there

would be no support for the upper

end of the valley, unless supported by a post in the attic. In

roofs of moderate size, when the main hips are intercepted by a

subordinate ridge, as at h and b, it is customary to stop the hip at

the ridge and spike the two together, but in large roofs the hip

should be extended to the plate, as at b c, and the rafters cut

against it.

A roof framed as in Fig. 77 will be entirely self-supporting without

interior supports. The hip rafters, in roofs having a secure plate

well tied, are supported by the common rafters, and do not need to

be of extra size, except that it gives a better chance for nailing and

for beveling the top to make them 2 inches deeper than the jack raf-

ters. Openings for dormers should have double or tripple rafters at

each side and a header at the top, proportioned according to the width

of the opening and the area of roof to be supported.

Fig. 78.
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78. Size of Special Timbers to be Calculated.—It is impos-

sible to give any rules for the size of special timbers, such as valleys,

headers, etc., either in roofs or floors, other than those for the strength

of beams. It is often the custom merely to make such timbers double

or tripple the size of the common rafters or joists, but such a practice

is not much better than guesswork, and the young architect should

early accustom himself to calculate the necessary size of such timbers

for the weight they will have to support.

In computing the strength of inclined beams to support a vertical

load it will be sufficiently accurate to take the horizontal projection

of the beam for the span, using the same formulae as given for hori-

zontal beams.

Collar Beams.—A pitch roof is greatly strengthened by nailing

collar or horizontal beams across each pair of rafters at a height of

8 or 9 feet above the attic floor, as shown in Fig. 79. These prevent

Fig. 79.

the rafters from sagging, and, if the attic is to be finished, will also

serve as ceiling beams.

The rafters are also usually strengthened by studding set out 3 or

4 feet from the plate to form the walls of the attic rooms.

79. Mansard and Curb Roofs.—The form of curb roof known
«is the " mansard " roof is supposed to have been invented by

Francois Mansard, a distinguished French architect of the seven-

teenth century. This shape of roof afterward became very common
in France, and is therefore often referred to in this country as the
** French " roof. Curb roofs were very commonly used on the early

Colonial buildings of this country, but they were quite different in

their proportions from the French type. The Colonial curb roofs

also received the name of " gambraJ " roofs.

By means of a mansard or curb roof the same amount of avail-

able space may be obtained more cheaply than by means of a gable
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roof, and the outward thrust on the walls is not as great with a man
sard roof as with a pitch roof.

On the other hand, mansard roofs, where they stop on top of the

wall, have the disadvantage that the gutter is not so easily freed from

snow, and such roofs are also considered more inflammable than roofs

of one-half or less pitch.

The New York and Chicago building laws require that roofs whose

inclination with a horizontal is greater than 60° shall be of fireproof

construction, except (in New York) on dwellings less than 35 feet in

height.

The curb roof is frequently used in this country on dwellings,

and particularly on those in the Colonial style. The mansard roof was

the prevailing type of roof on pretensious dwellings thirty years ago,

but is now little used except on city dwell-

^^-J^"^-? ^'^S^ built in blocks, and on public build-

y^^^^-^ ^^vX, ings, for which it seems to be particularly

j
^\ appropriate.

il \ As regards the proportion or pitch of

QL—..«_......... Jj5 mansard roofs there appears to be no rec-

'
I ognized rule.

Fig 80. Rivington's " Notes on Building Con-

struction," Part II.
,
gives the method shown

in Fig. 80 for determining the outline of the roof. A semicircle is

described on a horizontal line connecting the wall plates, and is

divided into five equal parts. The chords, o i and 4 5, give the lower

lines of the roof, and the upper lines are obtained by drawing chords

from I and 4 to the center of the semicircle.

If the angles of the roof lay in the line of a parabola, instead of a

semicircle, the beams would, theoretically, be in equilibrium; that is,

the outward thrust of the upper rafters would be just balanced by

the inward pressure of the lower ones, but as any inequality in

the loading, or the least wind pressure, would immediately disturb

the equilibrium, this consideration is not of much practical im-

portance.

As a matter of fact, the outline of both mansard and curb roofs

is generally determined by the consideration of external effect,

although the pitch of the upper portion will depend somewhat upon

the roof covering, a rise of 6 inches to the foot being the least that

should be given to roofs that are to be covered with slate or shingles.

For curb roofs the outlines shown in Fig. 81 may be considered

as representative of modern American practice. Diagram A is the
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outline of one end of the Governor Brooks house, at Medford, Mass.,

which was built in 1764, and is fairly typical of the roof out-

lines of that period. Diagrams £ and Z> are taken from modem
Colonial houses having two stories below the roof, and diagram C

gives the outline of a one-story house designed by Mr. W. R. Emerson,

who has been particularly successful with this style of architecture.

Diagram £ shows the outline of the wings of the Garden City Hotel,

Garden City, L. I., designed by Messrs. McKim, Mead & White,

architects.

D E
Fig. 81.

The numbers shown in connection with the roof lines indicate the

rise of the roof in one foot of horizontal projection.

Diagrams A, B, C and Z>, Fig. 82, and section C, Fig. 84, are rep-

resentative outlines of mansard roofs as used on dwellings in this

country thirty years ago, and diagram E is typical of the modern
mansard roof, the curved outlines being now seldom used.

City houses built in blocks, when surmounted by a mansard or

steep-pitch roof, generally terminate in an ornamental cresting, as
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shown at E, the main roof being covered with tin or gravel roofing

and pitching toward the rear of the house. Very frequently a balus-

trade or parapet is placed above the wall cornice and in front of the

base of the roof. Mansard and curb roofs are almost invariably

pierced by dormers.

80. Construction of Curb and Mansard Roofs.—The con-

struction of curb roofs is usually quite simple, the common method

being about as indicated in Fig. 83. The wall plate may be either just

below the attic joists, as shown, or it may be above the joists, but is

seldom more than 2\ feet above the joists, as it is desirable that the

dormer windows shall come above the plate. If the plate is

above the attic floor joists, the latter should be anchored to the

Fig. 82. Fig. 83.

wall if of brick, or well spiked if of frame, and the wall plate bolted

to the wall, or well spiked to the top of the studding if of frame,

as the plate is depended upon to resist the outward thrust of the lower

rafters.

Where the two sets of rafters meet at the curb, a plate or purlin,

at least 4x6 inches, should be placed, and the upper end of the

lower rafters cut so that the latter will support the plate ; this

plate should receive the upper rafters, and, if the height of attic

story will permit, the ceiling joist also.

If the attic ceiling comes below the curb plate the rafters may be

supported by a purlin, as shown at B. These purlins should be tied

together across the roof at least once in 14 feet. A roof framed

as shown in Fig. 83, and without any cross partitions, would be likely
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to collapse under a severe gale or from a heavy weight of snow on

one side only ; hence, if the roof space is not divided in length by

cross partitions, bracing should be employed. As a general thing

such roofs are further stiffened by dwarf partitions, as shown by the

dotted lines.

The construction of mansard roofs will depend, in a great measure,

upon the outline. Fig. 84 shows the construction of two of the most

common shapes. In both of these drawings the weight of the roof

is carried directly to the wall plate, the 2x4 uprights, in Section C,

being considered merely as a partition or furring, which could be

entirely omitted if desired. The curve of the roof should always

Fig. 84.

be formed on 2-inch furring pieces built out from straight rafters,

which should take the weight of the roof and always rest on the wall

plate. The wall plates should not be more than 2\ feet above the

floor joist, and should be so secured that they cannot spread.

Mansard roofs are generally accompanied by hoavy projecting cor-

nices, which, if of wood, may be formed as shown in Fig. 84. The
cornice at B is supported by plank " lookouts " built into the wall

and secured by spikes driven through the plate. These lookouts may
be from 2 to 3 feet apart.

81. Framing of Conical Roofs.—Small conical roofs, such

as are frequently used on small circular towers, are best framed as
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shown in Fig. 85. The plate should be cut out of wide planks, and

always made of two thickness put together so as to break joint; when
well spiked together, they thus form a continuous ring to resist the

outward thrust of the rafters. The rafters should be spaced at even

distances apart, about 3 feet at the bottom, and circular ribs cut in

between about every 20 inches to 2 feet on the slant. If the diameter

is 10 feet or more only part of the rafters need be carried to the peak,

Fig. 8s.

the others being terminated under one of the circular ribs, as shown at -4.

For small roofs it is necessary to cut the boards to a wedge shape

and put them on vertically, nailing to the circular ribs. Larger roots

may be covered by using f-inch boards and bending them around

the roof, at an angle of 45°, with the plate. In this way the boards

do not have to be cut to a pattern, and the ribs or sweeps are not

required, except for securing the upper ends of the short rafters, as

the boards are nailed to the rafters.
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Bell-shaped Roofs.—If the vertical section of the roof is bell

shaped, instead of conical, furring pieces cut to the desired curve

should be spiked to the top of straight rafters, as shown in Fig. 86,

and circular ribs cut in between, as in conical roofs. If the roof is

very high, or has a finial, the upper end of the rafters should cut

against a centre pole, having as many sides as there are rafters. This

pole stiffens the roof and forms a support for the finial. It is also

well to brace the lower end of the pole by cross pieces spiked to the

rafters and to the pole.

Fig. 87.

82. Dormers.—These should be framed as shown in the section

drawing, Fig. 87. An opening of the proper size to receive the dor-

mer should be framed in the roof, as shown in Fig. 77, and the studs

of the dormer should be notched out i inch over the roof boarding

and trimmer rafter and extended to the floor. Notching the studding

on to the roof prevents the roof from sagging or breaking away

from the sides of the dormer and thus causing a leak, and the stud-

ding being extended to the floor also stiffens the trimmer and gives

a homogeneous surface to lath on, without fear of plaster cracks.

An enlarged section through the dormer sill is also given in Fig. 87
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showing the way in which the flashing should be placed. The flash-

ing should be laid over the upper course of shingles, and a wedge-

shaped piece fitted between the sill and flashing and toe-nailed into

sill. This keeps the flashing in place and nearly conceals it. The
upper end of the flashing should be securely nailed to the back of

the sill.

On mansard roofs the front of the dormer generally comes over

the wall, the front studding thus resting on the wall plate; the stud-

ding forming the sides may, in this case, be spiked to the top of the

trimmer rafters.

83. Roofs Exceeding 30 Feet in Width.—When the span

of a roof exceeds 30 feet either trussing or interior supports should

be used, so that the unsupported length of the rafters shall not exceed

Fig. 88.

12 feet. The roofs of dwellings can generally be sufiiciently sup-

ported by carrying up partitions and by the use of collar beams. It

often happens, however, that it is desired to use the attic space in a

large house for a ball room or for some similar purpose in which

posts or other supports for the roof would be very objectionable ; in

such cases the roof can generally be supported in the following

manner

:

Hip-Roof Trussing.—Any room not exceeding 40x60 feet can be

safely covered by a hip roof without trusses or interior supports of

any kind, provided the plate can be made continuous around the four

sides of the main roof. Fig. 88 represents the plate, hip rafters and

deck beams of a hip roof, terminated by a deck. It can readily be

seen that such a construction is practically a truss in itself, and if the
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several pieces are properly proportioned and connected it will carry

an enormous weight and exert only a vertical pressure on the walls.

As ordinarily constructed the hips and plates of such a roof are

made light and practically do not carry any load at all, but if all the

common and jack rafters were spiked to the deck beams and hip

rafters, so securely that there would be no tendency of the rafters to

slide or push out at the bottom, the whole weight of the roof would
then be thrown largely on the hips, and there would be no outward

thrust on the plate. The thrust of the hips would be taken up by
the plate and the walls under the plate would sustain the vertical

load. The hips and deck beams must be of such size that they will

not sag under their load, and the planks forming the plate must be

fastened so securely, by tie irons at the angles, that the hip rafters

cannot force them apart. No dependence should be placed upon the

common rafters for supporting the hips and deck beams. If it is de-

sired to carry the roof to a ridge it can be extended above the deck

beams, the latter forming a new plate, as it were. In such a case,

however, there should be collar beams between the deck beams to

prevent their being pushed in.

Such a roof is entirely practicable, and the author nas often em-
ployed this principle in constructing hip and octagon roofs. If care-

fully built and proportioned this construction can be used where

there is no ceiling at the plate level, but in such cases the plate should

be made as wide as possible and not less than 12 inches when 30 feet

long. It is obvious that if the angles of the plate should give way
the whole roof would fall.

If there are projections and minor roofs they can be built on to

the main roof and will strengthen it against spreading, but the main
frame must be built as in Fig. 88, with the plate continuous around

it. If the plate is interrupted by chimneys, it should be connected

by iron ties, passing either through or around the chimney.

84. A Simple Method of Roof Bracing.—When it is desired to

support the rafters of a roof without using trusses, a method of

framing, such as is shown in Fig. 89, can often be adopted with ad-

vantage. Purlins are placed under the centre of the rafters, and
these are supported by braces as shown, and pieces of boards or

plank are nailed to the rafters and against the purlins, as at A.

The braces should be spaced about 8 or 10 feet apart and the

purlins proportioned according to the length of the rafters and dis-

tance between the braces. If there are no ceiling joists then tie-beams

must be used, spaced the same distance apart as the braces, to keep
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the plates from spreading, and the plate must be of such width that

it will not bend horizontally between the tie-beams. Such construc-

tion is well adapted for the roofs of pavilions, depot platforms, etc.,

when the span is from 30 to 35 feet, and centre posts are not ob-

jectionable.

85. Superintendence of the Frame V<Ior\i.— Wooden Build-

ings.—If complete framing plans have been furnished for the walls,

floors and roof, the superintendence of this part of the work will be

quite an easy matter, as the work is fully exposed and open to

inspection.

The Lumber.—The first point to be attended to is the inspection of

the lumber, to see that it is of the kind and quality specified and of

the proper dimensions. The superintendent should be sufficiently

Po5torParlitlot\

Fig. 89.

familiar with the various woods specified to distinguish the different

kinds at a glance. The difference in the texture or color of white

pine, Norway pine, Oregon pine, hemlock, spruce and hard pine is

usually sufficient to readily determine the kind of wood, although

there will occasionally be pieces of hemlock which it is hard to dis-

tinguish from spruce, and Norway pine sometimes resembles white

pine quite closely. If one is familiar with the peculiar odors of these

different woods, it will often help in distinguishing them, a fresh

sliver being cut for the purpose.

To distinguish the different varieties of spruce and hard pine is

not so easy, and if two varieties of the same species are in the

market, one of which is particularly desired, it will probably be nec-

essary to ascertain from the lumber yard which variety was furnished

or to call in expert advice. The defects to be looked for are shakes.
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longitudinal cracks, bad knots, and pieces that are badly warped

Shakey pieces (see Section 17) should always be rejected. Small

longitudinal cracks in large timbers are to be expected; they do no

very great harm, especially if in the top or bottom of the timber; in

thin pieces, such as 2-inch joists, however, longitudinal cracks, es-

pecially if below the centre, are sufficient cause for rejection^

Pieces that are badly warped should be rejected and also pieces with

large or dead knots. Small sound knots are admissible in ordinary

framing lumber, as it is difficult to get such lumber that is free from

them. Large timbers, with a considerable proportion of sap wood,

should not be used where they are subject to great strain, or where

ample ventilation is not afforded.

In regard to size, framing timber will generally measure from \ to

\ inch scant of the nominal dimensions, and such difference must

be expected and allowed, unless one cares to pay for having the

lumber sawn to order.

Bedding the Sill.—The first step in the erection of the frame of a
wooden building is the placing of the sill, and the superintendent

should see that it is properly bedded in mortar if on a brick or stone

wall. It is good practice, although not a common one, to paint the

bottom of the sill before laying to keep out the dampness, the sides

and top being left unpainted for the moisture to dry out.

Size and Position of Openings.—As the framework progresses the

superintendent should verify the principal dimensions to see that they

agree w*»h the drawings, for, while the builder can be held responsible

for his mistakes, it is very annoying, to say the least, to discover after

the frame is up that the building does not correspond with the plan,

and the owner is usually inclined to think that the architect s-hould

^ ave prevented the error.

The most frequent mistakes that occur are in locating the door

md window openings, and those for the chimneys. The openings

'or the chimneys, especially, should be measured to see that they are

large enough for the chimney to pass through without coming within

I inch of the headers and trimmers. They should also be exactly lo-

cated, as the variation of an inch will often affect the appearance of

the room to which they belong.

Support for Partitions.—When the floor joists are being placed the

superintendent should see that the timbers which are to support parti-

tions are of the designated size and put in their proper places. He
should also look at the framing around all openings to see that the
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header and trimmers are of the proper size, and that the pieces

have been properly mortised together, or supported by stirrups, which*

ever way may be specified.

Plumbings Mortising, etc.—While the outside frame is being erected

the superintendent should see that the posts are plumb, the girts

placed at the proper height, all the braces put in, and the whole

properly mortised and pinned together.

Roof.—The principal points to be looked after in the roof frame

are the pitch, the way the valley rafters are put in, and the size and

position of the dormer openings.

Carpenters are sometimes liable to get the pitch a little less than

that indicated on the drawings, as the flatter the pitch the less lum-

ber is required, hence the necessity of seeing that the pitch is the

same as that indicated on the drawings. It can easily be determined

by means of a two-foot rule and a plumb.

The superintendent should also see that the valley rafters are ex-

tended to the ridge, or to a hip, as explained in Section 77, as this is

not always done.

In order that the studding of the dormers may be notched on to

the rafters, as explained in Section 82, it is necessary that the trim-

mer rafters be spaced very accurately, and the superintendent will do

well to carefully verify the measurements.

All parts of the roof should be well spiked together, and particu-

larly at the plate, ridge, hip and valleys. The ridge should be per-

fectly straight and level and exactly in the centre. The tops of the

rafters should also all lie in the same plane and not be hunched up
or sagging.

Partitions.—The superintendent should see that all partitions are

set in their proper place, and that the studding is straight and plumb

and of uniform width. Crooked studding may be straightened by

cutting with a saw on the bulging side and then spiking together, or

the stud may be cut in two and a cross piece or header put in be-

tween the adjacent studs. The bearing of the partitions should be

examined to see that it corresponds with the specifications, and the

superintendent should see that the studs at the sides of the door

openings are strongly supported. Very often such studs, which, if in

a bearing partition, are quite heavily loaded, will come over the centre

of the space between the studs below, the whole weight, perhaps,

being borne by a 2x4 cap. In such a case a brace should be put in

below or the plate reinforced. The superintendent should also ex-

amine all corners to see that they have been made solid for lathing
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and see that provision is made for running furnace pipes and that all

openings are properly trussed.

Bridging.—As soon as practicable after the floor joists have been

placed, and before the under flooring is laid or the partitions built,

the floor bridging should be put in and securely nailed with two ten-

penny nails in each end of each piece.

Brick Buildings.—The framing of the floors, roof and partitions

of brick buildings is the same as for wooden buildings, with the ex-

ception of the wall plate and the anchoring of the floor joists. As has

been explained in Sections 54 and 55, the anchoring of the floor

joists to the walls in brick buildings is a very important matter, and

should be carefully looked after by the superintendent, who should

also see that the bolts for the wall plates are built into the wall at the

proper height. If the partition studs are to be bolted to the wall the

superintendent should see that they are provided by the carpenter

and built in by the brick mason ^t the proper time, otherwise they

are very apt to be overlooked.

While many of these points seem very simple, unless the superin*

tendent fixes them well in his mind and realizes their importance, he

will be likely to find, as the building progresses, that he neglected to

look after them at the proper time, and that some things have been

overlooked or not properly done that he might, by a little thought

and care, have had done properly. If, as is the usual custom, the

architect supervises his own work, inspecting it once every day or

every second or third day, as may be required, he will find it a great

aid in his work to make a memorandum from the specifications before

visiting the work of the things to be looked after, and then examine

ti?***n in order when he is at the building.



Chapter III.

SHEATHING. WINDOWS AND OUTSIDE
DOOR FRAMES.

86. Rough Boarding.— JVo.iden Buildings.—As soon as the

«ralls of a frame building are up they should be slightly covered with

common boarding, or " sheathing " as it is called in many localities.

For this purpose the cheapest kind of lumber maybe used ; hemlock

spruce and Western white pine being most commonly used in the

North, hard j^ine in the Gulf States, and red wood and Oregon pine

on the Pacific coast. For the better class of buildings the boards

should be dressed on one side to bring them to a uniform thickness,

and they should be free from shakes and large knot holes.

When the braced frame is used it is customary to sheath the first

story before the second story studding is set up. The sheathing or

boarding should be nailed at each bearing with two ten-penny nails,

although eight-penny nails are often used. If the building is built

with a balloon frame, without braces, it is necessary to put the board-

ing on diagonally in order to secure sufficient rigidity in the frame.

With the braced frame diagonal sheathing is not necessary, although

it makes a better job than when laid horizontally, and all towers,

cupolas, etc., should be sheathed in this way.

Roof Boarding.—In covering the roof either of wood or brick

buildings two different methods are pursued : in the first the roof is

tightly covered with dressed boarding, like the walls, and in the sec-

ond narrow boards, sometimes called " laths," are nailed to the

rafters horizontally, and with a space of 2 or 3 inches between

them. The latter method is considered to make the more durable

roof, as it affords ventilation to tlie shingles and causes them to last

longer. But if the attic is to be finished such a roof is very hot in

summer and cold in winter, and most architects prefer to cover the

roof with boarding laid close together and then lay tarred paper

over the boarding and under the shingles or slate ; this not only bet-

ter protects the attic space from changes in temperature, but also

prevents fine snow from sifting in under the slates or shingles. The
specifications should distinctly mention whether the boards are to be

laid close together or laid open, as well as the kind and quality of

ihe boards.
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For shingle roofs it is not absolutely necessary that the boards be

dressed one side if they are of a uniform thickness, but the dressed

sheathing makes a neater job and costs but a very little more.

Roofs that are to be tinned should be covered with matched boards,

dressed one side, so as to give a smooth surface for the tin, and all

knot holes should be covered with a piece of heavy galvanized iron.

AH rough edges should also be smoothed off with a plane. The neces-

sity for these precautions is to prevent the tin being injured by the

turned up edges of the boards when walking on the roof, or breaking

through where the knot holes occur.

87. Outside Frames.—The first carpenter's or joiner's work

usually required in connection with either a frame or brick building

Fig. 90.

is the making of the basement window frames, coal chute, and out-

side basement door frames, if there are to be any, as these are gen-

erally built into the wall as it progresses.

Coal Chute.—As nearly every house that is heated by hot air,

steam or hot water must have a coal bin in the basement, an opening

for putting in the coal is a necessity. Very often an ordinary cellar

window is utilized for this purpose, but where there is room it is bet-

ter to construct a regular coal chute, as the ordinary window frame

soon becomes marred and gets loose and the glass is frequently broken,

Especially is this the case where soft coal in large lumps is used.

The author has found the construction indicated by the section

and elevation drawings, Fig. 90, the most satisfactory and durable,

and it presents a fairly neat appearance. The frame is made entirely
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of plank, those forming the bottom running across the wall instead

of longitudinally with it, as in the sill of a window frame. The hot

torn of the frame should project 6 inches beyond the outside of th^

wall, so that the doors may have a slope outward, and also to afford

greater facility in putting in the coal. The outside of the plank

frame should be cased with |-inch finished lumber, as shown in sec-

tion C D, and the doors made of ceiling,* strongly battened and put

together with screws or clinched nails. They should be hung with

T-hinges, and may be fastened with hooks and staples on the inside.

Pieces of studding should be nailed to the ends and bottom of the

frame to hold it in the wall.

88. Cellar Window Frames.—These are almost invariably

Fig. 91. Fig. 92.

made of planks, and are usually fitted with a single sash from 16

inches to 2 feet in height and from 30 inches to 3 feet wide, hinged

at the top to open in.

Fig. 91 shows sections through the sill and head of a cellar window

of a frame house, as ordinarily constructed, although in the very

cheapest work the jambs and heads are sometimes made without re-

bates, a strip called a " stop " being nailed to the frame for the sash

to strike against. A moulding, S, is generally nailed to the outside

edge of the frame to make a closer joint between the frame and the

The term " ceiling " as used in this book refers to matched and beaded boards; in Bo-ton

and possibly elsewhsre, the term " sheathing " is used to denote the same thing.
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mason work. This moulding may be of various shapes, but a better

joint is made by having a quirk on the outer edge. In all frames

built into stone or brickwork this moulding is called the "staff-

bead," or, in some localities, the "brick mould." The head and sill

should project beyond the sides or " jambs," so as to form lugs for

securing the frame to the wall, and the jambs should be let into them

\ inch.

The frame shown in Fig. 92 shows a better construction in one or

two respects. The most important of these is the shape of the sill,

which makes a tighter joint than that shown in Fig. 91. This frame

is also provided with vertical iron bars, placed about 4 inches apart,

as a security from burglars, and the fly screen is put in from the in-

side. The sides of the frame have the same section as the head.

The detail at A shows a section sometimes used for the jambs and

head of cellar frames. Where the jamb is in one piece, however, it

is apt to warp away from the masonry, and, in the opinion of the

author, is not as good construction as where a separate staff-bead is

used. It is a good idea with all plank frames to nail 2X2-inch strips

to the back of the jambs, as shown at A, for holding the frame se-

curely in the wall.

89. Types of Windows.—Before proceeding further with the

details of window construction, it may be well to consider briefly the

various types of windows commonly found in American buildings.

The most usual style of window in this country is the "double

hung " window, which has two sash, each one-half the height of the

window and each hung with cords and weights, to slide up and down.

The essential features of this window are the same in both frame and

brick buildings, although the difference in the character of the walls

necessitates some difference in the construction of the frames.

Drawing A, Fig. 93, shows an elevation of a double hung window

in a frame building, with two styles of head finish, and drawing B
shows an elevation of the same window placed in a brick wall.

There are also several variations of this type of window, a very

common one in brick buildings being that shown at G. Where the

window has a circular head there are two methods of constructing

the upper part of the frame and sash. One is to make all but the

outside portion of the frame square, with square solid corners to the

upper sash, so that it will slide up and down, and be finished on the

inside the same as if the window had a square head. The other

method is to make a solid circular head to the frame, so that it will

finish circular on the inside. The latter method generally gives the
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the lowei sash can only slide to the springing of the circle, and the

upper sash, having but a small portion of its sides straight, does not

usually work well. For these reasons it is generally better to adopt

the former method of construction for circular head windows in resi*

deaces, hotels, club buildings, etc.

Frequently in brick buildings the top of the upper light of glass,

and also the outside of the frame, is cut to a segment of a circle, in

which case it is called a " segment head " window. Segment head

windows are usually finished square on the inside.

Double hung windows are also often made with the division be-

tween the sashes at some point above the middle, so as to bring the

meeting rail above the height of the eye when looking from the in-

side ; when this is done it is necessary to make a pocket above the

head of the frame for the lower sash to slide into, if it is to slide its

full height.

Double hung windows are also frequently used in pairs, as shown

at C, and sometimes three or four windows are included in the same

frame. A window such as is shown at C is called a " mullic/n
"

window or a double window, the vertical division between the win-

dows being called a " mullion." This window also has a " transom,"

which is the horizontal division between the double hung sash and

the small sash, or "transom lights," above. Transoms are frequently

used where there are no mullions, and vice versa.

Stone mullions and transoms are also frequently used to divide

windows, as shown in drawing E, which also represents a special

type of the double hung window.

Next to the double hung window, in regard to general use, comes

the casement or " French " window shown at D. This window has

the sashes divided vertically, each being hinged at the sides like a

pair of doors. Transoms are frequently, although not necessarily,

used with this style of window. The casement window is the com-

mon type of window in Europe, but it has serious objections which

make it undesirable for general use. The most important of these

objections are that if the sash swings in, it is difficult to make them

storm proof, and they also interfere with the shades and draperies,

and if they swing out, fly screens cannot be used on the windows.

Besides these two types of windows there are also several varieties

of windows in which the sash are pivoted, either at the centre of the

sides or at the top and bottom. Windows of the shape shown at /
are frequently seen in large buildings. The sash in these windows,

if they open at all, are usually pivoted top and bottom.
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Then, there are the tracery windows used in churches, which may
be of a great variety of shapes and proportions.

90. Construction of Windows. —Material.— \n general a

window may be said to consist of three parts—the frame, the sash and

the inside finish—and each part is usually described separately in the

specifications. The material for all those portions of the frame

which are exposed to the weather should be clear Eastern or North-

ern white pine, sugar pine, cypress or red wood, white pine being

generally preferred.

The piece called the " pulley stile " is frequently made of hard

pine, and sometimes of hard wood, because such woods wear better

under the friction of the sash in sliding up and down. Whether of

hard or soft wood, the pulley stile should never be painted, but sim-

ply oiled or stained.

The concealed portions of the frame are usually made of spruce,

the cheaper grades of white pine, or of the most common wood of

the locality. All of the material should be well seasoned, and frames

that are to be placed in masonry walls should be painted or oiled all

over before they are set to keep out the dampness.

Occasionally the window frames of public buildings are made of

cast iron, and quite frequently in office and mercantile buildings the

outside of the wood frame is covered with cast bronze or bronze

plated iron.

91. Details of Double Hung Window Frames.— Windows

in Frame Buildings.—The common method of constructing the win-

dow frames in wooden buildings is shown by horizontal and vertical

sections in Fig. 94. Such frames are frequently called skeleton frames

in distinction from the box frames used in brick and stone buildings.

The essential parts of such a frame are the pulley stile, A^ the part-

ing strip, ^, the outside casing, B, the stop bead, 6", and the head

and sill. A band moulding, C, sometimes called the " outside archi-

trave," is also necessary if the casing is flush with the boarding, but

where it sets outside of the boarding the moulding is often omitted.

The inside casing or trim, D, is a part of the inside finish, and not

usually considered as a part of the frame. Very frequently, in cheap

work, the tongue on the outer edge of the pulley stile, at R^ is omitted

and the casing, B, simply nailed to the pulley stile. This tongue,

however, is a very important feature, as it prevents the pulley stile

from warping or springing, and permits the sash to slide more freely.

The construction shown in Fig. 94 may be considered as the very

cheapest, and is not recommended for good work.
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In all first-class dwellings the sill should be made of the shape

«hown in Fig. 95 ; that is, with a rebate at K for the bottom rail of

the sash to shut against, and a ground casing, G C, should be nailed

to the inside edge of the pulley stile. It is not common, howevei,

for builders to include these two features unless they are specified.

The ground casing stiffens the pulley stile and keeps it straight, and

gives a better nailing for the finish. If if-inch sash are to be used,

as is desirable in first-class work, and the studding is 4 inches wide,

the outside casing should be placed outside of the boarding, so as to

give a wider pulley stile. This also gives room for a strip, S, to

which the guide for the fly screen, E, may be fastened. When there

Fig. 94- Fig. 95-

are to be outside blinds, with swivel slats, and also outside fly screens,

some such arrangement as this is almost necessary. If the inside finish is

to be of hard wood, the ground casing should be rebated for a thin strip,

Vy which should be put in after the plastering is dry. With the out-

side casing set outside the boarding the band mould or architrave is

not really necessary, unless |-inch shingles are used on the walls, but

it relieves the plainness of the frame, and is generally used on good

work.

In frames made as in Fig. 95, it is also desirable to hang a " pen-

dulum " or thin partition between the weights to prevent their inter-

fe*ing in passing up and down. This pendulum is made of o
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Sti/p of |-inch pine, as shown in Fig. 98, and is hung from the top

so that it may be swung to one side for getting at both weights

through one pocket. In all double hung window frames a piece

about 18 inches high and 2\ inches wide, with beveled ends, should

be cut out of the lower part of the pulley stile to give access to the

weights. This piece is called the " pocket," and is held in place by

a screw at the lower end, and by a brad, or dove-tailed arrangement,

at the upper end.

Fig. 96 shows a section through the head and sill of a still more

elaborate frame. The sill has an additional rebate under the sash,

with the idea of preventing the lower sash from getting " stuck," and

also of keeping out rain and snow. This

rebate is seldom seen, however, except, per-

haps, in a few localities. The rebate at N
is intended to form a stop for the bottom

of the blinds, and is a desirable feature.

\L [yoke L J
This detail shows a heavy outside archi-

*r-T HIjsjjj^js—? ^ trave, the inner edge being flush with the

blinds and forming a rebate for them to

shut into. This construction gives a very

neat finish to the window. This detail also

shows a different arrangement of the win-

dow stool, which is dropped \ an inch be-

low the top of the sill and the stop bead

carried across the sill. This makes a neat

finish, but does not give as wide a stool as

the construction shown in Figs. ^4 and 95^

If the finish is to be painted me sill is

brought flush with the inside of the ground

casing, and the piece V is omitted. With

hard wood finish the stop bead and the piece Kare made of the same

wood as the finish. In first-class buildings the stop bead should be

fastened with round headed screws, which may be of any desired fin-

ish ; in common work they are fastened with small finish nails.

Thicknesses.—All parts of the window frame except the sill and

yoke are commonly made of |-inch stuff. For large windows the

pulley stiles should be i^ inches thick, and if no strip is inserted be-

tween the outer sash and the casing, the latter should also be i^

inches thick. In wooden buildings the sill should always be at least

\\ inches thick. Sometimes a sub-sill is placed under the regular

sill, but this is not common, and in ordinary construction has no

Fig 96.
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advantage. The parting strip, E, is usually made f of an inch thick

for i|-inch sash, and \ inch thick for if or 2:^-inch sash. The yoke

is made from \ inch to if inches thick, according to the custom of

the locality. A thickness of i^ inches is just as good as if inches.

The stool moulding is generally made \ inch thick in moderate priced

houses in the Eastern States, but in the West |-inch boards are very

seldom thicker than f of an inch when dressed, and i^-inch stools

are used there altogether. The depth of the weight box should be 2

inches for i|-inch sash of moderate size ; for plate glass windows,

and large windows with double strength glass, the minimum depth

should be 2\ inches.

92. Sheathing Paper and Flashing. — When the outside

casing is set flush with the boarding the band mould or outside archi-

trave, C, should be put on after the frame is fixed in place, and the

sheathing paper should be extended on to the casing and C nailed

over it, and also over the joint between the casing and the boarding.

If the casing sets outside the boarding the sheathing paper should be

put on around the opening before the frame is set and the outside

casing nailed over it.

Flashing.—When the band moulding or the casing is tightly nailed

over sheathing paper no flashing is needed on the sides when the

wall is covered with siding or clapboards, and if good thick and tough

paper is used it may be omitted for shingles, although it is much safer

to flash each course of shingles with pieces of tin, as shown in the

figures. The top of the frame, however, should always be flashed,

no matter how the frame is made, unless the shingles project over the

casing. The best materials for this flashing are lead or zinc, although

tin is often used. The flashing should be turned over the edge of

the casing or band moulding, as at F, Fig. 96, and securely tacked or

bradded. The bottom of the sill should be rebated for the shingles

or clapboards, as shown in the figures.

93. Double Hung Window Frames in Brick Walls.

—

About the only difference in the construction of the window frames

in a brick building from those in a wooden building, is that an addi-

tional board, B Z, Figs. 97 and 98, is nailed to the back of the frame

to form a box for the weights, and a moulding or strip, S, is nailed

to the outside casing to make a finish with the brickwork. From the

fact that a complete box is formed for the weights, frames made
as in Figs. 97 and 98 are commonly called "box frames." The pul-

ley stile, Py and outside casing, O C, are the same as in a wooden
building, and so also is the yoke. The sill of box frames, where
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stone sills are used, is frequently made as thin as i^ inches, and the

outside edge is generally set flush with the outside of the outside

casing. In cheap work, also, the rebate in the sill at R is often

omitted. In all good work, however, the sill should be at least i|

inches thick, and always rebated. A thickness of if inches is de-

sirable in large windows, and in some localities the wood sills are

made as thick as 2\ inches. Some architects also show the sills pro-

jecting to the outer edge of the staff bead, S^ but in the author's opin-

ion there is no advantage in this, except that a narrower stone- sill

STOOL

Fig. 97- Fig. 98.

may be used, and a wide sill is more apt to "curl up " than a narrow

one.

The piece, S, is called the " staff bead " in the Eastern States, and
is there usually made of the general shape shown in Fig. 98, although

a three-quarter bead is frequently used. Staff beads are generally

worked out of if-inch stuff. In the Western States this piece is more
generally termed a " brick mould," and for dwellings and ordinary

brick buildings it is commonly made of the shape shown in Fig. 97,

1^ inches thick and 2 inches wide. When this shape of the staf¥

bead or brick mould is used, the piece, O C, is sometimes called the
* blind stop," but its more general name is the outside casing. The
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section of brick mould shown in Fig. 97 is best adapted to windows

that are to be fitted with outside blinds. The board, B L, is called

the back lining.

The distance, X, Fig. 97, may be varied to suit the taste of the

designer, but is most commonly made 2 inches. The distance, Z,

is also generally made 2 inches, so that when X and Z are each 2

inches, the width of the opening will be just 8 inches more than the

width of the glass for two-light windows, which is very convenient in

figuring the plans and taking off the length of the sills and caps.

In an 8 or 9-inch brick wall the frame is usually set so that the

inner edge of the pulley stile will just come flush with the plastering,

and with i|-inch sash it is generally necessary to clip the backs of

the front bricks. In thicker walls the outside casing is generally set

in just the width of a brick, and sub-jambs and casings used, as

shown in Fig. 98.

If a 9-inch wall is furred, there will be plenty of room for if-inch

sash without clipping the bricks, and also for a ground casing,

the same as shown on the frame in Fig. 95.

The piece, J C, Fig. 98, is called the " sub-jamb," or " jamb cas-

ing," the latter term being perhaps the more common. The piece, C,

is sometimes called the "sub-casing," or "inside casing," but the

term " box casing '' would appear to be better, as it can then not be

confounded with the piece A, which is also called the casing in

many localities.

The covering piece, V, is only used where the finish is to be of

hard wood, or to be varnished. It has no specific name, but is gen-

erally called a veneer. The etched portions of the drawings in these

figures (with the exception of the sash and wall) belong to the inside

finish. The distance, Y, Fig. 98, may be varied from | to 3^ inches,

but is commonly made about 2|- inches. Under the sill of all box

frames a piece of joist should be built into the wall, to which the

wood sill may be nailed, and to receive the ground, G, or the apron,

if there is no ground.

The thickness of the various parts of a box frame are usually the

same as for a skeleton frame, except that the sill is sometimes made
thinner, as above noted. For large windows, and in first-class build-

ings, the outside casing should be i^ inches thick, and also the pulley

stile.

Fig, 99 shows sections through the sill and jamb of a style of win-

dow that is quite common in some parts of Pennsylvania, where it is

known as a "planK rront ' frame. This frame shows little reveal,
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and is frequently used without an outside lintel, the outer brick being

laid on top of the frame, which, as may be noticed, is quite heavy.

This detail also shows a wood sill, which, while not as durable as

a stone sill, will last for a long time if kept painted. The detail also

shows paneled shutters on the outside of the window. These shut-

ters are quite common in old work; they were usually made with flush

panels on the outside, and moulded on the inside. If either shutters

or blinds are used on the outside of a window in a brick wall, the

hinges should be of such a shape that the shutters or blinds will open

back flat against the face of the wall. Where box frames do not set

Fig. 99. Fig. 100.

into the wall, a piece of wood, about i|^x2 inches, should be nailed

to the back lining, as shown at 6", Fig. 99, to keep the frame from

being pushed in or out.

94. Details of MuUions and Transoms.— Fig. 100 shows

the usual method of constructing the mullions and transoms of

double hung frames in wooden buildings, the details given being

adapted to the frame shown in Fig. 96. The outside architrave is

continued under the sill of the transom, and the moulded part, M, may
be cut into dentiles if desired. The transom sash is shown over the

inner of the sliding sash, which is the best position where the sash
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:;sij^;i^^»^^»^\^\\\V^yp;:y^^

is to open. The best way of opening transom sashes is to hinge them

at the bottom, as shown at H, as the joint can be made quite tight in

this way, while if they are hinged at the top, it is difficult to make the

lower joint weather proof. The groove in the bottom rail of the

transom sash, and the rebate in the sill, as shown at R, are desirable

features. Mullions are commonly made the same as a double jamb,

with a partition in the middle to sepa-

rate the weights. For i|-inch sash,

hung with round weights, the least

width of a mullion between outer faces

of pulley stiles should be 7 inches. The

partial section at 6* is taken through

the pulley stile above the transom.

Fig. loi shows sections of box frames

adapted to stone transoms and mul-

lions, wooden transoms and mullions

in box frames being constructed es-

sentially as shown in Fig. 100.

Where stone or brick mullions are

used, a separate frame is required each

side of the mullion, but the stone tran-

som usually projects only through the

outside casing, the jambs or boxes ex-

tending the full height of the window.

The upper section in Fig. loi is taken

through the side of the frame above

the transom. The transom sash, if sta-

tionary, may be put next the outside

casing, but if it is to be hung at the

bottom, the best place for it is at the

inside of the frame, as shown in the

figure.

In Fig. 10 1, a panel set flush with

the box casing veneer is shown for the

finish of the mullion, but if preferred,

the mullion boxes may be finished the same as the jambs,

with sub-jambs extending to the face of the plaster. The method

shown, however, obstructs the light less and gives the appearance of

one window, while the boxed mullion gives the appearance of two or

more windows set side by side. When the stone mullion is not as

thick as the wall, steel beams should be placed over the window to
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carry the weight of the wall above. The " reveal " of a window has

no effect upon the construction of the frame, but the greater the re-

veal the less will be the depth of the inside finish.

95, Transom Frames with Single Light Below the

Transom.— Type E.—The type of window shown at E (Fig. 93) is

>STONr-SlLL-

Fig. 102. Fig. 103.

now quite frequently used in this country, both with and without the

mullion. It differs from the ordinary transom window in having only

one sash below the transom, thereby necessitating an entirely differ-

ent construction of the frame. Such windows, to be of practical
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stility, should be constructed so that the lower sash will slide up a

distance equal to its height, or nearly so, and the transom should be

accessible for cleaning the outside of the sash.

Two quite different methods of construction are shown in Figs.

102 and 103, both of which have the same appearance from the out-

side. Both frames are constructed with boxes at the side for weights,

as in an ordinary box frame, and the lower sash in both is operated

exactly as in a double hung window, except that a pocket is required

above the yoke to permit the sash to slide up the full height of the

lower opening. This pocket is formed by extending the pulley stiles

and weight boxes the full height, and covering them front and back

with matched boarding, the yoke being cut in between the pulley

stiles. Over the opening in the yoke a board, S, is fitted, which is

pushed up by the sash and drops again as the sash is lowered. This

board is called the " follower."

In the arrangement of the upper sash, the two details shown differ

widely. In the window shown in Fig. 102 the upper sash is con-

structed like any transom sash, and the inside of the transom is fin-

ished by a shallow panel, the panel moulds being cut between the

parting strips. If the lower sash is not more than 4 feet high, and

the transom has but a 4-inch reveal, the transom sash maybe station-

ary, as the glass can be cleaned by standing on the sill and reaching

above the transom. If the lower opening is more than 4 feet high,

or the transom has an 8-inch reveal, then the transom sash should be

hinged so that it can be opened, the best way of doing this being

to make the outside casing wider, as shown by the dotted lines, and

the sash \ an inch narrower, so that it will swing in by the parting strips,

the sash being hinged at the bottom. In the drawing the transom

sash is shown stationary. The author has used this construction

with very satisfactory results.

The construction shown in Fig. 103 is very frequently used, and

appears to be a very practical solution of the problem. This con-

struction is the same as that of an ordinary double-hung window,

with a head pocket, except that a transom is placed in front of the

upper sash and the lower portion of the upper sash has a wood
panel. By this arrangement both sashes slide up and down in the

usual way, and the outside transom is merely for appearance, with-

out the constructive functions of a transom.

The back of the stone transom is covered by a panel, with about

-^ of an inch space between the panel and the outer sash. The only ob-
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jections that the author can see to this construction is that ice might

possibly form between the transom panel and the upper sash, and the

difficulty of cleaning the glass in the upper sash, for when the sash

is lowered so as to reach over it, the bottom of the glass would be

behind the transom and inaccessible, although it might perhaps be

reached from below. When the glass must be cleaned from the in-

dde, the construction shown in Fig.

I02, with the transom sash hung,

would appear to be the most desir-

able. The dotted lines back of the

transom show how a box transom

may be built inside ; it is very doubt-

ful if this extra finish would add to

the appearance, and it increases the

difficulty of cleaning the glass.

Fig. 104 shows the elevation of a

window similar to that . shown at E,

Fig. 104. Fig. 103.

Fig 93, but with the upper lights divided by a wood mullion. This

window is one of several used in the first story of the Odd Fellows'

Temple, Philadelphia, Messrs. Hazlehurst & Huckel, architects.

The lower light being very wide, gives a fine view from the inside and

a good appearance from the outside. The construction of the window

is shown in Fig. 105, the lower sash sliding up into a pocket above

the head, and the transom sash being fixed. It will be seen that the

general construction is very similar to that shown in Fig. 102, the
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principal difference being that the transom is all of wood and the

parts of the frame are heavier.

96. Patent Double Hung Windows with Revolving
Sash.-^Although the ordinary double hung window has been found

superior, on the whole, to any other device for furnishing light and

ventilation, it has two defects, one of which becomes quite serious

in the upper stories of buildings. These defects are that the outside

Fig. 106.—Bolles' Patent Revolving Sash.

of the glass is not easily cleaned, and only one-half of the opening

can be utilized for ventilation at a time (unless there is a pocket above

the head). Several devices have been patented for overcoming these

objections, the most successful of which appears to the author to be

those which permit each sash to revolve on a centre, thus permitting

the outside of the glass to be easily cleaned from the inside, and also

affording greater ventilation in warm weather.
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Bolles' Patent Revolving Sash.—Of these patented windows,

that which appears to have proved the most practicable, or which, at

least, has found the greatest favor, is known as the Bolles' Patent

Revolving Sash.

This window has been quite extensively used in New York and

neighboring States with very satisfactory results.

The revolving arrangement can be fitted to any double hung win-

dow frame, as it affects only the sash. Each sash is pivoted at the

centre of gravity of the sides, the sash being made narrower than the

width between the stop beads and pivoted to a separate convex strip,

which slides up and down in the frame, in precisely the same way as

an ordinary window, the sash chain or cord being attached to the

strips, as shown in Fig. io6. The inner surface of the strips is con-

vex, and accurately fits into a corresponding concave groove in the

sides of the sash, making a perfectly water-tight joint. The back of

the sliding strips are pressed against the pulley stile by specially de-

signed expansion pins, fitted with springs, and the pivots are also

fitted with springs which hold the sash and sliding strips firmly against

each other, no matter in what position the sash may be placed.

It is claimed that by means of the expansion pins, above described,

the sashes are held as firmly and run as smoothly as in the old style

window and are equally as tight. To turn either sash—reverse it, or

place it in a slanting or horizontal position—all that is necessary is

to push the bottom rail outward, the binding action of the springs

being sufficient to hold the sash in any desired position. The
sliding strips (preferably of straight grain white pine), may be

made at the mill furnishing the sash, or can be procured from

the Bolles' Revolving Co., who also furnish all of the necessary

fittings and complete working plans for shaping the stiles and apply-

ing the fittings. The side pulleys should be placed as high as

possible (overhead pulleys are preferred). The cord and weight are

the same as in the ordinary window; parting strip to extend ^f-inch.

This device is also used on transoms and large non-sliding sash.

The mechanism of this sash and its operation is shown in

Fig. 1 06.

97. Heydebrand Safety Window.—Another patented revolv-

ing window that has been used to a considerable extent, is the Hey-

debrand Safety Window. In this window the sash cord, chain or

ribbon, instead of being attached directly to the sashes, is attached to

a pivot, which is screwed to the centre of each sash. These pivots

slide up and down in grooves in the pulley stile, carrying the sash
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with them, as in an ordinary window. In the lower half of the win-

dow the parting strip is omitted, and the outside casing is kept back

of the face of the pulley stile. The lower half of the inside stop

^^ead is hinged so that it can be swung in, thus permitting the lower

sash to swing on its pivot. The
upper sash can also be drawn down
opposite the lower sash and then re-

volved in the same way, or the lower

sash may first be pushed to the top

of the window, and the upper sash

drawn down, and then reversed, but

neither sash can be revolved in the

upper p:irt of the frame. The action

of the sashes requires a specially con-

structed frame, the details of which

are 'shown in Fig. 107.

The pulley stile is made if inches

thick, with a groove for the parting

strip extending to the centre of the

meeting rails, and|xf-inch grooves

for the pivots extending to within i

inch of the sill. At the proper height

a bearing is inserted in the pivot

grooves for the pivots to turn on.

The stop bead is double rabbeted

and is cut in two at M (detail B),

the lower portion being hinged to

swing in, as shown by dotted lines in

detail A.

98. Casement Frames.—Win-

dows in which the sash are hinged at the sides, to swing in or out

like a door, are called casement windows. When the windows are 6

or 7 feet high and the sash are divided into two folds, the sill coming

nearly to the floor, they are frequently termed French windows.

It is very difficult, and in fact almost impossible, to construct a

casement window so that the rain cannot beat in, unless the sash are

hung to swing out; and if the sash open outward it is impracticable

to use outside fly screens. If the window is in an exposed position

it will be much better to have the sash swing out, even if it does

necessitate inside screens.

The construction of a casement window frame is very much likff

Fig. 107.
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that of a door frame, the difference being in the arrangement of the

wood sill and in the rebate for the sash.

Fig. io8 represents a section through the jamb, sill and meeting

stiles of a casement window in which the sash are to swing out, show-

ing the English method of forming the rebates. In ordinary work

in this country, the half-round rebate, B, is generally omitted, and

also the astragal mould at A, the meeting stiles having an ordinary

rebate. Fig. no shows a style of casement frame often used in the

Fig. io8. Fig. 109.

East. The rebate for the bottom of the sash is the same as in the

previous example, but the side rebates are different. The hollow in

the edge of the stop bead is made with the idea that if rain is driven

through the rebates it will stop in this space and descend to the sill,

where an outlet should be provided for it. It should be noticed that

with a frame of this pattern the sash can only open a little more than

90°. If it is desired to swing the sash back against the wall, the edge

of the frame must be kept out nearly to the face of the wall. The
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strip of board shown on the back inside edge of the frame is nailed

to the frame for the purpose of holding it more securely in

place, and may be in short lengths. The shape of the staff bead is

purely a matter of design; often it is " stuck " on the frame, but there

are some advantages in making it in a separate piece, as shown in

the figure. The dotted lines across the transom bar show how it may

be built of two pieces of plank.

Figs. 109 and in show two details for casement frames with the

sash opening in. The former is the English method, and is generally

considered the best, although the sill detail shown in Fig. in is an

excellent one ; this joint is designed on the idea that if water pene-

trates to the groove, G, the force will be diminished by the increased

FLASHING

Fig. no. Fig. III.

area of the space, so that the water will collect in the bottom of the

groove and pass out through little holes bored through the outer lip.

The outside finish of the frame shown in Fig. n i is merely offered

as a suggestion, and is not an essential part of the construction, the

most important constructive features of these two details being the

connections with the jambs and sill. Casement window frames and

sash should always be at least if inches thick, and when in a brick

or stone wall should be well secured to the masonry.

When casement windows are less than 5 feet high, and more than

3 feet wide, it is better construction to have a narrow mullion be-

tween the sash than to have the sash rebated together.

99. Pivoted Windows.—A. Pivoted at the Sides.—In many
places where windows with a single sash are used, it will be found
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better and more economical to pivot them at the centre of the sidei

than to hang them on hinges. In audience rooms, especially, this ii

a very good arrangement for small windows, and even sash 8 and lo

feet high are often pivoted in this way. By swinging the sash out

at the bottom, and in at the top, the danger from leakage is not much
greater than in a double-hung window. The frames for such win-

dows should always be made of plank ; they should not be rebated,

but made as shown in Fig. 112, with stops, S S, nailed partly to the

frame and partly to the sash, as shown. Both stops are cut on a bevel

near the centre of the window, the upper part of the outside stops

being nailed to the frame and the lower part to the sash, while the

reverse is the case with the inner stop. The sill joint should be as

shown in Fig. 108.

SECTION OF SILL AND JAMB.

Fig 112. Fig. 113.

B. Windows Pivoted Top and Bottom.—Large plate glass win-

dows, when of a single light, are generally pivoted at the top and bot-

tom, and when the sash is of an unsymmetrical shape, as in the case of

the outer sash in the window shown at I, Fig. 93, this is about the

only practical way of opening the window.

The frames of such windows should be made of plank, and the

joint between the bottom rail of the sash and the wood sill should be

arranged in a similar manner to that shown for casement sash which

open inward.

Fig. 113 shows the detail of the large single light windows in the

Odd Fellows' Temple, Philadelphia, and the manner of stopping th«?
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sash at the sides appears to the author to be about as good as can be

devised. The stop, S, is placed flush with the outside of the sash at

one side of the window, and flush with the inside of the sash at the

other side, as shown in the plan. Such windows are also constructed

in a manner similar to that shown in Fig. 112, with one stop nailed

to the inside of the sash and the other to the outside, and the upper

stops cut at the centre. Windows up to 5 or 6 feet wide may be piv-

oted in this way, but the sash should be made quite heavy, and never

less than 2\ inches thick.

100. Bay Windows.—As bay windows are commonly constructed

there is a solid pier at the angles, and the windows proper are made

the same as if in a straight wall. When the bay is of masonry, and

it is desired to have the angle between the windows as small as possi-

ble, iron or stone angles or mul-

,.'' lions are used. Very frequently

an iron post is set into the angle

to support the lintels above, and

is cased with stone or terra cotta

on the outside. Fig. 114 shows

a section through an angle con-

structed in this way, which may
be of value to the younger ar-

chitects in showing the manner

of securing the frames and the

terra cotta casing.

Shallow Bay Windows are also

often built within the thickness

of the wall in brick or stone

buildings, and in such cases the whole bay is formed by the window

proper. Fig. 115 shows a half elevation and plan of two styles of

such windows. In the one at the left casement sash are employed,

and in the one at the right the side window is double hung, while the

centre sash is stationary, or it can be pivoted top and bottom. En-

larged sections, on the lines ^, -^, C, etc., are shown in Fig. 116.

The aim in such windows is to make the woodwork as light as is

practicable, and hence the pockets for weights are dispensed with in

the double-hung window and sash balances used instead of weights,

although by making the angle about 3 inches wider pockets could be

obtained.

The lead strip shown in Section ^ is a good suggestion for pro-

tecting the joint under the wood sill of any window from the weather.
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and, although not often used, would be desirable in all first-class res-

idences The inside finish of the head and sill would be essentially

the same in both of the windows shown.

When such windows extend through two stories the wall under the

If. z_

OA8EMENT SASH.

8-0"—^-

Fig. 11$.

OOUBLE-HUNQ SASH.

upper windows need not be more than 6 inches thick, thus increasing

the size of the room.

Stone lintels over such windows should either be of the full thick-

ness of the wall or should be supported by an iron lintel, with a wide

plate at the bottom flush with the stone.

lOI. Sash.—The movable frames which receive the glass in any

style of window are called " sash," and are made in essentially the
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same manner throughout the country, and for various kinds of win-

dows. Fig. 117 shows an elevation of the sash for a double-hung

window and enlarged sections through the rails.

The pieces' forming the top and bottom of the sashes are called

"rails," and the side pieces are the "stiles." The small bars divid-

ing the sash into lights are usually called " muntins," although some-

times called sash bars. The latter term, however, is more frequently

applied to the bars which divide the large windows used in store

fronts. The different pieces of glass are commonly called lights, and

a window is spoken of as one-light, two-light, four-light, etc., accord-

Fig. 116.—Detail of Bay Windows.

ing to the number of "panes " of glass in the whole window. For-

merly windows of ordinary size were made with as many as eight and
twelve lights, owing to the greater cost of large pieces of glass, but

now such windows are generally made with only one light in each

sash, which is called a " two-light window " when double hung. T)ie

sash in factory windows, etc., are still made with eight, twelve or

eighteen lights, and small lights are sometimes used in dwellings for

architectural effect. Glass is now so cheap, however, and it is so

much easier to clean windows having but one light to each sash, that

the large lights are generally preferred.

As a rule, the size of a window is indicated by the size of the glass

and the number of lights. Nearly all lumber dealers carry several

sizes of sash in stock, already glazed, and such sashes are called
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"stock sash." They cost a little less than custom-made s«.sh, and

are generally used in the cheaper class of buildings.

The common thicknesses of sash are if-inch and if inch, but the

former should only be used in the cheapest class of buildings. The
usual proportions of the rails and stiles in such sash are given in

Fig. 117. InJNew England the width A is generally only if inches

and the width C only 2^ inches, but in the Middle and Western

States the dimensions given are almost universal.

In stock windows and in custom-made windows, unless otherwise

indicated, the width, B, of the meeting rail is made i inch. In wide

—
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stiles, and the thickness of the tenon is usually the width of the fillet

T, shown in the sections. In thicker sash than those shown it should

be about one-third of the thickness of the sash. The shape of the

moulding on the inside of the sash may be varied to suit the individ-

ual taste, but should be of a shape that will permit of " coping " to

advantage at the joints, the mouldings shown being about the best in

this respect.

The weakest portion of a double-hung sash is the meeting rails

and where they are tenoned to the stiles, and it is not infrequent that

the tenon is pulled out of the mortise in raising or closing the win-

dow. To avoid this the stiles are sometimes extended below and

Above the meeting rails, as shown at X in the elevation drawing.

This permits of making a strong joint, and is to be recommended for

offices, tenements, etc. Such an extension, of course, prevents the

sash from being raised or lowered its entire height, but in large win-

dows this is of no great consequence.

Sash for plate or leaded glass should never be less than if inch

thick, and 2\ inches is to be preferred. For very large windows

2f-inch sash are sometimes used.

Single and double-strength glass is generally secured by tin

** points " and putty. Plate glass is generally secured by a wood strip,

as shown in Fig. 105.

Wooden sash should be made from the best quality of white pine,

cypress or redwood, clear, straight-grained white pine being generally

preferred. Hard wood sash are sometimes used, but they are more

likely to warp than pine sash, and where a hard wood finish is

desired it is best to veneer a pine sash.

102. Store Window Sash,—Store windows only 5 or 6 feet

wide between posts or piers usually have the glass set in a stationary

sash, which is made in essentially the same way as smaller sash, and

either \\ or 2^ inches thick. If double-strength glass is used the

sash is generally divided into large lights by wood muntins about

f inch or i inch wide between the glass.

When plate glass is used the lower light is generally the full width

of the sash and from 6 to 7 feet high, with a wood muntin or tran-

som bar across the top, or if the light above is also of plate glass, and

it is desired to give the appearance of a one-light window, an iron

muntin, or sash bar, of the section shown at C, Fig. 118, and covered

with thin nickel-plated brass over wood, is placed between the lights.

Such small bars are only suitable for lights not over 6 feet wide.

In the principal retail stores of large cities it has become the custom

to make the entire front of the store one large window, with lights of
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plate glass from 6 to lo feet wide and 7 or 8 feet high, with other

lights about 3 or 4 feet high above them. In such store fronts

framed sash are not used, but small posts or sash bars are set up be-

tween the lights, extending from the sill to the top of the window,

and other similar bars are cut between them at the height of the lower

light, thus making a framework to hold the glass.

As the desire of the ordinary merchant is to have as much plate

glass as possible, the columns which support the wall above are usually-

set 4 or more inches inside of the wall line, and the plate glass not

more than i^ inches inside of the line, and sometimes flush with it,

AIR
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Fig. 118.—Sash Bars.

SO that the window may be placed in front of the column and ex-

tend unbroken, except by the entrances, from corner to corner.

It is also the fashion to make the bars which separate the lights of

glass of the least size which will give sufficient strength to hold the

glass and prevent the window from being blown in. In the better

class of stores the outside of the sash bars is usually covered with

ornamental metal, and quite often iron bars are placed between the

wood to give the necessary strength and to prevent warping.

Fig. 118 shows types of sash bars in most common, use in large

windows, although they may be varied in size and in the detail of

the mouldings. Sections A, B, D, E and F are drawn to one-fourth

of the usual size.
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Sections A and B are quite common in Chicago. The strength of

the bar is afforded by a cast iron T, of which only the front is ex-

posed. The front is generally copper plated and oxidized, and often

ornamented by relief work. The T is filled out to a square by pieces

of thoroughly seasoned wood, screwed or bolted together as shown.

Wooden stops are then screwed to the wood core to hold the glass,

or iron stops may be used if preferred, but hard wood is probably

better. The usual size of sash bars of this pattern appears to be

3 inches wide and 2\ inches deep, exclusive of the inside casing and

stops, but they can be reduced to 2^ inches wide and made 3 inches

deep. The section at B is for an angle in the window. When the

angle is a right angle the cast web may be omitted and the facing

screwed to a solid piece of wood.

Sections E and F are quite extensively used in all large cities, and

as a rule will be found cheaper than the cast iron bars. In these bars

the whole construction is of wood, which should be of the best quality

of white pine or cypress, the glass being held by a half-round strip

screwed to the bar. The half-round is covered on the outside with

thin brass or copper, which may be nickel plated or oxidized, the

metal extending over the edge about \ inch to hold it in place. Such

bars have the appearance of being of solid metal. They are carried

in stock in sizes of 2, 2\ and 3 inches, or can be made to order.

They can also be adapted to any angle in the manner shown at F.

The wooden bar forming the support is, of course, made by the

carpenter, and should be about 2x3! inches. It may be plain or

moulded, as desired.

Sometimes a wrought iron bar about |x3 inches is placed in the

centre of the wood bar, corresponding to the web of the T, detail A,

and the metal-covered bar is screwed into the edge of the iron bar,

as shown by the dotted lines. This adds much to the expense and

does not appear to be necessary if the wooden bars are made of the

size above indicated.

The cross bars are generally made of the same section as the up-

right bars, although it is not necessary to do so.

The detail at D shows a wooden transom bar which has been

used in connection with the upright bar E with very good effect.

Whatever may be the shape of the bars, the upright bars should

always extend from sill to head in one length, and the horizontalarsb

should be cut between them.

With bars of the shape shown at D, E and F, it is of course nec-

essary to set the glass from the outside, and it is generally considered
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best that all glass should be set from the outside, although where

the glass is often, foifixed sash are used in

convenience, set from the

store fronts

inside.

Fig. 119 shows a section through

the sill and "bulkhead" of a store

window, where the bulkhead is of

fireproof construction. If the rest

of the store front is faced with

iron, the front of the sill may also be

treated in the same way, the facing

being screwed to the wood,

Considerable difficulty is often expe-

rienced with store windows in prevent-

ing their becoming covered with frost

in cold weather. For this reason small

inlets for air are often provided in the

sill and transom, as shown in Fig. 119

and at Z>, Fig. 118, to afford ventila-

tion and to permit of the escape of moisture that may gather on

the inside of the glass.

119.

WINDOW GLASS AND GLAZING.

103. Glazing".—The glazing of windows originally belonged to

the painters' trade, and when glass has been broken it is still custom-

ary to go to a painter to get it replaced, but when new windows are

to be glazed it is so much more convenient to glaze them at the mill

or factory where the sash are made that this has now, the author be-

lieves, become the universal custom, and hence the glass and glazing

is usually included in the carpenter's specifications.

Common window glass is almost always set with putty and secured

with triangular pieces of zinc called glaziers' points, driven into the

wood over the glass and covered by the putty. In the best work a

thin layer of putty is first put in the rebate of the sash, the glass

placed on it and pushed down to a solid bearing. This is called

"back puttying." The points are then driven about 8 or 10 inches

apart, and the putty applied over the glass and points so as to fill the

rebate. Outside windows should always be glazed on the outside of

the sash, Plate glass should be back puttied and secured by wooden

beads^ and also all door lights.
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Leaded glass is generally furnished and set by parties that make a

business of ornamental or " stained " glass. It is quite common for

the architect to fix a certain sum of money, in the specifications, to be

allowed by the carpenter for the leaded glass, and to be expended

under the direction of the architect, although where clear glass is used

it is just as well to show the pattern on the drawings and specify it in

the same manner as any other work. If colored glass is to be used,

however, it is best to make a definite allowance and then entrust the

work to a good art glass worker.

Sheet Glass.—Common window glass is technically known as

sheet or cylinder glass. " It is made by the workmen dipping a tube

with an enlarged end in the molten glass or * metal ' until from 7 to

10 pounds are gathered up. Then it is blown out slightly, taken on

a blowing tube and still further manipulated, until a cylinder about

15 inches in diameter and 45 inches long is formed. This cylinder

has the two ends trimmed off, is then cut longitudinally and grad-

ually warmed, when it is placed on a large flat stone supported by a

carriage, where it is heated until it softens sufficiently to open out

flat; the carriage is then pushed into the annealing chamber and the

sheet taken off."

Grades and Qualities of Sheet Glass.—Sheet glass is graded as

double or single strength, French, German or American make, and

as first, second or third quality, the strength and quality always af-

fecting the price.

Previous to about the year 1875 nearly all of the window glass used

in this country was imported from France or Germany, but since

then American glass has been gradually taking the place of imported

glass, until at the present time little, if any, imported sheet glass is

used, except in the portions of the country bordering on the Atlan-

tic. In Boston, German glass is used entirely when first-quality glass

is furnished, as only the second and third qualities of American glass

are carried in that market (with the exception of special brands, such

as Chambers' " Eagle Brand "). The German glass, so called, sold

in the Eastern markets is really made in Belgium, but is still sold

under the old name. There is now no true French or German sheet

glass carried in this country, and when either are specified Belgium

or American glass is furnished.

The Belgium glass is generally considered as superior to the Amer-

ican glass, but it is very doubtful if there is any practical differencs

between the two in the better grades. Since the adoption of the new
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tariff the price of German glass in the Eastern cities is about the

same as that of American glass.

All common sheet glass, without regard to quality, is graded ac-

cording to thickness, as "single strength" or "double strength."

The double-strength glass is supposed to have a nearly uniform thick-

ness of \ inch, while the single-strength may be as thin as yV inch.

The thickness of single-strength glass, however, is generally far from

uniform.

All lights over 24 inches wide should be double strength, and in

the better class of buildings it is best not to use single-strength glass

at all.

Both single and double-strength glass are sorted into three grades

or qualities, the classification depending upon color, brilliancy and

flaws.

In the common American glass the best quality is designated as

AA, the second as A and the third as B. The AA quality is sup-

posed to be as good glass as can be made by the cylinder process.

As even this glass, however, is not entirely free from defects, it is

very difficult for any one but an expert to tell exactly whether certain

lights of glass are first or second quality. The second and third

qualities are only suitable for cellar windows, stables, factories, con-

servatories, etc. For residences, schools, apartment buildings, etc.,

nothing poorer than first quality should be specified.

Sizes.—The regular stock sizes vary by inches from 6 to 16 inches,

and above that by even inches up to 60 inches in width and 70 inches

in height tor double strength and 30x50 inches for single strength.

Cost.—The prices for sheet glass, as for all other clear glass, varies

with the size, strength and quality. It is determined by a schedule,

or price list, fixed from time to time by the glass companies, from

which a very large discount is made, fluctuations in prices being reg-

ulated by the discount, the list generally remaining unchanged for a

number of years. The only way of ascertaining the price of a light

of glass of a given size is by means of the price list and discount.

The price per square foot increases rapidly as the size of the glass

increases, so that it is much cheaper to divide a large window into

eight or twelve lights than into two lights. Compared with the cost

of the building, however, the glass is a small item, and in the better

class of buildings each sash is usually glazed with a single light of

glass. In factories, workshops, etc., where there is usually a great

amount of glass surface, the size of the lights is not of so much im-

portance, while the saving by using small lights is quite an item

;
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hence twelve and even sixteen-light windows are generally used in

such buildings.

The following table shows quite clearly the relative cost per square

foot for different sizes of American glass, the prices given being about

an average for the whole country at the present time (1897):

COMPARATIVE COST PER SQUARE FOOT OF AMERICAN SHEET GLASS.

Double strength:

First quality.

.

Second quality

Single strength:

First quality..

Second quality

SIZE OF LIGHT IN INCHES.

10x12 15x20 24x34 30x36 36x40 40x60 60x70

PRICE IN CENTS.

7.6

6.8

5.6

5.2

8.6
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This glass is made by the cylinder process, but under improved

methods ; it is a little thicker than the double-strength glass and of

greater brilliancy and transparency. This is probably the best glas'

made, next to plate glass, and either it or plate glass should be spec-

ified for all first-class residences, hotels, office buildings, etc. For

ordinary sizes it costs about 90 per cent, more than first quality

double strength and about one-half as much as plate glass. It is

made in regular sizes up to 48x52 inches, and each sheet is labeled

with the trade mark. There are also other brands of " crystal sheet

"

glass, which are of about the same quality.

Defects of Sheet Glass.—All sheet glass, when looked upon from

the outside, has a wavy, watery appearance, like the surface of a lake

slightly agitated by the wind, and when the sunshine falls upon it the

irregularity of the surface is greatly emphasized. This characteristic

of sheet glass is due to its being made in the shape of a cylinder and

then stretched or flattened out into a sheet, and cannot be wholly

avoided. Besides this universal defect, the cheaper grades are often

stringy or blistery, or sulphured, or smoked, or stainod, so that, in

looking through the glass, objects seen at a distance are deformed

and distorted.

104. Plate Glass.—For lights of glass over 60x70 inches in size

it is necessary to use plate glass, and owing to the watery and uneven

appearance of cylinder glass, plate glass, which is perfectly clear and

transparent, is becoming more largely used every year for windows of

ordinary size, especially in fine residences, hotels and office build-

ings.

The process of manufacture of plate glass is entirely different from

that of sheet glass. In making plate glass the metal, which is pre-

pared with great care, is melted in large pots and then cast on a perfectly

flat cast iron table. " The width and thickness of the plate is deter-

mined by means of metal strjps called * guns,' which are fastened on,

and on which a heavy metal roller travels. The ends of the guns are

tapered, so that when the roller is at one extremity it and the guns

form three sides of a shallow rectangular dish. The molten metal is

poured on and the roller passed along slowly, forcing the metal in

front of it and rolling out the sheet."

The sheet is then annealed, and forms what is known as " rough

plate," which is used for vault lights, skylights, floor lights and the

like.

" For polished plate the rough plate is carefully examined for flaws,

which are cut out, leaving the largest size sheet practicable ; then
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trie plate is fastened to a revolving stone by means of plaster of

Paris, and two heavy shoes, shod with cast iron, are mounted over it.

The stone is then revolved and sand and water fed on to the surface;

the shoes revolve also, going over all parts of the plate and grinding

it down to a true plane. Then emery powder is fed on in successive

degrees of fineness until the plate is made absolutely smooth and all

grit removed. Then new rubbers, shod with very fine felt, are put

Dn and liquid rouge is added for the polishing. When one side is

completed the other side is similarly treated, the plate losing about

40 per cent, in weight by the operation."

Qualities of Polished Plate Glass.—There are practically but three

qualities of polished plate glass now on the American market, viz.:

French plate and two grades of American plate—first, silvering qual-

ity, which is used for mirrors exclusively, and second, glazing quality.

French plate is now only used in this country for mirrors, for

which purpose it is generally considered superior to the American

glass, although the silvering quality American glass is rapidly sup-

planting the French glass, and the manufacturers claim it to be equal

to the latter in every respect.

French plate may be distinguished from American plate by the

color when looked at endways, the French glass showing perfectly

clear and white, while the American glass has a decidedly bluish

color. American glass is said to resist the weather better than the

French glass.

The usual thickness of American polished plate glass is \ inch, but

there is also made a thinner plate, commonly known as /g^-inch plate,

which is just like the regular glazing plate, except that it is thinner.

It is ground from the same thickness of rough plate as regular plate

glass. It is used principally in thin sash, such as are used in railway

coaches, and \vhere the saving in weight is a consideration.

American glazing plate glass is made in but one quality, the only

variation being in the thickness.

Cost.—The cost of plate glass varies with the size of the lights, but

flot to so great an extent as with sheet glass. At the present time the

net price of American polished plate, glazing quality, is about 48

cents per square foot up to 10 square feet ; 66 cents from 10 to 40
square feet, and 80 cents for sheets containing 120 square feet. For

larger sheets the price increases rapidly up to $2.50 per square foot

for the largest size.

The price, however, can only be accurately determined by means

of the official price list and the discount, which at present varies frooi
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75 to 80 per cent., according to locality. Three-sixteenths-inch plate

costs from 10 to 15 per cent, more than the regular plate, because of

the extra expense in grinding it down. French plate costs about

50 per cent, more than the American plate.

Sizes.—Glazing plate is made in stock sizes varying by even num-
bers from 6x6 inches up to 144x200 inches, or 138x208 inches.

Comparative Cost of Different Kinds of Window
Glass.*—The following table gives as close an idea of the compar-

ative cost of the different kinds and qualities of glass used in this

country for glazing as it is possible to arrive at, the prices for the

sizes given being the present net average price :

KIND OF GLASS.

American Plate.

Glazing quality

26-ounce crystal sheet

German {^Belgium) Sheet.

Double strength, ist quality

Single strength, ist quality

American Sheet.

Double strength, ist quality.
*• " 2d quality.

Single strength, ist quality.

.

** " 2d quality.

.

SIZE OF LIGHT IN INCHES.

24x32
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and for these reasons they should not be used in first-class buildings.

For many buildings, however, they may be used with reasonable sat-

isfaction, and with a considerable saving in the cost of the building,

so that it is well for the average architect to know about them.

The sizes and details of stock windows vary in different localities,

and if the architect has occasion to use them he should obtain a cat-

alogue from a lumber dealer, giving the stock sizes carried in that lo-

cality.

As a rule, double-hung windows may be obtained with two, four,

eight and twelve lights to the window, and in two thicknesses of sash.

Two-light windows are generally made for glass sizes from 16x24

inches to 30x40 inches ; four-light windows, from 10x20 inches to

15x32 inches; eight-light windows, from 9x12 inches to 14x24 inches,

and twelve-light windows, from 8x10 inches to 12x24 inches.

The nominal thickness of stock sash varies in different localities.

In the Western and Northwestern States the stock thicknesses are

i| inch and if inch, although not all dealers carry the if inch thick-

ness. In Pennsylvania stock sash are made in \\ and i^-inch thick-

nesses, and in Boston four and twelve-light windows are made in \\,

1 1 and i^-inch thicknesses, while the two-light and eight-light win-

dows are made only in one thickness, \\ inch. The Western sash

generally run about -jV inch scant. Almost all stock windows are

made for |-inch parting strips.

Besides the sash for double-hung windows, single sash for cellar

windows and skylight and hot-bed sashes are also generally carried

in stock.

Cellar sash are usually made in one, two and three lights, the size

of the glass generally varying from 7x9 inches to 12x18 inches.

These sash are generally made only in one thickness, \\ inch.

Stock sash are almost invariably sold already glazed, and, as a rule,

both single and double-strength windows are carried in stock, but

with only one quality of glass. In specifying or ordering stock sash,

therefore, it is necessary to specify the number of lights to the win-

dow, the size of the lights, the thickness of the sash, and whether

single or double-strength glass is wanted.

In the Middle and Western States two-light stock windows are

4 inches wider and 6 inches higher than the width and combined
height of the glass, with a slight increase in the width for four, eight

and twelve lights. In New England all stock sash are made 3I inches

wider and 5 inches higher than the glass.
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io6. Outside Door Frames.—The frames for all outside

doors, whether in wooden or brick walls, should be made out of

plank not less than if inches thick and rebated on the inner edge

for the door. In wooden walls the outside of the frame is finished

with casings corresponding with those on the windows. In brick or

stone walls a staff bead or brick mould is generally nailed to the

outer edge of the frame, but sometimes the frame itself is moulded

and the staff bead dispensed with.

Where the doors open inward the inner edge of the frame should

be set flush with the plaster. In dwellings provision should always

be made for hanging a screen door on the outside of the frame.

Fig. 1 20 shows the usual construction of the outside door frames

in wooden buildings. If the screen door is to be hung to the outside

Fig. 120.

casing the latter should be i\ inch thick. Sometimes the outer edge

of the frame is rebated for the screen door, as shown by the dotted

lines, and when the frame has a transom bar this method of hanging

the door is the better of the two, and in all cases it has a neater ap-

pearance.

The shape of the sill shown in Fig. 120 is undoubtedly the best,

but very often a plain plank is used and a narrow threshold placed

under the door, as shown in Fig. 121.

Fig. 121 shows the usual method of making the outside doorframes

for common brick buildings in the West. The jambs and head are

usually made out of 6-inch plank, with a i^-inch brick mould (^),

to which the screen door is hung. If the brick mould or staff bead

is of different shape the screen door should set in a rebate in the

outer edge of the frame.

The dotted lines back of the jamb indicate short pieces of 2x4

studding nailed to the frame to hold it in place.
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In dwellings a plain stone sill with a wooden threshold is generally

used.

Fig. 122 shows a moulded jamb quite common in certain portions

of the country. It is the opinion of the author, however, that a sep-

arate staff bead is better, as well as a little less expensive. There is

no particular advantage in making the frame more than 5I inches

wide (not including the moulding) other than that a wide frame is

generally held more securely in the wall. In public buildings, and

sometimes in residences, the stone sill is cut to the shape shown- in

Fig. 122, and no wood threshold is used. This is a much better ar-

rangement than that shown in Fig. 121, as the wood threshold often

curls up, permitting the water to be driven under it, and of course

the wood is not as durable as the stone.

Fig. 124 Fig. '=5.

Stone sills of the shape shown in Fig. 122 are frequently termed

"thresholds." The top of the threshold, whether of wood or stone,

should be from | to f inch above the finished floor to permit the door

to clear a carpet or rug on the inside.

In brick or stone dwellings having outer walls 1 2 inches thick or

over it is quite common to make the door frame with paneled jambs

and head, as shown in Fig. 123. In stone buildings the wide frame

saves something in the width of the stone reveal, and in both stone

and brick buildings permits of the use of a thinner lintel over the

opening. The stiles of the panels should be made if inch thick, as

in solid frames.

In public buildings, especially where the reveals are of stone, the

door frames are often made only 5!^ inches wide and set nearly flush

with the stonework, as shown in Fig. 124. By this method the wall
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opening is made of practically the same width as the doors, and the

apparent depth of the reveal, or thickness of the wall, is greatly in-

creased. In such buildings screen doors are not generally used. If

the doors are to swing outward, as should be the case in all public

buildings, the door frame should be set nearly flush with the outside

face of the wall, as shown in Fig. 125, so that the door may swing

back against the face of the wall, unless there is a very deep reveal,

in which case a narrow jamb, rebated on the outside, may be set on

the inside of the wall, and the door can swing against the reveal.

If the frame is set as in Fig. 125 it may be finished on the inside

either by a plain board or panel, or the jamb may be plastered out to

the frame, as is often done in churches. If the jamb is plastered a

f-inch strip of pine should be nailed to the back of the frame to

form a ground for the plastering, and to receive a small mould-

ing placed in the angle formed by the frame and plaster. The
dotted lines in Fig. 125 show the manner of finishing the jamb with

plaster.

Transom bars over doors are generally made of solid plank, housed

into the jambs about \ inch and rebated for the door on the under

side, the upper side being made as for a window sill. The outer

edge of the transom bar in dwellings should project sufficiently to

catch the screen door, but should not cut into the staff bead.

The material for outside door frames should be clear, well-seasoned,

white pine, redwood or cypress. If a hard wood finish is desired

J-inch veneers ovei a pine core should be used. Outside veneered

frames, however, do not stand well unless there is a deep reveal or

the doorway is protected by a porch.

107. Securing the Frames to the Wall.—It is important that the

door frame in a brick or stone wall be well secured to the masonry,

otherwise the swinging and slamming of the door will soon loosen

the frame from the wall. The most common method of securing the

frame is to spike it to wooden blocks of the size of a brick, built into

the wall. This does very well when the work is new, but after the

wood bricks have seasoned and shrunk the frame often works loose.

A better method is to spike blocks of wood to the back of the

frame, if the frame is built in place, as shown by the dotted lines m
Figs. 1 21-123, and even these will not hold the frame firmly unless

the brick or stonework is solidly built around them. The author

strongly favors the use of iron anchors for securing the frame, and

especially when the doors are large and heavy. Two iron anchors of

the shape shown in Fig. 1 26, screwed to the back of each jamb, will
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Fig. 126.

hold the frame securely, and they are not affected by shrinkage. If

there is no wood threshold the bottom of the jambs should always be

secured to the stone sill by means of iron dowels, either made as in

Fig. 126 or let into the bottom of the jamb, and even where

there is a wood threshold it is a good idea to use the dowels.

108. Bulkhead Over Outside Cel-

lar Stairs,—An outside entrance to the

cellar is almost a necessty in buildings that

have a heating apparatus in the basement.

This entrance is sometimes provided by

means of a door opening at the ground

level on to a landing of the cellar stairs, but

more often it is provided by means of an

outside stairway below the surface of the

ground. In the Northern States this stair-

way should be covered to keep out the rain

and snow, and also to make the cellar

warmer in winter. As a rule, the stairway,

sometimes called a " rollway," or " hatch-

way," is placed at the rear of the building,

so as not to be conspicuous, and if there is

no window directly above in the first story, it is a good plan to build a

shed or porch over the stairs, with a door at the head. When this is

not practicable the stairs must be covered with "trap doors." This

is generally accomplished in the manner shown by Fig. 127. A rough

plank frame, A, B, C, D, is bolted to the side walls by f-inch bolts,

about 18 or 20 inches long, which are built into the wall as it is laid,

the nuts on the head of the bolts being sunk flush with the frame.

The lower piece of the frame B is usually dressed and forms the up-

per step. When the underpinning is of brick the side walls above

the ground are usually made 8 inches thick, and a single 2x8-inch

plank is used for the frame.

After the frame is secured it is covered with matched pine boards

or ceiling, and battened doors are hung to the frame by heavy strap

hinges, as shown in the drawing. When a skeleton frame is used

pieces of plank, N, N, should be placed under the hinges to receive

the screws.

The only points in the construction of the ordinary " bulkhead "

which will require especial attention are to see that the frame is bed-

ded in mortar and securely bolted down, that the doors are nailed

with clout nails well clinched, that the hinges are of proper size and
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well secured, and that provision is made to keep water out of the

stairway.

The cleats for the doors should be \\ inches thick and 5^ inches

wide, with a mortise cut in the edges of the frame to receive them.

It is a good idea to bolt the hinges to the doors with ^'^-inch carriage

bolts, as nails are apt to work loose in time.

In the majority of buildings no especial provision is made for keep-

ing the rain water from entering around the doors, but for all first-

class residences, especially in those States which have a good deal of

wet weather, the architect should make such provision in his specifi*

Fig. 127.—Outside Cellarway or Bulkhead.

cation. A beveled cleat, M, should be nailed to the casing above

the doors, pitching to each side, and this cleat and the space back of

it should be covered with lead, zinc or tin, which should extend at

least 2 inches up on the sheathing back of the water table or siding.

This will prevent the water that runs down on the wall from entering

the joint above the doors. A small groove should also be made
around the inner edge of the frame, as shown in the perspective, and

and also in section X, to carry off what little water may enter the

joints. The meeting joints of the door may be protected by a bat-

ten, and a groove made in the edge of the standing door under the

batten, as shown at Y. With these precautions but little water wili
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enter around the doors, and they will not be as likely to freeze up in

winter.

109. Superintendence.—The superintendence of the work de-

scribed in this chapter will ordinarily be a very simple matter, espe-

cially if the work has been explicitly specified and detailed.

In regard to the rough boarding, the only inspection needed will

be as to the quality of the lumber and the nailing, and to see that it

is put on as specified, /. e., close or open and horizontal or diagonally.

Each board should have two nails at every bearing, preferably ten-

penny nails, although eight-penny nails are commonly used. The
superintendent should also see that the boarding under tin roofs has

all projecting edges eased off, and if there are any small knot holes

that they are covered with pieces of galvanized iron ; large knot holes

should not be permitted. (See Section 86.)

The frames should be examined as soon as they are delivered at

the building, to see that they are made strictly in accordance with

the details and that the lumber used is of the required quality and

thickness. The particular points about the construction of the frames

to be examined are those which are unusual in common work, such

as the ploughing of the pulley stile into the outside casing and the

rebating of the sill. The superintendent should also see that the

back of the frames is painted before they are set, if this is specified

(as it should be in good work). In brick buildings he should see

that a piece of 2X4-inch studding is built into the wall under the

window frames (see Section 93), and that the frames are set plumb

and dre well braced during the building of the wall. In brick and

stone walls the frames are easily pushed in or out until they are walled

in, and after the wall is up they cannot easily be corrected, conse-

quently it is quite a common thing to see frames that are out of

plumb (showing a narrower or wider reveal at the top than at the

bottom). The pulley stiles should also be braced by a board set in

between them to prevent the sides of the frames from being " sprung "

toward each other by the brickwork.

In wooden buildings there is not much chance for the frames to

move after.they are once set and nailed, and it is only necessary to

see that they are plumbed before nailing and that sheathing paper is

put back of the outside casing when the casing is placed over the

sheathing.

The plumbing and securing of the door frames in brick or stone

walls should be carefully looked after, as it is even more important

that these should be plumb and rigid than it is for the window f .ames
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If a door frame is not plumb the door will not swing properly, and

the slamming of the door soon loosens a frame that is not well an-

chored (see Section 107).

When the sashes are delivered they should be examined to see

that they are of the specified thickness and that the glass is of the

kind specified. Plate glass can easily be distinguished from other

glass both by thickness and reflection, and, as there is practically but

one quality, there is little chance of an inferior article being substi-

tuted. When sheet glass is specified it is not so easy to determine

the quality, although single and double-strength glass can generally

be readily distinguished, and first- quality glass should be free from

flaws and streaks. If one of the special brands of glass is specified

there will be no difficulty in seeing that it is furnished, as each light

(in the first quality) is labeled with the trade mark.

All sashes and outside frames should be primed or oiled as soon as

possible after they are delivered at the building.

^i^m^



Chapter IV.

OUTSIDE FINISH, GUTTERS, SHINGLE
ROOFS.

no. After a wooden building is sheathed or boarded the next

step is generally to finish the eaves and gables, so that the roof cov-

ering can be put on, and thus protect the building from the weather.

While part of the workmen are covering the roof others are usually

employed in setting the windows and outside door frames and put-

ting up the outside finish, preparatory to covering the walls with sid-

ing or shingles.

Sometimes the roof is shingled before the gable ends are finished,

the shingles being kept back from the ends of the roof and filled out

after the raking cornice is put in place. The gutter or eaves, how-

ever, must be finished, at least on top, before the roofers can com-
mence work, and it is also necessary that all of the outside casings,

corner boards, etc., be fixed in place before the walls can be covered.

Outside Finish.—The material for outside finish should be soft

white pine, cypress or redwood, the last-named wood, however, being

seldom used east of the Rocky Mountains, except for piazza posts or

parts of large dimensions.

In the better class of buildings clear, well-seasoned stock is gener-

ally specified, but on cottages a few small knots are often permitted.

The various parts of the finish should be grooved and tongued to-

gether, wherever practicable, and the tongue painted with white lead

and oil just before joining the pieces. All joints should be made so

as to be protected from the weather as much as possible, and the

pieces should be fastened with nails or screws without gluing. All

nail heads should be sunk beneath the surface of the finish and the

holes filled with putty.

III. Eaves and Gutters.—Details of Construction.—The prin-

cipal considerations of a practical nature in designing the eaves of a

building, and particularly of a dwelling, are to make proper provis-

ions for carrying off the water that falls on the roof, whether in the

shape of rain or snow, and providing sufficient projection to protect

the walls from water dripping from the eaves. The projection and

finish of the eaves also have a very decided effect upon the architec-
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tural character of the building, and it is more often this consideration

that determines the projection and finish.

Occasionally the eaves of dwellings are finished simply by a gutter

with a small moulding underneath, the entire projection not exceed-

ing 6 or 7 inches. When finished in this way they are called " close

eaves." Close eaves, although they may answer the purpose in some

localities, are not as satisfactory as projecting eaves, and are now sel-

dom used except on dormers.

The holding and conducting away of the water is provided for by

means of gutters. These may be made of wood, tin,

galvanized iron or copper, and of various shapes.

In England cast iron gutters are largely used in

connection with wooden eaves, but the author has not heard of their

being used in this country.

Wooden Gutters.—In New England wooden gutters are most com-

monly used on dwellings, and they have been fouod to be very dur-

able. These gutters are worked out of solid pine or cypress, the

common shape being that shown in Figs. 128 and 129. Several sizes

of gutters are carried in stock by the larger lumber dealers of Boston

and other New England cities, but the more common sizes are 4x6,

5x7 and 5x8 inches. In making the gutters the core is taken out in

such a way as to be utilized in making wooden down spouts, or con-

ductors.

When the length of the gutter between angles does not exceed

16 feet it may be made of one piece of wood ; for greater lengths two
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or more pieces are butted closely together and the joint covered with

sheet lead tacked to the two pieces of gutter.

Cypress is the best wood for such gutters, with the possible excep-

tion of redwood, but white pine gutters have also been very exten-

sively used in New England.

In nearly all other sections of the country the gutters are made of

either tin, galvanized iron or copper ; tin being used principally for

lining a wooden form. The shape of metal gutters may be varied to

suit the pitch of the roof or the taste of the designer, as, with the ex-

ception of cheap hanging gutters, metal gutters are not carried in

Fig. 129.

stock, but made to order as required. Metal gutters will be described

in connection with the examples of eave construction.

112. Examples of Wooden Eave Construction.— The
manner of finishing the eaves of buildings varies with the style of the

building, and also somewhat in different localities, and even the same

architect will vary his details more or less for each building that he

designs, but all the common forms of wooden eave construction may
be represented by four or five types. Brick and stone buildings,

when erected in large cities, are generally finished with a stone, terra

cotta or metal cornice, as wooden cornices are not usually permitted

within the fire limits, and are also not as durable as the other mate-

rials, but outside of the fire limits brick buildings with pitch roofs

are generally finished with wooden eaves in the same manner as
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wooden buildings. On the cheaper class of buildings the construc-

tion shown in Fig. 128, A and B, is probably more commonly seen

than any other, the wooden gutter being used in the New England

States and a tin or galvanized gutter in other sections of the country.

The planceer may either be nailed to the bottom of the rafters, as

shown at B, or may be carried in level, as shown at A. This form

of cornice is generally termed a box cornice, as the rafter ends are

" boxed " in. When an open metal gutter is placed under the eaves

of a box cornice, as at A, this construc-

tion answers its purpose very well, but

when a wooden gutter is used, as at B,

Fig. 129a. Fig. 130.

it has been found that in the Northern States during many days in

winter snow is apt to lodge in the gutter, and the snow on the roof

melting a little during the middle of the day, runs down to the snow

in the gutter, where it freezes again, and in this way the ice backs up

over the gutter and under the first two or three courses of shingles

and drips down inside of the boxing, and sometimes inside of the

walls, and the only way in which this can be prevented with a cor-

nice like that shown at B is to tin the gutter and 2 or 3 feet up on

the roof, which looks very unsightly.

Where wooden gutters are to be used, the best method of con-

structing the eaves, from a practical standpoint, is undoubtedly that
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shown in Fig. 129. In this construction the rafters are exposed and

there is an open space above the back of the gutter, so that there is

little danger of ice backing up on to the roof. The rafter ends may
be plain or ornamented, as desired, and if it is desired to use heavier

material for the exposed ends than is necessary for the whole rafter,

the rafters may be cut off on a line with the outside of the wall and

false rafter ends spiked to them and to the plate, as shown in Fig. 131.

In the Northern States, and wherever the building is much ex-

posed to the wind, a board {B, Fig. 129) should be cut between the

rafters and let into them about \ inch to keep the attic warm and to

prevent snow from being driven through the cracks.

Where it is not practicable to leave an open space above the gut-

ter the method of applying the gutter shown in Fig. \2^a is believed

to be the best.

In the Northern States when gutters are placed under the edge of

the roof, as in Figs. 128, 129 and 132, the outer edge should be kept

just a little below the line of the roof so that the snow may slide off

without striking the gutter. Very often the first course of shingles is

raised \ inch above the roof boarding, as shown in Figs. 128 and 129.

The projection of the eaves may, of course, be made to suit the

taste of the designer, but with common box cornices the back of the

facia is generally set about 1 2 inches from the wall line. Open cor-

nices generally have a projection of from 18 inches to 4 feet, the

heavy projection being used principally for the effect of the shadow,

and in warm climates to .make the rooms cooler.
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113. Tin-Lined Gutters.—In many localities a form of gutter

like that shown in Fig. 131 is most commonly used. This gutter is

formed by setting a strip of board, j5, 3 or 4 inches wide on top of

the shingles a few inches from the edge of the roof, with brackets, A^

placed against it about every 24 inches to keep it in position. The
V-shaped gutter thus formed is lined with tin, which should be tacked

to the upper edge of the board B, and the upper edge of the tin

should be turned over a half-round cleat nailed to the roof boards.

The top of this cleat should be at least 2\ inches vertically above

Fig. 133. Fig- 133-

the edge of the board B, and on steep roofs it is better to make the

distance 3 or 4 inches.

Fig. 133 shows a similar gutter made entirely of galvanized iron or

copper.

Either of these gutters may be placed on any projecting eaves,

whether open underneath or boxed in.

The only objections to this type of gutter that the author has met

with are that they retain more or less snow, thus permitting the water

to back up on the roof in cold climates, and the slight projection of

the roof below the gutter catches some rain, and thus gives a slight

drip. Such gutters also rather detract from the appearance of the

roof. When used they should always be placed outside the wall line.

Fig, 130 shows a form of eaves construction which is very similar

to that shown in Fig. 129, the only practical difference being in the

form of gutter used. The gutter in Fig. 130 is made in about the

same way as the gutter described above, but instead of being placed

on the roof is dropped below it. The board B should be i-^ inches
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thick ; the brackets may be of any desired shape. This makes a very

desirable cornice for medium-priced houses, especially in the North-

ern States, but it requires at least 8-inch rafters to form the gutter.

Tin-lined gutters are also very commonly formed in the top of a

heavy box cornice, especially when the roof is quite flat or when the

cornice is at the base of a French roof. Fig. 137 shows the manner

in which the gutter is generally formed, and Fig. 82 shows the same

method applied to cornices surmounted by Mansard roofs. Such

gutters should be of ample size, with a good pitch to the bottom, and

the tin should be carried to a considerable distance above the gutter.

For lining gutters copper is the most durable material, but on ac-

count of its cost is seldom used except on the most costly buildings,

tin being used instead. Only the best quality of roofing tin should

Eave Trough Hangers.
Fig. 135-

be used, and it is always better to use the IX thickness, as it is less

easily punctured. The tin should be painted on the under side be-

fore it is put in place, and should be painted on the exposed side af-

terward.

114. Eave Troughs and Galvanized Iron Gutters.—In

most instances the simplest method of taking care of the water from

the roof is to place a galvanized iron or copper gutter under the outer

edge, and in large cities this method is probably more often followed

than any other. In small places where there are no shops for mak-

ing gutters tin-lined gutters or wooden gutters are the cheapest.

Gutters placed on the outer edge of the eaves may be made of

many shapes, the simplest being in the form of a half-round trough,

as shown in Fig. 128, A, and Fig. 135. These troughs are usually

either hung from the edge of the roof by a hanger such as is shown

in Fig. 135 or supported by iron brackets, as shown in Figs. 128A
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and 134. The troughs are usually made of galvanized iron and of

the shape shown in Fig 135, this being a stock patterii. On sheds

and very cheap buildings tin gutters are frequently used, but they

are far from durable and cannot be recommended. Where some
pretense to ornamentation is made, as in Fig. 136, the gutter may be

made of i6-ounce cold rolled copper, which, while much more ex-

pensive, will last almost forever.

When eave troughs are used the author recommends that the Ber-

ger Hanger, of which one pattern is shown in Fig. 134, be specified

(unless an ornamental bracket is preferred), as such hangers are far

superior to the cheap affairs ordinarily used by tinners. The Berger

Fig. 137.

Fig. 136.

Hanger is made in two parts—the shank and the hook—which are

bolted together. Several styles of shanks are made so that they may
be screwed to the facia or to the side of the rafter, or nailed to the ^

top of the roof boarding. The hook is made 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 inches

wide. By means of the holes in the shank and hanger the height of

the hook on the shank may be varied from \ inch to 2\ inches, so as

to give a fall to the gutter. These hangers can be applied to any

cornice, old or new, and the hook may be readily adjusted at any

time. They cost only about 6 cents apiece.

When no particular hanger is specified, one similar to that shown

in Fig. 135 is generally used, as it costs 2 or 3 cents less than

the Berger Hanger. Such hangers, however, are very flimsy affairs,

and not suitable for good buildings.
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Eave troughs, when made of good material, with slip joints, make

a very practical gutter, and one which cannot very well get out of

order, and if a leak occurs it will not damage the building. They

are not very ornamental, however, and their use is therefore gener-

ally confined to cottages, stables, porches, etc.

Next to the eave trough, the simplest metal gutter for the edge of

a roof is that shown in Fig. 132. This form of gutter is very exten-

sively used. It makes a neat finish and answers its purpose very

Fig. 138. -Cornice. F, R. Comstock, Architect.

satisfactorily when provided with a sufficient fall to the outlets. It

is rather more expensive in most localities than a wooden or tin-lined

gutter. When used it should be made either of galvanized iron of

not larger gauge than No. 26 (24 is to be preferred) or of i6-ounce cold

rolled copper. All end joints should be soldered and riveted unless

the gutter is very long, when one or more expansion joints should be

provided. The back of the gutter should be turned up on the roof

at least 3 inches.

About the only trouble that the author has experienced with this

type of gutter is that when applied to overhanging eaves it is usually

necessary to make the gutter level, and when this is done the gutter

after a time gets clogged with dirt and leaves, thus preventing the

-.viter from draining perfectly and permitting it to freeze in the win-
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ter months, thereby often opening the joints in the gutter. Where
the lengths of gutter are short and the cornice has a good projection

the want of a pitch to the gutter does not give serious trouble, but

where the lengths are long or the projection very slight the gutter

should always have a fall to the outlet of at least i inch in 20 feet.

With a single gutter this fall is obtained by making the back of the

gutter higher at the low end than at the other. The authoi has

found that metal workers seldom give any pitch to such gutters un-

less it is specified.

When a metal gutter forms the crown member of a box cornice,

as in Figs. 140 and 141, it is almost necessary that the exposed face

of the gutter shall be level. To secure this, and also a pitch to the

gutter, it is customary to make a false front for the gutter, as shown

in the drawings. This front is set level, but the gutter proper has a

pitch of an inch or more, as may be desired. Wherever metal gut-

ters are used on brick cornices this arrangement should always be

adopted.

There is a slight objection to having the gutter at the very edge of

a heavy projecting eaves, in that it requires a heavy goose-neck or a

long piece of pipe to connect the gutter with the top of the con-

ductor, and such connecting pipes, being necessarily quite conspicu-

ous, often mar the appearance of the building. For this reason

many architects prefer with such cornices to place the gutter on top

cf the roof, as in Figs. 131 and 133, as by this arrangement a much
shorter connecting pipe may be used, and it is also much less con-

spicuous.

When drawing the detail of gutter and cornice the draughtsman

should always consider how the gutter is to be connected with the

outlet pipe, and locate the gutter so that a neat and practical connec-

tion may be made. The outlet pipe should always cut through the

bottom of the gutter, but may be cut on a slant if more convenient.

115. Wooden Cornices on Brick Buildings.—Wooden cor-

nices, when used on brick or stone buildings, are built in practically

the same way as on wooden buildings, except that in brick buildings

it is frequently necessary to build plank brackets, or " lookouts," into

the wall to support the woodwork. Ordinarily, on brick dwellings,

the wall facia comes down but i or 2 inches on to the brickwork and

is nailed to the plate, but occasionally it is desirable to cover up a

/oot or more of brickwork, as in Figs. 137 and 139, in which case it

is necessary to build nailing strips into the wall at the proper heigh*

to hold the finish,
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fhe varieties of cornice construction are innumerable, and their

shape is more a matter of taste than of construction, the gutter, as

has already been stated, being the principal constructive feature.

As an aid to the architect in de-

ciding upon the style of cornice to

be adopted, and in detailing the

same, a number of details are given

of various styles of cornices, which,

with those already referred to, may
be considered as covering every

type of wooden cornice.

Figs. 137-141 show various styles

of box cornices, /. e., those in which

the supporting timbers are con-

cealed.

Fig. J 37 shows the manner in \<rhich a classical cornice like that

shown in Fig. 138 is gen-

erally constructed. The

finish, and also the gut-

ter, is nailed to plank

lookouts built into the

wall about every 24

inches. With wooden

walls these lookouts are

spiked to the side of the

studding. The shape of

the mouldings may be

varied to suit individual

taste, but the pieces

should be put together

about as shown, and a

drip should always be

provided at the point D.

The bottom of the gut-

ter should be inclined

toward the outlets, and

the tin should be carried

well up on the roof, as

shown. When the gutter is surmounted by a balustrade especial

pains must be taken in tinning about the posts, and the bottom rail

of the balustrade should be kept at least 2 inches above the roof.

Fig. 140.
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In the Northern States snow is quite sure to lie back of such balus-

trades, and the roof should be tinned for a considerable distance be-

hind the railing, as shown in the figure.

Fig. 139 shows a section of the cornice of the Burnham Athenaeum,

Champaign, 111., Mr. J. A. Schweinfurth, architect. The soffit of

the cornice is paneled and the brackets are spaced from 2 to 3 feet

apart. This makes a very suitable cornice for a classical building

with a low pitch roof.

Fig. 140 shows a common method of forming a wooden cornice at

Fig. 141.

the base of a Mansard or gambrel roof, where the walls are of brick.

The double gutter shown has already been described, and should al-

ways be used on such cornices. The wall plate should, of course, be

bolted to the wall in the manner shown in Fig. 139.

Fig. 141 shows a box cornice used by the author on a brick city

residence in Denver, Col. A stone or terra cotta cornice would have

been more appropriate, but could not be afforded. The gutter is the

same in construction as that shown in Fig. 140, the crown moulding

being level, while the bottom of the gutter has a fall of about i inch
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Fig. 142 shows a section of the cornice on a grammar school build-

ing designed for the city of Boston by Mr. E. M. Wheelwright. The

especial feature of this cornice is the manner in which the rafter

ends are supported, it being in this respect rather unique. Usually

the rafter ends are made self-supporting, as cantilevers, and in this

case the only necessity for the lower brackets and beam is to satisfy

the eye rather than to support the rafter ends. For a heavy build-

ing, however, such a cor-

nice seems very effective,

and would probably
stand longer in case of

fire.

Open wooden cornices,

/. e., those in which the

rafter ends are exposed,

appear to be very popu-

lar at the present time,

and they certainly make
the best cont;: ruction,

both in durability and

safety from fire.

Elaborate cornices
generally have the rafter

ends made of white or

Southern pine, dressed for painting or varnishing and spaced at reg-

ular intervals. They are supported on the wall plate and by spiking

their upper ends to the common rafters or to planks cut between.

The roof boarding over the projection must be of sufficient thickn^ ;

that the shingle or slate nails will not go through. A covering of

i|-inch planks matched and beaded is undoubtedly the best^ as it

affords a good " hold " for the nails and is slow burning. On dwell-

ings, however, it is more common to cover the rafter ends with |-inch

white or Southern pine ceiling, dressed side down, with the usual

roof boarding or sheathing laid on top. A single thickness of ^-inch

ceiling is hardly sufficient to make a good job, although it has been

used for shingled roofs. The rafter ends are generally sawn to a

pattern, and they have a better appearance when 3 or 4 inches thick.

Fig. 143, from a house at Germantown, Pa., Frank Miles Day &
Bro., architects, shows rather an unusual method of forming the gut-

ter in an open cornice, with a tile roof. The idea was evidently to

conceal the gutter and permit of a thin edge to the roof. As shown

Fig. 142.
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in the elevation, a portion of each tile was placed across the gutter,

and, aside from the looks, the author would regard this as a very im-

portant precaution, as these tiles will prevent snow from lodging in

the gutter, while without them such a gutter would be likely to fill

solid with snow and ice.

Il6. Conductors.—The pipes v/hich conduct the water from the

gutter to the ground or drain are variously termed " c )nductors,"

" leaders " or '* down- spouts," the first term probably being in most

general use.

In the New England States, and possibly in some others, wooden

C( nductors are often used on dwellings, but in most locu.ities metal

conductors alone are used. •

CLtV^TJQAI

Fig- »43-

The wooden conductors used in New England are made of two

semi- cylinders of wood, about % inch tliick, grooved and splined at

the edges. These semi-cylinders are cut from the hollow portion of

wooden gutters, so that the material practically costs but little. They
are made of white pine or cypress, the latter wood being far the more

durable, and from \\ inches to 3 inches inside diameter. They are

usually painted the same color as the trimmings of the house.

Fig. 144 shows a patented section, made in Boston, of three pieces,

with wall iron attached. Except for the danger of being split by

the water choking up and freezing, cypress gutters are fully as dura-

ble as galvanized iron pipes, and much more durable than tin pipes.

These conductors may be finished at the top by a wooden moulding,

turned in two parts and nailed to the pipe ; at the bottom they are

usuallj* cut off square about 12 inches above the ground. If they
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are to be connected with the drain, the lower end may be inserted

in a piece of iron soil pipe.

Metal conductors are usually made of galvanized iron, although

tin is sometimes used on buildings of very moderate cost, and cop-

per on public buildings and the best class of private buildings.

Tin conductors are soon eaten through by rust and are not at all

economical in the long run ; they are also easily dented.

Copper is the most durable of all materials and should be used

when the rest of the construction will warrant the expense.

Galvanized iron, however, makes a very durable conductor, when

kept painted, and if made of suitable thickness is not easily dented.

For ordinary conditions No. 27 iron is sufficiently heavy, but where

the pipe is exposed to hard usage. No. 20 or No. 22 iron should be

used.* Copper conductors are usually made of either 14-ounce or

Fig. 144.—Steam's Patent Cypress Conductor and Malleable Wall Irons.

16-ounce cold rolled copper. With both metals the joints should be

both soldered and riveted. Metal conductors may be round, octa-

gon or rectangular in section, but should contain some provision for

expansion in case of freezing solid, as often happens. A corrugated

round pipe makes an excellent conductor and the square or octa-

gon shapes permit of some expansion, but a plain round pipe per-

mits of none. Corrugated round and rectangular pipes are car-

ried in stock in many cities, but it costs but little more to have the

pipes made to order, and many metal workers make their own con-

ductor pipes. When made to order they may of course be moulded

to suit the taste of the architect.

The section at A, Fig. 145, shows quite a common section f^r cus-

*The thickness of all sheet iron and steel is measured by the United States Standard Gauge,

which varies in nu ibers from 7 to 30, the larger number being always the thinnest. See table

in Appendix.
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torn-made pipes, while the section at B is the stock pattern. Rec
tangular conductors generally look better than round ones, and are

hence more often used where a fine appearance is desired.

3"4i"

Fig- 145.

The stock sizes for metal conductors are 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 inches

for round pipes, and i|x2f, 2^x3^, 3^x4! and 3fx5| inches for

corrugated rectangular pipes. Special pipes may be made of any

size.

On good work metal conductors are usually finished at the top

with ornamental caps, which may be made of various shapes, a

common one being shown in Fig. 146.

Conductors should be secured to the wall by malleable iron fittings

made for the purpose ; these are usually driven or screwed into the

wall about 5 feet apart, and screwed to a wooden conductor, or

wired to a metal one.

Goose-Necks.—The connection between a wooden conductor and

the gutter is usually made by a lead pipe, called a " goose-

neck," from its often being bent to that shape. For

3-incli conductors 2^-inch pipe should be used, and for

4-inch conductors 3-inch pipe. Lead goose-necks are

occasionally used with metal conductors, but more often

a piece of pipe, either straight or curved, is used to make

the connection; in fact the author has never seen a lead

n" goose-neck " in the West. When the conductors have

-^^ ornamental caps the connecting pipe is merely placed

inside of the cap. The goose-neck or pipe should be

soldered to a tin or metal gutter—generally a short

piece of pipe is soldered to the gutter, and the connect-

ing pipe slipped over it.

Waste from Conductors.—Wherever possible the con-

ductors should be connected with the sewer by means

of earthenware drain pipes, laid below the frost line and securely

trapped. The trap should also be provided with a clean-out.

When the conductors cannot be connected with the sewer, dry

Fig. 146.
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Wells filled with stones may be sunk 10 to 20 feet from the build*

ing and drains laid to these.

On isolated dwellings, troughs of stone, cement or wood, laid

above the ground, may be used to cany the water away from the

walls, but in no case should the water from the conductors be al-

lowed to run down on the foundation walls.

117. Conductors Carried Inside the Walls.—It is often

desirable and sometimes necessary

to place the conductors on the

inside of the wall. In such cases

4-inch cast iron soil pipe should

be used (cast iron does not rust

or corrode as badly as wrought

iron) with joints caulked and sol-

dered. Especial pains should also

be taken to protect the pipes from

frost, and if possible they should

be perfectly straight and perpen-

dicular. When practicable it is a

good idea to fur the outer wall so

that the conductor may be kept

entirely inside of the wall line ;

when this is not practicable, a re-

cess should be left in the wall for

the pipe, but there should never

be less than 9 inches of wall be-

tween the pipes and the outer air,

and it is advisable that the space

around the pipe be packed with

mineral wool. When the building

is heated by steam, a steam pipe

may either be run up beside the

conductor, or a Y may be placed

in the conductor in the cellar

and a steam pipe connected with it.

The upper end of the conductor should always be protected by

a galvanized wire screen, to keep out leaves and other solid sub-

stances, and, where practicable, a hand hole should he provided near

the top. Fig. 147 shows a. detail for an inside conductor in a build-

ing designed by Frederick W. Perkins, architect.

118. Gable Finish.—The gable ends of the roof on wooden

Fig. 147.
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buildings are usually finished to correspond with the eaves. If the

eaves have a close finish, a similar finish is carried up " on the rake
"

of the gables. When a box finish is used for the eaves, the " raking

cornice " is usually boxed out to correspond. Rake mouldings of

the same section as the eave mouldings will not mitre at the inter-

section (/. e., if the eave mouldings are plumb), and to make a proper

intersection the rake moulding should be worked to fit the eave

moulding, as shown in Fig. 148.

Fig. 148.

1 he rake moulding is obtained by drawing lines parallel to the

pitch of the roof from the angles of the eave moulding, and making

the projection A\ B\ etc., of the same length as the corresponding

Drojections of the eave mould.
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A moulding obtained in this way will not make a true mitre, but

it is the best that can be done. When the eave moulding is set at

right angles to the roof, as shown in Fig. 153, a rake moulding of

the same section will mitre perfectly. A moulding set in that way,

however, does not look as well as when vertical.

In classical buildings, the cornice, with the exception of the crown

mould, is always carried across the end of the building, and the

raking cornice finishes on top of it. In Colonial work, and particu-

larly on buildings with a gambrel roof, the cornice was often returned

a short distance, at the gable ends, to make a stop for the gable finish,

as shown in Fig. 149, and this method is still often followed.

The correct method of returning the cornice under a gable is

Fig. 149. B

that shown at A, but the method shown at B is more often adopted

on wooden buildings. The top of the return should b.e set on a

bevel and covered with metal.

The gable finish when boxed is supported by spiking look-

outs, 2 or 3 feet apart to the wall, and nailing a plank to their

outer ends, as shown in Figs. 153 and 154^!. The roof boarding

and mouldings are then nailed to the outer plank, and the planceer

or soffit is nailed to the under side of the lookouts.

When the eaves are finished with the rafter ends exposed, the gable

ends are usually finished either with ornamentalrafters, projecting i6

or more inches from the wall, as in Fig. 150, or by verge boards

The ornamental rafters may be supported by heavy brackets at

the bottom, and by the ridge at the top, or by lookouts
;
generally
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q u e n 1 1 y made

plain, with cham-

fered edges. They

should be made

at least i-^ inches

thick when the

panel moulds are

" planted " on,

and not less than

if inches thick

when carved or

chamfered.
When more than

12 inches wide

they should be

framed for reg-

ular panel work

wi th if -inch
rails and stiles.

both are used, as in Fig. 150,

and the lookouts are tenoned

and pinned to the outer rafters.

119. Verge Boards.

—

Verge boards (sometimes called

barge boards) are almost inva-

riably used on frame buildings

of the English Gothic or Tu-

dor styles of architecture, and

they may be used with almost

any style of finish except the

classical.

They are often highly orna-

mented by carving or panel

work, although they are fre-

r-TiiinHiiJ^

Fig. 151.
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Verge boards are applied and supported in many ways, some of the

more common being shown in Figs. 151-155. With open eaves the

/TT^T
Fig 153.

verge boards are generally, although not always, supported at their

lower end by wooden brackets, which also serve to stop the gable mould-

ings, or belt courses, as shown in Figs. 150 and 152, the bracket

being used more to stop the gable finish than for an actual support.

VM^-
Fig. 153-

With an eaves finish like that shown at A, Fig. 153, with the soffit

• the eaves and raking cornice in the same plane, the verge board
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may be supported as shown in Section C without brackets, in which

case the belt courses on the gable, if any, should be placed above

Fig. 154-

the point E^ unless they are to be carried around the sides of the

building. The wall under the soffit should be finished with a board

Fig. iS4<i.

to correspond with the fascia under the eaves. The projection ot'

verge boards is seldom less than 14 inches.
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Fig. 154 shows a rather peculiar method of stopping the verge

boards, with close eaves ; a ledge or shelf being formed to close

the lower end, as shown in the enlarged detail, Fig, 154a, and the

eave mouldings being returned under it, to form a belt course. Fig.

155 shows a very similar construction used in connection with a hor-

izontal soffit to the eaves ; in this case it is the only suitable method

of stopping the verge board. The top of the ledges or shelves

jhown in these figures should be pitched outward and covered with

tin or zinc.

On brick and stone buildings of a public or enduring character,

and on all city buildings, the gable walls are generally carried above

the roof and coped with stone or terra cotta, but on dwellings not

within the fire limits the gables are usually finished the same as on

wooden buildings, the lookouts which support the raking cornice

Fig. 155.

being built into the brick or stonework. Wooden cornices are much
cheaper than stone or terra cotta cornices or coping, and on subur-

ban residences they seem more appropriate and are sufficiently dura-

ble. A plank should be bolted to the top of the wall to receive the

oheathing and to stay the wall. If the finish is very deep it will

also be necessary to build bond timbers or wooden bricks into the

wall at intervals to nail the finish to.

120. Water Table, Corner Boards and Belt Courses.

—

At the bottom of all wooden walls and just above the masonry wall

there should be an offset or water table to throw the water which
runs down the wall away from the mason work. Fig. 156 shows a
section of water table that is much used and which answers every
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/to.«h(ni

purpose. The flashing shown by heavy line is often omitted, as it

is not necessary if the siding is tightly fitted on the board b.

Very often, when stone walls are used for the underpinning, the

wooden sill is placed 3 or 4 inches in from the face of the wall, thus

giving a greater projection to the water table, but the construction

is essentially the same.

Corner Boards.—When a wooden wall is covered with siding or

clapboards, it is necessary to finish all the angles

of the building with boards, put on vertically, for

the siding to butt against. These boards are

called "corner boards," and when plain are usu-

ally from 4 to 5 inches wide on external angles,

and 2 or 3 inches wide at internal angles. On
" Colonial houses " the corner boards are fre-

quently made in the shape of pilasters, from 10

inches to 18 inches wide and if inches thick.

When the walls are shingled corner boards are

not needed, and are therefore seldom, if ever, used.

Belt Courses.—Wooden belt courses are frequently placed on the

walls, or across the gable ends of wooden buildings, and occasion-

ally on brick buildings. They are generally built up of thin stuff, as

shown in Figs. 152 and 154^5, nailed to forms or furring blocks,

which are nailed to the sheathing of a wooden house, or to bond
timbers or lookouts on a brick one. They may be constructed in

any shape, to suit individual taste, but the top should always pitch

outward so that the wafer will run off freely, and a good drip should

be provided at the outer edge. Where the top joins the wall it

should be flashed with tin, lead, zinc or copper, about 4 inches wide,

and very often the entire top is covered with tin or zinc. On shin-

gled walls the shingles are usually brought out over the belt course,

as in Fig. 154a;, in which case flashing is not required.

Fig. 156.—Water Table.

COVERING OF WOODEN WALLS.

121. Siding or Clapboards.—The walls of wooden buildings

are usually covered either with shingles, siding or clapboards. In

most localities it costs less to cover a wall with siding or clapboards

than with shingles, and hence when the cost is an important item

siding is generally used. When of good material and properly used,

siding or clapboards make a good and durable wall covering, and,

as they have a more finished appearance than shingles, many persons

prefer them on that account.
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Clapboards, in the strict use of the term, are a peculiar product of

the New England States, and especially of Maine, the author never

having heard of their manufacture in other localities, unless it be in the

provinces. The clapboards made in Maine are 4 feet long, 6 inches

wide, ^ inch thick at the butt and about | inch thick at the other

edge, a cross section resembling that of the beviled siding shown

in Fig. 157.

These clapboards are cut from the log by a circular saw, which

cuts from the circumference to the centre, the log being hung as if in

a lathe, being revolved the proper distance every time the saw takes

off a board. Every board is of necessity perfectly quarter sawed,

hence there is very little shrinkage and warping in them. When
covering a building with clapboards the New England carpenters

commence at the top and work down, as the clapboards can be laid

faster in that way and with much less expense in staging. Clap-

boards should be free from knots or sap and should be closely butted

at the end joints. The best Eastern clapboards are made out of

white pine, although more clap-

n.
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Fig. 157.

boards are now made of spruce,

and even hemlock clapboards are

sometimes seen.

Siding.—Outside of the New
England States " siding " is used

instead of clapboards for wall

covering, and it is also coming

into use in some portions of New
England.

The common siding has a sim-

ilar section to that of clapboards,

but is a little thicker, and is

sawed from the log in the same manner as boards, and in lengths of

from 10 to 16 feet. The ordinary siding, too, is not quarter sawed.

Siding has the advantage over clapboards in that there is usually

much less waste in cutting, short splicing is avoided, and there are

less joints. The common bevel siding is applied in the same way as

clapboards, working from the top downward ; the end joints should

be carefully butted, and for the best work the ends should be dipped
in white lead and oil and should come over a stud. Six-inch siding

or clapboards are usually laid with an exposure to the weather of ^
inches. In some localities beveled siding is furnished in 4, 5 and 6-

inch widths, but 6 inches is the ordinary width, the common section

being that shown in Fig. 157.
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In Boston, and possibly elsewhere, a rebated siding, as shown at

B, Fig. 158, is carried in stock. Rebated siding possesses the ad-

vantage that the nails pass through only one piece of siding, and in

case of shrinkage there is no danger of the clapboards splitting as

there is when the nail passes through two pieces, as shown at A. It

is also claimed that the rebated siding gives tighter joints, and that it

can be laid more rapidly and with greater accuracy ; it also lays

close to the boarding, thus preventing any

danger of splitting. The rebate is \ inch

deep
;

5 -inch siding showing 4f inches to the

weather.

Beside the bevel siding various styles of

moulded siding, usually called drop or novelty

siding, are used (see Fig. 157). These are

made from f-inch boards and have only about

|-inch lap or cover. Such siding could be

stuck to order at a slight additional expense.

The most durable woods for siding or clap-

boards are cypress and redwood, and one or

the other of these woods can probably be ob-

tained in most localities. Next to these woods

soft pine makes the best siding. The harder

pines are too brittle for beveled siding, as

they split in nailing. Clear spruce is very

largely used, but is not as good as the woods

above mentioned. The best siding is quarter

A B sawed ; then there are generally a first and

Fig. 158. second quality, not quarter sawed, the second

quality usually containing more or less sap,

and in spruce a few small knots. Siding is often nailed directly to

the studding without any sheathing or boarding between, especially

in the Western States, but this should never be done except on sum-

mer cottages. A building covered in this way is very cold in winter

and hot in summer, as well as much less rigid.

122. Wall Shingling.—Previous to about the year 1880 clap-

boards or siding appear to have been considered the only suitable

covering for the walls of frame buildings of any pretensions, but

with the advent of the modern country house shingles came rapidly

into favor for covering the walls of dwellings, and even of public

buildings, when of frame ; many dwellings being completely cov-

ered with shingles from sill to ridge.
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The choice of shingles or siding for wall covering is generally de-

termined by the effect desired. As a rule, shingling a wall costs a

trifle more than covering it with beveled siding or clapboards, but

the difference is not usually a very big item. Shingles undoubtedly

make a much warmer wall than clapboards, as where shingles are

used there are usually three thicknesses at all points, while with siding

there is practically but one thickness.

Probably the particular reason why shingles have been so much
in favor for covering country and suburban buildings is that they

are especially adapted to oil or creosote stains, by which an effect

is produced that is not possible with siding or clapboards.

The shingles used for wall covering are of the same kind as those

used on the roof (for description of shingles see Section 129), except

that for the walls they are often cut to an ornamental pattern. For

ornamental work it is best to use dimension shingles (shingles all of

the same width), but for plain work this is not necessary, and even

where the butts of the shingles are cut to a wave pattern random

widths may be used. It is desirable, however, that wall shingles

should not be wider than 8 inches nor narrower than 3^ inches.

The manner of applying the shingles to a wall is the same as on

a roof, but a greater exposure of the butt is permissible, wall shingles

generally being laid from 5 to 6 inches to the weather.

In hnishing external angles the shingles are usually lapped over

each other alternately, as shown in Fig. 153. At the sides of the

window frames the joint should be flashed with either sheathing

paper, tin or zinc, as explained in Section 92.

123. Sheathing Paper.*—It is well known that frame buildings,

* The following, although necessarily restricted to a few lines, will give a general idea of the

cost of different kinds and grades of sheathing papers, the price given being a fair average for

the material appli*dx.o an outside wall or roof:
Price per loo
Square Feet.

Common Tarred Felts (15 lbs. per square) 30 cents.

Red Rosin-Sized Sheathing, best grades 35 "

Manahan's Parchment Sheathing, single-ply 36 "
" " ** double-ply 40 **

" Ship rigging Tar Sheathing, 2-ply 75 '•

•• Neponset " Black (Waterproof) Building Paper 45 •
" Red Rope Roofing Fabric $1.10

Sheathing Papers with Asphalt Centre 401050 ' **

Johns' Asbestos Building Felt, 10 lbs. per square 43 **

** " " " 14 lbs. per square 5j *

Cabot's Sheathing Quilt, single-ply f1.05
" " " double-ply ,.... $i.a<

Sawyer's Century Sheathing Quilt (Felt coated one side with a water and vermin-

•>roof compound S«.*'
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when merely sheathed and clapboarded or shingled on the outside,

and simply lathed and plastered on the inside, are almost sure to be

hot in summer and cold in winter, and as the wood shrinks, as it is

quite sure to do, cracks are made through which the wind finds its

way. For these reasons some extra provision should be made for

keeping out the wind and the heat and cold, and it is generally ad-

mitted that there is no material that will do this at so small an

expense as properly prepared paper. The papers made for this pur-

pose are commonly known as sheathing paper or building paper.

There are a great variety of sheathing papers manufactured, many
of them of great excellence, and even the best are comparatively

inexpensive (costing only about $i.oo per one hundred square feet),

so that only the better qualities of paper should be specified.

The qualities which good sheathing paper should possess are tough-

ness and impenetrability to air and water ; they should not be brittle

nor have a strong odor, and for the convenience of the builder should

be clean to handle. There are so many papers made that possess

these qualities that it is deemed inexpedient to mention particular

brands, but the architect should decide for himself from the samples

with which he has probably been furnished as to what paper is

best adapted to his particular conditions, and then specify that brand

(giving also the manufacturer's name), rather than to leave it to the

selection of the builder, who will be quite sure to be guided by the

price rather than by the quality.

Tarred or saturated papers are not now considered desirable either

for wall sheathing or for placing on a roof, as they soon become brit-

tle, emit a strong odor and are very disagreeable to handle. There

are some papers, however, like Manahan's Parchment Sheathing,

which contain a very little tar, sufficient, it is claimed, to make them

an antiseptic for all fungoid growth' and dust germs, but not enough

to give any undesirable qualities.

The old-fashioned rosin-sized sheathing is soft and spongy, and

absorbs and holds steam and moisture, and hence is not desirable for

outside sheathing.

Sheathing paper is usually applied just previous to putting on the

siding or shingles. It is generally placed horizontally on the walls,

and should lap about 2 inches and over the paper previously placed

around the windows and doors.

If Cabot's Sheathing Quilt is to be placed under clapboards or

siding, laths should be nailed vertically over the quilt opposite each

stud and the siding nailed on the laths, otherwise it will be difficult
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to get them on evenly, owing to the thickness and the elastic quality

of the "quilt." Shingles, however, may be applied directly over

the quilt.

The sheathing paper and the putting of it on should be included

in the carpenter's specifications.

124. Joining a Wooden to a Stone Wall.—Suburban and

country residences are often built with part of the walls of frame

and part of stone, and as the young architect may be puzzled as to

just how the walls should be joined we give an illustration (Fig. 159)

of the method adopted in a house by Mr. Cass Gilbert, built some

years ago.*

It should be noticed that the stud A forms an anchor to keep the

wall in place, sideways, and that the sheathing paper on the wooden

M 5HEATH.NG.M^^^° M M .^

Fig. 159-

wall is extended around this stud, and the joint between the stone

and the paper is filled with cement. The outer edge of this joint is

concaved for the shingles to fit into. The stud A should also be

anchored to the stone wall, so that in case of settlement the two will

not separate.

125. Porches.—The building of a porch involves two kinds of

work, the rough work which supports the floor and roof and the fin-

ished work, which is the part exposed to the eye.

The framing of porch floors has been described in Section 49.

The rafters of the roof are supported by a plate or beam spanning

from post to post or from post to wall, and usually enclosed by the

cornice or by a false beam built up of -|-inch pine boards. When the

finished posts are round they usually form the support for the roof
;

if the posts are square a rough post is often set up to support the

•This illustration was first published in the American Architect of March 14, 1885^
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plate and a finished post built around it. Hollow posts should never

be used to support any great weight.

Porches may be built and finished in so many different ways that

it is impossible, in a work of this character, to allude to more than

a few general features.

To begin with, the floor should rest on a solid foundation, brick

or stone piers being the best, and all vertical wooden supports should

be set with the fibres running vertically. All joints should be made
so as not to be exposed to the weather, and the various parts should

be neatly joined and well nailed together.

Porches built against brick or stone walls should have the upper

portion secured to the wall by f-inch bolts set in the wall as it is

built.

Flooring.—For the flooring hard pine should be used, and for

first-class work the boards should be not over 4 inches wide, i^ in-

ches thick and quarter sawed, and, of course, free from knots or sap.

In regard to using matched flooring custom varies in different

portions of the country. In the New England States it is customary

to lay porch floors with open joints, the boards having square edges

and being set about ^^ of an inch apart, the nails being driven

through the top. In other sections of the country matched flooring

is generally used and nailed in the joints (blind nailed). The author

is inclined to favor the open joint flooring, especially in localities

where there is much rain or snow, although in climates like that of

Colorado the tight flooring is perhaps more satisfactory. When the

boards are matched they should have the tongue painted with thick

white lead and oil just before the boards are laid, and the floor should

pitch from the wall outward, about i inch in 8 feet, so that water

will not stand on it.

When the sides of the porch are enclosed with a solid wall it is a

good idea to run a narrow strip around the outside edge of the

floor with a groove worked in and graded to form a gutter, and with

holes bored through to let out the water.

When the porch is open the outer edges of the floor are finished

with a nosing and cove, as shown in Fig. 161. Very often the ends

or sides of the floor boards are rounded and the cove moulding

placed underneath, and with open floors this is the best way, but

with tight floors a solid moulding nailed to the edge of the floor, as

in Fig. 161, makes a neater job.

The steps, if of wood, should be supported on plank strings set

from 16 to 20 inches apart and resting on a flat stone or foundation
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wall at the bottom. The treads should be i^ inches thick, with the

front edge rounded for a nosing, and the ends (when open) finished

with a nosing planted on and mitred at the corners ; a cove mould-

ing is usually placed under the nosing. The ends of the steps are

generally finished with a triangular panel, the panel being solid or

made of lattice, according as it is smail or large.

Fig, 160.

The sides and front of the porch beneath the floor, when of wood,
are generally finished with wide pine casings with lattice work in

the panels. There are two methods of forming this lattice work, the

cheaper and more common one being to use lattice strips of stock

size (Jxi^ inches) nailed over each other, as shown in Fig. 160, A^

the vertical strips being on the outside. The strips should be set
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so that the openings will be square and equal to the width of the

strips, and the strips should be nailed together where they cross.

The other method is to use strips f inch thick and about 2J

inches wide and halve them together at the intersections, giving

the appearance shown at B. This style of lattice undoubtedly looks

more substantial than the other, but it costs two or three times as

much. In putting up the lattice it is customary to nail the strips to

the rough work of the porch and then nail the casings over the strips,

but it is better, with a porch like that shown at A^ to frame the cas-

ings together and to nail the strips to the back of the frame thus

formed, so that it can be taken out should occasion require.

126. Superstructure.—In regard to the superstructure, the con-

struction or putting together of the . finish will depend a great deal

upon the style of the porch, many porches being finished with cor^

nice and gable to correspond with those on the house.

At the present time porches of the colonial or classical type are

very much in vogue. These usually have turned posts which rest

either on a pedestal or on the floor, as shown in Fig. 160. The
choice of style is largely a matter of taste. When a post stands on

a pedestal its diameter is decreased, and hence it can be turned from

a smaller stick, and the decrease in the diameter also lessens the

height of the cornice above, the proportions of the column and cor-

nice being approximately those given by Vignola.

Posts less than 12 feet high are almost always turned from a solid

timber, redwood or cypress being the best woods for the purpose, as

they can be obtained in large sizes and free from knots, besides

standing well.

The caps and bases are commonly turned out of pieces of planks

with the grain horizontal. To make a neat job, the timber from

which the post is turned should be at least i inch larger than the

diameter of the column, so that the fillet at the top and bottom can

be turned on the post. The columns will crack and check less if

they are bored longitudinally through the centre.

The rails and balusters may be of such size and shape as suits

the designer. Rails less than 4x4 inches in cross-section are usually

"stuck "from a single piece of wood; when larger than this it is

best to build them up.

It is a good idea to bevel the top of the rails slightly so that water

will not stand on them, and a beveled top to the lower rail holds the

balusters more securely. For residences not too pretentious in style

plain balusters \\ inches square, or Jxi J inches when set about \\
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inches apart, make a neat and inexpensive railing. The builders of

the better colonial residences generally used balusters 4 or 5 inches

in diameter and a correspondingly heavy rail, as shown at B, Fig.

161, and such balustrades are still used. They are, of course, much

DETAIL OF PORCH A, FIO. 160.

Fig. i6i.

more expensive than the other railing shown. The common size for

turned balusters for porch or piazza railings is if inches. The usual

height of the rail from the floor is 2 feet 6 inches. The lower rail

should be kept 2 inches above the floor to facilitate sweeping, blocks
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being placed under the rail at distances of 4 or 5 feet to keep it from

sagging.

When short posts are used they are usually nailed to the floor, and

if they do not come at an angle of the porch should be further

strengthened by iron angles screwed to the floor and post.

The construction of the cornice of porches such as have been de-

scribed is illustrated by the enlarged section, Fig. 161. It should be

noticed that the plate which supports the rafters is placed directly

under the rafters and is supported over the columns by uprights

formed of studding. The lower plate is suspended from the upper

one between the posts, but when the fascia is on the cornice is really

self supporting.

It is always desirable to provide the porch roof with gutters and

conductors. When the roof is flat the gutter may be formed in the

roof as shown. A pitch of | of an inch to the foot is sufficient for

a tin roof.

If there is a railing above a tin roof the best method of securing

the posts, if square and built up, is to extend a rough scantling from

the plate 12 inches or more above the roof and turn the tin up

around it, soldering the tin at the corners. The finished post is then

set over it and is securely held, and without chance of leaks through

the roof.

If turned posts are to be used they may be extended through the

roof in the same way and the top of the tin turned into a saw-cut in

the post, which should then be filled with putty, or a block of wood
about 1 1 inches thick and i inch larger than the post may be

nailed over the tin roof and then covered with tin, which should be

soldered to the roofing. The post may then be toe-nailed to this

block. Angle posts are braced sufficiently by the railing without

extending through the roof, but where intermediate posts are used it

is best to carry them to the plate.

Movable Floor.—If the porch roof is to be used as a balcony it

should be covered with tin or copper, and a movable flooring, made
of slats and cleats, laid over it. The slats should be of 4-inch square-

edged flooring, laid \ inch apart and nailed to i|-inch or if-inch

cleats, which should be blocked up from the tin, but not fastened in

any way. This flooring should be made in sections convenient for.

handling.

Although not a matter of construction, a very common mis-

take made in designing residence porches that face the South or

West is that the bottom of the cornice is placed too high abovo
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Ihe floor, so that the roof does not protect from the sun during the

afternoon.

Unless the porch is very deep the clear opening above the floor

should not be more than 8 feet if the pc^rch faces the West. On the

east side of the house this is not a matter of consequence.

127. Dormers.—Dormers are of two kinds—those built entirely

on the roof, as in Figs. 163-166, and those which form a continua-

tion of the wall, as in Fig. 162.

On isolated or suburban residences the former are more common,

although on story-and-a-half houses the latter are often used. Dor-

mers of the latter kind are very common on the fronts of public

Fig. 162.

buildings and city residences, but they are usually built either of

masonry or metal, and often with elaborate gables, pilasters, etc.

There are so many different styles of dormers, and so many differ-

ent ways of roofing and finishing them, that it is impossible to much
more than allude to them. As a rule, the eaves and roof are made
to correspond with those of the building, except that where the eaves

overhang the main roof there is no necessity for a gutter.

To be of practical utility the window sill should be not more than

z\ feet, nor the top of the window less than 5^^ feet, above the floor.

A few examples of common types of dormers are shown in Figs.

162-166. The simplest method of roofing a dormer, when the main

roof rises high enough, is that shown in Fig. 162. The roof of the

dormer should have a pitch of at least 30°, and the outer edge should

be provided with a gutter and conductor.
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For dormers placed on the roof a gable or hip roof has generally

the best appearance, and for these the style of finish shown in Fig.

163 is about the cheapest. On houses of the colonial type dormers

similar to that shown in Fig. 164, or with a semicircular roof and

gable, are often used, and frequently a single dormer of this type is

placed between two of the type shown in Fig. 163. When the gable

end is semicircular the roof is generally of the same shape and cov-

ered with tin or copper, but when the gable is finished as in Fig

164, a pitch roof covered with slate or shingles is often used, the

Fig. 163. Fig. 164.

gable cornice being made about 10 or 12 inches wide on top and
covered with tin or copper, as shown at T^ and the roof dropped be-

hind it, as with masonry walls.

Figs. 165 and 166 show types of dormers often used on shingled

houses. These admit of a great variety of treatment.

Fig. 165 illustrates a style of shingled valleys that has become quite

common on this style of building. The valleys, instead of being formed

as described in Section 133, are rounded so that the courses of shin-

gles may be made continuous from the main roof to the dormer.

The juncture of the sides of the dormer with the main roof are also

sometimes shingled in a similar manner.

The framing of the sides and roof of all of these dormers is very

much the same, the description given in Section 82 applying to

nearly all wooden dormers.
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128. Wooden Skylights.—Large skylights, and those having

a, gable or hipped roof, can be made much better of galvanized iron

or copper than of wood, but small skylights or glazed scuttles, when
necessary for lighting an attic room, may be constructed of the lat-

ter material when not within the fire district.

Such skylights usually consist of a glazed sash through which

light is admitted, and the frame on which the sash rests and to which

it is usually hinged.

Fig. 165. Fig. 166.

When on a pitched roof, the skylight or sash is usually placed par-

allel with and about 8 inches above the roof. The proper method

of constructing such a skylight is shown in section in Fig. 167. An
opening is first framed in the roof by means of header and trimmer

rafters and the frame spiked to the inside of the opening. This

frame should be made of 2-inch or 2\-'\x\c\v plank n^ inches wide.

Quite often the frame is made of 6-inch or 8-inch rough plank nailed

on top of the roof, the inside flush with the rough opening, and the

opening and frame cased with finished boards or ceiling. This

method, however, is not as good as the one shown, as the wide planks

add to the stiffness of the frame and opening and prevent the two
from separating.

The sash is framed together in the same way as window sash, but
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should have no cross bars or muntins, and the A)wer rail should be

made so that the glass will pass over it. The rails and stiles should

be 2 inches wider than the thickness of the frame, and a |-inch strip

should be nailed to the under side of the stiles, outside of the frame,

to protect the joint.

For economy in the glass, and also to stiffen the sash, the latter is

usually divided into lights, about 12 inches wide, by longitudinal

muntins or sash bars, as shown in the isometric view. The glass is

usually set in putty at the top and sides, but at the bottom the top

Fig. 167.

of the glass is left free to shed water. If the length of the sash is

not more than Tyd inches each light should be of one piece of glass.

When it is greater than this the lights may be glazed with two or

more pieces lapped over each other (about x\ inches), as shown in

the section.

Greenhouse roofs are glazed in this way, the divisions often being

8 or 10 feet long and glazed with small lights of glass. The thick-

ness of the sash should not be less than if inches, and if the frame

opening is greater than 3x4 feet the thickness should be increased.

The most important items in connection with a skylight of the kind

shown are the flashing and provision for taking care of the conden-

sation that always forms on the under side of the glass, if the room

below is warmed or occupied.
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Behind the top of the frame a gutter should be formed as shown,

the board B being cut so as to be highest at the middle and falling

to each side. The lining of this gutter should extend well up on the

roof, and should be turned over the edge of the frame into a groove

fvhich should be graded to drain off the water at the sides If the

sash is to open it should be hinged at the top and a strip of lead

nailed to the top rail, as shown at H, to form a counter flashing.

If the sash is stationary a simple fillet may be nailed to the under

side of the sash above the frame. The sides of the frame snould be

Fir 167a.

flashed with tin (or zinc) shingles the same as around a chimney,

the flashing being carried to the top of the frame.

At the bottom of the frame it is better to use a wide piece of gal-

vanized iron for the flashing, as this will stay in place better than tin

or zinc.

For taking care of the water of condensation a small gutter should

be formed in the flashing, as shown at D. As the water forms on
the glass it runs down until it strikes the lower rail and then drops

into the gutter.
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For a small skylight the water in the gutter will evaporate so that

it will not overflow, but on larger skylights provision should be made
for draining off the water by means of a small pipe carried through

the frame.

On large skylights, also, if made of wood, the sash bars should

have a cross section like that shown by the enlarged section, gutters

being formed at G to receive water that may run down on the sides

of the bars. These gutters should empty into the gutter under the

lower rail. Unless some such provision is made for receiving the

condensation, much trouble will be experienced by water dripping

on the floor.

The sash is usually fastened by a flat iron bar, provided with holes

to slip over a pin, so as to both secure the window and to hold it

open at certain distances. The frame and sash should be made of

clear, well-seasoned cypress, white pine or redwood.

When a skylight of the style described above is placed on a flat

roof it may be made in the same way, only making the frame higher

at one end than at the other, so that the sash will have an inclination

of about 2 inches to the foot. On flat roofs the frame or curb may
be set on top of the roof.

Fig. 167a shows another detail, which is in some respects superior

for large skylights.

Scuttles in a roof should have a frame and be flashed in the same

way as described for skylights, and the corner should set down over

the frame and be covered with tin or copper.

129. Shingled Roofs.—Shingles have always been the common
roofing material of the United States, and probably will continue to

be for a number or years. While shingles are inflammable and not

as durable as tiles or slates, the better qualities are sufficiently dura-

ble for the ordinary residence, and they may be treated so as not to

take fire easily. They are also admirably adapted to color treatment,

by means of stains, and many architects prefer them to slate on res-

idences for this reason. The low cost of a shingle roof, as compared

with a slate or tile roof, however, is probably the chief factor in their

selection.

The best shingles are considered to be those made from cypress,

redwood or cedar, in the order mentioned. Cypress shingles are

probably more durable than redwood shingles, but their advantage

in durability is offset by the slow-burning qualities of redwood, and

also by the richer color of the latter wood, so that there is not much
choice between the two woods.
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The most common wood for shingles, however, is the cedar, which

is considerably cheaper than cypress or redwood, and sufficiently

durable when dipped in oil or stain. The old-fashioned split pine

shingles were very durable, but the pine shingles now sold are infe-

rior to cedar. Spruce shingles are also sold in some localities, but

are not suitable for good work.

Practically all of the shingles now used have rough surfaces as

they come from the saw.

Cedar and redwood shingles as commoaly sawn are 16 inches long,

while cypress shingles are usually 18 inches long, and may, there-

fore, have a greater exposure to the weather. Redwood shingles and

the cedar shingles from the States of Washington and Oregon (which

furnish most of the shingles used west of the Mississippi) are ^
inch thick at the butt ; cypress shingles are usually sawn thicker,

those used in Boston being -^ inch and \ inch thick.

Ordinary roofing shingles are of random widths, varying from 2\

to 14 and sometimes 16 inches ;'they are put up in bundles, usually

four to the thousand. A " thousand " common shingles means the

equivalent of 1,000 shingles 4 inches wide.

When shingles are to be laid to form a pattern, it is desirable and

often necessary that they shall all be of the same width. For this

purpose shingles of certain widths are bunched together and sold as

^* dimension shingles." The most common width for dimension shin-

gles is 6 inches, although 4-inch and 5 -inch shingles are carried in

stock in many localities.

Dimension shingles are generally of the best quality and cost a

little more than random widths.

In most cities dimension shingles with the butt sawn to various

patterns are also carried in stock. Any suitable pattern can, how-

ever, be sawn from dimension shingles at a small expense.

Grading of Shingles.—Shingles are variously graded and marked

by the manufacturers, the grades and marks differing for the differ-

ent woods and in different localities.

The best quality of shingles should be free from sap, shakes

and knots. The Washington and Oregon cedar is almost entirely

free from all of these defects. In pine and cypress shingles small

sound knots are permitted when not nearer than 8 inches to the butt

end.

Unless the architect is familiar with the markings of the shingles in

the local market, it is best to specify " the best quality," rather than

the " first quality," as the terms are not synonymous, the best
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quality often being marked " Extra " or " Prime," while " first qual-

ity " may really be used to designate a quality not so good.

Durability.—In regard to the durability of shingles, an instance is

on record where cypress shingles remained on the roof of a Virginia

mansion, in a good state of preservation, for 104 years. Redwood

shingles should remain in good condition for from 25 to 50 years,

and if dipped in oil would probably last longer. Cedar shingles

should last from 12 to 15 years with ordinary treatment, and if dip-

ped in oil or creosote should last 25 years.

Paper Lining.—The roofs of all buildings that are to be plastered

(at least in the Northern States) should be covered under the shingles

by a layer of good strong waterproof paper. It is true that such a

lining is apt to diminish the durability of the shingles (unless they

are dipped all over) by causing them to sweat and rot on the under

side, but this disadvantage is more than offset, in the Northern

States, by the additional warmth obtained, and by preventing fine

snow that may sift under the shingles from going farther.

Tarred felt has been much used for this purpose and answers very

well, but there are waterproof papers which are more durable, as

well as cleaner and better to handle.

130. Laying the Shingles.—Shingles are generally put on by

the carpenter, although in the larger cities there are persons who

make a specialty of shingling roofs; but it is doubtful if, as a rule,

they do the work as well as a regular carpenter.

The men that put on the shingles also usually do all flashing,

except counter flashing, and the flashing material is ordinarily fur-,

nished by the tinner.

In shingling a roof the workmen always commence at the eaves,

or lowest edge, and lay the shingles in courses, either to a line or

straight-edge. The first or lowest course should always be a double

or triple one (usually double); the other courses are laid single.

Each shingle should be secured by two 3-penny nails, driven about

8 inches from the butt, and if a very durable roof is desired galva-

nized nails should be used. (Cedar, cypress or redwood shingles will

usually remain in good condition long after the nails have been de-

stroyed by rust.)

The courses of shingles should lap over each other so that a

little less than one-third of the length of the shingle will be exposed

to the weather.

Unless the roof is very steep 16-inch shingles should not be laid

more than 4I inches "to the weather," nor 18-inch shingles more

than 5^ inches to the weather.
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Of course the more the shingles are laid to the weather the

greater area a thousand shingles will cover, and hence it is to the

contractor's advantage to lay them as much to the weather as he

thinks is safe; for this reason the specifications should always state

how much of the shingle is to be exposed.

The following table shows the area that 1,000 shingles (random

widths) will cover when laid with different exposures, allowing noth-

ing for waste:

Laid /\\ inches to the weather, 1,000 will cover 118 sq. ft., or 847 to a " square."

4i

4f

5

5i
6

This table, of course, applies to either walls or roof.

The shingles in the different courses should be laid so as to break

joint at least i inch, and as much more as possible. They should

.. 125 ••
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means of a wooden or metal hip roll; B, by close shingling and
flashing, and C, by shingling parallel with the hips.

In the first method wide shingles are selected for the hips, and

they are cut off on the slant of the hip, a wooden moulding of the

shape shown in Fig. 170a!, or a metal hip roll, of the shape shown in

Fig. 170^, being set over the joint. Wooden hip rolls may be worked

ScrevAA

00 MOULDING

SHINGLCSl

bIP RAFTER

Fig. 170a. Fig. 170^.—Metal Hip Roll.

out of if or 2^-inch stock. They are often turned in ornamental pat-

terns to represent tiles. When galvanized iron or copper hip rolls are

used it is best to nail a wooden hip pole to the roof, under the metal

roll, and the latter should be nailed to it. In a great deal of work,

however, this wooden pole is omitted, the metal being simply nailed

to the roof through the flanges.

Fig. 171.

In making a close hip wide shingles should be selected and cut to

a pattern, as shown at A, Fig. 171, and over each pair of hip shingles

a piece of tin or zinc, 5x5 inches, bent to the proper angle, should be

nailed, so that it will come just above the bottom of the next shingle.

This tin makes the hip tight and prevents the shingles from splitting

and being blown off. The edges of the hip shingles should be lapped
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alternately over each other as shown. This makes a tight and very

neat looking hip. On very steep roofs the shingles need not be cut

at right angles to the hip, but the butts carried out straight, using the

tin shingles as above.

A modification of this method, sometimes adopted, especially on

spires, is to form the hips by a i^-inch wood bead, nailed to the

boarding on the line of the hip, and covered with long strips of tin

or sheet lead, 10 inches wide, turned over the bead and spread out

on the roof (as at B), the edges of the shingles being lapped

over the flashing and laid close against the i;|-inch bead. When
care is taken to have the beads perfectly straight this makes a very

pretty hip.

The third and cheapest method, sometimes called the " Boston

Hip," is to lay a course of 4 or 5 -inch

shingles parallel with the hip and over

the other shingles, as shown in Fig.

172, the hip shingles lapping each other

alternately, as shown at A, A. The

hips and ridges of a roof are not very

apt to leak, but unless the shingles are

well secured they are liable to be blown

off. With a hip roll it is easier to make

the hips straight than by the other

methods.

132. Deck Mouldings.—When a shingle roof terminates under a

deck roof covered with tin or copper, the best method of finishing

the edge of the deck roof is by means of a galvanized iron or copper

moulding, extending on to the shingle roof as shown in Fig. 173, the

tin or copper roofing being locked and soldered to the top of the

moulding. A wooden crown moulding may be used in place of the

metal moulding, the roofing extending over the top, but it does not

make as good a job as the metal mould.

If a railing or cresting of any kind is to be put around the edge of

a deck, or tinned roof, it should be secured to the roof by nailing

blocks of wood of the proper size to receive the uprights over the tin

or copper roofing, and then covering the blocks with tin or copper,

soldered to the roofing. The uprights may then be screwed to the

wooden blocks by brass screws.

The angle formed in a gambrel roof is generally finished as shown

in Fig. 174, a small moulding being used, as it is not intended to be

conspicuous.

133. Flashings.— If a good quality of shingles are used and or-
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dinary care exercised in laying them, there should be no danger of a

leak on a plane roof surface. The places where leaks most frequently

occur, and with which especial pains should be taken, are those

uound chimneys, dormers or skylights, and in the valleys.

The only way in which these places can be made tight is by the

ose oi flashings, i. e., pieces of sheet tin, zinc, copper or lead.

For shingle roofs I. C. tin or 14-ounce zinc is generally used for

flashings, and 3-pound or 4-pound sheet lead for counter flashings,

although in much cheap work tin is used for the counter flashings.

The use of zinc for flashings appears to be confined to the East-

ern States, where it is considered greatly superior to tin, and is very

commonly used. The roofers in Colorado claim that in that State

there is a certain amount of alkali in the rain water which eats away
the zinc but does not affect tin. Whether this is true or not the

author does not know, but no zinc is used there for flashings, and in

general tin appears to be the common flashing material throughout

the country. One of the best (stamped) brands of tin should be

specified, and it will be more durable if painted on the under side

before using.

Fig. 173. Fig. 174. Fig. 17s.

For slate roofs i6-ounce copper should be used, as it is much nvore

durable than tin or zinc, but for shingle roofs it would hardly be in

keeping.

For all counter flashings built or let into mason work sheet lead

should always be specified.

For open valleys on large roofs the author has often used galva-

nized iron, frequently in the shape shown in Fig. 175, the ridge at

the centre being formed to prevent the possibility of nails being

driven through the iron by the workmen walking in the valley. Tin

valleys are often punctured in that way.

Valleys.—There are two methods in common use of forming the

valleys. The first, and the one most generally used with shingle

roofs, is to line the valley with long strips of tin or zinc, laid the
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whole length of the valley and locked and soldered together at the

joints. The lining is then nailed to the roof boarding, at the edges,

about every 12 inches.

The shingles are laid over the edges of the lining from 4 to 6

inches, leaving an open valley 6 or 8 inches wide, as at A, Fig. 176.

On roofs having a pitch of 45 degrees or more the lining should be

at least 18 inches wide, and on roofs of less pitch at least 20 inches

wide.

The second method gives what is called a "close " vailey. Trap-

ezoidal pieces of tin or zinc are cut out, usually 15 inches at the top,

10 inches at the bottom, and 9 inches long for 16-inch shingles, and

shingled into each course of shingles, the flashings being bent in the

middle to extend up on each side of the valley, and the shingles laid

close in to the valley, so that when completed the valley has the ap-

A Fig. 176. B

pearance shown at B. Close valleys look rather neater than open

valleys, and on a steep roof they make tight work, but open valleys

are the more common for shingle roofs, and when the pitch is less

than 45 degrees are the safer to use.

Flashing against wooden dormers or any wooden wall should be

done by working " tin shingles " about 7 inches square into each

course; these "shingles" should be bent in the middle at right

angles so that one half can be worked under the shingles on the

roof and the other half under the shingles or siding on the wall,

forming a sort of valley. If the pitch of the roof is less than 45 de-

grees the flashing should extend at least 4 inches on to the roof.*

The best method of flashing under the dormer window sills, which

is a bad place for leaks, was explained in Section 82.

134. Flashing Against Brick or Stone Work.—Flashing against

•The common size of tin shingles for flashing is 5x7 inches, the shingles being laid lengthway*

on the roof and turned up 2^ inches. This is the smallest size that should be used, and in ex-

posed places 01 on rather flat roofs they should be larger, say 7x7 inches, or 7x9^ inclies. So

that they may be cut from a sheet of 2ox28-inch tin without waste.
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Fig. 177.—Flashing of Chimney.
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chimneys, or where the roof abuts against any brick or stone wall is

done in the same manner as against wooden walls, except that the

flashings should be not less than 7 inches wide, and they should be

covered by ** counter flashirgs."

These counter flashings consist of pieces of metal, preferably 3 or

4-pound sheet lead, wedged or built into the joints of the mason
work and turned down over the flashings. They should be placed

at least 6 inches above the roof, and in places where snow is likely to

lodge correspondingly higher. It is much better to build the coun-

ter flashings into the joints of the mason work as the latter is laid,

as the flashings are more securely held and a tighter joint can be

made. When not built in, the joint should be raked out and the

counter flashings inserted and wedged with metal, and the joint

tightly pointed with elastic cement. The bottom of the counter

flashing should be not more than i inch above the roof.

Behind the chimney a " cricket " or A should be built and cov-

ered with metal to prevent snow and water from lodging there.

Fig. 177 shows a portion of a chimney flashed in the method above

described, which is the same for either shingles or slates.

Back of towers, or any place where snow is liable to collect, the

flashing should be carried high enough both on the roof and wall

that the water from the melting snow will not rise above it, and the

joints should be locked and soldered like an open valley.

Where a shingle roof comes against a stone or brick gable wall,

finished with a stone or terra cotta coping, the bottom of the coping

should be kept at least 4 inches above the shingles, and the flashing

should extend to within \ inch of the coping. The counter flashing

should be laid in the joint before the coping is set, and the coping

should project over it.

Where there is a large stone, as a kneeler, or finial, a groove

should be cut in the back of the stone, on a line with the bottom of

the coping, and the counter flashing wedged into the groove and
pointed with elastic cement. Such places on large roofs are fre-

quently a source of trouble, and the flashing and counter flashing

should be done with the greatest care.

The curbs of skylights and all parts rising from or coming
against the roof should be carefully flashed. If the young architect

wishes to establish a reputation for tight roofs he must be very par-

ticular to specify suitable flashing and counter flashing, and of ample

width, as the builder will not be likely to put in more than is re-

quired.
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135. Tin Roofs.—It is not the purpose of the author in this

part to describe other methods of roofing than by shingles, as he

proposes to treat the subject, which is an important one, in another

volume, but as porch roofs are very commonly covered with tin, a

short description of such roofs may be serviceable here.

Before applying the tin all uneven edges of the boarding

should be smoothed off and the boarding covered with at least

one thickness of sheathing paper or dry (not tarred) felt, more to

form a cushion than for any other purpose. If there are knot holes

in the boarding they should be covered with pieces of heavy galva-

nized iron. The tin should be of one of the best brands (only those

which have the trade mark stamped on each sheet should be used)

and should be painted on the under side before laying.

Laying.—When tin is laid on a flat roof it is customary to use

" flat seams," that is the four edges of the tin sheets are turned over

so as to lock together, as shown in Fig. 178, and after fastening to

the roof the seams are pounded flat and soldered, thus making one

large sheet of tin covering the roof. Occasionally a double-lock

seam is used, but for ordinary purposes the single lock shown is

sufficient. The tin is usually laid in courses across the roof, using

2ox28-inch sheets, the side

seams being made first, and

the next course is locked to

the one below it. Each
course should be fastened to

the roof at the top, the com-

mon method of fastening

being to nail the sheets to

the roof by short wire nails

driven under the turned-over edge of the tin as shown at B.

This method of fastening, however, is objectionable, from the fact

that it causes the tin to form in waves as it expands, and there is

also some danger of the tin, when expanding, drawing the nails. A
better method of fastening the sheets to the roof is by means of strips

of tin about 1^x4 inches, called "cleats." These cleats are locked

over the upper edge of the sheet about every 14 inches and then

nailed to the roof, as shown at A; when the next sheet (above) is

laid the cleat is concealed. These cleats permit the roofing to ex-

pand and rise some without straining the tin or drawing the nails,

and are recommended for good work. For very large roofs, how-

ever, provision for expansion should be made by standing seams, but

Boa.rd'b
OrTiie. A^
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as these are not common on residences, except occasionally on pitch

roofs, we will not describe them here.

After the sheets are all laid the seams are pounded down with a

wooden mallet and all the joints well soldered. For soldering only

rosin should be used as a flux, as acid, which is easier to use, is

liable to destroy the tin. Before the roof is painted all rosin should

be wiped or scraped off. The outer edges of the tin roofing should

be turned over the upper edge of the wooden cornice and nailed

about every 2 or 3 inches, or if it connects with a metal gutter the

two should be locked and soldered together. Whenever a tin roof

abuts against a wall or chimney the tin should be turned up a suffi-

cient distance to prevent water from rising over it (at least 4 inches),

and against a brick wall it should be counter flashed with sheet lead,

as described in Section 134. When against wooden walls the roof-

ing should be turned up against the boarding and the siding or

shingles laid over it. The tin should also be turned up against all

balcony posts (see Section 126) and the edges at the angles well

soldered.

All tin roofs should be painted within a few days after they are

laid, either with red lead in linseed oil or a good asphaltum paint.

A tin or copper roof should never be used as a floor without cover-

ing with a movable floor made of slats, as described in Section 126.

Copper roofs are laid in the same way as tin roofs, and the above

remarks apply as well to copper as to tin, except that it is not cus-

tomary to paint copper roofing.

136. Superintendence.—The superintendence of the various

details of wooden construction described in this chapter is ordinarily

quite a simple matter, although the work should be carefully in-

spected every two or three days to see that the material is of the

quality specified and that the work is being executed according to

the full-size details. The superintendent should see that where look-

out or furring blocks are required they are not spaced too far apart

and are well nailed, and that the finish is properly secured. He
should also see that the various members are put together so that the

joints will not be exposed to the weather, and wherever a particu-

larly tight joint is required, that the parts are painted with white

lead, slightly thinned with linseed oil. It is better to use white lead

and screws for all work exposed to the weather than glue. It is also

important to see that the shingles or clapboards are thoroughly

nailed. It is not uncommon for shingles to be blown from the roof

for lack of proper nailing. It will also be well to measure the ex-
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posure of the shingles to see that it corresponds with the specifica-

tions.

Where gutters are formed for lining with tin, the superintendent

should not forget to see that the bottom of the gutter has a sufificient

fall and in the right direction. If the position of the conductors is

not indicated on the drawings he should locate them before the gut-

ters are formed. He should be sure that the kind of sheathing paper

specified is put on the walls and roof, and properly lapped, and that

a tight joint is made around all wi adows.

The portion of the outside work that will require the closest in-

spection is that of the metal work and fla5.hing. Many builders and

metal workers are so used to doing a certain grade of work that when

anything better is specified they are apt to overlook it, if given a

chance, and to go ahead in the usual way. As a general thing the

cheapest tin, the lightest galvanized iron and the least of it that will

possibly ansv/er, is used where the contractors have their own way,

so that the specifications should always provide for a particular brand

of tin, one that is stamped on every sheet, and for a certain thickness

(gauge number) of galvanized iron, and it is the duty of the superin-

tendent to see that these are supplied. He should also be careful to

see that the tin or iron is painted on the under side before putting in

place, that the metal is of the width specified or shown by the draw-

ings, particularly in the valleys, and that all joints are well soldered.

The flashing is a point that requires the closest scrutiny, as if this

is poorly done there will be great danger of leaks, and a leaky roof

will injure the architect's reputation and be a source of great annoy-

ance. In some parts of the country the counter flashing around the

chimneys, or where a roof joins a brick or stone wall, is often omitted,

or, if done at all, is done with tin and in a very slovenly way. It is

always safest and best to specify lead counter flashings, and that they

shall be built in, as then there is little chance for a poor job. The
flashings behind the chimney are also often left perfectly level, which

causes the tin to rust and often to leak. Wide chimneys should

always have a cricket behind them, and narrow ones should have the

flashing pitched at least an inch to one side. Another common fault

in flashing is that the tin shingles are not cut large enough, and hence

can only be turned up against the chimney or wall about 2 inches.

For this reason it is best to specify the size of the tin shingles that

are to be used. (See foot note, p. 197.)

When counter flashing is put in after the walls are built, the super-

intendent should see that it is firmly wedged into the joints and that
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the latter are pointed with cement. The flashing against gable walls

that extend above the roof (see Section 134), should be given especial

attention, as these places are even more apt to leak than around the

chimneys. If the architect wishes to be sure that he will have no

trouble with leaks, he must not pass the flashing by with a glance,

but examine it carefully and in all parts, as a single defect may cause

a great amount of trouble.

On large roofs, or roofs that are much cut up, the superintendent

should caution the workmen about leaving shingle nails in the gutters

and valleys, as they are frequently the source of leaks through work-

men stepping on them and pushing them through the tin or copper.

This danger appears to be greater on large roofs than on small ones.

With a tin roof the points that will need to be watched are the

quality of the tin, the fastening to the roof, and that acid is not used

for a flux in soldering. Many of these points seem trivial, and the

inexperienced architect is apt to think that the builder will look after

them for his own reputation, while he (the architect) is more interested

in the ornamental part of the work, and in seeing how it " is coming

out." While there are builders who cafe for their reputation, there

are also a great many who appear to think that anything that will

pass is good enough, and who, if they do not willfully slight the work,

are very careless, to say the least, and, as the owner looks to the

architect to see that the work is well done, the latter will find that it

is for his own interest to inspect every portion of the work very care-

fully and see that everything is carried out as specified, even if the

builder does say that he is ** too particular," and that " it is all

nonsense."

m^m£^



Chapter V.

INTERIOR WOODWORK.

ROUGH WORK, DOORS, STANDING FINISH, ILOORS,
STAIRS.

The under floors are generally laid as soon as the joists are in

place and bridged, and all bearing partitions are set at the same

time, at least enough to support the floor timbers, but all other

rough interior woodwork is usually left until the building is enclosed

and protected from the weather.

137. Under Floors.—In some sections of the country it is cus-

tomary to lay a rough under floor in every building having wooden

floors, while in other sections under floors are seldom seen except in

the very best buildings. The saving in omitting the under floor,

however, is usually very slight, while the benefits to the building in

having it are considerable. In the first place an under floor, especi-

ally if laid diagonally, greatly stiffens the building during the con-

struction, and it is not only a great convenience to the workmen, but

also allows the laying of the upper floor to be put off until the build-

ing is nearly finished. Moreover, without an under floor it is impos-

sible to have any efficient deafening unless boards are cut in between

the joists. For these reasons it is advisable to specify under flooring

wherever the limit of cost will permit, even if some ornamentation

has to be omitted.

The cheapest kind of lumber may be used (hemlock is generally

used in the Eastern and Northern States and native pine in the West-

ern States) so long as it is sound, but the boards should be dressed

one side to a uniform thickness, and the narrower they are the bet-

ter. In the better class of buildings the boards should be laid diag-

onally with the joists, pieces of scantling being cut between the joists

at the walls to support the ends of the boards. It costs a little more

to lay under flooring in this way on account of the waste at the ends,

but it greatly stiffens the building and gives a much smoother sur-

face to the upper floor, especially when the flooring is matched.

The boards should be laid close together, nailed over every bearing

with two 8-penny nails, driven through the top, and should extend
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close to the brick walls or to the outside boarding of a wooden house,

and should be cut around the studding.

Preparationsfor Tile Floors.—When a tile or mosaic floor is to be

laid on wooden beams it is necessary to have a good bed of concrete

under the tiles, and to support the concrete rough boards are cut in

between the floor beams, resting on 2 -inch strips nailed to the sides

of the beams. The top of the boards should be at least 4 inches

l)elow the top of the tiling, and 5 inches is better. The top of the

beams should also be beveled on both sides to an edge at the centre.

When wooden walls or partitions are to have a tile wainscoting it is

customary to lath with expanded metal or some other form of stiff

metal lath, and to hold the lath pieces of 2x3 or 2X4-inch scantling

should be nailed horizontally between the studding and about 12

inches on centres.

138. Deafening of Floors.—In nearly all inhabited buildings

it is desirable to prevent the conduction of sounds from one room to

)^UPPEK FLOOR

^FELTorQUILT

UNDER FLOOR

^^^^ ROSS FURRING

Fig. 178.

another through the floors or walls, and in school houses, office

buildings and apartment houses sound-proof construction should be

considered as necessary. The usual method of attempting to pre-

vent the passage of sound through the floors is by lining the floors

with some material that is expected to absorb and dissipate the

sound waves. As commonly practiced, however, this method is usu-

ally only partially successful, owing partly to the failure of the lining

^o fully accomplish its object, but more to the solid connection main-

tained between the floor and ceiling by means of the nails and joists.

The author is of the opinion that perfect insulation from sound

waves can be obtained only when the upper floor and the ceiling

beneath have no direct connection by rigid bodies, either by contact

or by nailing.

The most effective sound-proof construction is undoubtedly that

described in Section 63, where two sets of joists are used. Owing to

the great danger of such construction in case of fire, however, it is
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not to be recommended except in rare instances, and then only when
the ceiling is fireproofed, and all communication with vertical air

spaces cut off.

The next most effective wooden construction, in the opinion of

the author, is that in which the upper and under flooring is sepa-

rated by an efficient deafening material, and in which no nails con-

nect the two. Such a construction is shown in Fig. 178, the cleats

to which the upper flooring is laid being merely laid on top of the

deafening and not nailed. This could be further improved by filling

the space between the cleats with mineral wool, and by a layer of

mineral wool i or 2 inches thick on top of the lathing.

As already stated, however, the common custom is to merely lay a

thickness of deafening material between the upper and under floor-

ing, and nail the upper flooring through it and the under floor into

the joists, and while this method is not perfect, if a good deafener is

used it partially accomplishes its object.

139. Deafening Materials.—At this point it is deemed best to

describe the more common materials used for deafening, /. ^., for

absorbing and dissipating the sound waves. Most of these materials

are of the nature of paper felts,

while some resemble carpet lin-

ing. All of these are put up in

rolls or bales, usually 3 feet wide

and containing 500 square feet.

Cabofs Sheathing Quilt.—This

consists of a felted matting of

eel-grass held in place between two layers of strong manilla paper by

quilting, its appearance being as shown in Fig. 179. " The long, flat

fibres of eel-grass cross each other at every angle and form within

each layer of quilt innumerable minute dead-air spaces, making a

soft, elastic cushion, which gives the most perfect conditions for non-

conduction." Eel-grass was chosen for the filling because of its

long, flat fibre, which makes it especially adapted for felting, and also

because of its great durability,* its resistance to fire, and because,

owing to the large percentage of iodine which it contains, it is repel-

lent to rats and vermin.

This quilt is made in single and double ply, each being put up in

bales of 500 square feet, and costing in Boston $4.50 and $5.50 per

bale, respectively. It is also now made with a covering of asbestos,

• A sample of eel-grass 250 years old, and in a perfect state of preservation, may be seen at Mr.

Cabot's office.
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thus rendering it thoroughly fireproof. To obtain the best results

in floor deafening the double-ply should be used, and in the manner

shown in Fig. 178, the ?\.oox floating, as it were, upon the quilt. The
material is also very efficient for heat insulation, and when used for

this purpose there is no objection to the nails passing through it.

Felt Papers.—There are a great many felt papers made for lining

floors, and a few are made fireproof by means of chemicals. As a

rule these felts are cheaper than Cabot's " Quilt " (although the sav-

ing in an ordinary residence would be but little), and even among the

felts there is quite a difference in cost. In choosing a felt paper for

lining the architect should select one that is soft and elastic, so as to

form a cushion, and the thicker the felt, provided it has the above

qualities, the greater will be its non-conduction. The conducting

property of a hard vibrant substance, however, is but little affected

by its thickness. Some felts are made waterproof by having an

asphalt centre, which is an advantage in case of fire or leaks, but it is

doubtful if such felts obstruct the

passage of sound as well as felts

without the asphalt centre.

Birds Florian Fireproof

Paper.—This is a deafening felt

made by the manufacturers of

the '' Neponset " waterproof

sheathing papers, which the
author believes to be a very good

article.

The material itself is rather

hard and thin, but it is pressed

in such a way as to form small

indentations or air cells, as shown
in Fig. 180, which make it elas-

tic and break up the sound waves. The fact that is also non-com-
bustible makes it of especial value where absolute non-conduction of

sound is not necessary. The cost of this material in Boston is about

$2.28 per 500 square feet.

Asbestos Sheathing.—Sheathing papers or building felts made of

asbestos are used to some extent for floor lining and for covering the

outside walls of wooden buildings, principally on account of their

fireproof quality. The best known of asbestos building papers are

those made by the H. W. Johns Manufacturing Co. This company
makes three thicknesses of asbestos building felt—thin, medium and

Fig. 180.
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heavy—and for floor lining only the heavy or two layers of the medium
should be used, two layers probably being better than one heavy

layer. Asbestos felt would appear to have about the same effect in

retarding ihe passage of sound waves as other felt papers of the same

thickness, while in dwellings its fireproof quality is a decided advan-

tage; it is also waterproof, and rats and vermin do not attack it.

Asbestos felt naturally costs more than wood or paper felts, the cost

of John's heavy felt being about 42 cents per 100 square feet, and

of the medium 30 cents.

140. Mineral Wool.—There are at least two kinds of mineral

wool made in this country. The more common kind is made by

converting the slag of blast furnaces (the best being from slag that

does not contain iron), mixed with certain rocks while in a melted

condition, to a fibrous state.

Its appearance is much like that of wool, being soft and fibrous,

but in no other respect are the materials alike. Mineral wool made
from slag appears in a variety of colors, principally white, but often

yellow or gray, and occasionally quite dark. The color, however, is

said to be no indication of the quality, as all of the peculiar proper-

ties of the material are present in equal proportions in any of the

shades. The other kind of mineral wool is known as rock wool, and

is made from granite rock raised to 3,000 degrees of temperature. It

is claimed to be absolutely free from sulphur and the only odorless

wool manufactured; it has been approved by the U. S. War Depart-

ment. Its color is white and its general appearance is the same as

that made from slag. The peculiar nature of both kinds is that of a

mass of very fine, pliant, but inelastic, vitreous fibres interlacing each

other in every direction and forming an innumerable number of mi-

nute air cells. Its great value in the insulation and protection of

buildings lies in the number of air cells which it contains, combined

with its resistance to heat or fire. In common slag wool 92 per cent,

of the volume consists of air held in minute cells, while in the best

grade the proportion of air reaches as high as 96 per cent. This

confined air makes it one of the best, if not the best, of the non con-

ductors of heat, and to a less degree of sound. Aside from these

qualities it is very durable, contains nothing that can decay or become

musty and is almost a sure protection against rats and vermin.

Being itself incombustible it greatly retards the burning of wooden

floors or partitions which have the spaces filled with it. The great-

est value of this material is as an insulator of heat, but it is also a

valuable non-conductor of sound. In the opinion of the author,
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however, it can be considered only as a " muffler " of the sound

waves, as he can think of no practical way in which it can be used

so as to entirely separate the floor and ceiling, as it would be crushed

by laying the floor cleats upon it. As a muffler or filling between

the beams, however, there is probably nothing that is superior. As

previously stated, the author considers that the most complete in-

sulation from sound (without separate beams) would be obtained by

floating the flooring on Cabot's Quilt or a very thick felt, with the

spaces between the floor cleats filled with mineral wool.

Mineral wool, when used alone as floor deafening, may be laid on

boards cut in between the joists, or on top of sheathing lath when
that is used. The thickness of the wool should be at least 2 inches.

Mineral wool is particularly desirable for filling the spaces between

the studding of outside walls and partitions and between the rafters

of the roof. It may be used to great advantage in partitions around

bathrooms or water closets, and around water pipes when placed in

partitions. In outside walls and attic roofs, as a protection from the

heat of summer or the cold of winter, it is of the greatest value. By
lathing the under side of the rafters with sheathing lath, and filling on

top with 2 or 5 inches of mineral or rock wool, the comfort of the

room below will be greatly increased. Flat roofs over inhabited

rooms may be covered with rough boards and if-inch cleats nailed

on top, as in Fig. 178, and the spaces filled with wool, and the roof

sheathing then nailed to the cleats. This would not only greatly in-

crease the comfort of the rooms, but greatly retard the progress of

fire from the outside. (When insulating against heat, nails driven

through the insulating material do no harm.) When using mineral

wool in floors it should be packed in closely, but not jammed so as

to break the fibres, which are naturally very brittle. In partitions it

is packed between the lathing, so as to fill the space completely, the

wool being put in after the lathing has reached a height of 2 or 3

feet, then more laths put on, the space filled, and so on to the top; it

should not be dropped from any considerable height, for the break-

ing up of the fires destroys the insulating qualities of the material.

In fact the tendency of mineral wool to settle and consolidate is the

only drawback, except cost, to its use for insulation. The wool

behind the lathing will not prevent the plaster from keying.

Mineral wool is sold by the pound, and in estimating the quantity

of wool required, i pound per square foot of filling, i inch thick,

should be allowed for ordinary wool and f pound for selected wool.

The price of the ordinary wool is about $1.25 per hundred pounds,

and of selected wool $2.
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141. Fire and Mice Stops.—In every good residence provision

should be made for preventing mice from going through the spaces

between the studding and between the floor joists, and much may be

done with a very little additional expense to prevent the rapid de-

struction of the building in case of fire.

Any material that will stop the progress of fire will also stop the

passage of mice, but provisions may be made for stopping mice that

are not sufficient to stop fire.

When mice stops alone are to be provided, tin will be found the

most convenient material, and it should be used so that it will be

absolutely impossible for mice to ascend from the cellar into the out-

side walls or into the partitions, and the second story walls and par-

titions should be protected in the same way. If the building has an

under floor the boards should be extended close against the outside

sheathing of a wooden building and against the walls of a brick or

stone building, and carefully cut around all studding. If there is no

under floor the finished flooring (if laid before plastering) should be

extended in the same way. The space between the outside studding

and between the sheathing and plaster should then be covered with

tin, turned up 1 inch against the studs and sheathing and tacked

and every space, no matter how small, must be protected in this way

or else solidly filled with brick and mortar or with mineral wool.

If the partitions are set on top of the flooring, a strip of tin 2

inches wider than the sole piece should be laid under it, as shown in

Fig. 61.

If the studding rests on top of a partition cap below, a strip of tin

may be laid between the studs on top of the under floor and turned up

I inch against them. A better precaution, however, is to fill between

the studding on top of the partition cap with five or six courses of

salmon brick and mortar, as shown in Figs. 59 and 60, as this also

forms an efficient fire stop. Where the chimneys are furred, or

studded around, the space from the chimney to the back of the lath-

ing should be closed with tin or brickwork. On brick walls that are

furred by strapping, the easiest way to form a stop is to plaster

between the strapping and flush with it for a distance of 10 or 12

inches just above and below the floor joists.

In localities where salmon bricks can be bought for $4 or $5 a

thousand it will be about as cheap to fill the spaces between the stud-

ding with bricks and mortar as with tin. If asbestos sheathing is

used as a lining between the flooring it may be fitted around the

studding in place of the tin, but should be turned up against the
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sheathing and studding and tacked. When the owner is willing to

go to the expense, it will be much better to fill the spaces between

the studding, both in walls and partitions, the entire height with min-

eral wool, and thus gain the advantage of sound and heat insulation

and slow combustion, as well as stopping mice.

If the architect undertakes to provide mice stops at all he should

see that the work is done thoroughly, as mice can go through a very

small hole, and if a few holes are left the work done will be almost

useless.

Fire stops have been described in Section 71, but the work is gen-

erally done after the building is roofed in and while the carpenter is

getting ready for the lathers. If the walls and partitions are fire

stopped it is best to complete the work by laying a fireproof or in-

combustible lining between the flooring, as described in Section 138.

The work described in the last four sections will not add to the

appearance of the building, nnd to see that it is thoroughly done will

require close inspection, but when faithfully carried out it greatly

enhances the value of the building as a place to live in, as well as

adding to its security, and may possibly save a great loss from fire.

It is in many points such as these, that are not apparent from a

casual inspection, that architects' houses usually are, and always

should be, superior to those of the speculative builder.

142. Back Plastering.—This term is commonly used to desig-

nate plastering that is applied between the studding or rafters to make
the building warmer and to keep out the wind. Before the intro-

duction of the present high grades of sheathing papers, back plaster-

ing was quite common in the better class of dwellings in the North-

ern States, but it is now used to a much less extent, as the same object

can be more cheaply, and the author believes more efficiently, at-

tained by means of high-grade sheathing papers or Cabot's Quilt.

On the sloping roofs of attic rooms, however, it may be used with

much advantage in conjunction with the sheathing paper, and even

on the walls it will add much to the comfort of a frame dwelling if

properly applied.

Where ordinary sheathing is used to cover the frame and rafters,

back plastering should be applied by nailing two vertical rows of laths

in each space between the studding or rafters, to the inside of the

sheathing, and then lathing horizontally on these strips and plastering

one heavy coat of haired mortar in the usual manner. In lathing

between rafters 20 inches on centres, three rows of vertical laths
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should be used. The plastering should be applied so as to come well

onto the rafters or studding, leaving no spaces that are not protected.

143. Byrkit's Patent Sheathing Lath.—If back plastering of

the walls or roof are contemplated it is better, and fully as cheap in

many localities, to use the Byrkit Patent Sheathing Lath for the out-

side sheathing, placing the keys on the inside, and the plastering can

then be applied directly to the sheathing. This sheathing lath, a full-

size section of which is shown in Fig. 181, has now been in use for about

ten years and is highly endorsed by architects who have used it. It

is made by special machinery from pine, hemlock, cypress and spruce

sheathing in random lengths and in 4, 6 and 8-inch widths, the 4-inch

being the best to use, as it affords less opportunity for shrinkage and
buckling.

The strips are tongued and grooved so that when put together they

form a solid surface. Machines for making this lath have been
placed in over 250 mills, principally in the Northwestern States and

Fig. 181.

along the Mississippi River, and it is carried in stock in all the larger

cities of those sections of the country. As it is very light (weighing

only about i|- pounds per square foot), it may be sent a longdistance

at a small charge for freight.

The cost at the mills varies from $8 to $12 per thousand feet, ac-

cording to the locality, and when in the building the cost should not

exceed 15 cents per square yard, including nails and labor. The
principal use of this lath appears to be on the outside walls of frame

buildings, the lath being applied to the inside of the studding in place

of the ordinary wood laths and the sheathing on the outside of the

studding being omitted, siding only being used on the outside. This

construction, while greatly superior to common laths without sheath-

ing, cannot be recommended except for summer cottages and a very

cheap class of buildings, unless it be in comparatively mild climates.
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This lath, however, is intended for use in place of ordinary laths

wherever the latter are commonly used, as on walls, ceilings and par-

titions, and can be used to advantage in places where ordinary lath

cannot be used without furring or in construction for which the lat-

ter is not suitable. Besides its use for back plastering it may be used

for an under floor, where an open beam ceiling is desired, for sheath-

ing outside walls to be finished with " rough cast " and for making

solid partitions of short lengths (as between closets), by nailing back

to back, horizontally and diagonally, and clinching the nails. Such

a partition would be very slow burning. When used on sliding door

Fig. 182.

partitions there is no necessity for lining the pockets, as, being tight,

nothing can get into the pocket. In fact there are many places

about the average buildmg where this lath might well be used, even
if not used for lathing throughout.

From information furnished the author by architects who have
used this lath, it appears to answer all of the purposes of the or-

dinary lath, besides making the partitions much stronger and in-

creasing the stiffness or rigidity of a frame building, and under an
attic roof or on outside walls it keeps out more cold than the ordinary

lath and plaster. The plastering will not come off, and cracks no
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more than oh ordinary wooden laths, and a less quantity is required

for covering a given surface. To obtain the best results for inside

work 4-inch lath should be used, interlocked at all angles as in Fig.

182, and the plastering should be three-coat work, the scratch coat

being allowed to dry cut before the brown coat is applied.

For unsupported partitions of wide span the lath may be put on

diagonally from the supports to the centre, thus materially relieving

the centre of the beams under the partition and diminishing the

tendency to sag.

This lathing should be included in the carpenter's specifications on

account of the tools, etc., required in putting it on.

144. Furring".—This term is commonly used to designate work

that is built out from the constructive members to receive lathing or

metal work and sometimes sheathing or finished woodwork. It is

CROSS rUKRING-

Fig. 183.

also sometimes called " false work," as the surfaces which it forms

are hollow and do not indicate the actual construction.

In fireproof buildings all furring should be done in tile or metal,

as described in Section 357, Part I., but in all other buildings the

cheaper grades of wood are used for the furring and in small pieces,

as they generally have to support nothing heavier than lath and

plaster.

There is usually but little furring on the outside of buildings ; the

blocking for the cornice or belts and the furring for metal work or

for curved roofs being about all that is generally required. On the

inside, however, considerable furring is often required for the lath-

ing in the way of strapping the walls and ceilings, furring out brick

and stone walls, and in forming false beams, arches, coves, cor-

nices, etc.

This inside furring is usually done immediately after the roofing is

on and while the outside of the building (if of wood) is being finished.

For furring stock cheap grades of pine or spruce are used in the

Northern and Western States, pine being preferable because it warps
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and twists less. The stock may be rough, but where it is used for

cross furring, etc., it is better to have it dressed to an even thickness,

which adds but little to the cost.

Cross- Furring of Ceilings.—In many sections of the country it is

the common custom to " cross-fur " the ceilings or under side of the

floor joists with 2 or 2^x|^-inch strips, as shown in Figs. 59 and 60, but

this custom is not universal (see Sections 46 and 76), and if the floor

beams were all dressed to a pattern there would not be much advan

tage in cross-furring. As it is, the principal advantage of cross-furring

is that it is more practicable to get a level ceiling by it, and the floor

beams may be spaced from 14 to 18 inches apart, while the bearings

for the laths may be spaced either 12 or 16 inches, as desired, with-

out much additional cost. Even if the bottom of the beams were all

on a level when set, some will bend more than others, and, as the

Fig. 184.

furring is put on some time after the beams are set, this unequal de-

flection may be in part overcome. On the other hand cross-furring

leaves a space between the bottom of the floor joists and the laths

sufficient for the passage of vermin and of fire.

When the ceiling is to be cross-furred no particular care is taken

to have the floor joists level on the bottom, as any inequality may
easily be overcome when putting on the furring strips. This is done

by cutting the bottom of the beams that are lower than the average

and blocking up those that are high, as shown in Fig. 183. In put-

ting up the furring a strip is first put up at one side or at the centre

of the ceiling and carefully leveled from end to end, and the other

strips are all leveled from that by means of a long straight-edge and

a carpenter's level. The usual size of the strips is 1x2 inches ; if the

joists or rafters are more than 18 inches apart the strips should be
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1^x2 inches. In all first-class buildings the strips should be spaced

12 inches on centres, although i6 inches is the more common
spacing because it is a little cheaper. The strips should be well

nailed at every bearing with lo-penny nails (cut nails hold best).

Where the under side of the roof forms the attic ceiling the rafters

are cross-furred in the same way as the floor joists.

145. Suspended Ceilings Under Flat Roofs.—In the East-

ern States the ceiling joists under a flat roof are seldom built into or

supported by the walls, but are hung from the roof joists in the man-

ner shown in Fig. 184, and carefully leveled as they are put up. It

should be noticed that the ceiling joists run at right angles to the

roof joists, and if the spacing of the former is different from that of

the latter this is necessary. If the spacing of the two sets of joists is

the same the ceiling joists may be hung directly beneath the roof

joists, using ixj-inch boards for the suspending pieces. The putting

up of this work is generally specified under the head of furring.

Fig. 185.

When the walls are of brick and the bricks are laid from an out-

side scaffolding this method of supporting the ceiling is possibly the

most economical, but when the walls are laid from the inside, as is

the custom in the Western States, the author believes that it is better

to build the ceiling joists into the wall and tie them in the same way

as the floor joists. Where the span is not greater than 13 feet, 2x6-

inch joists will be stiff enough, but for greater spans it will be more

economical to use 2X4-inch or 2x6-inch joists and truss them from

the roof joists, as in Fig. 185. By trussing each pair of joists the roof

may be made very stiff and with less timber than is required by the

method shown in Fig. 184, and there is less " kindling wood " in the

roof space.* If the ceiling joists are anchored to the wall, as should

be the case, they also greatly strengthen the building. Where the

ceiling joists are built into the wall they are supported by the interior

partitions and another set of studding placed on top of the cap to

support the roof joists.

*This trussing or bracing should be specified in connection with the roof framing.
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The ceiling joists are also utilized by the brick masons for a scaf-

fold, a temporary partition being set' under them about 5 feet from

the wall (as shown by the dotted lines) and allowed to remain until

the joists are permanently braced. In frame buildings the ends of

the ceiling joists may be supported by a false girt. Where the rooms

under a flat roof are inhabited a space between the ceiling and the

roof adds greatly to the comfort of the rooms, and it is desirable

that the average height of this space should be at least 2 feet. This

space also affords opportunity for running pipes and wires above the

ceiling joists. Of course the greater the height of the air space the

greater becomes the expense of suspending the ceiling. In Colo-

rado suspended ceilings are seldom, if ever, seen.

The ceiling joists, whether suspended or built in, are usually cross-

furred if the other ceilings are, although this is not really necessary

with the suspended ceiling.

146. Furring of Walls.—Except in the dry climate of the

Rocky Mountain region it is customary to fur all outside brick walls

(that are not built hollow) with ix2-inch strips, nailed to the walls

vertically and set 12 or 16 inches on centres. These strips can gen-

erally be secured by nailing into the joints of the brickwork, using

two nails close together if necessary. Very often thin strips of wood
are built into the inside of the wall at intervals of 2 feet to form

nailings for the furring. These strips, when used, should not be more

than f of an inch thick, and their use is not desirable and should not

be permitted in l:\uildings over two stories in height. (See Section

255, Part I.) Where stone walls are to be furred or "strapped " it

is necessary to " plug " the walls to form the nailings. This " plug-

ging " is done by raking out the mortar and driving in wooden plugs

about I inch in diameter and 4 or 5 inches long. The plugs should

not be more than 2 feet apart in the length of the furring strips.

To plug a wall takes considerable time, and unless the walls are

quite high it is usually about as cheap to set 2X4-inch studding in-

side of the wall, securing it to the floors at top and bottom, although

this of course takes up a little more space than the " strapping."

Whichever method is pursued the furring should be put up plumb

and true, so that the walls when lathed and plastered will form a

true plane. Inside brick or stone walls are better not furred, as the

furring necessarily leaves an air space which affords room for the

passage of flames and vermin, and the plaster can be applied to brick

or stonework as well as to lathing.

Where there are to be inside shutters it is often necessary to " fur
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out " or thicken the wall to form the pockets. If this increase in

thickness is 2 inches or more, the furring should be done by inde-

pendent studding and should be particularly described in the specifi-

cations. All studding for furring should be bridged for stiffness and

to keep it in place, as described in Section 69.

147. Furring Around Chimneys.—In the Eastern States it is

customary to fur around all chimneys with 2X3-inch or 2X4-inch

studding, usually set flatways (except in outside walls), as shown in

Fig. 186. The object of this is to form a nailing for the base, chair

rail or picture moulding, and also to pi event the cracks that are

almost sure to occur where a wooden wall joins a brick one. The
studding should be kept at least i inch from the brickwork, and

should be set plumb, bridged at least once, and the angles made

square. If the chimney comes in a brick wall it is also usually

furred around in the same way.

Fig. 187 shows the way in which a chimney which it is desired to

LATH- •

LATH-

Fig. 186. , Fig. 187.

have project on the outside of a frame wall should be built ; a 4-inch

lug being carried up on each side of the chimney, as at Z, and the

boarding and wall covering extending over it. While this construc-

tion can easily be made tight, it weakens the wall very much by cut-

ting the girts and plate, and should only be used with caution and

not near an angle of the building.

When there is a fireplace the furring is set so as to form a breast

wide enough to receive the mantel and an opening is left large

enough to receive the facing around the fireplace opening, the fac-

ing being usually set flush with the plaster (see Fig. i69<35. Part I.).

Where there is a thimble for a stove pipe, a square opening should

be framed in the studding opposite the opening, and at least 10

inches larger than the diameter of the pipe. The thimble is gener-

ally set so as to project \ inch from the brickwork, and the back of

the recess is plastered directly on the chimney, while the sides are

cased with wood, as shown in Fig. 188. This recess has a bad appear-
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B.
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afford a clinch for the plaster, and on vertical surfaces these strips

should always be put on so that the laths will be horizontal, as in

Figs. 52 and 55. Where it is impracticable to use furring strips

metal lath (such as expanded metal or *:he Bostwick lath) should be
used, as in no case should wooden laths be nailed against a solid

timber. Round corners in parti-

tions should have the studs set not

over 10 or 12 inches apart, and

they should be bridged every 3

feet with solid bridging cut to the

curvature of the corner. When
the radius is less than 3 feet the laths are usually put on

diagonally and bent around the corner. They should

never be put on vertically. When the angles formed by

the walls and ceiling are to be coved, or heavy plaster

cornices are to be used, it is necessary to fur for the same

by putting up boards cut to the shape of the cove or to

the general shape of the cornice. These furring blocks

or boards should be at least a full inch in thickness, and

if very large, at least \\ inches thick. They should also

be set 12 inches on centres, as the close spacing makes

a much better job of lathing and a firmer ground for receiving

the plaster. For plaster cornices the blocks should be cut so as to

require as little stucco work as possible (see Section 349, Part I.) and

Fig. 190.

Fig. 191.

then lathed, as in Fig. 190. In forming false beams for plastering a

skeleton is generally built, as shown in Fig. 191, which is suspended

from planks B, B, spiked to the under side of the floor or ceiling
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beams above, or to blocks let in between them. If the beams are

quite shallow solid blocks of plank may be cut of the proper shape

to receive the lathing and nailed to the under side of the joists or to

the cross-furring. Where the depth of the beam is 12 inches or

more, however, the construction shown in Fig. 191 is much the best.

If the beams are to be cased with wood solid blocking is generally

employed for furring, as shown in Fig. 283.

False arches are usually formed in a similiar manner, except that

the vertical pieces, being longer, should be if inches thick, and a

curved rib should be cut to form the edge of the soffit and to receive

the laths, as in Fig, 192.

The essential points in regard to all furring are that it shall be

strongly secured and be put \x^ perfectly straight and true. This is

of especial importance in connection with beams and cornices, as any

irregularity can not well be over-

come in the plastering, and the

least deflection is readily dis-

covered by the eye. It is also

desirable that the blocks or strips

that receive the laths shall not

be spaced more than 12 inches

on centres. The exact shape of

the furring for beams, coves,

cornices, etc., should be shown

by full-size details or large scale

drawings.

149. Grounds.—These are

usually narrow strips nailed to the

walls, furring or studding, around openings to stop the plastering, and

also to form a guide for the workman. They are also placed behind

baseboards, wainscoting, etc. The position of the ground around the

windows is shown in many of the window frame details. Chapter III.,

by the piece marked G, and around door frames by the same letter

in Fig. 234 ; in Figs. 120-122 it is indicated by diagonal lines.

Grounds should always be set so that their face will be flush with the

plastering and back \ inch from the outer edge of the finish (so that the

latter will lap that much on to the plaster), and should be perfectly

straightandphitnb. As the plasterer is supposed to bring the plastering

to the face of the grounds, if the grounds are not straight or plumb

the plastering will not be. It is also obvious that the thickness of the

grounds regulates the thickness of the plaster. Where the plastering

Fig. 192.
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is applied to wooden laths the grounds should be f inch thick for

two-coat work, and \ inch for three-coat work. Where the plastering

is applied directly to brickwork or tiling, |-inch grounds are generally

used, and also for most of the metal laths. The thickness of the

grounds should be given in the specifications ; the usual width of the

grounds is about \\ inches.

For first-class work grounds should be put behind the base, chair

rail, wooden cornices and all inside finish to insure that the plaster-

ing will be straight. On brick walls grounds also afford a nailing for

the wood finish. When the window and door " trim " or casings is

made up of several members it is often necessary to put on wide

grounds to form a back for the finish. The ground behind the base

should be put so as to receive the upper edge of the base and the

bottom of the base mouldings, as in Figs. 234 and 269, and it is also

desirable to have another ground at the bottom.

In a great many cheaply built buildings the grounds are entirely

omitted, except where necessary to form nailings for the wainscoting,

the plastering being simply brought to the edge of the door and win-

dow frames and carried to the floor, without much regard as to

whether it is straight or not. The result of this kind of work is that

when the finish is put up the plastering is found to make a wave line

behind it, and the irregularity is frequently so great as to cause the

finish to be in " wind." The only practical way in which the finish

can be made to fit nicely against the plastering is by the use of

grounds, and they should always be specified. The woods commonly

used for grounds are spruce and the cheaper grades of white pine.

150. Corner Beads.—There are two kinds of corner beads used

on buildings ; A, those which are put up before plastering, and B,

those which are nailed to a projecting angle outside of the plaster-

ing. The latter kind are including in the interior finish, and will be

described under the name of angle beads.

The corner bead proper is really a ground for a projecting angle,

as it forms a guide for the plasterer as well as affording a solid cor-

ner. The common sections of wooden corner beads and those usu-

ally carried in stock are the first two shown in Fig. 193. A much
better section is in that shown at B^ as it holds the plaster and pre-

vents its crumbling at the edges. It is also about the only section

that can be successfully applied to a brick corner. It may be made

either \ inch or i^ inches thick, the latter thickness being best when

the bead is to be used on brickwork.

The use of corner beads varies in different localities , in the New
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England States they are quite generally used, while they appear to b«

seldom if ever used in the far Western States. They afford, how-
ever, the best protection for a projecting angle, and the author

Fig. 193.—Comer Beads.

believes that it would be better if they were more generally used.

The beads should be made of white pine, and should be perfectly

straight and plumb.

151. Metal Corner Beads.—Within the past three years corner

beads made of rolled steel have been patented and placed

on the market. The advantages sought in these metal cor-

ner beads are to obtain • a smaller bead, thereby making a

more sightly corner and to hold the plaster so that it cannot

crack or crumble away at the angle. They can also be made
perfectly straight and can be papered over better than the

wooden bead.

To the present time four different patterns have been pat-

ented, the C/nion, the Marsh, the Parker and the Empire^

all aiming to obtain the same result.

The superiority of one pattern over the others will prob-

ably be determined by its adaptation to practical use or the

facility with which it can be applied.

At the present time but two of these corner beads, the

Union and the Empire, are on the market; the Parker hav-

ing been absorbed by the owners of the Empire, while the

Marsh has been practically withdrawn.

The Union Metal Corner Bead, shown in Figs. 1 94-1 96;

A, has been used quite extensively during the past two

years in New England, New York and Philadelphia, and

appears to be a meritorious and practical device, especially

when applied to wood furring or studding. It is made of No. 24

rolled steel, perforated and cut into strips and bent on a die to the

shape shown in Fig. 195 and then galvanized, the zinc coating solder-

ing the sides together where they touch. This bead is made in sizes

for \, I and f-inch grounds and in lengths of 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 feet

;

Fig. 194.
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it can be obtained bent to any radius for arches. It is shipped in

bundles containing from 60 to 100 feet and weighing from 7 to 20

pounds, according to size and length. The cost of the bead varies

from 4 to 5 cents per foot, according to locality.

On woodwork it is secured by nailing through the small holes in

the flanges, and can be put up as rapidly as a wooden bead.

On some kinds of brick or tile work it may be secured in the same

way, but owing to the nails coming so near the angle they are apt to

break the brick or to push out the mortar, so that on brickwork and

LATH

CORNER BEAD
Fig. 195.—Union Metal Corner Bead.

Full-size Section, %-inch Grounds.
Fig. 196.—Union Metal Corner Bead.

dense tiling better results are usually obtained by securing the bead
by means of short pieces of wire hooked to the bead and bent around

the head of a nail, driven at a convenient place in the brick or tile

work. By using two pieces of wire and twisting the ends together, as

shown in Fig. 196, any degree of tightness may be obtained.

The wires for this purpose are furnished with the bead, and the

makers claim that a mechanic with helper will put up 300 feet per

day in this way and get a straight line.

For irregular brickwork the makers advise that the 4-inch bead be
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used. When ^-inch grounds are used on woodwork the bead may
be nailed over laths, as shown in Fig. 195.

This bead appears to have an advantage over those with the edge

formed of a single thickness of metal, in that a folded edge is moie

easily made and kept straight than a raw edge.

The Parker Corner Bead was made of a single strip of steel, i^

inches wide, perforated to allow the mortar to pass through it, and

bent laterally to an angle of 45 degrees. The metal strip was then

fastened to strips of wood to facilitate putting it up. This bead,

however, has been super-

n seded by the Empire.

The Empire Steel Corner

Plate ^ shown in Fig. 198, is

especially designed for use

on brick and tile corners,

although it can be applied

equally as well on wood.

The p*ate is made of No.

16 Bessemer steel (being

the scrap from bicycle chain

links), not galvanized, and

in lengths of from 8 to 12

feet, which are not only

perfectly straight, but can-

not easily be bent.

The plate is attached to

the walls by means of ,'ingle

irons, which have a key

punched out on the side

that can readily be en-

gaged in the plate and which at the same time holds it firmly in

place. These angles are keyed to the plate before it is put up, at

such distances as may be necessary—about 20 inches on an average

—

and are then nailed to the wall or studding.

The nail holes in the angles are at a sufficient distance from the

corner as not to break the bricks or tile, and to get a good hold ; more-

over, the nails being driven on both sides of the corner, the angle

cannot possibly be detached without drawing the nails. The plate

should be put up by commencing at the top and working downward,

blocking the angles where necessary to keep the alignment.

On woodwork the perforated plate is nailed directly to the woo«|

without using the angle irons.

Fig. 198.—Empire Corner Plate, Half Full Size.
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The manufacturers of this corner bead have also devised a method
of ornamenting the edge of the plate by cast brass beadings or orna-

mental strips in almost any design that may be desired. The cost of

this corner plate, including the angle irons, is 6 cents per foot in

Philadelphia and adjacent cities, where it is meeting with much favor.

The Marsh Metallic Corner Bead consists of a y^g-inch galvanized

steel rod, grooved to hold the plaster, which is held at the desired

distance from the rough corner by means of metal clips which are

made in forms suitable for applying to brick, wood or steel. This

bead gives a rounded corner of about ^-^ inch radius. The author

understands that it is not now on the market.

When specifying metal corner beads, more satisfactory results will

probably be obtained, especially in the smaller towns and cities, if

they are included in the carpenter's specifications, as it is important

that they be set true and perfectly plumb, and a carpenter is, as a

rule, more skillful at such work than other mechanics.

Either a wooden or metal corner bead affords a considerable sav-

ing in time to the plasterer, as the bead forms a guide for the trowel,

and the plaster has only to be brought to it. To form an " aris
"

corner in plaster, square and plumb, costs from 4 to 6 cents per foot,

so that when a corner bead, and especially a metal bead, is put up by

the carpenter, the plasterer should make an allowance on account of

it in making up his estimate.

152. Closing the Building for Plastering.—When the

grounds and corner beads are in place the building should be ready

for plastering, as no finished work should be put up before plastering

if a first-class job is desired.

Before the plasterer commences work the carpenter should close

all outside openings by hanging temporary doors at the entrances

and covering the window openings with muslin or old sash. If

the weather is not too cold muslin is the best material for closing the

window openings, as it allows a sufficient circulation of air to carry

off the moisture produced by the drying of the plastering without a

decided draught. In very cold weather part of the openings should

either be tightly boarded up or filled with temporary sash. (Old sash,

when available, are often used.) Store fronts should be boarded up

on the outside, so that the front may be finished without removing

the boards.

The architect should not allow the permanent sash to be put in

until the building is plastered and dried out, as the moisture from the

plastering is sure to swell them, and, even if tightly fitted, they are
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sure to shrink after a time so as to be very loose. The sash also get

more or less stained with plastering, which is never entirely removed.

INTERIOR FINISH—JOINERS' WORK.

153' Under the heading of interior finish is included all the

finished woodwork used inside of a building and put up so as to form

an integral part of it ; this term also generally includes all work put

up after the building is plastered. For distinguishing between the

finish that is affixed to the walls, as casings, baseboards, wainscoting,

beams, cornices, etc., and cases, cupboards, drawers, shelves, etc., the

former is often referred to as the " standing finish" while the latter is

classed as "fittings." Fittings or fixtures for stores, etc., are gener-

ally put in by the tenant, and are not usually included in the con-

tract for the interior finish, but in dwellings everything necessary to

complete the building ready for occupancy should be included in

the specifications along with the standing finish.

As the primary object of the standing finish is to cover up the

rough work and make a finish where the plaster joins the frames, or

else to protect the plaster walls, an ornamental appearance is the

chief requirement of the work, and to this end smooth surfaces—free

from knots, sap or other defects—close joints and freedom from warp •

ing and shrinking are necessary, rather than strength and durability.

154. Finishing Woods.—The cost and usually the character

and quality of the inside finish depends greatly upon whether it is to

be of soft or hard wood, and whether it is to painted or varnished.

As stated in Section 5, the soft woods are commercially classified as

those belonging to the conifers, while the. hard woods come from the

broad-leaved trees. Carpenters, however, usually classify whitewood

(poplar), redwood and cypress as soft woods, while hard pine is fre-

quently called a hard wood. Very frequently the term " hard wood
finish " is used to designate all work that is finished in varnish in dis-

tinction from painted work, although the term " natural finish " is

more accurate when any of the pines are used.

For finish of any kind the soft woods are always cheaper than

hard woods, even when the price of the lumber is the same. This is

principally for the reason that the soft woods (and here we include

redwood and cypress) can be used in the solid for making doors,

sash, etc. ; the greater ease with which these woods can be worked

also affects the price, although not to a very great extent.

The difference in the cost of casing a door in clear white pine or

oak is not very great (about 75 cents a side for 5
1 -inch casings), but
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when it comes to the doors, a veneered door (and veneering is nec-

essary for most of the hard woods) costs three or four times as much

as a solid pine door. Among the hard woods, too, there is quite a

difference in the cost of finishing, some of the hard woods, on ac-

count of their scarcity, being very expensive (see Section 38), while

others, particularly ash and chestnut, are no more expensive than

clear pine. Painted work also costs, as a rule, less than varnished

work, for the reason that cheaper grades of lumber may be used, and

the same care is usually not exercised in putting it up and keeping it

clean.

For finish that is to be painted, the first consideration is that it

shall stand well, and next to this are freedom from knots and pitch

and low cost. These conditions are most fully found in the white

pine from the Northern and Eastern States and the sugar pine of the

Pacific Coast. Whitewood (poplar) is also extensively used in some

localities, particularly for carved work, columns and mantels, and for

shelving, etc., as it can be obtained in large dimensions and remark-

ably free from knots ; its softness and uniform grain make it also

well adapted for carving that is to be painted. This wood, however,

does not stand as well as pine. In a great many localities hard pine

is cheaper than white pine, but it contains too much pitch to take

paint well. Oregon pine and spruce are also used to some extent for

finishing, but they are inferior to soft pine, and the author cannot

recommend them for any but the cheapest work.

For interior work that is to be stained or finished in its natural

color, the color or grain of the wood most influences the selection

when the cost is not a controlling feature.

Aside from the appearance of the wood, however, its hardness is a

very important quality, as the softer woods mar and get dented

easily, which greatly injures the appearance of the work, and dents

cannot be removed. It is for this reason that soft pine, whitewood,

redwood and cypress are inferior to oak, ash, beech or maple, although

otherwise they make a very attractive finish when properly treated.

Redwood, moreover, is very brittle, and the edges break easily.

In regard to their cost, the various woods used for finishing rank

in about the following order, commencing with the cheapest, the rela-

tive cost varying somewhat with the locality: Whitewood, hard pine,

clear white pine, cypress, redwood, ash, chestnut, butternut, red oak,

white oak, beech, birch, maple, bird's-eye maple, cherry, mahogany.

Aside from the cost, the last eight woods are usually considered

the handsomest and most desirable, although for certain rooms the
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other woods are nearly, if not equally, as well adapted. For public

waiting rooms and large rooms where a rich finish would hardly be

expected, cypress and hard pine are very appropriate and exten-

sively used.

Ash is quite extensively used in churches and large buildings, as

it is cheaper than oak and may be used for solid doors. In dwell-

ings all of the woods mentioned are more or less used, hard pine, for

varnishing, being frequently used in the kitchen, servants' quarters,

etc., and the other woods as the taste and means of the owner dic-

tates or permits. Where a showy but cheap natural finish is de-

sired, whitewood stained in imitation of cherry is often used. Ash is

frequently stained in red and greens for the color effect, and the oaks

are usually colored slightly in the filling coat. Ash can be colored

or stained with ammonia so as to very closely imitate old oak.

The other woods are generally finished in the natural color, although

the oil or varnish gives most of them a deeper tone.

The characteristics and qiialities of the various woods have been

described in Chapter I.

All hard woods and all soft woods that are to be varnished should

always be kiln-dried just before they are sent to the building (see

Section 12), and it is desirable that all oi the inside finish should be

kiln-dried, but it is not the general custom to kiln-dry woods that are

to be painted.

The various woods to be used in finishing the different portions of

the building should be explicitly specified before describing the char-

acter of the finish.

Except occasionally in wainscoting and in inlaid work, all the ex-

posed finish in a room, including the door frames and doors and the

inside of the sashes, should be of the same wood.

155. Operations in Joinery.—A large portion of what formerly

constituted joiner's work is now done at the mills or woodworking

shops, so that the joiner's trade as distinguished from the carpenter's

is now confined, in this country at least, to those who work at the

cabinet maker's bench or in the shop, the carpenters, as a rule, doing

that portion of the work that has to be done at the building. This

work consists principally of smoothing and cleaning, joining and put-

ting up the work, the stairs being usually built by a separate class

of workmen.

Smoothing and Polishing.—All mouldings, except in rare instances

where a small quantity and a special pattern are required, are now

run or " stuck" by machinery at a moulding mill, and all plane sur-
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faces are usually mill planed. Moulding and planing by machinery

is usually done by revolving knives, under which the work is drawn

by fluted cylinders whose edges, in order to obtain a firm grip of the

piece, press so strongly against it as to cause slight transverse inden*

tations on the prominent portions, which injure its appearance very

seriously, unless the marks are subsequently smoothed off. Plane

surfaces also often have small ridges running parallel with the grain,

and the surface is rough, especially with the harder woods.

In very cheap work the finish is put up as it comes from the

machine, with the indentations and rough surfaces, but for buildings

where a good finish is desired, the specifications should require that

all finishing lumber be smoothed and sandpapered before putting up.

as, unless it is specified, the carpenter may refuse to do it.

In the case of mouldings, the smoothing is usually done with sand-

paper, although the raised flat surfaces should be smoothed with a

plane. All plane surfaces, such as the face of bases, casings, beaded

ceiling, etc., should be smoothed with a smoothing plane, and the

hard woods should be scraped with a piece of hard steel made for

the purpose.

Most of the large woodworking establishments have machines

which polish the plane surfaces by passing them between steel roll-

ers, one of which is covered with fine sandpaper. Work finished in

this way is superior to that smoothed by hand, but very little polished

work is sent to the building, except where it is worked or put together

at the shop. Paneled and stair work, cases, mantels, etc., are gen-

erally made at a shop, and such work is always smoothed before

being put together.

156. Joining the Work.—A very important requirement of in-

terior finish is that the joints shall be as tight and inconspicuous as

possible, and, in fact, it was in the character of the joints and in the

smooth surfaces and the smaller dimensions of the pieces that the

distinction between joinery and carpentry arose.

The various joints made in connecting interior finish and fittings

may be classified under one or more of the following kinds, viz.: butt

joints, tongue and grooved joints, splined joints, mitred joints, coped

joints, covered or housed joints, glued and blocked joints, and dove-

tailing, and the work is said to be butted, matched, mitred, coped,

housed or rebated, glued and blocked, or dovetailed, according to

the kind of joint that is made. Very frequently two of these opera°

tions are combined in a single joint.

Butt Joints.—A butt joint is made by simply butting one piece
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against the other, as at A and B, Fig. 199. This is the easiest joint

to make, but is objectionable, particularly in varnished work, in that

any shrinkage in the board b, or in either or both of the boards at B^

will cause the joint to open, as shown by dotted lines, and of course

the greater the width or thickness </, or the wider the boards in B, the

greater will be the shrinkage. Another objection to this joint is that

it is difficult to keep the surfaces joined in exactly the same plane,

also when casings are joined, as at A, the end wood is exposed on

the side, although the last objection can be overcome by placing a

back band around the outer edge of the casings.

The principal instances in which butt joints are used in interior

finishing are in joining plain or O. G. window casings, and where

block and pilaster finish is used. (See Figs. 234 and 237). The

butt joint is also used in flooring.

Tongued and Grooved Joint.—This is a form of butt joint in which

one surface or edge is grooved, while the other has a tongue worked

A B

Fig. igg —Butt Joints. Fig. 200.—Tongued and Groove Joints.

on it to fit into the groove, as shown at A and B^ Fig. 200. The
object of the tongue and groove is to keep the surfaces joined flush

with each other, and also when the end is tongued it prevents the board

from warping ; in case of shrinkage the tongue also prevents dust

from passing through, but it does not prevent the appearance of an

open joint. To overcome the bad effect produced by shrinkage, a

bead is often worked next to the tongue, as in C and Z>, the joint

then having the same appearance as the quirk on the other side of

the bead, unless the shrinkage is very great. Boards tongued and

grooved, as at By are called " matched " boards, and when beaded

are called matched and beaded : if there are two beads it is " double

beaded," and if there is a bead at the centre it is " centre beaded."

The tongue and groove is extensively used on flooring and sometimes

on sheathing, while the matched and beaded joint should be used

for ceiling.

A splinedjoint is practically the same as a tongued and grooved
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joint, except that both edges are grooved, and the tongue or *' spline,"

as it is called, is made of a separate piece, as at E. Splined joints

are not as frequently used as the tongue and groove ; in joining very

thick stuff, as 3 or 4-inch planking, the spline is more economical of

material, and in making a very fine joint it is superior to the tongue

and groove.

157. Mitre Joint.—A mitre joint is made by beveling the parts

joined so that the plane of the joint bisects the angle. It is

used in making the external angles of bases, all horizontal mould-

Fig. 201.—Mitre Joints*

ings, fine wainscoting, etc., and in fine cabinet work ; also for mak-

ing the angles where mouldings are carried around openings.

With a true mitre all parts of the mouldings intersect perfectly, as

at A Fig. 201.

When skillfully done the mitre makes the handsomest joint, and

in many places, as with panel moulds, it is the only joint that is

practicable, A mitre joint, however, has the disadvantage that any

shrinkage in the wood causes the joint to open at the inner edge, as

Fig. 202,—Coped Joints.

shown at B, where the dotted lines show the pieces when first joined,

and the full lines show the pieces after they have shrunk. It is not

uncommon to see door and window casings that have shrunk so as to

open the joint a quarter of an inch. This, of course, looks very bad,

and hence the mitre joint should only be used when the wood is

thoroughly kiln-dried and not allowed to swell afterwards, as no

mechanical device will prevent wood from shrinking.
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Mitre Joints for Bases, Wainscoting, Built Pests, etc.—In the

cheaper grades of work the pieces are simply mitred and glued or

nailed together. Such a joint is not very strong, as the glue does not

hold very strongly on the end wood, and neither do nails. When a

plain mitre is used in cabinet work, the edges should be grooved and

a hard wood dowel should be glued and driven in, as at C, Fig. 201.

A still better joint is that shown at D, as the parts can be securely

nailed from both faces, and portions of the joint are parallel with the

grain. Where internal angles are mitred and glued before putting

up, the joint may be strengthened by inserting thin strips of hard

wood, called " keys," in the back of the joint, as shown at E. These

may either be horizontal, as at K^ or inclined, as at k, the latter being

D
CiZ]

Fig. 203. Fig. 204.

the stronger. All of these joints, slightly modified, are applicable to

acute and obtuse as well as to right angles.

For first-class work all mitre joints should be glued and further

strengthened by dowels, blocks or brads. Mitre joints for casings

are described in Section 168.

Coped Joint.—A coped joint is only used in connection with mould-

dings ; it is made by cutting the end of one moulding to fit the pro-

file of the other, as in Fig. 202. When nicely made a coped joint

cannot be distinguished from a m.itre joint, that is if the mouldings

are alike and not too elaborate. When one moulding comes against

another of a different pattern, the one which is stopped should be

coped to the other.

Sash bars or muntins, the rails and stiles of sashes and of solid

moulded doors and paneling, ogee casings, etc., are usually coped.

A coped joint has the advantage over the mitre joint in that any

shrinkage in the piece that is coped does not open the joint, and if

the other piece shrinks the joint does not open as badly as with a

mitre joint. Only comparatively plain mouldings, however, can be

successfully coped.

Covered and Housed Joints.—The author has used the term " cov-
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ered joint " to designate those joints in which the edge of one part

laps over on to the face of the other, usually from f to | inch.

When two pieces of finish are joined parallel with the grain a cov-

ered joint should be used when possible, as it permits the parts to

shrink moderately without opening the joint. The joint is usually

made by rebating or ploughing the edge of the projecting piece, as at

A and B, Fig. 203. Rebated or ploughed joints are always used in

making paneled work, and with raised mouldings, back bands, etc.

A housedjoint is one in which the end or edge of one piece is

wholly let into the side of the other, as at C, Fig. 203. Housed
joints are used principally in joining the ends of stair treads and

risers to the wall string, and to a closed string, and in uniting the

angles of cisterns and tanks. It makes a strong as well as a neat

Fig. 305.—Common Doretail. Fig. 206—Lapped Dovetail. Fig. 207.—Secret Dovetail,

joint for such places. A ploughed joint like that at A, Fig. 200, is

sometimes called a housed joint, but the author prefers to confine the

latter term to a joint like that at C, Fig. 203.

158. Dovetailing.—A " dovetail " is a tenon or pin, made in the

shape of a truncated wedge, the outer end being the wider, as shown

in Figs. 204-206. Such a tenon, when fitted into a mortise or groove

of corresponding shape, obviously cannot be drawn out without shearl-

ing the wood, hence a dovetail joint is very strong, irrespective of

glue or nails. Dovetailing, however, is seldom used in joining stand-

ing finish, being confined principally to fittings, cabinet work and

furniture. Still there are places in other kinds of work where the

dovetail makes the best joint and should be used in preference to

other joints.
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Details A and B, Fig, 204, show dovetail joints suitable for re-

entering angles in joiners' work. That at A is also used for secur-

ing the balusters of stairs to the treads.

Fig 205 shows the common dovetail ]o\x\t for external angles. This

is the strongest joint, but is not used in cabinet work, except where

the pin ends showing on the face can be covered with a moulding.

The joint shown in Fig. 206 is called a lapped doi^etail, because the

front laps over the ends of the pins so that they do not show on the

face. This makes nearly as strong a joint as

the common dovetail, and is largely used in

uniting the front and sides of drawers.

For highly finished drawers and boxes the

mitre or secret do^iet-H, shown in Fig. 207, is

sometimes used by cabinet makers. Only one

of the boards to form the angle is shown in detail, the other being

made to fit the projections and indentations of the one shown. When
put together this joint has the appearance of a mitre joint, but as the

dovetails have only one-half as much holding surface, it is only about

half as strong as the lapped dovetail, and the latter is to be preferred

for large drawers. Dovetailed joints in joinery are always glued.

Fig. 208.
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Glue is also used by itself to connect the edges of boards in niak«

ing one wide board, and when the grain of the wood is carefully

matched the joint can hardly be detected. If the boards are

thoroughly dry and a good quality of glue is used, the joint will be

as strong as the solid wood.

Glued joints, however, sometimes come apart through continual

changes in temperature and humidity, or because the wood was not

thoroughly dry, so that it is always best to strengthen the joints by

dowels, or by a tongue and groove.

Glue is very extensively used in the best grade of joinery and in

cabinet work, but it is best not to depend upon it entirely, except in

the case of veneers, etc.

159. Framing.—All large pieces that are free to warp and twist,

such as doors, shutters, sashes, etc., and interior panel work of every

kind, should be " framed " together by making a

frame of boards running parallel with the out-

side edges of the work. The space enclosed by

the " frame " is usually filled with panels made
of wood or glass. Wood panels may be set flush

with the frame or sunk, as preferred. When the

piece is very large—exceeding 2x3 feet—the

frame should be divided into two or more panels

by cross pieces, framed into the outer pieces. As
the boards or planks used in forming the frame

are usually not more than 6 inches wide, and often

not more than 2 or 3 inches, the size of the frame

is but little affected by shrinkage, while the shrink-
'^' ^'°'

age that would naturally occur in so wide a piece

is taken up by the panels, which should be so arranged that the

effects of shrinkage or swelling will not be apparent.

Framed work is also less likely to warp than any other arrange-

ment of pieces, owing to the grain in the different parts of the frame

running in different directions. The greater the number of panels,

-also, the less is the liability to warp.

The pieces forming the frame should always be joined by mortis-

ing and tenoning, which is similar to the same operation in carpentry,

except that it has to be done with greater care and neatness.

The tenons should have a thickness from \X.o \ that of the frame,

and the breadth should be about f of the breadth of the piece, but

no single tenon should be more than 4 inches wide, as a broad tenon

may shrink considerably and get loose, besides necessitating a wide
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Fig. 21 X.

mortise, which might weaken the frame too much. Hence when the

wood is wide—generally if over 7 inches wide—a double tenon should

be used, as at B, Fig. 209. This drawing also shows a haunch on the

tenon, which is seldom used, however, except in the very best work.

When the mortise comes at the end of a stile or rail the tenon is

usually cut as at A, and the piece containing the mortise should be

left long, as shown by the dotted lines, and not cut off until the glue

is hard.

The tenon should be secured in the mortise by wedging and glu-

ing, as shown by the dotted lines, the mortise being cut a little large

to accommodate the wedges. In cheap doors the

1 tenons are often secured by pins which show on the

face, but this method of fastening is inferior to the

wedged joint.

160.—When plain surfaces of boarding of considerable extent are

required for wainscoting, dadoes, etc., they should be built up of

narrow boards—3 to 4 inches" wide—carefully jointed, doweled and

glued together edge to edge, and keyed on the back by tapering

pieces of kiln-dried hard wood let into a wide dovetail groove, as

shown in Fig. 210. These keys keep the surface of the

boards in the same plane and allow the work to shrink

and expand with changes in the humidity of the room.

They should be driven tight but not glued.

In fitting the boards together they should be placed so

that the direction of the annual rings in each piece is

reversed.

Very often the edges of the boards are grooved and a

hard wood strip or " spline " let in the whole length to

strengthen the joint, but dowels are superior for the rea-

son that a groove leaves a thin tongue of wood on each

side of the board, which is liable to curl and thus cause

the joint to open, as in Fig. 211. When dowels are used

'ao such defect is likely to occur, as the edges of the boards are not

cut except at intervals where the dowels are placed, and then onl}

by holes just large enough to receive them.

When it is desired that a dado shall appear like one wide board of

hard wood, a backing of pine should be glued up, as described above

and the face then covered with a thin veneer of the finished wood
In the very best work two thicknesses of veneering are used, as de

scribed in Section 178.

Occasionally doors are designed to appear as if made of a single

Fig. 21a.
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plank of wood—generally of some expensive hard wood. To obtair

this effect and at the same time have a door that will not warp, the

door must be framed and filled with flush panels and then veneered

with two thicknesses of very fine veneer, as described in Section 165.

Scribing.—This is the operation of bringing the edge of a piece of

wood, usually a long strip, to fit close to an irregular surface, as in

fitting the edge of a board to a plastered wall that is nota tiue plane

or to rough stonework. It is done by placing the board so that it

will be parallel to its intended position and as near to the irregular

surface as convenient, and then setting a carpenter's compass so as

Fig. 213.

to cut off just enough to give the proper width to the board; one

point is drawn along the irregular surface while the other is made to

scratch a line on the face of the board, as shown by the dotted line,

Fig. 212 This line will, of course, be exactly parallel to the profile

of the surface, and when the board is cut it will fit exactly in position.

Putting up the Finish.-^T\i\'& is the last operation performed by

the joiner, and as it varies with different kinds of work, it will be de-

scribed in connection with the finish.

161. Mouldings.—Although the mouldings used in connection

with the interior or exterior finish of the better class of buildings are
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usually made in accordance with the architect's full-size details, and

hence are seldom exactly alike in any two buildings, yet there are

certain shapes that are so commonly used as to have specific names,

while class names have been given to mouldings used for particular

purposes, irrespective of the shape of the members. As these names

are in common use among builders and architects, and are often

used in the specifications, it seems advisable to define them before

entering upon a description of the finish.

Names of Mouldings!''—In Fig. 213 are shown sections of such

mouldings as are used with so little variation that a name may be

given to them. These mouldings may vary in sizef, but the shape is

always practically the same.

Most of these terms require no further explanation. The quirk is

Fig. 214.

not a moulding proper, but is the little groove formed at the side of

a moulding that is sunk below the surface, being most commonly

used with the bead or torus. Beads are extensively used in interior

finishing, often with the quirk, to conceal a joint. When several of

them are used together in the centre of a board they are called

" reeding." The term " fillet " is used to designate a narrow, flat sur-

face—usually not more than | inch wide—on each side of a mould-

ing or separating mouldings. Fluting may have either rounded or

square channels, the rounded being generally understood. Moulded

nosings may be of almost any shape, but are generally rounded on

top. Besides these names which indicate the shape of the mould-

* All of the mouldings used in connection with the Five Orders of Architecture have specific

names, but many of them are practically obsolete, and only such names are given here a* are ia

common use.

"tThe mouldings shown in Figs. 213 and 215 are drawn from one-third to one-half of the mon
common size.
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ing there are also two terms—" solid " moulding and " sprung " mould-

ing—which apply to mouldings of different outlines.

A solid moulding is one in which the wood fills the space behind

the moulding proper, usually to a right angle. A sprung moulding is

one worked from a board or thin piece so that the back is parallel to

a line tangent to the face, and when the moulding is set in its proper

position against a board there will be a space behind it. The crown

mouldings shown and the larger cove moulding are "sprung mould-

ings," while the others are solid mouldings. Bed mouldings (see Fig.

215) are usually sprung mouldings unless quite small. Besides

mouldings proper, there are also the bevel, chamfer and rebate, shown

in Fig. 214, that are extensively used in joinery.

Kinds of Mouldings.—These are mouldings used for distinct pur-

poses; they may, and usually do, vary much in their profile, but the

FLUSH PANEL MOULD RAISED UdULDlNGS

Fig. 215.

general shape is usually about the same for each kind of moulding.

Those terms which are generally recognized by carpenters and mill-

men are illustrated in Fig. 215.

A band mould* is one that is nailed or glued to the face of other

parts of the finish. A bed mould is one used in the angle formed by

a soffit and vertical surface. Raised mouldings are used principally

in connection with panel work and are almost always of the general

shape shown. Flush panel mouldings are made in a variety of pat-

terns, but one with a quirk next to the stile or rail is best, as it will

not show the effects of slight shrinkage.

•The term " mould " for moulding is here used because it is almost universally used by

IIKchanics when a prefix is added.
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The base mould, A, square at the bottom, may be used when a

plain board is used for the base. If the base is moulded a rebated

base mould is preferable. Base mouldings should be compara-

tively thin at the top so that they may be sprung to fit the plaster-

ing if the latter is not perfectly straight.

Mouldings are said to be " planted on " when they are nailed or

glued to the face of a wider moulding or board. Band mouldings

are always planted on. The term " stuck moulding " is sometimes

used to designate a moulding that is worked on the edge of a board

or plank, but the work "stuck " more commonly refers to the making

of the moulding, /. e., passing through the machine.

Stock Mouldings.—A great many mouldings are carried in stock by

the larger lumber dealers, and a book is published by a central pub-

lishing company giving the full-size sections of the mouldings usually

kept on hand.

Most of the mouldings shown in Fig. 213, and those marked S in

Fig. 215, are stock mouldings. When only small quantities of

mouldings are needed it is cheaper to use stock patterns, and they

can usually be made to answer for the exterior finish of moderate

priced houses. The speculative builder uses them altogether as a

rule. For the interior finish and on the exterior of the better class

of buildings the architect usually prefers to design the mouldings

himself, and in such case he should specify that " all mouldings are

to be stuck according to the full-size details."

Price.—Mouldings are universally sold by the lineal foot, the price

for the same wood varying with the number of square inches in the

cross section of the piece from which the moulding is worked.

Hence in writing specifications for estimates, if the full-size de-

tails are not to be furnished at that time, the architect should specify

the size of the wood from which the various mouldings are to be

worked, and then the contractor can estimate as accurately as if he

had the profile, as the latter does not usually affect the cost.

When several mouldings are used together each piece is called a

member, and the number of members with their size should be

specified.

Almost any moulding that the architect chooses to design can be

made by machinery, but those which are " under cut " are more diffi-

cult to work than those that are not.

162. Detailing the Finish.—As most of the individual mould-

ings with which interior finish is ornamented are usually quite small,

hevcan be properly shown onlyby full-size details, while to study the
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relation and proportions of the parts, drawings made to a scale of \

or f of an inch to the foot (usually called "scale details ") are of the

greatest assistance, and in the case of elaborate work, such as stair-

cases, mantels, sideboards and other fittings, are quite indispensable.

As a rule the architect will obtain the best results with the least

labor by drawing all special finish to one of the scales above men-

tioned and then showing the profile of the mouldings by full-size

sections, without attempting to draw the entire object full size. All

important dimensions should be indicated in figures on the scale de-

tails the same as on a plan. All carving should also be drawn full

size, but where it is symmetrical but one-half need be shown.

Nearly all work that is built in or made a part of the building has

to be made to fit the constructional portions, and as these usually

vary slightly from the plan, even when the work has been very care-

fully done, it is customary for the person that is responsible for the

proper execution of the finish to make careful measurements of the

building after the grounds are set, and from these measurements to

lay out the work, if it is to be put together at the shop, full size,

making it as near as possible like the architect's drawings, but so that

it will perfectly fit the place where it is to go. Thus it is seldom

that elaborate work is put together directly from the architect's draw-

ings, although when completed it may appear so, and hence much
time is often wasted by the architect or his draughtsman in making

drawings that, except for the sections, are of no practical use.

Mouldings, however, are usually made exactly in accordance with

the architect's sections, the knives being made to fit the drawings, and

drawings for turned work are usually carefully followed, hence the

necessity for carefulness in making such drawings.

In making the full-size sections the draughtsman usually has first

in mind the effect that will be produced by their shades and shadows

(as it is these alone that give values to the mouldings), but it is fully

of as much importance to design the work so that when put together

its appearance will not be spoilt by the first shrinkage or swelling

that takes place, and this it must be remembered cannot wholly be

avoided in woodwork.

Methods for overcoming the effects of shrinkage will be consid-

ered in describing the finish, but the following general rule for good

joiner's work should always be kept in mind, viz.: always use narrow

boards in place of wide ones, and wherever practicable always fix the

work so that it will be free to expand or contract. Open joints and

split panels or boards spoil the appearance of the finest work and

injure the reputation of the architect.
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The experienced architect or draughtsman may also do much to

keep down the cost of the work by drawing his mouldings so as to

require the least amount of material without sacrificing their appear-

ance. Nearly all of the finishing woods are sawn to thicknesses of

\, \, T, i;^ and 2 inches, and when dressed both sides they lose

\ inch in thickness. When run through the moulding machine or

planer this thickness is again reduced by about -^ of an inch, so that

all moulded members should be drawn either yV> tV» rf> ^iVj ^tV or

if inches thick to utilize the wood economically. The nominal size

of mouldings is that of the rough lumber; "inch stuff" when worked

into mouldings being actually but ^ of an inch thick, although it is
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Fig. 216. Fig. 217. Fig. 218.

charged as if an inch thick. In the same way a 6-inch board is

usually a quarter of an inch narrower, and stock casings are often

measured \ inch wider than their actual width.

DESCRIPTION OF THE FINISH.

163. Doors.—These are not always classed as a part of the in-

terior finish, but they form a very important part of the interior

woodwork and often give more trouble than the standing finish.

Stock Doors.—In houses costing less than $4,000 it is generally

necessary to use " stock doors." These are made of pine, and some-

times of whitewood, of certain regular sizes and thicknesses, and are

always kept in stock by lumber dealers. Three qualities of stock

doors are usually kept on hand, viz.: A, B and C; the A doors,

which are the best, being of clear stock and usually well made. B
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doors contain a few small knots, and perhaps sonie sapwood, but will

answer for common painted work. C doors should never be speci

fied, as they are unsuited for any but the cheapest class of work.

Cypress doors of different designs are also carried in stock in some

Eastern cities.

There is a difference in the construction of stock doors. The bet-

ter class of doors have the tenons glued and wedged, as in custom

work, while a cheaper kind are merely giu<;d and pinned with wooden

dowels which show on the face.

From the fact that stock doors are kept on hand in a storehouse

for some time it is impossible to keep them thoroughly dry, so that

they are quite sure to shrink when subjected to furnace heat, and if

made of whitewood they are also quite liable to warp or " spring."

Size and Thickness of Doors.—Stock doors are made i^, i| and

if inches thick. The first are sometimes used for closet doors, but

the if- inch thickness is generally used for all inside doors less than

3 feet in width and 7 feet in height. Sliding doors, however, should

always be at least if inches

thick, and also all doors 3

feet or over in width or ex-

ceeding 7 feet in height,

and all outside doors. The
sizes of stock doors vary

Raised Mould^.

Flwsh Moulding

Fig. 319.
from 2 to 3 feet in width

and from 6 feet 6 inches to

7 feet in height, being always made in even inches. The height in

inches, above 6 feet, is seldom made less than the width in inches

above 2 feet, thus 2 feet 8 inches by 6 feet 6 inches or 2 feet 10

inches by 6 feet 8-inch doors are not usually kept in stock.

Construction.—Stock doors are as a rule divided into four panels,

as shown in Fig. 216, and (in the Eastern and Middle States) may
be obtained with plain or raised panels, flush or raised mouldings, as

desired. A four-panel door answers

very well for sizes not exceeding 2 feet

10 inches by 7 feet, but for larger sizes

it is hardly stiff enough.

Five-panel doors, divided as shown
in Fig. 217, are sometimes kept in

stock. This makes a good strong door, well suited for tenements,

schools and buildings of a public nature.

An objection to the ordinary four-panel door is that the middle

Fig. 220.
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rail comes at the same height as the lock, so that the mortise foi the

latter cuts away a large part of the tenon, thereby weakening the

door. In a door paneled as in Fig. 217 the lock comes opposite the

middle panel and hence does not weaken the door to the same extent.

The rails of a door are always tenoned into the outer stiles, which

extend the full length of the door, and the middle stile is tenoned

into the rails. The panels are set in as shown in Fig. 219, which

shows a raised panel and moulding on one side and a plain panel and

Fig. 331.

a flush moulding on the other side. The mouldings are usually fas-

tened in place by small nails or brads, which should not penetrate

the panels.

O. G. Doors.—The stock doors commonly sold throughout the

West do not have a separate panel mould, but an ogee moulding is

Fig. 339. Fig. 333.

worked on the edges of the rails and stiles, as shown in Fig. 220,

hence these doors are commonly called O. G. doors. They are a

little cheaper than the moulded doors, but are not as good a door, as

the panels are not held as securely, and they sometimes shrink so as

to draw out of the groove.
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In most of the larger cities several patterns of "front doors " are

carried in stock which answer very well for cottages, but are seldom

good enough for a house costing over $2,500.

Sliding Doors.—When a stock or other door is to be used as a

sliding door a meeting moulding, similar to that shown in Fig. 221,

should be glued and bradded to the meeting edges of the doors and

a small moulding, corresponding with the projecting portion of the

meeting mouldings, should be carried across the top and down the

back of the door. These mouldings fit against the jamb and prevent

Fig. 334. Fig. 225.

the face of the door from getting scratched. The tongue and groove

on the meeting moulding may be either beveled orcurved> as desired.

Double doorSy hung with butts, often have the meeting rails re-

bated, which answers well for inside doors, but for outside doors it is

better to screw an astragal or weather moulding to the edge of the

standing part, as shown in Fig. 222. This protects the joint from

the weather and also keeps the doors together better. With very

heavy doors an astragal should be screwed to each door, as shown in
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Fig. 223 The above suggestions apply either to stock or custom-

made doors.

164. Custom-Made Doors.—These include all doors that are

made to order from the architect's drawings. They should be made

of stock that has been well air-seasoned and thoroughly kiln-dried,

and, if of hard wood, should be veneered on a pine core. The

specifications should describe all particulars of their manufacture,

and inch or f-inch scale drawings should be made, with the width of

the stiles, rails and panels carefully figured. All mouldings and or-

namental work should be drawn

full size.

Solid doors are usually made in

much the same way as stock

doors, except that more care is

taken with them, and they are

kept perfectly dry. If the archi-

tect wishes to have the doors

made in the best manner, he

should also require that the

tenons be made with haunches,

as shown in Figs. 209 and 227,

and that the panels be put in

without bradding or gluing, as de-

scribed in the following section.

When the doors are to be made
to order the panels may be ar-

ranged as desired, although the

cost of the door depends largely

upon the number of panels. For

solid doors, and for ordinary

veneered doors, an arrangement

of panels like that shown in Fig.

218 is very satisfactory, as it

makes a very strong and good proportioned door and the panels are

not so wide as to cause excessive shrinkage. The two upper panels

may be '•eversed, as shown by the dotted lines, if desired.

Fig. 224 shows a door having but a single panel, which may be

used either as an inside door or as a front door. Figs. 225 and 226

show two designs for outside doors, the latter being cut in two hori-

zontally, so that it is really two doors. This style of door is usually

called a " Dutch " door. Doors with panels over 1 2 inches wide

Fig. 336.
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must be made with much more care than doors with narrow panels

The thickness of doors with large panels, such as is shown in Figs.

224 and 226, should not be less than 2 inches for doors 3 feet 4
inches wide and under, and 2^ inches for doors over that width.

finish wood

Fig. 227.
I

165. Veneered Doors.—Doors which are to show hard wood
finish should be constructed as shown in Fig. 227, and pine doors,

intended for a finely finished room, should be

made in the same way. The stiles and rails are

made by sawmg | clear pine boards into strips

as wide as the door is to be thick, less \ inch,

and carefully gluing them together, face to face,

until the width of the stile or rail is obtained.

'oSXl.^ The outer edge of the stiles is covered with a \
jrame. strip of the finish wood. The core thus made jis

covered with a veneer of hard wood \ of an inch

thick. The rails are tenoned into the stiles in

the usual way, except that a ^-inch haunch is
Fig. 228.

jg^j. ^j^g ^^jj width of the rail (less the groove for

the panel tongue) which fits into the groove in the stile as shown by

the isometric drawing E. The panels are not tongued into the stiles

and rails, but a hard wood strip of the thickness of the panels is

Fig. 339.

glued into them instead. Against this strip the panel mouldings are

glued, thus leaving the panel loose and free to move. If the panels

of solid pine doors were secured in this way there would be no chance
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for the panels to crack. When the door contains a single glass panel

a strip should be glued into the stiles and rails as if for a panel, but

the inner panel mould should be cut off flush with the top of the

strip and a separate moulding, wide enough to cover both the strip

and the panel mould, should be tacked in to hold the glass, as shown

in Figs. 228 and 230.

If the panels are very wide they also should be veneered, the grain

of the core running at right angles to that of

the veneer. Fig. 229 shows a section through

the stile and panel of the door shown in Fig.

224, and Fig. 230 represents a section on line

A B, Fig. 226.

Fig. 231 shows a section through a door,

made in two halves and glued together, the

paneling on the opposite sides of the door

!l ^^^^^m being different.

Wh6n a door or wainscot is made to appear

like one wide board or a number of boards

glued together flush with each other, as in the

door Fig. 225, a different method of veneer-

ing and building up must be employed. For

such a door the frame is glued up in the usual

way, and the flush panels are made by gluing

a number of pieces of pine, ash or chestnut,

3 or 4 inches wide, together edgeways,

taking care that the direction of the annual

rings in each piece is reversed, as shown at B
B in the horizontal section, Fig. 232, which

shows the construction of the bottom portion

of the door shown in Fig. 225. The edges of

the strips are also doweled together, as shown

in the section.

On the door thus formed are glued four

veneers, each about ^^ of an inch thick, two

on each side, in such a way that the grain

crosses; the grain of the core and the finish

running in parallel directions. The inner or cross veneer is usually

of oak.

The advantages of doweling, in place of hard wood strips set in

grooves the whole length of the edge, were explained in Section 160.

If the door is to be ornamented by carving below the surface the

Fig. 230.
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core must be cut out after it is cross veneered, and a block of finish

wood of the same color and grain as the veneer set in at the propel

place to receive the carving, as shown at A, Fig. 232. If the carv-

ing is to be above the surface, as in Fig. 225, a piece of the finish

wood is first sawed to the outline of the carving and theij glued to

the door, after which it is carved.

The above paragraphs and illustrations show how doors should be

detailed and made, but it is im-

possible for the architect to be

sure that they have been built as

specified unless he can see them

in process of construction at the

shop. The contract for fine in-

terior woodwork should therefore provide for a strict guarantee of

the quality and durability of the work, and even then it is much bet-

ter, both for the architect and his client, to let the work only to a

firm having an established reputation for first-class work.

166. Patented Doors.—The methods of door construction thus

far described are not protected by patents, and can be adopted by

/dowel

Fig. 231.

*-2i-j>

Fig. 232.

any one having the necessary facilities. There are, however, a few

devices for doors that have been patented, and can therefore be used

only by the patentees or under license.

Fig. 233 shows a section of stile (half full size) of a patent veneered

door*, the patent applying to the manner in which the veneer is ap-

Made by the Compound Door Company.
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plied. The interlocking of the core and veneer doubles the gluing

surface, thus preventing the veneer from peeling, warping or check-

ing. This construction is especially desirable for outside veneered

doors.

There are also special kinds of doors, such as flexible doors, or

rolling partitions, revolving doors, etc. These are described in

Appendix A. Special methods of hanging doors of several folds for

closing wide openings are described in Section 213.

167. Door Frames and Finish.—The construction of inside

door frames varies in different portions of the country. In the New
England and some of the Middle States the frames are usually made
out of 1 1- inch plank, rebated \ inch for the door, and, in the better

class of work, beaded on the edge, as shown at Z>, Fig. 234. The
side pieces or jambs are housed or let into the head and nailed from

the top. In some if not all of the Western States the frame is made

Fig- 233-

of plain \ or 1 1—inch boards housed together, and with a stop nailed

or screwed to the frame for the door to strike against, as shown at E.

The former method is probably the best for heavy doors, as it gives

more depth of wood for the screws, but in wood partitions a frame

such as is shown at ^,if i^ inches thick, can be made perfectly solid

and will hold any ordinary door. Besides being the cheaper frame it

has the advantage that the door can be changed to swing on the other

side of the partition by reversing the stop bead, and the head of the

frame is at the same level on both sides of the partition,

A frame such as is shown at D has the disadvantage that owing to

the rebate the casing or trim will be \ inch higher on one side of the

partition than it is on the other, and if two doors come near to-

gether and swing on different sides of the partition the difference in

the height of the head casings will be very noticeable. This may be

overcome, however, by rebating both edges of the frame.

Id setting the studding the rough opening should be of such a

width that there will be about | or | of an inch between the back of
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the frame and the stud to allow of plumbing the frame. Wedges are

then driven back of the frame and the frame nailed to the studding.

In cabinet work the frame should be \\ inches thick to permit nail-

ing behind the casing.

The width of the frame should be just equal to the distance be-

tween the faces of the grounds, which should be set perfectly plumb.
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The grounds should also always be kept a little back from the edge

of the studding, so that they will not be disturbed in driving the

wedges back of the frame.

Hard Wood Frames.—The sections shown at D and E are for

frames of soft wood. If the finish is to be or hard wood the frames

should be veneered as shown in sections G and H^ the veneering

being \ inch thick. If the rooms connected by the dooiway are

finished in different woods the same woods should be used on the

frame, so that when the door is shut the frame will appear to be of

the same wood as the finish. If the corner of the frame is to be

beaded it will be necessary to veneer the edge of the frame also.

When the frame is made with the stop bead planted on, the entire

thickness is often made of hard wood, especially if of the lower priced

woods, but the veneered frame will stand better, and when the ad-

joining rooms are finished in different woods veneering is necessary.

Panel Jambs.—When the partitions are 10 inches or more in thick-

ness, as would be the case when built of brick, the door frames should

be built up, either in the form of panels, as shown at / (called pan-

eled jambs), or in two parts, as shown at K ; the latter is obviously

the cheaper method, but does not look quite as well. If the finish is

to be of hard wood the frame should be veneered and the panels and

mouldings should be of hard wood. In churches and public build-

ings a narrow frame is often set on one side of the partition, as in Ky
and the rest of the jamb is plastered, a small moulding being placed

in the angle made by the frame and plaster. (See also Section 106.)

Frames for Double Action Doors.—For double action doors the

frames should be made of a plain board or plank with a hanging strip

let into the hanging jamb of the same thickness as the door, as shown
in Fig. 235. The other jamb and the head are usually left plain,

unless there are double doors, when, of course, both jambs are alike*

Sliding door frames are usually made of plain |-inch boards with

a moulded strip, similar to a "stop," bradded on each side of the

pocket, as shown in Figs. 236 and 257.

168. Finish.—The finish on each side of a door opening and also

about the window openings is variously designated by the terms /r/;«,

casings or architraves. [The term "casing" appears to be the most
widely used, and has been adopted by the author. The term " ar-

chitrave " is frequently used to designate the piece inside of the

"back band."]

Various methods of finishing the door openings are also employed.

The style of finish shown at A, Fig. 234, is termed " block " or '"'

pilas-
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ter " finish ; square blocks being placed in the upper corners and the

casings butting against them. The blocks are usually ornamented

by turned rosettes or by carving. In this style of finish any shrink-

age in the casings does not show, as they will not shrink lengthways,

and, the block being made \ inch thicker than the casings, any

shrinkage in the block will hardly be perceptible. The blocks are

also generally made \ inch wider than the casings.

The style of finish shown at B is known as " mitred " finish.

When mitred finish is used, especially if it is to be varnished, it is

absolutely necessary that the wood be thoroughly dry, as any shrink-

age in the casings will cause the mitre joints to open very perceptibly.

In painted work this can be remedied by putty and another coat of

paint, but in varnished work the crack cannot be hidden.

The casings may be composed of one or more members as desired,

^M^MM
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4^^ inches wide, and has blocks in the upper corners of the same

thickness as the casing. The back band extends around the block

and is mitred at the corner. This does away with the mitre joint in

the casing and does not look as heavy as the block finish.

Fig. 237 shows another method of constructing a door or window
trim. In this case a flat moulding is planted or glued on to the cas

ing and another moulding glued to the outer edge to cover the joint

At the corner the moulded portion of the casing is mitred, but the

plain part has a straight joint as shown at a. Such a joint will open

less, with the same amount of shrinkage, than a mitre joint.

In putting up the finish the architrave or casing should be kept

about \ of an inch back from the edge of the frame, as shown in the

sections.

The design or profile of the door or window finish may be varied

to an almost infinite degree, and no especial attempt has been made
in these drawings to suggest mould-

ings, but merely to show the gen-

eral methods of using them. Pilas-

ter casings with corner blocks

should as a rule have both edges

alike. In Fig. 238 a few sections

of casings that have been used by

various architects are given as a

suggestion to the draughtsman. A
few designs for cornices or " caps "

above the doors and windows are

also given. At A is shown a simple

cap, worked from a single ^-inch

board, which makes a neat and inexpensive finish. When the pic-

ture moulding comes just above the top of the door or window cas-

ing, it will look much neater if the head casing is made wider than

the others, so that the picture moulding may break over it, as at C
Fig. 239 shows three different arrangements of pilaster casings with

cornice. The detail at B is from Colonial work. The detail at C
makes a neat and not very expensive finish, and one that has no

mitre joints. The egg and dart mouldings may be machine work.

Fig. 240 shows still another design for a pilaster treatment, after

the German style. For very elaborate finish, and especially in pub-

lic buildings, the pilasters are often terminated by inverted consoles

which support the cornice.

In Fig. 241 is shown a mitred casing with the back band broken

Fig. 237.
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at the top, an arrangement quite frequently seen. Fig. 242 shows a

heavy pilaster finish with a highly ornamented cornice. These last

two examples are from Colonial mansions.

When a heavy pilaster is placed each side of the door or window

openings it is generally better to set the pilaster 3 or 4 inches back

from the edge of the jamb, with a narrow architrave around the

opening, as in Fig. 242.

When the door and window openings are finished with a cornice

the appearance of the room and of the wall decoration will be en-

MITRE CA3ING5

Fig. 238.

hancea if the cornice is on the same level above all of the openings;

as the window heads are usually higher above the floor than the door

heads, a little different arrangement of the finish is required to bring

the cornices to the same level.

Fig. 243 shows a very simple arrangement that the author has

used for overcoming this difficulty, with good effect. If the differ-

ence in the height of the doors and windows is more than 9 inches,

however, it will be necessary to either place a transom over the doors

or an ornamental panel, or else let the cornices be at different levels-
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When the room is wainscoted the draughtsman should not forget

to consider how the cap and base is to stop against the door finish.

Usually the trim is finished with a wide back band, as in Figs. 236 and

27 1, but where the cap of the wainscoting is quite heavy, as is often the

case in public buildings, it is necessary to place a narrow pilaster or

bracket just beside the door trim to stop the mouldings of the v/ain-

scoting, as shown in Fig. 275.

169. Plinth Blocks.—When the door casing is less than \ inch

thick the base does not finish well against it, and a " plinth block "

should be placed at the bottom of the casing, as shown at A^ Fig.

234, and also in Fig. 268. This block should be about :|- inch higher

than the base and at least \ of an inch thicker than the base or cas-
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the doors, except that the window trim usually stops on a " stool.'*

The stool is most frequently made of the shape showr in Figs. 94, 95

and 97, being rebated to set over the wood sill. In ,he better class

of work it is usually i^ inches thick, and should be wide enough to

stop the casings. Many architects prefer to

tongue the stool into the back of the sill about

\ inch below the top of the latter, as shown in

Figs. 96, 98 and 103. When this is done the

stop bead is carried across the top of the stool

as shown. Where jamb casings are required

(see Section 93) the latter method makes per-

haps the neatest finish, but in thin walls where

there are no jamb casings the author prefers

the former method, as it gives a wider stool.

Under the stool a moulding or board called the

" apron " is always placed to cover the ground

or rough edge of the plaster, and also to help

support the stool. The apron should be at least

3I inches wide.

When the box casing (see Section 93) does

not come flush with the plaster, jamb casings

(sometimes called " lin-

ings " or "sub-jambs ")

are necessary to finish

between the architrave

and the frame, as shown

in section in Fig. 98.

The jamb casings are

usually made of plain

boards and the inner edge is generally just

flush with the plaster. When a deeper re-

cess is desired, however, the architrave may

be set against the back of the jamb casing,

as shown at A, Fig. 244, but this requires

additional grounds, and is not as good a

method as the more common one shown in

Fig. 98. In a thin wall the stop beads may be brought flush with the

casings when greater width is required, as at B. If the width of the

jamb casing exceeds 6 or 7 inches it will look and stand better if

paneled. Very often the jamb casings are splayed, as shown in Fig.

246 (a Colonial example), and occasionally they are moulded their

Fig. 240.

Fig 241.
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full width, as shown in Fig. 245. This finish is especially appiopri-

ate to deep muUioned windows.

Panel Backs.—In thick walls, whether solid or furred for shutters,

the portion of wall between the window sill and the floor is often

made of less thickness so as to form a recess to the floor. The in-

side of this wall is then generally paneled between the jamb casings,

although it may be plastered and finished with a base and apron.

Windows recessed in this way are said to have " panel backs;."

With panel backs the architraves and jamb casings are carried to the

floor and finished the same as

around the doors. Two very

simple panel backs are shown in

Fig. 247, while Fig. 246 shows a

section and partial elevation of a

window with panel back, paneled

jambs and inside shutters. The
jambs, box casings and stop

beads should always be of the

same wood as the architrave or

casing.

171. Putting up the Finish.

—The manner in which inside

finish is put up or fixed in place

varies with the quality of work

desired, and also greatly affects

the appearance of the finish, par-

ticularly when finished in its

natural color. In painted work

and ordinary joiners' work the

different parts of the finish are nailed to the wall or grounds and to

the edge of the frames with finish nails, which are sunk beneath the

surface of the wood for puttying. To conceal the nail holes as much

as possible, for they cannot be entirely concealed by the putty even

when the finish is painted, the nails should be driven in the quirks of

the mouldings wherever practicable. Hard wood finish, if nailed,

should be bored for the nails to prevent splitting of the wocd.

In common work the contractor usually has the finish stuck in

pieces of random lengths, 12 or 16 feet, and for the sake of economy

is sometimes tempted to " splice " the architraves or casings with

short pieces. The appearance of a spliced casing, however, is so

bad that it is not considered admissible in good work. To provide
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against it the specifications should provide that " no splicing of the

architraves or casings will be allowed."

Nail holes in hard wood, even when puttied in the most skillful

manner, greatly mar the appearance of the finish, so that in the best

grades of work it is generally required that all the members of th

;

Fig. 843.

door and window trim shall be glued together on the bench and put

up with as few nails as possible.

Very frequently the finish is painted on the back and filled, var-

nished and rubbed before fixing in place. This not only hastens the

JAMB CASING,

OR SUB^JAMB

Fig. 244. Fig. 245.

completion of the building, but causes the finish to " stand

"

better, especially the painting on the back. There is also the

advantage in having the work finished at the factory, that the wood

can be kept perfectly dry and in a room that is free from dust,

the varnishers putting on the first coat of shellac as soon as the
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woodworker has finished his part. In this class of work the side

and head casings are joined together before putting up.

Where block or pilas-

ter finish is used the

corner blocks and plinths

are secured to the cas-

ings by means of dowels,

as shown in Fig. 248,

glue being used in addi-

tion.

Mitred joints are al-

ways glued together, and

should also have some ad-

ditional fastening, such

as dowels or a "spline."

When the trim is com-

posed of architrave and

back band, the best con-

struction for the joint is

probably that shown in

Fig. 249. This is also

quite a common joint in

the best Eastern work.
Fig. 246.

After the pieces are mitred the edges forming the joint are grooved

and a hard wood strip or spline inserted. The joint is then glued and

driven together and two

steel mitre brads are driven

in from the back, making

a very solid joint. When
the trim is in one piece the

spline should not extend to

the outer edge, as it would

injure the appearance.

Ordinary dowels may also

be used in a mitre joint,

but they are not as satis-

factory as the spline.

In the very best work no

nails are used,either in join-

ing the pieces or in setting up the work, the finish being attached to

the grounds by means of screws placed back of some loose moulding
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or below the finished floor. In this class of work also no large pieces

of solid wood are used, the work being made of several pieces glued

up, to prevent warping or splitting.

There are several establishments in this country that will in this

way make all of the woodwork for the interior of a building in any

portion of the globe, ship it ready finished to the building and send

men to put it up, which latter work requires but a very short time.

Such work as the above is necessarily expensive, but it is sure to

stand well and give satisfaction, and should always be specified when
the best work is desired.

172. Inside Shutters.—At one time inside shutters were con-

sidered as one of the necessary fittings of a fine dwelling, and when

SECTION

Fig. 248. Fig. 249

they are properly arranged they are very serviceable. "When they in-

terfere with the proper trimming of the windows by shades and

draperies, however, they are more objectionable than desirable.

When used in rooms that are to be nicely furnished, the jambs of

the windows should therefore be made of sufficient depth, by furring

the walls if necessary, that pockets may be provided for the shutters

to swing into when open, and the arrangement of the finish should be

such that when the shutters are folded back they will appear as a

paneled jamb. To obtain the best effect the window should have a

panel back, with paneled jambs to the floor.

Figs. 250 to 252, taken from an excellent article on ''Interior

Woodwork," by Mr. A. C. Nye, and published in the American Ar-

chitect of January 23, 1892, show what is probably the most complete

and desirable arrangement for inside shutters in dwellings. The dif-

ferent folds of the shutter should be hung so that they will all swing

in the same direction, the middle leaf always occupying a position

near the centre when the shutters are folded in the box. It is

believed that this method, of hanging cures the tendency that shut-

ters have to spring out of the box.
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One feature which maybe noticed in Figs. 251 and 252, and which

should always be provided, is that the top of the shutter is not carried

to the soffit of the window, but is separated by a |^ or -f-inch

bead, and the bottom is similarly treated on the elbows and seat.

Fig. 353.

In laying out the drawing for the window, how and where the cur-

tain poles are to be placed should be considered.

If they are to be set on the outside of the trim the casings may be

set as close to the shutter box as the thickness of the wall will per-

mit. If, however, it is desired that the curtain be kept inside the

trim, or if the shutter box does not project sufficiently to clear the
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plaster line of the wall, a fitting piece must be used, as shown in

Figs. 250 and 251, and the curtain poles fastened to it. Should the

fitting piece be wide enough to receive both the heavy pole for the

drapery curtains and the small pole for the lace curtains the latter is

placed directly behind the former. When the curtain poles are

placed on a level with or a little below the soffit of the window light

shows above them. To avoid this the fitting piece across the head

should be kept 2| inches above the soffit of the window and the poles

placed as in Fig. 251.

When it is desired to reduce the thickness of the wall, the jambs
may be splayed, as shown in section in Fig. 254, and in elevation in

Fig. 253. The window finish may also be brought forward into the

room if furring is objectionable, as shown in Fig. 257.

Where lace curtains or draperies are not considered necessary, the

Fig. 254.—Curtain Pole. Fig- ass- Fig. 256.

shutters may be arranged to fold back against a pocket in the face of

the wall, as shown in Figs. 255 and 256. There are also numerous

other arrangements that may be provided for shutters, but those il-

lustrated appear to the author to be the best. The shutters thera«

selves should be framed and paneled with rails and stiles \\ inches

thick (although sometimes made | inch or ly'^ inches thick). They
should be divided into at least two sections in height, as in Fig. 253,

so that either the upper or lower half of the window may be closed at

will. When the window is more than 6 feet high it is desirable to

have three or four sections. Each section is also made in folds or

leaves, usually four folds to windows 3 feet or less in width, and six

folds for wider windows." The outer or hanging fold should always

have solid panels, but the inner folds, especially in the upper section,

•A fixed rule with certain manufacturers is that the minimum width of any fold shall be 6
inches and the maximum width 12 inches ; the most desirable width seems to be between 8 and

9 inches.
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are usually fitted with rolling slats. In the best blinds the rolling

slats do not have a rod in front, but are fitted with metal bars at the

ends, which cause them to work better and take up no space. Fig.

258 shows the standard section (one-half full size) of stiles and pan-

els as made by the Wilier Manufacturing Co. The folds should be

hung so as to fold back in the manner indicated in the drawings.

[For description of the hardware of trimmings see Chapter VI.]

Shutters are usually made of the same wood as the finish of the room,

although occasionally a different kind of wood is used. Better shut-

Kg. 257.

ters will generally be obtained by buying of parties that make a

specialty of their manufacture.

173. Sliding Blinds.—Besides the folding shutters described in

the preceding section, there are three other styles of inside window,

blinds, viz., sliding, rolling and Venetian, that are more or less used

in place of shutters or cloth shades, and with which the architect

should be familiar.

Sliding blinds are made in vertical sections to slide up and down
between the jambs of the window in the same way as the sash. The
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blinds may operate within the height of the window or they may run
into a bottom pocket, or into a top pocket, or into both a top and
bottom pocket, so that the window can at .-ny time be either wholly

or partly uncovered by the blinds.

The different sections operate independently of each other, each

sliding by the others, so that any section may be raised or lowered

without uncovering the other portions of the window.

The sections may be balanced by weights or held in place by
springs that press against the guides or runways. For narrow win-

dows the springs answer very well, but when the blinds are more
than i\ feet wide it is much better to balance them by weights, and
balanced blinds will probably give better satisfaction even in nar-

rower windows.

The number of sections to be used in any given window will de-

pend upon the height of the window and the amount of money that

can be expended, the cost increasing with the greater number of sec-

^r—-iii'--*---i^;— -.

^

Fig. 258.

tions. For windows between 4I and 6 feet in height three sections

are recommended, and for windows over 6 feet in height four or six

sections will give the best satisfaction. The total height of the sec-

tions should be such that the entire window between the sill and head

may be closed, allowing the sections to lap over each other about

I inch.

Each section should be divided into a number of divisions or pan-

els, which should be between 6|^ and (j\ inches in width, measured

between the centres of the stiles. These divisions may be filled with

panels or slats in any arrangement desired.

To use sliding blinds to the best advantage and without sacrificing

the appearance of the window, the window frames or inside finish

should be made to accommodate the kind of blind selected, as special

arrangements are necessary for the runways, and in fine dwellings

pockets should be provided for the blinds to shut into when not in

use. When the wall is thick enough the best appearance will usually
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be obtained by having a panel back between the casings and letting

this form the front of the pocket for the blinds.

In chambers, school rooms, offices, etc, the pocket may be dis-

pensed with, as by using three sections two-thirds of the window can

be uncovered, which is usually all that is necessary, and the appear-

ance of the blinds is not in such places objectionable. The usual

thickness of sliding blinds is | inch, although they are made \ inch

TOP OF FLOOR-^

Fig. 259.—Detail for Sliding Blinds.

and I inch in thickness. The sections slide in a grooved runway,

which should preferably be secured to the jamb casings or take the

place of them, and in such a way that the stop beads for the sash

may be removed without disturbing the runways.

Fig. 259 shows what is perhaps the best arrangement for inside

sliding blinds of three sections, the sections all sliding into a pocket

behind the panel back and a hinged stool being provided to cover

the pocket when the window is uncovered. Four sections may be

arranged in the same way by providing for an additional groove \V

the runway.
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This detail is applicable to all makes of sliding blinds that are held

in place by springs at the sides, although some makes may require a

greater space between the grooves in the guideway. Weight-balanced

blinds may also be fitted in the same way, but for these the pock-

ets for the weights are generally placed in the guideway. Fig. 260

shows a section of the guideway as used with Poppert's weight sliding

blind and the manner of applying where the window has a sub-jamb.

\x\. this detail the blinds stop on the stool ; if a pocket beneath the

stool is desired, the guideway should be extended to the floor and a

panel back and hinged stool provided, as in Fig. 259. The Poppert

blinds do not run in a groove, but are guided by ornamental metal

guides, which run in narrow grooves in the guideway as shown.

When sliding blinds are used in frame buildings or in brick build-

ings with 9-inch walls, it is generally necessary to place the guideway

against the pulley stile, allowing it to take the place of the stop bead.

Fig. 260.—Poppert's Weight Sliding Blind. Fig. 261.

as shown in Fig. 261. In 9-inch brick walls, and often in old frame

buildings, it will be necessary either to box out the casings or to pro«

iect the guideway beyond the casings.*

In new buildings the guideways should be put up when the build-

ing is finished, but the blinds themselves may be put in or removed

at will. Sliding blinds may be made at any woodworking shop, but

much better blinds for the same amount of money will be obtained

by purchasing of those who make a specialty of them, besides obtain-

ing better trimmings than one would be likely to get elsewhere.

174. Rolling Blinds.—These are made of slats strung on wires

or ribbons so that they may be rolled on a coil placed in a pocket

above the window head, the slats running in a groove at each side to

keep them in position.

• Details showing the construction of the guideway and finish for a great variety of arranKe<

Bents will be found in the large catalogue of the Wilier Manufacturing Co.
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The slats are so arranged that air and light are admitted and a

view from within can be obtained, although they cannot be seen

through from without. They are made of various woods to match

the standing finish.

^1^-^

Fig. 262 —Detail for Rolling Blinds.

Rolling blinds do not require as deep a recess for the window as

sliding blinds or shutters, but in frame walls with less than 8-inch

studding it will be necessary to box out for the coil either inside or

outside of the window. A single section of sliding blind fitted with
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movable slats is sometimes used at the bottom of the window in con-

nection with the rolling blind, the sliding section being arranged to

drop into a pocket behind the panel back. This shortens the rolling

portion and reduces the size of the coil.

Fig. 262 shows a section through the jamb, head and sill of a win-

dow in a 12-inch brick wall, fitted with Wilson's Rolling Venetian

Blind, with the coil placed in a pocket behind the stone lintel, and a

sliding section at the bottom. When it is not practicable to place

the coil in the wall it may be enclosed in an inside cornice placed

above the window.*

The diameter of the coil, Z>, with the blinds rolled up, is 7 inches

for a 5-foot blind
; 7^ inches for a 6-foot blind, and 2>\ inches for a

7 -foot blind.

Provision should be made so that the casing in front of the coil

may be readily removed for oiling the bearings, and it is desirable

that the whole front of the box be put up with screws so that the coil

can be set in place after the -finishing is done or may be removed ;;t

any time. By framing the rails of the top panel, Fig. 262, into the

corner blocks and putting the latter up with screws, the whole front

of the pocket may be readily removed, while the joint will not be

perceptible when the finish is in place.

Rolling blinds have been quite extensively used in very fine resi-

dences, and are preferred by many to other styles of blinds, but to

secure the best results they should be arranged for when the build-

ing is built. They are patented, and can only be obtained from one

or two manufacturers.

Rolling blinds may also be fitted to work outside of the sash, and

may be made of steel as a protection from burglars.

175. Venetian Blinds.—The common or English type of Vene-

tian blind consists of a series of thin wooden slats 2 or 2\ inches

wide, arranged laterally in woven ladder tapes, suspended from the

'.op and connected by cords which raise or lower the slats or tilt

them as desired. It is practically a window shade hanging free, but

made of wooden slats instead of cloth.

This blind is very extensively used in England and on the conti-

nent of Europe, and to a considerable extent in this country. It

possesses an advantage over all other types of wooden blinds in that

it may be easily fitted to any window, although it can be used to

better advantage in windows having sub-jambs. The admission of

* Details and descriptions of various arrangements for enclosing the coils will be found in the

catalogue of James Godfrey Wilson, New York City.
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light and air is almost perfectl) regulated and controlled, as part of ihe

slats may be opened while the others are closed, or the blind may be

drawn up so as to uncover the larger portion of the window. [When
drawn up a blind 7 feet high will take up a space of about 11 to 12

inches with 2-inch slats, and 10 to 11 inches with 2|-inch slats.]

The common form of Venetian blind is made by several manufac-

turers in this country, and the general appearance, construction and
manipulation is much the same in the different makes, the variations

being in the method of hanging and applying to the window and in

the quality of the materials and workmanship.

Fig. 263.—Wilson's Venetian Blinds, Showing Roller.

For the best blinds metallic ladders, hinged to shut up like the

tape, are used, being more ornamental, and, it is claimed, more dur-

able. In the manner of fixing the blind to the window finish

each manufacturer has a special method. Thus the Victoria blind,

Fig. 264, has a flat head piece 2 inches wide, which can be screwed

to the stop bead at the top of the window when the latter is if inches

wide, or to the under side of the head casing, where there are sub-

jambs. It may also be fastened to the face of the window casings by

small brackets.

Most Venetian blinds, however, have a roller or rocking bar at the
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top, of which one make is shown in Fig. 263, and to this roller or

bar the cords for raising or tilting the slats are attached. These bars

are usually attached only at the ends, which fit into sockets or hang-

ers screwed to the side of the sub-jambs or to blocks set against the

pulley stiles.

One make, *' The Burlington," has sockets very much like those

used for cloth shades, and which can be put up either on the stop

beads, jamb casings or on the face of the casings.

The best methods of putting up Venetian blinds, however, of any

make, are those shown in Figs. 265-267. In residences where there

are sub-jambs it is well to form

/2. WIDE an open pocket behind the head

casing, so that the rocking bar

will be concealed and also to

lessen the exposure of the blinds

when drawn up. In other build-

ings this is not essential. The
width, ?F, varies with different

makes of blinds, 3 inches being

usually sufficient for 2-inch

slats, although a space of 4I
inches is much better, as a

narrower space is apt to wear

the tapes. In frame buildings

and in 9-inch brick walls the

method shown in Fig. 267 is

believed by the author to be the

neatest, unless a pocket is de-

sired. By this method a block

B, about I inch thick, is

screwed to the face of the pul-

ley stile next to the inner sash, and the stop beads are cut against it.

If the distance from the sash to the edge of the pulley stile is less

than that shown in the drawing, the block may be allowed to pro-

ject, as shown by the dotted lines, the blinds hanging free like a

cloth shade ; it is not necessary that they come between the stop

beads. The dimensions given in Figs. 265 and 267 are for the Wilier

Venetian Blinds with 2-inch slats, R showing the position of the

rocking bar. Fig. 266 shows the roller of the Wilson blinds.

Besides the common or English type, there are variations in the

•vav of sliding Venetian blinds, in which the bottom piece slides up

Fig. 264.—Victoria (Venetian) Blinds.
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and down in grooved runways attached to the jamb casings, and also

a type in which the blind is balanced by weights, the action of the

blind in other particulars being practically the same as in the com-

mon type.

176. Selection of Inside Blinds.—When making a choice of

inside blinds for a given building the special advantages of the dif-

ferent kinds and the adaptability to the depth of the window and

the character of the room should be carefully considered, and also

the preference of the owner. For controlling the admission of light

and air, there does not seem to be much choice between the sliding

blind with movable slats and the Venetian blind, both of which are

superior in these respects to shutters. On the other hand shutters

afford a better protection from cold, and with thick walls they are

Fig. 365. Fig. 266.

susceptible of a neater arrangement ot the finish, and in dwellings,

particularly, the appearance of the window from the inside is a very

important consideration.

The comparative cost of the different types of blinds for a window

of average size (sash, 3x6 1 feet), natural pine finish, is about as

follows, considering the blinds alone and without regard to the cost

of the frame or finish :

Folding blinds, raised panels and patent movable slats % 7.50

Common folding blinds , . 6.00

Best quality of sliding blinds (with springs) 7. 50

Rolling blinds (Wilson's) 10.00

English Venetian blinds 4.00

Willer's Favorite Sliding Venetian Blind 7.00

It should be remembered, however, that it will cost more to fit up

the window for folding shutters, that is if paneled pockets are pro-

vided, than for either of the other kinds of blinds.
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177' Base or Skirting.—In this country the board commonly-

placed around the walls of rooms just above the floor is more com-

monly designated as the " base," although the

English term " skirting " is used in some locali"

ties. When the base is not more than 8 inches

wide it is generally made of a single board with

the upper edge moulded, as at a, detail Z, Fig.

234. When the height of the skirting, including

the moulding, is more than 8 inches it is better

construction to have the moulding stuck from

a separate piece, as shown at b, Fig. 234, the

moulding being rebated to fit over the top of the

base. Bases 10 inches wide, however, are often

made in one piece, as in Fig. 268. When the

skirting is in more than one piece, the wide part

is called the " base " and the top member the " base moulding."

Quite often the skirting is made 18 or

20 inches wide so as to form a sort of

wainscot. In such cases it should be

made in three parts, as shown in Fig.

269, the top member or surbase in-

tersecting with or being coped to the

Fig. 267.

Fig. 268. Fig. 269.

window stool and apron, if they are the same height from the floor.

The dado may either be placed between the grounds, as at A, or
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outside of the plaster, as at B. For fine hard wood finish the con-

struction shown at B is believed to be the best, the dado being built

up with a pine backing keyed on the back side and veneered with

the finish wood. It should be attached to the grounds only at the

top, so that it may shrink or swell without cracking. It is a danger-

ous proceeding to fasten a wide board both at the top and bottom.

If the finish is to be

Pla-ifefn] S'llKHilJ painted, so that the

nail holes may be

concealed, the dado

may be nailed
through the centre

to the studding or

furring, the mould-

Fig. 270. Fig. 371.

ings at the top and bottom being depended upon to hold the edges

in position.

There are two methods of putting on the base: the first is to put

on the base before the upper floor is laid, the bottom of the base being

j^
inch below the top of the upper floor, so that if any shrinkage
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takes place it will not leave an open joint at the angle. Another

method is to keep the bottom of the base about \ inch above the top

of the upper floor, and put a quarter round or other moulding in the

angle, as shown at b, Fig. 269. This moulding, or " carpet strip " as

it is called, should be nailed to the floor, and not to the base, so that

the base may shrink or the floor settle (owing to shrinkage in the

floor timbers) without raising the moulding or splitting the base.

When there is only a single floor it is necessary to use the " carpet

strip," as the flooring cannot well be laid against the base. Where

there is a double floor the former method is probably the best,

although the carpet strip is often used, especially in the West.

A still better method of construction is that shown in Fig. 268,

where a sub-base is used. The advantage of this method is that the

sub-base can be put down perfectly straight and thus form a guide

for the base. To avoid splitting if the wood shrinks, the base should

be nailed only at the top.

Every room and closet, unless wainscoted, should have a base of

some sort.

178. Wainscoting.—This term is commonly used to designate

a wood or marble lining, or covering of the inside walls, whether of

paneled work or of plain matched boarding. The wainscoting may
be made any height that is desired, but the most common height for

living rooms is from 2 feet 8 inches to 3 feet. Halls and bathrooms

are often wainscoted to a height of 4 feet or 4 feet 6 inches. Behind

the kitchen or pantry sink the wainscoting should be at least 5 feet

high to receive the plumbing.

Some kinds of wainscoting are especially desirable in kitchens,

bathrooms, back stairways, etc., as a protection to the walls. Paneled

wainscoting is usually considered as especially appropriate for front

halls, libraries and dining rooms, and in the principal rooms of most

public buildings.

Paneled wainscoting may be arranged in almost innumerable ways,

but the method of putting together is or always should be the same.

It always should be got out and put together in the shop in lengths as

long as can be conveniently handled. Thus one piece will extend

from the mantel to the adjoining corner of the room, or the space

between two door or window trims will be filled with one piece.

When it is possible to do so these sections should be rebated into the

finish of the doors, windows, etc., and the angles should be tongued

together. The plan, Fig. 271, shows the way in which this should

be done.
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The wainscoting is sometimes set outside the plaster, but often the

lath and plastering are omitted back of the wainscoting or the plas-

tering is done between the studding, so that the wainscot shall not

have so great a projection. If the wainscot sets outside of the plas-

tering the projection of the cap will be 2 or 3 inches, necessitating a

very heavy door and window ifinish. On outside walls, however,

whether of brick or frame, the plastering should always be carried

to the floor behind the wainscoting. On brick walls the plastering

may be applied between the furring strips, and on frame walls cleats

may be nailed to the sides of the studding so that the plaster will be

flush with the face of the studs ; this, however, involves some addi-

tional expense.

In the section and plan shown in Figs, 270 and 271 the plastering

Fig. 272, Fig 273.

is stopped by a ground placed just back of the cap. As the wain

scoting is glued together and often varnished before it is set up, it is

impossible to bend it to fit any irregularities in the walls, and hence

it is usual to allow of a space of f inch between the back of the

paneling and the plaster or studding. The wainscoting should be

fastened in place by screws put in from the top and beneath the floor

line or behind the carpet strip. At the top should be a small, loose

moulding that can be put on after the paneling is fixed in place and
" scribed " to the wall. The usual thickness of the stiles and rails

is 1^ inches.
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Fig. 270 shows a vertical section and part of the elevation of wain-

scoting, 4 feet 6 inches high, set against the studding. This particu-

lar wainscot has a neck and a base 15 inches high.

If the wall above the wainscot is to be covered with silk or tapes-

try a pine slat from ^ to | inch thick is nailed to the plaster, as

shown at detail A, Fig. 270, and on this slat the silk is tacked.

179. Paneling.—The ordinary joiner's method of making panel-

ing is shown by A, Fig. 272, a groove being worked in the stile and

the moulding being nailed to both the stile and the panel. If the

nail is driven as at Y, neither the panel nor the moulding can move
when shrinkage takes place, consequently the panel cracks. If nailed

into the panel and not into the stile the shrinkage of the panel causes

an opening to appear between the stile and the moulding unless the

moulding is " raised " and rebated over the stile. A better method

of making the paneling is shown at B. In this construction if the

moulding is nailed into the stile and rail, . without penetrating

the panel, the panel is loose and can shrink without damage. If

glue is used to hold the moulding, however, this method becomes as

bad as the first.

Fig. 273 shows the cabinet maker's method, by which almost a per-

fect piece of work may be secured. In this method a rebate is first

cut in the rail on the finish side. In this the moulding is glued

solidly so it practically becomes a part of the rail. When the glue is

dry the varnished panel is set in from the back and held in place by

strips nailed to the rail. This leaves the panel loose and free to

move should shrinkage take place. All first-class wainscoting should

be built in this way.

In very fine cabinet work the panel frame would be veneered, as

shown in Fig. 273, C being the mahogany or other choice wood
veneer, D oak veneer, E the core, which may be of ash, pine or

chestnut, and F and G oak veneers of the same thickness as the

veneers C and D, but with the grain of the wood running at right

angles to that of the core and the outer veneers. The core itself is

also built up of |-inch strips glued together. The veneers used in

this class of work do not exceed \ inch in thickness.

180. Matched Wainscoting.—In kitchens, back halls, stores,

school rooms, etc., the walls are often wainscoted or " ceiled " with

matched boards, which are generally beaded on the edge and some-
times in the middle of the board. For good work this " ceiling,"*

•In iome •£ the Eastern States called " sheathing."
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as it is called, should be worked out of 4-inch or 3-inch boards,

showing about 3J inches or 2\ inches on the face. The ceiling is

blind nailed in the same way as matched flooring, being put up one

piece at a time, and generally extends to the floor, without a base.

The cap moulding is often rebated to fit over the top of the ceiling.

When the walls are to be ceiled in this way grounds must be put on

Fig. 274.

the studding, if the ceiling is to be set outside the plaster, to receive

the nails. If the ceiling is set flush with the plaster bridging must

be cut in between the studding for the same purpose. When some-

thing handsomer than beaded wainscoting is desired, and paneled

work can not be afforded, moulded ceiling or sheathing may be used.

The ceiling can be moulded to any pattern, and, if desired, the alter-

nate pieces may be of a different pattern. Fig. 274 shows a section

of a moulded wainscot and also one with two patterns alternating
;
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the latter arrangement may be designed so as to somewhat resemble

paneling. When wainscoting such as this is used with a base mould-

ing it will not do to simply nail the base against the wainscoting, as

this would leave spaces between the base and

the sunk portions of the ceiling, which look

very bad and soon fill up with dirt. The

proper construction is to stop the ceiling on a

beveled board about \ inch thicker than the

ceiling and set about \ inch above the top of

the base, as shown in the section. Above the

cap moulding it is a good idea to place a small

moulding that may
be fitted to any ir-

regularities in the

plastering.

Fig. 275 shows a

method of stop-

ping a wainscoting,

such as is shown

in Fig 274, at the door openings where

only a thin casing is used. In dwellings

it looks better to make the projection of

the trim sufficient to stop the mouldings

of the wainscot, as in Fig. 271, but in

Fig. 275.

Fig. 276,

large buildings of a semi-public character the small pilaster looks

very well and is much cheaper.

In school rooms fitted with blackboards the top of the wainscot is

usually fitted with a shelf to receive the chalk and erasers, of which
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two details are shown in Figs. 276 and 277. Fig. 276 also shows the

manner in which slate blackboards should be fastened to the wall.

181. Chair Rail.—In dining rooms, and sometimes in halls that

are not wainscoted, a moulding 4 or 5 inches wide is often carried

around the room at the right height to receive the top of a chair

back (about 3 feet 2 inches to centre.) This moulding is called a

chair rail. It may be worked from a single board or be built up of

two or more members, but the designer should always consider how

it will stop against the door and window trim.

Picture Moulding.— \\. is now customary to specify a picture mould-

ing to be put around all rooms in which pictures are likely to be

ABC
Fig. 278.—Picture Mouldings, Full Size.

hung, and mouldings for this purpose are carried in stock by the

larger lumber dealers, the common pattern being shown at A^

Fig. 278.

In the better class of work the picture moulding is generally de-

signed to correspond with the other finish, but should be of a section

that the ordinary picture hooks will fit. At B and C, Fig. 278, two

sections are given as suggestions to the draughtsman. The mould-

ing should be of the same wood as the standing finish, unless it is to

be made a part of the wall decoration.

Mouldings with Space for Wires.—In office buildings it is a good

idea to make provision for running telephone or telegraph wires, bell

wires, etc., within a moulding placed near the top of the room.

Where the hall partitions contain windows with transoms over the
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doors, the heads of the door and window frames may be kept on a

level and a moulding, similar to that shown in Fig. 279, run the

whole length of the halls in place of a head casing, the side casings

stopping under it.

Angle Beads.—When projecting angles have a plaster arris or edge

it is customary to protect the angle by a

turned bead, with a quarter cut out to fit

over the plaster, as shown in Fig. 280.

Angle beads are usually of the same wood

as the standing finish, and from i^ to if

inches in diameter and about 4 feet 6

inches long. Sometimes flat mouldings,

similar to an O. G. stop, are nailed each

side of the angle, as they afford better pro-

tection for the corner, but the turned bead

is generally used in residences. Angle

beads can hardly be considered as an orna-

ment to a room, and the author much pre-

fers the use of metal corner beads, which

render the angle bead unnecessary.

182. Wooden Cornices, Ceiling

Beams, Columns, etc.— Wooden cor-

nices are often used in the principal rooms

of dwellings, and if without

carving they cost about the

same as plaster cornices. They

should be put up after the plas-

tering is thoroughly dry, and in

the best class of work they are glued together in long

sections before putting up, being stiffened where neces-

sary by pine blocks glued to the back of the cornice. To
make a good job grounds should be put on the walls

and ceiling before plastering at the proper place for nail-

ing the upper and lower members.

When the cornice is glued together before putting up ^'^' "^

the moulding next the ceiling should be left loose, to be nailed on

after the cornice is set in place.

Figs. 281 and 282 show two different styles of cornices. In the

former the picture moulding is placed close under the cornice, of

which it apparently forms a part. Attention is called to the way in

which the dentils are made in Fig. 282. Instead of each dentil being
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a separate piece they all form a part of the piece marked a, the

spaces between the dentils being cut out. This insures against the

dentils dropping off.

Beams.—The beams seen on the ceilings of dwellings are not

usually solid, as they appear, but are a mere shell of thin stuff

tongued and grooved together. Around the room is usually placed a

half beam or cornice into which the principal beams are framed, and

the smaller beams are in turn framed into the principals, as shown in

Fig. 283, the side member of the small beams being usually, although

not always, continued on the side of the larger beams. When made
by cabinet makers the entire ceiling is often put together on the floor

and raised in position against the plaster ceiling, where it is fastened.

Fig 281. Fig. 282.

When put up by joiners most of the work is built in place, the beams

themselves being usually glued together in lengths at the shop and

put up separately. Whichever way they are put up the architect

should require that grounds be put on the ceiling for securing the

beams, as shown in Fig. 283, and for nailing the panel mould.

As the beams are hollow some method of strengthening them at

the intersections is needed. Cabinet makers usually set in a pine

block the full depth of the beam inside and sufficiently long to have

strength when mortised out to receive the end of the beam tenoned

into it. The end of this latter beam is also strengthened by a similar

block on which the tenon is cut.

The outside or show wood should be mitred where the joint is

made. In addition to the blocks placed at the points of intersection,

Others should be placed at intervals of about every 2 feet to give
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stiffness to the whole structure. The moulding surrounding the

panels between the beams should be left loose and set after the

beams are in place, as also the moulding below the wall beams. The
panels may be of plaster or wood ; if of the latter they should be

put together and finished in the shop and raised in position after the

beams are up, and the loose moulding then nailed in place.

When the bottom of the beams are paneled, as in Fig. 283, pieces

should be put in at the ends and intersections of the beams to form

the end of the panels, as shown in Fig. 284, which represents a plan

of the intersection of the smaller beams.

Sometimes the finished beams enclose solid beams which form a

Fig. 283.

part of the floor construction, in which case it is generally necessary

to build the beams in place. It is always better to put ceiling beams

together in the shop, however, as much as possible.

Fig. 285* shows how the column and entablature of one of the

classic orders should be put together.

An octagonal post is first made by mitring and gluing the neces-

sary number of planks together in such a manner that the centre of

the post is hollow. If the finish wood is very expensive the p'anks

are made thin and glued to a backing of pine or ash, which is not

quite as well seasoned as the show wood, so that the shrinkage of the

* This cut is taken by permission from an article by A. C. Nye, on "Interior Woodwork,**

published in the American Architect ol October 22, 1892.
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backing tends to close the joints in the show wood more tightly.

The angles of the backing, or of the solid planks if no backing is

used, should be splined together, as shown in section B. After the

shell is glued up it is turned and fluted as if a solid timber.

In fluting the shaft, the flutes should be arranged so that the glue

joint will come a little to one side of the centre of the flutes and not

on the arris. " Practice has shown that when the joint is on the arris

the thin edges necessarily resulting are likely to warp and the joint

open. With the joint as shown there is no feather edge and a firm

butt-joint can be made with little possibility of its opening."

The base is made of octagonal rings glued one on top of the other

until the correct size is obtained, when it is turned into shape. The
capital is so deeply carved in the example shown that thick pieces of

wood are required at the outset, but the hollow space in the centre is

retained. The shaft of the column

I) 1 should be rebated into cap and base.

In the construction of the entablature

a joint is made wherever possible, to

diminish the liability to shrink. The
frieze, being wide, is veneered, and the

cong6 at A is made of a separate piece,

which effects a considerable saving in

material. The dentils are cut from one

long strip of wood, and together with

the blocks between them form a con-

tinuous length, which is fastened in place like any other moulding.

The cyma at the top of the cornice is cut from a thick piece of wood,

moulded on the flat and stiffened at intervals of about every 2 feet

by blocks glued to the back.

STAIRS.

183. While it is not necessary for an architect to be able to lay out

the actual construction of a flight of stairs, or to tell just how the

hand rail is to be worked, nevertheless he should be familiar with the

general methods of constructing stairs, so that he can tell when they

are properly built, and be able to plan the stairs in the buildings which

he designs so that they may not only be ornamental, but also safe and
comfortable. He should also be familiar with the various terms used

in describing stairs, so that he can talk intelligently with the stair-

builder and prepare a proper specification. The terms in general use-

amongst stair-builders are as follows : The term staircase is applied

Fig. 284.
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to the whole set of stairs, including the landings, etc., leading froni

one story to another, or if several stories are connected by flights of

stairs one above another, the whole series of stairs is included in the

7 Corin^hiGnOrdcf

®
rietbod of 1^

rt>e sbofl' ond
bosc

s^ «KrcK c&t3 orid obocsis ore CM^

Fig. 285.

term. K flight of stairs is the portion of a staircase from the floor to

a landing, or from one landing to another, or, if there is no landing,

from one floor to the next. The rise of a stair is the height from

the top of one step to the top of the next. The run is the horizon-
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tal distance from the face of one riser to the face of the next.* The
risers are the upright boards, R, Fig. 286. The treads are the hori-

zontal boards T which form the steps. The nosing includes the pro-

jection of the treads beyond the riser and the small moulding placed

in the angle. The carriages are the rough timbers which support the

treads and risers. They are also sometimes called " strings " or

"stringers." T'Wq wall string or hase is the finished board placed

against the wall corresponding with the base around the room. The
outside sti ing is the finished board on the outside edge of the stairs.

The newel is the main post

where the stairs begin ; it is

generally larger and more highly

ornamented than the other

posts. Angle posts are the posts

used at the angles of a staircase

or well. Winders are the steps

which come in the angle of a

flight of stairs, as W IV, Figs.

290 and 292.

Laying Out.—In planning

the stairs the architect must be

governed to a great extent by

the conditions imposed by the

plan and arrangement of the

building.

The first point to be consid-

ered will be the number of

risers to be used, and then the

width of the treads and the gen-

eral arrangement of the stairs.

The rise of the stair should never be greater than 8 inches, and

that only in inferior stairs. I 'or grand staircases the rise is often

made only 5^^ or 6 inches, but to the average American this height is

nearly if not quite as tiresome as an 8-inch rise. For ordinary use

a rise of from 7 to ']\ inches makes a very comfortable stair. In

schools and other buildings where the stairs are to be used largely

by children the rise should be about 6 inches. The width of the run

should be determined by the height of the rise ; the less the rise the

Fig. 286.

The terms " ri»e" and " run " are often used to designate the total rise or run of the stairs

and not of the individual step, but, as they are much more useful terms when used as here do-

fined, they will hereinafter be used with these meaniners.
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gieater should be the run, and vice versa. A safe rule for this pro-

portion is to make the sum of the rise and run equal to 17 or 17

1

inches.* Thus a 7-inch rise should have a 10 or lo^-inch run and a

7|-inch rise a 9I or lo-inch run. The actual width of the tread will

of course exceed the run by the projection of the nosing, which

should be about i^ inches.

The above rule applies only to steps with nosings. When there is

no nosing, as is commonly the case with stone steps, the tread should

be wider, seldom less than 12 inches.

The number of risers that will be required is determined by divid-

ing the distance between the floor levels by the rise. It is seldom

that the quotient will be without a fraction, and, as the risers should

all be of the same height, it will be necessary to vary the assumed

rise to conform to the number of risers adopted. Thus : supposing

the distance between the top of the first and second floors of a build-

ing is 10 feet 9 inches and we wish to use a rise of about 7^ inches.

^
/6T?is

i J if i f 10 /t I

rof'T^urJ .

^ 5 /y IS it.

v^ng-le post

Fig. 287.

This rise is contained in 10 feet 9 inches (129 inches) 17^ times, so

that we must use either 17 or 18 risers. The former would give a

rise of 7|^ inches and the latter a rise of 7^^ inches. The run of the

stair should be made either 10 or 10^ inches.

In figuring the stairs on the plan the number of risers only should

be given, leaving the stair-builder to work out the rise from the actual

height taken from the building, as this is apt to vary slightly from

the height figured on the plans.

Besides the number of risers, the run and the width of the stairs

from the wall to the centre of the rail should also be figured. For

inferior stairs the width may be as little as 2 feet 9 inches, but never

less than this. For the principal stairs in moderate-priced dwellings

a width of 3 feet does very well, but 3 feet 6 inches is much better.

Having decided upon the number of risers and the run, the next

• Another very good rule is that the product of the rise and run shall not be less than 70 nor
more than 75. Still another rule, given the author by an experienced stair-builder, is that Ux"^

lum of »wo risers and a tread shall be not less than 24 nor more than as inche«;.
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step will be to arrange the stairs so that the requisite number of steps

may be provided in the space available for them. This is often a

difficult problem and one requiring considerable experience in plan-

ning for its satisfactory solution.

The simplest and cheapest method of building the stairs is to have
a straight run, as shown in plan, Fig. 287, the dotted line showing
the rail around the landing on the floor above. This frequently re-

Fig. 288. Fig. 289.

quires a longer space than is available, so that it is often necessary,

especially in dwellings, to turn the stairs either at right angles or back

on themselves to get the requisite number of steps into the space at

hand.

For back stairways where the space is very limited the arrange-

ment shown in Fig. 288 is generally adopted, as it occupies the min-

imum amount of space. If the rise does not exceed 7^ inches this

makes a comfortable stairway, but when the rise is 8 inches it becomes

almost dangerous. Such

stairs are very unhandy

for carrying up furni-

ture. Builders some-

times put .^our wind-

ers in the angles, as

indicated by the dotted

line ; such an arrange-

r's- 290- F'g- 291. ment, however, is really

dangerous, and the architect should never use more than three wind-

ers (two risers) in a space less than 3 feet 6 inches square. Fig. 289

shows a very common arrangement both for front and back stairs.

When there is sufficient space the winders should be omitted and the

straight flights lengthened to correspond.

In cottages, where the front stairs are built in this way, a closet or

room often occupies the space usually devoted to the stair-well. With

%
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such a plan the partition should be set back so that there will be a

space of at least 2 inches between the outside of the rail and the par-

tition, as shown in the figure. If the partition comes directly over

the rail it is impossible to make a good finish of the latter, and there

is also danger of one's hitting his head when ascending the stairs.

Fig. 290 shows an improvement over the stair shown in Fig. 288,

although it of course occupies more space. The arrangement shov/n

in Fig. 290 is sometimes termed

an " open newel " staircase,

while the stairs in Fig. 288 are

termed "dog-legged."

Fig. 291 shows a full plat-

form, which makes the easiest

stair that can be designed, and

if the platform is made wide

and fitted witii a seat it makes a very ornamental feature. A stair-

case having a full platform is also much simpler of construction

(/. e.y if the landing can be supported by partitions) than one with

winders, or even with two platforms, and is also much firmer.

The various arrangements of stairs that may be made for orna-

mentaj ""feet in dwellings is almost unlimited, but in most cases they

Fig. 292.
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the stairs much easier and also much more convenient for carrying

up furniture. When it is necessary to use winders in public build-

ings they should wind around a circle of sufficient radius that the

width of the treads at the narrow end shall be at least 4 inches, ex-

clusive of the nosing.

Balanced or Dancing Steps.—Although winders are generally drawn

as shown in Figs. 288-290, the stair-builder often builds them as shown

in Fig. 295, the winders not radiating to the centre, but converging

to different points, as also two or three steps on each side of the

winders. This makes a much easier stair than the regular winders.

The English term for steps arranged in this way is "balanced" or

" dance " steps ; there does not appear to be

any term for this arrangement in common use

among American stair-builders.

In geometrical stairs, such as those shown in

Fig. 293, owing to the winding steps having the
Fig. 29s, same rise as the others; but a much narrower

tread at the inner end, the inclination of the line of nosings of the

winders is much steeper than that of the other steps, which gives a

sudden and ungraceful change to the inclination of the hand-rail.

To avoid this and also to give some additional width at the narrow

end of the tread the steps are "balanced," as shown in Fig. 294, each

riser converging to a different point.

185. Head Room.—The most common fault with stairs, particu-

larly in dwellings, is the lack of sufficient head room. One should

^>^
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Fig. 296.

never calculate on less than 6^ feet from the under side of the floor

opening to the top of the tread below, and 7 or 8 feet of head room

is much better.

With the ordinary thickness of floors in dwellings the well room

should extend over at least 12 risers when the rise is over i\ inches,

and 13 or 14 risers when it is less.

Where one flight is built directly above another the vertical dis-

tance between the two should not be less than 7 feet 6 inches in the

clear, measured over the face of the riser.

The architect or draughtsman cannot be too careful in this par-
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ticular, as expensive and otherwise well-arranged stairways are often

greatly marred by too close head room.

When planning the stairs for buildings of a public nature the first

consideration should be the comfort and safety of the people using

them.

Landings should be provided every ten or twelve steps, which

should be as long as the width qf the stair, and winders should be

entirely avoided, unless placed on a circle, as previously described.

The rise of the stairs in public buildings should not exceed 7 inches.

All sudden alterations in the length of flights should be avoided and

no flight of less than three risers should be permitted. The use of

single or isolated steps in public buildings is dangerous and is pro-

hibited in most of our large cities.

Width of Public Stairs.—The width of the stairs should be propor-

tioned to the greatest number of people that may possibly have occasion

to use them at one time. The law regulating the construction of build-

ings in the city of New York

j j
provides that " Stairways serv-

\y^y^ ing for the exit of fifty people

\y^i^ must, if straight, be at least 4
\(^—r . « . ji>^ feet wide between railings, or

I

—

.J/^^ ^^>firoa between walls, and if curved

I
—

' yi^ or winding, 5 feet wide, and for

X/^ every additional fifty people to

Pig 297. be accommodated 6 inches

must be added to their width."

"In no case shall the risers of any stairs exceed 7^ inches in

height, nor shall the treads, exclusive of nosings, be less than 10^

inches wide in straight stairs. In circular or winding stairs the

width of the tread at the narrowest end shall not be less than 7

inches."

In general the stair shown in Fig. 291 is the best for public build-

ings, and next to this is the straight stair with a platform near the

centre, as in Fig. 296.

Stairs should be well lighted, particularly at their approaches, and

in hotels, factories and other buildings of a public nature a skylight

should be placed above the stair-well, both for lighting and for ven-

tilation.

186. Construction.—The foregoing observations apply in the

main to all stairs, whether of wood, metal, stone or brick.

The construction of the stairs, however, varies with the kind of
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material used, and as this book treats only of wooden construction,

only the methods of constructing wooden stairs will be described.

In the construction of wooden stairs two distinct methods are em-
ployed, the advocates of each claiming that theirs is the best. Each
method naturally possesses some advantage over the other, and while

in most cases either method will give satisfactory results, there are

often particular conditions under which one or the other is better

adapted.

As there are no well-recognized terms for designating the different

methods, it is necessary to describe in the specifications the particu-

lar manner in which the stairs are to be built.

By the first method, which might be designated as the Boston

method, as it is the principal method used in that vicinity, the car-

riages and other supports for the

finished stairs are put up by the

stair-builder before the building is

lathed, temporary treads being

nailed to the carriages for the con-

venience of the workmen. The
carriages are accurately cut from
pine or spruce planks to fit the

treads and risers and made to line

perfectly true, level and square. As
they carry the weight of the stairs

and the loads which come upon
them they should be securely fas-

tened in place and the timber on
which the bottom of the carriages

rest should be of sufficient strength

to carry the entire weight of the

flight above it. For first class work the carriages should be spaced

12 inches on centres, and in long flights a false riser should be

spiked to the rise of the carriages every four or five steps, as shown
in Fig. 308, the step being cut back to allow for the thickness of the

board.

When a straight flight of stairs, with a platform, like that shown in

Fig. 296, is to be built it is desirable to extend the platform posts to

the floor timbers below, but if this cannot conveniently be done, and
there is no partition under the outer carriage, the carriages may be

supported or strengthened at the platform by pieces of flat iron,

screwed or bolted to each carriage, as shown in Fig. 297. Stairs for

Fig. 298.
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public buildings, factories, etc., however, should invariably have the

platform posts carried down to a solid support.

After the plastering is dry, and while the other interior finish is

being put up, the stair-builder puts in place the finished portions of

the stairs one piece at a time. The treads and risers are all " got out
"

at the shop, the under sides of the treads being grooved to receive

Fig. 299.—Open String.

a tongue worked on the upper edge of the riser and the bottom of

the riser grooved to receive a tongue on the back edge of the tread,

as shown in Fig. 298. The risers are first nailed to the carriages,

commencing at the top, and then the treads are fitted into them and

nailed. The wall string or base is roughly scribed to the profile of

the stairs and the edge cut away at the back to form a tongue, which
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is then driven into a groove cut in the ends of the treads and risers, as

shown in the figure, the nosing being cut off so as to butt against the

base. This permits of shrinkage in the base, without leaving an

open joint at the intersection. Considerable care has to be exercised

in cutting the groove for the base to get it at exactly the right dis-

tance from the wall line.

In this method no glue or blocking is used for holding the treads,

risers or strings, but all parts are secured to the rough work by nails.

< L^ter

Fig. 300.—Closed or Curb.

Section on line
A A, Fig. 300.

Fig. 301.

The outer face of the stair may be finished either as shown in

Fig. 299 or as in Fig. 300. The former is called an open string and
the latter a closed or curb string j the open string in this method of

construction being the cheaper.

In " open string " stairs a plain board, cut to the profile of the

stairs and mitred against the ends of the risers, is first nailed to the

carriage or blocked out from it so as to cover the plaster, and the

nosing is continued across the end of the tread by means of a solid

moulding worked to the shape of the nosing and mitring with it as
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shown by the detail drawing, Fig. 303, the other end of the moulding

being returned on itself. Before this moulding is fastened in place

the balusters are dovetailed into the ends of the treads as shown at F.

If the stairs are to be finished with a " closed string " the string in

this method of construction is made hollow, as shown by the section

BALUSTER

Fig 302. Fig. 303.

Fig. 301, the inner part being tongued into the treads and risers in the

same way as the wall string. The outer string is then put up, being

generally nailed to furring blocks, and the top member being next

fastened in place to complete the string; the balusters being either mor-

tised into it or simply cut on a bevel and nailed. As the string must

be quite wide it is generally

I
paneled to prevent ex-

cessive shrinking. Fig. 302

shows another method of

capping a curb string,

which the author prefers

to that shown in Fig. 301.

The piece B is cut between

the balusters and holds

them in place.

Open string stairs are

often ornamented by plant-

ing thin brackets of wood
on the face of the string

before the nosing is put on, as in C and D, Fig. 299. They should

be mitred with the end of the riser. In very ornamental work these

brackets are usually carved, as shown in Fig. 304.

Stairs are sometimes finished as in Fig. 305, the back and under

side of the steps being paneled to appear like solid steps.

Fig. 304.
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The newel and angle posts, which are generally built up out o(

thin stuff, are put up before the string and the latter is housed into

them.

Stair-builders will sometimes try to convince the architect that to

secure a strong stair it is nec-

II 1 1 II I^ essary to build in the angle

posts when the carriages are

put up, but if the stair-builder

thoroughly understands his

work the framework can be as

solidly constructed without the

posts, which may then be put

up with the other finish work

and thus escape being sub-

jected to the dampness invariably produced by the wet plastering.

In inferior pine stairs the posts may be built in with the carriages and

boxed to prevent being injured.

187. In the second method

of construction, which may be

called the English method*^ the

finished portion of the stairs is

all put together at the shop and

carried bodily to the building

and set in place on the car-

riages, which are often made as

Fig, 305.

Fig. 306. Fig. 307.

in Fig. 306. When built in this way the treads and risers are gen-

erally tongued together as before described, except that sometimes

The author is informed that this method is used almost ixclusively in California, and to a
considerable extent throughout the West.
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the moulding under the nosing is also ploughed into the tread, and

all glued together.

The connection of the treads and risers with the base (called in

this construction the " wall string "), however, is made in an entirely

different manner ; the profile of the stair, including the nosing, is

carefully traced on the string, which is then cut out as at A^ Fig. 307,

so that the ends of the treads and risers may be " housed " into it at

least \ inch, and then wedged and glued, as shown at B.

The treads and risers should also be blocked and glued together,

as shown in Fig. 306.

The outer string is then put on and glued, and if a curb or close

string the treads and risers are housed into it, as with the wall string,

a single string if inches thick often being used in that case.

When this method of construction is used the base or wall string

should be at least i^

inches thick, and it is

better to have a curb

string on the outside,

the inside face being

worked in the same

way as the wall string.

For the inferior

stairs in dwellings this

makes the cheapest

construction, and if

well housed, blocked

and glued, they will

have sufficie n t

strength without carriages, when not over 3 feet wide, and the string

on each side is solidly nailed to a partition. It is customary in such

stairs, however, to put up 2x4 joist under the stairs to help support

them and also to receive the lathing underneath.

When the stairs are put together in the shop the only way in which

they can be accurately fitted to the carriages is by wedges driven from

below, and this obviously can not be done after the soffit or under

side of the stairs is plastered, so that the plastering, if there is any,

must be done after the stairs are finished.

This is a very serious objection to the English method of con-

struction, as no plastering should ever be done in a building after the

finished work is in place, especially if the wood is to be varnished.

If the stairs are put up without wedging they are pretty sure to squeak.

Fig. 308.
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The author, therefore, in his own practice always specifies the Bos-

ton method of construction for all but inferior pine staircases, unless

the stairs are to be paneled underneath, in which case a better joh

can usually be obtained by the English method of construction.

Where plastering is necessary after the woodwork is completed, some

kind of plaster board should be used for the ground, and then only a

thin white coat will be required to finish it.

The treads in stairs for public buildings, if of wood, should be of

oak (Georgia pine or Oregon pine will answer very well) and nevei

less than \\ inches thick, and i|-inch treads are often used.

When more than i^ inches thick, however, it is a good idea to groove

them on the bottom, as at A^ Fig. 309, so that they will not warp.

There is still another method of stair building much used in Penn-

sylvania, which is a combination of the

two methods above described. In this

method the carriages or horses are cut

to fit the steps, as shown in Fig. 308,

and put up to line perfectly. To the

wall, a 3x4 or 3x6 joist, called the " wall

bearer," is nailed or spiked, so that the

top will be about f inch below the back

edge of the risers.

In long flights a false riser is nailed

to every fifth or sixth riser of the car-

riages (the treads being cut short for the

purpose) and fastened securely to the

wall, the inner end being thrown a little

higher than level. This braces and

stiffens the work very much. After the plastering is dry the wall

string is set and nailed to the wall, having been previously housed

out for the steps as in the English method.

The risers and treads are then driven into the wall string, com-

mencing at the bottom, and nailed to the carriages

Wedges are also driven in and glued on top of the wall bearer to

give additional support to the back edge of the steps, as shown in

Fig. 309.

The inside of face string (if a curb string) is then tongued into a
groove cut in the treads and risers, as in the Boston method. This

method differs from the Boston method only in the wall bearer and

string and in having the wedges on top of the wall bearer, and in this

respect is probably superior to the first method described.

Fig. 309.
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For the finest grades of work the material should all be painted on
the back and filled and shellaced on the face before taking to the

building, which should be thoroughly dried out beforehand.

188. Posts and Railing.—The stair posts, if made of hard

wood, should be built up out of thin pieces. Turned posts of hard

wood are not usually desirable, as if turned from a solid stick they

are very apt to check, and if glued up to open at the glue joints. A
newel, such as shown in Fig. 299, should be built up in the same

way as the Corinthian column shown in Fig. 285. Angle posts should

be extended below the outside string and should have an ornamental

drop at the bottom.

In principal staircases the architect should provide for a half post

where the rail terminates against a wall, as otherwise the stair-builder

will fasten the rail to a wooden or iron plate screwed to the wall,

which does not make as neat a finish as the half post.

Hand-Railing.—The section of the hand-rail is more a matter of

Fig. 310.

taste than of construction and may be designed to conform to the

interior finish. As a rule, however, the section of the rail should

contain at least 9 square inches, zh^2>\ inches being a very good size.

Several good sections are shown in Fig. 310, the scale being one-

fourth full size. The section at D is preferred by many for public

buildings, but for residences one of the other sections seems more

pleasing and appropriate.

K safe rule for the height of the rail is to make it about 2 feet 6

inches above the tread, on a line with the face of the riser. For

grand staircases the height is sometimes reduced to 2 feet 4 inches,

but for steep stairs it should never be less than 2 feet 6 inches. The

rail should also be raised over winders, especially those of a steep pitch.

On the landings the height of rail should be equal to the height of

the stair rail measured at the centre of the tread, the usual height in

residences being 2 feet 8 inches to 2 feet 10 inches.

In ordinary stairs the rail is generally straight, joining the posts at
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Fig. 311.

an oblique angle, as in Fig. 300. At the angle posts the rails, if made
straight, will strike the post at different heights on the opposite sides

of the post, and to overcome this the rail is often ramped, as shown

in Fig. 299, the height of

the ramp being made such

that the rails on each side

of the post will come at the

same height.

The lower end of the rail

is also often finished with

an easing (in English books

termed knee or kneeling),

as shown in the same figure.

Ramps and casings add

much to the appearance of

a stair, but they also add to

the cost, and the stair-

builder cannot be expected to put them in unless they are mentioned

in the specifications or shown on

the stair drawings.

Wall Rails.—Stairs which may
be used by large numbers of people

should have a rail on the wall side

of the stair when 4 feet wide, and

also all stairs built between parti-

tions should have at least one wall

rail. These rails are generally made
with a round section of about 2\

inches in diameter, and should be

fixed to the wall on iron or bronze

brackets made for the purpose.

The ends of the rails are sometimes

left straight, but it is better to re-

turn them against the wall.

Stairways from theatres and large

halls, when over 12 feet wide,

should have a rail in the centre,

strongly supported.

All end joints in rails and connections between rails and posts

should be made by means of joint bolts or hand-rail screws, of which
three patterns are shown in Fig. 311.

Fig. 312.
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Balusters are intended to support the hand-rail and to prevent any

one from falling over the ends of the steps ; they may also be made

an ornamental feature. They should be made of some kind of hard

wood and may be of almost any size, although i j to i|-inch balus-

ters are most largely used. They are generally square at the ends

and turned or twisted between. Twisted balusters make a very

handsome railing for residences, and were much used in Colonial

Fig. 313-

mansions. They can now be turned by machinery at a very moder-

ate cost. Generally two or three patterns are used, as shown in

Fig. 312. In open string stairs the balusters should be doweled into

the treads at the bottom and nailed or screwed to the under side of

the rail. If the top of the baluster is round it should be doweled

into the rail.
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Usually two balusters are placed on each step, one flush with the

face of the riser and the other half way between the risers. When
the run exceeds lo inches three balusters to the tread give a much
nicer appearance, and in residences three i^-inch balusters look

much better than two larger ones.

There are two methods of arranging the turned portion of the bal-

usters in open string stairs. One is to keep the square base the same

height on each step, varying the height of the turning as shown at A^

Fig. 299, and also in Fig. 312, and the other is to make the turned

part of the baluster of the same length in each, varying the height of

the square part to conform to the rake of the stairs, as shown at B.

With a close string every baluster is alike, although with this style of

stair open panel work or heavy balusters and arches are often used

instead of the ordinary balusters.

Geometrical stairs have no newel or angle posts. The flights are

arranged around a well hole in the centre, as in the plan Fig. 293, and

each step is supported by having one end housed into the wall string

and the other end resting upon the outer string, but partly drawing

support from the step below it. The face string is generally strength-

ened by a flat iron bar screwed to its under side. The hand-rail is

uninterrupted in its course from top to bottom.

Fig. 313 shows a sectional elevation of a geometrical stair with

winders.

FIXTURES AND FITTINGS.

189. Besides the standing finish there is usually in dwellings con-

siderable work in the way of fixtures and fittings for pantries, closets,

etc., to be provided, and also more or less work to be done in con-

nection with the plumbing.

With modern plumbing, what little woodwork is required in con-

nection with the fixtures is usually provided by the plumber, but it is

well to specify that the carpenter shall put up all brackets and hang

the water closet seats, etc., as a carpenter will usually do the work

better than a plumber. The specifications should also provide for

putting up finished cleats with moulded edges for all exposed plumb-

ing pipes, and for fixing cleats under the marble slabs where they are

set against wooden wainscoting.

Many architects also provide for a short hook strip in the bath-

room, with about four solid bronze clothes hooks.

If the plumbing pipes are run in pockets in the wall they should

be covered by a wide board or by panel work let flush into rebated

strips and secured with iron or bronze buttons.
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Kitchen Sink.—The specifications should also state how the kitchen

sink is to be fitted up.

When slate or soapstone sinks are used there is usually no wood-

work about them.

Ordinary iron sinks require a wooden frame to support them and a

wooden cap to cover the edges. At one or both ends of the sink a

drip board at least 18 inches long should be provided. The cap and

drip board should be at least \\ inches thick, and the drip board

should be slightly inclined and grooved on top. If the space under

the sink is left open an apron 4 inches wide is required under the

cap to cover the rough frame.

Closets.—All bedroom closets should be fitted with strips and

clothes hooks and at least one shelf. Large closets are often provided

with a case of drawers with three or four wide shelves above them.

Every large residence should be provided with a linen closet fitted

with a case of deep drawers and as many shelves, 16 inches wide and

about as many inches apart, as there may be room for. It is also desir-

able to enclose the shelves with paneled doors as a protection from dust.

Cedar Closet.—The most complete residences are also provided

with a ** cedar closet," for the reception of articles that may be in-

jured by moths. To be effective the entire inside of the closet, floor,

walls and ceiling, should be lined with cedar, using \ or |-inch ceil-

ing, and the inside of the door should also be ceiled or veneered with

the same wood. The closet is usually fitted with one or more cases

of wide and deep drawers, with wide shelves above, enclosed by doors.

The shelves and doors should be of cedar, but where economy is

necessary the drawers may be of pine lined with thin cedar. Drawers

lined in this way are sometimes placed in an ordinary closet, but as

it is the odor as well as the bitter taste of the cedar that keeps away

the moths, it is desirable that the entire closet be protected with it.

The cedar which should be used for this purpose is the Florida or

Alabama red cedar. (See Section 30.)

Besides the above there are often one or more special closets whose

fittings should be fully described. Detail drawings are not usually

necessary for the above fittings, as they may be described with suffi-

cient accuracy in the specifications.

190. China Closet or Butler's Pantry.—The arrangement

and extent of the fittings for this closet or room will, of course, de-

pemd greatly upon the plan and the character of the house.

A reasonably complete china closet should have a counter shelf

about 28 inches wide and 2 feet 8 inches from the floor across twa
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sides of the room. Below this shelf should be drawers to receive the

table linen—one long one for table cloths and shorter ones for nap-

kins, etc. One drawer should also be divided for knives, forks and

spoons. If there is room one or two cupboards should also be pro-

vided beneath the counter shelf.

Above the wide shelf there should be a number of shelves 14

inches wide for china and glassware. These shelves should be

enclosed with glass doors—sliding doors are generally considered the

most convenient.

A well-equipped butler's pantry should also be provided, with a

small sink for washing the china, glass and silver.

The kitchen pantry should be fitted with a counter shelf as long as

the space will permit, with at least one case of drawers about 3 feet

long and cupboards under and open shelves above. A strip for pot

hooks is also often provided. Provision should also be made in the

pantry for flour. Where flour is sold by the barrel, as is the case in

the Eastern States, it is customary to arrange a cupboard under the

counter shelf with a door large enough to admit the barrel and a

lifting cover in the counter shelf for taking out the flour from the top.*

In many of the extreme Western States flour and meal are sold

only in cotton bags containing either 25 or 50 pounds, and in those

States it is customary to put flour bins under the counter shelf—one

for flour and one for meal. These bins are tight boxes about 18

inches wide, 16 inches deep and 2 feet 3 inches high, which are

pivoted at the bottom so that the top may be brought forward for

taking out the meal or flour and then pushed back under the shelf.

Such bins are very convenient, but mice sometimes find their way

into them, and for this reason many housekeepers prefer to keep their

flour in tin cans made especially for the purpose. If such cans are

to be used, provision should be made for them in the pantry.

Kitchen Dresser.—In many small houses there is room only for one

closet, which is made to serve for both china closet and pantry.

With such a plan it is desirable to have a dresser in the kitchen in

which the kitchen utensils may be kept, and many housekeepers pre-

fer a good dresser to a kitchen pantry. The dresser is usually made

about 8 feet high and from 5 to 10 feet long, according to the size of

the kitchen. It should have a counter shelf at least 20 inches wide,

dividing it into upper and lower sections. The section below the

counter shelf should have a place for flour, two or three drawers and

Pivoted clamps for flour barrels (Perfection barrel swings) have recently been placed on the

market, by means of which the barrel can readily be swung out of the closet instead of reaching

through a door in the shelf.
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the remainder finished off for cupboards for pots and pans, with

paneled doors. Above the counter shelf there should be about four

shelves 12 or 14 inches wide. These shelves should always be en-

closed with glazed doors, either arranged to slide by each other on

brass tracks, or hung with hinges at the sides. The width of swing-

ing doors should not exceed 18 inches, and a width of 15 inches is

about the most convenient, the doors being arranged in pairs. Slid-

ing doors may be from 18 inches to 2 feet wide. When the counter

shelf is narrow it is a good idea to arrange for a drawer shelf imme-

diately under the counter shelf, which may be drawn out when

needed. As a dresser is really a piece of furniture, although gen-

erally fixed in place, it should be neatly made with paneled doors

and ends, and finished on top with a simple cornice. The wood

should be the same as the finish of the room.

To insure the best arrangement of doors, cupboards, drawers, etc.,

for the pantry, china closet

or dresser, the architect

should make scale drawings

showing the fittings at the

different sides of the rooms,

with full-size sections for

any special mouldings or

details.

Clothes Chute.—In many
residences a clothes chute

is provided, running from some place in the second story (from the

bathroom when practicable) to the laundry. The chute is merely a

vertical shaft or well about 16 inches by 2 feet inside, lined with

matched ceiling and provided with doors in each story.

Dumb Waiter.—If a dumb waiter is required a shaft for it to

operate in must be provided, with doors opening at the proper level

in the different stories. The shaft should be ceiled inside and a

pocket provided for the weights if one is necessary, with pocket

pieces (to give access to the weights) secured with screws.

A description of dumb waiters, with the lifting apparatus, is given

in the Appendix.

191. Details of Cupboards, Drawers, Bookcases, etc.

—

To properly detail a case of drawers, cupboard doors, etc., the

draughtsman must be familiar with the different methods of con-

structing them. Cupboard doors are made in essentially the same

way as other doors, except that they are usually thinner and have

Fig. 314.—Detail of Sliding Cupboard Doors
and Frame.
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narrower rails and stiles, with the panel mould worked on the solid.

For a door 2 feet by 4^ feet or less, a thickness of i^ inches is

ample, while the stiles and rails should be about 2\ or 3 inches wide,

the lower rail being usually made i inch wider than the others. The
panels should not be over 12 inches wide, and 8 or 10 inches are bet-

ter widths. A door 2 feet wide

and over 3 feet high should

have four panels.

When doors are used in pairs

the meeting rails are usually re-

bated and beaded.

If the doors are arranged to

slide, a slight space must be

left between the doors—about

^^ inch—and a stop bead nailed

to the edges, as shown in Fig.

314, to keep out dust. The
outer edges of the door should

also fit into a groove in the

frame for the same reason.

When it is desired to make swinging doors dust proof, the edges of

the doors should be fitted something as shown in Fig. 315, with the

meeting stiles rebated and the joint covered with an astragal.

The ordinary method of hanging the doors, cases, cabinets, etc., is

^HANBING STILE.

Fig. 315.

END OF CASE

RATCHET PIECE.

A B C

Fig. 316 —Methods of Hanging Doors of Cases.

that shown at A, Fig. 316. On bookcases, or wherever it is desir-

able to utilize the full width of the opening, there is a serious defect

in this method, in that when the door is open at right angles it re-

duces the opening by the width X, or nearly the entire thickness of

the door. To obviate this the door may be hung as shown at B or

C. The last detail is intended to represent the jamb of a bookcase
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finished with pilasters at the angles, which are made a part of the

doors instead of being fastened to the case, thus gaining the full

length of the shelves when the door is open.

Very often, as on bookcases and fine cabinets, it is desirable that

the hinge shall not be seen, and then the pivot or pin hinge is used.

ABC
Fig. 317.

Bookcase doors are frequently pivoted, as shown at A, Fig. 317. In
locating the pivot the distance D should be about yV i"^ch more
than the distance B. For a bookcase, however, this method of

pivoting the doors is decidedly objectionable for several reasons.

First, it narrows the opening by the full width of the door ; the

shelves must be made narrower

than with swinging doors and
dust easily enters at the edge of

the door. A much better

arrangement is that shown at B^

which leaves the full width and
depth of the case available.

At C is shown what is prob-

ably the best method of hanging

or pivoting the lid of a small

desk or cabinet that opens down.

By this arrangement the lid is

made self-supporting when open,

without the aid of elbow braces

or chains, and the pivot hinge

can be made quite strong, while being at the same time concealed.

192. Drawers.—These occur in most of the fittings usually de-

signed by the architect, and the better modes of construction should

be familiar to every draughtsman.

The successful operation of a drawer depends both upon the con-

struction of the drawer and of the case in which it works. The case

Fig. 318.
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should be made so that there will be only sufficient contact with the

drawers to support and guide them. Fig. 318 shows the usual con-

struction of the case with the top omitted. The bottom edge of the

drawer slides on the piece A, while the piece ^guides it. The piece

(7, which separates the drawers, is usually but f or i inch thick. If

a greater space is desired between the drawers a strip is glued to the

edge as at D.

Long drawers are often made with a centre guide, as shown at Gy

blocks being glued to the bot-

tom of the drawer to slide each

side of the guide. Long and

shallow drawers work much
better with such a guide, and

the guide also serves to sup-

port the bottom. In the best

work a " dust panel " is placed

in the frame between the

drawers so that when the drawer is removed from the pocket it is

impossible to reach the contents of the drawer below ; the panel also

keeps out more or less dust.

When it is desirable that the drawer may be withdrawn its entire

depth without falling, sliding pieces, S, may be arranged at each side

of the drawer, in the manner shown by Fig. 319. As the drawer is

Fig. 319-

Fig. 320.

drawn out it slides first on the sliding piece S, and when half open

a pin, P, engages in the sliding piece and draws it out. The piece S
holds the drawer and keeps it from falling. The slide S is prevented

from tipping by the shoulder R, which bears against the under side of

of the piece A, Fig. 318,

Fig. 320 shows the Kimball Ball-Bearing Drawer Slide, which is

similar to the arrangement above described, but with the addition of
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steel balls inserted in grooves, which decreases the friction. These

slides are sold at a very moderate price, and are quite extensively

used in libraries and public buildings ; they are worthy of a more

extended use in dwellings and for all drawers tJiat are to be much
used. The ** Turner " anti-friction drawer slide works on the same
principle but has wheels in place of balls. The author understands

that the slide without the balls is not now protected by patent.

The construction of the drawer itself is quite simple, the varia-

tions being only as a rule in the front piece and in the joints.

The sides and back of the drawers are usually from ^V to | inch

thick, and the bottom from | to |^ inch thick. The drawers slide

on the bottom edges of the side pieces and the bottom is grooved into

the front and sides. The back is commonly tenoned or grooved into

the sides and rests on the bottom. The bottom should always have
the grain of the wood running across the drawer, and should extend

a little beyond the back piece to allow for shrinkage. It should not

be fastened except at the front.

Drawers may be either plain front, panel front or lip front, as

PLAIN FRONT DRAWER. PANEL FRONT. LIP FRONT.

Fig. 321.

shown in Fig. 321. The panel front is usually formed by nailing or

gluing a panel mould around the edges of a plain front, the drawer

being pushed back until the moulding is flush with the front of the

case. When the front and sides are connected by a full dovetail

joint this makes a very strong and handsome drawer. The front of

a " lip front " drawer is rebated around all four edges, so as to project

about \ inch over the face of the case to keep out dust. The lip front

drawer should be used where the appearance is not of great conse-

quence and where it is desirable to keep out dust as much as pos-

sible, such as drawers for linen, clothes, etc. Lip front and plain

front drawers are usually lap dovetailed to the sides, as shown in the

illustrations. Carpenters often simply rebate the ends of the front

and nail the sides in the rebate, but this makes a bungling piece of

work, and the nails are apt to split the sides.

In furniture work the back and sides of the drawers are usually

dovetailed together, but in most mill work they are simply grooved
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Fig. 322.

and nailed together, as at D. The groove in the side pieces for the

bottom piece should be kept up | inch from the lower edge. If a

greater thickness than \ inch is necessary for the bottom piece, it

may be cut away at the edges as shown.

Specifications for drawers should state the kind of front desired

and how the parts are to be joined.

When a drawer is hung from a table top or shelf, the best arrange-

ment for the slide is that shown in Fig. 322.

When the slide is placed at the top of the

drawer there is sure to be friction against the

under side of the table top unless the drawer is

loosely hung, which is also objectionable.

A drawer for a corner cabinet cannot of course

be made to slide, but it may be pivoted to work

as in Fig. 323.

Mantels, Sideboards, etc.—The details of man-

tels and sideboards depend almost entirely upon

the design, and as this may vary indefinitely it

is impossible to give any illustrations that would be of much value.

In general the same principles of construction that have been given

for cabinet work or finish apply to these fixtures.

193. Dimensions for Furniture.—For the convenience of

draughtsmen when designing furniture or providing space for a

special article, the following dimensions, furnished

by Mr. Alvin C. Nye, are given :*

Chairs and Seats.^-T\iQ average figures taken

from a variety of good chairs are : Height of the

seat above the floor, 18 inches; depth of the seat,

19 inches ; the top of the back above the floor, 38

inches. Usually the seat increases in depth as it

decreases in height, while the back is higher and

slopes more. Twenty inches inside is a comfortable

depth for a seat of moderate size. Chair arms are about 9 inches

above the seat. The slope of the back should not be more than one-

fifth the depth of the seat. A lounge is 6 feet long and about 30

inches wide.

Tables vary in shape and size almost as much as chairs. Writing

and dining tables are made 2 feet 5 inches high, and the species of

sideboard called a carving table is made 3 feet high to the principal

shelf, but tables for general use are 2 feet 6 inches high.

[1
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Dining tables are made to extend from 12 to 16 feet by means of

slides within the frame. This frame should not be so deep as to

interfere with the knees of any one sitting at the table ; that is, there

must be about 2 feet clear space between it and the floor.

The smallest size practicable for the knee-holes of desks and library

tables is 2 feet high by i foot 8 inches wide. The width to be in-

creased as much as possible.

Bedsteads are classed as single, three-quarters and double. A
single bed is 3 feet to 4 feet wide inside ; a three-quarter bed, 4 feet

to 4 feet 6 inches ; a double bed, 5 feet. All bedsteads are 6 feet 6

inches to 6 feet 8 inches long inside. Footboards are from 2 feet 6

inches to 3 feet 6 inches, and headboards from 5 feet to 6 feet 6

inches high.

Bureaus vary in shape and size to such an extent that is impos-

sible to say that any dimension is fixed.

Convenient sizes are : 3 feet 5 inches wide, body, i foot 6 inches

deep, 2 feet 6 inches high ; or 4 feet wide, body, i foot 8 inches

deep, 3 feet high.

Commodes are i foot 6 inches square on the top, and 2 feet 6

inches high.

Chiffoniers are 3 feet wide, i foot 8 inches deep, 4 feet 4 inches

high.

Cheval glasses are made, if large, 6 feet 4 inches high, 3 feet 2

inches wide. If small, 5 feet high, i foot 8 inches wide. If medium,

5 feet 6 inches high, 2 feet wide.

Washstands of large sizes are 3 feet long, i foot 6 inches wide, and

2 feet 7 inches high. Small sizes are 2 feet 8 inches long.

Wardrobes may be 8 feet high, 2 feet deep, and 4 feet 6 inches

wide. Or, 6 feet 9 inches high, i foot 5 inches deep, 3 feet wide.

Sideboards may be 5 feet to 6 feet long, and about 2 feet 2 inches

deep.

Upright pianos vary from 4 feet 10 inches to 5 feet 6 inches in

length ; from 4 feet to 4 feet 9 inches in height, and are about 2 feet

4 inches deep, over all.

Square pianos are about 6 feet 8 inches long by 3 feet 4 inches

deep.

UPPER FLOORS.

194. When double floors are used, as should always be the case in the

better class of dwellings, the upper or finished floor should not be put

down until the plastering is thoroughly dry and most of the standing
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finish in place, and when hard wood floors are used they should not

be laid until all the other carpenter's work in the room is finished.

When there is to be only a single floor it is customary to lay the

floors that are to be carpeted, before plastering, leaving the hard

wood floors or those that are to be finished until after the plastering

is dry.

Woods Used for Flooring.—For floors that are to be carpeted

spruce boards are commonly used in New England, while in the

Middle and Northwestern States pine is generally used. In the

Trans-Mississippi States and in the Southern States hard pine is more

commonly used. For kitchen floors, and wherever a good wearing

floor is desired without going to the expense of hard woods, Southern

yellow or Georgia pine may be used, culling out all boards contain-

ing sap or large streaks of dark turpentine, as the turpentine soon

crumbles away, greatly marring the appearance of the floor. For

floors that are subject to a great deal of wear, maple is generally con-

sidered the best wood, while for parlor and hall floors oak or par-

quetry flooring is generally preferred. Besides these woods, birch is

used in some sections of the country, and it makes a very pretty

flooring. For all floors that are not to be carpeted quarter-sawed

flooring should be specified, as bastard boards will sliver and warp.

Matched Flooring.— If only a single floor is used it is absolutely

necessary that the boards be matched to prevent currents of air from

coming up from the spaces between the beams, and for oak or other

ornamental floors it is also necessary that they be matched, so that

they may be blind nailed. For other floors matching is not really

necessary, and in New England it is not customary to match any but

hard wood flooring. Instead of matching the spruce and hard pine

flooring the boards are carefully jointed or planed so that their edges

will come tightly together and the nails are driven in from the top

and sunk with a nail set, if the floor is to be dressed off. This makes

a better floor than the ordinary matched flooring. In the Western

States nothing but matched flooring is seen, although a great amount

of the flooring is so poorly matched that it cannot be made to come

together without rejointing by hand.

Widths and Thickness.—For a floor that is not to be carpeted the

width of the boards should not exceed 4 inches,* and for a first-class

oak, maple or birch floor 2\-\nch. flooring should be specified. For

carpeted floors 6-inch widths will answer, if a good quality of soft

* Flooring is commonly designated by the width of the board from which it is stuck, 4-inck

jointed flooring, measuring about 3^ inches, and matched flooring, 3 3-16 inches on top.
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pine or well-seasoned spruce is used, otherwise 4-inch flooring should

be specified, for if a 6-inch board warps much it will form ridges

which will cause the carpet to wear at those places. Ordinary floor-

ing is I of an inch thick, the bottom side being left rough, but for

stores, public corridors and similar places i^-inch flooring should be

used, both for stiffness and durability.

The better qualities of matched flooring are usually grooved on

Fig. 324.

to make it conform tothe under side, either as at A or B, Fig. 324,

the floor and to prevent warping.

195. Qualities of Flooring.—Soft pine and spruce floorings

are made in two qualities, first and second, the first quality being

free from knots, while the second quality contains small sound knots

Second quality pine flooring will answer for floors that are to be car-

peted, but only the first quality of spruce should be used for a good

residence, if used at all.

Hard pine stock flooring is sorted into three qualities, quarter-

sawed, first and second clear, and star. First and second clear floor-

ing would be furnished

for " first quality " unless

" quarter-sawed " is spec-

ified.

Even the quarter-

sawed flooring commonly
carried in stock is usually

so poorly jointed and of

uneven width, that it

'^' '^'^^'

cannot be laid so as to
make a perfectly tight floor. If one wishes a perfect hard pine floor,

the specifications should require that the flooring shall be stuck from
clear quarter-sawed boards, after they have been kiln-dried, and in
uniform widths.

There are a few mills in the Northwest that make a speciality of
finely matched and polished maple flooring, and if the architect desires

a fine floor he will do well to specify flooring from one of these mills.

Especial pains are taken with the matching of this flooring, the
tongues being wedge-shaped or rounded, and the boards of a per-
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fectly uniform width. The boards are thoroughly kiln-dried and the

surface polished.

A few mills also make end-matched flooring, as shown in Fig. 325,

which makes a more even joint than the butt joint, and does not

have to be nailed through the top. With end-matched flooring it is

not necessary to have the joints come over a joist. End-matched

flooring is made principally in 3-inch widths, showing 2\ inches on

top.

196. Laying and Nailing.—Floor boards should be laid in

courses, beginning at one side of the room and each course, if

matched, extending the full length of the room. The heading joints

should always be cut so as to come over a beam, and in matched floor-

ing they should break joint in every course.

In laying matched flooring the boards are generally blind nailed by

driving the nails diagonally into the upper angle formed by the

tongue and the outer edge of the board, as shown in Fig. 326, the

inner edge of the board being held by the

tongue of the board against which it is

driven. In laying the flooring in this way it

is obvious that each board or course must be

p. ^^ driven up and nailed before the next course

can be nailed. The boards should be

matched so that they will all be of exactly the same width and fit

tightly together, and should be nailed at every bearing, using eight-

penny floor nails for |-inch flooring and ten-penny nails for i^-inch

flooring. At the butt joints the nails should be driven through the

boards after the floor is laid.

In laying plain jointed flooring it is customary to make straight

end joints through three or four courses before the joints are broken,

and instead of laying one board at a time several boards are cut and

laid in position without nailing and are then strained tightly together

by means of flooring clamps or wedges, when the outer board is first

nailed, and the other boards afterwards.

With jointed flooring the nails must be driven through the board

and sunk with a nail set, if the floor is to be dressed off. A pencil

line should be drawn with a straight-edge above the floor joists so

that the nails will enter the joists and also be driven in straight lines

across the floor ; two ten-penny flooring nails should be driven at

each bearing. Jointed flooring can be laid with closer joints than

common matched flooring.
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Traversing.—Floors that are to be finished in oil, wax or varnish

should be traversed by hand, that is, planed crossways of the boards,

so as to bring the floor to a perfectly plane surface. Special planes

with long handles are made for this purpose. For floors that are to

be carpeted it will be sufficient to simply plane off all ridges r»ade by

the edges of the boards.

Kiln-Drying.—All hard wood flooring, and all soft wood flooring

that is to be finished, should be thoroughly kiln-dried (see Sections

12 and 13) and should be laid as soon as possible after it is delivered,

and should not be delivered until the plastering is thoroughly dry.

Flooring that has been well kiln-dried is often put into a damp

building and allowed to remain several days before it is laid ; under

such conditions the wood rapidly absorbs the moisture in the air and

all the beneficial effects of drying are counteracted, so that when the

Fig. 327.

building gets well dried out the floor boards will be found to have

shrunk, leaving wide cracks between the boards. This is an impor-

tant matter in securing good floors and should be carefully guarded

against by the superintendent.

Hard Wood Floors in Patterns.—Hard wood floors are sometimes

laid with short pieces in ornamental patterns by the carpenter.

Fig. 327 shows common patterns that may be laid with ordinary

3 inch matched flooring. The mitre joint shown at ^ is the

cheaper, as it does not require matching the ends of the pieces. The
joint shown at B has a more pleasing appearance, but requires that

the ends be tongued and grooved. If the pattern is to be more
elaborate than the one shown, it will be more satisfactory to use

regular parquetry flooring.
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197- Parquetry.—This consists of strips and blocks of hard

wood, fastened together at the edges and on the back, in slabs of

convenient size for laying.

As special machinery and facilities are required for making and

joining the pieces, parquetry can be made economically only at works

especially equipped for the purpose, and hence should be obtained

from a regular manufacturer.

There are several firms in this country that make excellent par-

quetry, the product differing slightly in the manner in which the

pieces are put together, and possibly in the quality of material and

workmanship.

Parquetry is commonly made in y^'j-inch and^-inch thicknesses, the

latter being usually formed by gluing a |-inch face of hard wood to

a pine or hard wood backing, although it is also made of solid pieces

of hard wood tongued and grooved and glued together. The latter

method, however, is more expensive

and is but little, if at all, superior for

the floors of dwellings.

The y^^-inch parquetry is made in

slabs 12 or i8 inches wide and 3 or 4
feet long for the centres, and 6 to 24

inches wide and 12 feet long for bor-

ders.

The ^-inch is made in blocks 12 to

18 inches square, or in slabs 12 to 18

p. g inches wide and 4 feet long, according

to the custom of the manufacturer.

Both thicknesses may be obtained in a great variety of stock pat-

terns, or any design can be made to order.

A comparatively plain centre, with a border to correspond with

the size and finish of the room, is usually the most pleasing.

The pattern, especially in the borders, is usually emphasized or

picked out by woods of contrasting colors, nearly all of the hard

woods being used for this purpose.

The centre of the floor, however, should usually be either of one

kind of wood or of woods of nearly the same color, as oak and

maple, these woods being considered the most satisfactory for flooring.

The cost of parquetry floormg varies with the thickness, the elab-

orateness of the design or pattern, and to some extent with the woods

used.

A very handsome floor in parquetry and border, ^ inch thick.
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can be obtained at an average cost of 20 cents per square foot (not

including laying). The same pattern \ inch thick will cost about

twice as much.

laying.—Thin parquetry is usually laid on top of the upper floor-

ing where double flooring is used, and if only a border is provided

the centre may be left depressed for the carpet, as the thin parquetry

is of practically the same thickness as a good carpet. Thick par-

quetry is laid on top of an under floor. For either kind the under

floor or foundation should be of narrow matched pine boards, well

dried out and well nailed. If the floor is in a new building the

boards upon which the parquetry is to be laid should be placed

diagonally of the room. The upper surface must be made perfectly

true and level by traversing, as any inequalities in the foundation

will show in the surface of the parquetry. One thickness of good

sheathing paper should then be evenly laid over the foundation and

the parquetry laid on top, commencing either with the centre or with

the border, as may seem best.

'

The thin parquetry is secured to the foundation by means of

ij^-inch wire brads if the under floor is of soft wood, or i-inch brads

if of hard wood.

The brads are driven through from the top and counter sunk for

puttying, from fifteen to twenty brads to the square foot being used

where the pattern is in small pieces. Gluing the parquetry to the

under floor is not recommended. The ^-inch parquetry usually has

a groove in the edges of the blocks into which a slip tongue or spline

is inserted, and the blocks are blind nailed as in common matched

flooring.

After the parquetry is laid it must be planed, scraped and smoothed

with No. I sandpaper, rubbing parallel to the grain to get a true

and even surface. A special scraper is made for this kind of

work, it being very important not to leave any tool marks on the

surface of the floor, as the polishing brings them into great promi-

nence.

To obtain a parquetry floor that will not open at the joints, it is

essential that the material be thoroughly dry when laid, and almost

as necessary that the building be kept artificially heated while the

work is being done. Experience has shown that floors laid during

those months when the heating apparatus is in use, stand much bet-

ter than floors laid in the summer months.

198. Superintendence.—Although the interior finish of a build-

ing is not of such vital importance as the constructive portion, yet
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the impression which a building makes upon the owner, or the occu-

pants, is largely influenced by the character of the finish and the

care exercised over minor details, and the architect or his superin-

tendent should give as much care to the inspection of the finish as to

any other portion of the work, and should especially look after all

the little things to see that they have not been overlooked by the

workmen or improperly done. The young architect should remem-

ber that every defect, whether in material or workmanship, is quite

sure to be discovered in time, and may reflect seriously upon the

person whose business it was to look out for and correct it.

Inspection of Stock.—As soon as the stock for the interior work is

delivered at the building it should be closely examined for defects,

such as sap, knots or pitch, and any defective pieces should be

marked in such a way that there will be no chance of their being

used. If the superintendent has not entire confidence in the work

of the contractor, he should endeavor to ascertain personally if the

finish has been dried as required by the specifications, or test it as

described in Section 13.

Doors.—The doors will of course be made at the shop, and as it is

not always possible to tell from the appearance of the completed

door whether or not it has been made according to the specifications,

a written guarantee should be required for all hard wood doors. A
veneered door can be told by examining the edges of the door, where

the thickness of the veneer can be seen. The ends of the doors will

also generally show how the stiles have been glued up.

Smoothing Up.—After the stock for the joiners* work has been in-

spected it should be carefully smoothed up by hand (unless it has

been done by special machinery at the mill), see Section 155, and

the superintendent should see that this work is thoroughly done.

Compare with Details.—All mouldings, panel work, etc., should be

carefully compared with the detail drawings to see that the latter

have been carefully followed, and the placing of the door frames so

that the doors will swing as shown on the plans should be looked

after. It often happens that it is advisable to swing a door in a dif-

ferent direction from that indicated on the plan, owing to a register

opening or radiator coming in the way. In such cases the superin-

tendent should consult with the architect regarding the proper

change to be made before the frame is set.

The superintendent should also take pains to see that the details

for the fittings, etc., will work out properly to fit their allotted place

in the building, and that all changes that may be required on account

of alterations from the original plans are made.
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Door Frames.—Door frames should be tested to see that the jambs

are plumb and the head level. Frames are often set so that the head

is not square with the jambs, which makes very unsightly work and

should be guarded against. The superintendent should caution the

foreman of the joiners to have the nails driven in the quirks of the

mouldings, as far as possible, in putting up the finish.

Splicing.—When the casings or architraves for the doors and win-

dows are sent to the building in random lengths, the superintendent

should be watchful to see that the carpenter does not undertake to

splice them (see Section 171), and it will be well to caution the fore-

man beforehand that this must not be done. Horizontal finish, such

as the base, chair-rail, cornices and picture moulding, must occa-

sionally be spliced, and the superintendent should see that the ad-

joining pieces are properly matched and jointed. Another thing

that should be carefully watched is the putting up of the chair-rail

and picture moulding. The joiner often puts these up " by his eye,"

which is sometimes not very true, so that when the walls are prepared

or decorated it will be found that the mouldings are far from level,

the fact being made conspicuous by the frieze or pattern of the paper

or decoration. The superintendent should test all such mouldings

by measuring from the floor or ceiling, or by a spirit level. Before

the house is turned over to the painter the superintendent should try

all the doors and windows to see that the former swing and shut

properly, and that the latter move easily up and down without being

loose enough to rattle, and that the sash are properly balanced and

hung with the proper cord or ribbon. If any are found that do not

work properly he should see that they are fixed before the painters

or finishers commence work.

Stairs.—The erection of the stairs should be carefully watched to

see that they are put up in accordance with the specifications and in

a workmanlike manner. If they are built by the Boston method

(see Section 186) the carriages should be examined to see that they

are put so that the treads will be perfectly level and the risers all of

the same height. The workmen sometimes make mistakes in cutting

the carriages, and then try to make them answer by tipping them

slightly or by adding to the upper and lower risers if they are too

short, or cutting a little off from these risers if the carriages are too

long. Such misfits should be carefully watched for and condemned
immediately if detected, the cost of a new set of carriages being in-

significant compared to the harm done to the stairs.
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When built by the English method the wedging and blocking up

of the finish work from the carriages should be carefully looked after.

As the work draws toward completion the superintendent should

carefully read the specifications and make notes of everything that

has not been done, or that he is not sure has been done properly, and

should have any work that i*- not properly put up corrected.

m^m^



Chapter VI.

BUILDERS' HARDWARE.

o o
Heads*

Although it is practically impossible for the architect to keep

posted on all that the market contains in the line of " builders' hard-

ware," still it is necessary that he be familiar with the kinds and

qualities of hardware in common use, so that he may be able to

specify or select such hardware as is best adapted to his purpose and

to distinguish between the different qualities. Builders' hardwareOmay be divided into two classes—rough

. . ^—^ hardware and finished hardware—the lat-

^ ' ^^
—

^ ter being usually designated as " shelf
"

hardware or trimmings.

ROUGH HARDWARE.
The principal forms of hardware in this

class come under the head of nails, screws

and bolts.

199. Nails.—Four kinds of nails are in

common use, viz., plate or cut nails, wire

nails, clinch nails and wrought nails.

Cu/ Nails are made from a strip of rolled

iron of the thickness that the nail is to be

and a little wider than the length of the

nail, the fibre of the iron being crossways

of the strip. Special machinery cuts the

nails out in alternate wedge-shaped slices,

L
after which the heads are stamped on them

LI and the finished nails are dropped into the

casks.

Cut nails are made in a variety of shapes

to suit special uses. For ordinary use in

building three shapes are made—common, finish and casing. Fig.

329 gives the exact size and shape of an 8d. nail of each kind. The
common nails are used for rough work, finish nails for finished work

and casing nails for flooring, matched ceiling and sometimes tor pine

casings, although the heads are rather too large for finish work.

u
COMMON, CASINa. FINISH.

Fig. 329.—8d. Cut Nails.
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Brads are thin nails with a small head, used for small finish, panel

mouldings, etc. They vary from a quarter to 2 inches in length.

Clout nails are made with broad, flat heads, and are sold in sizes

varying from f to 2\ inches in length. They are used chiefly for

fastening gutters and metal work.

Special nails are also made for lathing, slating, shingling, etc.

Wire Nails.—These have of late years become as common as the

cut nails, and are sold at about the same price. They are said to be

stronger for driving than the cut nails, and not so liable to bend or

break, especially when driven into hard woods, and they are also not

as liable to split the

% ^
fid COMMON.

&
Sd COlinON BRADl

p ^
fid TLOORlNa BKAIJ

[J :^
Sd CASING-

[J !>
6d riNisniNQ

(oi. SniNQLC NAIL

wood ; for these reasons

they are generally pre-

ferred by carpenters.

Wire nails are made
from wire of the same

size as the shank of the

nail, by a machine which

cuts the wire in even

lengths, heads and points

them, and also ribs them

when desired. Fig. 330
gives full-size engravings

of the various styles of

wire nails in common
use, the same classifica-

tion in general being

used as for the cut nails.

It should be noticed that

the gauge of the wire and

the shape of the head

varies in the difi^erent

varieties, and that some

are barbed while others

are plain.

Clinch nails are made from annealed cast iron, and are nearly as

flexible as the hand-made wrought iron nails. Wrought nails are

made by hand from the best wrought iron, and cost about four times

as much as the clinch nail. Both of these nails are used only in

places where it is desired to turn over the ends of the nails to form a

clinch, as in the case of battens or cleats.

1=
Sd CLINCn NAIL

«7d riNE. NAIL.

Jd 5LATING NAIL

1 INCH SARBCD TfcoriNa nail

Fig. 330.—Wire Nails (Full Size).
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Sizes.—The length of nails is designated by pennies (ds.), which

formerly represented the pennyweights of metal in the nail. This

designation as to weight no longer holds good, but the designation is

still retained and is practically uniform with the various manufactur-

ers, both for cut and wire nails. The weights run from two to sixty

pennies, with the lengths given in the following table, the gauge

number being for wire nails :

LENGTH OF NAILS.

NAME.
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4d. nails should be used for shingling and slating, and 3d. for lath-

ing. For slating, galvanized nails should be used, and they are also

better for shingling.

Whether wire or cut nails shall be used may generally be left to

the builder, but in places where there is any danger of the nails being

drawn out either by the warping of the boards or from the strain on

the nail, cut nails should be used, as they have much greater holding

power than the wire nails.

From comparative tests made at the Watertown Arsenal of the

power required to draw nails when driven to their head in spruce

timber, it was found that in the whole forty series of tests (each series

comprising ten pairs of cut nails and wire nails of one size), com-

PLAT-HEAD
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ming hardware are put on with screws, and a great deal of panel

work, inside finish, etc., is put together with them. Stop beads, the

casings of plumbing fixtures, etc., should be fastened with screws,

and also all kinds of store and office fixtures, and cabinet worlc in

general, except where the joints are glued. Screws are also largely

used in making furniture. Screws possess the advantage over nails

of presenting a neater appearance, greater holding power and ease in

NcDiam. No. Diam.
Tcmoving without injuring the

.0578 @ /^^ material. By making holes for

1 -oTio © ^^ ^^ '""^^^ the screws with a bit there is

•0842 ^ ^^^^ also no danger of splitting the

17 .2816 finish. The ordinary style of

screw has a gimlet point by

#18 .2947 which it can be turned into the

wood without the aid of a bit.

•1368 ^ ^^ '^^^ heads are made in four

M\ ^^^ ^^ ^^^° styles to suit different uses, as
.1500 W ^.^ shown in Fig. 331.

Tfi5i ^^ ^^^1 Screws are made of iron,

^^ ^^^ steel, brass, copper, bronze and
•1763 ^p ^,-^x

phosphor bronze ; the ordinary

#^^^^ screw being of iron. Steel
\Z<%^ '* -3737 . , ,. ,

\^^/ screws are comparatively little

^...... ,...,x^ used on account of the cost.

36 .4000 Brass, copper and bronze screws

21 8 W^ x^^^^ ^^^ used for putting on finished

hardware of the same material,

Ti m8o V////A t7////////\ the heads being finished to cor-X3 .2309 W4^ Y////////y?i 28 .4263 ....
respond with the trimmings.

^v^.x/x^ ^. Iron screws are also finished

with either a blue, bronze,

30 '4520 lacquered or tinned surface, to

match the cheaper class of trim-
Fig. 333.—American Screw Gauge. • -m j* mings. Blued screws are gen-

erally used with japanned hardware and for stop beads, and wherever

a cheap round-headed screw is desired. Silver and gold-plated screws

are also manufactured for use in connection with similar hardware.

Iron wood screws are made in twenty different lengths, varying

from \ inch to 6 inches, and each length of screw has from six to

eighteen varieties in thickness, there being in all thirty-one different

gauges, so that altogether there are about 250 different sizes of or-

dinary wood screws in the market.
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In ordering screws both the length and number of the gauge

(diameter of the shank) should be given. Fig. 333 gives the exact

section of the different gauges of American screws.

rig. 332 shows a patent screw manufactured by the Russell & Er-

win Mfg. Co. It has a diamond

point and can be driven with a

hammer its entire length into

any hard wood, and then held

by one or two turns as securely

as the ordinary screw.

Besides the ordinary wood
screws there are the lag screws

and hand-rail screws, or joint

used by builders. Hand-rail screws are

D

Fig. 334.—Lag and Coach Screws.

Fig. 335.—Button-Head Bolts.

bolts, which are much
illustrated in Fig. 311.

Lag screws have a conical point, Fig. 334, with deep threads and

a square head like the head of an ordinary

bolt, and are turned by a wrench. They are

made from -{^ to i inch in diameter and from

i^ to 12 inches long. They are considerably

used in framing in place of bolts.

Coach screws are similar to lag screws, ex-

cept that they have a gimlet point, and are

not usually made over f inch in diameter.

Bolts.—About the only shape of bolt used

by builders is the common round bolt with square heads and nuts.

Bolts up to 24 inches in length and \\ inches in diameter are gen-

erally carried in stock by the larger hardware dealers ; above that

size they are usually made to order. Bolts

with button heads, Fig. 335, either round or

square under the head, are also carried in stock

up to f inch in diameter, and are sometimes

preferable to the ordinary square head bolt.

Stove bolts are sometimes used in building

operations. They are made with flat and
round heads, as shown in Fig. T^T^d, and in

sizes varying from | to 7 inches in length and
from -^1^ to f inch in diameter.

FINISHED HARDWARE.
201. Materials and Finish.—Most of the finished hardware

used about buildings is made either of cast iron, brass or bronze,

although wrought iron and steel are used to a limited extent.

Fig. 336.—Stove Bolts.
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Iron^—Nearly all of the cheaper grades of butts, knobs, locks, etc.,

are made of cast iron. This material answers very well as far as the

durability is concerned, the principal objection to it on this score

being its liability to break under a blow or jar. For this reason it is

not suitable for bolts, although it is often used for the casing of bolts.

It is also not well suited for butts, as it often breaks from an unequal

strain or sudden jar.

Finish of Iron Hardware.—For the very cheapest class of work

the iron is left just as it comes from the foundry, only being cleaned

up a little with the file or brush.

The cheapest method of finishing iron hardware is by coating with

ordinary black varnish or with japan, the quality of the japanning or

varnish depending upon the grade of the goods. Japanning is prac-

tically indestructible where the iron is not exposed to scratches or

rubbing, and for durability is to be preferred to any of the lacquers

or imitation bronzes.

"Berlin bronze," "Tucker bronze," the so-called "Boston finish"

and nearly all lacquered hardware is finished by heating the iron and

immersing it in a bath composed of linseed .oil and gum-anime or

copal, to which is added powdered alloys of copper and bronze, to

give the desired color. When the coating thus obtained is dry the

iron is roasted in a kiln, which seems to dry the preparation into the

pores of the metal, and leaves it with a smooth, shining surface, imi-

tating more or less closely dull bronze. Hardware treated in this

way cannot be polished afterwards, all polishing being done to the

metal before it is lacquered.

202. Plated Iron and Steel Hardware.—Within the past ten

years electroplated iron and steel trimmings have been very exten-

sively used, the plating being now so nicely done that it is impossible

to distinguish the finished surfaces from bronze metal.

Nickel-plated iron hardware may also be obtained. This finish,

however, is unsuited for nice work, as the nickel will tarnish by ex-

posure to the atmosphere, after which no amount of rubbing will

restore it to its original appearance.

As a rule plated hardware is not desirable, except such portions as

are not subject to wear, as the plating will wear off in a short time,

exposing the black iron beneath. Again, bronze plating and oxidiz-

ing is often used on very inferior grades of cast iron hardware, par-

ticularly door-knobs, butts, drawer pulls, etc., thereby giving to the

uninitiated the idea that he is purchasing a good article, when in fact

it may be a very inferior one.
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In specifying plated hardware, therefore, the architect should con-

fine himself to those articles that are not subject to wear, and of

which the base is known to be of good quality. Plated hardware

should not be used where it will be exposed to the weather.

Bower-Barff Finish.—The most appropriate finish for iron hard-

ware is that obtained by the Bower-Barff process, which converts the

surface into magnetic oxide of iron (by means of heat and super-

heated steam), in which condition it is absolutely rustless. The

color of the iron when polished is a lustrous ebony black, especially

appropriate for offices and public buildings and some portions of

fine dwellings.

All ornamental wrought iron hardware should be finished in this

way.

The regular Bower-Barff process is quite expensive, and is con-

trolled under license by a few firms. The Yale and Towne Co.

being the sole licensees for builders' hardware or trimmings.

There are other methods of getting a similar effect on iron goods,

and most manufacturers have some such method, but these do not, as

a rule, give the rich black color of the regular process, nor are they

generally considered quite equal in quality.

A good deal of dead black hardware is finished over bronze
;

while this looks well at first, it wears off after a time so that the

bronze shows through.

203. Brass.—The terms brass and bronze are often confounded

when speaking of hardware, although the materials are quite differ-

ent in composition and usually in appearance.

Brass is an alloy of copper and zinc, while bronze is a composition

of copper and tin. It has a bright yellowish appearance; and is sus-

ceptible of a high polish. It tarnishes very easily and is conse-

quently generally protected by a coat of shellac, which, however,

will not entirely prevent it from changing in color. The use of brass

for hardware is confined principally to door-knobs, small hinges and

bolts, which are usually finished in the natural color of the metal.

To keep brass knobs looking well will require more labor than for

bronze.

Bronze.—Bronze is more largely used in the manufacture of

finished hardware than any other metal. It can be cast with great

ease and in the most delicate patterns, and may be finished in a great

variety of styles and colors.

The general method of producing the different colors of bronze

hardware is as follows : The casting, after being trimmed or chased
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as may be necessary, is thoroughly cleaned by immersion in a strong

acid bath, followed by one in a weak alkali and clear water. It is

then suspended in a bath of hot acids specially prepared with various

chemicals to produce certain changes in the color of the metal.

When the desired shade is reached the casting is removed, dried in

sawdust and rubbed down to an even tone on a bufifing wheel.

Almost any color or shade can be had with bronze by proper treat-

ment.

The colors thus obtained, however, should not be considered as

permanent, as they are merely laid on the surface. Copper, silver,

gold and nickel finishes are obtained by plating either bronze metal

or over iron and steel that has first been plated with bronze or cop-

per. " Bronze hardware is sure to change in time, no matter how it

may be finished, and generally the stronger tones are the least satis-

factory in the end, fading out to unpleasant musty hues." For plain,

smooth hardware the natural color of the bronze will prove the most

satisfactory in the end, as it Can always be kept bright by polishing.

The various finishes given to solid, or bronze-plated hardware,

differ more or less in color and appearance with different manufac-

turers, and the manner of designating them also differs. They also

vary in cost, the relative cost being somewhat in the following order,

plain bronze being usually the cheapest and taken as the standard,

and a fixed charge being added for the other finishes, according to

the size of the article. The brackets indicate the same price.

j Light bronze. ( O^^ brass, shaded.

( Brass, natural. \ Copper, oxidized, streaked.

'Dark bronze. Silver, light or mottled.

Copper, red antique. Gold, yellow, red or green tints.

Old brass, plain.

Dead black, electroplate.

Nickel.

Silver, dark.

Both bronze metal and bronze-plated iron goods are made plain

and figured. In the cheaper grades of goods the figured or orna-

mented hardware, particularly door-knobs, is usually a little cheapei

than the plain surfaces, and the author's experience has been that in

a cheap grade the figured knobs show wear less than the plain knobs.

In the better grades of hardware ornamentation adds to the price,

although if the ornamentation is artistically designed, not in propor-

tion to the improved appearance.

SPECIAL TRIMMINGS.

204. To describe all the special kinds of finished hardware used,

or designed to be used, in buildings would be almost an endless taski
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therefore only a description of such pieces as are in common use will

be attempted.

For those who would like a thorough treatise on the subject, Mr
Clarence Blackall's book on " Builders' Hardware "* is recommended

as giving the most complete description (up to the date of its publi-

cation) of the varieties and cost of hardware obtainable. Many of

the following cuts are taken by permission from this work.

For most architects a careful perusal of the following pages, sup-

plemented by the manufacturers' catalogues and an examination of

the different styles and patterns at the local hardware dealers', will

furnish all the information usually required. The most valuable in-

formation, however, can be obtained only by studying the mechanism

of the different styles and observing the way in which they wear.

When satisfactory hardware has once been found it will be better to

keep to that than to experiment with other makes, although the best

grades of any of the leading manufactures may be relied upon.

In describing the various pieces of hardware the author has deemed

it best to take them up in the order in which they are related to the

different parts of the building.

Door Trimmings.—The hardware for a single door consists

usually of hinges, lock, knobs and escutcheon plates. Outside doors

used by the public are also often provided with an overhead check

Double doors require in addition bolts for the standing leaf. Slid-

ing doors are commonly hung on "hangers," and are fitted with

lock, flush pull and cup escutcheon plates. Double-action doors

should have push and kick plates instead of knobs, and a dead lock

if a lock is necessary. Store doors usually have handles instead of

knobs, and long escutcheon plates. Doors that are provided with an

overhead check are often fitted with a pull handle on the inside and

a push plate on the outside, and a dead lock.

Other trimmings may also be required for special conditions, but

the above covers the trimmings commonly used. Each of the above

kinds of hardware are made in a great variety of patterns and sizes,

the more common of which we will try to describe.

Hinges.—Hinges proper are divided into two general classes by

the hardware trade : First, those that are screwed to the face of the

door or shutter, which are called hinges, and second, those which are

screwed to the butt edge of the door and against the frame, and

which are designated as butts. The latter are almost invariably used

•Published by Ma:millan 8l Co., New York. Price, $5.
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for hanging the doors in finished buildings, hinges being used prin-

cipally on stable and out-house doors, blinds, shutters, trap doors, etc.

Spring hinges may also be divided in the same way into spring

hinges and spring butts, although the latter are very commonly

called hinges.

205. Wrought Strap and T-Hinges.—Hinges, proper, used for

hanging doors are made exclusively of wrought metal, usually iron or

Steel, and in practically but two general shapes, viz., those shown in

Fig. 337.—Strap Hinge.

Figs. 337 and 338. For doors hung in a frame it is generally neces-

sary to use the T-hinge on account of the narrow edge of the frame.

Where there is room to use, the strap hinge, as for trap doors, it

should be preferred.

Strap and T-hinges are made in sizes varying by inches from 3 to

14 inches for the leingth of each leaf of the strap hinge, or of the long

leaf of the T-hinge, a 6-inch hinge being the smallest that should be

Fig. 338.—T-Hinge.

ased for a full-size door. They may be obtained in the plain iron,

japanned or galvanized. Wrought hinges cannot be broken without

first bending and tearing the iron, and where strength and resistance

to rough usage are alone desired, they are preferable to butts. These

hinges, however, are more frequently used on battened doors or very

thin framed doors, where a butt hinge can not very well be used.

Besides the common strap and T-hinges, shown in Figs. 337 and

338, the Stanley Works make a patent hinge (Hart's Patent) which
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has two thicknesses of steel surrounding the pin, as shown in Fig.

339. It is claimed that this hinge has double the strength of the

ordinary hinge. The Stanley Works also make corrugated hinges

(Fig. 340), in which the metal is cor-

rugated about the pin and also on

the straps and around the screw

holes, which greatly increases the

strength of the hinge and prevents

the metal from binding upon the pin.

They are made of plain steel and

with japanned, galvanized or bronzed

finish, and also of wrought brass. They cost a little more than the

cheapest wrought hinges and about the same as heavy plain hinges.

This company also makes several patterns of ornamental cor-

rugated hinges in both plated and polished wrought steel and in

wrought brass, one pattern of

which is shown in Fig. 341.

These hinges have a very orna-

mental appearance, and may be

used to advantage on finished

work, more especially on cup-

board doors, refrigerators, etc.

Single action spring hinges

will be described in connection

with screen doors.

206. Butts.—All common hinges are made so that the two leaves

cannot be separated, the pin being riveted in place, so that the door

or shutter cannot be taken off without unscrewing the hinge. This

would be a very grave

objection in the hinges of

full-size doors for houses,

etc., and the necessity of

being able to remove the

door without unscrewing

the hinge, as well as the

question of appearance

and safety, has led to the
^'S- 341- universal custom of hang-

ing the doors in all finished buildings with hinges like those shown in

Figs. 342 and 343, which permit of the door being taken off without

removing Ihe hinge. These hinges are called butts, as they are

Fig. 340.
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screwed to the butt edge of the door and the face of the jamb.

When the door is closed the leaves of the hinge, and consequently

the screws, are concealed, so that the hinge cannot be removed.

Butts such as are shown in Fig. 342 are called loose-pin butts, and

that shown in Fig. 343 is a

loose-joint butt . Loose-joint

butts are finished with and with-

out tips, but loose-pin butts

always have them. When hung

with the latter butt the door is

removed by withdrawing the

pins and slipping the hinges

apart. With the loose-joint

butt all that is necessary is to

swing the door so that it will

clear the trim, and lift it from

the hinge.

The use of these butts varies

in different localities. In Bos-
Fig. 342.—Loose-Pin Butt.

ton loose-joint butts are used almost exclusively, while in Western

cities only loose-pin butts are used, a loose-joint butt being scarcely

ever seen.

Loose-pin butts possess two advantages: The first and most im-

portant one is that the bearing

surface is increased to a maximum,
and as the pin is distinct from the

leaves it can be made of a metal

that will stand more wear than

that of the butts.

The smallest butts have two

bearings and three "knuckles,"

and those 4 inches high and over

have four bearings and five

knuckles.

The loose-joint butt has only

one bearing.

The second advantage possessed

by the loose-pin butt, and prob-

ably the one which most.influences its use, is that as either leaf can

be fastened to the jamb, the butt can be used on either a right or a

left-hand door, which often saves much inconvenience when hanging

the door.

Fig. 343.
—Loose-Joint Butt.
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With loose-joint butts the part containing the pin must be screwed

to the jamb, which necessitates making the butts in rights and lefts.

To tell whether a door is right or left-handed is often confusing, but

if the following simple rule be remembered no difficulty will be

found. Rule: II the door swings /r^w you to the right, it is right-

handed; if it swings from you to the left, it is left-handed.

For locks the above rule applies only to doors that open in; if the

door opens outward, a left-hand reverse bevel latch will be required

for a right-hand door, and vice versa. Reverse bevel latches, how-

ever, are usually required only for locks in which the key can be
used from the outside only, as front door and vestibule locks, rim

night latches, etc.

There is another point about the loose-pin butt which is some-

times an advantage and sometimes the reverse, viz.: that by slipping

out the pins the door can generally be opened, even when locked.

The doors should therefore be hung so that the pins will not be within

the reach of burglars or thieves. With the loose-joint butt it is im-

possible to open the door, when locked, without breaking the lock or

butts.

Where loose-joint butts are used great pains should be taken to

hang the door so that both butts will bear evenly; in many instances

it will be found that but one butt carries the weight of the door.

Material.—Butts are made of cast iron, malleable iron, wrought

steel, bronze and brass. For the very best work solid bronze or

brass butts or the Stanley bronze-plated steel butts should be used.

The steel butts made by the Stanley Works are very heavily plated

and finished so that they can not be detected (when on the door)

from solid bronze metal, and the author believes are in all respects

as desirable, if not more so (on account of greater strength), as solid

bronze or brass butts for the inside doors of dry buildings. As butts

are not subject to wear on their face, there is no danger of the plat-

ing wearing through.

Front doors, or doors hung in damp situations, should be hung
with solid bronze or brass butts, or iron butts Bower-Barffed, or if

these cannot be afforded, japanned butts answer very well.

The cheaper grades of butts are made of cast iron, either in the

plain iron, japanned, lacquered or plated. A cast iron butt can not

be considered as a first-class butt, no matter how expensively it mp.y

be finished, on account of the brittleness of the material. If a cheap

butt must be used the japanned butt will generally be found to weai

the best.
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F'g- 344-

207. W^ashers.—Bronze or iron butts, especially if they have a

loose joint, should have the bearing surfaces fitted with some form of

steel washer, to reduce the wearing of the bearings. In loose-joint

butts the washers are exposed as in

Fig. 343 ; in loose-pin butts the more

general custom is to countersink the

washers in the hubs of the butt, so as

not to show externally. With wrought

steel butts washers are unnecessary

except for very heavy doors.

The Stanley Works have recently patented a ball-bearing washer

for their butts, to be used for very heavy doors, which greatly re-

duces the friction and increases the wearing quality. Two of these

washers are used on loose-pin butts (see

Fig. 345) and one on the loose-joint

butts. The balls are made of the hardest

steel and there is no danger of their crush-

ing. An enlarged view of the washer is

shown in Fig. 344.

The Yale bronze butts are fitted with

self-lubricating steel washers, which are

perforated and filled with a non-fluid

lubricant, which prevents wear and creak-

ing.

Sizes.—Butts are made in sizes varying

by half inches from 2>^t, to 5^x5^^, and

above that by inches to 8x10 inches.

Larger than 6x6 inches are seldom used, as it is much better to in-

crease the number of butts rather than

the size.

In specifying the sizes, 3^x3^ -inch butts

may be used for i|-inch pine doors not

over 2 feet 8 inches wide
;
4x4 butts for

doors if inches thick and 7 feet high,

and 4^^ or 5 -inch butts for heavier doors.

Doors over 7 feet 6 inches high should be
hung with three butts, and it would be

better to hang a 7-foot door with three

4x4 butts than with two 5x5, as the three

butts will not permit the door to spring in the middle.

Tt sometimes happens that a 4x4 butt will not allow the door to

Trim
f

— -.-- -1;

jDoor Open ••

t. ' J
Fig. 346.
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swing back parallel with the wall without striking the trim of the

door. For such cases butts wider than they are high are made, as

4^x4 and 5x4. The butts should always project beyond the face of

the door sufficient to throw the door out beyond the trim, as shown

in Fig. 346.

The outside doors of public buildings should always open out-

ward, and should be hung so as to swing back out of the way, and

provided with a hook or other means of keeping them open when
desired.

208. Double-Action Spring Butts.—If it is desired that a

door shall swing in both directions, it should be hung with double-

action spring hinges. A door pivoted top and bottom near one edge

would, of course, swing both ways, but as it is considerable trouble

to close a door that does not have a stop, so that it will stay at the

proper place, a spring is a practical necessity on all " fly " doors, both

to close them and to keep them in the proper position when not

being operated. Double-action hinges are especially desirable on

rWAMB

Fij?. 347-

pantry doors opening into the dining room, and on vestibule doors

in public buildings. They are sometimes used on outside doors of

buildings of a semi-public character, but as a double-action door

cannot be made tight, no- cannot be so well locked, it is better to

use ordinary butts with an overhead door check on such doors.

There are many patterns of double-action hinges on the market,

several of them being constructed on the same principle, but differ-

ing more or less in slight details and in the quality of the materials.

The general prmciple of nearly all double-action spring butts is that

of two pins, one on each side of the door, connected by a central

plate which lies between the two leaves of the butt when the door is

closed. This is illustrated by the two diagrams. Fig. 347, which

show the position of leaves of the hinge for different positions of the

door. The principal difference in the various makes of butts, aside

from the quality of the materials and workmanship, lies in the ar-

rangement of the spring or springs, which close the door and bring
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It to its proper place after being opened Most of the hinges have
two springs (which may be either simple or compound), one around
each pin, as shown in Fig. 348, which represents an old style hinge.

As the door is opened the spring about

the pin on which the door swings is

coiled tighter, and the reaction throws

the door beyond the centre, bringing the

strain on the other hinge, which reacts

in the same way.

All high-class hinges of this type now
have the springs concealed within hol-

low cylinders.

Of hinges of the type described above,

the Bommer, American and Oxford are

perhaps the most extensively used on

good work.

The Bommer hinge is shown in Fig.

349. One flange is screwed to the jamb

and the other to the edge of the door, a

raised shoulder on the upper and lower

edges of the flanges serving as a gauge

to the carpenter in putting on the hinge

and securing accuracy in fitting.

The peculiar feature of this hinge is

the use in the large-sized hinges of compound spiral springs inside

of the cylinders, which give a very light and elastic movement, com-

Fig. 348.

©

O

Fig. 349.—Bommer Spring
Hinge.

bined with great power. The construction of the washers also re-

duces the wear and friction to a minimum. A partial section through

Fig. 35a—Section Through Cylinder of
Bommer Hinge.
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one of the cylinders of the larger sizes, Fig. 350, gives an idea of the

construction. This is not a cheap hinge, but may be depended upon

to give perfect satisfaction, and to wear almost indefinitely.

These hinges are made of wrought steel, plated, and in bronze

metal or brass, and in sizes to fit any door. The bronze and brass

metal hinges have a continuous steel core or skeleton running from

end to end, and the entire wear is upon this steel interior, not affect-

ing in the least the bronze or brass exterior, and thus overcoming the

disadvantages of bearings of soft bronze metal or brass. Single-

action hinges and special patterns

for office gates and water closet

nA
\ Q n^ doors are also made with the same

-%i ——U::|i 1m kind of springs.

-4 ~^uL| -, The American spring hinge is

very much like the hinge shown in

Fig. 348, except that the spring is

encased in cylinders made with six

knuckles, resembling the joint of a

loose-pin butt. This is a very

powerful hinge, suitable for very

heavy doors.

The Oxford hinge somewhat

resembles in its general appear-

ance the Bommer hinge, but is a

cheaper hinge and more suitable

for light doors.

Fig. 351 shows the "Chicago"

double-acting spring butt, which

differs from those previously men-

tioned in that the force is derived

entirely from a single strong coil,

working in the thickness of the

door, and which is concealed when the door is closed. This hinge

is made in japanned iron and bronze metal, and is very extensively

used in the Western States. It is neat in appearance and has proved

quite satisfactory for doors of average size.

The Oxford and Chicago spring butts are often used with one

spring butt and one " blank " to a door, the blank working in the

same way as the spring butt, but having no spring. The blank is

used to reduce the cost.

Fig. 351—Chicago Spring Butt.
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209. Pivot Hinges.—In the opinion of the author, the hand-

somest hinge for double-acting doors is the New Idea double-acting

spring hinge, shown in Figs. 352 and 354. This hinge is entirely dif-

Fig. 352- Fig. 353.

ferent in principle from all other spring hinges, as the door really swings
on a pivot or pintle, which is supported by the arms {A) of the jamb

plate, Fig. 353, and let into the door, so that

nothing but the face plates and the arms of the

jamb plate are exposed. With this hinge a con-

cave jamb strip must be used, as shown in Fig.

352 ; this strip, however, is more ornamental

than the plain strip commonly used, and the

joint between the door and strip is much closer

than is possible with other double-acting hinges.

The leaves of the hinge that are fastened to

the door divide on the line of the pintle for con-

venience in applying ; this also allows of two

finishes on one hinge. Besides the plain hinge

shown in Fig. 352, an ornamental hinge is made,

as crudely indicated by Fig. 354, which is, in

fact, a very handsome hinge. Aside from the

ornamentation this pattern differs from the plain one in that the

jamb plate has moulded edges which are exposed, the wooden jamb

Fig. 354-
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strip being made of the same profile and cut against it. Although it

has been advertised but little, this hinge appears to have met with

much favor from architects.

Some years ago the Bardsley checking spring hinge was quite eX'

tensively used for double-acting doors in first-class buildings. This

hinge is really two pivots, one fitting into a socket mortised into the

top of the dopr, while the lower one works in connection with a

spring encased in a cylinder and sunk in the door sill. The cylinder

containing the spring is filled with oil, which prevents any jar or sud-

den movement. This device works very nicely, closing the door

without slamming. The author understands, however, that it has

been largely superseded by overhead checks of the liquid type.

The Russell & Erwin Manufacturing Co. also make a double-acting

ball-bearing floor hinge with which both the top and bottom of the

door are pivoted.

210. Sliding Door Hangers.—Sliding doors are now almost

always hung from the top by

hangers which roll on a track

secured to the inside of the stud-

ding or hung from the Vieader

above the opening and pocket.

There are a great many styles

of hangers and several kinds of

tracks in the market, and it is

often puzzling to the architect to

know what to specify.

With any hanger that rolls on

a track, the most important con-

siderations, aside from strength,

are the friction of the hanger on

the axle, and, if on a fixed track,

a practical arrangement for ad-

justing without taking off the

door ; the matter of noise is also

an important consideration with house door hangers. The track,

also, is nearly if not fully of equal importance with the hanger ; it

should be straight and capable of adjustment in case the studding to

which it is attached should settle.

In most of the hangers the friction is reduced by permitting the

hanger to roll on ihe axle while the wheels of the hanger are rolling

on the track, although several of the latest devices have ball or roller

bearings. j«-e-r—

Le Roy Hanger.

Fig. 355-
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{.__/%'
1

Fig 355A.

One of the best combinations of track and hanger that the author

has yet seen is that of the Le Roy Noiseless Bali-Bearing House
Door Hanger, with adjustable track, shown by Fig. 355, a better view

of the track being shown in Fig. 366. As will be

seen the track consists of a grooved strip of hard

wood i^ inch by i^ inch, which is riveted to a

1 3.^ inch by 1 54 inch steel angle. The track is

secured to a wood header above by steel brackets

riveted to the track and secured to the header by

adjustable screws For parlor doors the track is

made stationary at the ends in the pockets, and

is adjusted at the center of the opening. In this

way any settlement in the partition can be readily

overcome.

The wheels of the hanger have a raised rim which fits into the

groove in the track, so that they cannot possibly get off the track,

and at the same time each wheel has a bearing on each side.

The wooden track practically does away with all noise, and the

manner in which the door is suspended from the trolley causes it to

hang perfectly. The axles of the wheels have ball-bearings which

reduce the friction to a minimum.

The doors can also be slightly raised or lowered by an adjusting

screw on the bottom of the hanger.

The wooden header shown in Fig. 355 is furnished with the track,

so that the putting up of the track is a very simple matter.

This track and hanger requires a clear space of 4 inches between

the studding, and a vertical height of 8J4^ inches from the top of the

door to the top of the track header shown in Fig. 355.

Firf. 356.

Trolley Tracks.—Another very satisfactory arrangement for hang-

ing sliding doors is by means of a trolley track, similar to that shown

by Fig. 35 5 A. The trolleys or wheels which carry the door run inside
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of the track as shown in Fig. 356. The track being of rolled steel

possesses a great deal of strength, so that it requires but few supports

and can readily be adjusted. With this track it is absolutely impos-

sible for the wheels to get out of place, or for any dirt to get inside of

the track. It also requires less space between the studding than

other tracks, 3 inches being sufficient for doors i3^ inch thick.

Several grades and kinds of hangers are made to suit different re-

quirements.

The trolley track is especially well adapted for large doors or slid-

ing partitions which have to slide some distance. In such cases it

will be best to place the doors outside of the partition and incase the

track in a false beam or cornice, so that it can be easily got at for

adjustment.

Trolley tracks and hangers for a variety of purposes are made by

the Coburn Trolley Track Manufacturing Co. and by the Wilcox

Manufacturing Co , the principle of construction being practically

the same in each, while differing in the details. (See also page 351.)

211. Next to the trolley track the

author would place the single iron

bar track, one type of which (the

Lane) is shown in Fig. 357. The
track is placed directly over the

cer»tre of the door and is attached to

a board by means of iron brackets

riveted to the track and screwed to

the board or track plate. This track

plate should be in one piece the full

length of the track, and of well-

seasoned pine, and should be put up
perfectly level and securely nailed to the studding. A plank, H
should be securely nailed between the two lines of studs, a sufficient

distance above the track to keep the space of uniform width, prevent

the studs from springing and to protect the wheels and doors from
dropping plaster. The track being of steel cannot warp, and being
attached to but one side of the partition is not subject to derange-

ment from unequal settling of the two sides of the partition.

The single track is now used by several manufacturers, that and
the trolley track having almost displaced the double wooden track

unless it be in the cheaper buildings.

The hangers used on these tracks require an accessible and prac-

ticable means of adjustment, so that either the front or back edge of

the door may be raised in case the bearing partition settles, and an

I'jg. 357
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Fis;. 358.—The Lundy Hanger.

anti-friction provision for the wheels.' The method of adjustment

varies with each make of hanger, but a great many have an adjust-

ment somewhat similar to that shown in Fig. 359, which works

Tery well for the front edge of the door, but can not so readily be

got at on the back edge. This adjustment also necessitates right and

left-hand hangers. Several

hangers are adjusted by

means of a serrated screw,

as in Figs. 358 and 360.

Previous to the introduc-

tion of the roller and ball-

bearing hangers the provis-

ion for anti-friction had

generally consisted in per-

mitting the axle of the wheels

to roll in a slot in the hanger

carriage, as shown in Fig.

358, and this has been found

to give very satisfactory results for parlor doors. If a door has to

slide a long distance, however, this arrangement becomes imprac-

ticable on account of the great length of slot required. For ordi-

nary parlor or barn doors, however, a sufficient length of slot can

easily be provided, and hangers of this style are much to be preferred

to cheap roller or ball-bearing hang-

ers. In fact, it is generally admitted

that there is no bearing so poor and

unreliable as a poor quality ball-bear-

ing. A ball-bearing hanger, there-

fore, that is sold for a less price than

the standard hangers, should be

looked upon with suspicion. Roller

bearings are more durable, as the

rollers, when of the same quality, have

a greater crushing resistance.

Fig. 359 shows the Lane single rail,

ball-bearing parlor door hanger, which is the same as their standard

hanger except in the bearing, the Standard hanger having a slot bear-

ing similar to that in the Lundy hanger. The ball-bearings in the

Lane hanger have cups and cones carefully made and hardened, and
polished steel balls guaranteed not to crush ; the quality and work-

manship being equal to that in high-grade bicycle bearings This

Fig- 359—Lane Bail-Bearing Hanger.
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Fig 360.—Lane New Model Hanger.

bearing adds slightly to the cost of the hanger, as well as to its work*

ing quality and durability. Ball-bearing and roller-bearing hangers

are, of course, adapted to any length of track.

The " New Model " Lane parlor door hanger, shown in Fig. 360,

represents, perhaps, one of the best of the low-priced hangers, the

reduction in cost being due to

a less amount of material in it

and somewhat less labor. It

has roller bearings running on

a hard steel bushing. The
adjustment is made by means

of "a nut with serrated projec-

tions or flanges both above and

below the fastening plate, so

that the nut may be turned

either from the edge of the door

above the plate or from the side

by removing the stop.

When parlor door hangers

were first introduced two tracks,

generally of wood, were used

for the hangers to run on, and several double-track hangers are still

used. As has been stated, the principal objection to a double-track

hanger is that the two sides of a sliding door partition are very apt

to settle unequally, thus

leaving the tracks at

unequal heights and

interfering with the

proper working of the

hanger. As long as the

tracks are on a level,

however, double-track

hangers work fully as

well as the single-track

hangers, and if there

were no chance of the

partition settling, the

double-track hangers
would be preferable.

Fig. 361 illustrates one of the better types of double-track hangers.

Barn doors are now generally hung from an overhead track in

Fig. 361.—Richard's Hanger for Wood Tracks.
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much the same way as house doors, except that the hanger, being ex-

posed, is commonly screwed to the inside of the door.

Most of the manufacturers of parlor door hangers also make barn

door hangers that work in about the same way as their house door

hangers. The Coburn trolley barn door hanger has the same form of

track as that shown in Fig. 355, varying in size to correspond with

size and weight of the door, and the hangers are of the same general

pattern, although the manner of attaching to the door is entirely dif-

ferent, and a lateral adjustment is provided so as to move the door

sideways in case it should warp and bind against the wall. The trolley

track is especially suitable for places where the track is exposed, as

nothing can possibly get into it and it requires no hood.

The Lane barn door hanger and track is very similar to their stand-

ard parlor door hanger, and works very satisfactorily.

Barn doors, when hung at the top, should be provided with one 01

more stay rollers at the bottom to prevent their being blown in.

212. Trackless Hangers.—Besides the class of sliding door

hangers that roll on a track, there is also a distinct type of hangers

which operate the door by means of a frame working on the prin-

ciple of a parallelogram, the corners of which must always be at the

same level. This frame is attached to the back edge of the door and
the door slides by it.

The first hanger invented of this type was the Prescott Brace

Hanger, which was placed on the market during the year 1880, and

at once gained considerable popularity, due to the great ease and
smoothness with which it works. Since then this hanger has been

quite extensively used for hanging parlor doors, elevator doors and
the large doors of stables, warehouses, freight sheds, etc. The form

of hanger used for doors 4 feet and under is shown in Fig. 362. As
may be seen, it consists essentially of two flat bars joined scissors

fashion in the centre. The lower end of the bar X is fastened by an

angle iron to \\iQ face of the jamb stud, as shown at A, and the lower

end of Y is fastened to the back edge of the door in the same way.

The upper end of each bar has a pulley which works between two

parallel bars attached, one to the face of the jamb stud at E, and the

other to the back edge of the door at D. The weight of the door

comes principally upon the pivoted hinges at A, B and C. When
the door is opened the hanger spreads out like a pair of shears, at

the same time raising the door about \ inch, and as the door is closed

the hanger shuts up until the two bars are parallel. In practice,

the hanger, when properly set, works to perfection. The door can
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never bind, but can be operated by the slightest pressure in eithcT

direction. The doors are hung after the plastering is done.

An objection to the use of this hanger in parlor doors, however, is

that it requires a wider pocket than the track hangers and it is neces-

sary to remove the jambs in order to adjust it in case of settling.

Where the hanger is exposed, as on elevator doors, barn doors,

Fig. 362.—Prescott Door Hanger.

etc., it may be used to great advantage, as it works with the greatest

ease, however large or heavy the door may be. This hanger hat

been found especially serviceable on elevator doors, as it permits of

an opening the entire width of the car when desired. This is ob-
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tained by hanging a door across half of the opening with ordinary

butts, and closing the rest of the space by a door hung with Prescott

hangers to the first. The sliding door can then be operated in the

usual way for passengers, or both doors may be swung on the butts

to give the full opening for taking in boxes, furniture, etc.

For wide doors a compound hanger, consisting of two single hang-

Fig- 363-—American Trackless Hanger.

crs joined by bolts, is used, and for very heavy doors the bars are

trussed, the operation being essentially the same as with the single

hanger.

The American Trackless Door Hanger, shown in Fig. 363, is, the

author believes, the latest device in the way of a trackless hanger.
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and is especially designed for doors intended to slide into a pocket
As may be seen from the illustration, it consists of four arms pivoted

at four points, the centre of the hanger being placed just one-half of

the width of the door back from the jamb, so that when the door is

pushed clear back, the position of the arms is exactly reversed. The
arms work in the pocket between the door and the studding, as

shown by the plan. The width of pocket between studding should

be 3 inches plus thickness of doors.

The moving gear is attached to a rectangular cast iron frame,

screwed to the studding in such a way that it can be adjusted or re-

! S I !

Fig. 364.

moved from the pocket without disturbing the plastering, the adjust-

ment being done entirely by turning the two bolts A and B^ which

are easily accessible.

It is claimed that the operation of this hanger is noiseless and ex-

tremely easy, and that the hanger can be put up in less time than is

required for overhead hangers. Trackless hangers have the advan-

Fig- 365-

tage that no opening in the head jamb is required and no overhead

work.

213. Hanging Folding Doors.—It is sometimes necessary to

close wide openings between adjacent rooms with folding doors. The
common custom in such cases has been to make the doors or folds

which close the opening of uniform width, the outer doors being

hung to the jambs and carrying the adjoining folds as with shutters.

Where one door is hung to another, however, the doors are quite

sure to sag, and to make the doors work easily a heavy castor should
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be put uhder the carrying edge of each fold, so that the door may
roll on the floor as it swings.

For closing wide openings, separated

by posts, the author has found it an

advantage to divide the doors, as shown

in Fig 364, the folds next the jamb

being but one-half the width of the

middle folds. By making the outer

folds narrow there is not the leverage

on the jamb hinges that there is with

wide doors, and the doors are not so

apt to sag. When divided in this way

the doors do not come as much in the

way when open as they do when all
Fig. 366. Wilcox Swivel Hanger

;

Ball- Bearing.

the folds are of equal

width.

The butts for the folds

next the jamb should be

of the best quality of steel

(plated as desired), and 5

or 6 inches high, but not

more than 4 inches wide

for a i^-inch door.

When there is room for

a track above the doors,

they may be suspended at

their centres by swivel car-

riers rolling on an over-

head track the same as

used for parlor doors, the

doors turning on the swivel

as they are folded, as in-

dicated in Fig. 365. The
Wilcox Manufacturing Co.

makes a special carrier for

this purpose, which works

very satisfactorily.

When doors are hung

as in Fig. 365 it is

necessary to use hinges Fig. 366a.
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similar to the one shown in Fig. 341, screwed to the face of the doot,

instead of butts, and at least three hinges to a fold.

Balanced Doors.—The outside doors of freight elevator shafts

and also of freight sheds are usually hung to slide up and down, as

there is not generally room for swinging doors. When the expense

will permit, self-coiling steel shutters or doors are considered as the

best means of closing such openings, but for ordinary mercantile

buildings, large single doors balanced by weights are more commonly
used.

Balanced doors should preferably be hung from overhead pulleys,

as in Fig. 366a, with either metal bands or sash chains for connect-

ing the weights with the door. The Gardner Sash-Balance Co.

makes an 8-inch roller bearing overhead pulley, by means of which,

and their metal sash ribbon, doors weighing up to 500 pounds may be

raised or lowered with ease.

LOCKS.

214. There is such a variety of locks for securing the doors of

buildings now manufactured and on sale by hardware dealers, that it

will be impossible to describe all of the different patterns, and an at-

tempt will be made to describe only the principal features common
to most locks, with the manner in which they work, and some of the

special styles of locks with which the architect should be familiar.

Construction and Operation.—In regard to their construction,

locks may be classified as " tumbler locks" and ''cylinder locks,"

and as " rim locks " and " mortise locks." Rim and mortise locks,

however, differ only in the shape of the case, a rim lock being made
to be fastened to the face of the door, while the mortise locks are set

into a mortise cut in the stile of the door, the internal construction

being the same in both locks.

Tumbler Locks.—Tumbler locks are the common kind of locks

operated by an ordinary key, and so called because the security of

the lock depends upon tumblers or levers, which must be raised to

an exact position before the bolt can be thrown. These locks also

differ a great deal in some of their details, and also in the manner in

which they are made. Most of the locks in common use have cast

iron cases and cast bolts, with only the springs and tumblers of

wrought metal, and even the tumblers are of cast iron in some of the

cheaper locks. In the very latest patterns of tumbler locks, all of

the parts, including the case, are made of wrought metal by means of

the drop forge which cuts and "tamps the parts to the desired shape.
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and as these locks merit a special description, they will be described

in another section.

The ordinary tumbler lock consists essentially of the following

parts: i. The case, which contains the works, and to which the

«/a/-</j and ^«/^<fJ are attached. 2. The bolt. 3. The levers. 4. The

catch with its accompanying springs. 5. The hub, and 6 the key.

The hub and catch are not a part of the locking apparatus, and many

locks have no latch, but they form a very important part of the or-

dinary house door lock. The knobs and spindle might also be given

as a part of the ordinary lock and latch, as they are necessary to

operate the latch.

To enable one to understand the general principles upon which a

tumbler lock is constructed, and also the features that effect the

o

Fig. 367.—Sargent's Lock. Cover.

quality of a lock, a short description of the various parts and the waj

in which they operate is given.

The case is usually made of cast iron, left comparatively rough for

motised locks, and finished, usually in japan, for rim locks. A few of

the old style or cast locks have cases pressed out of cold rolled steel,

but perfectly plain.

The cast case is made in the form of a shallow box, as in Fig. 367,

with a flat cover, fastened in place by a screw. The front of the

box is usually of a separate piece of brass or bronze metal, secured

to the case by lugs and rivets. In the very cheapest locks the face is

of iron cast with the case.
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Fig. 368.—Cast Dead Bolt.

Most cases have a post, B, cast with the box part, and also guide

for the latch bolt.

Wards.—On the inside of the cover of the case near the keyhole

a small projection, Wy Fig. 367, is commonly cast, necessitating a

corresponding cut in the sides of the key to allow it to turn. This

projection is called a ward. In

ancient locks the wards were

made quite elaborate, and

much dependence was placed

upon them for the security of

the lock. While it is true that

wards prevent the use of any ordinary key not made to fit the lock,

they do not interfere with the picking of the lock by an experienced

lock picker, and in the better grades of locks they are now usually

omitted.

Another device to prevent using any but the right key in the lock,

often seen on cheap locks, is a projection on the side of the keyhole,

as shown in Figs. 367 and 370.

The projection requires a cor-

responding depression in the face

of the key, but as ordinarily

inade, this is no safeguard against

burglars, as a thin key can be

slipped by the projection, or the

projection, being of cast iron, can

easily be broken off. A profes-

sional lock-picker, however, gen-

erally uses pieces of stout wire to

operate the lock, and against

these wards and keyhole projec-

tions are no protection.

The bolt which secures the door

is generally made quite heavy

where it projects beyond the face plate, but is thinned down inside

the lock so as to be as light as possible and to give space for the

levers. The general shape of the common cast bolt is shown in Fig.

368. The notch A is where the key catches, the post B is the part

which catches in the levers, and the slots C fit over a guide post on

the case. Fig. 369 shows the dead bolt of the Vulcan locks vith

solid bronze head and steel tail piece forged together.

Fig. 369.—Dead Bolt and Levers of the Yalr
" Vulcan " Lock.
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In all the best grades of cast locks the bolt is of brass or bronze,

an iron bolt being too easily broken.

215. Levers.—The levers or tumblers, the terms being used syn-

onymously, are fiat pieces of iron, steel or brass, usually fitted with a

spring (Fig. 369), which are so arranged in the lock that the bolt

cannot be shot without lifting the levers, which can only be done by

a key of the proper size and shape.

There are from one to five levers in an ordinary lock and they are

usually placed one over the other and pivoted over the guide post, as

shown in Fig. 367. The bolt post is so placed as to fit in the cut Ay

Fig. 369, when the bolt is thrown back, and in B when thrown open.

The connecting gatings C are cut at different heights so that the levers

must be lifted unequally in order to permit the bolt to move. When
the key is turned in the lock the cuts in the bit of the key, which are

made to match the levers, bear against the bellies Z>, lifting the

levers simultaneously until the gatings are exactly on a line with each

other. The key then catches in the notch in the bottom of the bolt,

the bolt post passes through the gatings and the levers drop as the

key turns, catching behind the bolt post and effectually preventing

the bolt from being forced back.

There are many different arrangements of the levers and some-

times more than one set is used, but the general principle is the same

in all lever locks. It is obvious from the above description that the

more levers a lock has the greater will be the security afforded, and,

in fact, the only real security afforded by the common tumbler lock

is in the levers. A one-lever lock offers little security, while a

three-lever lock offers ten times the security of a one-lever lock.

By transposing the levers and changing the height of the gatings

a great many changes can be made, no two of which can be oper-

ated by the same key.

The latch is in reality a spring bolt with a beveled face intended to

keep the door closed when shut into the jamb, and is operated by the

knobs. There are three distinct kinds of latches in common use,

the simple spring latch, the anti-friction latch and the stop or front

door latch.

Nearly all of the later patterns of locks have an "easy spring"

action for the latch bolt, which, although somewhat different in dif-

ferent makes, usually consists of an arrangement of two springs, only

one of which is brought into action when the door closes, while both

resist the turning of the knob. This permits the latch bolt to be

easily pushed back, and at the same time holds the knob firmly.
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This is more clearly shown by Fig. 370. When the latch bolt ii

thrown back by striking the plate on the door jamb it is resisted only

by the light spiral spring around the shank of the bolt, but when the

hub is turned it moves forward

the carriage C, and also the

plate D on the end of the latch,

thus bringing into play the

stronger spring in the carriage

and also the lighter one on the

bolt.

In Fig. 371 (which represents

the knob action of the Yale "Vul-

can " locks) the spring A alone

opposes the latch when pushed

back, but when drawn back by

the hub both of the springs A
and B are acted on.

In the Sargent lock (Fig. 367)

but one spring is used, the

" easy " action being obtained

by means of the long lever Ay

which oifers but slight resist-
Fig. 370.—Lock and Latch.

ance to the latch bolt, while the turning of the hub, which draws

back the carriage C, is directly resisted by the strong spiral spring.

Most lever locks are now made with reversible latches, the latch

shank being of such shape that it may be turned over so as to be

used for either a right or a left-

hand door. HI ,B HUB

Anti-Friction Strike.—The
ordinary form of latch is made
with a V-shaped bevel, the long

side of the bevel striking against

a plate on the door jamb. If

the spring on the latch is at all

stiff it requires considerable

force to push the latch back,

besides causing much wear on

the bevel of the latch. To overcome this the anti-friction strike was

invented. Fig. 372 shows a form of anti-friction strike used by

several manufacturers. The strike is about -j=V
of an inch thick and

placed at the bottom of the latch (in some makes it is in the middle

Fig. 371.—Latch of Yale " Vulcan " Lock.
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Fig. 372.—Anti-Friction
Strike.

of the latch). The strike is pivoted as shown and a peg on the strike

works in a slot in the latch, which carries it back without friction on
the sides. The anti-friction strike is not required where there is an

easy spring action, although it is a desirable feature on front door
locks and those for heavy doors.

The hub is a solid piece of metal (bronze in the better grade of

locks) which receives the spindle and turns with

it. Two arms or cams are usually cast on the

hub, which draw back the carriage as the knob
is turned. The hub of the Yale " Vulcan " locks

is made of two pieces of forged steel, accurately

fitting the flanged bearings of the case. This

hub has an oblong opening for the spindle, as

shown in Fig. 371, with the larger dimension

horizontal, to allow for shrinking or swelling in

the door, which is often the cause of the bind-

ing of knobs and spindles of the ordinary locks.

Key.—The general shape of the key for ordinary tumbler locks is

that shown in Fig. 373, the best keys being made of steel and nickel

plated. The portion of key marked A is called the bow, B is the

shank and C the bit. The notches on the edge of

the bit at E are made to fit the levers, while notches

at F show that the keyhole is protected by wards.

For locks with a projection on the edge of the

keyhole, the key has a groove in one side of the bit

to fit the projection, as shown in Fig. 370.

216. Wrought Metal Locks.—Within the

past two years ('96 and '97) locks made entirely

from wrought materials by machinery and inter-

changeable in all parts have been placed on the

market, which appear to mark a new step in the

improvement of the ordinary lock.

At the present time the Yale "Vulcan" locks are,

to the best knowledge of the author, the only locks

that are made entirely of wrought metal, although

the new Warner locks are all of wrought metal except the hub and
bolt heads.

In both of these locks the case is pressed from cold-rolled steel,

ribbed to give greater strength and stiffness. The posts and guides

are riveted to the case, as is also the front.

Fig. ny.
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In the Vulcan lock (made by the Yale and Towne Manufacturing

Co.) the front is formed of a base of wrought steel with beveled

edges, over which is drawn a cover of wrought bronze, clinched over

the edges and fitted so nicely as to appear like one piece of metal.

The bolts also are all of wrought metal, the head consisting of a solid

piece of wrought bronze or steel with the tail piece forged into it.

The exterior of the Vulcan lock is shown in Fig. 397, and the

action of the dead and latch bolts in Figs. 369 and 371. The cycloid

knob action of this lock is an entirely new principle in lock mechan-

ism. These locks are made with great nicety, so that ail the parts fit

together perfectly, while the bearings are so broad that there can be

but little, if any, wear on the various parts, more especially on the

hub. The Warner locks are also very nicely made, and although the

bearings are not as broad as in the Vulcan locks, they are a great

advance over the common cast lock.

It is probable that within a few years machine-made locks, en-

tirely of wrought metal, will wholly take the place of the ordinary

cast lock, as with the proper machinery a better quality of lock can

be made at no greater, and possibly at less expense,

217. Grades of Locks.—The value of a lock depends much
upon the way in which the parts are planned, and as no two manu-

facturers use exactly the same arrangement, it is difficult to compare

locks of different makes without considering them in detail. Nearly

every manufacturer, however, makes different grades* of locks, which

may in general be described as follows :

First and cheapest grade.—Iron face and bolts, steel springs and a

steel lever.

Second.—Locks with brass face and bolts, all the rest of iron, one

lever.

Third.—Locks with bronze metal front and strike, bronze metal

bolts, wrought steel inside works and nickel-plated forged steel key.

(This is probably the best grade of one-tumbler locks.)

Fourth.—Same as third, with two, three or four levers. Each

grade is usually made in t^\ and 4-inch sizes for inside knob locks.

As a rule, a 4-inch lock of the fourth grade with three levers is as

good a lock as is needed for the inside doors of dwellings. Of

course, even in this grade there are differences between the locks of

different manufacturers, and between a cast lock and a high grade

The term " grade " is here used to designate differences in the materials used, and the num-

ber of levers and changes, rather than the quality of the work, as some manufacturers mak«

their cheaper locks equally as well as the better grades.
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machine-made lock. A lock that is made with fifty " changes " in

the gatings is also to be preferred to one with only twelve or twenty-

four changes, as there is less chance of any two keys in the building

being alike.

For heavy doors, especially in office buildings, an anti-friction

latch may be specified, although this latch does not appear to be as

much used as formerly. When greater security than that afforded

by a three-lever lock is desired, a " cylinder " lock should be specified.

2l8. Varieties of Tumbler Locks.—Tumbler locks are made
of several different styles or patterns to suit different purposes.

These are classified as knob latches, knob bolts, dead locks, store

door locks, knob lock and latch, three-bolt chamber door lock, com-
municating door knob latch with thumb bolt, communicating door

knob lock, front door and vestibule locks, sliding door locks, master

keyed locks and sliding door locks.

Dead locks knob locks and hotel locks are made both rim and

F'K- 374 —Knob Latch. Fig. 375.—Knob Bolt. Fig. 376.—Dead Bolt.

mortise, and rim knob locks are also made with thumb bolts, but the

other varieties are usually found only in mortise locks.

Front door, store door and the common mortise knob lock and
latch may be obtained with either plain or rebated fronts, but the

other patterns are made only with plain fronts, except that sliding

door locks are made with astragal fronts.

A rebated lock is made the same as a plain front lock, except that

the front is rebated, as in Fig. 382, to fit the rebated edge of the

door. Rebated locks are used only on double doors, and are neces-

sarily made in right and left hands.

Knob Latch (Fig. 374.)—This contains only the latch bolt and

its accompanying mechanism, operated by knobs and spindle, and is

used only where a lock is not desired—occasionally on closet doors.

Knob Bolt, Fig. 375, contains a simple dead bolt operated by a

thumb knob from the inside of the door. Frequently used on out-
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side doors and chamber doors for additional security, as it cannot be

picked from the outside. Takes the place of the common surface

bolt on account of neater appearance.

Dead Lock (Fig. 376.)—This is a simple lock without a latch, and

is operated by a key from either side of

the door. It is used principally on store

doors, double-action doors, and where

an additional lock is desired. For store

doors a lock with a wide bolt and at

least three tumblers should be used.

Store Door Locks (Fig. 377.)—The
regular store door lock consists of a case

containing a strong dead bolt operated

by a key from both sides of the

door, and also a latch bolt operated

independently by a thumb latch from

either side. The thumb latch and handle

enables heavy doors to be more easily

swung than by knobs, and the door being usually locked only at night,

a spring bolt is not necessary. Store door locks of the better grade

are usually fitted with "cylinder escutcheons." The locks are made
in several sizes, and may be had with stop work, by setting which the

outer thumb latch is dogged so that no one can enter without a key,

Fig 377-

Fig. 378.—Knob Latch
with Thumb Bolt.

Fig. 379.—Knob Lock
and Latch.

Fig. 380.—Three-Bolt
Chamber Door Lock.

while those inside may leave freely. A store door lock with stops is

practically a front door lock operated by a thumb latch instead of

knobs, and is often used on outside church doors.

The Yale & Towne Manufacturing Co. also make a special store

door lock for double-acting doors.
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Fig. 381. Fig. 382.—Rebated Front.

Knob Lock and Latch (Figs. 378 and 379.)—This is the common
form of lock and latch generally used on inside doors, the mechanism
of which is described in Sections 214-15. Aside from the quality and

mechanism, the variations in this lock consist principally in the size

of the case and in the " back set."

The common sizes are 3^ and

4 inches or 3f and \\ inches, ac-

cording to the make. The larger

size should be specified for heavy

doors.

The back set is the distance

from the edge of the door to the

centre of the hub. This distance

varies in different makes of

locks, and each manufacturer

makes locks with different back

sets to suit different conditions,

the distance being always given with the description of the lock.

The more common back set is 2f inches, although on 3|^-inch locks

it is often but 2|- or 2^ inches. For doors with a narrow stile an

upright lock (Fig. 381) may be had, with a back set of only i|

inches or even i inch. When the

back set is less than \\ inches,

however, a lever handle, such as

shown in Fig. 398, should be used.

If the stile of the door is very wide,

a lock with a back set of 3 inches

may be had, which gives greater

clearance between the hand and

the door jamb. When designing

an ornamental door, the back

set of the lock and also the size

of the knob and escutcheon

should be considered, that they

may come well on the door and not be too wide for the stile or in-

terfere with any mouldings.

The Three-Bolt Chamber Door Lock, Fig, 380, is an ordinary knob

lock and latch with an additional bolt below the key bolt, operated

from the inside by a thumb knob. This is a very desirable lock for

the chamber doors of private residences.

For " communicating doors
"—/. e., doors between two chambers or

Fig. 383.—Communi-
cating Door Latch.

Fig-. 384—Communi-
cating Door Lock.
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oflfices—two styles of locks are used, the simplest (and cheapest)

being the communicating door knob latch (Fig. 383), which has a

latch bolt and two dead bolts, operated by thumb knobs, one on each

side of the door so that the door may be perfectly secured from

either side. This lock may also be used for water closet doors

between rooms. The other style is the communicating door lock

(Fig. 384), which is a knob lock and latch with the addition of two

dead bolts operated one from each side of the door. The advantage

of this lock over the latch is that the door may be locked with a key

so that the occupants of the two rooms cannot communicate with

each other without picking the lock. It is particularly adapted to

communicating doors of hotels and lodging houses.

The Russell & Erwin Manufacturing Co. make a mortise knob
lock with two key bolts, operated from disconnected key holes, so

that when locked from one side it cannot be unlocked from the

other. This differs from the lock shown in Fig. 383 only by the

bolts being operated by a key instead of a thumb piece, which might

be an advantage in some cases.

220. Front Door and Vestibule Locks.—The usual tumbler

lock for front doors differs from the ordinary lock and latch in

having a swivel spindle so that the knobs may be turned indepen-

dently of each other, and a stop mechanism by which the outer knob

may be set, so that the latch can be operated from the outside only

by a key, while it is readily drawn by the knob on the inside. The
dead bolt is operated by a key from both sides as with inside locks.

There are thus two keyholes on the outside and one on'the inside of

the door. The latch and bolt keys are usually different. The Yale

Standard front door lock is made so that both the latch and bolt may
be operated by a single key.

The cheapest grade of front door locks do not have the swivel

spindle, and when the latch is set it can be operated from the inside

only by a thumb piece. Such locks are hardly suitable for good

residences.

Vestibule doors of residences should be fitted with a " vestibule

latch " made to match the front door lock and operated, when the

outer knob is set, by the same latch key, the latch being similar to

the front door lock, but with the dead bolt omitted.

The front and vestibule doors of nearly all first-class residences are

now usually trimmed with " cylinder escutcheon " locks, with which

one small key operates both the latch and dead bolt of the front dool

and the latch of the vestibule door.
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Fig. 385 shows the general appearance of the Yale Paracentric

front door lock and its corresponding vestibule latch ; the Yale

Standard (tumbler) lock differing only in the locking mechanism.

Fig- 385 —Yale Front Door Lock and Vestibule Latch.

Sliding Door Locks and Pulls.—The common form of sliding door

lock is that shown in Fig. 386, the curved bolt being operated by a

key from both sides. The flush pull is pushed into the case when
the door is closed, or may be

pushed in by the hand, and is

thrown out by pushing in the

button B. The locking mech-
anism is usually quite simple*

as for sliding doors in resi-

dences great security is not

often required.

The Yale & Towne Manu-
facturing Co., and possibly

others, make a form of sliding

door lock and also a sliding

door night latch, that offers as

much security as any lock.

They also make a lock for

communicating sliding doors, with bolts operated by thumb pieces.

Sliding door locks for double doors are made with both straight and
astragal fronts.

Fig. 386 —Sliding Door
Lock.

Fig 387.—Sliding Door
Pull.
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Locks for sliding doors are also made with an easy spring latch

bolt operated by knobs and locked by a key. Knobs, however, can-

not ordinarily be used on sliding doors, as they would strike against

the frame, the ordinary trim for sliding doors being the cup escutch-

eon shown in plate, and an extension or jointed key is used that will

not project beyond the face of the door.

If a lock bolt is not deemed necessary, a simple flush pull (Fig.

387) with blank escutcheon plates may be used.

221. Master Keyed Locks.—In office buildings, hotels and

lodging houses, it is desirable that the person in charge shall be able

to enter any room when not occupied by means of a single key that

will operate all of the locks, while the regular keys shall not be inter-

changeable. Locks made on this principle are termed " master-

keyed locks," the master key operating all of the locks in the set,

while the " change key " will only operate the lock for which it is made.

All of the better grades of mortise knob tumbler locks can be had

master keyed, at a slight advance in price, and most cylinder escutch-

eon locks can be had master keyed. The method adopted for master

keying differs with different makes and grades of locks. In the cheaper

grades master keying is accomplished by merely introducing differ-

ent wards or obstructions either in the keyhole or in the path of the

key, and making a skeleton key that will pass these obstructions.

Such locks offer little security. Another method has been to have

different keyholes for the master key and change key.

The best grades of tumbler locks are master keyed by means of

auxiliary tumblers, which, when raised to the proper height by the

master key, also set the remainder of the tumblers and enable the

bolt to be shot, while the change key does not act on these auxiliary

levers and must be bitted for each lock to correspond with the com-

bination of levers, and hence will not interchange. Each lock, there-

fore, has all the security of an ordinary three-lever lock. Such locks,

however, require careful adjustment and excellent workmanship, and

are therefore somewhat expensive. Master keyed tumbler locks are

made in sets of from 200 to 300, and by using different sets with dif-

ferent master keys, as many as 4,000 changes may be had.

Cylinder escutcheons may also be master keyed in sets and with a

grand master key.

The system of master keying offering the greatest security, in the

opinion of the author, is the Yale duplex master key system, which

consists in every instance of two Yale escutcheons acting upon one

and the same bolt. This gives two keyholes to each lock, the lower

ones for the master key being set to the same combination through-
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out the suite, while the upper ones are all different. By this system

all of the security of the Yale lock is retained, while a single master

key can be made to pass a series of locks of an almost indefinite

number of changes.

Hotel Locks.—The especial requirements of hotel locks are that

they shall be master-keyed and so arranged that while they may be

secured from the inside the occupant cannot possibly be locked in.

The best hotel tumbler locks have three bolts, a latch bolt operated

both sides by knobs, a key bolt operated from outside only by both

the " change " or room key, and the master key and a dead bolt oper-

ated from the inside by a thumb piece. The dead bolt cannot pos-

sibly be operated from without, and when the door is locked from

within a curtain is thrown over the outer keyhole so that the key

cannot be inserted.

For the cheaper class of hotels a common three-bolt chamber lock,

master keyed, or a common knob lock and latch, master keyed and

locked from the inside by the change key only, are commonly used.

222. Cylinder Locks.—This term is now quite generally used

to designate those locks in which the bolt or latch, or both, are oper-

ated by means of a cylinder escutcheon, which is really separate from

the lock proper. The first cylinder lock or escutcheon was invented

by Linus Yale about the year i860, and for a number of years the

" Yale " lock was the only cylinder lock on the market. The great

success of this lock has led to the adoption of somewhat similar

escutcheons by other lock manufacturers, so that there are now four

or five cylinder locks in common use.

The original Yale lock had a small flat key and a small narrow

slit for the keyhole. About the year 1880 a corrugated key and key-

hole was introduced which further increased the security of the lock

and the possible number of changes. This has in turn been super-

seded by the Yale Paracentric escutcheon, which represents the high-

est development in key locks.

The construction and operation of this escutcheon, and also the

general principle of cylinder escutcheons, are shown by the illustra-

tions Figs. 388 and 389.

It will be seen that there are two barrels or cylinders, one rotating

within the other, but eccentric with it. The lower cylinder is held

from rotating by five sets of round pins, each set consisting of two

pieces as shown in the section. When the key is drawn the pins are

forced down into the lower cylinder so that it cannot be turned, but

when the proper key is inserted in the lock all the pins are raised so
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fhat the joint in each set will just come on a line with the top of the

lower cylinder, and the cylinder can then be rotated. A cam on the

back of the rotating cylinder works the bolt in the lock.

It is evident that as the inner cylinder is exactly fitted to the bore

in the shell, an almost imperceptible variation in the height to which

any one of the pins is raised will prevent

the plug from turning, whence it follows

that an immense number of locks can be

made with such mechanism without dupli-

cation.

This arrangement of cylinders and pins

is identical with that of the original Yale

lock, the later improvements being in the

shape of the key and keyhole. In the

original Yale lock the keyhole was a nar-

row vertical slot, and it was possible for an

expert lock-picker to open the lock by tilting a key or pieces of wire

up and down in the keyhole until the pins were brought to the proper

position for opening. To prevent this the corrugated key and key-

hole was devised, and the new paracentric escutcheon is so con-

structed that it is impossible to insert any but the proper key in

Fig. 388.

Fig. 389.

the keyhole or to use any picking instrument to operate the tumblers

vertically, the shape of the keyhole shown on the face. Fig. 388,

being continuous throughout the length of the lock.

An incidental advantage resulting from this change in the keyhole

is that as it differs absolutely from every predecessor, no key hereto-

fore made can enter one of these locks. The paracentric key is also

a very difficult one to make, and the blanks can only be obtained

from the manufacturers, hence the difficulty in duplicating a key.
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As before stated, there are several other kinds of cylinder locks, a

ew of which somewhat resemble the old style Yale lock with cor-

rugated keyhole. All of these locks offer greater security against

picking or accidental interchange of keys than tumbler locks, and

they are therefore considered as the best lock for front doors, office

aiid store doors, drawers, lockers, and wherever special security is

desired. A secondary advantage possessed by these locks, is the

sraallness and convenient size of the key.

223. Office Locks.—It is generally desirable that the outer door

of offices shall be fitted with a cylinder escutcheon lock. The most

convenient lock for an office door is believed to be a cylinder latch with

stop work similar to the vestibule latch. Fig. 385, as it is of great con-

venience in enabling the door to be made fast when leaving, without

being obliged to stop and use a key. To prevent any instrument

from being forced through the wooden

stop of the door jamb to the beveled

edge of the bolt, and thus forcing it

back, the Yale protected strike (Fig.

390) has been introduced, which gives

to the latch all the security of a dead

bolt. This strike is applicable to all

latch bolts, but must be made to order

to correspond to the exact thickness

of the door. The Russell & Erwin

Manufacturing Co. make a special

office door latch with a supplemental

bolt which automatically locks the

main latch when the door is closed, so that it cannot possibly be

forced back. In important office buildings all of the office doors are

master keyed.

Another arrangement for office doors which is preferred by some,

consists in using a good three-tumbler lock and putting on a supple-

mental cylinder rim night latch, which may be changed or a new cyl-

inder obtained with a change of tenant. The advantage of this lies in

the fact that duplicate keys are often given out, some of which maybe

lost or may not be returned when the office is vacated, and thus some

unknown person may have access to the office. By changing the

lock such possibility is avoided. If a single mortise cylinder latch is

used, however, the same result may be obtained by purchasing a

a new cylinder, as the cylinders of each manufacturer are inter-

changeable.

Fig. 390.—Vale Protected Strike.
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224. Night Latches.—These consist of a latch operated from

the outside by a key, and from the inside by a thumb knob or slide

A stop is always provided for holding back the latch when desired.

They are made both rim and mortise, but the rim locks are generally

used for the reason that they do not weaken the door and are more

easily applied.

Night latches are very extensively used on office doors, club house

doors and the rear outside doors of residences. They are always

used in addition to an ordinary knob lock and latch. As they are

used principally to give greater security, it is hardly worth while to

put on a tumbler lock, hence nearly all the right latches now used

have cylinder escutcheons. For ordinary purposes rim night latches

are finished in black japan, but bronze metal cases are made for

rooms where an ornamental finish is desired. The better grade of

rim locks have the striking plates and front plate of lock extended so

that they may be screwed to the jamb and edge of the door, thus

necessitating breaking of the woodwork to force the door. The
Yale & Towne Manufacturing Co. have recently introduced an oxi-

dized copper rim lock which is made so that no screws are exposed

when the door is closed, the case being attached to the door by an

interlocking back plate screwed to the door and by two screws in the

edge of the door. Rim night latches may be used on either right or

left hand doors, but if the door opens outward a reverse bevel is

required.

225. Door Knobs and Escutcheons.—Until within a com-

paratively few years the trimmings commonly used with mortise

locks consisted of a pair of knobs, roses and escutcheons.

The rose was a round metal plate made to be screwed to the door

and with a socket to receive the shank of the knob and prevent its

wearing out the lock; it also made a finish over the hole in the door.

The escutcheon was a small plate with a keyhole, Fig. 392, used to

make a finish over the keyhole in the door. On outside doors they

were often provided with a cover which dropped over the hole.

Rim locks are often trimmed in the same way on the outside of the door,

but on the inside no rose or escutcheon is needed. These trimmings

are stilled used to a considerable extent in very cheap work, and also

in very nice work, where a special effect is desired, but as a genera^

thing the rose and escutcheon are now combined in one long plate,

termed "escutcheon plate" or "combined escutcheon," for the rea-

son that a long plate can be more securely fastened to the door,

because the screw holes are placed above and below the lock, while
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with the rose and small escutcheon one of the screws, and sometimes

both, come opposite the lock case where there is but little wood to re-

ceive them. For ordinary trimmings the long escutcheon also has the

neatest appearance and the difference in cost is but very slight.

As the term " escutcheon " is used to designated both the small

keyhole plate and the long plate for knob and keyhole (and also the

key mechanism of cylinder locks), it is not at all definite when used

alone, hence in specifying, either the " combined rose and escutch-

eon," or the particular

catalogue number de-

sired should be given.

The Yale & Towne
Manufacturing C o m -

pany have adopted the

term " key plate " to
Fig. 39i.-Knob With Spindle-Screw Partly Covered. designate the old Stylc

escutcheon, and they make several ornamental patterns with and with-

out covers for the keyhole, for use with glass knobs. The shape of

the escutcheon does not as a rule effect the knobs and spindle, /'. e.

on plain goods.

Knobs and Spindle.—The common knob, spindle and rose is shown

in Fig. 391. The knobs themselves are made of various materials

and in different shapes, but all are fitted to a metal shank which re-

ceives the spindle. The spindle is the square iron bar which con-

nects the knobs and transmits the knob

motion to the hub of the lock or catch.

The common method of attaching the

shank to the spindle is by means of a

screw (see Fig. 391) which passes en-

tirely through the spindle. There are

generally three screw holes in each end

of the spindle to permit adjusting to

doors of different thickness. It is generally impossible, however, to

adjust the knob shanks perfectly by screws alone, and hence small

washers are depended upon for the closer adjustment between the

end of the shank and the socket of the rose or escutcheon plate.

The difficulty of getting a perfect adjustment of the knobs so that

they will not rattle, and the tendency of the screws to work loose and

drop out, have led to the invention of a number of devices for at-

taching the shank to the spindle without the use of screws passing

through the spindle. Although many of these devices are ingenious

Fig. 392.
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and possess much merit, but two or three are now used to any ex-

tent, and the common square spindle with a screw is much more ex-

tensively used than any other pattern. The Yale & Towne Manu-
facturing Co., are the only manufacturers, the author believes, that

exclusively use a patent spindle. The Triplex spindle used by them

consists of three triangular rods which, when united, form a square

spindle to one end of which one knob is permanently pinned. The
other knob carries a set

«i
Fig. 393.—Swivel Spindle.

screw which bears on the

spindle as shown in Fig.

394. The tightening of this

screw forces the spindle

into frictional engagement with the knob shank and holds the knob

securely at any point, thus affording perfect adjustment without re-

sort to washers, and eliminating all looseness and rattle of the knobs.

Messrs. P. & F. Corbin and the Russell & Erwin Manufacturing Co.

make screwless attachments for use with their cast bronze knobs,

which accomplish practically the same result as the triplex spindle,

although at slightly greater expense.

Front door and vestibule locks, in

which the knobs turn independently

of each other, are usually fitted with

a swivel spindle, as shown in Fig. 393.

With such locks the outer knob

should be fixed to the spindle with-

out screws, otherwise the shank can

be removed from the outside of the

door, the spindle pushed in and the

inner latch follow turned back.

226. Shape and Material of

Door Knobs.—The shape of a door

knob depends somewhat upon the

material of which it is made and

whether it is a wrought or cast knob.

For mineral and cast metal knobs the more common shape is that

of a flattened sphere, as shown in Fig. 394. Cast bronze knobs and

Bower-Barffed iron knobs are also made ball shape, which usually

adds a litttle more to the cost. Cast bronze metal knobs are also

made egg shaped and in the form of a letter S.

Wrought bronze metal knobs are commonly made of the two gen-

eral shapes shown in section, in Fig. 395. These knobs are known

Fig 394.—Yale Triplex Spindle.
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to the trade as " spun knobs," they are made of two pieces of metal,

shrunk together, and to the shank, as shown. Spun knobs are less

expensive than cast knobs, and cannot be made without a bead

or edge where the parts are joined, the bead on the edge of a knob

being generally indicative of wrought metal, although some cast

knobs have a bead on the edge, and many of the best wrought knobs

are made in the shape shown in Fig. 394, the bronze being worked

over a wrought steel shell. The common sizes of round knobs,

whether flattened or spherical, are 2\ inches for inside knobs and 2^

inches for outside knobs.

Material.—The cheapest knobs are made of earthenware, porce-

lain and various compositions, and are commonly known as " min-

eral knobs" when of a mottled color, "jet knobs" when black and
" porcelain knobs " when white. All of these knobs are sold with

iron or bronze shanks and roses. The bronze is much the better,

both in appearance and durability, and should always be specified

(with these knobs) forevery-

^^^s^ I \ thing but the most inferior

/ !
I \ / i\ work.

f [
\ P^EJHI (

I

IBEIbB a good jet knob with

bronze shank and wrought

bronze escutcheon plate

makes a neat trimming for

cottages and the inferior

F'g- 39S- parts of larger houses. It

is easily kept clean and does not change in color.

Wooden knobs, finished in the natural color, have been used to

some extent, and may be obtained in most large cities. Their shape

is usually that of a flat disc.

Glass knobs were at one time very popular, but owing to the diffi-

culty of applying them and the fact that they were made hardly good

enough for the best work and were too expensive for ordinary rooms,

their use became extremely limited.

The Yale & Towne Manufacturing Co., however, have recently

placed on the market a line of cut glass knobs which are free from

all of the objections made to the old style knobs, and besides being

very handsome, harmonize admirably with many schemes for interior

decoration. These knobs have bronze shanks fitted to the triplex

spindle, and are commonly trimmed with round roses and small key

plates, although escutcheon plates may be used if desired. A few

patterns of these knobs are illustrated in Plate V. They are made

y^
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of three general types, as follows: A plain round knob of flat form, a

plain octagon form, a plain spherical or ball form—each type being

cut in various ornamental patterns.

The more common material for door knobs at the present time is

bronze metal, either wrought or cast, this material being susceptible

of a great variety of shapes and finishes and of a very high grade of

ornamentation. The principal finishes used are described in Section

203. Where the knobs are subject to much wear, a plain round cast

knob, natural finish, generally gives the best satisfaction, as it is easy

to the hand and is easily kept bright. Nearly all of the plated finishes

<%>

^^jj

Fig. 396.

show the effects of wear after a time, although the ornamental goods

may be used for a long time in residences without any perceptible

change.

Iron knobs, finished by the Bower-Barff process are much used for

public buildings.

227. Escutcheon Plates.—These are now made almost entirely

of either wrought or cast bronze, plain, and in the various ornamen-

tal finishes. They vary in size from 5^x1 1^ to 7|^x2|^ inches for inside

doors, and almost indefinitely for outside doors. When ornamented

they are usually made in sets to match the ornamentation of the knob.
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The plain escutcheons for 3^ or 4-inch locks are usually inter-

changeable for the same size of lock, and may be used with jet or

porcelain knobs or any plain knob,

although it is generally necessary to

use a knob made by the same manu-

facturer, and different makes of

locks and escutcheons are not

usually interchangeable. The same

escutcheon will not usually fit a 3^-

inch and a 4-inch lock on account of

the position of the keyhole.

Outside escutcheon plates for

tumbler locks are usually made with

covers for the keyhole, as in Plate I.

Various shapes of ornamental

escutcheons are shown in Plates I

to IV.

Aside from the shape and orna-

mentation, there is an important dif^

ference in escutcheon plates in the

bearing which they afford for the

knob shank. The common type of

escutcheon plate has a very shallow socket for the shank of the knob
to fit into, which brings the bearing near the surface

of the door and permits of a slight tilting motion,

as shown by the knobs at B, Fig. 396. The escutch-

eon plates, made by the Yale & Towne Manufactur-

ing Co., have a long bracket bearing, as shown in

the section at A, which supports the knob near the

end of the spindle, and prevents the tilting motion,

228. Hardware in Sets.—Mortise locks with

their trimmings are now largely sold in " sets," a set

for a knob lock, consisting of one lock, a pair of

knobs and two escutcheons, and corresponding sets

are made for front doors, sliding doors, communi-
cating doors, etc. The sets are also made up for

different grades of locks and for different styles and
grades of trimmings. The convenience of this ar-

rangement lies in being able to specify both the lock Fig. 398.

, . . . , , _ , . Lever, Handle and
and Its trimmmgs by one number. In selecting Escutcheon,

goods in sets, however, the architect should carefully read the descrip-

Fig. 397.—Vulcan Wrought Metal Lock.
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tion of the lock or examine the lock itself as cheap locks are often

put up with very attractive trimmings.

229. Ornamental Trimmings.—Within the past ten years the

efforts of the leading manufacturers of builders hardware appear to

have been devoted princi-

pally to the production of

artistic designs for the

hardware trimmings of

doors and windows, with

the result that one can

now readily obtain trim-

mings of high artistic value

and of almost any school

of ornament. In fact, the

scope of the designs pub-

lished by the leading man-

ufacturers is so broad and

varied as to meet almost

every requirement of in-

dividual taste or prefer-

ence while avoiding the

commonplaceness result-

ing from a restricted line

or inferior designs.

The more highly orna-

mented patterns are made
of cast brass or bronze,

plated with gold, silver or

copper or left with a nat-

ural sand finish. Many
very ornamental patterns

are also made in cast iron,

treated by the Eower-

Barff, or a corresponding

process.

Some very pretty hardware is also made of wrought clem^n
metal by the " repousee " process. This line is much ^°^'-

cheaper than the cast hardware, and lacks the delicacy of the latter,

but may be used with good effect in cottages and moderate priced

residences.

The various ornamentations are grouped by the manufacturer

C
v I

/

Fig. 399.—Latch and Handle.



Group of Door and Window Trimmings

—

D Design.

Sargent & Co., Manufacturers.

PLATE L





Marengo, $3.33. Fleury, $1.55. Belfort, f1.27.

?;^^^^>^

Grenoble, $127 Arcadian, .75, Castihan (steel), .3O0

Ornamental Knobs and Escutcheons.

Yale & Towne Manufacturing Co. Cuts One-third Size.

PLATE 11.

376.
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Ornamental Hardware.—Gothic Design.

Russell & Erwin Manufacturing Co.

A. Inside Knob and Escutcheon. D. Push Button.

B. Outside Knob and Escutcheon. E. Flush Sash Lift.

C. Sliding Door Escutcheon. F. Bar Sash Lift.

PLATE III.

377.





Flat Round Knob.

Octagon Knob.

Ornamental Rim Lock.

Made by the Yale & Towne Manufacturing Co.

PLATE IV.

378-

Ball Knob.

Cut Glass Knobs.
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Fig. 401.—Barrel Bolt, BenJ Staple.

under an appropriate name or designated by letters, and each design

usually includes the following trimmings: Front door knob, inside

door knob, round or oval, escutcheon plates for front and vestibule

doors, inside doors, communicating doors, chamber doors with thumb
bolt, cup escutcheons for slid-

ing doors, push plates, push

buttons, door pulls, sash lifts,

mortise flush bolts. Many sets

also include store door handles

and escutcheons, lever handles,

drawer pulls, shutter knobs,

door knocker, letter box plate

and hinge plates, so that all of the hardware throughout the build-

ing, with the exception of the butts and locks, may have the same

ornamentation. Lock fronts, butts and transom bars are usually left

with a plain surface, finished to correspond with the finish of the

trimmings, although butts of same the design can be obtained from

some manufacturers. To give

an adequate idea of the extent

and artistic quality of the pro-

duct of the different hardware

manufacturers in a work of

this character would be im-

practicable, even if desirable. The illustrations on pages 375-37S

however, serve to show somewhat the character and artistic quality

of the leading lines of such goods in the market. Plate I also serves

to illustrate the various pieces included in each ornamentation.

In Plate II, an attempt has been made to give some idea of the

relative cost of the different de-

"qI signs shown, the figures under—^ each cut giving the relative price

as compared with the plain

bronze knob and escutcheon as

a base.

Fig. 401a.—Light Square BolU

^1 ^g

Jfe-T^T isr
Fig. 402.—Square Case Bolt.

In Plate IV is shown a suggestion for the artistic treatment of a

im lock. On thin doors, cupboard and cabinet doors, rim locks

possess advantages over mortise locks, and there is no reason why
they should not be more extensively used than at present, unless it

be the difficulty of obtaining them in ornamental patterns.

230. Door Bolts.—The greatest security against a door being

opened from the outside, is undoubtedly obtained by means of bolts

operated only from the inside of the door.
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The simplest bolts are those which are made to screw to the inside

of the door, and of these the most common is the barrel bolt, Fig.

401. The common barrel bolt, however, has a plain flat staple plate,

and if a staple plate like that shown in the illustration (which is

obviously much stronger) is de-

sired, a " bent staple plate
"

should be specified. When made
of wrought steel, the bolt shown

in Fig. 401 is believed to be the

strongest bolt made. Fig. 401^2

shows a light square bolt, and

Fig. 402, a " square case " bolt,

which differs from the square

bolt in not having as long a

slide, and the end of the case is

closed. Square bolts of these

patterns are not usually over 4

inches long, while barrel bolts

are made 3, 4, 5, 6 and 8 inches

long. Small barrel and square

case bolts may be obtained in

solid bronze. Cast iron bolts are not very reliable, as being brittle,

the bolt or case may be broken.

Bolts of the above description, however, do not have a very neat

appearance in nicely finished rooms, and hence in such places mor-

Fig. 403.— Gem Bolt.

Fig. 404.—Chain DoJt.

tised bolts are preferred. The neatest mortise bolt is probably the

knob bolt shown in Fig. 375, or an extra bolt in the lock, as in the

three-bolt chamber door lock.
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When the door is already fitted with a common knob lock, a cylin-

der mortise bolt, of which the well-known Gem bolt. Fig. 403, is one

of the best examples, may be used to advantage. This bolt is very

simple in its mechanism, as shown by the section drawing, and when
fully thrown the bolt cannot be pushed back.

Chain Bolts.—These are sometimes used on front doors of dwell-

ings ; they permit the door to be opened a few inches to see who is

at the door, while preventing it from being further opened.

Fig. 404 illustrates the typical chain bolt, which consists of a

slotted plate to go on the face of the door, and a chain secured to the

door jamb with a dog on the end of the chain which will slide freely

in the slot of the plate. A holder is provided to which the chain cajn

be attached when not in use. There are many varieties of the$e

fasteners, all based on the same principle. They are generally bf

brass or bronze, finished to correspond with the rest of the trimmings.

231. Bolts for Double Doors.—When doors are hung in pairs

it is necessary to secure one of the doors to the frame by means of

bolts, and the other door is locked to it. The common method of

securing the " standing leaf " is by means of bolts placed at the top

and bottom of the door. Wherever a neat finish is desired, ** flush
"

bolts are generally used which are either let into the edge of the door

or into the inside face of the meeting stile. When the bolt is placed

on the edge of the door it is, of course, inaccessible when the other

door is closed and locked, hence the doors cannot be opened with-,

out the key. When placed on the face of the door, the doors may
be opened from the inside by drawing the bolts and pulling both

doors open: usually, however, it is not necessary to secure the door

from being opened from within.

When the bolt is placed on the edge of the door, the bolt is usually

operated by a flush thumb piece, sliding in a sunk slot in the face of

the plate, and much trouble and vexation has been experienced with

such bolts from the fact that the thumb piece is usually too small to

afford adequate means of pushing or pulling them. This has been

overcome by the lever device, shown in Fig. 405, which, while still

flush with the plate, affords a good hold for operating the bolt, and

by its long lever arm enables the bolt to be moved easily under any

circumstances. This device is used on the Yale & Towne, and Rus-

sell & Erwin bolts, both flush and extension.

When a flush bolt is used on the face of the door it should

have either a good sized knob, as in Figs. 406 and 407, or the lever

device, shown in Fig. 405. The bolt shown in Fig. 406 is made by
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the Stanley Works, and differs from the ordinary flush bolt in having

a hooked plate, which adds both to the strength of the bolt and of

the door.

Flush bolts are not usually made over 16 inches long, and when
the door is over 7 feet high, it is much better to use an extension

flush bolt, of which one form is shown in Fig. 407. The extension

bolt differs from the flush mortise bolt, in that the bolt with its con-

necting rod is set in a hole bored in the thickness of the door, and

JMWpu""^-
^^3!^=^

9

Fig. 405. Fig. 406

the plate in which the knob or thumb piece slides is only about 6
inches long. The short plate looks much better than a very long
plate and does not weaken the door as much by cutting away. Ex-
tension bolts are made with rods varying from 1 2 inches to 6 feet in

length, and may be used either on the face or edge of the door.

When used on the face of the door they are often provided with
T-handles. The lengths of both flush bolts and extension bolts are
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measured from the centre of the slide or lever to the end of the bolt.

As a rule 10 or 12-inch bolts are placed in the bottom of the door,

and the thumb piece or knob for the upper bolt should be about 5^

feet from the floor, no matter what the height of the door may be;

the difference in the length of the rod adds but little to the cost.

Nearly all forms of flush bolts are provided with a spring which

prevents the bolt from dropping when shot.

The face plate of both flush bolts and extension bolts may usually

be obtained to match the finish of the knobs and escutcheons, and

occasionally the ornamentation. The Stanley bolts are all made of

wrought steel, planished or polished and plated; most of the other

leading manufacturers make their best bolts with bronze metal plates

and knobs.

For store doors it is customary to use large square bolts screwed to

the inside face of the door, the upper bolt ("chain bolt ") being a

spring bolt provided with a chain to pull it down. The lower bolt

(" foot bolt ") is made so that the bolt can be pushed down with the

foot, while a spring keeps it from dropping when raised. Store door

bolts should be either of wrought steel or bronze metal. Cast iron

bolts are not desirable, for the reason previously stated.

A special form of flush bolt, known as a " Flush Dutch Door

Bolt," is made for connecting the two portions of a " Dutch door

'

(see Section 164.)

232. Transom Fixtures,—Transoms over doors or windows

may be hung either at the top or bottom by common hinges, ot

pivoted in the centre horizontally. If the transom is to be hinged it

is generally best to put the hinges at the bottom of the sash, especially

over outside doors or windows, as better protection is afforded against

wind and rain, and there is less trouble from draughts. It is also

more trouble to enter through a transom hung at the bottom There

is an objection to hanging large transoms at the bottom, however, in

that should the fixture which holds the transom open, give way, thf

transom will swing down against the door and very likely break the

glass by the fall. Large outside transoms should therefore be centre

hung (pivoted) with the bottom swinging out. It is, however, more

difficult to screen a pivoted transom than one hinged at top or bot-

tom. Transoms over inside doors are more easily operated when

pivoted or hinged at the top.

For hanging the transom at top or bottom, 2 or 2^-inch " narrow

butts " (Fig. 408) are commonly used. They may also be obtained

with ball tips, as in Fig. 409, but should have a fast joint.
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When pivoted at the centre of the ends, sash centres such as are

•shown in Fig. 410, make as good a pivot as any for transoms of or-

dinary size, and the common spring window bolt. Fig. 4x1, also

answers the purpose very well where an especially fine appearance is

not necessary. There are also two or three patterns of surface sash

centres. In private residences it is well to pivot inside transoms so

that they can be readily removed without using a screw driver.

Small pivoted transoms require only a catch at the top (one with

Fig. 408. Fig. 409. Fig. 410.—Sash Centres.

a ring pull is most convenient) to fasten them when closed, as no

special fixture is required to control them when open. Large tran-

soms, and pivoted transoms over outside doors should be fitted either

with a " transom lifter " or the sash adjuster, shown in Fig. 436.

Transoms hung at the bottom are sometimes provided with a tran-

som catch, which can be opened by a cord or pole, and with chains

attached to the frame or sash which permit the transom to open only

a certain distance. This arrangement, however, is not very satisfac-

CA5L.

Fig. 411.—Spring Window Bolt.

tory, and it is much better to use a transom lifter of the type shown
in Fig. 412. There are several transom lifts of this general type, dif-

fering from each other principally in the manner of locking or hold-

ing the rod and in the details of their joints. They may be used for

transoms hung top or bottom or pivoted, and may be placed at either

side of the door. About the neatest transom lifter that the author

has seen, is the Yale, which has two steel grip plates which are forced

against the rod by strong spiral springs and are released by turning a

a neat thumb knob. A superior transom lifter is also made by
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the Payson Manufacturing Co. Common transom lifters are made
with wrought iron rods and cast iron brackets and fittings, and are

finished only with bronze paint. The better kinds, however, can be

had either in bronzed steel or iron ; bronze plated in various finishes on

steel; Bower-Barff; or in solid bronze or brass to match any style of

finish. The stock lengths are 3, 4, 5 and 6

feet, but they can be made up to 9 feet in

length if so ordered. For lifters 5 feet long or

over, the rod should be f inch in diameter.

233. Screen Door Trimmings.—Screen

doors to be effective, must be provided with a

spring to close them quickly when open.

This spring may be either in the hinge or

separate from it. Where a screen door will be

in almost constant use, it is probably best to

use a good quality of single action spring hinge

(with a strong and elastic spring coil), with a

simple pull handle for opening the door and

a hook or bolt for securing from the inside.

A great many special spring hinges are made

Fig. 412.—Uransom Lifter. Fig. 413.—Columbia Spring Hinge-

for scree/ doors, most of which have the spring coil exposed, as in

Fig. 413. Most of these hinges are made of cast iron, although a

few are made of solid bronze or cast brass with brass springs; the

latter makes a very serviceable hinge, although for the best resi-

dences, stores and offices the ** Bommer," *' Oxford " or " Gem "

hinges in bronze or brass, are to be preferred. When exposed to the

weather, steel hinges are apt to rust.
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Many of the cheap spring hinges for screen doors are made so that

when the door is revolved about 135 degrees the spring holds the

door open instead of closing it. Such hinges are termed " hold-

back," and while they are sometimes serviceable, they are not usually

as good a hinge for closing the door as the

type shown in Fig. 413.

On residences it is often more conven-

ient to use a pair of plain butts, either

3X3-inch, or 3^X3^-inch, with the spring

separate. The spring can then be de-

tached, or the tension released at will.

For separate springs the " Torrey," Fig.

414, is very extensively used, and works

very satisfactorily. The tension is adjusted

or released by means of the cogs and catch

at the top, a small wrench being furnished

with the spring for turning the rod.

The "Perfect" door spring. Fig. 415,

which is a strong steel spring coil about 17

inches long with a hook at each end," also

makes a very good spring for screen doors,

as it works nicely and can be very quickly

detached. It is secured to the inside of

the door at the top, and to the underside of

top jamb near the side, by means of screw-

eyes. For the screen doors of residences a catch with stop work and

a knob on outside and lever handle on inside, makes the most suit-

able trimming. Such catches are made especially for screen doors,

as a reverse bevel is

always required. One
of the best catches that

the author has seen, is

the "Wilier," Fig. 416,
Fig. 415 -Perfect Coil Spring.

and a very similar flush catch used by the E. T. Burrowes Co., on

their screen doors. The screen door catches usually found in hard-

ware stores are very cheap affairs.

234. Water Closet Doors.—Where several water closets are

placed in a large toilet room, each closet should be enclosed by thin

partitions about 3 feet apart, and from 6 to 7 feet high, with a short

door placed in front of the closet. These doors are usually hung

with spring hinges, either set to close the door or hold it open as de-

414.—Torrey Door Spring.
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sired. Single-action hinges are more frequently used, but double-

action hinges may be used if desired; with the latter the door is

always shut, except in entering or leaving. The single-action hinges

are usually " surface " hinges, made to screw to the face of the door

and frame, although the " Bommer " and " Draper " may be had with

box flange, as in Fig. 417. Most of the better class of spring hinges

Fig. 416.—Wilier Screen Door Catch.

are made in patterns especially adapted to water closet doors, all of

the double-acting hinges being made with a box flange to fit over the

edge of the marble jamb and where it is secured by bolts.

Draper's single-action spring hinge* has a box flange with the in-

side made to adjust \ of an inch, to allow for any variation

in the thickness of the marble. Single-action hinges set to close

Single-Action Surface Hinge. Double-Action Box Flange.

Fig. 417.—Bommer W. C. Hinges.

the door, should have a strike with rubber cushion on the jamb for

the door to strike against. These may usually be obtained with the

hinges. Doors hung with double-action hinges are not usually fitted

with any lock or bolt, push plates only being placed on each side of

the door. Doors with single-action hinges should have a pull handle

* Sold by p. & F. Corbin,
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on one side, and are usually fitted with a bolt on the inside; special

" water closet bolts " are made for this purpose which have an indi-

cator dial on the outside of the door, showing that the closet is occu-

pied when the bolt is shot.

Office gates are also usually fitted with spring hinges, and special

wide hinges for such gates are made in the " Bommer " line, for both

single and double-action. The top rail, however, should not be more

than 4 inches wide, when such hinges are to be used.

235. Door Checks.—Single-action doors fitted with a spring,

whether in the hinge or separate from it, are sure to slam violently

(if there is sufficient tension in the spring to close the door), and to

avoid this very objectionable feature, several devices for checking

the door while closing have been invented, and double-action spring

hinges are nearly as often used to prevent the slamming of the door

as to permit it being opened either way. Double-action doors, how-

ever, cannot be made very tight, and are objectionable in this respect

for outside entrances.

It has been found that the most practical forms of door checks are

those which are attached to the top of the door and frame, and which

are known as " overhead checks."

There are two distinct kinds of door checks; A, those which

simply check the door when closed by a spring or by hand, and B,

those which both close the door and prevent its slamming. The for-

mer class are commonly used with single-action spring hinges, while

the latter class are used with ordinary butts. Although several styles

of door checks of class A have been patented, the " Eclipse Door
Check," manufactured by Sargent & Co., appears to be the most

popular and is quite extensively used. It consists of a piston secured

to the head of the door frame and working in a cylinder attached to

the top of the door. The piston rod is attached in such a way that

lateral motion is prevented, while it can be accurately adjusted to

meet the cylinder. When the door is opened, the cylinder is drawn

entirely away from the piston, while the compression of the air in the

cylinder when the . door closes, prevents any slamming. The air

escapes through openings in the end of the cylinder, so arranged as

to be easily regulated. A special spring for closing the door is also

made for doors hung with ordinary butts.

Door Check With Spring.—It is usually considered more desirable

to combine the self-closing and checking features in one piece of

mechanism, and two or three of such door checks have been placed

on the market which work very satisfactorily The first of these to
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be patented, the author believes, was the ** Norton Door Check," in

which the checking apparatus consists of a cylinder with a piston

working against an air cushion and a strong spiral spring which

closes the door. When the door is opened the piston is drawn out,

the spring is compressed and air enters the cylinder filling the space

between its head and the piston. When the door is released, the

spring tends to close it, but the air behind the piston prevents the

door from closing too quickly or from slamming. The spring is

made sufficiently strong to both close the door and to latch it after

the air has escaped from the cylinder. The main part of the check

is attached to the head casing of the door, while the arm connecting

with the piston rod is attached to the inside of the top rail of the door.

A check and spring (the Columbia) working on practically the

Fig. 418.—Blount Door Check.

same principles as the Norton, but with the spring and cylinder dif-

ferently arranged, is made by the Russell cS; Erwin Manufacturing Co.

It has been claimed that in all door checks depending upon an air

cushion, the bearings will wear loose after having been used for a

certain time, so that the air will escape too freely to make a reliable

check, and several attempts have been made to produce a practical

door check in which some liquid could be used for the cushion, and

the author believes the liquid door check and spring to be the latest

improvement in the way of a self-closing apparatus for heavy single-

acting doors.

Of these liquid door checks, " The Blount,*" Fig. 418, is believed

to be the most satisfactory as well as the most compact and pleasing

in appearance. The cylinder portion is attached to the inside of the

Tale & Towne Manufacturing Co., sole selling agents.
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upper rail of the door from 4 to 6 inches from the hanging edge, and

the end of the arm to the head casing.

The check opposes no appreciable resistance to opening the door,

but when the door is released the tendency of the spring to close it

is regulated by an automatic valve, so that as the door nears the jamb

it almost comes to a standstill, and then quietly but positively closes

by the operation of the spring.

Overhead door checks with spring, are being more extensively used

every year for the entrance doors of public buildings, banks, stores,

outside storm doors, etc., and also on the pantry or closet doors of

private residences.

WINDOW TRIMMINGS.

236. Double Hung Windows.—The trimmings or hardware

for double hung windows consist, usually, of

pulleys, sash cord, chain or tape, the weights

for balancing the sash, sash fasts, sash lifts

and sash socket.

Pulleys.—These are of two styles, side pul-

leys and overhead pulleys, the former being

the style commonly used, and in fact, the only

style used previous to about the year 1890.

The general shape of the common side pul-

ley is shown in Fig. 419, although the end of

the face plate is as often round as square.

These pulleys consist of a cast or wrought

iron frame with a finished face plate and a

cast iron wheel working on an axle. Slide

pulleys are fixed in a mortise cut into the pul-

ley stile, and the face plate is usually the only

portion that is finished.

Millions of very cheap iron pulleys are used every year, and unless

the architect takes pains to specify the particular style and finish of

pulleys he wishes used, he is quite likely to get a very inferior article.

The essential points of a good pulley are that the wheel shall be of

sufficient size, have a durable and smooth running axle with broad

bearings and that the pulley shall have a neat appearance.

The common stock sizes of sash pulleys are if, 2, 2;J-, 2^ and 3

inches, the size referring to the diameter of the wheel. The Gard-

ner pulleys are made up to 3^ inches, and the Norris pulleys are

made in 2f and 4-inch sizes, but not 3^-inch. The 2-inch wheel is

sufficiently large for sash not exceeding 3x3 feet with double strength

Fig. 419.—Ordinary Axle
Pulley.
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glass, but for larger or heavier sashes, larger sizes should be used,

principally for the purpose of throwing the sash cord further into the

pocket so as to prevent the sash weight from striking the back of the

pulley stile. One and three-fourth inch pulleys should not be speci-

fied except for very small windows.

For ordinary purposes a " steel axle " may be specified; in the bet-

ter grades the axles are turned and are then called " noiseless " pul-

leys. For pulleys larger than 2 inches, it would be well to specify

gun metal or phospho bronze pin, as these are less likely to break.

There are also two or three kinds of anti-friction pulleys. The
various grades of steel axle pulleys run about as follows: Plain face

and wheel; lacquered or amber bronze face, plain wheel; bronze

plated face (various finishes), nickel plated face, Bower-Barff face,

bronze or brass face iron wheel; bronze or brass

face, and bronze or brass face and wheel. A
bronze or brass wheel would hardly be war-

ranted except in very expensive work.

There are several variations in the shape of

side axle pulleys, but they are mostly in the

cheaper grades where special study has been

made to reduce the labor of fitting them to the

frame. Such pulleys are usually too cheap to

specify. The principal variation from the com-

mon shape amongst good pulleys, is that of the

Norris pulley. Fig. 420. In this pulley the

face plate and case are cast in one piece, with

a heavy beveled shoulder on the lower end

which, when fitted into position, prevents the

pulley from slipping down or out, so that the

pulley does not depend upon screws to hold it

in position.

Sash pulleys are made by a great many different firms, but only a

few make a specialty of the better grades. The manufacturers of

the Norris pulleys make probably the greatest variety, several of their

grades being of great excellence of construction. They are made
for cord, tape or chain, the chain wheels having a groove especially

designed to fit the usual shape of chains.

The Gardner Sash-Balance Co., also makes a large line of sash

pulleys especially adapted to their sash ribbon.

237. Overhead Pulleys.—These pulleys differ from the side

pulleys in that they are made to apply above the pulley stile, which

Fig. 420.—Norris Sash
Pulley.
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necessitates a different shape for the case. The first overhead pul-

ley (Shull's) was patented in August, 1895, and was placed on the

market early in the same year. Overhead pulleys certainly possess

advantages over the side pulley, and their use will doubtless be

largely extended in the near future.

The principal advantages are that they give 8 inches more play for

Fig. 421.—Queen Overhead Pulley.

the weights than the side pulley, and the wheel is not exposed,

neither is there any opening to be seen. The face plate being mor-

tised into the underside of the yoke, is not as conspicuous as when
set in the pulley stile, and in a window fitted with shades, can hardly

Fig. 422.—Queen MuUion Frame Pulleys.

be seen at all. Overhead pulleys cost no more than side pulleys of

the same grade. The only serious objection that has been offered to

the " ShuU " pulley, is that more than the usual head-room above the

top of the frame is required. This has been overcome in the Queen
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pulley, which requires but i|^ inches between the yoke and lintel, as

shown in Fig. 421, which space is usually allowed, even when side

pulleys are used. Both the Shull and Queen pulleys are made for

cord, tape or chain.

The Queen pulley is especially convenient for mullion windows, in

which it is desired to do away with the pockets in the mullion, the

pulleys being arranged as shown in Fig.

422, one weight balancing each sash.

238. Sash Cords, Chains and Rib-

bons.—Until within a few years past, linen

or cotton cord was alone used for connect-

ing the weights with the sashes of double

hung windows, and cord is still more ex-

Fig. 423.—Monarch tcnsivcly uscd than either ribbons or
Sash Chain. . • ,-. • j r j •

chams. Por windows of ordinary size a

good braided cord will wear for a long time, and this

material will probably never be entirely displaced by metal.

The architect, however, should always specify the par-

ticular brand of cord to be used and also the size. The
leading brands at present are the Samson spot cord and

the Silver Lake sash cord, both of which are superior to ('0)

the ordinary braided cords. The Samson cord offers one

advantage that architects will appreciate, in that it has a

colored strand woven through it, which shows in spots on

the surface and thus enables the architect to tell at a glance

that no other cord has been substituted. The Silver Lake

sash cord is now marked every three feet. The following numbers

should be specified for different heft of weights :

For sash weights of 10 to 15 lbs. 15 to 25 lbs.

Samson Spot Cord, No. 7 (/^-inch.) 8 (^-inch.)

Silver Lake Cord, No. 7A (^-inch.) 8A (^-inch.)

25 to 35 lbs. 35 to 45 lbs.

9 (sVinch.) 16 (^^-inch.)

9A (^-inch.)

Chains.—For hanging sashes weighing over 40 pounds, only the

largest size of Samson or Silver Lake Cord, shoe thread cord, or

some form of sash chain or ribbon should be used, and the pulleys

should be selected to fit the cord or chain. (See note on page 522 g.)

There are several styles of sash chains in the market, the style

most largely used being the flat link chain, of which, perhaps, the

best pattern is shown in Fig. 423. For suspending very heavy sashes,

doors and gates, the cable chain, shown in Fig. 424, has been exten-

sively used.
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The manufacturers of the Norris pulleys, however, claim that a

riveted chain having joints only one way is almost sure to break

when even slightly twisted, and that it is better to use two chains of

the link pattern running side by side over the same pulley.

The strongest sash chains are made of a bronze mixture which

looks like copper, but is tougher and harder.

Sash Ribbons.—These are now also extensively used in hanging the

sashes of the better class of buildings. The ribbons are made of

steel and aluminum bronze or of some mixture of aluminum, and in

li h l> I and |-inch widths. They are claimed to be practically in-

destructible, and work easily and without noise. The |-inch ribbon

may be used for sash weighing up to loo pounds (50 pound weights).

For a window 6 feet 10 mches high and 3 feet wide, glazed with

plate glass, the ribbons with attachments will cost about 75 cents.

Sash ribbons are now manufactured by a number of firms who also

make the necessary attachments for weight and sash.

For the best working of windows hung with ribbons, the following

size pulleys should be used:

For sash weighing not over 40 pounds, 2 -inch.t over 40 pour
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Lead Weights.—It often happens that for wide and low windows
the weights if of iron would be so long that they would touch the

bottom of the pocket before the bottom sash was fully raised. In

such cases lead weights are usually resorted to, lead being 80 per

cent, heavier than cast iron. By casting the weights square, whether

of iron or lead, considerable saving can be made in the lengths.

The Raymond Lead Co., of Chicago, makes a specialty of com-

pressed lead sash weights, with wrought and malleable iron fasten-

ings centred so that the weight will hang perfectly plumb, and when
lead weights are necessary the architect will do well to specify their

weights.

In hanging the sashes the weights for the upper sash should be

about \ pound heavier than the sash, and for the lower sash \ pound
lighter.

240. Sash Balances.—Within a comparatively few years several

devices have been patented for balancing sashes by means of springs

instead of weights, but the author believes that only one type known
as the " sash balance " has proved a practical success. The sash

balance consists of a drum on which the cord or ribbon is wound,

and containing a coiled steel clock spring which sustains the weight

of the sash. The common type very much resembles in outward

appearance the ordinary sash pulley, and is applied in practically the

same way, the ribbon or cord being attached to the sashes in the

same way as when used with weights.

While the sash balance in its best form works very satisfactorily, it

will probably never surplant the weight and axle pulley for ordinary

windows. There are many windows, however, for which sufficient

pocket room for weights cannot be obtained without spoiling the

effect desired or narrowing the glass, as in the bay window, Fig. 115,

or where it is undesirable to break the frame into the brick jamb,

and in such cases the sash balance is almost invaluable. For hang-

ing the glass doors of show cases also, sash balances are usually pre-

ferable to weights. Sash balances are made in both side and top

patterns, but the former are recommended wherever there is room at

the side of the frame for the depth of mortise required. For win-

dows of the sizes usually found in residences, the depth of the sash

balance measured from the face of the pulley stile will vary from 3

to 4 inches, and this can usually be provided by cutting a small hole

^n the masonry or studding back of the frame if necessary.

" Tandem " and " quad " tandem " balances are made that will

operate sash weighing up to 600 pounds. The tandem balances are
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recommended for all sashes weighing over 30 pounds, as the strain

being divided, there is less wear and liability to breakage, and less

depth of pocket is required.

Sash balances require only a plank frame, and the consequent re-

duction in the cost of the frame offsets the extra cost of the balance.

In remodeling old buildings having plank frames without weights,

sash balances will be found a great convenience, as they can easily

be inserted in the old frames.

An advantage which all spring balances possess is that they act

most strongly when the sash is down, enabling one to move a bind-

ing window more readily than if it were hung with weights, while

when the sash is up the springs barely suffice to hold it in position

and do not offer resistance to drawing down. Sash hung with spring

balances should be provided with self-locking sash lifts, otherwise

the lower sash might slide up.

Of the various sash balances on the market, the Pullman and Cald-

well are believed to be the most extensively used, and are undoubt-

edly reliable. The Pullman Sash Balance Co. makes a very exten-

sive line of sash balances adapted to all possible uses.

241. Sash Fastenings.—There is such a great variety of sash

fasts in the market that it will be possible to mention but a few. In

general, sash fasts consist of two plates secured one to each meeting

rail and provided with a bar, catch or cam that locks the two plates,

and consequently the two sashes together.

The requirements of a good sash fast are that it shall be burglar-

proof, draw the sashes tightly together so as to prevent rattling, be

easy to operate and neat in appearance.

The principal point in regard to the burglar-proof quality of the

fast is that it shall be constructed so that when locked the arm can-

not be forced back by a knife blade inserted from the outside between

the sashes. The arm or catch should also have sufficient strength

that it will not readily be broken by prying up the lower sash

although any window can be opened by using sufficient force.

A great change has taken place in the design of the sash fasts in

common use during the past fifteen years. Most of the older styles

had a spring attached to the arm which forced it either open or shut,

but spring sash fasts are now comparatively little used. The old-

style fasts also, were not as a rule efficient for drawing the sashes

together, while the later styles are made with this object especially

in view,
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Probably the most popular style of sash fast at the present time is

the cam sash fast, shown in Fig. 425, which consists of two levers

fastened to the lower sash and working on the cam principle.

When the upper lever is turned the lower or locking lever, A, is

first thrown out until released from the hook on the upper sash, and

then drawn around, and in toward the hub until both levers are on a

Cast Metal.
Fig. 425.—Cam Sash Fasts. (Ives.)

Wrought Metal.

line with the edge of the sash, the upper lever moving through 180

degrees, while the lower lever is moved only 90 degrees. The fast is

very simple in its construction, and there is nothing about it that can

get out of order.

One great advantage of the " cam " sash fast is that there is con-

siderable play, in and out, to the locking lever, so that if the sashes

are at all loose the locking lever, by the action of the cam, draws

Fig. 426.—Fitch Sash Lock. Fig. 427.—Gale Automatic Sash Lock.

them tightly together, and so prevents the sashes from rattling in a

storm. The locking lever cannot be forced back from the outside.

The cam sash fast was first brought out by Hobart B. Ives & Co.,

but there are now several other cam sash fasts in the market that are

nnade on practically the same principle and in very nearly the same
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shape; most of these, however, are inferior to the Ives, The Ives

fasts are made of both cast and wrought metal in two sizes and
several different styles of finish. Fig. 426 shows an entirely new
form of sash lock recently placed on the market, which is neat in

appearance, very simple in construction and works nicely. This fast

is so designed that it will both raise the upper sash and draw it into

the lower one, the lever engaging

in the hook plate on the upper

sash even when the sash is

dropped f of an inch. Two flat

springs within the lever plate

keep the lever either closed or.

open, although the security of

the lock does not depend upon

them.

The Yale & Towne Manufac-

turing Co. makes a sash fast (Fig.

428) that is rather a novelty, but

which would appear to be

especially desirable for windows that are not likely to be often opened,

as it acts to draw the sashes firmly together and at the same time

forcing them against the top and bottom of the frame. It does not

appear to be quite as convenient for ordinary purposes as the fasts

shown in Figs. 425 and 426. In order to obtain the best results from

cam sash fasts, however, the plates require to be carefully adjusted

on the frame, while the screw sash

fast has considerable latitude.

Several self-locking sash fasts have

also been patented, but very few

of them have become popular.

Fig. 427 shows what is believed

to be the latest self-locking sash

fast, and one that seems to be as

good as any.

Fig. 428.—Yale Screw Sash Fasts.

Fig. 429.—Ventilating Sash Bolt

The locking catch works by the action of gravity and

the window cannot be closed without automatically locking the

sashes. This lock would appear to be especially convenient for high

windows where the meeting rails are 6 feet or more from the floor, as

it can be locked by simply closing the sashes, and to unlock, it is

only necessary to push up on the lever H.

There are also several ventilating sash locks which lock the win-

dow in different positions when partly open. The Pennington ven-
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tilating sash lock, and the Rollins automatic window lock are believed

to be the only ones that have proved to be much of a success.

The simplest device for locking the sashes when partially open is

the sash or ventilating bolt, Fig. 429, of which several patterns are

made in solid bronze. A lug on the inside of the case keeps the belt

drawn when desired, and by slightly turning the knob the bolt is re-

leased and shoots into the strike. The bolt is placed on top of the

meeting rail of the lower sash and the strike on the stile of the upper

sash. Usually three strikes are placed on the upper sash at inter-

vals of about 2 inches from the meeting rail, so that either sash may
be opened 2 or 4 inches as desired. A regular sash fast may be

used with this bolt if desired, as although the bolt will lock the sashes

when closed, it will not prevent their rattling if loose.

For all first-class work sash fasts should be of bronze metal, but a

great many iron fasts lacquered or bronze plated are used. The dif-

ference in cost for an ordinary residence, however, hardly warrants

the use of the cheaper goods.

242. Sash Lifts.—These are applied to the bottom rail of the

lower sash to afford a hold for the fingers when raising the sash.

They should always be

specified for plate glass win-

dows and for all sash 3 feet

wide and over.

Sash lifts are of four

kinds: i. The flush sash
Fig. 430.—Ordinary Fig. 430^ —Sash Lift . . „ .

Hook Sash Lift. and Lock. lift (sce E, Plate III.),

which is mortised into the rail of the sash so as to be flush, or

nearly flush with it. 2. The hook sash lift, the most common style

of which is shown in Fig. 430. This is about the most convenient

shape to take hold of, and is the shape most largely used. 3. Bar

sash lifts which are of the shape shown in Fig. F, Plate III., and

may be obtained either plain or ornamented. For very heavy win-

dows the flush or bar sash lifts are best, as several fingers can be in-

serted into the lift. The flush sash lifts are also neater in appear-

ance. 4. Sash lifts and locks combined. One of the most practical

styles of these combined sash lifts and locks is shown in Fig. 430a.

The hook is fastened with a pivot and terminates in a second hook,

which catches over a plate screwed on to the sill. The upper part

of the lift is forced" out by a spring. Flush lifts with lock catch may

also be had if desired. These locks should be used where there is

but one sash to the window, or when the sashes are hung with spring

balances.

(9 ®
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Fig. 431 shows a sash lift intended to go on the stile of the sash

about half way up (made by the Wilier Manufacturing Co.), that is

very convenient for the ordinary windows of residences, as it can be

used equally as well for raising or lowering the sash; it will be found

especially convenient on the upper sash, as well to lower it as to

raise it.

Sash pull plates or sockets^ being small brass plates with a round

hole or socket, are often screwed to the top rail of plate glass win-

dows for pulling down the sash. A pole is used for this purpose with

a hook, called a sash pull, on the end of it which fits into the socket

on the sash.

The use of sash pulls and sockets prevents the sash from being

racked and strained and are a great convenience. They should be

of solid bronze on all biit the very cheapest work.

Stop Adjusters—It is becoming the custom in good buildings to

secure the stop beads of the windows, and also of sliding doors with

screws passing through an elongated hole

in a round plate or socket let into the

stop. The elongated hole or slot is placed

Fig. 431.—Wilier Sash Lift. Fig. 432.—Turnbuckle for Casement Windows.

at right angles to the sash so that the stop can readily be moved in

or out as the sash swells or shrinks. They may be obtained in all

finishes with screws to match. They cost from 12^ to 25 cents a

dozen in ordinary finishes.

243. Single Casement Windows.—These are best hung with

a pair of light, loose-pin bronze metal, or Stanley bronze-plated or

japanned butts. They may be secured with a common latch or bolt,

or by a double extension bolt. For windows not more than 3 feet

high and opening in, a simple casement latch or turnbuckle, like that

shown in Fig. 432, will generally prove satisfactory, as the strike is

so arranged as to force the sash tightly against the rebate, and so

short a sash is not likely to spring very much.

When the sash is over 4 feet high, however, a double extension

bolt or an espagniolette bolt should be used, as if the sash is secured
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only in the centre it will be likely to spring badly at the top and
bottom.

The mortise double extension bolt, shown in Fig. 433, makes a

very neat finish and a very strong fastening.

The Cremorne bolt, shown in Fig. 400, page 374, is really a rim

double-extension bolt, operated on the same principle, it makes a

very handsome trim-

^^s^^^^^^^^X^ ming for casement win-

^Jn. ^ n=^t^s/"^ dows opening in or out.

^^. J Casement windows

may also be fitted with

a' mortise lock and

latch with lever handle,

special narrow locks

being made for the

"i^sx. icUE. purpose.

*^ II 244. Double Case-
ment Windows, or

French windows
usually have the meet-

ing stiles rebated, so

that when the swing

leaf is secured it will

also secure the stand-

ing leaf. The best

fastening for a French
• J • 1. !• J i Fig. 434.—Double Rim Espag-WmdoW IS believed to niolette Bar.

be either the mortise

double-extension bolt or the espagniolette bolt

or bar. The latter is much used in France,

and possesses

an advantage

over the exten-

sion bolt, in

that it is ar-

Fig 433.—Double Extension ranged SO aS tO

draw the sash

firmly against the window frame, thus

making more secure against the

weather. Fig. 434 shows a double-rim espagniolette bar, made by

the Yale & Towne Manufacturing Co., which not only secures the

^
Fig. 435.— Heavy Sash Centre for

Vertical Swing.
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sashes but locks them together and draws them closely to their place.

The operation of the bar is as follows: By turning the T- handle, the

hasp is released from the locking plate, P, on the standing leaf, and
by turning the handle back the bar is revolved and the hook is re-

leased from the strike at the top and bottom of the door.

A mortise espagniolette bar, working on the same principle is made
by the Russell & Erwin Mfg. Co., and by P. & F. Corbin. . If it is

Fig. 436.—Sash Adjusters.

desired to secure the standing leaf independently of the other, a flush

bolt maybe used at the top and bottom, but as it is usually desirable

to open both leaves of a French window when operated at all, it is

more convenient to use a single double-extension bolt or espagniolette

bar.

245. Pivoted Windows.—As stated in Section 99, it is often

desirable to pivot windows consisting of a single sash and especially

those that are of an irregular shape. For windows of moderate size,
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pivoted at the sides, the sash centre shown in Fig. 410 may be used.

Very heavy or large windows should be pivoted at the top and bot-

tom, and for such windows the style of sash centre shown in Fig. 435
is preferable. This centre is made 4 and 5 inches long and Yi inch

thick, and should be of bronze metal that it may not rust.

Windows pivoted top and bottom should be provided with a sash

adjuster (of which one pattern, the Yale, is shown in Fig. 436), that

°©l

©
Fig. 438.—Surface Shutter Hinge.Fig. 437.—Parliament Butts.

will hold the sash in any position. Sash adjusters also make the best

trimming for a window pivoted at the sides, unless the window is so

high that the adjuster cannot be readily reached, when a transom

lifter may be used.

The Howarth Reversible Sash and Sash Centre Co., makes an

automatic spring sash centre that they claim will hold any sash in

any desired position. The centres are made in different sizes,

Fig- 439.—Three-fold Shutter Flap. Fig 440.—Shutter Bar.

adapted to the smallest or the largest plate glass window and for

either vertical or horizontal swing.

246. Shutter Trimmings.—The usual trimmings for inside

shutters are the hinges, shutter bar and knob. The outer or hang-

ing fold may be hung with narrow blind butts (2x1^ inches) similar

to the one in Fig. 408, but usually with three screws to a side and

five knuckles. If it is necessary to throw the shutters out to clear

the finish, parliament butts. Fig. 437 should be used. These come
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in widths of 2\, 3, 3^ and 4 inches. For hanging the folds to each

other, i^ or i|^-inch surface hinges, similar to that shown in Fig 438,

are generally used.

When the shutters are divided into six folds, three to a side, the

second fold should be hung with " three-fold shutter flaps " (Fig.

439), applied to the inside face of the shutters, as shown in Fig. 250.

The usual method of fastening shutters at the centre is by shutter

bars of the general pattern shown in Fig. 440. These bars are made
reversible so that they can be used for either hand. To pull the

shutters from the pocket, a small knob of porcelain or bronze should

be placed on the outer face of the hanging fold. Special " shutter

knobs " are made for this purpose, and in diameters of \, i and i^

inches. Sets of ornamental hardware usually contain shutter bars

and knobs to match, and they are susceptible of very ornamental

treatment.

247. Trimmings for Outside Blinds.—Hinges.—The kind of

©~L

o
©

Fig. 441.—Wrought Steel Blind Hinge.

hinges to be used with outside blinds will depend to some extent

upon how the blind is hung to the window frame.

In New England the blinds are generally hung on the outside of

the casing, and the hinges consist of a half hinge on the edge of the

blind and a hook driven into the face of the casing. Fig. 441 shows

the more common type of such hinges, the position of the parts being

that assumed when the blind is thrown open. Two sizes of plates

are made, 2 and 2^-inch, the latter affording a more secure attach-

ment.

If there is a moulding on the casing, a wider hinge plate and

longer hook must be used to throw the blind beyond the moulding,

and hinges with 2 and 4-inch '' throw " are made for this purpose,

the hinge plate being of the shape shown at A. The hinge with
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©
Fig. 442.—Wrought Blind Hinge. New York Style.

4-inch throw may be used on brick buildings, with 4-inch reveal to

the windows. These hinges are very simple and inexpensive, and

being made of steel will not break.

Fig. 442 shows a style of wrought steel hinge much used in New
York City, where blinds are usually set flush with the outside casing.

The angle plate is screwed to the outside face

of the blind and serves to strengthen the lat-

ter as well as to give a firm attachment. The
bend near the eye is to give a throw to the

hinge. A similar hinge with a 4-inch throw

is made for windows in brick buildings.

An objection that may be offered to all of

these hinges is that the blind swings readily

on them in any position, and a catch is re-

quired to hold them open and another to

secure them when closed.

The more recent

improve m e n t s in

blind hinges, there-

fore, are in the

way of hold back or

" gravity " hinges as they are called, which lock the blind when

thrown open, and prevent its slamming. There are several patterns

of these gravity hinges in use, particularly in the Western States, and

as a rule they have proved very satisfactory. Probably the simplest

„„,,^r pattern is that shown in
H0U5C

I BLIND ^- x.- x. • cFig. 443, which IS forged

from Steel plates and hence

is non-breakable and very

inexpensive. When the
blind is thrown back, the

hook A^ engages in the hole

H, and securely locks the

bhnd. To close the blind

it is lifted bodily until the
Fig. 443--Stanlev Gravity Blind Hinge. ^qq}^ ^^^^^^ ^j^^ j^^jg^ ^^^^

it is readily swung too. The hook B, prevents the blind from being

raised entirely from the hinge, and the two parts can be separated

only when the blind is exactly at right angles with the house. The
top and bottom hinges are exactly alike, and they can be used either

right or left hand.
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Fig. 444 —Ideal Blind Hinge.

The Stanley Works also make a heavier wrought steel hinge, which

locks the blind by the action of gravity, and has also the unusual

feature (for gravity hinges) of enabling the hinge to be unlocked

without lifting the blind.

All other gravity hinges with which the author is acquainted, are

made of malleable iron. Fig. 444 shows one of the latest patterns.

One object in making this hinge was

to obtain a hinge that would not pro-

ject into the window opening when
the blind is thrown back, thus leav-

ing the entire opening between the

architrave or casings clear for storm

windows. A good feature of this

hinge is that the screw holes are weii

back from the edge of the casing.

Both of these types of gravity

hinges are made for blinds hung flush

with the outside casings or archi-

traves, as in Fig. 96, and they throw

the blind only about f-inch away

from the house. Several forms of malleable iron gravity blind

hinges, designed for brick buildings, are used in the Western States,

the Clark and Shepard giving perhaps as good satisfaction as any.

Awning Hinges.—Two or three styles of blind hinges have been

patented which permit the blinds to be thrown out at the bottom like

an awning, as well as to open

and close in the ordinary way.

One style, the automatic blind

awning fixtures, has been very

extensively used about Boston,

and seldom fails to give satis-

faction. The fixtures are sold

with side bars to hold the bot-

tom of the blind away from the

building, and also with a device

for fastening the blinds together. It permits the blinds to be used

either way at will, and the operation is very simple.

248. Blind Fasts.—When gravity hinges are used, the only fasten-

ing required is a catch to secure the blind when closed. Fig. 445

shows the catch sold with the hinge, Fig. 443, which, although very

simple, works nicely. The catch is screwed to the inside of the hot-
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torn rail of the blind; when the blind is closed, the plate Ay catches

automatically over a staple driven into the sill. Fig. 446 shows an

improved catch made by the same firm, which works on the same

principle, but cannot be as easily opened from the outside. There

are several other catches quite similar to these.

For blinds hung with hinges similar to those shown in Figs. 441

and 442, it is necessary to use a catch that will secure the blind

either when open or when closed. Most of the catches for securing

the blind in both positions are made to go

underneath the blind; there are a great many
patterns, but as a rule, the simplest catch is

the most satisfactory. The catch shown in

Fig. 447 is very much used in New England,

and gives general satisfaction. The end of

the wire is screwed into the bottom of the

blind, and the staple S, is also driven into the

blind. The hook H, is driven into the window sill and engages the

fast ,vhen the blind is closed. The back catch is driven into the

wall to engage the fast when the blind is thrown back.

Underneath catches can, of course, only be used when there is a

space of at least |-inch between the blind and the sill. If the blind

fits into a rebate in the sill, as in Fig. 96, a mortise blind fast, or one

Fig. 446.

<"^ ^
BACK CATCtl

Fig. 447.—Stanley's Wire Blind Fast

made to screw through the blind, must be used. Fig. 448 shows

Hyde's patent gravity blind fast, which is made to drive through a

hole bored through the bottom rail. It has double lock levers, and

the inner one cannot be operated from the outside when the blind is

closed. A common staple is used for the sill catch.

To close a blind hung with the ordinary gravity or hold back

hinge, or with a simple hinge and back catch, it is necessary to reach
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far out of the window to raise the blind bodily or to release the catch.

To overcome this difficulty, several devices have been patented which

operate either from the hanging stile of the blind or from the sill,

and are intended to secure the blind whether open or shut; others

adjust the blind to any position and hold it there, while still others

BACK CATCHE&

C3
FOR WOOD.

£AV

rOff BRICK.

Fig. 448 —Hyde's Gravity Lock Blind Past.

are designed to operate the blinds without opening the window.

Very few of the devices of the first and second class appear to be

used to any extent, but a practical device that will open or close the

blind and lock it securely without opening the window, is certainly a

very desirable equipment for

residences. Several devices

that accomplish this purpose

have been patented, but the

author knows of none that

has proved a practical suc-

cess.

249. Trimmings for
Storm Sash.—In many of

the very Northern States it is

a quite general custom to

place a single storm sash or

outside window over the

whole window opening to

keep out the cold during the

winter months.

In many cases the storm

sash is permanently secured to the window frames by screws, the

sash being put up in the fall and taken down in the spring. The use

of screws, however, involves considerable labor and leaves unsightly

holes in the outside casings, so that it is desirable to use some fastening

Fig. 449.—Moore's Storm Window Fastener.
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that will enable the sash to be quickly and easily put up, and that

will not look bad on the bouse.

The simplest fastening that the author has seen is the one shown

in Fig. 449, which is fastened to the inside of the storm sash while

the hook slips over the shank of a round headed blued screw, placed

in the edge of the outside casing or blind stop. The wedge shape of

the hook enables the storm sash to be brought tight against the

casing, and also facilitates pui-

ting up and removing the sash.

Two of these fastenings should

be used on each side of the

sash.

Fig. 450 shows another simple

device for fastening storm sash

or outside screens. The " but-

ton " is screwed to the inside

face of the storm sash, and when
turned the outer end fits into a

mortise in the edge of the

casing, which is covered with a

brass plate. The plate has a spring lap bent into the mortise, which

keeps the button in position. The window may be hung at one side

with loose joint butts (which should have a short thick pin, fitting

rather loosely), with one of these buttons used on the other side, or

two buttons may be used on each side. The buttons are made in

cast iron, copper finish with brass plate, and in bronze metal with

Fig. 450 —Wilier Storm Sash Fastener.

^ \f

LclI
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laquered, are commonly used, but brass or bronze, or bronze-plated

butts look much neater.

Two general styles of fastenings are used, viz.: the cupboard

"catch" and the cupboard "turn." The princi-

pal difference betn^een them is that in the " catch
"

the latch is drawn back by sliding the knob,

while the latch of the " turn " is drawn back by

turning the knob. Cupboard catches are made
both flush and rim, as in Fig. 451, but the turn is

only made in the rim pattern. Several ornamental
cupboard turns may be found in the market especially suitable for

the glass doors of the china closet. The Russell & Erwin catches

Fig. 452 —Cupboard
Turn.

^jg- 453-—Elbow Catch. Fig. 454.—Lever Catch.

and turns are made with both the common latch and an anti-fric-

tion latch.

Where cupboard doors are used in pairs, the standing leaf is usually

''"ig- 455-—Drawer Pulls.

secured by an elbow catch (Fig. 453) placed on the back of the door
with the strike fastened to a shelf or to the top of the cupboard.

Fig. 454 shows a lever cupboard catch

that works rather better than the surface

catch, where there is a shelf about opposite

the middle of the door.

Drawer pulls are made in a variety of

shapes and sizes, the more common shapes,

perhaps, being those shown in Fig. 455. pj^^^,_j^^^^g.^,,^ j^^^^^^^^^^
Fig. 456 shows a style of pull with a plate

for a label, that is known as a "druggist's drawer pull." The
drawers of cabinets and furniture are commonly trimmed with " drop
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drawer pulls," consisting of a drop handle attached to a plate that is

bolted to the front of the drawer. They are made in a variety of

patterns and usually in brass or bronze metal. The common drawer

pull is sold more largely in cast or wrought iron, laquered or bronze-

plated, although it may be obtained in solid bronze. An ornamental

pull is shown in the group, Plate I.

For clothes hooks there is nothing better than the triple cast iron

clothes hook, japanned finish, except the same shaped hook in brass

or bronze. A special upright hook is made for hats. It should be

remembered that any iron hook on which damp clothes or cloths

are to be hung will rust after a while, hence the hooks in bathrooms,

toilet rooms, etc., should' be of bronze or brass. The japanned finish

for iron will resist rust longer than the other finishes except the

Bower-Barff.

251. Prices of Hardware.—Unfortunately the cost of finished

hardware, like nearly everything else that goes into a building, must

generally be considered by the architect in preparing his specifica-

tions. It should be remembered, however, that the cheapest hard-

ware is not as a rule, the most economical, and very seldom gives

satisfaction. Extra finishes, of course, are merely for ornament, but

the difference between cast iron and bronze, or between cast iron and

steel, is not one of appearance and expense only, but of toughness

and durability, and often in the wear and working of the article.

Trimmings of an inferior quality should be avoided as far as possible,

and as a matter of fact, the saving between a fairly good article and

an inferior one amounts to a very small sum for an ordinary resi-

dence.

For convenience in making an approximate estimate of the hard-

ware trimmings, and for comparison between the different grades of

goods, prices for the more common of plain trimmings are given below.

When it comes to ornamental trimmings the variation in ornamenta-

tion and finish are so great that it would require a small book to

cover them.

These prices are intended to represent about what the contractor

has to pay, and not the retail price. The discounts from manufac-

turers price lists vary to such an extent, and are often so complicated,

that as a rule the catalogue price gives little idea of the actual cost.

Cost of Butts and Hinges. Per Pair.

4x4 cast iron butts, ball tipped, japanned finish, 20 cents.

4x4 cast iron butts, ball tipped, bronze-plated, 35 cents; same with

steel washers, 40 cents.
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5x5 cast iron butts, ball tipped, japanned finish, 27 cents; same

bronze-plated, 55 cents; with steel washers, 60 cents.

4x4 Stanley steel butts, ball tipped, japanned finish, 25 cents; same

bronze-plated and planished, 30 cents; same bronze-plated and pol-

ished, 40 cents; same Bower-Barffed, 60 cents; with steel washers

add 25 cents for loose-pin butts, and 5 cents for loose-joint butts.

4x4 Stanley loose-pin butts, raised ornamentation, old copper sand

finish, 70 cents.

4^x4^ Stanley steel butts, ball tipped, japanned finish, 30 cents;

same bronze-plated and polished, 50 cents.

For Stanley ball-bearing butts, add 50 cents for 4x4 loose-pin

butts, and 35 cents for 4x4 loose-joint butts; and 60 cents, and 40

cents respectively for 4^x4^ and larger butts.

5x5 Stanley steel butts, loose-pin, polished and bronzed, 65 cents;

loose-joint butts with steel washers, 5 cents extra.

2\yi2\ light loose-pin butts, solid bronze, 25 cents.

Two or 2^-inch wrought narrow butts, coppered, 7 cents; same in

solid brass or bronze, ball tipped, 25 cents.

Double-action spring butts, for 2 feet 6 inches by 7 feet by i|-inch

door, japanned finish, $2.50; plain bronze, $5.00.

By using one blank, 50 cents may be saved with japanned finish,

and $1.00 in plain bronze.

Bommer double-action hinges (no blanks), $2.60, japanned; $7.00

in bronze.
Inside Door Locks {^without trimmings^.*

3^-inch mortise cast knob lock, cheapest one-lever, bronze face

and bolt, 25 cents.

Sargent's best one-lever, cast lock, 4^-inch, with steel levers, fifty

changes, 60 cents.

Sargent three-lever, 4^-inch, bronze face and bolt, steel levers, 66

cents.

Sargent three-bolt chamber door lock, one-lever, bronze face and

bolts, 95 cents.

Junior lock, one lever, 3|-inch, 23 cents; Vulcan lock, 3|^-inch,

three levers, 66 cents; Vulcan lock, 4-inch, 75 cents; Vulcan three-

bolt chamber door lock, $1.45; Vulcan communicating door latch

(Fig. 383). $i-33-

Hotel lever locks, master keyed, cost from $1.25 to $4.00 each;

cylinder escutcheon hotel locks, master keyed, from $3.25 to $5.00 each.

*All locks in this list have bronze face and holts.
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Master keying of lever or tumbler locks costs from $1.50 to $3.00

per dozen locks, over the same locks not master keyed.

Front Door Locks with Trimmings. Single Door.

A good three-lever front door lock, swivel spindle and ornamental

wrought bronze trimmings, may be bought for $2.95 complete. Ves-

tibule latch and trimmings to match, $2.70.

The best lever front door locks with heavy plain cast bronze trim-

mings, cost about $5.75. Complete vestibule latch and trimmings to

match, $4.00.

Cheapest cylinder escutcheon, front door lock with wrought bronze

trimmings, $5.25 complete; vestibule latch and trimmings to match,

$4.60.

Columbia or Harvard front door lock, best quality, with neat or-

namental bronze trimmings, $6.75; vestibule latch and trimmings to

match, $5.00.

Yale Paracentric front door lock, with plain bronze trimmings

$7.80; vestibule latch and trimmings to match, $7.00.

Store Door Locks. Plain Front.

Good three-lever store door lock with heavy figured bronze-plated

latch, handles and plates, $1.80; same with heavy bronze trimmings,

Cylinder escutcheon store door locks with heavy bronze latch and

plates, from $5.00 to $6.80 a set; same with stop work in the lock,

from $7.00 to $8.80.

Rebated front locks cost about 12 per cent, more than the plain

front locks.

Night Latches and Office Locks.

The cheapest cylinder escutcheon rim night latch, japanned finish,

costs about 80 cents.

Columbia rim night latch, japanned case, bronze bolt and turn

knob, $1.20; same in all bronze, $1.65.

Yale rim night latch. No. 22, japanned case, 90 cents.

Yale Paracentric rim night latch (screwless). No. 42, case oxidized

copper, bronze knob and cylinder, $1.50.

Mortise night latches, all exposed parts bronze. Harvard or Colum-

bia, about $1.90; Yale Paracentric, No. 66, $2.10.

Columbia master keyed office door latches, with automatic lock to

latch, $5.00.

Yale Paracentric mortise office latch, not master keyed, $3.70;

master keyed surety system, $4.20; same with duplex master key sys-

tem, $4.25.
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Knobs, Roses and Escutcheons.

The best jet knobs, with figured bronze roses and keyhole plates,

or with ifx5|^-inch escutcheon plates, cost about 35 cents per door.

Figured bronze knobs with i|x5^-inch escutcheon plates, cost

about 60 cents per door, and common spun bronze knobs with plain

wrought escutcheon plates, can be bought for the same price. A
cheap, but rather pretty pressed knob and escutcheons in old copper,

sand finish, can be bought for about 60 cents per door.

The Yale spun bronze knobs, natural finish, triplex spindle and

5-J^xi|-inch escutcheon plates cost about 55 cents per door.

A plain flattened round knob (Fig. 396^), with a good rounded edge

escutcheon plate can be bought for 90 cents per door in plain bronze

or in iron Bower-Earffed. The same shape in Yale knob with triplex

spindle (Fig. 396 A), and 6x2|-inch beveled edge escutcheon plate

costs $1.40 per door* in natural bronze.

The above figures are for 2J-inch knobs, and escutcheon plates for

3-J-inch locks. Escutcheon plates for larger locks cost a little more.

Common glass knobs with bronze roses and keyhole plates cost

about 75 cents per door, and a good wooden knob about the same

price.

Yale cut glass knobs with bronze roses and keyhole plates, cost

from $2.85 to $9.50 a door, according to amount of cutting.

Bolts, Transom Lifters and Door Checks.

Flush bolts, 12-inch, bronze metal front and bolt, 70 cents; 12-inch,

bronze metal with lever, (Fig. 405), $2.50; 12-inch, Stanley, bronze-

plated (Fig. 406), 90 cents.

Extension bolts, bronze metal, T- handle, 24-inch, 85 cents; bronze

metal with lever (Fig. 405), $1.60; Stanley bronze-plated, with knob,

70 cents.

Chain and foot bolts for store doors cost about 50 cents each in

cast iron, imitation bronze; 65 cents in japanned steel, and $1.00 in

bronze metal.

Transom lifters, 3 feet, coppered (not plated), 30 cents; bronze

plated, 45 cents; Bower-Barffed, $1.25.

Pneumatic or liquid door checks with springs, for 3x7^ feet by i|^

inch door, cost about $5.00.

Window Trimmings.

Sash fasts of the cam or Fitch pattern cost about 1 5 cents each in

* This is the knob used as a base for the figures on Plate II.
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iron; 18 cents in wrought bronze metal, and 25 to 30 cents in cast

bronze, natural finish.

Ventilating sash bolts, bronze metal, cost about 25 cents each.

Sash lifts of the hook pattern, cost from 3^ to 10 cents each in

bronze metal; a very good lift can be obtained for 8 cents. The
hook sash lift and lock costs about 30 cents in bronze.

Flush sash lifts cost from 4 to 30 cents in plain bronze, the cheaper

being of wrought metal.

Sash sockets, plain bronze, cost about 30 cents a dozen; a bronze-

plated hook, 20 cents, and a solid bronze hook, 35 cents.

Window stop adjusters cost about 14 cents a dozen in blued steel,

and 18 cents in plain solid bronze.

Sash adjusters, real bronze, 18 inches, |-inch round rod, $1.50;

lighter pattern, plated, 50 cents.

Miscellaneous.

Clothes hooks, wire, japanned, 12 cents a dozen; double, cast iron,

japanned, 25 cents a dozen; cast bronze, $1.75 to $2.00 a dozen.

Coat and hat hooks, tall, plated, about $2.00 a dozen; real bronze,

about $10.00 a dozen.

Letter plates for outside doors, Berlin bronze, 25 cents; solid

bronze, 60 cents to $1.00.

Cupboard catches, real bronze, flush, 30 cents; jim, 18 cents.

Cupboard turns, i|-inch, plated, 18 cents; real bronze, 30 cents;

2|-inch, real bronze, 35 cents.

252. Putting on and Superintendence.—The putting on of

the hardware, when applied to woodwork, should always be included

in the carpenter's specifications.

To apply the hardware trimmings so that they will work properly,

or the best that they are capable of, requires some skill and much
care, and, as a rule, the better the hardware the greater care should

be exercised in putting it on. The first hardware to be applied is

usually the sash pulleys and the cords and weights. The only way

in which the sashes can be properly balanced is by weighing each

sash, which, although tedious, is necessary for a good job. The next

in order are the butts and mortise locks. The putting on of the

butts is apparantly a simple matter, but it is one that requires con-

siderable care to get them so that the weight of the door will be borne

evenly by each butt (see Section 206), and so that the door will hang

perfectly true. If one butt is set further out than the other, the door

will not remain in its position when opened, but will either swing
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back into the jamb or around against the wall. The mortise for

locks should be cut of the exact size for the front, and so that the

case will not bind in the door. The usual height for locks is from

2 feet lo inches to 3 feet from the floor to the centre of the hub.

Sometimes it is necessary to vary this distance on account of the

arrangement of panels. (See page 361.)

The balance of the trimmings should not be applied until the wood

work is finished, painted or varnished, as if put on before the paint-

ers or finishers are through, the exposed parts are quite sure to be

daubed with paint or varnish, which cannot usually be removed with-

out injury to the hardware. In putting on the escutcheon plates,

care is required to place them so that the spindle and keyholes will

be exactly opposite each other, otherwise the spindle and key will

bind in the lock. The knobs should also be carefully adjusted,

so that they will not slip back and forth through the lock. Swivel

spindles require particular care in adjusting, for if the swivel does

not come exactly at the centre of the lock, the knobs will not work

properly. In putting on the striking plate for the lock, carpenters

sometimes place them either a little too high or too low, so that the

bolts or latch will not enter the holes provided for them. As the

partitions are apt to settle more or less, the striking plates should be

set so that the centres of the holes will be opposite the centres of the

bolt and latch, thus affording a little play for settlement.

Sash fasts are also often carelessly set, so that they will not lock

easily, or will not draw the sashes closely together.

All finishing hardware is now packed with screws finished to match.

These screws are often rather small for the work required of them,

and their holding power is often still further diminished by the car-

penter driving them in with a hammer. This should not be per-

mitted; every screw should be turned in its full length with a screw

driver, and so that the head will fit neatly into the screw hole.

If the specifications are written on the second method, described

in the next section, the superintendence will consist principally in

seeing that the goods furnished are of the kind specified, and that

they are properly put on.

Some hardware, notably the Yale goods, is stamped or marked so

that the architect can tell the make at a glance, but a great deal of

hardware can only be told (except by an expert) by the label on the

box in which it is packed. This is especially true of plated goods,

and of many makes of locks. It is very difficult to distinguish some

plated hardware from solid bronze by merely looking at it, and plate<?
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cast iron from plated steel. The superintendent should also remem-

ber that there are many imitations of the Bower-Barff finish.

Plated goods can be distinguished by scratching with a file on the

back, but it is not so easy to tell plated cast iron from plated steel.

The labels on the boxes, however, will usually be a sufficient guide.

Many manufacturers of tumbler locks make several grades, which

cannot easily be distinguished from each other, except by examining

the inside parts, so that the maker's name on a lock cannot always be

taken as an indication of the quality.

Unfortunately most builders do not appreciate the importance of

good hardware, and are apt to try to work in inferior articles.

When the doors are about to be hung, the superintendent should

examine the doors, finish and specifications, to see that butts of

proper size to enable the door to swing back (see Section 207), have

been specified, and that the butts are of proper size for the weight

and thickness of the door. If these points have been overlooked,

they should be corrected before the butts are put on, even if a small
** extra " is incurred.

Finally every door and window should be tried to see that they

lock and swing perfectly, and that the sashes are properly balanced.

If the specifications make an allowance for certain portions of the

hardware, the selection should be made by the architect or owner,

preferably both together, and it is important that the architect shall

have a pretty good idea of the actual cost of hardware, otherwise he

may be imposed upon.

253. Hardware Specifications.—When artistic hardware of a

high grade is to be used, and especially for large buildings, it is best

not to include the hardware trimmings in the general contract, but

to buy it direct from the manufacturers or dealers, selecting from

samples. In this way the owner gets just what he wishes and with

the least bother. In such case the carpenter's specifications should

provide for putting on the hardware.

When it is not practicable to separate the hardware trimmings from

the general contract, one of two methods may be used for speci-

fying it.

The first, and one that is largely followed by architects, is to

specify that the builder shall allow a certain amount of money for

the door and window trimmings, exclusive of the cost of putting on,

the architect or owner to have the privilege of selecting and ordering

the hardware wherever he may choose, and the bill to be paid by the

builder, to the amount of the allowance. This enables the architect
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to put off selecting the hardware until the building is nearly ready

for it, and gives the owner a chance to select the style of hardware

he prefers. The allowance may be so much per door and window or

in a lump sum, but the latter will usually prove the more satisfactory.

The only objection to this method is that the architect, to be on the

safe side, generally makes the allowance a little more than the hard-

ware which he would specify would actually cost the builder, so that

the owner usually pays a little more for his hardware by this method

than he would by the other. Then also the trouble of selecting the

hardware is often more than that of describing the goods to be used.

The amount of the allowance will of course depend upon the class

of goods to be used, and the number of the doors and windows. In

making up his estimate, the architect may be guided by the prices

given in Section 251, for plain goods; for ornamental hardware he

should get prices from a local dealer.

A form of specification by this method will be found in Chapter

VIII.

The second method of specifying the hardware, and in the opinion

of the author the best method, is to describe exactly what is wanted,

and in the case of special styles or patterns the number of the piece

in the manufacturer's catalogue, with the material and finish

properly indicated, should be given. Locks should always be

specified by name and number, as most manufacturers make
several grades. This requires a little more knowledge of the sub-

ject than the other method, but except where elaborate trimmings

are to be used it is generally the most satisfactory, and where the

hardware can be specified in sets it is not as much trouble as to go

to a store and pick it out. By this method the architect does not

have to deal directly with the matter of cost, but has only to write

his specifications so as to include all the hardware required and de-

scribe it clearly, and then see as the building progresses that it is

furnished according to the specifications. A typical specification of

this kind is also given in Chapter VIII.



Chapter VII.

HEAVY FRAMING.

The manner in which wooden floors for residences should be

framed, has been described in Chapter II., and the floors in other

classes of buildings are often framed and supported in the same way.

The floors of stores, warehouses, mills, public buildings, etc., how-

ever, require as a rule,' larger timbers, and should be supported by-

posts and girders rather than by partitions.

It is the purpose of the author in this chapter to describe some of

the special forms of construction frequently required in buildings

other than dwellings; the methods of framing with posts and girders,

and what may be designated as "heavy framing."

254. Bowled Floors.—In modern Protestant churches it is

becoming the custom to pitch the floor so that it will be higher at the

back of the audience room than in front of the pulpit. For such

floors the pitch should not exceed ^-inch to the foot, as a greater in-

clination is unpleasant to walk over. If the seats are arranged in

straight rows the floor should be merely an inclined plane, but if the

seats are set on a circle the floor shou'i be " bowled," so that any

line drawn on the floor from the same centre that is used in laying

out the pews will be level from end to end. Where chairs are used

for seating a bowled floor is not absolutely necessary, but with pews

it is quite essential. There are two methods of forming a bowled

floor, their adoption depending principally upon the use that is made
of the space below.

First Method.—If there is a finished story below the audience

room, for Sunday school or similar purposes, it is generally necessary

to frame the floor for a straight incline, and then form the upper or

bowled surface by means of furring strips cut out of plank.

If the girders supporting the incline run the same way as the in-

clination they should be given the same pitch as the floor, and the

joist will then be level from end to end. If the girders run in the

opposite direction then they will be level endways, and the joist will

be on an incline. Whether the joist or girders shall be inclined de-

pends upon the plan of the room, the openings in the walls and the

desired spacing of the columns. In arranging the girders it should
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be remembered that it is better, and generally more economical, to

give the longer span to the joist, and to limit the girder spans to 12

or 13 feet for wood and 16 feet for steel.

The greatest span that should be allowed for wooden floor joists in

audience rooms may be found from the tables in Appendix B.

Joists 14 inches deep should not be less than 2\ inches thick, as

Scale.

Fig- 457-

2-inch joists are apt to fail by buckling, unless bridged every 4 or 5

feet by solid bridging, and such bridging will usually cost more than

the extra thickness in the joists.

The furring strips to form the bowled surface should be 2 inches

thick, and may either be run across the top of the joists or spiked on

top of them lengthwise. When the rise exceeds 8 inches, 2x6 joists

may be used for the furring, and these should he supported every 3

feet from the main floor joists.
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Second Method.—If the space beneath the audience rooms is- not

finished, or is used only for such purposes that the position of the

piers or vertical supports is not of consequence, the cheapest way to

frame the floor is by using short lengths of girders and setting them

tangent to a circle struck from the centre used for the seating. By

placing the girders at the proper height the joists may be set on top

of them in the right position for receiving the flooring, and no furring

strips will be required. Fig. 457 shows a floor that was framed in

this way. A little fitting of the joists on the girders is required, bul

the labor and material required for a floor framed in this way is not

more than 20 per cent, greater than for a level floor. When the in-

Fig. 458.

clination of the bowl is not over |-inch to the foot the floor boards

can be laid in straight lines across the room in the usual way, as the

boards will spring sufficiently to fit the floor. The ends of the boards

will have to be cut, however, where the bowled surface terminates,

unless the bowling is very slight.

255. Framing of Galleries.—Gallery floors in churches and

theatres are generally supported by the wall of the building at the

outer end, and by columns and girders at the inner end. The floor

is generally stepped for each row of seats, and the front of the gal-

lery usually projects 3 feet or more beyond the face of the girder.

Theatres.—The proper planning of the galleries in a theatre or

opera house is a matter that requires considerable study, but as the

author purposes to treat only of the framing, he would refer the

reader to Mr. William H. Birkmire's recent book on " The Planning

and Construction of American Theatres"* for methods of laying out

the inclination of the galleries in such buildings.

John Wiley & Sons, Publishers. Price, $3.
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Ift the better class of theatres the construction of the balcony and
galleries is usually entirely of steel. The following examples of

gallery construction, taken from Mr. Birkmire's book, will serve to

illustrate the usual method of framing. Fig. 458 shows the construc-

tion of the balconies in Abbey's Theatre, New York, Messrs. J. B.

McElfatrick & Son, architects.

" For the support of the steppings in this theatre there are 8-inch

steel channels extending from a line of 12 -inch beam girders between

the back columns to the inner circle lattice girders, and projecting

nearly 10 feet beyond the girder. The channels are placed about 2

feet 6 inches apart and radiate toward the point from which the

steppings are described.

" The steps are constructed of i^inch yellow pine flooring upon

Fig. 459-

2-inch battens secured to stepping pieces of i^xi^-inch steel angles,

bolted to the radiating channels.

" The risers are made of sheet iron about yV of an inch thick and

also secured to the angles."

The ceiling beneath was formed by bolting i^xi^J-inch angles to

the under side of the channels every 16 inches, and on these wire

lathing was secured.

" The front of the balcony is constructed of 3 inch channel posts

placed about 4 feet apart and secured to a continuous 6 inch chan-

nel extending around the entire front."

In the Empire Theatre, by the same architects, the steppings are

supported by small lattice trusses (Fig. 459) which also radiate to the

point from which the steppings are described. Between the trusses,

and resting upon the bottom chord, Guastavino arches are con-
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strutted, making an excellent and practical fireproof ceiling, doing

away with all furring and making desirable curves for the decora-

tions.

" To support the flooring, which is of 2-inch boarding, knee pieces

of plates and angles are secured to the top chord of each truss, as

shown in the illustration. At the top of each knee piece 2 -inch

channels, and at the t ottom 2-inch angles are secured, extending in

a circle the entire lenj^th of the galleries."

The risers, as in the previous example, are of plate iron.

Another favorite method of constructing these galleries is to use

steel beams, placed about 4 feet 6 inches apart, and filled in between

with fireproof arches of iDrick or hollow tile.

" This is no doubt the cheapest form, but the top and bottom of

the beams are required to be bent to conform to the girders and step-

pings of the tiers. If the girders supporting the lower ends of these

beams are level the bending is an easy task, but when the front rakes

2 or 3 feet the beams become of different lengths, and then different

bends are required. This construction is also considerably heavier

than the Guastavino arch system and requires more metal in the

beams and columns."

256. Church Galleries.— Wooden Construction.—In churches

there is usually but one gallery, and as the " sighting " is not as im-

portant as in a theatre, it is usually possible to regulate the width

and height of the gallery (from the main floor) so that a 12 inch step

will give the occupants a view of the pulpit platform and of a por-

tion of the main floor.

Church galleries also generally have straight fronts, and if pitched

lengthways the inclination is usually the same at the back and front,

so that the supports remain of the same length. -The construction

must, as a rule, be of timber, as comparatively few churches can

afford steel framing. Every architect, however, should endeavor to

have the under side of the galleries protected by wire or some form

of metal lathing, as th: i adds very little to the expense and would re-

tard for a considerable time the destruction of the gallery by fire.

There is also less danger of the plaster dropping from metal lathing

than from wood laths.

When the conditions of the building will permit, the writer has

found the method of gallery supports shown in Figs. 460 and 461 to

be the most practical and economical.

The support is obtained by lo-inch or 12-inch joists, according to

the span, which rest on a girder at the inner end and are built into
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the wall at the outer end. Especial provision should be made to

have the joists well tied to the wall, as otherwise the weight will have

a tendency to push them inward, or the wall out. At least every

other joist should be securely anchored. The wall end of the joists

should also be notched, as shown at S, to give a horizontal bearing

on the wall.

The steppings may be formed of 2x4*5, supported by i^-inch

MO.Spikedfo.

Side of Joist.

Fig. 460.

boards, spiked to each side and to the joist, or 2X4-inch uprights may

be set under the ends of the horizontal pieces, as shown.

The projecting front, where it does not exceed 3 feet, may be

framed by spiking a wedge-shaped piece of plank to the top of the

joist, and then nailing a wide board to the side of both pieces. The
rail, if of wood, is generally constructed of a framework of 2x4*3

ceiled on the inside and paneled and moulded as may be desired on

Fig. 461.

the outside, the top being covered with a wide cap piece. The up-

rights of the framework should be securely spiked to the side of the

joist supporting the gallery.

In churches it is not desirable to have the solid portion of the rail-

ing exceed 2 feet in height on the inside, and 22 inches is better.

If a higher rail is desired an ornamental rail of 2 -inch brass or

steel tubing, with standards from 3 to 4 feet apart, may be placed on
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top of the wooden rail, as this does not obstruct the view as a solid

railing would.

If the projection of the gallery front beyond the line of the posts

is between 3 and 6 feet, the floor may be supported as shown in Fig.

461. In this case it will be necessary to drop the upper end of the

12-inch joist, so that the inner end will come about as shown in the

figure.

In order not to obstruct the view more than is necessary, the depth

"^Wrough 1 3tee I St'rf-i/p.

Fig. 463.

*)f the joist under the front step should not exceed 10 inches, and

the girder should drop as little as possible, consistent with proper

framing for the joists.

If the gallery is circular in plan the joists should radiate toward

the centre from which the steppings are described, and the girder

should be built of two steel channels bent to the proper curve and

breaking joint over alternate supports.

257. Galleries With Heavy Projection.—In large assembly

halls it is often desirable to project the front of the gallery 10 feet or
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more beyond the line of posts. In such cases it will be necessary to

support the front end of the gallery joists by a girder, which may
itself be supported by a cantilever.

Fig. 462 shows approximately the framing of the lower gallery in

the. Mechanics' Hall in Boston. The large posts are placed about

25 feet apart and are carried up to support the roof trusses. On each

side of the posts are placed heavy 12-inch iron channels (in line with

the 2x12 joists) which are bolted to the post, and ako supported by

the bracket or brace shown in the drawing. The channels thus act

as cantilevers, and support at their inner ends horizontal trusses,

which in turn support the ends of the gallery joists. The other end

of the joists rests on a partition under the gallery. The middle of

the joists is supported by an ornamental open truss extending between

the posts. Truss A is concealed in the gallery rail. This method

of framing is applicable to many places where it is desired to use

large posts placed from 20 to 25 feet apart, with a considerable pro-

jection to the gallery. Careful calculations of the various strains

must be made, however, to insure safety.

In some cases galleries may be advantageously supported by means

of trusses, similar to truss A, hung by rods from the roof trusses.

When the depth does not exceed 16 feet the gallery may be sup-

ported in this way without posts.

258. Framing of Stores and Warehouses.—Although the

larger stores and warehouses, particularly those in large cities, are

now generally constructed with iron or steel posts and joists, yet the

larger proportion of two and three-story business buildings, lodging

houses, etc., are still built with wooden floors and partitions, and will

probably continue to be for many years to come. Steel construction

is undoubtedly preferable to wood in many ways, and when it can be

employed and allow a fair return on the investment, the architect

should certainly recommend it to the owner.

There are many ways, however, in which the ordinary wood con-

struction, as found in the smaller cities and in country towns, may
be greatly improved and made to answer its purposes nearly as well

as steel construction.

One of the greatest defects in the ordinary construction of busi-

ness blocks, small office buildings, etc., is supporting the floors on

wooden partitions. No building other than a dwelling should have

the floors supported in that way.

If the distance between the walls is not more than 24 feet the floor

joists should be made of sufficient size to span from wall to wall
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without assistance from partitions. If the distance between the walls

is greater than 25 feet then brick partition walls, or posts and gird-

ers should be used for intermediate supports. For large rooms single

spans of 28 feet may be used, but this is about the maximum span

for which wooden joists can be used with economy.

The principal objections to the use of partitions for supporting the

floor joists in this class of buildings are:

I St. Inconvenience in changing partitions. Business blocks in

particular often require alterations in the partitions to suit the con-

venience of tenants, and when the partitions support the floors they

cannot well be moved.

2d. The weight of the joists on the partitions has a tendency to

spring the studding and loosen the plastering. The partitions

themselves often have insufficient supports, and the ordinary 2-inch

cap is too thin to support heavy floors. It will generally be found

that where floors are supported on partitions that the plastering on

the partitions is badly cracked and the ceiling sags at the centre of

the partitition.

3d. Less security in case of fire. Stud partitions, being con-

structed of small timbers, are quickly consumed by fire, and but a

few moments are required to weaken the studding sufficiently to

cause the floors to fall. Girders, on the contrary, being large, solid

timbers, do not burn readily, and will often stand until the fire is

extinguished.

Posts and Girders.—These should be arranged so that the span of

the joists will not exceed 24 feet, and 16 feet gives greater economy.

The girders may be of wood or steel; the former will generally be

used except where girders of considerable length are required. With

a joist span of 16 feet it is not good practice to have a greater span

than 14 feet for the girders, and 12 feet is the maximum span per-

mitted in several cities for wooden girders.

The posts may be either of wood, cast iron or steel. In buildings

of not more than three stories, having wooden floor beams and gird-

ers, iron columns offer no particular advantage over wood, except

that they may be made a little smaller. Metal posts, unprotected,

will not stand as long in a fire as heavy wooden posts.

For the comparative advantages of cast iron and steel posts, and

rules for determining their strength, the reader is referred to Chap-

ter XI. of the Architects' and Builders' Pocket Book.

259. Wooden Posts.—The best timbers for wooden posts and gird

trs are the long leaf yellow pine, Oregon pine and oak.
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The posts may be either round or square. If round, it is better to

leave the upper end square, as it gives a better bearing for the iron

cap. The bottom of the post should be round if the post is turned.

It is generally considered that the durability of wooden posts is

increased by boring a hole through the core or centre of the post.

The New England Mutual Insurance Companies, which insure

nearly all the mills and factories of the New England States, advise

that a i^-inch hole be bored through the centre of the wooden posts,

with a ^-inch cross hole near the top and bottom to give a circula-

lation of air through the post. Ii is claimed that this precaution pre-

vents decay and dry rot, but it is very seldom that posts are bored in

ordinary buildings.

If bored, the boring should be done entirely from one end, and if

the auger comes out more than f of an inch from the centre at the

other end the post should be rejected. Boring from both ends is

often done, but is not recommended, as it is difficult to make the

holes meet at the centre.

All posts should rest on a cast iron plate, and never on a girder.

The basement posts should rest on an iron plate bedded in Portland

cement on top of a brick or stone pier, the top of the iron plate being

kept a little above the concrete floor. The top of the posts should

be fitted with an iron cap, which should support the girders and the

post above.

Fig. 463 shows a tier of posts and girders for a t.vo-story building.

The same construction is applicable for a five-story building by

properly proportioning the size of the columns. The ends of the

girders should be cut to fit closely around the bottom of the post, as

shown at X, and be tied together longitudinally, either by bolting

through the cap, as at D, or by iron straps, as at C and X. The
bottom plate. A, should have a dowel in the centre to keep the post

in position until the load is on.

The style of cap plate shown at B is the one most generally em-

ployed, and is about as good as any. When the girders and joist are

in place, and especially when the building is occupied, there is no

danger of the girders or posts slipping on the plate—in fact it would

require a great force to move them—and the author doubts if any

particular advantage is gained in fastening wooden columns together

in a vertical line, for, if the building should take fire, the posts would

certainly be destroyed as soon as the girders, and bolting the posts

together top and bottom would in no way keep them from falling.

Many architects, however, prefer a cap with side plates like that
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shown at D. The side plates add somewhat to the strength of the

cap and keep the upper post and girder in place while the building

is being erected. Holes may be left in the side plates for securing

the ends of the girders and the post above.

Figs. 464 and 465 show the Goetz and Duvinage caps, which are

similar to the cap shown at D.

These caps have lugs or dowels

cast on the bearing plate to

hold the ends of the beams, and

the Goetz cap is made so as to

be bolted to the posts, the

patentee claiming that this will

keep the columns upright, even

if the beams and girders fall.

Both of these caps are well

adapted for their purpose and are extensively used. They are pat-

ented, however, and cannot be used without paying a royalty to the

patentees. Caps made like Z>, without the lugs for securing the gird-

ers, can be made at any foundry without infringing on the patents.

Fig. 466 shows a double post cap made entirely of forged steel.

Goetz Cap.

Fig. 465.—Duvinage Cap;

The side flanges, F, F^ extend the full length of the cap, and the

bracket bearing at N is riveted to the side flange and to the bottom

ring. The post caps for girder in one direction only are made with-

out the bearing iV, as shown in Fig. 472.
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rhc upper post may be capped by a wooden bolster i^E) if pre-

ferred. The top of the post should be doweled into the under side

of the bolster or secured by two square drift bolts, and the ends of

the bolster should be spiked or bolted to the girder. The bolster

should also be made of the hardest wood obtainable (preferably

oak) so that the fibres will not be crushed where they bear on

the top of the post. If the building has a flat roof, with a ceiling

beneath, the ceiling joists should rest on a girder, and the rafters may
be supported by a short partition of 2x6 studding, also resting on

the girder.

The strength of wooden posts may be found from the tables given

in the Architects' and Builders' Pocket Book, or from Appendix B.

Posts that are eccentrically loaded, i. e. from one side only, should

have a greater cross section than if concentrically loaded.

The iron cap plates should be of such size that the girders will

Fig. 466.—Van Dora's Steel Post Cap.

have a bearing of at least 5 lineal inches at each end, and the edge

of the plate should not project more than 6 inches beyond the post,

unless absolutely necessary to get a sufficient bearing area.

The bearing area required for the end of the girder should be

found by dividing one-half the load on the girder by 600 for oak, 500

for Georgia or Texas pine, 400 for Oregon pine and 250 for spruce.

If the area thus found, divided by the width of the girder, is less

than 5 inches, however, the letter distance should be taken as the

minimum lineal support, except for very light girders.

Example of Bearing Surface.—A 10x12 Georgia pine girder iscal*

culated to support 20,000 pounds. What bearing should it have at

the ends ?
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Answer.—One half the load would be 10,000 pounds, and this

divided by 500 gives 20 square inches for the bearing area. Dividing

this by TO, the width of the girder, we have 2 inches as the distance

Fig. 467.

that the girder should rest on the plate; for practical reasons this

should be increased to 5 inches.

Round posts are generally preferred to square posts, as they are

less in the way, but there is necessarily a loss of strength in turning.

Fig. 468.

as the sectional area of the post is cons»fierably diminished. For
posts turned the whole length an iron cap like that shown at A, Fig.

467, may be used. The cap shown at B, is often used when the top

of the post is left square and there is no post above.
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Occasionally it is necessary to make the girders continuous over a

post, or the post may support the end of a truss, in which case the

post above cannot come down through the girder. For such con-

struction a hollow cap plate should be used, something after the style

of cap shown in Fig. 468. The cap should come down at least 3^^

inches on the lower post, and should be bolted to the upper post.

Proportions for Cap Plates.—Rules for calculating the size of

brackets, etc., for cast iron bearing plates are given in the later edi-

tions of the Architects' and Builders' Pocket Book. As a general rule

the depth of the bracket should not be less than three-fourths of its

projection.

The bearing plate should be \\ or \\ inches thick and the socket

plates f or I inch thick.

The socket which encloses the top of the

post should be made \ inch smaller than the

nominal size of the post, so that it will be sure

to fit tightly over the post.

In designing iron castings the thickness of

all the parts should be nearly uniform, that

they may cool evenly and thus avoid initial

strains.

Steel plates and caps being much stronger

and not subject to internal strains need not be

more than about one-half as thick, or even

less.

260. Cast Iron Posts.—Cast iron posts are

superior to wooden posts, in that they do not

decay, can be made smaller than wooden

posts, and are not damaged by wear and tear. They also give the

appearance of greater strength and durability, although this appear-

ance may often be deceptive. When not protected by fireproof

materials they are quickly injured by fire and water, and in a fire will

stand no longer, if as long, as wooden posts.

The shell of cast iron columns that carry any weight should not

be less than f-inch thick, and should be cast straight from end to

end; under no circumstances should a supporting column be cast as

in Fig. 469. If the column is to be loaded with 60 per cent, of its

calculated safe load, the thickness of the metal should be tested by

boring one or more small holes through the shell and measuring the

thickness of the opposite side by means of a stiff wire. A difference

in thickness of more than \ of an inch should not be permitted.

Fig 469.
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The ends of all posts should be turned in a lathe to a true plane

at right angles to the axis of the columns. The lower post should

rest on a cast iron plate with a raised cross cast on it to fit into the

column. The portion of the plate which receives the column should

also be turned. The upper posts should be bolted to those below.

Fig. 470 shows the manner of casting the top of the columns where

wooden girders are used. The top of the column should come about

4 inches above the top of the girder, ^
unless the joists are framed flush, to

facilitate bolting the columns together.

The ends of the girders should be r^

tied together by straps on each side,

as shown in Fig. 463.

If for any reason a very large cap

plate or hollow box is required to

support the floor construction, it may

Fig. 470- Fig. 471.

be cast separately and bolted to the top of a plain column, the bear-

ing surfaces being turned to fit closely.

If an ornamental cap and heavy projecting base are desired below
the girder, they should be cast in separate pieces and screwed to the

columns, as in Fig. 471.

Steam Pipe Columns.—In many places a light, inexpensive column
is required where only a slight load is to be supported. A particular

demand for such columns is at the angles of show windows in one
and two-story store buildings. As a rule, in such buildings the floor
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Joists are supported by the side walls and the columns only have to

support a light wall above. For such places steam pipe may be ad-

vantageously used for the columns, and also for the columns support-

ing the roof if one-story buildings or light floor loads. It should be

borne in mind, however, that steam pipes have a very small sectional

area, and they should be used for columns with extreme caution.

Their length, in inches, should never exceed thirty times their

diameter, if loaded with more than 50 per cent, of their safe load.

The ends of the columns should be turned perfectly true, and

should be fitted with top and bottom plates like that shown in Fig.

472. These plates should also be turned where they bear against the

column. Ornamental caps should be cast separate and screwed on.

Where the columns carry less than 50 per cent, of their safe load,

flange unions screwed to the pipe may be used for cap and base plates.

The safe loads for ordinary steam pipe columns may be deter-

mined by means of table V, Appendix B.

261. Connection of Floor Joists and Girder.—In buildings

of ordinary construction, that is with floor joists

2 or 3 inches thick, it is customary to drop the

girder so that the floor joists may rest on top

of it, as shown for the first floor, Fig. 463.

Very often the joists and girder are framed as

shown for the second floor, a cross section of

the girder being as in Fig. 52. In either case

the joists should be tied together across the

^^'^^***' building by iron dogs (see Fig. 52) once in every

4 feet or by spiking the ends of the joists together.

If strength and economy alone are to be considered, placing the

joists on top of the girder is the most economical method, and as

strong as any.

From a slow-burning standpoint, however, this is the worst kind

of construction as it leaves a space above the girder around which

flames can lap, and also affords a chance for the accumulation of

dust and dirt which in the course of time adds inflammable matter

for a fire to feed upon. With the joists framed _/7«i^^ with the girder

on top, no spaces are left and the girder will be much longer in tak-

ing fire. The flush girder also gives a much better appearance to a

a room of moderate height.

When the beams are framed flush (in all buildings other than

dwellings and small private stables) they should be supported either

by steel or malleable iron joist hangers, or stirrups (see Sections 57
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and 58), or by strips or angle irons bolted to the girder, as in Figs.

52, 53 and 55. Steel stirrups or hangers undoubtedly give the great-

est strength, and if the ceiling is not plastered are to be preferred.

Fig. 472a shows the ideal method of framing of buildings of or-

dinary construction, although if the ceiling is to be plastered it would

perhaps be best to use the

Duplex or Goetz joist

hangers, as they are not as

much affected by shrink-

age in the girder (see Sec-

tion 57).

262. Bracing of
Posts and Girders in

Heavy Frame Struc-

tures.—Buildings of sev-

eral stories having the

floors supported by posts

and girders without parti-

tions are not very rigid,

hence if the building is

very high, so as to be

effected by wind pres-

sure, or contains machin-

ery, it is very desirable to

brace the posts and gird-

ers at the angles formed

by their intersection, as

shown in Figs. 473 and

475. Such bracing also

adds materially to the

strength and stiffness of

the girders, but not to the

posts.

A very interesting paper

by Prof. Edgar Kidwell,

of the Michigan Mining

School, entitled " Com-
parative Tests of Bracing

for Wooden Bents," was published in Volume IV., of the Proceed-

ings of the Lake Superior Mining Institute. From the tests therein

described, Prof. Kidwell found that for wooden braces, the best
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method of framing the brace to the post and girder, all things con-

sidered, is that shown in Fig. 473. Cast iron knees of the pattern

shown in Fig. 474 were found to add little to the stiffness of the

bent, until the latter had de-

flected more than would be

admissible in a building.

As a result of his studies

and experiments on the brac-

ing of wooden bents, Prof.

Kidwell has patented the

brace shown in Fig. 475,

which consists of a piece of

ordinary gas or steam pipe,

fitted by right and left hand

screw threads into cast iron

shoes, designed to be secured

to the posts and girders as

'•'W^

Fig- 473-

shown. For structures containing very heavy machinery, the shoes

should be secured by bolts (preferably passing outside of the post),

but for stationary loads, lag screws may be used. The drawing

shows the brace as applied in the top story, or where the girder passes

over the post, but it is equally efficient when the girder rests on a

post cap, as in Fig. 473,

the ends of the girders,

of course, being well

tied together.

The obvious advan-

tages of this brace over

the wooden brace are

greater rigidity of con-

nection, less weakening

of the post and girder,

and opportunity for ad-

justment in case of

shrinkage in post, or

settlement of girder. Other advantages are that the brace can be

applied at any time and to old as well as to new buildings; it is also

less clumsy than the wooden brace.

The sizes of pipe to be substituted for various sizes of wooden

braces are as follows:

For 4x4 brace, 2^ -inch pipe; for 4x6 brace, 3-inch pipe; for 4x6

brace, 4-inch pipe; for 6x8 brace, 4^-inch pipe.

l^VV'Vv*

Fig. 474.
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263. Framing for Area Walls.—Buildings having storerooms

in the first story, and rooms or ofifices above, generally require an

area on one or both sides to furnish light and ventilation for the in-

side rooms. As in such buildings the ground floor commands the

greatest rental per square foot, it is essential to utilize the full area

of the lot, and to do this it is necessary to start the light area at the

Fig. 47S-

level of the second floor, the first story being lighted by a skylight,

which forms the bottom of the area.

A very common arrangement of such buildings when erected on

an inside lot is shown in Fig. 476, which is a plan of one side of the

second floor, the stories above being divided in the same way. For

Fig. 476.

city buildings of the ordinajry construction the area and party walls

are usually of brick. As the area walls start from the second floor

level they must, of course, be supported on girders of some kind.

There are two methods of construction commonly employed in fram-

ing and supporting these girders. The cheapest method is that

shown in Fig. 477. Girders of suitable size are placed directly under
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the area walls, and are themselves supported by columns or posts

spaced at economical distances, as shown in the figure. Construc-

tionally this method is probably the best, as it economizes material

and carries the loads more directly to the foundation, but the posts

are usually considered as

Skylight o\ier

uirder
Fig. 477.

objectionable in a store,

and are apt to decrease

the rent. It is, there-

fore, generally desirable

to frame the girders sup-

porting the area so that

the columns may be omitted. The method of accomplishing this is

shown in P"ig. 478, v/hich represents the framing of a portion of the

second floor in a building 50 feet wide.

Girders A, A, A are placed crossways of the building and from 10

to 14 feet apart, the outer ends being supported on the first story

wall and the inner ends on the columns

which support the centre tier of gird-

ers.

The girders A, A, A support the

girders B^ B, which carry the wall

above. The latter girders may either

be framed between the former or may
rest on top of them; in the latter case

it will be necessary to drop the girders

A, A below the ceiling line. It would

probably be more economical to frame

the girders flush and drop both beneath

the ceiling, as in that case the floor

joists would rest on top of the girder

B, B. When the latter is flush with

the ceiling the joists must be supported

either on an angle bar riveted to the

girder or be hung in some form of joist hanger. Keeping the girders

Bf B flush with the ceiling, however, obstructs the light from the

skylight much less than when they are dropped. Fig. 479 shows a

section through the bottom of the light area with the girders B, B
flush with the ceiling.

In brick buildings over two stories in height the girders A and B
should be made of steel beams, used in pairs; or, if these cannot be

obtained of sufficient size, riveted box girders should be used.

Fig. 478.
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Gutter

The floor joists in the third and upper floors, and also the rafters,

are supported by the area wall, hence the load on the girders A and

B is very considerable

and must be computed

with great care. It must

also be remembered that

the girders B, B trans-

mit a concentrated load

to the girders A^ A, and

the size of the latter

must be computed ac-

cordingly.

The depth of the gird-

ers should be such that

the deflection shall not
Fig. 479.

exceed ^V of an inch per

foot of span. If either of the girders are dropped beneath the ceil-

ing they should be protected from fire by metal lathing or tile.

The load which the

beams A, A transmit to

the wall should also be

carefully computed and a

bearing plate of proper

size placed under them.

It will also probably be

necessary to reinforce the

wall by a pilaster, as shown

in Figs 477 and 478.

If the side wall is a

party wall, or comes close

to the lot line, it will be

necessary to convey the

rain water through soil

pipes placed inside the

building and a gutter pro-

vided at the foot of the

skylight to collect it. Fig.

479 shows the usual

method of forming the gut-

ter and finishing the wall.

264. Floors Supported by Rods and Trusses.—In plan-

ning large stables and buildings containing assembly rooms, it is

Fig. 480.
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A

l?4Rod.

-5V

Fig. 481.

very often necessary to provide for rooms in intermediate stories, 40
or 50 feet square, without posts or other vertical supports. If such

rooms are not more than

50 feet wide the floor

above can be supported

by riveted or trussed

girders, but as the former

are quite expensive and

either must drop consid-

erably below the ceiling,

they are not generally

practicable unless the

story is a very high one.

The usual method of

supporting the upper stories in such buildings is by means of trusses

and suspension rods, as

illustrated by Fig. 480*,

which represents a section

through the American Ex-

press Company's stable on

East Forty eighth Street,

New York City.

In this building the first

and fourth stories are de-

voted to the storage of

wagons, and are entirely

free from posts or rods.

The third and fourth floors

are supported directly on

the bottom and top chords

of ordinary Howe trusses,

and the second floor is hung

from the trusses by rods.

The roof over the upper

story is supported by an in-

dependent truss.

The truss being placed

in the story used for the

storing of fodder, inter-

feres little with the convenient use of the space. The rods in the

From the Engineering Record, Vol 31, No. i, by permission.
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story below pass through the stall posts and are thus entirely out

of the way.

If only one floor above the open story is to be supported it may be

hung directly from the roof truss, as shown in Fig. 481, which shows

the method of supporting the floor over the auditorium in the

Museum of Fine Arts, St. Louis, Mo. In this case the rods A, A, A
are concealed in partitions. Where the arrangement of the stories

will permit, it is undoubtedly better construction to support the

second and third floors above the open story by means of a Howe
truss, as in Fig.. 48 2, and if there are additional floors above, these

may be supported by posts, as shown in the same figure. Placing

the truss near the bottom of the build-

ing lessens the weight borne by the walls

above and also increases the stability of

the building, as the truss acts also as a

brace to stiffen the building against

swaying sideways. Where trusses sup-

port several stories by means of posts

they should always be of steel. When
supporting floors by means of trusses it

must be remembered that all the weight

borne by them must be transferred to

the walls, and the higher the truss is

placed the more *' top-heavy " the build-

ing will be and the greater will be the

quantity of material required in the

piers supporting the trusses.

It is always better, when the purpose

of the building will permit, to support the floors on columns running

through continuously from foundation to roof, and when an open

story must be provided it should be placed as near the top of the

building as the conditions will allow. There are numerous buildings,

however, in which many stories are supported by trusses after the

manner shown in Fig. 482, and several of the tallest buildings in

New York have the wall columns for the entire height of the building

supported on cantilever trusses resting on the foundation piers.

In the Crocker Building, San Francisco, seven stories are sup-

ported by trusses in a manner very similiar to that shown in

Fig. 482.

The Schiller Building, Chicago, has seven stories supported by

trusses placed just over the theatre and carrying lines of columns.

Fig. 483.
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As a rule, not more than one story should be hung by rods below

the truss.

The manner of securing the suspending rod is also a matter of im-

portance. The method shown in Fig. 483 is probably as good as

any, and is comparatively simple. The tri^ss rods are extended some

6 inches or more below the washer under the tie-beam, with a thread

turned the full length. A nut is then screwed on and turned up

until the truss timbers are brought tightly together, and then a turn-

buckle is screwed on as shown. The turnbuckle can be made larger

at the upper end than at the lower, to allow for the difference in

size of the two rods. The truss rod, having to sustain the entire

weight from the suspension rod, and also an additional strain from

the truss timbers, should consequently be larger than the suspension

rod.

If turnbuckles cannot be readily obtained, or the strain requires a

very Jarge truss rod, two rods may be substituted for

the latter, coming down each side of the tie-beam as

shown in Fig. 484, and the suspension rod passed

through the tie-beam and washer, with a head or nut

on the upper end as shown.

This method has the objection that the lower washer

or plate must project considerably beyond the tie-

beam, and the full load from the suspension rod and

from the truss is also brought upon it.

Galleries or balconies are often hung from trusses

by suspension rods in the manner described above,

thus avoiding posts in the room below. Posts, however, are better,

as they carry the load directly to the foundation, and by giving a

rigid support to the gallery the latter also strengthens the wall. With

rods, on the other hand, the weight of the gallery is transferred to

the wall at a considerable distance above the floor, and the whole

tendency of the construction is to spring the wall. Only those forms

of trusses which have horizontal tie-beams should be used for sus-

pending floors or galleries.

Fig. 485, which shows the manner in which the first floor, and also

the sidewalk, is supported between the stone piers of the street front

of the Youth's Companion Building, Boston, is interesting as a detail

of this class of framing. The rod is suspended from a box girder at

the second floor level, and terminates in the nut beneath the steel

beam from which the sidewalk beam is hung. A short cast iron

column is slipped over the rod, with its base resting on top of the

Fig. 484.
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I-beam, and supports the end of the first story trimmer or girder, the

whole being borne by the nut on the end of the rod.

265. Compound Wooden Girders.—The girders in the class

of buildings considered in this chapter will generally be of wood in

the smaller towns and cities, and of steel in the larger cities.

The details of the simple wooden girder have already been consid-

*;red, but it sometimes happens that it is necessary to use a girder of

Jonger span than would be safe for the deepest single beam that can

Fig. 485.

be obtained, and in such case, where steel beams cannot be obtained

without great expense, compound wooden beams may be used.

By a compound wooden beam or girder, is meant a beam built up

by placing two or more single beams, one on top of the other, with

the view of having them act as a single beam having the depth of the

combined beams.

This, if two lo-inch x lo-inch beams were placed one on top of the

other, and the upper one loaded at the centre, the beams would act as
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two separate beams (Fig. 486) and their combined strength would be no

greater than if the two beams were placed side by side. If, however,

the two beams can be joined so that the fibres of the lower beam will

be extended as much as would be the case in a single beam of the

same depth, or, in other words, so that the two beams will not slip on

each other, the compound beam will have four times the strength of

the single beam.

Various attempts have been made to join beams thus placed, so

as to prevent the two parts

slipping on each other, but

until very recently there has

been no experimental data

to show how far such methods

accomplish their object.

During the years 1896-7, however, Prof. Edgar Kidwell, of the

Michigan College of Mines, made quite an extended series of tests

of the efficiency of compound beams of different patterns, and from

these tests much valuable data has been obtained. A full descrip-

tion of the tests accompanied by the conclusions of the author, and

rules and data for proportioning the bolts and keys, of keyed beams^

is published in Vol. XXVII., Transactions of the American Institute

erf Mining Engineers.

Probably the most common form of compound beam, as used in

Fig 486.

Fig. 487.

American building construction, is that shown in Fig. 487, diagonal

boards in opposite directions, being nailed to each side of the two

timbers to prevent their slipping on each other. Mr. T. M. Clark,

in his Building Superintendence, advocates this as one of the best

forms of compound beams, and places its efficiency at about 95 per

cent, of a solid beam of the same depth.

Prof. Kidwell made nine tests of this style of beam, six having a

ratio of span to depth of beam as 12 to i, and three as 24 to 1. The
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shorter beams gave an average efficiency without much variation, of

71.4 per cent., and the longer beams an

efficiency of 80.7 per cent-

It was found that the beams failed by

the splitting of the diagonal pieces or the

drawing of the nails
—

" in every case,

long before the beam broke, the struts

split open or the nails were drawn partly

out, or bent over in the wood, thereby per-

mitting the component beams to slide on

each other. It was found that no amount

of nailing could prevent this."

When built with diagonal boards ij

inches thick, nailed with lod's, as in Fig.

487, the working strength of such a beam
may be taken at 65 per cent, of the

strength of a solid beam of the same

depth, and of a breadth equal to the

breadth of the timbers. The deflection

of the beam, however, will be about

double that of a solid beam of the same

size, and on that account this style of

beam is not to be recommended for sup-

porting floors with plastered ceilings or

carrying plastered partitions.

266. Keyed Beams.—Prof. Kidwell

also tested severed styles of keyed beams,

with the result that a compound beam

keyed and bolted together, as shown in

Fig. 488, was found to be the most effi-

cient form that it is practicable to build.

It was found that with oak keys it was

possible to obtain an efficiency for spruce

beams of 95 per cent , while the deflec-

tion varied from ?o to 25 per cent, more

than would be expected in a solid beam.

By using cast iron keys the deflection

was found to be but little, if any more, ^'e- 488.-Compound Keyed Beam.

than with a solid beam. The keys must be wedge-shaped, as shown

in Fig. 489, so that they can be driven tightly against the end

wood.

- \

>k
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Prof. Kidwell recommends that for ordinary purposes an efficiency

of 75 per cent, be allowed when oak keys are used and 80 per cent,

when the keys are of cast iron. The width of oak keys should

be twice the height of the key. Numerous small keys closely spaced

gave better results than fewer large keys. In the centre of the span

a space equal to about one -quarter of the length of the beam should

be left free of keys, bolts, etc. In his report, Prof. Kidwell also

gives formulas for the number and spacing of the keys.

As compound beams, if used, would probably be built of either 8.

10, 12 or 14-inch timbers, the author has prepared the following table

giving the maximum safe load that may be allowed for keyed beams

16, 20, 24 and 28 inches in depth, put together as in Figs. 488 and

489, and also the number of keys required on each side of the centre.

Safe Distributed Loads in Pounds for Compound Keyed Beams.

16 and 20-inch beams to have I^x3-inch oak keys, |-inch bolts, 3-inch washers.

24-inch beam to have 2x4-inch oak keys, |-inch bolts, 3i-inch washers.

28-inch beam to have 2^X4j-inch oak keys, |-inch bolts, 3^-inch washers.

Size of Beam.

i

White Pine .

.

Spruce . . . .

.

Oregon Pine.

Georgia Pine.

{White Pine...

Spruce
Oregon Pine.

Georgia Pine.

{White Pine...

Spruce
Oregon Pine.

Georgia Pine.

r White Pine...

T oQ J Spruce
^^^^

1 Oregon Pine.

[^Georgia Pine.

Span of Beam in Feet.

1152

1344

1800

24

960
II 20

1440
1600

1500
1750
2250

2160
2520

28

823
960
1234
1371

1285
1500
1928
2142

1851
2160

2777
3085

2520

30

768
896
1152
1280

1200
1400
1800
2000

1728
2016

2592
2880

2352

2744
3528
3920

32

720
840
1080
1200

1125
1312
1687

1875

1620
1890
2430
2700

2205

2572
3307
3675

36

1500
1666

1440
1680
2160
2400

i960
2286

2940
3266

To find safe loads for any given thickness of beam, multiply the load in the table

by breadth of beam in inches.

For centre loads, take one-half those in table.

Beams should not be used for shorter or longer spans than those for which safe

loads are given, except that 28-inch beams may be used up to 40 feet
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Number of Oak Keys Required Each Side of Centre.

For Beams of

l6-inch beams 1^x3 -inch keys.

20- '* 1^x3 - "
24- " 2 X4 - "
28- ••

2jx4i- "

Minimum Spacing of Keys.

1^x3 -inch keys
2 X4 - "

2ix4i- "

White Pine.

11^ inches.

15

17

Spruce.

II

9

11^ inches.

15 "
17 "

Oregon Pine.
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Fig. 488 shows the proper spacing for a 20-inch spruce beam of

28 feet span and for a Georgia pine beam of 30 feet span, and the

following table gives the proper spacing for spruce beams (figured

from the end of the beam) of longer span. For other woods and

spans the spacing should be made as near like these as the fixed con-

ditions will permit.

The sizes of bolts and washers to be used are given in the head-

ing. If the beam is not over 10 inches wide the bolts may be

arranged as for the spruce beam, Fig. 488; if 12 inches wide or over

the bolts should be staggered as shown for the hard pine beam. In

a very wide beam the bolts might be spaced as in detail B^ Fig. 489.

Spacing of keys in inches (commencing at end) for distributed

load:

16-inch Spruce Beam, 32 feet span.

20- " " " 32 "

24- " " " 36

28- " " " 36

10, ,12, 12, 16, 19, 24, 32.

10, 11^, 11^, 11^, 12, 12, 12, 13, 15, 18, 24.

13, 15, 15, 15, 15, 16, 18, 20, 30.

15, 17, 17, 17, 17, 17, 17, 17. 17, 17.

267. Trussed Girders.—While compound beams may be ad-

vantageously used under certain conditions, it will generally be fully

as economical and much better where there is sufficient height, to

use a trussed girder of one of the types described below, and when

the span exceeds 30 feet these are generally the only kind of wooden

girders that will afford the necessary strength.

The most common method of trussing wooden girders is by the

use of a "belly-rod," as shown in Figs. 490 and 491.

Such girders, however, are often very carelessly used and without

any consideration of the manner in which the pieces are strained.

The most common fault found in such girders is that the rod is not

large enough, and is not placed at a sufficient depth below the girder.

The author has seen a pair of beams trussed with a belly-rod where

the rod did not go below the bottom of the beams, and very often

but a little below. Now all solid wooden beams, with the possible

exception of oak beams., generally commence to fail by the crushing
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of the upper fibres, showing that the tensile strength of the wood is

greater than its crushing strength, hence any addition to its tensile

strength is superfluous unless the upper fibres are also strengthened.

A truss rod, placed within the depth of a long beam, may make it

stiffer, but cannot materially increase its strength.

The proper use of a belly-rod requires such a relation of depth, h^

Fig. 491.

to span that the beam will only have to resist the crushing stress on

the girder, while the rod sustains all of the tensile stress.

Rules for determining the stresses in belly-rod trusses are given in

the Architects' and Builders' Pocket Book and other handbooks. In

general the strain on the tie-rod is in the proportion of the length /

to the height h (Fig. 490). The nearer the distance h approaches

that of /, the less will be the strain on the rod. The
distances /, h and / should be measured from the cen-

tre lines of the pieces.

"j'tlUag piece. A
Fig. 492.

The best method of constructing a short belly-rod truss is that

shown in Fig. 490. The beam is made of two timbers, spaced about

2 inches apart, or far enough to allow the rod to go between them.

A cast iron plate, of which a larger view is shown at Ay Fig. 492,

should be placed over the ends of the beams to hold the nut or head

of the rod. The strut, if made of wood, should be cut out of a large

timber and tapered as shown, and a tenon should be cut on the upper
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end to go between the beams. This tenon should be secured by
bolts passing through the beams. Only oak or selected hard pine

should be used for making this piece.

Iron struts look neater, as they may be made much lighter in ap-

pearance. If iron struts are used they should be made of the shape

shown at B, Fig. 492. The rod should be bent to the correct angle

before it is put in place^a^d should have a nut at each end, unless a

sleeve nut is provided, so that the rod may be tightened without

drawing over the end of the strut. At least one sleeve nut is desir-

able, although not absolutely necessary, to facilitate tightening the

rod, should any settlement take place through shrinkage of the tim-

ber. If the stress in the rod is found to be greater than 24,000

pounds it will be better and more economical to use two rods instead

of one. When two rods are used the beam should be divided into

three pieces, so as to leave two spaces for the rods. For trusses of

over 20 feet span two struts should be used, as shown in Fig. 491.

--D

'o.--f>.,.?r:5__

k a- %
\x k

? r-^

Fig- 493-

By using two struts the stress in both the beam and tie are materially

reduced, provided the same depth is given to the truss.

In computing the size of the beam it should be remembered that

this acts both as a strut and as a simple beam. The span for the

beam, however, is only from the bearing to the strut, or between the

struts if two are used, as the strut divides the beam into two or three

beams and transmits the load to the rod.

When girders are trussed in this way the joists must either rest on

top of the girder or be hung in stirrup irons or joist hangers. In the

so-called " mill construction " the floor joists are sometimes made of

a pair of beams placed from 6 to 8 feet on centres and trussed with

a belly-rod, the flooring being made of 3-inch plank.

268. When it is desirable that the girder shall project as little as

possible below the ceiling, the form of trussed girder shown in Fig.

493 may be used to advantage. A cross section through this girder,

to a larger scale, is shown in Fig. 494. This is an economical

method of trussing, as only short rods and bolts are used, which can
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be made in almost any village. The top of the truss may also b

kept flush with the floor joist, and a good bearing for the latter still

be afforded.

The principal points to be kept in mind in designing such a truss

are to get as much depth as possible and full strength in the joints.

It should be remembered that the depth and length of the pieces of

any truss are measured from the centre lines of the pieces. In order

to get the full benefit from trussing, the pieces S and B must be

joined in such a way that the full horizontal component of the thrust

in the piece S shall be transmitted to the beam By and neither tim-

ber be materially weakened. This is best accomplished by making

the beam B in two pieces, as shown in Fig. 494, and letting the strut

S pass between them. The three pieces

should then be well bolted together.

The rods transmit only a direct load, and

are not usually very large. They must be

provided, however, with a heavy cast iron

plate or washer at the bottom, to support the

beams, and either a cast, or wrought, iron bent

plate washer at the top.

The girder shown in Fig. 493 was drawn for

\jiI_1uk:cast iron, a clear span of 18 feet. The total depth of

the girder was limited to 28 inches—12 inches

for the joists, 14 inches for the beam B, and

a 2x4 joist between them. The depth of D was taken at 10 inches,

which gave 16 inches for the height R. The length of S and B by

measurement (on centre lines) was found to be 68 and 66 inches, re-

spectively.

To illustrate the method of calculating such a girder, we will per-

form the calculations for the girder shown in Figs. 493 and 494.

To start with we have the following

data:

A = $ feet 6 inches, /5 = 7 feet, span = 18 feet.

R = 16 inches, ^ = 68 inches, B = 66 inches.

Distance between centres of girders, 16 feet. Total weight of floor

and load, 125 pounds per square foot.

Total load on girder = W= 18x16x125 = 36,000 pounds.

Load on each rod = ^* W=^ i3>5oo pounds.

* Note.—This fraction should only be used when the distance i is not more than cne foot

over ene-third of the span.
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^ . . o , rx. length of S d^
Compression in 6" = | W Y.

^^^ ^^ o( R~ ^^'^°° '^
76 ^ 57,373

pounds.

rr. . . „ . . ^ „ ^,, length of B
lension in B or compression in IJ = f IV X , rr—T-p =i3f-

66
500 X ^= 55^687 pounds.

Timber, Georgia pine—safe crushing strength, 1,000 pounds pel

square inch; safe tensile strength = 2,000 pounds per square inch.

Sectional area of strut S = 57,375 -^ 1,000 = 58 square inches.

As the depth was taken, at 10 inches, the breadth must be 6 inches.

Sectional area of beam B = 55,687 -7- 2,000 = 28 square

inches = 2x14 inches, or 1x14 for each side.

The beam B, however, also has to support the ends of the floor

joists, and must therefore have sufficient transverse strength for this

purpose, in addition to the 28 square inches of section above found.

In this case the greatest span of the tie-beam is at <^ = 7 feet.

The load on each half of the beam for this span will be 7'x8'xi25

pounds = 7,000 pounds.

From some handbook we find that a 1x14 inch Georgia pine beam,

7 feet span, will support 5,600 pounds, consequently a 2xi4-inch

beam on each side will be sufficient to support the transverse load,

and a 3xi4-inch bea^m will support both the transverse load and ten-

sion in truss.

As the load on each rod is 13,500, we find from a table that we
must use a i|-inch rod. By having the screw end of the rod upset

we might use a i|-inch rod, but the cost of upsetting would be

greater than the additional cost of the larger rod, and only in the

larger cities is there machinery for doing this class of work.

The outward thrust or kick of the piece S will be equal to the

tension in B, = 55,687 pounds. If we connect the pieces by bolts

they will be in double shear, and must be figured for a bearing of 6

inches X the diameter of the bolt. We may allow a pressure of the

bolt against the wood of 1,600 pounds per square inch for Georgia

pine or oak. This would give us a resistance of 14,400 pounds for

a i^-inch bolt. The resistance of the bolt to shearing (double shear)

may be taken at 26,500 pounds, hence the number of bolts to be

used will be determined by the bearing resistance. As the stiess is

55,787 pounds and the bearing resistance 14,400 pounds per bolt,

four i^-inch bolts will be needed. The joints of all trusses should

be carefully calculated in this way.
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When designing buildings to be erected in small cities, at a dis-

tance from the centres of manufacture, the architect should always

figure on using such material as can be readily obtained, if such can

be made to answer. For this reason in figuring the size of rods, it is

better not to allow more than 10,000 pounds to the square inch, as it

will be difficult to get the class of rods that are used in engineermg

works, and for which greater strength may be allowed.

MILL CONSTRUCTION.

269. Within the past sixteen years it has become quite common to

frame the floors of mercantile buildings, and sometimes of office build-

ings, after the method known as Mill Construction and sometimes

called " slow burning " construction. While " mill construction
"

should be slow burning, it differs widely from " slow burning con-

struction " as now defined in Building Ordinances.

Mill construction applies only to those buildings in which no small

timbers are used, and in which the floor beams and girders have a

sectional area of at least 72 square inches and the posts (if of wood)

a sectional area of at least xoo square inches, while in slow burning

construction, floor joists 2 and 3 inches thick are used, and the

" slow burning " is obtained by protecting all woodwork with metal

latch and plaster, or plaster boards, and placing fire stops wherever

practicable. The actual construction of the floor required by Build-

ing Ordinances for "slow burning" buildings is the same as for the

ordinary construction described in Sections 258-260, although ordi-

nary wood partitions or wood furrings of all kinds are not permitted.

The essential features of mill construction, as regards its resistance

to taking fire and retarding the progress of flames, and also in pre-

venting the building from being totally destroyed in case a fire gets

under headway, are, that all wooden construction shall be of large

dimensions and so arranged that there will be no spaces for flames to

pass through, and no opportunity for dirt and dust to collect. The

under flooring should be of plank and the floor beams and girders

should be self-releasing from the walls; the posts should not depend

entirely upon the beams and girders to keep them in position. No
furring of any kind (except metal furring for plastering on planks or

solid timbers) should be used in the building, and all partitions

should be of planks, tongued and grooved together, or of incom-

bustible materials.

Large timbers and thick flooring are slow to take fire and also

burn very slowly. The avoidance of air spaces greatly retards spread-
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ing of the fire, and enables the firemen to direct a stream of watei

against all parts of the burning construction.

Mill construction, as the term signifies, was first used in the con-

struction of the large woolen and cotten mills of New England, and

it is the only form of construction that can be insured in the Mutual

insurance companies, which carry practically all of the insurance on

those mills.

Fig. 495 shows the manner in which the floors are constructed and

supported in mills built on this principle.

The posts are spaced 8 feet apart endways of the building and 24

or 25 feet the other way. There are no longitudinal girders, the

floor beams, which are usually 12x14 hard pine timbers, resting on

10x10

Fig- 495-

the post caps as shown. The floor on top of the beams is con-

structed, first, of 3-inch planks, not over 9 inches wide, planed both

sides and grooved on both edges. The grooves are filled by strips

of hard pine, called splines, about f of an inch by i^ inches. The
splines take the place of the tongue in matched boarding.

In nailing the planks it is better to blind nail them, after the man-

ner of nailing matched flooring in dwellings, as this allows the planks

to shrink or swell without cracking and without splitting the splines.

The upper flooring is generally of some hard wood, \\ inches

thick, merely jointed. Between the plank and the finished flooring

a layer of mortar about f of an inch thick is generally spread. " The
layer of mortar preserves the lumber from decay, prevents the floor
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from becoming soaked with oil, and is so slow-burning that it is more

nearly fireproof than any other practical method of construction."*

In the original mill construction the posts were usually made
round and tapered, and the posts in the upper stories, instead of rest-

ing on the cap of the post below, either rested on the girder or on a

cross-shaped pintle cut in between the ends of the girders. These

methods have now given place to the square post with chamfered

corners and large bearing plates, as shown in the figure. The cap

shown at A is the Goetz cap; that shown at B is not patented.

Other forms of post caps are shown in Figs. 465, 466 and 472.

The roofs of these mills are generally fiat, and are framed in the

Fig. 496.

«ame way as the floors, but with lighter timbers and 2^-inch roofing

plank.

270. In applying this principle of construction to stores and office

buildings, it is necessary to deviate considerably from the original

mill method of framing.

In stores it is desirable to have as few posts as possible, which

necessitates longitudinal girders and very often iron posts. In office

buildings it is generally practicable to locate the posts so that they

»•'• Fire Protection of Mills," by C. J. H. Woodbury, p. 163.
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will come in the partitions, and as the rooms or offices are generally

about 12 or 14 feet wide, the method of framing usually adopted is

that shown in Fig. 496. When the posts are placed over 8 feet

apart, so as to necessitate a longitudinal girder, it is more economical

to space the floor beams about 4 feet from centres, as this permits

the use of 2-inch planks for the under floor.

If the building is several stories in height it will also be necessary

to use iron or steel posts, as wooden posts would take up too much
room. If the posts come in partitions or are to be fireproofed, the

square section makes the best shape for a cast iron post. Fig. 496

and plaster

Fig. 497.

shows the manner of casting the bearing plates and arranging the

end connections.

Iron posts should always be protected by fireproof materials, as

ihey will not stand as long as wooden posts in a fire.

If the building is not more than three stories high, wooden posts

with iron plates can generally be used.

The floor beams and girder should always be flush on top, and the

former should be hung to the latter either by stirrup irons or joist

hangers, with joint bolts on at least every other beam.

The under flooring, if of 2-inch spruce planks, will be cheaper

tongued and grooved than splined. It is also better to lay the floor-
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ing diagonally, as this stiffens the building and gives a better surface

on which to lay the finished flooring, which should run at right

angles to the beams.

A layer of mortar or of some fireproof lining, such as " Sala-

mander," should always be placed between the plank and flooring in

all first-class buildings.

When the span of the longitudinal girders does not exceed 14 feet

it will generally be practicable to make them of wood, but when the

span is 16 feet or more, steel beams should be used. In this form of

construction it will probably be better to bolt 3-inch planks to the

sides of the steel beams and hang the floor beams in joist hangers, as

shown in Fig. 497. The girder should then be covered with metal

lath and plaster. As it is practically impossible to give a neat finish

to the under side of mill floors without casing or plastering, it is gen-

Fig. 498. Fig. 499.

erally customary, when this method of construction is used in office

buildings, apartment houses, etc., to cover the beams and under side

of the planking with metal lathing and plaster. By taking a little

pains in spacing the floor beams the ceilings of the various rooms

can usually be divided into panels of equal size, which when plas-

tered and tinted, give a very neat appearance.

The details of the floor and roof framing in this form of construc-

tion are usually quite simple, the construction shown in Fig. 497
applying to the whole floor.

In calculating the longitudinal girders the loads should not be as-

sumed as distributed, but as concentrated at the points where the

floor beams are supported. Formulae for such conditions of loading

are given in the Architects' and Builders' Pocket Book.

Where the beams and girders rest on the columns they should b^
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connected endways, either by notching the ends of thebeania<>ver the

lug cast on the Goetz cap, or by bohs or wrought iron straps. It is

also desirable to have the columns bolted together endways, as shown

in the figures.

The method of anchoring and supporting the wall end of the

beams and girders requires more consideration in this method of

construction than in the ordinary method, as, the beams being larger,

they make a greater hole in the wall, bring a greater crushing weight

on the bricks, and have a more severe effect on the wall when falling.

The writer believes that the Goetz Box Anchor, shown in Fig. 498,

makes probably the best anchor and support for large beams or gird-

ers built into the wall, as it provides a sufficient bearing plate, sup-

ports the wall above the beam, provides for free circulation of air

around the beam, and readily releases the beam in case of fire. The

Duplex and Van Dorn Wall Hangers accomplish the same purpose,

although the beams are not so well tied to the wall as only spikes

should be used for securing to the hanger, otherwise the falling tim-

ber will pull the wall with it. The method of supporting the wall

ends of the beams in the original mill construction is shown in Fig.

499. The bricks were carefully built around the end of the beam so

as to leave an air space and plenty of room for the beam to fall out

without injuring the wall. This method is not patented. Over

beams exceeding 12 inche> in thickness it would be well to place a

flat stone or iron plate to support the wall above the beam end. In

no case should the brickwork be built directly on top of the wood.

271. Roofs.—As before stated, the ordinary mill roof is usually

flat, /. e. with a pitch of about \ inch to the foot, and is framed in

precisely the same way as the floors, the under side of the roof form-

ing the ceiling of the upper story.

This form of roof may also be used for warehouses, but for build-

ings that are to be constantly occupied, as office buildings, hotels,

etc., it will be necessary to provide a ceiling below the roof, to pre-

vent the rooms in the upper story becoming too hot. The space

between the ceiling and the roof should not be less than 4 feet at the

lowest point, and should be ventilated by openings in the side wall.

Pitch Roofs.—Mill construction may also be used to advantage in

constructing pitch roofs over churches, and wherever the attic is to

be finished. Fig. 500 shows a section through the eaves of a church

roof constructed on this principle.

The rafters are made of heavy timbers spaced from 5 to 6 feet

apart, and covered with 2 -inch matched planks. On top of the
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PlQStef^

planks should be spread a layer of lime mortar, about f of an inch

thick, which may be kept in place by horizontal strips, |xi^ inches,

nailed to the planking about every 2 feet. Over the plaster, shingles,

slate or tile may be laid in the usual manner. The layer of plaster

would delay the roof catching fire from the outside, and also re-

duce the transmission of heat. The under side of the roof planking

should be furred with |-inch strips, and then lathed and plastered.

Metal lath would of course be best. Sheathing lath may also be used.

On this coat of plaster diagonal ceiling may then be placed, if a

wood finish is desired, or

it may be again furred,

lathed and plastered. The
two thicknesses of lath

and plaster, with a ^-inch

air space between, would

undoubtedly make the

room beneath much
warmer in winter and

cooler in summer. If the

roof span is over 25 feet

wide, every third pair of

rafters must be trussed,

and purlins hung under

the middle of the other

rafters.

Partitions .—When
mill construction is used

for the floors and roof the

partitions, unless of brick,

should also be made of

solid timber, without air spaces, or else of i |^-inch I beams, and metal

lathing and plaster. Fig. 497 shows a wooden partition, made of

2-inch planks, covered with the Byrkit-Hall Sheathing Lath. This

lath adds much to the stiffness of the partition, and under fire would

probably hold the plaster as long as the rest of the construction

would stand.

Mill construction, when intelligently carried out, undoubtedly

ranks next to steel construction in durability and fire resistance, and

far surpasses unprotected iron or steel in withstanding a fire. It has

been found, however, that where tall buildings are constructed on

this principle, if a fire once gets under headway, it is almost impos-

Fig 500.
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sible to save the building, the advantages of this method of building

being more pronounced in buildings of not more than three stories.

The Chicago Building Ordinance permits the use of mill con-

struction for office buildings, stores and warehouses between 60 and

100 feet in height, while the use of ordinary construction is limited

to buildings under 60 feet in height.

NEW PATENT JOIST HANGERS.
(Added to fourth edition.)

Since the first edition of this book was written, there has been

placed on the market a new hanger, known as Lane's Patent Hanger,

and of which three styles are shown by Figs. A, B and C. Other

styles are made for use under special conditions.

These hangers are made of plate steel of uniform width and thick-

ness throughout. They fit close against both the joist and header,

and can be placed in buildings already built where tenons have

weakened or settled.

The hooks are broad and afford a liberal bearing upon the top of

the header, or upon the wall, and the seat for the joist is ample.

The strength of these hangers is calculated to be ample for the

safe load allowed for yellow pine joists from 2x6, six feet long.

Fig. A.
Style A for Wood Headers or Girders.

Fig. R.

Style B and B i for Brick Walls

Fig. C.

Style E; Double Hanger over i Beam.
Fig. T>.

The National Hanger.
Forged from mild steel.

Fig. D, shows the "National hanger" which is also forged from
mild steel.



Chapter VIII,

SPECIFICATIONS.

272. Too much emphasis cannot be given to the importance of

complete and concise specifications for any building, for it is the

specifications that defines the quality of the work and materials, and

to a very large extent the cost of the building, and the various ques-

tions that arise during the progress of the work. The first requisite

in specifications is that they shall cover every part of the work ; the

second, that they shall be written so as to be readily comprehended

by the contractor and his foremen, and the third, that they shall be

concise, describing as accurately as possible the quality of the mate-

rials to be used, how the work is to be done and everything that

effects the cost that is not sufficiently shown by the plans and details.

It is also desirable that all work of the same kind or character shall

be described in the same place, and not scattered through the specifi-

cations. The architect should not expect the contractor to do any-

thing not provided for by the plans and specifications without extra

compensation, nor to do the work better than the specifications call

for. He must therefore be sure that everything which he wishes

done is clearly indicated either by the plans or specifications, and

that no loopholes are allowed for poor workmanship or inferior ma-

terials. The portions of the work to be done by each contractor

should also be clearly stated, so that there can be no misunderstand-

ing as to who is to do certain portions of the work. It very often

happens that some minor details, such as closing up the windows,

protecting stonework, drying out the building, etc., are not properly

specified, and the contractors dispute, much to the annoyance of the

architect, as to who shall do that part of the work. Such annoyances

are largely avoided when the entire contract for the erection and com-

pletion of the building is given to one person or firm, but even then

it is better to have the duties of the sub-contractors clearly defined.

As a rule, the form, dimensions and quantity of all constructive ma-

terials should be fully indicated on the drawings, so that only the

kind and quality of the materials and the manner of doing the work

need be given in the specifications. In regard to the finish, both

exterior and interior, the wording of the specifications will depend
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in a great measure upon whether or not the detail drawings are.made
before the work is estimated on. If detail drawings are furnished to

the contractor with the general drawings the specifications may be

much abbreviated, but if such details are not made, the size of all

mouldings, the number and size of members, and the amount of den-

til work, carving, turned mouldings, etc., should be accurately

described, and the detail drawings should be made to conform to

the specifications. Free hand sketches in the margin may be effect-

ively used for illustrating this part of the specification. General

clauses should be avoided as far as possible, as they only cumber the

specification and tend to obscure the really important portions.

The following forms of specifications for the various kinds of work

generally included in the carpenter's contract are given merely as a

guide or reminder to architects, and not always to be copied literally.*

Figures or words enclosed in ( ) may be changed to suit special or

local conditions or the preference of the architect, or are suggested

in place of the preceding word or words.

Every specification should be prepared with special reference to

the particular building for which it is intended.

The use of standard specifications is not recommended, as when

such specifications are used the architect is more apt to overlook

important points, and the use of such forms, moreover, tends to a

lack of progressiveness and a study of the best construction to suit

the varying circumstances of different buildings.

The author would recommend to the young architect that before

commencing to write or dictate his specifications he make a skeleton,

consisting of headings of the different items to be specified, carefully

looking over the plans and revising the skeleton until everything

seems to be covered and the headings arranged in their proper

sequence. The specifications can then be filled out in the manner

herein indicated.

GENERAL CONDITIONS.

273. Every specification should be preceded by the general con-

ditions governing all contractors. These may advantageously be

printed on a separate sheet and used as a cover to the written speci-

fication, and should not be repeated in the latter.

The general conditions used by different architects vary more or

less, according to the experience of the architect. Legal provisions

relating more particularly to the carrying out of the contract are

•For specifications for mason work, plastering and fireproofing, see Part I.
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sometimes included in the specifications, but it seems best to incor*

porate them into the contract only.

The following form has been used by the author for a number of

years with satisfactory results :

General Conditions :—The contractor is to give his personal superintendence

and direction to the work, keeping, also, a competent foreman constantly on the

ground. He is to provide all labor, transportation, materials, apparatus, scaffold-

ing and utensils necessary for the complete and substantial execution of everything

described, shown or reasonably implied in the drawings and specifications as

belonging to the work included in his contract.

A II material a^ndt. workmanship to be of the best quality throughout.

The contractor must carefully lay out his work and be responsible for any mis-

takes he may make, and any injury to others resulting from them.

Where no figures or memoranda are given, the drawings shall be accurately fol-

lowed according to their scale ; but figures or memoranda are to be preferred to

the scale in all cases of difference.

In any and all cases of discrepancy in figures, the matter shall be immediately

submitted to the architect for his decision, and without such decision said discrep-

ancy shall not be adjusted by the contractor save and only at his own risk ; and in

the settlement of any complications arising from such adjustment, the contractor

shall bear all the extra expense involved.

The plans and these specifications are to be considered co-operative ; and all

works necessary to the completion of the design, drawn on the plans, and not

described herein, and all works described herein and not drawn on the plans, are to

be considered a portion of the contract, and mu^ be executed in a thorough man-

ner, with the best of materials, the same as if fully specified.

The architect -wWl supply full-size drawings of all details, and any work con-

structed without such drawings, or not in accordance with them, must be taken

down and replaced at the contractor's expense.

Any material delivered or work erected not in accordance with the plans and

these specifications must be removed at the contractor's expense and replaced with

other material or work, satisfactory to the architect, at any time during the progress

of the work. Or in case the nature of the defects shall be such that it is not expe-

dient to have it corrected, the architect shall have the right to deduct such sums of

money as he considers a proper equivalent for the difference in the value of the

materials or work from that specified, or the damage to the building, from the

amount due the contractor on the final settlement of the accounts.

The contractor will provide proper and sufficient safeguards and protection

against the occurrence of any accidents, injuries, damages or hurt to any person or

property during the progress of the work, and shall be alone responsible, and not

the owner or the architect, who will not in any manner be answerable for any loss

or damage that may happen to the work, or any part thereof, or for any of the

materials or tools used and employed in finishing and completing the work.

The contractor must produce, when called upon by the architect, vouchers from

the sub- contractors to show that the work is being paid for as it proceeds.

Every facility must be given the architect for inspecting the building in safety,

such as ladders, scaffolding and gangways, and provision to be made to the archi-

tect's satisfaction for protection from falling materials.
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The drawings are the property of the architect and must be returned to him
before the final payment is made.

The contractor is to keep the building at all times free from rubbish and shav-

ings, and on completion to remove all rubbish and waste material caused by any

operations under his charge, clean up the house and grounds, and leave the work

perfect in every respect.

If the contractor is to pay for insurance on the building it should

be so stated in the specifications and also incorporated in the contract.

274.—Carpenters' Work.*—Frame Buildings.—[As the

carpenters' work required to erect a frame building and prepare it

for plastering is so different from that required on a brick building,

not only in framing and covering the walls, but also in the details of

the window frames and usually of the exterior finish, the author has

thought it best to give separate specifications for frame and brick

buildings, up to the point where they are enclosed for lathing.

Beyond that point, a single form of specification will answer for all

ordinary buildings, whether of brick, stone or frame.]

Timber.—The whole of the timber used in and throughout the building to be the

best of its respective kind, full and square to the dimensions indicated, well sea-

soned, free from large or loose knots, sap, shakes or other imperfections impairing

its durability or strength.

Sleepers under basement floor to be of chestnut (locust, cypress or redwood), 4x4

inches, and 18 inches on centres.

Posts supporting porch floors to be of cedar (redwood), 6 inches in diameter at

the smallest end.

Hard Pine.—The girders supporting first floor, and the posts supporting the

same, to be of long leaf yellow pine. This is not usual in frame houses. Also the

partition caps.

Spruce.—The posts, sills, girts and first and second floor joists are to be of

spruce (Norway pine, native pine).

Hemlock.—All other framing timber to be of hemlock.

[It is much better to have all the framing timber of spruce or

pine, although hemlock is largely used in some localities.]

All framing timbers and scantling to be of the sizes and distances apart indicated

on the framing plans (or sections).

[It is customary with many architects to put the size of all framing

timbers in the specifications, and when there are no framing plans

it is best to do this. When all of the dimensions are marked on the

drawings the author believes it is better not to repeat them in the

specifications.]

Any other timber not shown on the drawings, but required to carry out the evi-

dent intent of the plans in a proper manner, is to be furnished by the contractor.

*For specifications for mason work of all kinds, including plastering and fireproofing, see
Part I.
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275*—Framing.—The building is to be full frame, all framed, braced, spiked

and pinned in the best and strongest manner, perfectly true and plumb and in

accordance with the framing drawings.

No woodwork is to be placed within i inch of the outside of any chimney and

no nails are to be driven into any chimney. [See Section 147.]

The underside of sills and ends of girders to be painted two coats of linseed oil

paint, before they are set in place.

The sills are to be halved at the corners and spliced with a scarf joint. All sills

20 feet long and under to be in one piece.

The first floor joists are to be notched down (4) inches on the sill and mortised 3

inches more into it, bringing the bottom of the joists flush with the bottom of the sill

[see Fig. 25] (or to be hung in Goetzor Duplex joist hangers). The joists to be sized

so as to be perfectly level and in line on top, and to be framed flush with girders by

tenon and tusk [as shown in Fig. 28.]

All to be well spiked to sill and girders.

Beams of second and third floors to be crowned \ inch in 20 feet and sized i inch

on girts and partition caps and well spiked.

[If the ceiling is not to be furred the beams should also be sized

to a uniform width.]

The posts are to be tenoned into sill and girts into posts, and pinned. Braces to

be 3x4 inches, tenoned and pinned into posts, sill or girt. Studding to be cut with

2-inch tenon at lower end and well spiked at upper end with 2od's. No studding

to be spliced.

Studding each side of all openings to be doubled.

The plate to be made of two pieces of 2x4-inch scantling, breaking joint and

securely spiked to posts and studding.

Double the floor joists under all partitions running the same way ; the joists to

be set 4 inches apart [see Section 65] and bridged every 2 feet with pieces of floor

joist 4 inches long, securely spiked.

Frame around all openings with headers and trimmers of the sizes marked on

plans. The headers to be tenoned and spiked to the trimmers, and the tail beams

tenoned to the headers.

[If special construction, such as flitch plate headers or steel beams

is required, it should be specified here.]

All headers over (8 feet) long are to be hung in (|x3-inch) stirrup irons or patent

joist hangers.

Bridging.—Cross-bridge all floor beams with one row of bridging for spans of

from 8 to 16 feet, and with two rows to all spans exceeding 16 feet (or where shown

on framing plans) of (ix3-inch*) stock cut to fit and nailed with two 8d. nails at

each end of each piece.

Piazza and Porch Floor.—Piazza and porch floors to be framed with a (4x10

inch) girder from each post or pier to the house, set so that the top of the girder will

be (flush) with the top of sill, and pitching away from the house i inch in (6) feet.

Each girder to be gained i inch into the whole depth of the sill and to be secured

to the sill by a ^x2|-inch flat iron tie, turned over inside of sill and spiked to sill

and girder with three 2od. spikes. The outer end of girder to be supported on

*For warehouse floors or 14-inch beams, 3X3-inch stock is generally used.
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brick piers built by the mason (or on cedar posts 6 inches in diameter at the top,

set 4 feet in the ground and tamped with sand and gravel).

Between the girders are to be framed the f2x6-inch) floor joists, set 20 inches on

centres parallel to the house and all (flush on top) with the girder.

Piazza and Porch Rocf.—The roof of the front piazza to be hipped with

(axS-inch) hip rafters and (2x6-inch) jack rafters, with a pitch of (\ inch) to the foot.

Upper end of hip rafters and inner jack rafters to be well spiked to the wall.

The rafters to be supported by a (4x8-inch) plate, supported by 4x4-inch uprights

over the posts, which are not to be put in place until the fini-^h work is put up. Fur

under the plate for the architrave and cornice with 2x4-inch studding, 20 inches on

centres, toe nailed to underside of plate and with a 2x4-inch soffit at the bottom.

The wall end of plate to be firmly secured to the studding of the house.

The rear porch to have shed roofed with 2x6 rafters, 20 inches on centres and

4x6 plate.

Main Roof.—The main roof of the house is to be framed as shown on framing plan

(or in the strongest manner) with valley rafters carried to ridge or hips and 2xio-inch

ridge pole. All hips and ridges to be maintained perfectly straight. Rafters to be

notched on the plate and spiked. (The overhang of rafters to be dressed three

sides and sawed to the pattern shown on detail drawing.) Double the rafters at

each side of dormer openings with 4x8-inch header, 8 feet above attic floor, (or cut

in (2x8-inch) valley rafters to intersect with dormer roof).

Partitions to be carried up to support roof wherever practicable, and all

to be thoroughly tied and made perfectly secure and strong.

Spike 2x4-inch collar beams to each pair of rafters, 8 feet 2 inches above attic

floor joists.

Dormers.—Frame the dormers with 4x4-inch corner posts, 2x4-inch studding and

plate, and 2x6-inch rafters. The studding to be notched i inch on the rafters and

extended to the floor. [See Section 82.]

276.

—

Sheathing (Boarding).—Cover the roof of front porch (which is to be

tinned) with 4-inch matched pine (spruce) boards, dressed one side to a uniform

thickness and free from large or loose knots or knot holes. To be nailed to every

bearing with two 8d. nails, and all uneven places smoothed with a plane.

Cover all other roofs and all frame wal's, including walls of bay window and

dormers, with good sound hemlock (spruce, native pine) boards* not over (10 inches)

wide, dressed one side, laid close together and nailed to every bearing with two 8d.

nails. Boards to be set diagonally on the walls of house and horizontally elsewhere.

Form crickets on roof, behind chimneys, to turn the water.

277-—Outside Finish.—All outside finish, unless otherwise specified, to be

worked from (clear) (good) thoroughly seasoned white pine (cypress, redwood) in

Strict accordance with elevation and detail drawings and to be put up in a skillful

manner, with close joints and nails sunk for puttying. Joints exposed to the weather

to be matched and painted with thick white lead before putting the pieces together.

Cornices.—The main cornice is to be supported by false rafters, sawed from

(3x8-inch) white pine (cypress or redwood), free from large or loose knots, dressed

on the two sides and securely fastened to the plate and rafters by 40d. spikes. Cut

*If the house is to be back plastered, the Byrkitt-Hall sheathing lath should be used. Se*

S«ctioB 143.
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plank headers between the common rafters, to secure the end of false rafters, where

necessary.

Rafter ends to be spaced uniformly (20 inches) on centres. Put a lo-inch

moulded frieze board on the walls, directly under the rafters, and cut an 8-inch

board between the rafters and against the frieze. To be gained | inch into the rafters.

Cover the overhang of eaves with 4x|-inch matched pine ceiling, face side down,

and over this with common sheathing.

Finish the outer edge of cornice with (ix4-inch) crown mould and (ijx4|-inch)

facia.

Gutter on Roof.—Form the gutters on the roof with (ijx4-inch) cypress strips set

on edge and nailed to the roof over the shingles, and put up (]|x3x5-inch) sawed

pine brackets, set (30 inches) apart. The gutters to have a fall to outlets equal to I

inch in 20 feet. The eaves of dormers to be finished in the same manner as the

eaves of house, but with (3x6-inch) rafter ends and without abutter.

Box Cornice.—Form the cornice on ell with (ix4-inch) crown mould (|x4^-inch)

facia, (Jxio-inch) planceer, 8- inch frieze and (ix2-inch) sprung bed mould.

[Dentils, carved mouldings, brackets, frieze ornaments, etc., if

any, to be described here.]

Cornice with Wooden Gutter (Fig. 129).—Finish the eaves with rafter ends

dressed and sawed to a pattern, as shown on detail drawings
;
|x8-inch moulded

frieze against the wall, with a |-inch board cut between the rafters and gained \
inch into them, and driven down against the frieze to make a tight joint. Cover the

overhang with |x4-inch matched and beaded ceiling, face side down, and over ihis

with the common sheathing.

Finish the edge of eaves with 4x6-inch cypress gutter with igX4-inch facia under,

and j-inch cove moulding, as shown on section drawing, the back of the gutter to

be open. Gutter to be in as long lengths as practicable, and where necessary to

piece, to be lined with sheet lead 4 inches each side of joint.

Raking Cornice.—Form the raking cornice with (crown mould stuck to intersect

with the crown mould on the eaves) 4|-inch facia, |xio-inch planceer, lo-inch

moulded frieze and 2^x|-inch sprung bed mould (dentiles, brackets, etc.).

Verge Boards.—Finish the gable ends with i|xio-inch verge boards, paneled

as shown on drawings, by planting on fx2-inch strips, and with (turned rosettes in

the small panels). Finish above the verge board with ix4-inch crown mould. The
verge boards to set 12 inches from the wall and to be supported by 2x4-inch look*

outs 2 feet apart. Cover the soffit with 3x|-inch matched and beaded pine ceiling,

with 6-inch boards against the wall and 2x|-inch bed mould.

Place brackets back of the verge boards, at the corners of the building, to stop

the gable finish ; to be 4 inches thick, with moulded edge and (paneled) sides, as

per detail drawing.

Belts.—Form the belts at baseof front gable and at second floor level, by putting

on furrings over each stud on top of the sheathing (boarding) and putting a second

boarding outside brought to a feather edge at the top. Finish under the projection

with |x6 inch board over the siding and ix7-inch sprung moulding (or brackets,

dentiles, etc. , according to the character of the finish).

[Describe any other belts there may be on the house.]

Base and Water Table.—The sides of house next to piazza and porch to have
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(lfx6-inch) base rebated on top and with a small level. Base to stop against piazza

posts.

Elsewhere, form a water table just above the underpinning, as shown by scale

detail (Fig. 156). The top piece to have a feather edge and the clapboards to

come down over it. (Flash behind the clapboarding and i{-inch on water table

with long strips of zinc, 3 inches wide, nailed the sheathing.)

Corner Boards.—Put (i|x4-inch) comer boards on all external angles where the

wall is covered with siding (or clapboards) with a single strip 1^x3 inches at internal

angles.

Other Outside Finish.—[Any special outside finish, such as pilas-

ters, architraves, etc., should be specified here.]

Carving.—Furnish and put up all carved work shown on the drawings, to be

executed by a skilled carver in' strict accordance with the detail drawings and from

the best quality of white pine (whitewood or cypress).

(All carved panels or ornaments must be worked from the solid and not planted

on. Before any carving is done the contractor must submit a full-size clay or plas-

ter model to the architect for approval.)

Composition Work.—Furnish and put up the ornamental composition work where

indicated on the elevation drawings. The work to be executed by a skilled modeler

In strict accordance with the detailed drawings and put up in the best manner.

Scuttle.—Make scuttle (2 feet x 2 feet 6 inches) in roof where directed. To have

plank frame, 6 inches high, and cover formed of |-inch flooring and i|x3-inch

cleats, with |x2-inch strip around the edge. Cover to be hung with heavy strap

hinges and to have iron bar fastenings and fixtures to keep it open at any desired

angle. Frame and cover to be tinned by the tinner.

[If the scuttle is in a deck roof the specifications should call for

permanent steps or ladder, from the attic floor ; or if the space below

is finished, for a portable ladder, to be left on the premises.]

Skylight.—[If there is a wooden skylight on the roof it should be

specified here. See Section 128.]

278.—Shingle Roofing.—Cover all roofs, except those marked to be tinned,

with one layer of Neponset waterproof paper, with 2-inch lap, and best quality of

sawed cedar (cypress, redwood) shingles, laid 4j inches to the weather [see Section

130] and nailed with two (galvanized) nails to each shingle.

(All shingles to be dipped (8 inches) in pure boiled linseed oil (Cabot's creosote

stain. No. —) by the (painter) before laying.)

Finish the hips by laying a course of (4-inch) shingles parallel with the hips on

each side, over the other shingles, and each course lapping the other alternately.

The shingles to be laid to a straight edge so that the angle will be perfectly straight.

[For other methods of forming hips, see Section 131.]

Finish the ridge with 6x|-inch saddle boards, tongued and grooved together (or,

the ridges will be covered by a galvanized iron cresting, as specified elsewhere).

Flashing and Tinning.—All flashing to be of Merchant's or Taylor's Old Style

tin, painted both sides before laying, to be IX. for the valleys and gutters and IC

elsewhere (or i6-ounce copper); all to be furnished and painted by the tinner, and
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put on by him, with the exception of the tin shingles, which are to be worked il

with the shingles by the carpenter.

[In many localities the carpenter puts on all of the flashing, buys

the tin and cuts it up himself.]

Valleys (open).—Line the main valleys with strips of tin, 20 inches wide, with

end joints locked and soldered. The valleys formed by dormer roofs to be lined

with tin 14 inches wide.

[Close valleys—see Section 133—should be specified as follows

:

Form the valleys by working pieces of tin, 9x14 inches, in each course of shingles.]

Flash against the chimneys, sides of dormers, where the porch roof joins the

wall, and all rising parts, with tin, cut to turn up (3^ inches) on the wall or chim-

ney and 3 inches On the roof. Where tin " shingles " are used they are to be not

less than 7x6| inches.

Cover the "crickets" behind the chimneys with tin turned up 4 inches on the

roof and 3 inches against the chimney.

Furnish wide tin apron, to go under dormer sills, and carried up and nailed on

the inside

Counterflash all flashing against brick or stonework with 4-pound lead, wedged

(built) into the joints of the masonry at least I inch, with lead wedges, and turned

down over the flashing to within i inch of the roof. Point above the flashing with

elastic cement.

Tin the curb and cover of scuttle, to make a tight job.

Do any and all other flashing necessary to make the roof tight, and stop all leaks

caused by workmen.

279-
—

"^^^ *"*^ Galvanized Iron Work.

—

Piazza Roof.—Cover the piazza

roof with Merchant's or Taylor's Old Style IC. tin, sheets 14x20 inches in size.

The tin to be laid over one thickness of dry felt, with joints locked and soldered in

the best manner and secured to the roof by three tin cleats to each sheet; rosin

only to be used as a flux for soldering. Carry the tin 4 inches up on the sheathing

under the siding (or shingles) and over the edge of the crown mould of cornice and

secure by galvanized wire nails.

Turn the tin up 4 inches around all balcony posts, soldering at the angles, and

make the roof tight in every place.

Gutter.—Line the gutter on the roof with IX. tin (20) inches wide, with end

joints locked and soldered. The tin to be turned over the edge of standing strip

and secured every (4 inches) with galvanized wire nails.

Hanging Gutter.—Put a 5-inch half-round galvanized iron gutter under eaves of

rear porch, supported every 3 feet by Berger hangers screwed to the facia and

adjusted to give a fall of (i inch) to the gutter.

Conductors.—Furnish and put up where shown on elevation drawings (five) gal-

vanized iron conductors from gutter on main roof, two from the ell, two from front

porch and one from rear porch.

Those from main roof to be corrugated 3gX4| inches in size, with ornamental

heads, made according to elevation and detail drawings. Those from ell roof to be

(si) inch round pipe, without heads, and those from porch and piazza to be 2I

Inches in diameter
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All to be secured to the wall by galvanized iron hooks, or clamps, so that they

will stand clear from all mouldings and to be properly connected with the gutter.

Conductors to terminate with a (3-inch) offset, 6 inches above grade (or to be con-

nected with drain).

Cover the openings in the gutters with galvanized wire baskets.

The tinner is also to furnish (and put on) the flashing as specified above. All

tin for roofs to be painted on undei ^ide, and all tin flashing valleys, gutters, etc.,

to be painted both sides by the tinner before putting up with red lead and linseed

oil paint.

Guarantee.—The carpenter is to give the owner a written guarantee to keep all

roofs and gutters tight for (one) year from date of completion free of charge.

[For wooden conductors and lead goose necks, see Section 116]

280.—Wall and Gable -Shingling.—Cover the walls of second story, and all

gables, walls of dormers, etc., with the best quality of sawed cedar shingles in

widths of from 4 to 8 inches (or in 6-inch widths) kiid 5 inches to the weather and

nailed with two common nails to each shingle. Where shingles come against door

or window casings, nail only at the side next the casing. Under window sills and

elsewhere, where exposed, the nails to be galvanized.

Shingles in gables to be laid alternately long and short, without selecting for

nnifcrm width, the difference in length to be (ij) inches.

Cut Shingles.—Cut shingles of uniform width and of pattern shown on draw-

ings to be used where shown on elevation drawings.

[Wall shingles may be laid as much as 6 inches to the weather or

6| inches with 18-inch shingles.]

Siding.—All other portions of the walls to be covered with clear white pine

(Oregon pine, spruce, redwood, cypress) lap siding, 6 inches wide, laid 4^ inches

to the weather and well nailed over every bearing with 6d. nails set in for puttying.

No butt joints will be allowed in panels 12 inches long and under, and no butt

joints are to come over window openings in the first course above such opening.

[In place of lap (beveled) siding, drop or novelty siding, moulded

as per detail drawing, may be specified.]

Clapboards.—[Used instead of siding in some localities.]

All other portions of the wall to be covered with sap-extra pine (clear spruce)

clapboards, all laid to a perfectly even gauge of not over 4^ inches and nailed to

every stud with 6d. (galvanized) nails set in for puttying (For butt joints see

above.

Sheathing Paper.—The sheathing under all siding (or clapboards) to be covered

with one thickness of (H. W. Johns' medium weight asbestos sheathing felt) laid

with not less than 2-inch lap. Line with the same felt under all corner boards,

casings, etc.

Zinc.—Put strips of zinc 3 inches wide around all window and door casings

throughout, turned up \ inch against casings and laid under the clapboards.

[Two inch by 7-inch tin shingles are sometimes laid in with the

shingles against the casings.]
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281.—Piazza.—Finish the front piazza as shown by elevation and detail draw.

Ings (Fig. 160 E).

Lay the floor with (igX4-inch) matched Georgia pine (white pine flooring),

tightly strained and blind nailed to every bearing with 8d. nails, and the joints run

in white lead. Finish the edges of floor with rounded nosing and |xi-inch cove

under. Finish under the edge with |-inch pine casings (8 inches) wide. Case

the piers with (12-inch) pine boards with beveled base. Fill between the piers with

lattice work formed of 4X2j-incli strips halved together, with spaces 2^ inches

square, and frame with |-inch pine boards, 4 inches wide. (Each panel of lattice

work to be put together in one piece, so that it may be removed if desired.)

The posts to be turned from lOxio-inch whitewood (redwood or cypress) and

extended inside of the pedestal to the floor. The caps to be made from a separate

piece of wood and carved as per full-size detail. Base to be turned in two pieces and

fitted around the post, the conge and fillet to be turned on the post. The flutings

are to diminish, leaving the fillets the same width throughout their length. Form
the pedestal about the post with i|-inch pine frame, plain panels and ^xf-inch panel

mould, with |-inch beveled base, mitred at the angles.

Put a half pilaster against the wall, fluted to corrrespond with posts and with

base and pedestal to correspond.

The cap to correspond with section of rail. Form the architrave and cornice

with wide pine casings, igX2|-inch band mould, inside and outside, and |x2j-inch

bed mould; |x4-inch crown mould, 4-inch facia and 8-inch planceer.

Fur for level ceiling under the rafters and cover with |x4-inch (centre-beaded)

clear pine ceiling, with bed mould same as under cornice.

Build the railings with top rails built up and moulded, and bottom rails stuck

from 2|x3j-inch stock, with upper edge beveled.

Top rails to be ramped and to mitre with cap of pedestal and posts. Balusters

to be i|-inch, turned and set 3! inches on centres.

The posts of upper balustrade to be turned from 5x5-inch whitewood, with turned

ornament on top. Cap moulding to correspond with rail.

The posts to set on if -inch pine block, 6 inches square, nailed over the tin roof-

ing and covered with tin, soldered to the roof. Centre post to be secured by an

iron brace. Put half posts against the wall to receive the balustrade.

Construct the steps on 2xio-inch plank carriages, 16 inches on centres and rest-

ing on a 4x6-inch sleeper at the bottom. [A flat stone is better.] Treads to be

l^-inch thick with rounded nosing and cove under, returned at the ends. Risers

\ inch thick. Finish the ends of steps with |-inch pine string and casings, with

panel formed of |x4-inch centre beaded pine ceiling.

282.—Rear Porch.—Lay the floor of rear porch with |x4-inch clear (hard

pine) 1,'oards, dressed one side, with square edges, and laid \ inch apart. Finish

the edges of floor with rounded nosing and |xi-inch cove moulding. Finish under

the edge of floor with lo-inch pine casings ; case the piers (or posts) beneath the

floor with wide pine boards and fill in between them with |x6-inch pine boards cut

to pattern, as shown, and |x8-inch beveled base. The porch posts to be 5 inches

square, built up of pine boards carefully fitted together. Finish the cornice with

|x4-inch crown mould, facia and planceer, as shown. Fill in the gable ends with

|x4-inch double-faced pine ceiling. Fill in between the posts the full height of

opening ; also over the door, with diagonal lattice work, with strips ^xi^ inches, set

I^ inches apart.
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Ceil on bottom of rafters with |x4-inch centre-beaded pine ceiling, with a J-inch

quarter round broke around the edges.

Build the steps on 2xio-inch plank carriages, i6 Inches on centres, resting on a

4x6-inch sleeper at the bottom. Treads to be i^ inches thick, moulded nosing

returned at the ends ; risers | inch thick, all of white pine.

Fill under ends of steps with boards cut to pattern, as under porch, and with

beveled base,

283.—Cellar Hatchway (or Bulkhead).—Make bulkhead entrance to cellar

with plank steps on plank carriages, i6 inches on centres, all planed ; no risers.

Cover the brick (or stone) walls with a strong plank frame bolted to the brick-

work by two |-inch bolts 20 inches long on each side. Cover the frame with wide

pine (cypress, redwood) boards, with 6-inch casing on sides. Construct double

doors of ix4-inch matched pine boards, secured with i|x6-inch beveled cross pieces

screwed on the under side. The meeting joint to be battened and the bulkhead

rendered water tight. Form a water way at the top, cover with tin and groove

the edges of the frame next the doors, to catch the water entering at the joints.

[See Section 108.]

Hang the doors with 8-inch heavy strap hinges bolted to the door and screwed

to the frame, and provided with pivoted hard wood bar fastening.

[A single door may be secured by hook and staples.]

284.—Windov^s.—Make all window frames in accordance with the scale and

detail drawings. All to be made of clear white pine (except pulley stiles and part-

ing strips, which are to be of clear yellow pine).

Cellar Windows.—All windows in basement are to have ij-inch rebated frames

and sills, with i|-inch moulded staff bead. Frames to be rebated on the outer edge

for screens. The frames on sides and rear to have |-inch round vertical bars, from

3 to 4 inches on centres, let into head and sill. Frames to be fitted with i|-inch

pine sashes, divided into lights as shown and glazed with first quality single strength

glass. Sashes to be hinged at the top, fitted with hooks and staples to keep them

open, and strong japanned iron button fastenings (bolts or slip latches).

Make frame only for cold-air opening and cover with heavy galvanized wire net-

ting with |-inch mesh, nailed securely on outside of frame.

Grilles.—Furnish and fix in the front cellar window frames (with No. 14 screws)

ornamental wrought iron grilles, made in the best manner in accordance with the

detail drawings.

Casement Windows,—All casement, French and stationary sash frames are to

have i|-inch rebated jambs and i|-inch sills, ploughed as per full-size section. The
outer edge of frames to set flush with the sheathing and to have ijx5|-inch casings

and |x2|-inch band mould.

The sash in small window in coat closet to be screwed in tight, the others to be

hung at the sides to swing in.

Double-Hung Windows.—All other windows throughout the house are to have

frames made for double-hung sash, with |-inch hard pine pulley stiles, |x4-inch

parting strips, J-inchground casings, i|-inch yoke and i J-inch sills, pitching i inch

and ploughed for shingles or clapboards, as required.

The pulley stiles to be tongued into outside casings and fitted with pockets to

give access to the weights. The windows to be cased on the outside (over the
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sheathing) with ijx5|-inch pine casings, with |x2|-inch band mould planted aa
The windows in first story to have lo-inch frieze board above the band mould, with

moulded cornice, with one row of dentiles, as per full-size detail. Flash over the

top of all casings with strips of tin (zinc) 3 inches wide.

All frames for double-hung sashes are to have |-inch wood pendulums, hung

from the yoke between the weights.

Box Heads.—The frames in [specify where] are to have box heads with the pul-

ley stiles extending to the top. The sashes are to slide into the head with a follower.

285.—Sashes.—All sashes above the cellar are to be custom made of clear

well-seasoned white pine (cypress), glued and wedged in the best manner, and

divided into lights, as shown on the elevation drawings. All sash in first and sec-

ond story windows of main house to be if inches thick. All others to be if (i^^)

inches thick

The sash for French windows to have astragal mouldings on the meeting stiles

and a bead on the jamb stiles to fit into the jamb, as per full-size sections; bottom

rail to be 5^ mches wide.

Paneled Doors Below Sash.—The windows opening on to front balcony are to

have two paneled doors below the lower sash, with a rebated joint in the centre and

with a tongue on the top. The lower sash is to be grooved to fit over the tongue

and both sashes are to slide up into a box head.

Storm Sashes.—Provide outside sashes for all exterior windows in north and west

elevations, made of clear, well-seasoned white pine (cypress), divided into four

lights packed with listing around the edges and secured to the frame on the inside

with (Willer's storm sash buttons, coppered finish) four to a window.

All storm sash are to be glazed with first quality double-strength glass, and are

to be fitted and marked complete by the contractor and stored where directed.

Priming.—All sashes to be primed on both sides by the contractor before being

brought to the building. Sashes for rooms which are to have a natural wood finish

must be primed inside with pure boiled linseed oil.

286.—Glass.—The large lights of centre front window to be glazed with pol-

ished American plate glass, secured by wood beads.

All other windows in first and second stories of main house (except those marked

"leaded glass") to be glazed with (Chambers' " Three Star " double strength glass).

(Chambers' " Eagle Brand " 26-ounce crystal sheet) (first quality double strength

American (German) glass).

All other sash to be glazed with first quality single strength glass.

All glass is to be well bedded, tacked and puttied.

Leaded Glass.—Allow the sum of $ for leaded glass for all sashes where

indicated on elevation drawings. The glass to be ordered by the architect and paid

for by the contractor. Contractor to deliver the sashes to the glazier when directed.

287'—Outside Blinds.—Provide and hang outside blinds for (all) windows

above the basement. To be made of first quality white pine, i\ inches thick, with

rollijig slats (in the lower half only). Blinds for all windows 4 feet wide and over

to be divided in four folds ; all others to be in two folds.

All four-fold blinds to be hung with wrought iron L hinges and fastened with

Hyde's Patent Gravity Lock Blind Fasts. Blinds in two folds to be hung with Stan-

ley Gravity Blind Hinges, No. 1647, and fitted with Stanley Wire Blind Fasts.

£For blind binges and fasts, see Sections 247 and 248.]
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All blinds are to be marked and a corresponding mark is to be put on the frames.

288.—Outside Door Frames —All outside door frames to be made from clear

pine stock i| inches thick, rebated and beaded on the inner edge, and with i|-inch

moulded pine (oak) thresholds. All to be set plumb and square.

Case the frames on the outside over the sheathing with i|x5^-inch pine casings,

back band, cornice, etc., to correspond with windows. The front entrance to have

side lights and transom, fluted muUions with cap and base, and moulded transom

bar with dentils. Side lights and transom sash to be (stationary) i| inches thick,

divided into lights as shown, and glazed with 26-ounce crystal sheet glass.

Finish under the side lights with i|-inch sills and panel work inside and out.

The frame and sashes to be veneered on the inside with kiln dried, quarter-sawed

white oak, and the panels to be of oak.

All to be worked and put together in the best manner, and in strict accordance

with the detail drawings. The oak veneering of frame to be filled and shellaced

by the carpenter before bringing to the building.

289.— Preparation for Tiling.—Prepare the floor of bath room for tiling, by

nailing |-inch boards on cleats nailed to the sides of the beams. The top of the

boards to be (5 inches) below the top of the adjoining floor. Bevel the beams on

both sides to an edge on top.

Prepare the side walls for tiling by nailing 2x3-inch pieces horizontally between

the studs, about 12 inches apart, to a height of 4 feet [for metal lathing].

290.—Under Flooring.—Lay an under floor throughout the first and second

stories of good hemlock, (spruce, native pine) boards, surfaced one side and nailed

to every bearing with two 8d. nails.

The boards to be laid diagonally on the beams in first story of main house, and

at right angles elsewhere. All end joints to be cut over a beam in every case, and

suitable nailing pieces to be cut between the joists at the side walls for the diagonal

flooring. The flooring must be run closely around all studs and up to the sheath-

ing outside.

Z/iy a J?M^/i?y?'C<'r in finished portions of attic of (4-inch) clear Texas (spruce)

flooring, matched and blind nailed, and tightly strained, with heading joints cut

over a bearing in every case.

Smooth off all ridges due to uneven thickness of the boards as soon as the floor

is laid.

291 •

—

Grounds and Furring.—Put on grounds for |-inch (|-inch) plastering

around all door and windows openings, and for bases, wainscoting, wood cornice,

etc., as directed; two grounds behind the base.

Put up |-inch wood corner beads on all projecting corners, stuck as per marginal

sketch (Fig. 193B), or, put Empire steel corner plates on all projecting angles, set

true and plumb and well secured.

Cross-fur all ceilings, including basement ceiling with ix2-inch strips, set

12 inches (16 inches) on centres. Cross-fur rafters in finished attic rooms diagonally

with strips 12 inches on centres; fur out attic outside walls with studding to give

(4-inch) vertical height, and fur down attic ceiling to (9 feet) clear height.

Fur for arches, cornices, ceiling beams, etc., as required by the scale drawings

and full-size sections.

Fur for a plaster cove in parlor, and front chamber with brackets cut out of

I^inch boards, set 16 inches on centres.
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Fur all chimney-breasts with 2x4-inch studs, set flatways, t inch clear of the

brickwork and i6 inches on centres.

Fur outside stone walls of (laundry) with 2x4-inch studs, set flatways, and i6

inches on centres.

All furrings, grounds and angle beads to be perfectly strong, true and plumb.

292.—Partitions.—Set all partitions as shown by yellow color on the plans,

with 2x4-inch (spruce) studs, sized to a uniform width, set 12 inches on centres for

bearing partitions, and 16 inches for all other partitions, all straight and plumb.

Try with a straight edge, and straighten and bridge before plastering.

All partitions except those that stand over each other, to stand on a 2x5|-inch

sole piece, and all to have (3x4-inch) (hard pine) caps. Where a partition stands

over another or over a wall or girder; the studs of the upper partition must stand on

the cap of the partition below or on the girder—not on the floor nor on the beams.

Truss over all openings in partitions which extend through more than one story or

carry beams, with double headers i-inch apart, and strongly truss all partitions not

supported from below, to take the weight off the middle of the beams.

Form all corners and angles solid so that there can be no lathing through angles.

All round corners are to be furred for horizontal or diagonal lathing.

Cut a 2-inch plank header between the studs over the pocket for sliding door

partitions, (8 inches) above the soffit of the doors, and line the pockets below with

|x6-inch matched boards (painted both sides before putting up).

Bridge all partitions in first and second stories with (two) rows of horizontal

(diagonal) bridging of 2x4-inch pieces cut in between the studding and nailed with

two lod. nails at each end of each piece.

Mineral Wool Filling.—Fill in between studs at (south and east) sides of bath

room with mineral wool from floor to ceiling.

Mice Stops.—Furnish and put down strips of tin, formed to a right angle

between the studs of all outside walls on each floor. This tin to be well nailed to

the floor and the sheathing to prevent the circulation of mice. All holes around

the studs at partitions are to be closed in the same way.

Cutting and Fitting.—Do all cutting and fitting required by plumbers, gas

fitters and for furnace pipes and registers, repairing neatly afterwards. No bear-

ing timbers to be cut without consulting the architect.

293*—Temporary Enclosing.—The contractor is to temporarily enclose the

building as soon as it is ready for lathing, furnishing and hanging temporary doors

with locks and covering the windows with muslin, boards or temporary sash—^at

least one-half of the openings to be closed with muslin.

No permanent sash to be set in the windows (except in unfinished attic) until the

plastering is dry.

The foregoing specification is intended to cover all work required

to complete the building on the outside ready for the painter, and

to prepare it on the inside for the lather, with the exception of the

rough work for the stairs. Occasionally this much of the work is

let by itself, the finishing of the building being let under another

contract.
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Specifications for the Carpenters' Work of a brick dwell-

ing, with steep roof in front, flat roof behind, both stopped by fire

walls at the sides; copper cornice, copper bay window in second

story, brick, stone and tiled front porch without roof.

Specifications to be preceded by the general conditions.

294*—Privy.—Build a temporary privy at rear of lot as soon as building opera-

lions are commenced, remove on completion (clean out) and fill up with earth,

neatly leveled off.

295-—Timber.—[This may be specified as in Section 274. If the sizes are

not all shown on the drawings they should be given in the specifications].

Framing.—Frame for floors, roof, ceiling and partitions in a substantial man-

ner as shown on drawings and es herein described; furnish all joist hangers, steel

beams, bearing plates, bolts, nuts and washers, indicated on the drawings and

herein specified.

The carpenter is to exercise care in framing so that important timbers will not

require cutting for furnace pipes, gas pipes, etc.

All framing must be kept 2 inches from the outside of the chimneys, and in no

case will any timber be allowed to rest on the chimneys.

Floor Framing.—The laundry is to have a wooden floor formed of 2x8-inch

joists, 16 inches on centres, resting on a dwarf wall in the centre and on ledges

built in the foundation walls at the sides. All other portions of basement, except

in coal bins, will have a cement floor.

Girders and Posts.—The dining room floor joists will be supported by an

8xio-inch hard pine girder in one length, supported at the ends by the brick par-

tition walls with an 8xi2xi-inch cast iron bearing plate under each end of girder.

The centre of the girder to be supported by an 8x8-inch post, dressed four sides,

and with chamfered corners. The post to rest on a 12x1 2x1 J-inch cast iron plate

with a dowel in the centre, bedded on the stone pier.

All other first floor joists to be supported by the partition walls. Furnish Ion

2xio-inch hard pine planks, and have the brick mason bed in mortar on the wa'"

and level carefully.

The ends of all floor beams built into brick walls, to be beveled (3) inches and

all floor joists to be crowned ^-inch for every 12 feet of span. Where the ceilings

are not furred the joists to be concaved on the under side to a uniform width.

All floor beams to be carefully leveled at their ends, and on the brick walls to

be wedged up with hard bricks or slate chips—no bond timbers to be built into

the walls.

Dining room beams to be framed flush with girder and supported in (Duplex)

joist hangers.

Frame the first floor joists around all basement windows with double headers

and trimmers, framed with tusk and tenon. Tail beams to be mortised i inch into

header and well spiked.

Frame the floor beams, ceiling joists and rafters around all chimneys, hearths,

scuttle, skylight and stair openings with double headers and trimmers, framed as

above, except that all headers over 4 feet long shall be hung in Duplex joist hangers.

The trimmers for front stair well in second story to be 6xi2-inch hard pine, ex-

tending from wall to partition, and the header to be formed of a lo-inch 25 pound
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steel beam, with a 3xio-inch plank fitted between the flanges and bolted to each

«ide with f-inch bolts, spaced 2 feet apart in the length of the beam and staggered.

Header to be hung in Duplex hanger (|x3|-inch stirrup) at each end. Tail beams

to be framed into the 3xio-inch plank (or hung in Duplex hangers) and every third

beam to be tied to header by ^-inch round iron dogs, hooked over the eyebeam

and let into top of beams.

Frame for bay window in second story by bolting a 2xio-inch plank to the bot-

tom of the opening, and frame 2x1 2-inch floor joists, 8 feet long, on top of this

plate, extending, 4 feet inside of the wall with the inner end securely spiked to a

3x1 2-inch floor beam. The two outer beams to be 4 inches thick, with the com-

mon joists framed into them. Cut 2x4-inch pieces between the bay window joists,

on a line with the other joists to receive the flooring.

Double the floor beams under all partitions running the same way, beams to be

spaced 4 inches apart and blocked every 2 feet with 4-inch lengths of 2xi2-inch

joists securely spiked to each beam,

296.—Bridging.—[All floor beams should be bridged once in

every 8 feet in length, as specified in Section 275.]

The ceiling over third story to be framed in the same way as the floors (without

bridging), the beams resting on the wall and on the partition caps. Truss the

beams from the rafters of flat roof, as shown on section drawing, with ix6-inch

boards, nailed to every beam and rafter with io4. nails. Put temporary supports

under the ceiling joists, 6 feet from bearing waUs, until the beams are trussed.

297-—Roof Framing,—Bolt a 4xio-inch plate in two thicknesses, breaking

joint on top of front wall, with |-inch bolts, 30 inches long, built into the brick

work by the mason, and spaced not over 6 feet apart.

Frame the pitch roof in front with 2x8- inch rafters, spiked to the wall plate,

and with a 2x14 inch hard pine ridge in one length. Frame for dormer openings

with 4x8-inch rafter on each side, and 4xio-inch header above the opening, 8 feet

above the third floor.

Frame the flat roof with 2x8-inch joists, built into fire walls, and carry up the

partitions running lengthways of the building to support them. Rafters to be

trussed from ceiling joists as above specified. Frame for scuttle and skylight

openings as in the floors.

Bolt a 2xio-inch plate on top of rear wall, the top flush with the top of roof

joists, with J-inch bolts, 24 inches long and not over 6 feet apart.

Dormers.—Frame for dormers with 2x4-inch studding, 4X4-inch corner posts,

4x4-inch plate, double and breaking joint, and 2x6-inch r.afters, all 16 inches on

centres. The studding at sides of dormers to be notched i inch over the rafters

and securely spiked.

298.—Beam Anchors.—Tie the floors, ceiling joists and rafters of flat roof

to the side walls, every (6) feet by iron anchors, formed of ^x2-inch iron, 20 inches

long, with a 3x3xJ-inch plate, riveted to wall end (or turned up 4 inches in the

wall.) To extend into the wall 8 inches and to be spiked to the side of the beams

near the bottom by three 2od. spikes driven through the joists and clinched. Tie

the ends of main ridge to side walls in the same way
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The front and rear walls to be tied to the floor beams every 6 feet by cutting

pieces of 2x4-inch joist between the beams and spiking the anchors on top. The

fire walls at sides of pitch roof to be tied to the rafters twice on each side in the

same way.

[The most effective anchors are those that pass entirely through

the wall with a plate, head or nut and washer on the outside, but

such can only be used where the appearance of the wall is not of

consequence. Where such anchors are considered necessary on a

finished wall, ornamental heads may be used.]

Partitions.—[These may be specified as in Section 292.]

299-—-Lintels, Arches, Wood Bricks, etc.—Put arched wooden lintels, 5

inches high at the centre, over all openings in brick walls; to be cambered i^ inches

at the ends and to rest not more than i inch on the brick work.

The opening for bay window in front wall to be spanned by two lo-inch 25

pound steel beams, bolted together with three cast separators and |-inch bolts, so

that the lintel will be 1 1 inches wide out to out of flanges. The beams to have a

bearing of 6 inches at the ends and to rest on 8xi2xi|-inch cast iron plates, and to

have an anchor 16 inches long at each end. Bolt a 2x8-inch plank on each side

of the lintel.

[If any other special lintels are required, they should be specified

here.]

Make and set all forms for brick or stone arches as required by the brick or

stone masons, and any templates required.

Furnish and have the masons build into the walls wooden bricks (2^ inches)

thick, wherever necessary f r the proper execution of the work. Furnish a piece

of 2x4-inch spruce, and have the masons build into the wall back of all window sills.

The carpenter is to spike 3x4- inch joists to the ends of the rafters of flat roof,

flush with inside of fire wall to hold the flashing.

300.—Lookouts and Bond Timbers for Cornice.—Furnish and set 2-inch

plank lookouts for the front cornice, notched for the plate, and 3x4-inch bond tim-

ber for the moulding under frieze, and 2x4-inch vertical pieces every 26 inches for

securing the frieze; to be built in by the brick mason.

301.—Framing fir Bay Window.—Frame for the bay window in second

story with 2x6-inch studding, 2x6-inch sole piece, spiked to top of joists, 4x6-inch

plate breaking joint, and 2x6 inch rafters. Sheath the outside and roof and under

the floor joists with |-inch native pine (hemlock) sheathing, surfaced one side to a

uniform thickness. The sides of bay and the roof to be secured to the front wall

by (six) |-inch bolts, 14 inches long, with 4x4xJ-inch washers built into the wall.

Protecting Stonework.—The carpenter is to protect all stone sills, steps,

coping, jambs, carved capitals and other parts of the stonework likely to be

injured, by covering with boards properly secured and maintained until all exterior

work is completed, including the painting.

302.—Sheathing and Under F'oors.—Cover all roofs and sides of dormers

with native pine (spruce or hemlock) sheathing, free from holes or large knots, sur-

faced one side to an even thickness and nailed to every bearing with two 8d. nails.
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Form a ridge pole on main ridge, made of two i|x6-inch boards, clinched

together and set over the sheathing and spiked to it.

Under Floors.—[These may be specified as in Section 290, the

boards to be laid close against the walls.]

303.—Scuttle and Skylight.—[Scuttle may be specified as in

Section 277.]

Make frame for skylight (on flat roof) of i|-inch pine planks, ir^ inches wide,

set on top of the sheathing and pitching 6 inches toward the rear. Top of frame to

be grooved as per detail and the outside to be tinned by the tinner Cover the

frame with a skylight sash 2\ inches thick, and 2 inches wider than the frame, with

a |-inch strip nailed to the under side to fit against the frame. The sash to be

glazed with |-inch ribbed glass, each light to be the full length of the sash. Hang
the sash with heavy wrought iron butts and secure with bar fastening. Ceil the

sides of opening from the third story ceiling to the under side of sash with |x4-inch

(pine) ceiling.

Put a ij^xS-inch pine board across rear wall, with the top edge flush with sheath-

ing to receive the gutter, and put a i|-inch quarter round moulding under the

gutter.

Bulkhead.—[Same as in Section 283.]

304*—Rear Porch.—Construct the porch floor with 2x6-inch joists, 16 inches

on centres, placed parallel with the rear wall and framed flush between 6x8-inch

girders resting on the brick piers.

Cover the floor with |x4-inch (quarter-sawed) hard pine flooring, matched and

blind nailed and tightly strained. Edges of floor to be lounded with a cove under.

Finish under the floor and in front of the piers with wide white pine casings, and

fill in the spaces between piers with (diagonal) lattice work |xi|-inch, with r|-inch

spaces and i^xy-inch beveled base. Build the steps on 2xio-inch plank carriages,

16 inches on centres, resting at the bottom on a long stone slab. Treads to be

l|^ inches thick, risers f-inch, rounded nosings, returned at the ends with cove

under. Case the strings with |-inch pine boards and fill in to ground with lattice

work same as under porch, with |x5-inch frame and beveled base.

The posts are to be formed of 4x4-inch straight well seasoned spruce, cased

with l^-inch pine, with angles chamfered. The rough posts to be carried up to sup-

port a 6x8-inch plate. Rafters to be 2x6 inches with 2x8-inch hips.

Provide and have the mason build into the rear wall (four) |-inch bolts, (14

inches) long, with 4-inch square washers to bolt the porch roof to the wall.

Fur under the rafters for level ceiling, and ceil with |x4-inch centre beaded

ceiling, with |-inch quarter round around the edges.

Box under the plate for false beam as shown, and finish the cornice with (4-inch)

crown mould, 4-inch facia, lo-inch planceer and 2|x|-inch bed mould. Form a

gutter back of crown mould as per section, the bottom to have a fall of i-inch to

outlet.

Roof and gutter to be covered with \}n by the tinner.

Fill in between the posts with |x4-inch double faced pine ceiling (3 feet 6

inches) high, with 2x4-inch rail on top. Break a |-inch quarter round moulding

around the ceiled panels inside and out. Cover the spaces above the rail and over
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the door with No. 14 mesh painted wire cloth, nailed to the posts, rail and beam
with half round moulding over the edge (or fit |-inch screens, mortised and tenoned

together, in all openings above the rail and over the door, and cover the same with

No. 14 mesh painted wire cloth.)

Construct the balcony rail with 5x5-inch solid turned whitewood posts, extended

through the roof and spiked to the plate After the roof is tinned, put on |-inch

beveled base over the tin. Top rail to be 3^3^ inches double moulded of white-

wood, lower rail 2|x3| inches, beaded on the sides and beveled on top. Balusters

to be plain, i| inches, set 4 inches on centres.

All exposed woodwork about the porch to be of clear well seasoned white pine

or cypress, except where otherwise specified.

Construct a slat floor in (two) sections to lay on tin roof. To be made of

(l|x3-inch) hard pine strips, laid |-inch apart and nailed and clinched to

i|x3-inch pine cleats, 2 feet on centres. Block up on top of the tin roof to make
the floor level.

305'—WindoTW Frames.—Make all window frames in accordance with the

scale and detail drawings, and as herein specified of clear well seasoned white

pine, and set in position as soon as the stone sills are set. The carpenter is to

verify the measurements, to see that the sills are set in their proper position and if

any sills are set wrong, he is to see that they are changed before setung the frames.

All frames to be set plumb, kept well braced during the construction of the wall,

and to be braced by cross pieces and diagonals to keep the frames square and the

sides from springing.

The cellar windows to have 2xi2-inch pine plank frames; free from sap or large

knots, rebated for sash on the inside and for i.l-inch screenson the outside; ij-inch

staff bead, the head to be kept |-inch below the furring strips (floor joists) and

a |-inch ground nailed on top.

The sill to have a pitch of i inch, and to be formed as per full-size section.

[See Fig. 92 ]

The frames in rear and sides of building to be rebated on the outer edge for

i|-inch screens and to have |-inch round bars let into the head sill from 3 to 4
inches on centres. The front frames to have ornamental iron grilles as per scale

and detail drawings (furnished by the carpenter), screwed to the inside of frame,

and strips nailed to the frame inside for the screens.

Furnish and fix with round headed blued screws, ij-inch screens for all cellar

windows, covered with heavy galvanized wire netting on the outside and No. 14

mesh painted wire cloth on the inside.

All cellar windows to have i|-inch pine sash, made in the best manner, divided

into lights as shown, glazed with first quality single strength glass, hinged at the

top with japanned butts, and provided with hooks and eyes for holding open, and

strong japanned button fastenings.

Cold Air Opening.—Make plank frame for cold air opening with i|-inch staff

bead and cover with heavy galvanized netting nailed to the outside of frame.

Dormer Frames.—The jamb, head and sill of dormer window to be stuck from

2jXio-inch pine planks, moulded, ploughed and rebated as per full-size section

[Fig. Ill]; transom and muUion from a 3^xio-inch plank. The lower openings to

be filled with a single sash hinged at the sides and the transom sash to be hinged at

the bottom
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The back of jambs and top of head to be flashed with strips of zinc 3 inches

wide, bent at right angles.

Bay Window.—The bay window frames to be worked out of i|-inch pine

plank, ploughed for parting strips and blind stop, and to have ij-inch outside cas-

ings (which will be covered with copper). Sills \\ inches thick, stuck as per de-

tail. The sash in these frames will be double-hung with (Pullman) sash

balances.

306.—Box Frames.—All other windows to have box frames for double-hung

sash (ij-inch) pulley stiles and outside casings, |-inch box casings, ploughed for

sub-jambs, i|-inch sills (formed as per detail), (i|-inch) staff bead (or r^x2-inch

beaded brick mould) and ^x|-inch parting strips. Pulley stiles and parting strips

to be of clear hard pine, with pockets to give access to the weights. Hang |-inch

pendulums in the boxes to separate the weights. Pulley stiles to be ploughed into

outside casings.

All frames on rear and sides to have ij-inch Dutch heads with (3-inch) rise.

Frames in front elevation (where shown) to have segment heads inside and out (or

finished square on the inside.)

Box Heads.—[See Section 284.]

Sashes and Glass.—[Same as in Sections 285 and 286.]

Revolving Sash: Pivoted Sash.

307.—Outside Door Frames.—The frame for front entrance to be made with

if-inch paneled pine jamb, rebated and veneered with ^-inch quarter-sawed oak,

with i|-inch moulded oak staff bead. (Transom, side lights, etc.) This frame is

not to be set until the house is plastered.

All other outside door frames to be made from i|x(8-inch) pine plank, rebated

(and reeded) with i J -inch beaded brick mould; transom bars where shown, worked

out of 2j-inch pine plank, wide enough to stop the screen door. Furnish transom

sashes i|-inch thick, divided into lights as shown and glazed with first quality

(single) strength glass. All outside door frames to be doweled to the stone sill by

|-inch iron dowels, and to be anchored to the walls by :Jx2-inch iron anchors, 8

inches long, screwed to back of jamb, two to each jamb. Frames to be set square

and plumb and niaintained so.

308.—Priming of Outside Frames.—The carpenter is to prime all outside

door and window frames (except front entrance frame) all over, before they are set,

with one good coat of white lead and linseed oil paint. Pulley stiles and parting

strips to be primed with boiled linseed oil.

[For priming of sashes see Section 285.]

Temporary Enclosing.—[As specified in Section 293, except that

for a brick building it is well to enclose it as soon as the roof

is on. J

309.—Furring, Grounds and Corner Beads.—[The furring

and putting on of the grounds, etc., of a brick building is done in the

same way as in wooden buildings—see Section 291 for specifications

—

except that with brick buildings the walls are usually furred or
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strapped, in which case the grounds are nailed to the furrings. If

the plastering is applied directly to the brick walls it is well in good
work to specify for grounds behind the picture moulding, chair rail,

etc.] Wall strapping may be specified as follows:

•Fur the outside walls for lathing with ix2-inch spruce strips, i6 inches on cen-

tres, straight and plumb and well nailed to the walls. Outside stone walls to be

plugged every i6 inches with wooden plugs to receive the furring.

[Where the furring is nailed to wooden plugs it is well to specify

ij-inch furring for greater stiffness.]

Mineral Wool Lining.—Pack with mineral wool between the sheathing and
laths of second story bay, from the sole to the plate, also fill in 3 inches thick

between the floor beams of bay on top of the matched sheathing. (Walls of bath

room, around plumbing pipes, etc., as in Section 292.)

Preparation for Tiling.—Prepare the floors of bath room, vestibule and front

porch for tiling [as specified in Section 289.]

Under Flooring.—[Same as in Section 290—boards to be cut

close against all outside walls.]

Stops for Mice.—[Around partition studs, as in Section 292; out-

side walls are usually stopped by plastering between the grounds just

above the floor.]

310.—Cutting and Fitting.—Cut the floors for registers and hearths as may
be required, and cut as required for furnace, steam gas, and plumber's pipe, repair-

ing neatly afterwards. No important timbers to be cut except by approval of the

architect.

INTERIOR FINISH.

311.—AH the stock for interior finish of every kind is to be of the very best

quality, free from knots or sap, thoroughly seasoned and kiln-dried (and of selected

grain). All to be smoothed, scraped and sandpapered by hand before putting up,

and at completion such work as is to have a natural finish, to be properly cleaned

and all stains and finger marks removed.

No interior finish of any kind is to be taken to the building until the plastering is

thoroughly dry, and all hard wood finish and flooring to be taken direct from the

drying kiln to the building.

All moulded work to be stuck in accordance with full-size sections.

Finishing Woods.—The laundry, kitchen and back hall to be finished in selected

hard pine (excepting doors, which are to be of white pine). The front hall and

vestibule in firs'; story, including the stairway to second story, to be finished in

quarter-sawed white (red) oak.

The parlor to be finished in selected mahogany of a uniform dark color. [See

Section 37.]

Dining room to be finished in selected brown ash; library and butler's pantry in

cypress.

The front chamber in second story to be finished in selected bird's eye maple;

balance of second story to be finished in white wood for staining or varnishing in

natural color.
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All other rooms and closets (except cedar closet) throughout the building are to

be finished in white pine, to paint.

[Other finishing woods that may be used are cherry, chestnut,

beech, birch, butternut, white mahogany and black walnut.

312.—Doors.—All doors (except stock doors) are to be paneled and moulded

in strict accordance with the scale and detail drawings furnished for the same. All

panels to be loose and not glued or nailed. All tenons to have | -inch haunches.

All veneered doors are to have staved-up, thoroughly kiln-dried white pine core,

with solid mouldings and ^-inch veneering of kiln-dried wood well glued on both

sides.

Sliding doors are to have an astragal (he and she) joint in the centre and a

fxi|^-inch friction mould on all edges.

The front doors are to be (2 inches) thick, veneered both sides with clear quar-

tered white oak, and paneled as shown, with raised panels and mouldings with

(^-inch) turned bead let in the moulding.

Vestibule doors to be made to correspond with outside doors, except that the

upper panel of each door is to be glazed with polished plate glass with (2-inch)

bevel. Front and vestibule doors to have an astragal worked from 2x3-inch oak,

glued to the meeting stile of the swinging leaf.

The kitchen and basement outside doors to be made of clear well-seasoned white

pine, if inches thick, with (four) plain panels and flush mouldings, or (to be four

panel O. G. stock door, first quality, i^ inches thick).

All doors opening into first story hall, parlor, dining room, library and second

story front chamber, to be ij inches thick, five panels, with raised panels and flush

mouldings. All to be veneered to show the same wood as the finish of the rooms.

Doors opening from any of these rooms into closets, are to be veneered both

sides with the same kind of wood.

All other doors in second story to be {i\) inches thick of solid white wood, five

panels, with flush mouldings.

Sash Door.—The door from laundry to basement hallway to be divided in upper

part into (six) lights with wood muntins, and glazed with chipped (ribbed) glass;

the glass and glazing to be furnished by the carpenter.

Battened Doors.

All other doors iYixou^ovLi i\iG house to be four panel (O. G.) stock doors (i|

inches) thick, (with plain panels and flush mouldings both sides). The doors open-

ing into kitchen, back hall and laundry are to be first quality, free from sap and

knots, and cleaned up for varnishing. All others to be (B) doors.

313'—Door Frames.—All inside doors to have i|-inch rebated and beaded

frames of solid pine or white wood for the pine and white wood doors, and veneered

with ^-inch veneer in rooms finished in hard wood. Where the door is between

rooms finished in diff^erent woods the frame is to show the corresponding wood on

each side; or all inside doors to have (i^-inch) frames with i|-inch O. G. stops,

glued and braded to the frame. Frames to be blocked solid for the hinges.

Where the door opens between rooms finished with the same wood, the frame is

to be solid, but where the adjoining rooms are finished with different woods, the

frame is to be veneered with |-inch veneers of the corresponding woods on a J-inch

pine core.
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All frames to be set square and plumb.

Thresholds.—[In some localities called saddles^

All inside doors to have |-inch moulded thresholds of quartered oak for veneered

doors and of hard pine elsewhere.

314-—Wainscoting.

—

Ceiled.—The walls of kitchen, laundry and back hall,

from basement to third story to be wainscoted (4 feet) high with (fx4-inch) centre

beaded (three beaded) clear hard pine ceiling, with i^-inch rebated cap and no base.

Moulded Ceiling.—The dining room to be wainscoted (3 feet 6 inches high) with

|-inch moulded ash ceiling stuck in two patterns as per full-size section. (Sx|-irch)

moulded base, (5-inch) plain necking with |xi|-inch moulding just above the wains-

coting, and i|xi|-inch moulded cap. The bottom of the ceiling to be cut on top

of a i|-inch beveled strip, placed back of and f-inch above, the base.

Scribe a |x|-inch O G stop against the wall on top of the cap.

Paneled Wainscoting.—The front hall and vestibule in first story, stairs from

first to second story and the library, to have paneled wainscot (3 feet) high, divided

into panels as shown on scale drawings and moulded as per full-size details with

raised panels. The framing to be |-inch thick, panels to be put in loose; cap to

be moulded with two members and (^-inch) turned bead; 6-inch moulded base.

315*—Bases.—The parlor to have a skirting (20 inches) high with (5-inch)

base, 12-inch dado veneered on a staved-up pine core and two members sur-base to

match the window stool and apron, and to intersect with them. Dado to be fas-

tened at the top only.

All rooms and passages in second story (except bath room and back hall) to have

(8-inch) moulded base with 2^x|-inch moulding on top and (i|-inch) sub-base. The
base moulding to be rebated over the base and the base to be tongued into sub-base.

All third story rooms and the laundry to have 8-inch O. G. base. Closets to

have 7-inch plain base with beveled top.

(Plough all bases at the angles and put them on before the upper floor is laid,

and allow ^-inch extra below top of floor.)

Carpet Strip.—Put (|-inch) quarter round carpet strip around all floors of same
wood as base, nailed to the floor and not to the base.

[When the upper floor is butted against the base, carpet strips are

not needed]

316.—Door and WindoTV Trim.—The doors and windows in principal

rooms of first story to have 5x|-inch moulded casings with if-inch moulded back

band, mitred at the angles. Back band to have |-inch turned and quartered bead

moulding. Doors to have (8-inch) moulded plinths.

The trim in parlor to have (i|xio-inch) frieze with moulded cornice with de;itils.

All doors and windows in second and third stories to have 5|-inch pilaster cas-

ings, with turned corner blocks i inch thick, and plain l|-inch plinths (10 inches)

high. Doors and windows in laundry, kitchen, pantries and back hall to have

5-inch O. G. casings.

Chamber closets to have 42-inch plain casings.

Windows to have |-inch sub-jambs with box casings veneered with |-inch strips

in all rooms finished in hard wood; i|-inch moulded stools and 4-inch moulded
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aprons. Stop beads ^-inch thick of same wood as finish of rooms to come flush

with box casings, and in first story to be returned on top of sill.

Paneled sub-jambs, shutter boxes andpaneled backs, if desired to be specified.

317*—Inside Shutters.—Provide and hang (Willer's patent) folding inside

blinds for the windows in (parlor, dining room and library) ij-inch in thickness,

and of the same wood as finish of rooms. To be made in two sections, upper and

lower, and in six folds for all windows 3 feet 6 inches wide and over, and in four

folds for all others. The centre folds are to be fitted with rolling slats and the side

folds with panels.

Venetian Blinds.—Furnish and put up complete in the windows of (second

story front chamber), (Wilson's) Venetian blinds with 2-inch maple slats, metal

ladders, braided linen cords and bronze fixtures.

Inside Sliding Blinds.—[See Section 173.]

Finish of Blinds.—All inside shutters, Venetian and sliding blinds are to be

finished at the factory to match a finished sample obtained from the painter. All

to be rubbed down to a dull gloss.

318.—Picture Moulding.—The carpenter is to put a picture mould of same

wood as finish of rooms around the principal rooms of first story, and around all

chambers. To be 1^x2 J inches in first story and |xi| inches in chambers, all stuck

according to detail. The picture mould in the parlor and library to have a ^-inch

turned and quartered bead mould, and to be placed |-inch below the wood cornice;

elsewhere to be placed 18 inches below the ceiling. Picture mouldings to be

finished by the painter, except the last coat, before being put up.

[If gilded or ornamented picture mouldings are desired, they had

best be included with the decoration.]

319*—Chair Rail.—Put a (i^x4^-inch) moulded ash chair rail around the

(dining room). The top to be (3 feet 2 inches) from the floor.

Angle Beads.—Put (i|-inch) turned angle beads (4 feet 6 inches long) with

turned ornaments at the ends, on all projecting plaster angles, of same wood as

finish of rooms.

Door Stops or Bumpers.—Put hard wood door stops with inserted rubber in

the base or floor ^\'here required to stop the doors. Where rooms are trimmed with

hard wood they are to match the trim; elsewhere to be of oak or ash.

[These are often included in the hardware specifications and speci-

fied by manufacturers name and number.]

320.—Wooden Cornices, Ceiling Beams, etc.—The parlor is to have a

mahogany cornice extending (10 inches) on the ceiling and (9 inches) on the wall,

with dentils, (modillions) and turned beads, as per scale and full-size detail.

The library to have a wooden ceiling with false beams and wooden cornice, all

of cypress, the beams intersecting with cornice. The panels between the beams to

be filled with fx2|-inch (double) beaded ceiling, put on diagonally in a portion of

ihe panels and at right angles to the floor beams elsewhere. Put a (|xi-inch) bed

mould around all panels.

The beams to drop (6 inches) below the panels, to be built up of |-inch stock

with paneled soffits and square panels at the intersection. The cornice below the
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wall beams to have one row of dentils and one row of (|xi-mch) egg and dart

moulding carved by hand (machine).

All wood cornices are to be put together with brads and glue in the best man-

ner, solidly blocked and put together in lengths at the shop. Nails to be concealed

as far as possible. All dentils are to be cut on a strip and not put on separately.

321.—Splicing of Finish, Nailing, etc.—No splicing of the door or window

trim will be allowed, and joints of bases, chair rail, picture mould, etc., must be

carefully matched. Brad all moulded finish in the quirk of the mouldings, and set

in all finish nails for puttying.

[If the door and window trim is to be put together on the bench

as described in Section 171, it should be so specified here.]

322.—Finish of Hard Wood Before Putting On.—This contractor iu t*.

finish all of the hard wood trim (and doors) of (hall, parlor, dining room and

library) before putting up or hanging, as follows:

[Here specify the kind of finishing material, number cf coats,

rubbing, etc., desired.]

The final coat to be given by the painter when the carpenter work is rinished.

Panels to be finished all but the last coat before they are put in thfe fraii-e.

Paint all hard wood finish one good coat on the back.

323.—Stairs.—The front stairs from first to third floors, to be supported on

(2xi2-inch) well seasoned white pine carriages, carefully shaped to fit the treads

and risers, and set level and true in line. Four carriages and a 3x4-inch wall

bearer for stairs from first to second floor (Fig. 308), and three carriages from second

to third floor. Wall bearer to be securely spiked to wall. Landings to be formed

of (2x8-irchj beams. The rough work of the stairs to be firmly put up, and to be

self-supporting without the aid of angle posts.

No finished work to be put up until the plastering is dry.

Curb String Stairs.—The stairs from first to second floor are to have curl? string,

I J-inch treads, |-inch risers and i|-inch wall string. Treads to have moulded

nosings with (|x|-inch) moulding under. The treads are to be ploughed into risers

and the risers into under side of treads, and both housed into the wall string

[Pennsylvania method, Section 187], and wedged and glued from the wall bearer.

The wall string to be rebated on top and capped with a base mould to match

the base in hall. The inside face of curb string to be dadoed into the treads and

risers. Outside face of string to be paneled as per scale detail with i|-inch frame

work, flush (raised) panel mould and (raised) panels, carried around stair well. The
curb string to be capped with a (igx6-inch) piece, moulded and rebated to fit over

the string, with a |xi^-inch moulding planted on string under the cap. and turned

bead let in, all as per full-size detail. Cut a (jxif-inch) moulding between the

balusters.

The main Newell post to be (6x6-inch in size, built up, to be fluted (paneled) on

all four sides, and to have moulded and turned cap with one (carved) member, neck

moulding and hand carved rosettes; |-inch moulded base.

All other posts to be (5 inches) square fluted posts, with moulded and turned

cap, neck moulding and rosettes in the necking. Put a turned ornament on the

bottom of all drop posts.
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The rail is to be double moulded out of (3|x3|-inch stock [see Fig. 310], with

ramps and easings at all posts. Sections of rail to be bolted together and to posts.

Balusters \\ inches square, turned to (three) patterns and set (3^ inches) on cen-

tres.

Panel under the rake of the first flight and on all soffits with moulded panels

about (12 inches) wide to centre of rails. Stiles and rails i^ inches thick, moulded;

and plain panels.

324.—Open String Stairs.—[Boston method, Section 186.]

The front stairs from second to third floor to have open string, moulded nosings

•with 1-inch cove under, returned at the ends and carried around stair well, i^-inch

treads and ^-inch risers, the treads ploughed mto the risers;, and risers into under

side of treads, and the base dadoed into both; (i inch) fancy turned balusters (three)

to a tread and around stair well, in same proportion, all dovetailed at the foot and

tenoned into under side of rail; {3|x32-inch) double moulded hand rail, no ramps,

4x4-inch solid turned posts at the angles with cap and neck mould and half post at

upper termination of the rail. The post at foot of stairs to be 5x5 inches, boxed,

carved and fluted, with moulded cap and base

Base on wall side of stairs to be rebated and to have a 2ix|-inch mould to match

the base around hall. All stock to be clear kiln-dried (whitewood), put up in the

best and strongest manner. Fur the stairs on the under side for plastering.

325.—Back Stairs.—The back stairs from first to second story are to have

open string, rounded nosings, with cove under, returned at the ends and carried

around stair well, |-inch risers and treads, the treads ploughed into risers, and risers

into under side of treads, and both treads and risers to be ploughed f( r the base on

the wall side, (i inch) plain round balusters (three) to a tread and around stair

well in the same proportion, mortised at top and bottom; 2^x3|-inch plain

moulded hand rail, and 3fx3f-inch solid turned, chamfered ami fluted posts at each

angle and at foot with a half post at upper end of rail; all of hard pine throughout.

Attic Stairs (built between partitions).—The back stairs from second to third

floor are to have i^-inch treads and |-inch risers tongued and grooved together and

housed into the wall strings. The treads to have rounded nosing with a cove

under. The wall strings to be full l^ inches thick, spiked to the studding and re-

bated on top with base mould to correspond with adjoining base.

The treads, risers and strings to be of clear well seasoned white pine, put up

before plastering, wedged and glued from below, and furred on under side with

2x4-inch stock for plastering. Protect the stairs with sheathing paper and boards

until the carpenter work is completed. Put up 2-inch round ash hand rail on one

side of stairs, secured with iron brackets and with ends returned against plastering.

Cellar Stairs.—The cellar stairs are to have (three) 2xio-inch surfaced spruce

carriages, i^-inch pine treads, rounded nosing and ^-inch risers, nailed to carriages;

4x4-inch turned and chamfered whitewood posts and two 2x4-inch whitewood rails,

rounded on top and bead on each side.

Winter Steps for Front Stoop.

326.—Arches, Seats, etc., (coming in connection with the front stairs).—

The stair builder is to furnish and put up the wooden arches, screen and seat divid-

ing the stair case from main hall, as shown by the scale drawings and full-size de^^

tails; all of quarter-sawed kiln-dried white oak.
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The back of seat to be framed with flush panels and turned bead flush panel

mould. Ends of seats to be paneled, moulded and carved as shown. The seat to

be stationary, moulded out of i|-inch plank (or hinged to raise with bronze butts).

Riser to be paneled.

Mantels, Sideboard, Book Cases, Mirrors.

327*—Butler's Pantry.—Fit up the butler's pantry as indicated on the plan,

with a counter shelf (2 feet 4 inches) wide and (2 feet 8 inches) high all around.

Put (five) |-inch shelves (11^ inches) wide above the counter shelf. The top shelf

to be (8 feel) above the floor, and to be (14 inches) wide, fitting tightly against back

of cornice. Enclose the shelves with i^-inch sash doors, divided into (four) lights

each and glazed with first quality double strength glass. The doors on (south) side

t© be arranged to slide on brass tracks and fitted with i|-inch brass wheel anti-

friction sheaves. Doors to slide into a rebated frame.

The doors elsewhere are to be hinged at the sides and to have dust-proof joints

as per detail drawing. Put a |x4-inc.h moulded cornice above all doors, and make
i|-inch rebated frames [see Fig. 315], for the swinging doors.

Provide and place below the counter shelf (six) drawers with lip fronts, with one

drawer divided for knives, etc. The remaining space to be divided into cupboards

with i^-inch (O. G.) paneled doors, and one shelf in each cupboard. Fit up the

sink with i|-inch grooved drip board and frame with apron under. All of this

work (except the lower shelf) to be of kiln dried (cypress) left clean for a natural

finish.

328.—Kitchen Pantry.—Fit up the kitchen pantry as indicated on the floor

plan in clear white pine, for natural finish. Put up (five) shelves (11^ inches) wide

above the counter shelf, supported on neat cleats with (three) standards from bot-

tom to top, neatly let in and chamfered.

Fit up (two) barrel cupboards with (O. G.) paneled doors and lifting covers (or

fit up two flour bins 18 inches wide, 16 inches deep and pivoted at the bottom).

The remaining space under counter shelf to be filled with one case of three

drawers, lip fronts and paneled doors about (16 inches) wide, with one shelf behind.

Furnish and put up six pot hooks where directed.

329*—Dresser.—Construct and set up the dresser in the kitchen (4 feet 6

inches) wide and (8 feet) high, including cornice, made according to the drawings,

of clear kiln-dried (Georgia) pine for a natural finish. To have a counter shelf

(a feet) wide and (2 feet 8 inches) from the floor, with two sliding shelves under-

neath. The portion above the counter shelf to have four shelves (ii| inches) wide,

enclosed with three paneled doors, i\ inches thick, hinged at the sides.

Fit up below the counter shelf with three drawers 2 feet long and 20 inches

deep with paneled fronts and two i|-inch paneled doors. The dresser to have

paneled ends, solid top with neat cornice, and i^-inch beaded frame for the doors.

Trim the doors and drawers with suitable hardware in (amber) bronze.

330*—Cedar Closet.—After the cedar closet is plastered, line the entire inside

walls, ceiling, floor and inside of door with (ixa^-inch) Florida red cedar, tongued

and grooved, and blind nailed.

Fit up the closet with drawers and shelves as marked on plan. Counter shelf

(20 inches) wide of red cedar. (The drawer frame may be built of white pine,

veneered on the outside with cedar, but the drawers are to be entirely of cedar).
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^"i"^.
—Linen Closet.—Fit up the linen closet in clear white pine for varnish,

ing. To have a counter shelf 24 inches wide, 3 feet from the floor, and three

drawers below (4 feet) long and 22 inches deep, with lip fronts. The bottom of

lower drawer to be 3^ inches above the floor with an O. G. base below.

Put (four) shelves (20 inches) wide above the counter shelf, enclosed with i^-inch

paneled and moulded doors (5 feet high), hung at the sides (or arranged to slide on

a brass track with brass sheaves). Make ij-inch beaded frame, and finish on top

with a 3^-inch crown mould.

^2t^'
—Medicine Chest.—Construct the medicine closet in bath room parti-

tition of clear (white wood) for varnishing. The sides, top and bottom to be

(i^ inches) thick, with bottom projecting (i inch) beyond the door and moulded

(with a moulded apron under).

[Usually the medicine closet comes just above the wainscoting.]

Ceil the back with ^x2j-inch ceiling; put up (three) shelves ^-inch thick and

hang a i^-inch one panel door in front, glazed with a French plate glass mirror

with a thin board behind. Trim the door with neat solid bronze trimmings.

^'i'i'
—Bedroom Closets.—All bedroom closets are to have one (12-inch)

pine shelf, put up on neat cleats. Put up (3|-inch) beaded strips around all closets

for clothes hooks.

The closets from (chambers Nos. i and 3) are each to have a case of three

drawers as long as the space will permit (16 inches) deep, with paneled fronts and

counter shelf above with rounded edge and cove under, and 3- inch O. G. base

below the drawers. All the work in chamber and bedroom closets to be of (clear)

white pine (for painting).

Coat Closet.

Other Closets.

Drawers.—All drawers are to be dovetailed together, with the bottom grooved

into the sides and to run on hard wood strips.

The drawers in (linen and cedar closets) to be fitted with the (Kimball ball-bear-

ing drawer slide).

334'—Ventilation of Closets.—Ventilate the closets (in second story) by
means of (3^xio-inch) tin pipes from each, placed in the partition and run to the

air space above the third story with a covering of wire netting over the top.

The vent pipes are to be connected at their lower end with 8xio-inch (white

enameled) register faces set in the wall just below the ceiling; to be furnished by

the (carpenter).

335'—Kitchen Sink.—Make a strong frame to support the kitchen sink.

Cover with i^-inch frame of (ash), mortised and tenoned together with grooved

drip boards at each end. Put 4-inch apron under. Support the projecting corner

of frame with (3|-inch) turned leg of hard pine (or heavy japanned iron bracket):

or v.eil up under the sink with the same material as the wainscoting with one pan

eled (battened) door, hung with brass hinges and furnished with a brass catch.

Put one l2-inch shelf under the sink. Put two drawers each 4 inches high and

16 inches deep under one end of sink to run on hard wood strips.

Washtubs.—Construct and set where shown on plan, stationary washtubs ip

(two) sections, to be made of clear seasoned white pine if inches thick, rebated
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and put together with white lead joints so as to make tight. Tubs to be 14 inches

deep inside, 30 inches long and 22 inches wide across the top and 16 inches at the

bottom with front beveling; to be set on a substantial frame, level and true, and to

have clamp-flaps to each, hung with heavy brass butts.

336.—Bath Room Fixtures.—The plumber will furnish all of the woodwork

connected with the bath room fixtures, but the carpenter is to put up the tank and

W, C. seat in a neat and substantial manner.

Plumbing Strips.—Put up neat beaded strips of same wood as finish c-f rooms

for plumbing pipes where exposed.

Form pockets in the walls and partitions where indicated on plans, and provide

with removable (paneled) fronts, let flush into rebated strips each .side and secured

with brass (japanned) buttons.

Clothes Chute.

337*—Dumb Waiter.—Line the dumb waiter shaft with |x4-inch hard pine

ceiling. Arrange a pocket for the weight with pocket pieces secured with screws.

Make paneled doors (2x3 feet) for the openings in kitchen and pantry, anc hang

with 2-inch steel axle sash pulleys (Silver Lake), sash cord and iron weight*^ care-

fully balanced. Put a narrov/ shelf at bottom of doors and provide the doors with

suitable hardware.

Construct the car 24x20 inches and 30 inches high, of clear pine (ash), J-inch

thick, dovetailed together and fitted with two shelves. Hang the car with New
York safety dumb waiter fixtures with best 5-inch pliable cotton rope, put up in a

substantial manner and left in complete working order. The car to be exactly bal-

anced by an iron weight.

338.—Upper Flooring.—Where there is a double floor the upper flooring is

not to be laid until the standing finish is all in place.

All under floors to be thoroughly repaired and cleaned before the upper floors

are laid.

Sheathing Paper,—Lay one thickness of (Manahan's A Brand, double-ply)

parchment sheathing between the upper and under flooring throughout first story,

and one layer of Cabot's double-ply, asbestos covered deafening quilt between the

flooring throughout the second story. Nail f-inch strips on top of the deafening

quilt over the floor beams.

Wherever floors have settled so as to be out of level, they are to be furred by

strips set over the beams and sized to bring the upper floor to a true level.

Hard Wood Floors.—The front hall, first story, is to have an upper floor of

quarter-sawed white oak, ^x2i inches, matched laid in herring bone pattern, as per

detail, with 14-inch border and blind nailed.

The library and dining room to have parquetry floor y*j-inch thick, laid over

white pine flooring.

The kitchen, butler's pantry, laundry and back hall in first and second stories

are to have upper floor of 4-inch (2 1 -inch) first quality, quarter-sawed hard pine

flooring, matched and blind nailed and tightly strained.

The dining room and library are to have an upper floor of |x4-inch matched

second quality pine boards, blind nailed and tightly strained, and planed to a per-

fectly level surface to receive ihe parquetry flooring, which will be furnished and

laid under another contract.
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All other rooms and closets throughout the (first and second stories) lO have

upper floor of |x4-inch first and second clear hard pine flooring, matched and blind

nailed and tightly strained, or, to have upper floor of |x6-inch second quality white

pine flooring (or first quality spruce flooring), carefully jointed, laid breaking joint

every 2 feet, tightly strained and nailed over every bearing with two 8d. floor nails.

All end joints in flooring to be cut over a bearing in every case Matched floor-

ing to break joint in every course. Make mitred borders around all hearths and

registers. All upper floors to be thoroughly kiln-dried, and brought directly from

the kiln to the building, and to be kept dry during the transfer.

All hard wood floors, including the hard pine floor in kitchen, butler's pantry,

laundry and back hall, to be smoothed and traversed by hand as soon as laid with

all plane marks scraped out. Soft wood floors to have all ridges caused by uneven

thickness smoothed off, but not traversed.

Protection.—The carpenter is to call upon the painter to oil the hard pine floors

that are to be traversed as soon as they are smoothed, and is to protect the hard

wood floors by two thicknesses of sheathing paper, the under thickness waterproof,

properly put down and maintained in good condition until the painter starts filling.

The carpenter to be responsible for the condition of these floors until that time.

339*—Cellar 'Work.—Partitions.—Put up board partitions where shown on

basement plan, with 2x4-inch uprights 3 feet apart, and one horizontal piece cut in

between. All to be of good spruce stock, surfaced three sides. Ceil the partitions

vertically on one side only, with |x6-inch good sound matched pine (spruce) boards,

surfaced both sides, set in a shoe at the bottom and cut tight against the plastering,

floor beams or under floor at the top, as the case may be.

Coal Bins.—Build the coal bins with (3x4-inch) studs, set 2 feet apart. Ceil on

outside to the ceiling with (vertical) matched boards and sheath up (4 feet) on the

inside with i-inch rough sheathing. The openings to bins to be provided with

battened doors of matched boards, hung with heavy strap hinges and provided with

good strong latch. Inside of the door fit removable slides of i|-inch boards.

Lay the floor in coal bins of 2xio-inch spruce planks, spiked to 4x4-inch spruce

sleepers (or cedar sleepers), 2 feet apart.

Storeroom.—Fit up the storeroom in cellar with (four 14-inch) pine shelves

•|-inch thick, on two sides of the room. The shelves to be supported on cleats with

a l|-inch standard in the centre.

Put up one hanging shelf 16 inches wide and i^ inches thick, hung free from

the walls.

340—.Wine Cellar.—Fit up the wine cellar with |-inch pine shelves 10 inches

deep and 9 inches apart, extending from the floor to the ceiling. Nail a |x4-inch

strip to the front edge of the shelves; cut out for the bottles with half round cuts

i^ inches wide and 4 inches on centres. All shelves in basement to be surfaced

both sides and edges.

Cold Air Box.—Construct a cold air box from the opening in outside wall to

the duct under cellar floor (12 inches by 2 feet) inside, made of 12-inch pine boards,

surfaced one side, and 4-inch matched flooring. Provide the box with a slide

damper and a door opening into cellar, hung with iron butts and secured with two

iron buttons. Construct an air duct ioxi2 inches from register in hall flooi «on

nected with cold air box below the damper and fitted with a sliding damper.
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Ash and Garbage Box.—Make in suitable place a strong double box of |-inch

match and beaded pine, to contain ash and garbage barrels with division between.

Each part to have battened door in front with good lock and two keys for remov-

ing barrels and lifting cover on top, hung with galvanized iron (brass) butts and

with galvanized (brass) hook and staple fastening.

HARDWARE.
[first method.]

34^*—The contractor for the carpenter work is to allow the sum of $ for

the hardware trimmings of all doors and windows, and of the fittings in cedar

closet and butler's pantry, exclusive of the sash cord, weights and pulleys and of

tracks and hangers for sliding doors.

This allowance is to cover the net cost to the contractor, and the owner shall be

permitted to select the hardware where he chooses, and is to have the benefit of

any deduction from the allowance.'

The contractor is to furnish the architect with a correct list of the hardware, and

is to put it on in a careful and workmanlike manner.

He is also to provide and put on such other hardware as is called for by the

plans and specifications.

[Here should follow specifications for hanging double-hung sash

and sliding doors, and for cupboard and drawer trimmings, unless

previously specified. For hanging sashes and sliding doors, see Sec-

tions 344 and 347.]

HARDWARE.

[second method.]

34^*—The contractor is to furnish and put on at the proper time and in a

skillful manner, all necessary hardware trimmings and fittings of the kind and

quality herein specified. If any necessary hardware is omitted the carpenter is to

supply the same to correspond with the hardware in the same room or closet.

Alt hardware to be put on with screws in finish to match.

Ornamental Hardware.—All of the trimming hardware of doors and win-

dows in vestibule, first story hall, parlor, library and dining room to be of (Sargent

& Co.'s) goods, of the designs and finishes indicated below, all the various pieces in

the same room to have the same ornamentation and finish. Where goods are speci-

fied by number, Sargent & Co.'s catalogue is referred to unless otherwise specified.

Hall and vestibule, R N design, sand finish, clouded antique copper.

Parlor, Y design, antique silver finish.

Library, D design, light antique copper finish.

Pining room, R G design, clouded bronze finish.

Door Hardware.—Butts.—The front doors to be hung with three 4ix4j-inch

heavy solid bronze butts to each door. Vestibule door to be hung with three

45X4g-inch plated batts. All other swing doors opening into or from the hall and

the three rooms mentioned, to be hung with two 4x4-inch plated butts. All butts

to be 'oose-pin butts, finished to match the hardware of the room into which th*
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door swings, and in dining room to have the ornamentation above indicated ; the

other butts to be plain ball-tipped butts.*

Locks, Knobs and Escutcheons.—The front doors [pair of doors] to be trimmed

with cylinder set No. 803 R N, double trim. Vestibule door with cylinder set

No. 8o3^R N.f
All other swing doors in the rooms above mentioned, to be trimmed with Sar-

gent's No. 5259P lock, with 2|-inch round knobs and combined escutcheons of the

ornamentation and finish above indicated. Face of locks to be finished to match

the knobs.

The sliding doors between library and parlor and between library and dining

room to be trimmed with Sargent's No. 6964P lock, with two large cup escutcheons

of the ornamentation indicated, to each door.

Flush Bolts, Cupboard Doors, etc.—The standing leaf of front doors to have two

No. 1109R N flush bolts on the face of the door, 12 inches long at the bottom and

18 inches long at the top.

Furnish one No. 9185R N push button for front door frame.

The cupboard doors in dining room to be hung with 2^-inch light loose-pin,

ball-tipped solid bronze butts, fitted with cabinet locks and trimmed with cabinet

escutcheons No.' 891R G.

The drawers below the cupboard to be trimmed with No. 800R G drop handles,

two to each of the long drawers and one to each of the short ones.

343*— IVindow and Shutter Trimmings.—Trim the double-hung windows in

the rooms above mentioned with Fitch bronze metal locks. No. 44 size, finished to

match as near as practicable the other hardware of the rooms. Put two flush sash

lifts of the ornamentation indicated on each lower sash.

French windows to be hung with 3x3-inch light loose-pin, ball-tipped solid

bronze butts and trimmed with two mortise flush bolts on the standing leaf, and

Sargent's No. 5089P lock with lever handle and combined escutcheon on the inside

only. Belts, levers, handles and escutcheons to be of the same ornamentation and

finish as the other hardware of the rooms, and the butts to be finished to match, or,

trim with Yale & Towne Cremorne bolt, No. 893 plain, or Corbin's espagniolette

bar, No. 069I, or a flush double extension bolt, finished to match the other hard-

ware of the room; one bolt or bar to each window.

Shutters.—Hang the shutters in the rooms above mentioned with i^-inch beveled

shutter flaps and three-fold pocket hinges, bronze plated and finished to match the

other hardware of the rooms.

Trim the shutters with Sargent's shutter bars and knobs of the ornamentation

and finish specified above.

344*—Plain Hardware4

—

Door Trimmings.—Sliding Doors.—All sliding

doors (including those from the library), to be hung with the Coburn trolley track

No. 2 and Coburn roller bearing parlor door hangers, securely put up and carefully

adjusted.

Butts are not usually ornamented to match the other hardware, but are included in a few

designs

+ These sets include lock, knobs and escutcheons

$The hardware specified under ihis heading for first and second stories is of rery good quaU

itv, and probably more durable than that specified under Ornamental Hardware.
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Double-Action Doors.—The double-action door between butler's pantry and

kitchen to be hung with two Bommer 7-inch double-action hinges, japanned (or

with one Chicago double-action hinge and one blank, both japanned). This door

to be trimmed with two plain wrought bronze push plates (3x11 inches), with

beveled edge (and Yale "Vulcan" dead lock, No. 2230B, with two No. 5812B key

plates).

[In restaurants, hotels, etc., double-action doors between the

kitchen or serving room dr serving room and dining room should be

trimmed with kick-plates, but in private residences they are seldom

used.]

Balance of First Story.—All other doors in first story to be hung with two

4x4-inch (Stanley wrought steel.) loose-pin butts, ball-tipped (and fitted with steel

washers). Butts on doors opening into back hall and lavatory to be Bower-Barffed,

All others to be japan finish. The outside door of back hall to be fitted with Yale

three-bolt " Vulcan " lock. No. 2535 FX80. Balance of doors to be fitted with Yale

" Vulcan " lock. No. 2430FX80, where showing in hall and lavatory, and No. 2430B

elsewhere. Put a No. 22 Yale rim night latch on outside door of kitchen.

Trim the doors showing in back hall and lavatory with Yafe knobs. No.

056FX80 and No. 6409 escutcheon, same finish. Outside door to have same knob

both sides with No. 7411FX80 escutcheon on outside and No. 7414FX80 escutcheon

with No. 5 thumb knob on inside.

Balance of doors in first story to be trimmed with Yale jet knob. No. 45, and

No. 5509 escutcheon in natural bronze.

Second Story Doors.—All second story doors to be hung with two (Stanley

wrought steel) 4x4-inch loose-pin butts, ball-tipped, bronze plated and polished,

natural finish.

All chamber doors opening from hall or passage to be fitted with Yale " Vulcan "

three-bolt chamber door lock. No. 2535B. Doors between chambers to be fitted

with "Vulcan" communicating door latch. No, 24006. All other doors in second

story to be fitted with Yale " Junior" lock. No. 3310B.

Trim all of these doors with No. 52 Yale bronze knobs and No. 7409 escutch-

eons for "Junior" locks; No. 7411 escutcheons for outside of chamber doors, and

No. 7414 escutcheon with No. 5 thumb knob for inside of doors with three-bolt

locks, and No. 7432 escutcheons with No. 5 thumb knob for communicating latches,

all in natural finish.

Closet doors to have the same trim on both sides.

345-—Third Story Doors.—All third story doors to be hung with 4x4-inch

loose-pin (or loose-joint) Boston finish, (bronze plated) iron butts, ball-tipped (with

steel washers).

Fit all of the doors in this story with Sargent & Co.'s No. 5244P lock (or Rus-

sel & Erwin's No. 390 lock, or P. & F. Corbin's No. 785B lock*), and trim with

2,^-inch plain bronze metal spun knobs and wrought bronze escutcheons with

rounded edge, i|x5|-inch or larger, all in natural finish.

Basement Doors.—The panel doors in basement to be hung with 4x4-inch

japanned iron butts (with steel washers), fitted with Sargent & Co.'s lock. No.

5234P, and trimmed with mineral knobs, with japanned roses and keyhole plates.

* These locks are all good one-tumbler locks, and of about the same grade; much cheaper

ocks are often used
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The battened doors to be hung with 6-inch Stanley corrugated T-hinges. IJo.

961, fitted with Russell & Erwin No. 3806 rim lock, and trimmed with mineral

knobs, with japanned rose and keyhole plate.

Outside basement door to be fitted with 4-inch wrought steel japanned barrel

bolt with bent staple.

The doors to wine cellar and store closet to be fitted with Yale mortise dead

locks, No. 304, and trimmed with japanned iron pull,

346'—Transoms.—The transoms over outside ^oors of back hall, kitchen and

on rear balcony to be hung at the bottom with 3-inch narrow butts, japanned in

hall, and bronze plated elsewhere and fitted with Yale transom lifters. No. S353,

Bower-Barff finish in hall and bronze plated elsewhere.

All transoms over inside doors to be pivoted at the sides with i|x2|-inch open

socket sash centres (Fig 410), bronze plated and fitted with Payson's "solid grip"

transom lifters, No. 203, bronze plated* (or Yale No. S353, or Russell & Erwin

No. 130^, 3 foot bronze plated), (or finished to match the other hardware of the room).

347-—Windowr Hardvrare.—Double-Hung Windows.—The windows in

second story bay to be hung with Pullman side pattern balances. No. 16, (or Pull-

man tandem side pattern balances No. 1016)

All sash in box frames and glazed with plate glass, to be hung with 2|-inch

Norris bronze metal face, noiseless pulleys. No. 3 14A, Samson spot cord, No. 8,

and iron weights carefully balanced, or to be hung with Queen overhead tape pul-

leys, 2j-inch wheel, electro-bronze face. No. 16, Queen aluminum-bronze sash

ribbon and iron weights carefully balanced, or to be hung with Gardner anti-fric-

tion square end pulleys, 2|-inch wheel, bronze face, Gardner No. 4 sash ribbon,

and iron weights carefully adjusted. Face of pulleys in hall, parlor, dining room

and library to be finished to match the ether hardware of the room. Should any

of the frames be too short for iron weights to work properly, Raymond's com-

pressed lead sash weights are to be used instead of the iron weights.

All other double-hung windows to be hung with 2-inch noiseless pulleys with

turned iron wheel and square bronze plated (amber bronze) front; Samson spot

cord (Silver Lake sash cord). No. 8 size for all weights of 15 pounds and over and

No. 7 for lesser weights, and iron weights carefully adjusted.

Sash Locks and Lifts.—Trim the sashes throughout the second story with Ives

cast bronze sash lock. No. 534 (Fitch sash locks. No. 24), and plain wrought (cast)

bronze flush sash lifts, two on each lower sash, 30 inches wide and over, and one

on all others. The lower sash of bay windows [see Section 242] to have combined

sash lift and lock, Russell & Erwin, No. 0776. Pnt a Wilier plain bronze sash

lift on each upper sash about 12 inches above the meeting rail.

One window in each second story chamber to be fitted with a No. 1405 Corbin

bronze metal sash bolt, with three strikes. [For ventilation.]

All double-hung sash in third story and in rear portion of first story, to be

trimmed with Ives No. 150 stamped bronze sash lock (Fitch lock, No. 22), and

wrought bronze metal hook sash lifts, two to each lower sash, 30 inches wide and

over and one on all others.

(Put Wilier sash lift or sash sockets on upper sash).

•The cheapest finish is " bronaed iron."
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Stop Beads.—All stop beads of double-hung windows in first and second stories

to be secured with (Taplin's) or (Climax) window stop adjuster finished to match

the other hardware of the room and spaced about 12 inches apart.

Doors Under Windozvs.—Where there are doors below the sash they are to be

hung with 3x3-inch light loose-pin solid bronze butts, ball-tipped. Provide for

such doors one 4-inch bronze metal square cased bolt (or 4-inch bronze metal flush

bolt) to go into the sill, one 2-inch real bronze cupboard turn at centre, and a flush

lift and lock combined in bronze metal (Yale & Towne, No. 1349L), to go on the

lower sash.

348.—Casement Windows.—The casement windows in second story to be

hung with 3x3-inch light loose-pin, solid bronze butts, ball-tipped and fitted with

(Russell & Erwin) casement adjusters (No. 20—15-inch) or Corbin casement fast-

ener. No. 02161^ (Russell & Erwin, No. ii|) or with Yale & Towne Cremorne

bolt. No. 893, plain natural bronze finish.

Pivoted Sash.—Sash pivoted top and bottom to be fitted with Yale sash centres,

No. 1335, and Yale sash adjusters, No. 1396—15-inch.

349*—Cupboard Trimmings.—The swing sash doors in butler's pantry to be

fitted with (Stanley) 2^-inch loose-pin light narrow butts, ball-tipped, bronze

plated and polished, two (three) to a door; if-inch bronze metal cupboard turns

and Yale standard mortise dead lock, No. 910 (or Yale cupboard lock. No. 5502).

The sliding doors to be fitted with one bronze metal flush pull, 1^x3 inches, on

each door (and Yale lock No. 542).

The cupboard doors below counter shelf to be fitted with (Stanley) 2-inch loose-

pin, light narrow butts, ball- tipped, polished and bronzed, and 2-inch bronze cup-

board turns, anti-friction strike. The standing leaf of double doors to have bronze

elbow catch on the back.

The sash and cupboard doors in cedar closet and linen closet to be trimmed as

specified for the doors in butler's pantry, without the lock. All to be in natural

bronze finish.

Cupboard doors in kitchen pantry to be hung with 2-inch narrow japanned

butts, and trimmed with 2-inch bronze plated (Boston finish) cupboard catches,

with elbow catch for standing leaf.

Medicine Closet.—Trim the door of medicine closet with 2|-inch light solid

bronze butts, ball-tipped and bronze lever catch (Corbin, No. 329).

Drawers.—The drawers in butler's pantry, cedar closet and linen closet to be

fitted with I^x3|-inch solid bronze drawer pulls, Corbin pattern, No 2106, two to

each drawer, 24 inches long or over, and one on the others.

Two drawers in butler's pantry to be fitted with Yale "Paracentric" locks. No.

5552 All other drawers to be fitted with 4 inch square rim, figured iron drawer

pulls. No. 3 finish, two to each drawer, 28 inches long and over, and one on the

others.

Clothes Hooks.—The chamber closets and closet off back hall to be fitted with

japanned double cast iron clothes hooks, 9 inches apart, all around the closet.

Closet under front stairs to have twelve bronze clothes hooks (similar to Yale &
Towne hook. No. 1601), and four coat and hat hooks (similar to Yale & Towne

hook, No. 1603).
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[The author usually specifies the hardware for outside blinds,

storm windows, screens, etc., in connection with the fixtures (see

Sections 285 and 287), but if not there specified they should be

specified here.]

GRAVEL ROOF.

(To be included in Carpenters' Contract.)

[western method ]

350.—Cover the flat roof with five ply gravel roofing, put on in the best man-

ner. The first layer to be of heavy dry felt, put on with 2-inch lap. The other

four layers to be of brand saturated felt, (25) pounds to the square. Put

on in courses parallel with the eaves, each layer lapping the one below 27 inches,

so ihat the roof will be five layers in thickness over all its parts, and to be well

mopped for a distance of g inches from the edge with hot pitch. Secure the felt to

the roof by 3d. nails with tin discs, driven in rows 10 feet apart and 12 inches

apart in the rows.* Cover the entire surface of felt, flashings and back of fire walls

with a continuous and even coating of straight run coal tar pitch and cover the same

immediately with a sufficient body of well-screened gravel. If the roof is laid in

cold weather the gravel is to be applied hot.

Flashing.—Finish the roofing against fire walls, chimneys, scuttle and skylight

by turning the felt up 4 inches against the wall. Over this lay an 8-inch strip of

felt with half its width on the roof. Fasten the upper edge of the strip and the

several layers of felt to the wall by laths or wooden strips securely nailed, and

press the strip of felt into the angle of the wall and cement to the roof with hot

pitch - Nail the lower edge of the strip to the roof every 4 or 5 inches. Take

especial care in fitting around the angles of chimneys and skylights. Extend the

felt 6 inches up on pitch roof, and secure every 4 inches with 3d. nails with tin

washers.

[eastern method ]

35I«—[In the New England States the saturated felt is often put

on one layer at a time, in which case the first paragraph above should

read as follows:]

Cover the flat roof with one layer of heavy dry felt and four layers of saturated

felt (weighing 25 pounds to the square), lapped 3 inches and the edges cemented

with hot pitch. Each layer to be laid separately, and the last two layers to be laid

in hot pitch Secure the last layer to the roof, at the laps, by 3d. nails with tin

washers, spaced 30 inches apart. Pitching and gravel same as above.

[Still another method of applying the saturated felt is to apply

three layers as in the Western method, each layer lapping 24 inches,

then cover with pitch and apply one or two more layers of felt separ-

ately in hot pitch. This makes a very good and durable roof.

352.—Flashings.—(Metal).—Turn the felt up against fire walls, chimneys,

skylights, and rising parts 4 inches, and flash with strips of zinc (Merchant's 01

•This is not always done.
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Taylor's old style I. C. tin), turned up 5 inches against the walls and extended 3
inches on the roof, with the lower edge secured by 3d. nails, spaced i inch apart.

Cover this flashing with 4-pound lead or 14 ounce copper let into joints in the

brickwork at least l inch and secured by wooden plugs.

Counter flashing to come within 2 inches of the roof surface, and on the scuttles

and skylights the counter flashing to be turned over top of curb.

Solder the joints in the under flashing in a substantial manner.

The eave stops will be formed on the gutter, which will be put up by the metal

workers.

The entire job to be done in a thorough and workmanlike manner, and to be

accompanied by a written agreement or bond to repair all leaks within the term of

three years from completion without cost to the owner.

.SLATE ROOFING.

(To be included in the Carpenters' Contract).

353*—Cover all boarding that is to be slated with tarred felt, weighing 20

pounds to the square (Neponset black building paper), well overlapped previous to

slating. Cover all inclinations of the (front) roof, also roofs and cheeks of dor-

mers with the best quality of Brownville, Me., (Peach Bottom, No. I Bangor) blue

black slate, (or Granville, N. Y., red slate), 8x16 inches in size on dormers, and

10x20 inches on the roof.

The slates are to be laid with a double lap and (3), (2^) or (2-inch) head cover,

and secured with two tinned or galvanized nails to each slate. All slates to. have

smooth split surfaces, out of wind, with edges and tails cut or sawn straight and

square. All slates more than ^'g-inch thick are to have the nail holes drilled and

counter-sunk. The eaves and ridge courses to be double. Slates to be cut close to

the hip and ridge poles, and to a straight line in the valleys.

Rendering*—All slates for a distance of 2 feet each side of valleys and i foot

each side of hips, chimneys and rising parts the last two courses at ridges and the

first four courses at the eaves, to be thoroughly rendered with (Purcell's) elastic

cement (or slaters' cement).

All the slates on the flat slope over are to be rendered at the joints over

the nail holes and an inch under the tail with the same cement, using 40 pounds to

each 100 square feet.

354-—Flashings.—Furnish material for and put on the following flashing and

valley linings;

Valleys.—Line the valleys with strips of (tin, 14 ounce zinc, 16 ounce copper),

20 inches (18 inches) wide, w'.th end joints locked and soldered, and the edges

nailed to the roof with galvanized nails every 12 inches.

[If tin lining is used, it should be painted on underside.]

Flash in the best manner around all (scuttles, skylights, dormers and masonry)

coming in connection with the roof with (Merchant's or Taylor's old style IX tin,

14 ounce zinc or 16 ounce copper) 7 inches wide, turned up 3J inches.

A great deal of slate roofing is done without any rendering at all. For good work, however,

the slates at hips, ridges and valleys should be bedded in elastic or slaters' cement, and if the

foof is less than '"one-third " pitch, all of the slates should be rendered as in second paragraph.
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Aprons.—Put on aprons of the same material lo inches wide, at the top of lowd

sections of roof coming against walls, or roofs of a different pitch. Put apron

under dormer window sills, nailed to inside of sill and extended 3 inches on the

slates.

Counter-flash all under flashings against masonry with (4 or 3 pound sheet lead

or 16 ounce copper), worked 2 inches into the joints of the masonry, cemented in

with slaters' (Purcell's elastic) cement and brought down to within ^-inch of the

slate. Counter-flashing to be stepped on the rakes.

Cresting Finials and Hip Rolls.—These will be furnished and put on by the

metal work«r.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR HEAVY FRAMING.

355.—The following is offered as a guide when specifying heavy

framing, although as buildings of this class vary so much in their

construction, only the common features of construction will be men-

tioned. All special features should be carefully shown by scale

drawings and details, and further described in the specifications.

The building hereinafter considered is a three-story brick building

with the floors of mill construction, wooden posts and a trussed roof

over third story. The roof has a pitch each side of 5 inches to the

foot, and is to be covered with roll or standing seam steel roofing.

At one corner of the building is an octagon tower, surmounted with

an open belfry. All iron work is to be included in the carpenters'

contract.

Specifications for the Carpenters' Work.—General Con-

ditions.—[As in Section 273.]

Furnish all timbers, furring stock, iron plates, steel beams, hangers, joint bolts,

truss rods and all iron work and hardware of every sort for the floors, roofs, trusses,

belfry, and where necessary and required throughout the entire work, as shown or

may be shown, by the working drawings and the specifications thereon written:

frame, raise and fix in position the several parts of the work.

All iron beams to be painted one good coat of red lead and linseed oil (" Superioi

Graphite Paint"*) before they are set in position, all hangers, post caps, anchors,

etc., to be dipped in the same.

356.—Timber.

—

Hard Pine.—All posts, planks for girders, floor beams, truss

timbers and purlines, and all special timbers marked H. P. on framing plans, to be

of the best quality straight grained long-leaf Georgia pine, thoroughly seasoned,

sawed full and square to dimensions (and surfaced four sides, the timbers when

surfaced to be within |-inch of the sizes marked on framing plans).

Spruce.—All other framing timber, including rafters, to be of the best quality,

straight grained (Eastern) spruce, full and square to the dimensions marked on the

drawings.

All timbers to be framed and put together in a skillful manner, according to th»

plans, sections and details and these specifications.

• Prepared by the Detroit Graphite Manufacturing Co.
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The posts in first and second story to have ixi-inch chamfer on the angles,

stopped 12 inches above the floor and 4 inches below the iron cap. All other tim-

bers to have square edges.

The basement posts to rest on cast iron base plates, made as per detail drawing

and bedded in cement mortar by the stone mason. The carpenter is to see tliat

they are set true and level.

Furnish cast iron caps (or Van Dorn steel post caps) for all posts, and bolt them

to the posts and girders as shown. All second and third story posts to rest on the

cap of the post below and not on the girder.

Furnish the steel beams for basement girders of the sizes and weights indicated,

and fit 3xi4-inch planks to the sides of the beams and secure by ^-inch bolts, 20

inches on centres.

Girders supporting second and third floors to be of solid timbers.

The ends of all girders to rest in Van Dorn steel wall hangers (Duplex wall

hangers or Goetz No. 4 box anchors) of the size and thickness shown.

All floor beams are to be framed flush on top with the girders, the wall end to

be cut with 4-inch bevel and to rest on 8x8x|-inch cast iron plates with lugs, as

per detail drawing (Fig. 499). Inner ends to rest in Van Dorn steel joist hangers

(Duplex joist hangers or Goetz joist hangers). If in Goetz or Van Dorn hangers,

to be secured to the hangers by 6od. spikes driven into the bottom through the

hanger. If in Duplex hangers, each pair of hangers to be bolted together through

the girder.

Frame around staircase opening with headers and trimmers of the size shown,

hung in (the same kind) of hangers. The tail beams to be secured as specified

above; header to be secured to trimmers by |-inch round iron dogs, 16 inches long,

turned down 2 inches into the wood. Frame 3-inch hard pine plank of same depth

as beams between the floor beams against the side walls to receive the under floor;

these pieces to be hung in 3-inch Duplex (Goetz) joist hangers.

Trusses.—Construct the roof trusses as shown by scale and detail drawings.

All rods to be of medium steel, upset without welding, and to have head on one

end and square nut on the other. Put in all bolts, nuts, plates and washers shown

on the drawings, and fit the timbers to make tight joints with even bearings. Raise

and fix them in position in the most careful manner to guard against accidents.

Crown the trusses i^-inch in the centre.

The trusses to rest on cast iron plates, made as per detail drawings and carefully

bedded in cement on the brickwork. The trusses to be braced from the walls by

wooden braces bolted to truss, and to 6xto-inch uprights against wall, resting on

stone corbels. Bolt these uprights to the wall by three ^-inch bolts 22 inches long,

with 6x6x5^-inch plate washer on wall end.

Frame the purlines as shown on section and roof plan. The two outer rows to

be supported from the trusses with 6x8-inch posts, with 6x8x3o-inch bolsters. The

bolsters to be secured to top of posts by two |xi2-inch square drift bolts, driven in

|-inch round holes, and to be bolted to the purlines with one |-inch bolt in each

end. Secure the bottom of posts and brace the posts from the trusses as shown-

also brace the purlines from the posts by 6x6-inch braces, gained into posts and

purline ^-inch and secured by |x8-inch lag screws.

The other purlines to be hung from the top chord of the trusses by 3|x|-inch

double stirrup irons and to be tied together by |-inch round iron dogs, 32 inches

long turned down into the timber i^ inches.
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Tie the ends of all purlines to the walls with |-inch iron anchors, passing

through the wall with 5-inch star washer (ornamental wrought iron washer) and nut

on the outer end, and flattened on inner end and spiked to side of purline by three

2od. spikes.

Bolt a wall plate on side walls of two 2x1 2-inch hard pine planks, laid so as to

break joints and to form a continuous tie from end to end (or around the building,

if a hip roof). The plate to be secured to wall by |-inch (|-inch) bolts, 20 inches

long, with 4x4X}-inch plate washer on lower end, and spaced (6 feet) apart.

Bolt a 2x1 2-inch plank on top of gable walls with |-inch bolts and 6-inch wash,

ers, 8 feet apart on the rake. Top of plank to be on line with top of rafters.

Frame the rafters on plate and purlines" as shown by section drawing, and secure

by 4od. spikes. Ends of rafters where they lap to be spiked together. Outer

ends of rafters to project (20 inches) beyond the plate and to be cut for cornice as

shown.

357* —Frame the belfry as per framing plans and as herein indicated. Bolt a

plate to the walls formed of two 2xi2-inch hard pine planks, lapping at the angles

and secured to the brickwork at each angle by f-inch bolts, 5 feet long, and at the

centre of each side by a |-inch bolt, 30 inches long. Bolts to have 6x6x^-inch

washers ou lower end.

Turn the belfry posts from loxio-inch cypress (16 feet long). The posts to rest

on the wall plate and to be secured to it by 22x|-inch angle straps, bolted to the

plate and to each side of the posts by f-inch bolts. The bolt through post to be

12 inches above the plate.

Cut 4xio-inch timbers between the posts at the height shown, and secure to the

posts by 4od. spikes and one ^x6-inch lag screw in each end of each stick. Brace

from posts to plate and fill in between the plate and 4xio-inch timber with 2x6-inch

studding (20 inches) on centres.

Bolt a 4xio-inch plate, halved at tlie angles, to the top of posts by |-inch joint

bolts, 16 inches long, one bolt in each post. Fill in between this plate and the

roof plate with 6x6-inch corner posts, 2x6-inch studding and 2x6-inch braces, as

shown. The roof plate to be tied to the posts and the posts to the lower plate by

i^x^-inch iron straps, 12 inches long, with two 6od. spikes in each end.

Frame the roof of belfry as shown by framing plans and sections, the hips to be

cut against an 8-inch octagon pole at the centre, carried down and spiked to the

ceiling joists. Form a level ceiling with 2x6-inch joists, 20 inches on centres,

spiked to the plate and to the rafters.

Lookouts.—Furnish plank lookouts and have the mason build into gable walls

22 inches on centres, and set true in line for the cornice and belt.

35o-—Under Floors.—Lay an under floor throughout the first, second and

third stories of (3-incli) spruce (native pine) planks, not over 9 inches wide, dressed

on one side to a uniform thickness of not less than 2j inches and grooved on both

cdi^es for hard pine splines fxi^ inches. The planks to be laid diagonally on the

beams, blind nailed over every bearing with lod nails before the spline is driven

in, and all end joints to be cut over centre of beams or close against the wall or

flush with beams at opening.

Partitions.—The partitions will be built of 2-inch steel channels, with expanded

metal on both sides, put up under another contract. The carpenter is to cut a

2x3-inch sole piece between the studding and spike to under floor, set up a 2x2-inch
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rough frame around the door and window openings and secure to the steel studding

by screws. Also furnish 2x2-inch wood furring blocks as may be necessary to

secure the finish; these blocks to be attached to the partition by the contractor

therefor.

[Windows, wood lintels, etc., as for any brick building.]

STORE FRONTS.

359*—Construct the store front as shown on the scale and detail drawings, all

exposed woodwork to be of clear white pine (quartered white oak, cypress, red-

wood or whitewood).

The sash are to be 2j- inches thick, moulded and rebated for the glass and prop-

erly secured. Sill to be 2j inches thick with outer edge moulded as per full-size

section and bored for ventilation. Transom bar moulded out of (3x4-inch) stock

with one row of dentils. Door posts to be worked out of solid timber* (5x5-inch)

rebated for the door and transom and beaded on outer edge. Transom sash to be

hung at the top and fitted with transom lifters as specified elsewhere.

The doors are to be (2^ inches) thick (veneered with quarter-sawed oak on a

staved-up pine core), made in the best manner of kiln-dried stock, divided into

panels as shown, with raised panels at the bottom and raised (flush) panel mould

around both wood and glass panels.

Form the moulded panels below the sill and finish with a i^-inch moulded base,

scribed at the bottom, or make 2j-inch rebated plank frame for basement sash

below the main sill, with i^ inch rebated sill (grooved for back of iron sidewalk),

and break a fx|-inch moulding around the frame. Sash to be (ij inches) thick,

divided into lights as shown, hung at the top with 3-inch heavy narrow butts,

japanned and provided with 2j-inch brass cupboard catch at the bottom, and gal-

vanized hook and eye to keep them open. Cover the opening with wire guard made

of No. II wire, i^^-inch mesh, with f-inch round iron frame, all painted with black

varnish.

Form a false beam above the sash around entrance and form the ceiling of en-

trance with (Jx2l-inch) beaded ceiling with |x2|-inch bed mould.

Form the platforms inside of |x2i--inch (|x4-inch) tongued and grooved quartered

white oak (maple, hard pine) flooring, blind nailed to (2x4-inch) joists, set 16 inches

on centres, and carefully smoothed and scraped. Form a moulded nosing on inside

with Jx3|-inch moulded apron under, and ceil (or form moulded panels) from the

apron to the floor.

Glass.—The small sash to light basement to be glazed with first quality double

strength glass, set in putty. All other glass in the store front, including door

lights, to be of American polished plate glass, secured in place with a stop bead

(screwed on with nickel-plated screws).

360.—If the Store front is to be constructed as in Sections D, R
and F, Fig. 118, it should be specified as follows:

Construct the frame for store front as shown by the scale and detail drawings.

The angle posts, transoms and division bars to be worked out of solid clear straight

grained, well seasoned white pine or redwood, moulded as per detail and rebated

If store front is finished in hard wood, posts should be of pine, veneered with J<J-inch stuff.
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for the glass. Sill to be moulded out of 3x8-inch (redwood) and strongly suj>-

ported. Door posts to be worked out of 4x4-inch whitewood, rebated for the door

and transom and beaded on outer edge.

Cover the outside of angle and division bars with oxidized copper sash bars

(copper sash bars, nickel plated) of the size and shape indicated on the drawings

and formed over a white pine (redwood) core. The vertical bars to cut between

the sill and transom and between transom and soffit of window. Put up i^-inch

plank at top and sides, secured to the ironwork by machine screws, and veneer with

^-inch (whitewood). Cover on outside with ix|-inch oxidized copper sash bar,

made to cope with the vertical bars and to fit against the iron soffit and columns.

All metal sash bars to be put on with (2|-inch) round-headed screws, about i6

inches apart, finished to match the sash bars.

[Rest or window, doors, glass, etc., same as specified above.

^i^m^



APPENDIX A.

PATENTED DEVICES USED IN CONNEC-
TION WITH CARPENTERS' WORK.

ROLLING OR COILING PARTITIONS.

It is very often desirajjle to unite two rooms by a large opening so

as to practically make one room of the two, or to divide a given

space by means of movable partitions so as to form several separate

rooms or one large one at will. To close these large openings coil •

ing partitions or flexible doors have proved as a rule to be the most

practicable device, and the architect should therefore be acquainted

with the manner in which these coiling partitions operate, the best

way of providing for them and their limitations.

Coiling partitions operate in two ways, A by coiling about a hori-

zontal shaft placed above the opening, and B by coiling about a ver-

tical shaft placed at the side of the opening; the former will be here-

inafter referred to as horizontal partitions and the latter as vertical

partitions.

Horizontal Coiling Partitions.—The limitations of these par-

titions are that the opening for a single coil shall not exceed 20 feet

in height or 15 feet in width.

If the height is over 10 feet it will be better to keep the width

down by sub-divisions to 8 or 10 feet as the smaller the door or par-

tition, the less will be the force required to operate it. For churches

and schools a height and width of from 10 to 12 feet will be found

to give the best results as a rule.

Where a greater width than 14 feet is desired, the opening may be

divided by permanent posts, or by guideways put up so that they

can be readily removed when the partition is raised. At the sides,

horizontal coiling partitions require only a grooved guideway about

3 inches wide, but at the top a box of considerable size is required to

enclose the coil.

The best method of putting up the partition will depend some-

what upon the structural conditions of the building.

Where there is but a single opening in a 6 or 8-inch partition, the

method shown in Fig. 501 is the simplest and gives a neat appear-
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ance. Brackets for receiving the shaft are screwed to the face of the

jamb and the coil is encased by narrow ceiling as shown. If the

height of the opening will not permit of this arrangement, the brack-

ets may be placed on the face of the partition so that the coil will

be above the opening, as shown in Fig. 502.

When there are several openings side by side, or at right angles to

each other, as in the plan. Fig. 503, it will be better to make the

posts forming the permanent partition large enough, so that the box

containing the coil will go between them. A favorite method for

finishing such partitions is shown in Fig, 504, which represents the

elevation of a portion of the partition in a room 14 feet high.

The casing of the large post is made deep enough to receive the

paneled transom enclosing the coil, and transom sashes are placed

Fig. 501.

above. At P is shown a removable post or guideway, which is

secured at top and bottom by flush bolts so as to be quickly removed

when the coiling partitions or doors are raised.

Where such removable posts are used, it is necessary to place a

plank or iron bracket in the coil box directly over the post to receive

the end of the shafts on either side.

This block or bearing may be hung from the ceiling by iron bars

enclosed in the division between the transom sash, and ivhere the

transom is over 8 feet long it should be supported in the same way.

Removable posts may also be used when the coil is placed and en-

closed, as in Figs. 501 and 502, a bracket being placed directly over

the removable post.
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Fig. 505 shows a cross section of the transom and coil, shown in

Fig. 504. One side of the box or transom enclosing the coil should

be put up with round-headed screws so as to be removable at will.

There are at least two different makes of horizontal coiling parti-

tions, those made by J. Godfrey Wilson having been the most exten-

sively used. The Wilson partition works very satisfactorily for open-

ings within the limits previously given. It is composed of wood
slats i^ to 2 inches wide and \ to f-inch thick, fitted together with

rule joints edge to edge, and threaded upon tempered steel bands

running from top to bottom about 16 inches apart. These bands are

riveted to the top bar of the partition, and each band is attached

separately to a spiral spring anchor concealed in the bottom rail and
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fitted with simple means of adjustment for regulating the tension.

This tension on the steel bands holds all the slats in close contact

and also permits of the extension of the steel bands as the partition

Fig. 503.

is coiled on the shaft. The partition is hung upon powerful spring

rollers which exactly counter-balance the weight, so that the partition

may be coiled with com »arative ease and will stay wherever put.
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For the Wilson partitions |-inch thick, the following spaces are re-

quired inside of the coil box (Z), Z>,) to permit of coiling, the actual

diameter of the coil being |^-inch less:

Height of Opening. "Width D for Par- Height of Opening,
titions up to 10

feet wide.

10 inches.

11 "

12 "

13

14

14 feet to 15 feet.

16 feet.

18 feet.

19 feet to 29 feet.

Width D for

Partitions up to

10 feet wide.

15 inches.

16

18

19

6 feet.

7 feet.

8 feet to 9 feet.

9 feet, 10 feet to 11 feet.

12 feet to 13 feet.

The Wilson partitions in whitewood, ^-inch thick, varnished, are

listed at 53 cents per square foot, and in quartered oak, varnished, at

65 cents for openings containing over 35 square feet and up to 20

feet high, all partitions being measured i foot above the sight open-

ing, or to the top of box in which they coil. These prices include

the necessary grooves, shaft

rollers and iron handles.

Iron brackets like those

shown in Fig. 502, are sold at

$3.00 per pair, and a special

iron bracket is also made to

go over movable posts.

Vertical Coiling Parti-

tions.—These are constructed

in the same general way as the

horizontal partitions, but the

shaft about which the parti-

tion coils is placed vertically

in a box at the side of the

opening.

Vertical partitions may be

used for closing much wider

openings than is practicable

with the horizontal partitions,

unless the opening is divided

by movable posts. Openings up to 50 feet wide may be closed with

two.of these doors, one at each side, without difficulty. These par-

titions, however, cannot be made as high as the horizontal partitions,

12 feet being the maximum height for the opening.

The first party to place a vertical coiling partition on the market

was the Flexible Door and Shutter Co., who are still, the author

believes, the leading manufacturers of this type of coiling partition.
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The vertical flexifold partitions manufactured by this company, are

constructed of solid wood mouldings connected by a series of con-

cealed interlocking steel hinges which run through the entire width

of the doors and are hung on steel rods in boxes ready for shipment.

- |i The rods revolve on a

' w- » - ball-bearing which re-

duces the friction to a

minimum. The arrange-

ment of the pocket is ex-

tremely simple, as the

erection consists merely

in setting the box plumb

and casing it.

A clearance space of lo

inches over the box above

the soffit of the opening is necessary for the coiling attachment, hence

the header or supporting timber should be kept at least lo inches

above the top of the opening. Between the coil boxes, however, the

soffit may be boxed down to receive the casing. When the opening

Fig 506.—Casing of Coil Box, Vertical Flexifold
Partitions.

Fig. 507.

is in an 8-inch partition (6-inch studding), the cheapest method of ar-

ranging the coil box and casing the opening, is that shown in Fig. 506,

which shows the size of a bcx for an opening 19 feet wide, closed by

a pair of doors. The portion in solid black indicates the coil box.
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Fig. 507 shows the casing on each side of the partition with a sec-

tion through the head. Both sides of the box may be furred and
plastered if desired.

Fig. 508 shows a style of casing adapted to openings 10 or 12 feet

wide with the trim and doors

finished in white enamel.

To save room the coil box

itself, may be paneled and

finished at the factory.

Coils may be placed at one

or both sides of the opening

as desired, unless the opening

is greater than 25 feet wide,

when two coils are necessary.

When the opening is closed

by a single flexible door, it

will often be a convenience to

hang an ordinary door at the

other side of the opening, as

in Fig. 509, for use when the

coiling partition is drawn out.

The dimensions of the box

enclosing vertical flexifold

partitions depends upon the

width of the opening.

Following are the dimensions for C and B, Fig. 506, for various

widths of doors, measured from the box jamb to the edge of the

door when drawn fully out:

C. B.

I2|^ inches. i4j'V inches.

I3f •• I5i

i8f " 20^ "

The bottom of these doors slides in a hard wood grooved track,

set flush with the floor; this track is furnished with the doors.

The price of flexifold partitions depends on size of doors, kind of

wood, finish, and if opening is to be closed with a single or a pair

of doors.

For partititions in North Carolina pine, varnish finish, bronze

trimmings, track, etc., all ready to set up, the price is about 70 cents

per square foot for the openings between finished jambs. These

partitions may be finished in white enamel if desired.

Fig. 508

For width of

8 feet.

9 " 6 inches.

19 ••
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This company also manufactures small doors for closets, ward-

robes, book cases, etc., 3iX\A Jlexifold steel clad ^x& partitions, for fire

wall openings and shut off which are approved and a:cepted by the

D--

Fig. S09.

Boston Board of Underwriters, and recommended in many places

where the standard tin covered swing or sliding doors are imprac-

ticable, cumbersome, ungainly, or in the way.

REVOLVING DOORS.

The cold air constantly entering through the outside doors of large

buildings during the winter months, has heretofore been a serious

problem for the architect to solve. The entrance of snow, rain and

dust during wind storms is almost equally as troublesome. To meet

these objections as much as possible, vestibules have hitherto been

provided with outer and inner doors, and where there is not space

for the vestibule, " storm houses," forming a temporary vestibule are

often put up in the fall and taken down in the spring. These pre-

cautions, however, have been found to only partially accomplish

their purpose, and the great necessity of a device for public or semi-

public entrances, that would more efficiently keep out the cold and

dust, led to the invention of the " revolving door," which was first

successfully introduced and operated in the year 1888.

The Franklin Institute of Philadelphia, after an exhaustive inves-

tigation and severe tests, awarded their highest medal to T. Van
Kannel, the inventor and promotor of revolving doors. Letters

patent were taken out by the inventor, and all of the important

patents on revolving doors are now exclusively owned and controlled

by the Van Kannel Revolving Door Company, of New York.

At the present time revolving doors are looked upon as next to in-

dispensable for office buildings, hotels and other places where large

numbers of persons pass in and out, and where it is desirable to keep

out all wind, snow, rain and dust. They may be seen in operation

in most of the principal cities of this country and Canada, and also

in several European cities.
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The standard revolving door consists of a circular vestibule 7 feet

in diameter and i\ feet high, inside. The front and back of this ves-

tibule are open, as shown in the illustrations, but the top 01 ceiling,

and the two circular walls form a complete enclosure. The revolv-

ing portion of the structure consists usually of four wings, which are

joined at the centre and pivoted at the top and bottom. The upper

pivot is suspended by a conical head, resting on a self-adjusting

bearing in a four-wheeled truck, running in two strong channel irons

placed on top of the ceiling. The wings are joined at the centre in

such a way that they may be instantly folded flat on each other and

moved aside in a few seconds of time.

The outer edges of each wing have a moulded rubber safety strip

with 2 inches projection to prevent any pinching of hands and

fingers, and rubber strips are also placed at the bottom, touching the

floor, and at the top, making contact with the smooth ceiling, thus

forming a perfect protection from wind and dust at all positions of

the wings.

The operation of the door is indicated by the four diagrams. Fig. 510.

A. B. C. D.
Fig. 510.

Diagram A represents the door in full operation, permitting persons

to pass in and out, and at the same time excluding the wind, two of

the wings being in contact with the walls in whatever position the

revolving portion may assume. The wings may be folded flat on

each other in the centre of the vestibule, as at B, and secured by

means of bolts, thus affording two passageways. Should a full open-

ing be desired, the wings may be instantly pushed aside and held in

the position shown at C. Diagram D shows the wings folded across

the entrance, in which position they may be securely locked.

It is claimed that the revolving door has a greater capacity than

any other storm door in proportion to the space it occupies. All

confusion and collision are avoided, and the passage of people in and

out (at the same time) is uninterrupted.

The door cannot be left open, blown open or slammed.

The greatest advantage from a commercial point of view, is prob-

ably the saving in fuel which it effects.
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The arrangement of the door in the entrance to a building maybe
varied considerably to suit the available space and the character of

the building. Figs. 51 1-5 15 show various arrangements that have

Fig. 511. Fig. 512.

been found very satisfactory, and several others are illustrated in the

catalogue of the manufacturers. For the arrangement shown in Fig.

DISPLAY

/ /I WINDOWt

Fig. 5t3- F»g- 514-

511, the minimum width between the corridor walls or partitions, to

accommodate the standard (7-foot) door, is 7 feet 6 inches, but in

Fig. sis-

case of necessity a smaller vestibule inay be used requiring a width

at W of only 6 feet 5 inches. With the 7 -foot door, the width of

the opening ^ is 5 feet, and in the 6-foot door, 4 feet.
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When the width of the doorway is greater than that of the revolv-

ing door, the space may be filled by glazed or solid panels or mould-

ings.

In several instances the door has been placed outside of the build-

ing, simply reversing the plan, Fig. 512. For banks, etc., where it is

desirable to retain the outside doors for greater security at night, the

revolving door may be placed as in Fig. 513, and the permanent

Fig. 516.—Van Kannel Revolving Qoors.

doors X, X, held open against the door jambs, during the day, or

while the revolving door is in use.

Fig. 514 shows a very desirable arrangement for retail stores, in

which the circular walls of the revolving door also form the end walls

of the display windows, taking up but little space and producing a

handsome effect.

Fig. 515 shows a double set of doors as placed in the entrance of

a large office building.
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Fig. 516 shows the appearance of the door and vestibule from the

outside when arranged as in Fig. 511. Transom lights are usually

placed above the top of the vestibule or door.

Special revolving air lock doors are made to be placed between

the kitchen and dining room of hotels and restaurants. Also for

hospitals, factories, libraries and all places where it is desirable to

keep out fumes, odors, dust or noise.

In many buildings a specially constructed revolving door may be

used to cut off one room from another to prevent the passage of

flames in case of fire, and also to prevent a draught; in fact there

are many places besides those mentioned, where the revolving door

can be used to great advantage.

DUMB WAITERS.

In buildings having the kitchen below the dining room, a dumb
waiter is a necessity for serving the meals, and even where a dumb
waiter is not needed from kitchen to dining room, it is a great con-

venience to have one running from cellar to kitchen or from laundry

to upper floors.

A dumb waiter consists of a car enclosed in a shaft and suspended

by ropes from a pulley, or pulleys above, so that it may be raised or

lowered at will by means of a hand rope. The car itself is counter-

balanced by iron weights, the extra weight due to the load being

counter-balanced either by friction or resisted by a lock or grip. The
car is steadied in its movement up and down by means of guide

posts. The wheels and pulleys over which the ropes pass are made
for this especial purpose, and are sold in sets under the name of

Dumb Waiter Fittings. The car and guides may be made by the

carpenter, who also usually furnishes the ropes and weights.

The size and shape of the car may be varied to suit the space

available and the service required. The more common size for resi-

dences is 24 inches wide, 20 inches deep and 30 inches high, with

two fixed shelves.

For tenement and apartment houses the car may be made 30 inches

wide and 3 feet high, with one hinged shelf, so that a barrel may be

set in it if desired.

The shaft should be at least 3 inches larger both ways than the car,

and should be ceiled or plastered on the inside. With the style of

machine shown in Fig. 520, a flat weight should be used to prevent the

untwisting of the rope. If the weight runs between double guides, as

shown, no extra space is required in the shaft, and the weight 19

readily accessible.
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For the style of dumb waiter shown in Fig. 518, a square weight is

used, running in a pocket behind

or at one side of the shaft.

Dumb waiter fittings are a regu-

lar article of manufacture, and may
either be bought separately or the

complete apparatus, including car,

ropes, runs, counter-weight, etc.,

all ready to erect, may be pur-

chased, the latter being usually the

more satisfactory method.

The character and detail of the

fittings vary with the manufacturer

and with the size and capacity of

the car and speed desired.

Figs. 517 and 518 illustrate a

style of dumb waiter that is very

generally used in good work.

Fixed shelves are placed at the

top and bottom of the shaft for

receiving the wheels, and the ropes

pass through these shelves.

Fig. 518 shows the position of

the wheels on the top shelf.

The rope by which the car is

operated is fastened to the fixed

upper shelf A^, at i, and is carried

down to and under the wheels

E E on top of the car, up through

the shelf and over the wheel A,

thence to the wheels at the bottom

of the shaft and up to and over

the wheels E and C, and there

connected with the counter-balance

by a pulley, the end of the rope

being fastened to the top shelf

close by where it started. A safety

rope is attached to the top of the

car, carried up through the fixed

shelf over pulley Z> and connected

with the counter balance so that should the operating rope break

through long wear, the safety rope will keep the car from falling.

517.—New York Safety Dumb Waiter.
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A brake grip, Fig. 519, is attached to the under side of the shelf,

so that the hand rope which elevates the car will pass through it. A
cord attached to the grip passes over a small hooded pulley and down
along side of the hand rope. To hold the car when loaded beyond
its balance, it is only necessary to pull on the small cord, and by

pulling on the hand rope the

grip is released.

It will be seen that all the

working connections of this

elevator are made with a single

rope, so arranged that no mat-

ter how much it may stretch

it will always be taut, the

slack being taken up by the

counter-balance, so that the

slightest motion of the rope

will start the car

Fig, 520 shows the working

mechanism of another type of

Fig. 5,8 -New York Safety Dumb Waiter. dumb Waiter, also very exten-

sively used. In this style the hand rope merely turns the large

wheel by friction, and hangs loose at the bottom. Attached to the

axle of the large wheel is a smaller wheel, over which a rope passes,

fastened at one end to the car and at the other to the counter-weight.

When the hand rope is pulled at

one side or the other, the wheels

are revolved and the car is raised or

lowered according to the direction

in which the wheels revolve.

The lifting capacity of the waiter

is regulated by the size of the hand

wheel, which varies from 16 to 30

inches in diameter.

The car is held automatically at

any point by an automatic lock in

the front bearing of the main shaft

so that the car is always *" locked"

except when the rope is pulled.

The car shown in the illustration has one hinged shelf.

There are several patterns of dumb waiters having a large wheel

Fig. 519.—Brake Grip.
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at the top for the hand rope and turning the pulley wheel either by a

fixed shaft or by gearing, and
nearly all of the larger dumb
waiters are of this type. Owing

I to the size of the hand wheel,

this type requires more space

above the top of the car than the

type shown in Fig. 517.

Dumb waiters or light eleva-

tors intended for buildings of

several stories, are usually pro-

vided with a brake for the hand

I
wheel, to which a check rope is

attached, b} means of .vhich the

speed of the car in descending

may be regulated, the counter-

weight being adjusted so that the

car will descend when the brake

is released.

The fixtures for dumb waiters,

not including ropes, weights or

guide runs, nor the fixed plat-

forms, cost about $15 for the

smallest size, and about $25 for

for a medium size. With car

and fittings all complete, the

price varies from $30 to $40 for

the smallest size, and up to $60

for larger sizes. For a run of

more than 10 feet an additional

price of from $5 to $10 per story

is charged for the ropes, runs, etc.

Most dumb waiters may be

made " double face," that is with

openings on opposite sides for

different stories; this involves,

however, an additional charge of

about $5 or $6, and more in some

cases. A few styles can also be

adapted to openings on adjacent

sides, but this arrangement is not

The doors at the openings into the

Fig. 520.—Sedgwick Automatic Dumb Waiter.
(Sedgwick Machine Works).

desirable if it can be avoided.
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dumb waiter shaft are usually hung with cords and weights in the

same manner as an ordinary window, and are provided with some
form of spring catch which will hold the door either up or down

THE CUTLER PATENT MAILING SYSTEM.

This system of mailing letters by means of a specially constructed

chute connected with

W'i'^'^i^Aypr?{%'mmmy/m
,o|-

L̂.<f

ruOOft THlMftLft.

Fig. 521.

rCuNeoFwAu. the receiving box at the

bottom, has come into

such general use in

public buildings, office

buildings, apartment

houses and hotels, that

the restrictions affecting the same and what is required in the way of

preparation, should be known to architects.

The system is installed by the patentees, under regulations of the

Post Office Department governing its construction and location, and

for this reason it is well ^ euEyAT^oscpifm^

R-I-

"0 f-UOOOTHIMBLC.

Fig. 522.

to consult the makers>

the Cutler Manufactur-

ing Company, Roch-

ester, N. Y., before per-

manently locating the

apparatus on the plans.

It may be placed in any building of more than one story used by

the public, where there is free delivery and collection service, in the

discretion of the local postmaster, subject to v/hose approval the con-

tracts are made.

The chute is required to be in removable sections and a continuous,

rigid, vertical support is

absolutely necessary. It

must be of metal, the

E:LeW015^5Cpt-cri-3^
^

I
|;Cna.'x4.'AN<iLe*

IH.OOK TtllMDUC

front of plate glass, and

bear the insignia pre-

scribed by the depart-

ment; and the whole ap-

^'s 523- paratus when erected

and the Government lock put on the box, passes under the exclusive

care and control of the Post Office Department, and the chutes

become a part of the receiving boxes. These boxes may be of various

patterns and highly ornamented; they are furnished by the makers
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m connection with the chutes. The \rork of preparing a support for

the chute and cutting and finishing the openings in the floors may
be included in the general building contracts, and details showing
the usual arrangements are therefore given.

The requirements for what the manufacturers call " preparatory

work " are a flat, vertical, continuous surface not less than \o\ inches

wide, extending from the floor in the ground

story to a point 4 feet 6 inches above the

finished floor in the top story, and an opening

in each floor directly in front of and centred

upon this surface. These openings are neatly

and easily finished, and their size and shape

determined by setting in them thimbles of iron

which are furnished and delivered by the pat-

entees, as part of their contract.

In ordinary cases a casing of wood, suit-

ably moulded and finished to match the trim

of the building, answers every purpose. Such
a casing is shown in plan. Fig. 521, with the

opening finished by the iron thimble.

In buildings (or sometimes in but a few

stories) where a more elaborate finish is de-

sired, marble is substituted for wood, the form

and construction of the casing being adapted

to the material, but of course without disturb-

ing the size and form of the front surface.

Iron angles are used where the use of wood
is objected to, or where it is necessary to run

the chute in front of an elevator screen or in

other locations where a solid wall is not avail-

able to support the casing. Two x 2xJ-inch

square root angles are generally used, turned

so as to form a flat channel, as in Fig. 522,

but sometimes—where it is desirable to fill up

the space between them and the elevator screen—reversed, as in Fig.

523. The angles are usually bolted to the beams, and in any case

must be straightened so that they are without twists or kinks, and the

surface which receives the mail chute is perfectly plumb and flush

in all stories.

This work of preparing the building is now often included in the

•nail chute contract, as it has been found for many reasons undesir-

'ig 524 —Preparatory
Work Complece.
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able to separate it. Care should be taken, therefore, in specifying,

to state whether the work of preparation is to be included with the

figure for the mail chute or whether it has been otherwise provided

for.

Fig. 524 gives a general view of the mail chute casing and floor

openings ready to receive the mail chute.

Essential points to be remembered are: First, that no bends or

offsets can be made—a vertical fall is absolutely essential; and

second, the entire apparatus must be exposed to view and access-

ible—that is, it is not permitted to extend behind an elevator screen

or partition or through any part of the building except a public cor-

ridor.

LUXFER PRISMS.

Luxfer Prisms are a commercial product made of glass of a stand-

ard dimension of 4 inches square, having a smooth outer surface and

an inner surface divided into a series of prisms. They are formed

into plates by the process of electro-glazing, the edges of the prism

lenses being welded together, so to speak, by a narrow line of copper

which gives the desired stiffness and strength for use in large frames

and also an attractive appearance far superior to the ordinary leaded

work. These prism plates can be made in any desired size, but for

very large surfaces two or more plates, divided by means of iron sash

bars, are generally used.

The commercial value of these prisms depends on the quality of

glass known as refraction. Prism plates receive the light from the

sky (not necessarily from the sun) and refract or turn it back into

the room to be lighted. With ordinary windows the light from the

sky, passing through the glass, strikes the floor at a point not very

far distant from the window. As the floor is usually of a dark color,

reflecting perhaps only one-tenth part of the light falling thereon, it

will be seen that the rear of room receives only a small portion of the

light entering the window. For this reason it has been necessary to

make very high stories for deep rooms, in order to even moderately light

portions at a distance from the window. When prisms are substituted

for the common wmdow or plate glass, the rays of light as they enter

the glass are changed in direction, or refracted, and by employing a

prism of the proper angle, may be given almost any desired direction.

Moreover, by utilizing different prisms in the same plate, part of the

rays may be directed to the rear of the room while others are thrown

so as to strike near the front. The prism plates do not increase the

quantity of light entering the window, but simply re-distribute i^
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directing it into that portion of the room where it is most needed.

By thus changing the direction of light rays a better lighted room

can be secured, with less height of story, than when sheet or plate

glass is used.

To insure success in the lighting of interiors by means of prisms

requires, however, a superior quality of glass, careful scientific calcu-

lations and experiments, besides a practical and attractive means of

glazing and method of installation. The author believes that these

qualifications have been attained by the American Luxfer Prism

Company, whose product may be considered as a new building mate-

rial, and one which has been very successfully applied to the lighting

of dark rooms by daylight.

The application of Luxfer Prisms to any particular building

depends upon the surrounding conditions and requirements, each

case requiring some special treatment, but in a general way the

various methods of installation may be divided into classes as follows:

Vertical plates, which are set directly in the sash in place of the

ordinary window glass. These are commonly used for the transom

lights of store windows and for the upper sash of double-hung win-

dows, or may fill the entire window.

Foriluxes, which are vertical prism plates set in an independent

frame and placed in the window opening substantially flush with the

face of the wall.

Canopies, which are external prism plates in independent frames

placed over a window opening and set at an angle to the vertical, a

position similar to that of an ordinary awning.

Pavement i)risms, which are set in iron frames in the pavement or

sidewalk, in place of the ordinary bull's-eye light. In connection

with the pavement prisms, when a well-lighted basement is desired,

there is used a vertical plate of prisms, called the Lucidux, which is

hung below and opposite the pavement light. This Lucidux receives

the light from the pavement prisms, and again changing its direction,

projects it horizontally into the basement. (This feature is illustrated

by Fig. 525.)

The canopies may be made either stationary or adjustable and
may be employed in a variety of ways, combining the useful with the

ornamental. The Foriluxes are susceptible of many highly decora-

tive effects. In both the vertical plates and Foriluxes, the prisms

may be arranged to produce ornamental effects, and by the use of

the " Iridian " product a design may be inwrought upon the face of

the prism plate to correspond with the design worked into the sur.
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faces of the building and with the style of the entire front. The
prism plates weigh no more and often less than plate glass of the

same size, while they are much stronger to resist wind pressure, the

action of hail and the impact of flying fragments. Although ap-

proaching perfection in the transmission of light, the prism plates are

not transparent in the ordinary sense, and thus may be used as a

screen to hide an unattractive view, or to prevent persons looking

either in or out of the window, while at the same time the maximum
quantity of light is admitted, The prism plates, owing to the stiff,

durable manner in which they are united by the electro-glazing pro-

cess, are also used for fire protection as a substitute for the ordinary

iron fire shutter. The copper glazing forms, as it were, a continuous

rivet, which holds the individual prism lights together even after they

have become badly cracked by the action of fire and water.

The details of Luxfer Prisms are too complicated to be set forth in

a few pages, but they are well described in a handbook published by

the company. From a commercial point of view the special advant-

ages of this system of interior lighting are manifold. It transforms

rooms, particularly basements, otherwise too dark for occupancy, into

income-producing space; in many buildings avoids the use of light

shafts, thus saving a large amount of valuable floor space; and

in all large or deep rooms effects a great saving in artificial lighting.

Once installed, there is no cost for maintenance. The extent to

which these prisms have been used by architects, on both new and

old buildings, shows that they are to have a decided influence upon

commercial architecture.
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COMPARATIVE STRENGTH AND DURABILITY OF
SASH CORD AND CHAINS.*

The following summary of the result of a test to determine th*>

relative durability against wearing of a No. 8 Samson, white "spot''

sash cord, and of the Monarch sash chain, No. 2, made in 1900 at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology by Prof. Edward F. Miller, is

of value in determining what to use for hanging heavy sash. The

cords and chains were passed over special 2^ inch pulleys, and had

a 25 lb. weight attached to one end. The other end was operated up

and down by means of a crank pin driven at a speed of about twenty

turns a minute, each turn Representing an opening and closing of a

window. Seven pieces of cord and fifteen of the chain were tested.

SUMMARY OF TESTS.
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The author believes that a fine shoe thread linen braid cord, when

provided with a first class pulley, of the proper size for the weight,

will wear as long and give as good satisfaction as any thing that can

be obtained. It costs considerable more than the cotton cord, but it

is not as expensive as the chain, and does not make as much noise.

STEEL CORNER BEADS.

Since the description of metal corner beads, on pages 223-226 was

written, steel corner beads have come into much more general use,

and new patterns have been placed on the market and improvements

made in some of the older ones. Of the newer patterns, that known

as the Wood's Steel Corner has been the most extensively advertised,

and probably the most used. Fig. 531 shows a perspective view of

the corner as applied over wood laths, and Fig. 532 a sectional view.

The corner is made of galvanized rolled steel, No. 18 gauge, and for

Y'i inch and ^ inch grounds. It is made in 8, 9 and 10 foot lengths,

lo feet being the standard. This corner is easily put up and seems

to possess all the points requisite to a perfect and successful metal

corner.

STCrL CORMCRp

Fig- 532-

Fig. 531.

The Parker steel corner plate has also been greatly improved, and

in the opinion of the author makes an excellent corner bead. The
Union and Empire Corner Beads are still on the market and have

been quite extensively used in some localities.

The Bostwick Steel Lath Co. also make a metal corner to which

they have given the name, "Acme Metal Corner Strip."
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REVOLVING DOORS AS A PROTECTION TO
STAIRWAYS AND FIRE ESCAPES.

Since the description of revolving doors on pages 512-516 was

written a speci;il application of revolving fire doors as a protection

to stairways, elevator shafts and fire escapes has been devised, which

seems to afford the best possible solution of the problem of safety

from fire and smoke in buildings where large numbers of people are

constantly gathered.

Fig 533-

Fig. 533 shows a very common arrangement of stairway, elevator

and hallway in apartment houses, hotels and office buildings, and the

manner in which the stairway and elevators may be effectually cut

off from the rest cf the building as regards fire and smoke, while the

occupants may freely pass through. This arrangement should, of

course, be repeated on each floor of the building.

f'g- S34

Fig. 534 represents the ideal fire escape, which can be f.dapted to

almost any building, when the plans are being made.

As will be seen the fire escape consists of an enclosed iion stairway

(not necessarily circular) extending from the ground to the upper

story, and connected with the hallway of each story by a revolving

fire door. This permits the occupants to reach the stairway in safety

from every part of the building, and as the passage is always closed,
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even when people are passing through, there is no opportunity for

fire or smoke to enter the stairway.

Interior fire doors can be handsomely made so as to in no wise

detract from the architectural effect of the interior of the building.

THE MASON SAFETY TREAD.
This is an ingenious patented combination of steel, iron, brass or

other hard metal, with lead firmly rolled into dovetail grooves, for

protective use on stairs, landings and inclined floorings, or wherever

accidents from sliping are possible.

The tread is made in plates, % inch thick, and in different widths,

and is intended to be either placed upon the surface of treads and

landings, or sunk in a recess, as may be preferred. Fig. 535 represents

a full size section of a strip, 3 Vt. inches wide, with nosing on one edge,

and Fig. 536 of a 2 inch strip without nosing. Fig. 537 shows the

application of the tread to stairs.

APPLIED TO WOOD STAIRS.
Fig. 537-

The combination of a hard metal to resist wear, and a soft sub-

stance to prevent slipping, gives, we believe, the most perfect surface
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for the purpose that has as yet been devised, and the great extent to

which it has been used, during the few years that have elapsed since

it was placed on the market, has fully demonstrated its merits.

These treads also render the impact of the foot noiseless, which is

often a very desirable consideration.

For general use, the tread is made of steel and lead, the etched

portions on Figs. 535 and 536 being lead. For use in places where

an especially nice appearance is desired, a hard brass composition

may be substituted for steel, and for use on exterior stone work, or

marine work, the steel may be galvanized.

The safety tread is made in 2 inch, 3^ inch, 4 inch and 6 inch

widths, the 3^ inch width being the only one having a nosing. The

3^ inch width may be used in conjunction with the other widths, to

cover a strip to the depth of 5)^, 7)^, or 9^ inches. The other

widths are used without the nosing, making 4, 6, 8, 10 or more inches

in multiples of two. The joints, being at the bottom of the groove,

are invisible, so that the appearance is that of a continuous plate.

When an odd width is required it should be so arranged as to have

the material cut through one of the V grooves, and not through the

lead. For treads of usual width the 6 inch strip answers every pur-

pose ; for extra wide treads, 7)^ or 8 inches should be used. The
use of the nosing is optional and on ordinary stairs is more for ap-

pearance than for any practical advantage. On wood stairs the safety

tread is more frequently placed upon the surface, the ends of the

strips being beveled. It is attached with screws, all necessary holes

being punched and counter sunk at the factory, so that the tread is

ready to be put in place immediately on delivery. The length of the

tread is generally made 6 inches less than the width of the stairs, thus

allowing a space of 3 inches at each end.

The safety tread may be curved when desired to anv given radius.

Non-slippery coal-hole covers, sidewalk lights, etc., are made on the

same principle as the Mason Stair Treads, by the same company.

Specifications : The following is a concise and frequently used

form of specifications for these treads :—All steps and platforms are

to be provided with (and rebated for) Mason Safety Treads,—inches

wide and in length to run within 3 inches of skirting or balusters ; to

the platforms, also, provide and set in rebate, at 6 inches distance

from the first riser, the Mason Safety Treads, 8 inches wide.

" Provide and set Mason Non-slipping Illuminated Coal-Hole

Covers, as shown on plans."





APPENDIX B.

TABLES OF THE STRENGTH OF
MATERIALS.

The following tables and formulae are given for the benefit of those

readers who may not have at hand a special work treating of the

subject. They are in all cases based upon the formulas and unit

strains given in the author's Architects' and Builders* Pocket Book

and a portion of the tables are copied direct:

TABLE I.

PROPERTIES OF TIMBER, STONES, IRON AND STEEL.

£ M^ Cfi j-

Chestnut
Hemlock
Oak, white
Pine, Georgia yellow.

Pine, Oregon
Pine, Norway
Pine, white Western
Redwood
Spruce
Whitewood
Slate

Bluestone flagging .

.

Granite

Limestone (Ind.). . .

.

Marble
Sandstone
Cast iron

Wrought iron
,

Steel, medium
•• pins. .

,

"
rivets.

.
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TABLE II.

STRENGTH OF ROUND RODS OF IRON AND STEEL.

€
^



STRENGTH OF YELLOW PINE POSTS. 52-?

ing table, allowing four-fifths for Oregon pine, three-fourths for oak

and Norway pine, and five-eighths for spruce and white pine of good

quality:

TABLE III.

•AFE LOAD
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260. Tables for other thicknesses of shell and for square and rec-

tangular columns are given in the Architects' and Builders' Pocket

Book.

TABLE IV.

SAFE LOADS IN TONS FOR HOLLOW CYLINDRICAL CAST IRON COLUMNS.
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STRENGTH OF WOODEN BEAMS.

The safe loads for rectangular wooden beams supported at both

ends and uniformly loaded over the entire span, are computed by the

formula:

c r 1 J _ 2 X breadth X square of depth X A
Span in feet,

the breadth and depth being taken in inches.

Values for A are given in the fifth column of Table I. When the

load is applied at the centre but one-half of the load obtained by the

above formula should be allowed.

For a canti-lever beam fixed at one end and uniformly loaded, take

one-fourth of the value given by the formula, and if loaded at outer

end take one-eighth.

Thus, if a beam of 12 feet clear span will support 1,000 pounds

distributed load, it will support only 500 pounds at the centre, while

the same beam fixed at one end and projecting 12 feet will support a

distributed load of 250 pounds, or a load at the outer end of 125

pounds. To find the safe load for a cylindrical beam divide the load

for a corresponding square beam by 1.7. For other methods of

loading the reader is referred to the formulae in the Architects' and

Builders Pocket Book.

TABLE VI.

SAFE DISTRIBUTED LOADS FOR HARD PINE BEAMS.

One inch thick, supported at both ends.

For other thicknesses, multiply the load in table by the thickness of the beam in

inches. For concentrated load at centre divide by two. For permanent loads such as

masonry, reduce 10 per cent.

Span in
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Tables VI and VII give the safe distributed loads for lon{_ leaf

yellow pine and spruce beams i inch thick, by which the strength of

beams of any thickness may be easily obtained.

TABLE VII.

SAFE DISTRIBUTED LOADS FOR SPRUCE BEAMS.

One inch thick, supported at both ends.

For other thiclinesses, multiply the load in table by the thickness of the beam in

inches. For concentrated load at centre divide by two. For permanent loads such as

masonry, reduce 10 per cent.

Span in
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safe span are the most convenient for general use, and with this

view the following tables have been prepared, which show at a glance

the maximum span for which different sizes of floor and ceiling joists

should be used for different loads and spacings, and it is believed

that they will be found applicable to most buildings in which wooden

floor joists are used.

By knowing the size of the room to be covered and the purpose

for which it is to be used, the size of joist required can be told at a

glance. Incidentally the tables also show which kind of wood will

be most economical.

If, owing to the room being irregular in shape, the joists must be

of different lengths, the spacing or thickness of the joists may be

varied, so that the same depth may be used throughout.

The only precautions to be exercised in using these tables are in

regard to the superimposed load and the actual size of the timbers.

The total loads for which the maximum spans have been com-

puted are given at the head of each table. The actual weight of the

floor (beams, flooring, plastering and deafening, if any) subtracted

from the total load will give the superimposed load, /. e., the load

which the floor is expected to carry.

The superimposed load to be assumed for any given building is to

a large extent a matter of judgment, as circumstances may demand

a higher limit for one building than for another, even of the same

general class. In general the tables may be considered safe for the

classes of buildings indicated.

TABLE VIII.

MAXIMUM SPAN FOR CEILING JOISTS.

Total load, 20 pounds per square foot.

Size of

Joist.
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In some localities framing lumber is often sawn a little scant in

both thickness and depth, and wherever such is the case a corre-

sponding reduction must be made in the safe span. A reduction

should also be made for any cutting of the joists that maybe required.

No allowance has been ?nade for partitions, and when they are to

be supported by the floor joists additional joist should be used or the

span reduced according to the relative direction or position of the

partition and joists.

Tables VIII to XII, inclusive, were computed by the formula for

stiffness, on the assumption that the deflection should not exceed ^-^

of an inch per foot of span. Tables XIII and XIV were computed

by the formula for strength.

The spans given in these tables come within the requirements of

the New York, Buffalo and Denver building laws, and tables VIII,

X, XI, XII and XIV comply with the Chicago law, but to comply

with the Boston law a reduction of about one-sixth must be made
from the spans given.

By Georgia pine is meant the long-leaf, yellow or hard 1 ne.

TABLE IX.

MAXIMUM SPAN FOR FLOOR JOISTS.

Dwellings, Tenements and Grammar School Rooms With Fixed Desks.
Total load, 60 pounds per square foot.

Size of

Joists.
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TABLE X.

MAXIMUM SPAN FOR FLOOR JOISTS.

Office Buildings.

Total load, 93 pounds per square foot.

Size of

Joists.
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TABLE XII.

MAXIMUM SPAN FOR FLOOR JOISTS.

Assembly Halls and Corridors.

Total load, 123 pounds per square foot.

Size of Joists.
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TABLE XIV.

MAXIMUM SPAN FOR RAFTERS.

A. Shingled Roofs Not Plastered.*

Total load, 48 pounds per square foot.

Size of

Joists.
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TABLE XIV.—(Continued).

MAXIMUM SPAN FOR RAFTERS.

C. Slate Roofs Plastered, or Gravel Roofs Not Plastered.*

Total load, 66 pounds per square foot.

Size of

Joists.
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Anchors, wall, for floor joists, 64;
specifications for 478

Angle beads, 282; specifications

for 486
Annual rings in wood 1

1

Area walls, framing for 438
Asbestos sheathing paper 207

B

Back plastering, preparation for. . . 211
Balances, sash, 395; specifications

for 496
Balconies, 421; see also galleries.

.

Balloon framing 48
Balusters, stair 303
Balustrades for porches 182
Band mould 240
Base around rooms, 275; specifica-

tions for 485
Bastard sawing 25
Bay windows 129
Beams, ceiling, 283; specifications

for 486
Beams, floor, framing of, see floor

joists; maximum span for 531
Beams, wooden, strength of 528
Bearing plates 431
Bed mould 240
Bedsteads, dimensions of 313
Bent wood 24
Belt courses, wooden 174
Birch 41
Black walnut 43
Blind trimmings, outside, 404;

specifications for 474
Blinds, outside, specificatioas for. . 474
Bolles' patent revolving sash 123
Bolts, common, kinds and sizes. . . 328
Bolts, door, 37g; cost of, 414; ex-

tension, 382; flush 381
Bommer spring hinges, 339; cost

of 412
Bower-Barff finish 330
Bowled floors, construction of 419
Box casing 117
Box cornice 154
Box frames, 115; specifications for. 482
Braced frame, wooden buildings,

47; specifications for ... 466
Bracing of posts and girders 436

Brass 33c
Brick mould 116
Brick buildings, floors in, 61 ; speci-

fications for 476
Bridging of floor joists, 58; specifi-

cations for 466
Bridging of partitions 84
Broad leaved woods 39
Bronze, 330; finishes of 331
Bulkhead over cellar stairs, 147;

specifications for 473
Bureaus, dimensions of 313
Butler's pantry, fittings for, 305;

specifications for 489
Butternut 41
Butt joints 330
Butts, 334; cost of, 411; double-

action, 338; sizes of, 337; specifi-

cations for 493
Byrkit's patent sheathing lath 212

C

Cabot's Sheathing Quilt 178, 206
Casement windows, 125; hardware

for, 400, 497; specifications for, 473
Cast iron columns and posts, de-

tails of, 433; strength of 525
Cedar, varieties of 37
Cedar closet, fittings for, 305 ; speci-

fications for 489
Ceiling, wood

, 279
Ceiling beams, 283; maximum span

for, 530; specifications for 486
Ceilings under flat roofs 216
Cellar window frames. . . . 108, 473, 481
Chain bolts, 381, 383; prices of . . 414
Chair rail 28
Chairs and seats, dimensions of . .. . 312
Characteristics and properties of

wood 9
Cherry 41
Chestnut 42
Chimneys, flashing of, 199; furring

around, 218; in outside walls... 218
China closet, fittmgs for, 305 ; speci-

fications for 489
Clapboards, 175; specifications for, 471
Closets, fittings for, 305; specifica-

tions for 490
Clothes chu<^e 307
Clothes hooks 411, 415
Coach screws. 328
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Coal chute, construction of 107
Coat and hat hooks, 411; cost of . . 415
Coiling partitions 502
Columns, cast iron, details of, 433;

strength of 526
Columns, gas pipe, 434; strength

of 527
Columns, ornamental, built up. . . . 285
Columns, wooden, details of con-

nections, 428; strength of 524
Composition roof, specifications for 498
Compound wooden girders 444
Conductor heads 166
Conductors, metal, 165; specifica-

tions for, 470; waste from, 166;
wooden 164

Conductors carried inside of the
walls 167

Connection of floor joists and gird-

ers.... 435
Construction, mill 454
Construction, heavy 419
Construction of bell-shaped roofs,

99; of brick buildings, 61; of

conical roofs,- 98; of curb and
mansard roofs, 96; of stairs, 293;
of Windows, 112; of wooden
buildings, 47; of wooden floors,

54, 61; of wooden roofs, 87, 91, 96
Copper roofs 21

Corner beads, 222; metal, 223;
specifications for 475

Corner boards 174
Cornice construction 151, 164
Cornices, interior wooden, 285;

specifications for 486
Cost of glass, 138, 141, 142; of

hardware trimmings, 411; of in-

side blinds and shutters, 274; of

mouldings, 241; of various

woods 45
Counterflashing, 199; specifications

for 470
Cross-furring, 215; specifications

for 475
Crushing strength of timber, longi-

tudinally, 523, 524; perpendicu-
lar to the grain . 525

Crystal sheet glass 139
Cupboard catches and turns. . .409, 415
Cupboard doors, 308; trimmings

for 409. 415. 497
Curb roofs, 88, 93; construction of, 96
Custom made doors 247
Cutler mailing system 520
Cylinder locks 365
Cypress 39

D

Deafening materials 206

Deafening of floors 205
Deck mouldings 195
Decay of timber 30
Details of casement windows,

125; of cellar windows, 108; of
column connections, 428,433; of
cupboards, drawers and book
cases, 307; of door frames, ex-
terior, 144; interior, 251; of
double-hung window frames, 112
115; of floor construction, brick
buildings, 64; wooden buildings,

51; of framing, 51; of inside

blinds and shutterc, 262, 266; of
mill construction, 455; of mul-
lion and transom windows, 118;
of outside finish, 151; of roof
construction (wooden), 91; of
skylights, iS^y; of store fronts. . . 133

Dimensions of furniture, seats, etc., 312
Distinction bttween hard and soft

woods 13
Door bolts, ^79; prices of 414
Door checks, 388; prices of 414
Door finish (casings, etc.) 253
Door frames, exterior, 144; secur-

ing to v»ail, 146; specifications

for 475, 482
Door frames, interior, details of,

251; specifications for 484
Door knobs, spindle and escutch-

eons 368
Door stops or bumpers 486
Doors, balanced, pulleys for 352
Doors, custom made, 247; double,

246; Dutch, 247; O. G. doors,

245; patented, 250; revolving,

512; rolling or coiling, 505; slid-

ing, 246; veneered 248
Doors, folding, methods of hang-

ing 350
Doors for cupboards, book cases,

etc 308
Doors, hardware for 332
Doors, specifications for 484
Dormers, construction of, 99; out-

side finish of, 186; types of 185
Double-action doors, frames for,

253; hardware for, specifications

for 495
Double-action hinges, 338; prices

of 412
Double doors .- 246
Double-hung windows, details of,

112, 115; specifications for.. 473, 482
Dovetailing 234
Drawer pulls 410
Drawers, details of, 309; specifica-

tions for 4go
Dresser, kitchen, 306; specifica-

tions for 489
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Druggist's drawer pulls 410
Dry rot 31

Dryness of woods, measure of 20
Dumb waiters, fixtures for, 516;

shaft for 307
Duplex joist hangers, 68; wall

hangers 66

E

Eaves and gutters, details of, 151;
specifications for 467

Eave trough hangers 157
Eave troughs 157
Effect of shrinkage in timber 22

Effect of tapping pitch pine 36
Elm .• 42
Enclosing the building 226
End connections of columns 434
Escutcheon plates 372
Espagniolette bar 401
Extension bolts, 382; prices of . . .

.

414
Exterior finish, 151; specifications

for 467

Fascia 152
Felt papers 177, 207
Finish, detailing of 241
Finished hardware, 328; butts, 314;

door bolts, 379; door checks,

388; hinges, 332; locks, 352;
materials and finish, 328; prices

of, 411; sets, 373; sliding door
hangers, 342; transom fixtures. . 383

Finished hardware, for casement
windows, 400; for cupboard
doors, 4og; for doors, 332; for

outside blinds, 404; for screen

doors, 385; for shutters, 403; for

water closet doors, 386; for win-
dows. ... 390

Finishes of hardware 329
Finishing woods 39, 227
Fire stops 86, 210
Fittings and fixtures 304
Fittings for dumb waiters 516
Fixtures and fittings 304
Flashings, 195, 197; around win-
dow frames, 115; specifications

for 469, 498, 499
Flexifold partitions 509
Flitch plate girders, 71; safe load

for 71
Floor beams, maximum span for

(tables) 531
Floor joists, bridging of, 58; fram-

ing to girders, 56, 59; framing
to sill, 55; spacing of, 55; speci-

fications for, 466, 477; wall sup-

port for 64
Flooring, upper, parquetry, 318;

qualities of, 315; specifications

for .• 491
Floors, bowled, construction of . . . . 419
Floors, deafening of 205
Floors, framing of, in brick build-

ings, 61 ; in wooden buildings. . . 54
Floors, porch, framing of 58
Floors supported by rods and

trusses 440
Floors with independent ceiling

joists 75
Floors, under, 204; specifications

for 475
Floors, upper, 313; laying and

nailing of, 316; of hard wood,

314, 317; of parquetry, 318;
specifications for 491

Flour bins 306
Flush bolts, 381; prices of 414
Folding doors, hanging 350
Frames, cellar window, 108; coal

chute, 107; door, 144; window.. 108

Frames, specifications for 473,

475, 481. 482, 484
Framing a projecting comer 59
Framing around stair wells, chim-

neys, etc 57
Framing for area walls 438
Framing of conical roofs, 98; of

galleries, 421, 423; of joiner's

work, 236; of porch floors, 58;
of stores and warehouses, 426;
specifications for 500

Framing of floors in brick build-

ings 61

Framing of floors in wooden build-

ings, 54; details of 55
Framing of header and trimmer,

57; with hangers or stirrups, 67;
with tenon and tusk joint 56

Framing of joists to girder, 56, 59;
of joists to sill 55

Framing of wooden buildings,

floors, 54; laying out of, 60; out-

side walls, 47. 51 ; roof 87
Framing, specifications for. . . .466,

477. 500
Framing timber, common sizes, 47;

specifications for, 465; technical

terms 46
French windows, details of, 125;
hardware for, 401; specifications

for 473, 494
Front door locks, 362; prices of .. . 413
Furniture, dimensions of 312
Furring, 214; around chimneys,

218; for cornices, 220; for false

beams and arches, 220, 221; for
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ro-md corners, 220; of ceilings,

21^; of walls 217
Furring, specifications for. . . .475, 482

Gable finish 167
Galieries, framing of, 421; hung

with, 443; with heavy projec-

tion 425
Galvanized iron gutters 157
Gambrel roofs 88, 93
Gas pipe columns, 434; strength of, 527
Gauge, American screw 327
Girders, built up, 73; compound

wooden, 444; flitch plate, 71;

steel beam, 74; trussed 449
Girders, framing of joists to. . . .56,

59, 69, 72, 435
Glass, 136; cost of , 138, 141; crys-

tal sheet, 139; plate, 140; sheet,

137; special brands of, 139;
specifications for, 474; weight of, 394

Glass knobs, 371 ;
prices of 414

Glazing 136
Goetz box anchors 66
Goetz joist hangers 68
Goetz post caps 430
Goose necks 166
Grain of wood 13
Gravel roofs, specifications for. . . . 498
Grounds, 221; specifications for. .

.

475. 482
Growth of trees 11

Gum wood 42
Gutters, 151; specifications for,

468, 470; tin and galvanized

iron, 157; tin lined, 156; wooden, 152

H

Hand of door 336
Hangers for sliding doors 342
Hard and soft woods, distinction

between 13
Hard pine, 34; eff^ect of tapping. . . 36
Hard pine beams, strength of (table), 528
Hard pine posts, strength of (table), 525
Hard woods, description of 39
Hardware, finished, 328; in sets,

373; ornamental, 374; prices of,

411; putting on, 415; rough, 323;
specifications for, 417 (see also

finished hardware).

Hatchway, 147; specifications for, 473
Heavy framing, chapter on, 419;

specifications for 500
Hemlock 37
Heydebrand safety window 123

Hinges, common, 332; double-

action, 338 ; spring, single action,

385 (see also butts).

Hinges for outside blinds 404
Hip roof trussing lod
Hips, finish of 193
Hotel locks. 365

I

Imported woods 44
Inside blinds, folding, 262; rolling,

269; selection of, 274; sliding,

266; specifications for, 486; Vene-
tian 271

Inside finish, 227 (see interior

finish).

Inside shutters 262
Interior finish, cornices, beams and

columns, 282; detailing of, 241;
of doors, 253; of windows, 257;
miscellaneous, 277; preparation
of, 229; putting up, 259; specifi-

cations for, 483; woods for 227

J

Jamb casings 258
Jambs, door, 25 1 ; panel 253
Joiners' work 227
Joining a wooden to a stone wall. . 179
Joining woodwork 230
Joist hangers. Duplex, 64; Goetz,

68; stirrups, 69; Van Dorn 71
Joint bolts, in framing, 69; stair. . 302
Joints in joiners' work—butt joints,

230; coped joints, 233; dovetail
joints, 234; doweled and jeyed
joints, 237; glued and blocked
joints, 235; housed joints, 233;
mitre joints, 232; tongue and
grooved joints 231

K

Keyed beams, rules for and strength
of 446

Kiln drying 19
Kitchen dresser, 306; specifications

for 489
Kitchen pantry, fittings for, 306;

specifications for 489
Knobs and escutcheons, 368; cost

of, 414; specifications for 495
Knots, their effect on the strength

of timber 29

L

Lag screws 328
Linen closet, fittings for 305
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Lintels over openings, "specifications

for 479
Locks, 352; construction and opera-

tion of, 352; cylinder, 365; front

door, 362; grades of, 358; hotel,

265; master keyed, 362; office,

365; prices of, 412; rim 352,

359; sliding door, 363, store

door, 360; tumbler, 352; varieties

off 359; wrought metal 357
Locks, specifications for 495
Lookouts, 160; see Figs. 137, 141.

Lumber, conversion of, 25 ; cost of,

45; measurement of, 28; mer-
chant sizes, 27; quarter sawed,

26; see also timber.

Lumber for framing, 46; specifica-

tions for 465, 500

M

Mahogany 44
Mail chutes, the Cutler 520
Mansard roofs, 88, 93; construc-

tion of 96
Maple 42
Market prices of various woods.. . . 45
Master keyed locks, 364; prices of, 412
Maximum span for ceiling joists. . . 530
Maximum span for floor joists 531

Maximum span for rafters 534
Measure of dryness of woods 20

Medulary rays ID

Metal corner beads, 223; specifica-

tions for 475
Mice stops, 210; specifications for, 476
Mill construction, 454; specifica-

tions for 500
Mineral wool 208

Mitre joints 332
Moisture in wood 17

Mouldings, cost of, 241; kinds of,

240; names of 239
Mullion frames Ill, 118

N

Nails, 323; holding power of, 326;

sizes of, 324; for different kinds

of work 325
Night latches, 368; prices of 413

O

Oak 40
Office locks, 367; prices of 413
Ogee (O. G.) doors 245
Ogee (O. G.) moulding 238

Operations in joinery 229
Ornamental hardware 374

Outside blinds, hanging and hard-
ware for, 404; specifications for, 474

Outside boarding, 106; specifica-

tions for 467
Outside finish of wooden buildings,

151; materials for, 151; specifi-

tions for 467
Outside frames, 107; specifications

for 473, 481, 482
Outside walls of wooden buildings,

framing of 47
Overhead pulleys for sash, 391 ; for

doors 352

P

Panel work 279
Paneled wainscoting, 277; specifi-

cations for 485
Panel backs 259
Panel jambs 261
Pantry, butler's, fittings for, 305,

489; kitchen, fittings for. . ..306, 489
Paper, asbestos, 207; felt, 207;

fireproof, 207; sheathing 177
Parquetry flooring. 318
Parting strip 115
Partitions, 76; bridging of, 84;
chimneys in, 218; flexifold, 509;
hot air pipes in, 86; rolling, 505;
sliding door, 85; solid corners in,

83; specifications for, 476; stag-

gered, 85; superintendence of,

105; supports for, 76; trussed,

81; trussed over openings 84
Partitions in mill construction, de-

tails of 460
Patent doors 250
Patent windows 123
Piazzas, 179; specifications for, 47;

see also porches.

Picture moulding 281
Pine, varieties of 33
Pitch of roofs 87, 95
Pivoted windows, 127; hardware

for 402
Planceer 152
Plinth blocks 257
Polishing- interior finish 229
Poplar (whitewood) 43
Porch floors, framing of 58
Porches, construction and details

of, 179; specifications for. . .471, 48
Post and girder construction 427
Post caps 428
Posts, strength of 524
Preparation for tile floors, 205;

specifications for 475
Preservation of timber -^3

Prices of hardware, 411; of various
woods, 45, see also, cost.
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Projecting corners, framing of. . . . 59
Properties of wood 9
Pulleys for heavy doors. 351
Pulleys, sash, side pattern, 390;

overhead, 391 ; specifications for, 496

Quarter sawed lumber 26
Queen overhead pulleys 392
Quirks 239

R

Railing of porches and piazzas,

182; of stairs 301
Raised mouldings 240
Redwood 38
Resonance of wood , 15
Revolving doors 512
Revolving sash 123
Ridges, finish of 193
Rods, strength of 524
Rolling blinds 269
Rolling partitions 505, 509
Roof boarding 106
Roof bracing, simple method of. .

.

loi

Roof plan, laying out of 89
Roofs, construction of, 87, 91, 96;

pitch of 87; types of 88
Roofs in mill construction 459
Rot in timber 31

S

Sash, details of, 130; revolving,

123; specifications for, 474;
stock, 132, 142; store window,
133; weight of 394

Sash adjusters 402
Sash balances 395
Sash bars 134
Sash centres 384, 401
Sash chains 393
Sash cords 393
Sash fastenings, 396; cost of 414;

specifications for 496
Sash lifts, 399; cost of, 414; speci-

fications for 496
Sash pulleys 390
Sash pull plates or sockets 400
Sash ribbons 394
Sash weights 394
Screen door trimmings 385
Screws, kinds and sizes of.......

.

326
Scribing 238
Scuttles, 189; specifications for...

.

469
Seasoning of timber 18

Seats, dimensions of 312
Selection of timber for special pur-

poses 29

Shakes in wood 25
Sheathing, 106; specifications for. . 467
Sheathing lath 212
Sheathing papers, 177; under shing-

les on roof 192
Shingled roofs, 190; specifications

for 469
Shingles, 190; durability of, 192;

laying, 192; lining under 192
Shrinkage of woods, 21 ; amount of,

16; effect of 22
Shutters, inside, 262; hardware for,

403; specifications for 486
Siding 174, 175
Sink, carpenters' work around, 305

;

specifications for 490
Size of nails, 324; for different

kinds of work 325
Sizing and crowning of floor joists, 54
Skirting 275
Skylights, wooden, 187; specifica-

tions for. . . 480
Slate roofing, specifications for. . . . 499
Sliding blinds 266
Sliding door partitions 85
Sliding doors, 246; hangers for,

342 ; trimmings for 363
Slow burning construction 454
Smoothing and polishing interior

finish 227
Soft pines 33
Soft woods, distinction from hard
woods 13

Solid wooden partitions 460
Specifications, general conditions. . 464
Specifications, preface to chapter

on . . 462
Specifications for the carpenters'

work of brick buildings 476
Specifications for the carpenters'

work of frame buildings 465
Specifications for doors, 483; for

flashing, 469; with gravel roofs,

498; with slate roofs, 499; for

flooring, 491; for framing of

brick buildings, 477; for fram-
ing of wooden buildings, 466;
for framing lumber, 465; for

glass, 474; for gravel roofing,

498; for grounds and furring in

brick buildings, 482; in frame
buildings, 475; for hardware,

417, 493; for interior finish, 483;
for mill construction, 500; for

outside wood finish, 467; for

pantries and closets, 489 ; for par-

titions, 476; for piazza and porch,

471, 480; for shingle roofing,

469; for siding and clapboards,

471; for slate roofing, 499; for

stairs, 487; for tin roofing, 470,
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for trusses, 501 ; for wainscoting,

485 ; for windows in brick build-

ings, 481; in frame buildings. . . 473
Splined joints 237
Spring butts, double-action, 338;

single-action 385
Spruce 36
Spruce beams, strength of (table). . 529
Staff bead 116

Staggered partitions 85

Stairs, 286; construction of, 293;
definitions, 287; laying out of,

288; public, width of, 293; rail-

ing, posts and balusters, 301;
specifications for 4^7

Steam pipe columns, 434; strength

of '. ... 527
Steel beam girders 74
Stiffening a weak floor 75
Stirrup irons, 69; sizes and strength

of 70
Stock doors 243
Stock mouldings 241

Stock windows 142
Stop adjusters 400
Stops for fire and mice 210
Store door locks, 360; prices of. . . 413
Store fronts and windows, 133;

specifications for 5^3
Storm windows or sash, specifica-

tions for 474
Storm window fastenings 408
Strength of cast iron columns

(table) 526
Strength of hard pine beams (table), 528
Strength of hard pine posts (table), 525
Strength of iron and steel rods. ... 524
Strength of spruce beams (table). . . 529
Strength of stirrup irons 71

Strength of stones 523
Strength of timber, 523, 528; as

affected by its physical charac-

teristics 28
Strength of wooden beams, formulae,

528; tables 528, 529
Strength of wooden posts 524
Sub-jambs or jamb casings 117
Superintendence of hardware, 415;

of interior finish, stairs and upper
floors, 319; of outside finish and
shingle roofs, 201; of outside

windows and door frames, 149;
of wood framing 102

Suspended ceilings under flat roofs, 216
Sycamore 43

Tables, dimensions of 312
Tenon and mortise joint in joiners'

work, 236, 247; in wood fram-
ing 56

Thickness of rough and finished

lumber 243
Tile floors, preparation for, 205;

specifications for 475
Timber, conversion of, 25 ; cost of,

45; decay of, 30; measurement
of, 28; merchant sizes of, 27;
preservation of, 32; seasoning of,

18; selection of for special pur-

poses, 29; shakes in, 25; shrink-

age of, 21, 24; strength of, 523;
as affected by physical charac-

teristics, 28 ; varieties of, used in

the United States 33
Timber for framing, 30; specifica-

tions for 465, 500
Tin roofs, 2(X); specifications for. . 470
Trackless hangers 347
Transom fixtures or trimmings, 383*

prices of, 414; specifications for, 495
Transom frames, iir, 118; with

single light below no, 1 20
Traversing 316
Trees, g; annual ringsin, li; coni-

ferous, 33; exogernous, g;
growth of II

Trussed girders 449
Trusses, specifications for 501
Types of roofs 88
Types of windows I09

U

Under floors, 204; specifications

for 475
Upper floors, 313; specifications

for 491

V

Van Dorn joist hangers and post

caps. 70, 431, 436
Van Kaniiel revolving doors, the. . 513
Varieties of timber used in the

United States 33
Varieties of tumbler locks 359
Veneered work 238, 248, 279
Venetian blinds 271
Ventilating sash bolts, 398; prices

of 415
Verge boards 170
Vestibule door locks, 362; prices of, 413

W
Wainscoting, matched, 279; pan-

eled, 277; specifications for 485
Wall anchors for joists, 64; speci-

fications for 479
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Wall covering, clapboards and sid-

ing, 174; shingles. 176; specifi-

cations for 471
Wall plate for brick or stone build-

ings 67
Walnut 43
Wards 354
Washers for butts 337
Waste from conductors 166
Water closet doors, hardware for . . 386
Water table, wooden, 173; specifi-

cations for 468
Weight of timber, 16, 523; of sash

and glass, 394; of structural ma-
terials 523

Weight of wood, as affecting its

strength 29
Whitewood 43
Width of public stairs 293
Wilson's rolling blinds 271
Wilson's rolling partitions 507
Window glass and glazing, 136;

specifications for 474
Window frames, casement, 125;

cellar, 108; details of, 108, 112;

double-hung, 112; pivoted, 127;
specifications for, 473, 481; tran-

som Ill, 118
Window hardware, 390; prices of,

414; specifications for. 494

Windows, bay, 129; revolving, 123;
stock, 142; store, 133; types of, 109

Wood framing, 47; see framing.
Wooden beams, strength of 528
Wooden buildings, covering of,

174; framing of, floors, 54; out-

side walls, 47; roof, 89; specifi-

cations for 465
Wooden cornices, exterior, 153;

specifications for 467
Wooden cornices (interior), ceiling

beams, columns, etc., 282; speci-

fications for 486
Wooden posts, details of, 427;

strength of 524
Wooden skylights, 187; specifica-

tions for 480
Woods, characteristics and proper-

ties of, 9; cqlor and odor of, 14;
distinction between hard and
soft, 13; imported, 44; moisture
in, 17; prices of, 45; resonance
of, 15; shrinkage of, 21, 24;
varieties of 33; weight of. . . .16, 523

Woods, finishing, 227; specifica-

tions for 483

Y

Yoke, see Fig. 96 114

^smu^
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